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WHY SOME ORCHARDS PAY made a better showing than THE HALES CORNERS 
‘ .. Many people would expect, be- GARDEN CLUB 

looked at fram a now angle ia cause it is not so much am'odd- ap. Secret tly; V. TL. Gardner’s bulletin from Yea" bearer and begins to bear 4.00. ewe ay tuner Ta ae 

the Michigan Experiment Sta- heavily at ia younger age than On anization, “th Maca 
tion. The points brought for- Spy or even Baldwin, The Con ra Hortl mite ‘I Sao 
ward are out of the norinan enowing’ made by Baldwin ty hich th mn still in Soe 
line, and well worth noting care- Pils Investigation 1s notiso good promi one - ithe aed 

fully by anyone in the pes as might be supposed, although ead : l : ia ey vin the 
business, particularly those per- the ‘variety ranks well toward state mu t th -_ olen ree 
sons who are about ready to te front, The drawback sees bela *S Ls ere at ion 
start an orchard. The ideas are to be that the fruit often grades f Mrs. Pa 1 The wen ia 
based on a study of about 100 out rather poorly on account of th eae ce f iin jastio hen 
Michigan business apple or- bad, color, small size, and the ti valtu “ists pr ven mien pot 
chards. Conditions are 5 much fruit spot. Still Baldwin is con- ion ey ae ae ed se like those prevailing in the or. sidered one of the most profit- (00% an - ive part in the dis. 

chard belt from New England aug z0n Michigan growers, As arbi “After 2 ae 
to the Great Lakes that the re- fall variety Wealthy was Poti dof di seu won nee 
sults are of general value : age ae feat f tl ments were “served and th BS a striking feature of the re- . : 

pregranaving, the yield and ports the heavy planting of the PAM was conducted, throu 
thards, it is concluded that site, comparatively, ‘new varieties, G2 "Gf the hostess, where the 
soil grades variety and price, but some of these do not make mevite f- me “ot th “i uO 
in the order named, are the most. °* good a showing as the old varieti : f pla s 1 shrubs 
important items in profitable ones! “when compared on the ware “neitit d 7a a ce apple production. This means basis of year-in and year-out re- re ve well ye and talked 

that orchards no matter how turns. As the author says, first, and | tm t di sea ch ae 
well cared for, did not pay very last and all the time the tree @2 hy a L A sm iH dalenaticn 
well unless the location and soil must be a heavy producer. De- COn ‘ating of f Fe 1 i eee were right, which means plant- licious has been heavily planted Was preee * f com the West Allis 

ing on well-drained frost-free but has not proved productive. Garden Club Pl 7 oe nai 
sites, with deep rich soil. Too Jonathan has made heavy at the 1 stin fi Dp oling ee 
many orchards have been plant- gains, and often pays well, but ord a fo i . rae has et 
ed Gh whatever land was’ not has weak points. Snow and Mc- 0'E"S to k be Ibe a at of 
wanted fox’ something ° else Intosh have proved profitable in ig oub sock » bulbs, and plant- 
Some of the best paying ok. the southern part of the state. B-OUs BLOCK: 

chards were not very well Such kinds as Wagener, Winter ——_—_— 
pruned or cultivated, but the lo- pane foe Green- 
cation, soil and variety were PS eM Yavis, Stark, and Wolf Aster yellows has been found 

good, River, do not rank high, al- to be carried from diseased to 
Speaking of variety, it was though some growers found healthy plants by sucking in- 

found that some kinds which them profitable. In fact, it sects. This disease lives over 
sold at high prices did not pay seems as if on the right location winter on many _ perennial 
$0 well as some of the cheaper eng with good care almost any plants, and if you have been 

apples which produced bigger © ‘he kinds made a good show- having trouble with Asters look | 
average crops, and graded out a ae oe orchards. It was over the other plants carefully 

larger percentage of No. 1 fruit. Phe. ¢ at nothing could take for the yellow or mottled conii- 
The winter varieties classed as © place of the right location, tion and if they show it, dig 

the big three in Michigan as ‘°Ttile soil, and timely spraying. them out. 
well as farther east, are the Any grower can get a copy of 
Baldwin, Rhode Island Green- ee bullen Dy apples e - 
3 xperiment Station at Kas . 

ie the Tgchion lately to dis, Lansing, Mich, Te will do some yan" specialist of Peidos Cress 
credit Spy because of slowness good if nothing more than in- in Massachusetts has made 
in coming to bearing, but the duce some growers to cut out or the’ unique su estion that a 
author shows that in the older cate ae lone list of vari- ado earien elub be formed to 
preird the Spy makes up by Rural Wow York on market— be called the Radio Garden Club | 
bearing large crops over a pe- . of America, with annual dues of 
riod of years, and the fruit sells SS $1.00, and a secretary to pre 
well even in years of heavy_ap- It pve to advertise in Wiscon- pare interesting club programs 
ple production. Greening also sin Horticulture. the year round,
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A LITTLE ABOUT THE WHEN TO SECURE ORDERS On a recent visit to Burling- 
WINTER SHOW ‘ .,.;, ton the editor had the pleasure 

7 One of the great difficulties in of visiting the gladiolus farm 
On another page of this issue _ the flower business is the Amer- owned and operated by Miss 

appears the complete premium ican tendency to impatience, Emma Patterson of that city 
list for the Winter Fruit, says a Maine Nurseryman, who Miss Patterson was found 
Flower and Vegetable Show, continues: “When the peony busily engaged among her gladi- 
scheduled for November 30, season is on, with the flowers  Gjy. assisting in making the 
and December 1 and 2, at Madi- just about to bloom, the atten- daily cut for shipment to the 
son. Six silver cups are offered, tion becomes centered on peo- wholesale houses Despite the 
together with a long array of nies and people besiege the dry weather, her ‘eleven acres of 
attractive cash premiums, total- Nursery for peony plants. These gladiolus where more than a 
ling nearly five hundred dollars people want the plants planted hundred’ varieties are grown, 

in all. . then and there and expect them presented a beautiful and vivid 
Premiums are offered for to bloom at once. But spring is display. On September 9, the 

single tray exhibits of twelve no time for transplanting peo- day of the writer’s visit she ex- 
varieties of apples, and for sin- nies. They must be taken care pected to ship more ehai 4.000 
gle plate exhibits of seventeen of in the fall. And will people cyt flowers. This she stated 
varieties. Group fruit exhibits, buy peony plants in the fall?  powever, was less than half her 
flowers and vegetables come in They will not. What they want shipment of the ‘same time: last 
for a big share of the prize then is chrysanthemums, which year. We hope in the near 

money. | ought to go in during the future to be able to furnish our 
Here is a chance to show your spring. readers with an article describ- 

horticultural propensities and This tendency on the part of ing the unique machinery and 
abilities. Look the list over the planting public to want packing methods that Miss Pat- 
carefully and select your exhib- what they see was discussed  teyson uses on her farm 
its now. Put your apples in some time ago by John Watson . 
cold storage, and begin picking who urged that it should be ee 
out and preparing your stock seized upon by Nurserymen to 
for the show. “Mother” gets an secure orders for the plants to Try a Pomegranate plant in 
extra chance at the prize money, be set out at the proper time. your sunny window this winter. 
since there is a silver cup of- When flowers are blooming is a_ Its brilliant scarlet fuschia-like 
fered for the best apple pie. better time to sell Nursery stock flowers and attractive fruit will 
Show your skill as a horticul- than when snow and zero _ interest you and it is as easily 
turist by taking home a couple weather prevail. Activity when grown as a geranium. 
of premiums. the public is especially receptive 

should be uniformly success- TT 
. . ful.’—American Nurseryman . 

An effective method of con- Pack the container of your 
trolling red spider is to wash TO fernery with sphagnum moss— 
the plant covered with these Sample copies of Wisconsin your ferns will appreciate the 
small mites thoroughly with the Horticulture will be sent free up- cool moisture at their roots—as 
hose. An inspection a couple on request. this takes up all surplus water. 
of days later will usually show 
no mites remaining. Incident- - = —— — 
ally, washing plant leaves with 
a ood dash of water at frequent 
intervals is a good preventative 
of many troubles. 

Jrdinary spinach remains in : ‘ 
usable condition but a very few is Bi , sg 5 ; 
devs. The common variety ‘ sis ap. a \ yd Pte att 
which lasts longest is “King of Me ie at aa at 
Denmark”. The best method to eee a od 
provide spinach in succession is ty” 
eiiher to plant successive plant- a 
invs of the same thing or else | ay oe 
Sov some New Zealand spinach 
week may be picked all sum- “Picking Scene” on the Hollis Sullivan strawberry plantation at Taylor. 
NOY. Mr. Sullivan is one of the most successful strawberry growers in Wisconsin.
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OO Sd asters, tigers, and others. The 

’ made up baskets looked like fifty 
THE FLORIST’S PAGE dollars at least. The first breath 

Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany of fall was reflected in the 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. Golden Glow Chrysanthemums. 

Made nue stock was plentiful 
from huge “drippin s” FLORISTS AT BADGER brunt of the exhibits for the (showers for the heido. de the 

STATE FAIR florists. The old faithfuls were smaller colonials, corsages, and 

The Wisconsin State Fair is there, and were well rewarded bouquets for the wrist, shoulder, 
coming to mean a lot to all i” dollars and cents. It seems ankle, and knee. We can’t think 
branches of Horticulture. The that the florists can’t take a tip of any other place to hang a 
commercial apple man finds his "0M the horticulturists and houquet. 
opportunity to get Wisconsin farmers who come to the fair The central part of the hall 
apples before his largest audi- 224 take away the premiums, boasted the first successful 
ence of the year. The vegetable "4 thereby advertise their lo- fountain of the fair, and two 
grower displays the pinnacles ‘lity the more. Practically stunning shaped beds of bloom- 
he can reach before his regular CVeTY. time the Milwaukee folks ing begonias. The palm groups 
customers. The Amateur flower ave it to do, and the rest of the were fine and the flowering 
grower likes a chance to say “I state does not join in. If the groups were ditto. The fern 
told you so”, and the profes- farmers and apple-growers pur- groups were healthy and cool 

sional flower grower and re- Sued the same course, saying looking. The general back- 
tailer have an opportunity to "thing of the stock men, there ground was decorated by the 
advertise to a large audience would be no state fair. It would Aug. F. Kellner Co., with lattice 

and get well paid for doing it, >¢,@ Milwaukee fair. _ and trellis work, entwined with 
The nursery man gets more or- This state fair reminded us_ southern smilax and flat sprays 
ders in six days than he could Of @ chunk of the National of arborvitae. Each post was 
in a month otherwise, and the Flower Show at Detroit, lifted covered with large boughs of 
public heartily endorses the out and set down in the Horti- white cedar. With the premium 
show. What more could mor. Cultural Building. Yes, it was list such as it is, it could not be 
tals want? Everybody is satis- that good. The exposition of helped, but it seems to us that 
fied, except maybe, ‘the hard flowers was just as well done, in the palm groups might have 
working secretary of Horticul- 8 good containers and as tastily been placed at either end to al- 
ture, N. A. Rasmussen, and his displayed. The baskets of roses low a comprehensive view thru 
crew, and the assistant superin- had reached their full bloom ere the entire exhibit. It was so 
tendent, Mrs. C. E. Strong. It’s We saw them, and they were beautiful that it seemed a shame 
just another chance for a nerv- wonderful. New kinds pleased to waste any vantage points. 
ous breakdown with them. jaded tastes. Lilies were in The posts don’t suit the florists, 

Horticulture is not marking their glory, for there were all and they suited the public less, 
time, nor standing still. Every kinds in the building,—showy for they interfered with a good 
year sees some improvements. rubrums, flecked auratums, view of the center. The build- 
This year the apples were 200 
trays more than last year. The SS ee 
orders in the booths were : i ow a) 
twenty percent more. The , n i bs | we } 
florists’ premiums were $300 . By Age " 
more, and the classes of exhibits , 4 Re | # iN a. 
enlarged. Next year, the new a t ; pores . } 
manager, F. C. Borcherdt, Jr., ‘ A EW " 
who by the way satisfied every- =k nie : a | ) 4 
body, says they are going to * Ls a La Ys a = A a i 

complete the brick building by , + an i & v3 hl 5 a 
running through to the next ee x rs ry ‘a 
street, and giving everyone fader eS ’ = r 
more room. The tent at the as ak! 
north end has been a pretty per- g ae baa ‘ Bc a 
manent thing the last few years, mec bd oe bi ae, | 
and even now it is full to over- } ar.) ar Pao a er CS | 

flowing. i ry) UES Vs Me es ate . a f 5 % 
The Milwaukee Florists Club a SS eh ee en 20 read 

members, as usual, bore the A Glimpse of the Flower Exhibit
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ing could be lots better adapted R 5: , , ie Es: 
to a flower show. The hanging | re eA ‘ d F 
baskets were especially good cary be ‘ 
this year and put the finishing det Palate : , oi. ai 
touch on the exhibit. Thanks to * ye) * 
the powers that be, that there j a fee aii esc ktinsy ak 
was no suggestion of funeral ss é : Vy i 
flowers this year. Wreaths were cs j ik, iy Ds) f 
absent. Funeral suggestions i Fe i te " Sm e ‘ 
are not always the most wel- Pot » peti! , a 
come to a visitor on a holiday, ee tal a PE OS ben) ! 
pleasure bent. They too often ae oT ; FI 

call up bitter memories, and 2, or Te ‘ eo 
spoil the holiday. In this day | Rae Oo § 
and age, everyone knows that eee RS gee | : , iF & | 

the florist can soften the blow ees OU tans Sener 3 
with flowers, without his say- - - CC 
ing a thing. One of the Commercial Exhibits at the Fair 

The nurserymen around the 
ends and side walls of the hall and a first on a vase of six greens and foliage plants. They 
reaped a golden harvest of or-  glads. advertise a complete landscape 
ders, ranging from 20 to 30 per- The first prizes for dahlias service as well as a home grown 
cent more than last year. They this time went to the Knoelke nursery stock. 
appeared at a disadvantage, at Nurseries, situated north of The Badger Dahlia Farms, 
that, since six weeks of drought town on the Silver Spring road. situated a mile east of Hartford, 
are poor preparation for good There was no question about Wisconsin, and owned by Adam 
samples of their products. We this award, and it is only neces- F. Poltl and Mr. Gruenhagen, 
have but space for a few re- sary to tell our florist readers are our largest dahlia growers 
marks on their exhibits. The that Wm. ‘Bahrke, is their hy- for commercial cut flowers. 
Eberhardt Sons Nursery Co., of bridizer. They also had some They ship to the Milwaukee 
Cedarburg, Wis., had the most fine glads and liatris. market daily in season. They 
comprehensive exhibit of vari- J. T. Fitchett, of the Fitchett announce a better business this 
ous flowers there. They had Dahlia Gardens, Janesville, year than last. 
them in the hundred varieties in Wisconsin, is the greatest dahlia F. M. Palmiter & Son, of 
dahlias, and gladiolus, with ev- fan in Wisconsin, although in Janesville, proved that they 
ergreens and decorative shrubs private life he is a printer. His were as much interested in the 
outlining their booth. Ernst three boys are as bad. Edmund, amateur’s success with their 
Eberhardt started the business the oldest, is a chemist for the glads, phlox, and liatris, as they 
in 1904 and only three years ago Anaconda Copper Co., at Great were in selling him. They have 
sold out to his sons, Walter, Falls, Montana, and has a gar- offered premiums to the ama- 
Ray, and Arnold. Walter and den with 1,400 varieties of teurs ever since there was an 
Arnold look after the trees and dahlias in it. Don, the young- amateur section. And Son is 
shrubs, while Ray does all the est, helps dad with the flowers quite a photographer and they 
bulb business. and is getting ready to enter the showed some beautiful colored 

The J. K. Rugowski Seed Co., ‘“U”, where he will take a photographs of their iris and 
of Manitowoc, Wisconsin, was straight horticultural course other things not in bloom at this 
represented by his daughter and and follow up the business. season of the year. 
her husband, J. Sievert, of the Lawrence, in-between, is about W. A. Toole, Route 2, Garry- 
same city. Mr. Rugowski has a_ to finish at the University and nee-Dule, Baraboo, Wisconsin, 
reputation as a plant breeder on become a doctor of medicine, showed considerable progress in 
his 22 acres out on 10th street, but he has been scouting the his rock garden plants and 
a mile west of Manitowoc. His continent this summer for new again had a nice little rock hill, 
new gladiolus “Farmers Wife” dahlias, and found plenty. He _ refreshed by a rill of water to 
named after the magazine at- was with the Wisconsin Glee show his stuff. Mr. B. E. Hark- 
tracted a good deal of attention. Club, on their tour of Europe. ness, a floriculture student at 
It is a creamy white. Were we The Hawks Nursery Co., of Cornell University, Ithaca, N. 
down South it would need to be Wauwatosa, are the oldest ex-  Y., is spending the summer with 
a chocolate brown. They _hibitors at the State Fair in the him and had charge of the ex- 
showed asters, glads and dahl- Horticulture Building, and they hibit. Mr. Toole had his usual 
las. He took two firsts on asters had a fine showing of ever- fine selection of perennials and
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September, 1927 WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 7 

7 USES IRRIGATION TO GROW 
BERRIES 

BADGER NEWS Edgerton Man Finds Power Water 

From Wisconsin Papers Supply Nets Good Profit 
Clarence E. Swenson, one-half mile 

north of Edgerton, has what might 
be called an everbearing strawberry 

GOVERNOR NAMES EX-ASSEM- WISCONSIN HORTICULTURAL farm under overhead irrigation sys- 
BLYMAN MARKET DIRECTOR SOCIETY eee SEoee tem. 

, . MER M “I have this to say, it pays,” Mr. 
Is Socialist Who Once Defeated Zim- Swenson said sane his a igation 
merman for Legislature; Comings Kenosha, August 19.—The execu- system. “You cannot always depend 

to be Assistant tive committee of the Wisconsin State upon getting rain just when you need 
Horticultural society met this morn- jt most, for the berries won’t wait 

James H. Vint, Union Grove, today ing on the third floor of the court nti] ‘you get a shower; they just 
was appointed commissioner of mar- house, in the opening session of the keep on ripening, getting ‘smaller and 

kets to sueceed Edward J. Nordman annual summer meeting. 5 smaller until a rain comes. Down at 
who recently resigned. Extensive plans were made with Mud lake, which is 1,800 feet from 

Mr. Vint, who is a prominent so- regard to the program of the society here, I have a 15 horsepower engine 
cialist, represented Milwaukee county for the coming year, and it was de-  that’drives a force pump which I use 
in the assembly during 1911, 1913, cided to hold the annual fall meeting once a week for irrigation, whether 
and 1915. He is at present manager in Madison. At this meeting the cus- it rains or not. The engine is run 10 
of the Farmers’ Co-operative Eleva- tomary election of officers will take ours straight, or one whole night, 

tor company at Union Grove, Racine place. and during that time I get one inch 
county. He is deseribed by. Sovernior ——————— of rain on my berries. The cost of 
Zimmerman as a real “dirt” farmer, running this outfit is $3 a night, cov- 
who is living on and operating an 80- CRANBERRY MEN HOLD THEIR ering ae and one-half acres of 
acre farm near Union Grove. ANNUAL MEETING AT ground. 

Mr, Nordman, whose term expires WISCONSIN RAPIDS “While there are plenty of early 
Sept. 6, announced his resignation Wisconsin Rapids, Aug. 12—The berries, I specialize on everbearing. 
about three weeks ago, because, he annual summer meeting celebrating Picking will begin shortly and there 
said, he knew he would not be reap- the twentieth anniversary of the or- will be at least 50 quarts of straw- 
pointed. He said he would return to ganization of the Wisconsin Cran- berries gathered daily until it freezes 

his former home in Antigo to resume berry Sales association was brought UP» and they will command the high- 
farming. He served as commissioner to a close Tuesday evening with a est, market price. — | 

of markets eight years, appointed or- panquet and dance at the Hotel Wit- _ “Last spring, including labor, I 

iginally by: gore, E. E, Philipp and ter. Covers were laid for two hun- til hike 
a . John J. Blaine. Fi 7 g g : 

reappointed by Gov dred cranberry men and guests. Besides the berries there are 10 

ee acres of potatoes. These are Rural 
New Lorkers and on to be the best 

CHERRY HARVEST ENDS; variety for this locality. 

UNUSUALLY LARGE CROP OF CROP or Five acres more of the farm are 
GRAPES THIS YEAR . . devoted to general garden truck. 

. 5 Sturgeon Bay, Wis—With one of “Seventy-five per cent of the crops 
Washington— There will be a the smallest crops since the cherry arg sold right here at the roadside 

bumper crop of American grapes this industry rose to prominence here, the ¢tand,” Mr. Swenson said. “While 
year. The department of agriculture annual Door county cherry harvest tourists purchase much of the stuff, 
estimates the production at 2,500,000 closed this week showing a total of many “people come: from Janesville 

tons, or at least 8 per cent heavier less than 200,000 cases, including and other cities to buy berries and 
than last year’s crop, and 20 per cent those harvested by independent as Vegetables here.” s . 
above the average production for the well as co-operative growers. cee . 
last five years, : In 1925, when the cherry crop was 

This enormous crop is now starting deemed almost a failure, the harvest ——=— 
to market and department officials totaled about 225,000, which is 25,000 

asserted that the big problem con- ¢ases more than this season. The One of the most enjoyable events 
fronting both growers and shippers, early cherries in 1925 totaled 103,548 for the florists of Milwaukee and vi- 
particularly those of California, cases, double that of this year, but  cinity was the dedication and birth- 
where 90 per cent of the crop is the late cherries in 1925 total 118,- day party given by the Holton & 

crown, is how to dispose profitably of 871, which is about 10,000 cases be- Hfunkel Co. at their Brown Deer plant 
this enormous production between low this year’s record. In spite of the on Sept. ist. It was in 1897 that 
how and December. fact that the crop was low in volume Herman V. Hunkel and Fred H. Hol- 

this year, the quality of the fruit has ton organized the Holton & Hunkel 
been exceptionally good. Co., at that time the second wholesale 

house in Milwaukee. In a short time 
STUDY NATIVE WILD LIFE they took over the C. B. Warnell 

place at 126 Locust Street, and wen' 
The native wild life of the south- MRS. NES UN eee DEAD into the growing end also. In 1911 

crn Wisconsin region will be studied ” they erected their first range of rose 
y an industrial fellow of the Univer- Milwaukee—Following an illness of | houses at Brown Deer and have been 

sity of Wisconsin during the coming several weeks, Mrs. Nelson M. Black, adding glass ever since. This year's 
}ear under the terms of a $600 grant former president of the Wisconsin addition consists of nine houses, plus 
‘som an anonymous donor accepted Wild Flower association, died here to- a large shed 275 feet by 50 feet, 
hy the University Regents at their day. She is survived by her husband, which will be used for soil, pots, flats, 
August meeting. Dr. Black. packing and shipping room.
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PREMIUM AWARDS AT THE _s!!%. Moore's Diamond. 49. Best Display of Hardy Phlox. | 
1, John Reis, Twin Bluffs 1.50 1. Mrs. S. W. Poppe,...... 5.1 

STATE FAIR, MILWAU- 2 camaagneerieaaiteitn. soa lapse 2: Miss B. M, Goelzer...). 4/1 | 
KEE, AUG. 29 TO SEPT 3 So Perseus Se asa 8 ie ‘ . 3. Ea. Boldt ....+.-0.++.. 3.4 

5 (18, Moots wecig PO ee es 50. Best Display of Gladioli, 6 vasc 
Horticulture Department Moore's Early. 6 varieties, 3 spikes in each vase De seeeeteerteeeeeereeteeey cress I. Baw, 'Haasch,.....-.-. 5 
PLANTS AND FLOWERS Bo occ sonmaneaseneuren tne ei * Minwaukes ee Eg 
(See Page 6 of this issue) 119. Niagara’ 4) BR MRO (FOR ecwewinene: gel 

GRAPES p. yonm. Melavey: Gecterey 1:89 161, meat. 25 spikes gladiolus. 
102. Display of 10 var 3 BLD 1. Rdw. Haasch.......... 5.0 1G. Me Tenan, No” Mil- I 2 Miss BM. Goolzer:. <1) i 

waukee ...............$10.00 120. Worden. 3. Mrs. W. Delaporte, Mil- 
2. John Reis, Twin Bluffs 8.00 1. TORR RiGee ccc e “INO Waukee .....sseeeeeees 3 
By teseieiecocnecauente atwcsieresetnonstwcwrece 4 ec Do wnnmemnamane ear TENS NE 4. Dawson Bros.......... 2.0 
ee Se BBLS EAMETS Salsa Gees 52. Best Display of Gladiolus, not les 
ee ee ee ae 4 Be BOERS Oh SESE So Sh artioes 9 eee than 100 spikes. 

103. Display of Five Plates 1 variety 1. Theo. J. Kurtz.......... 10" 
each; Selected from the following Plants and Cut Flowers 2. Dawson Bros.......... 8.0) 
list: Brighton, Concord, Dela- (For Amateurs Only) Boece eet eet ee eee eee ee ware, Diamond, Moore's Early, PLANTS 4, ngs aesiermeareng inate oF 
Niagara, Worden. ss. g.09 40: For the best and most artistically > Fest 30 ‘blooms. (dahlasitn wate 

go Tonn Tels. ssoveres 4.00 STATE Daauer OF Mecorative 2 Theo de Kurtz. 02012 8e 
ds owe veh samen Coe eee Donor: H. V. Hunkel, Milwaukee Be eeetet eens eseser esos eee os 4 se Coe 1 Mra. Walker Weak, Went . ft 

104. Brighton, 9070 AIUS cnesiss canescens cee 600 v4. Best Display Celosia in Variety oe 2. Mrs. S. W.' Poppe. Mil. 1. Miss E. M. Goelzer..... “¢ 
c WAUKCS cicvenenes cesar ode ON 2. Dawson Bros.......... 4.4 

1. John Reis.............. 3.00 41. Por the best and most artistically 3. Theo. J. Kurtz. ........ 2.00 Qe cence ene een e een ee ee genes arranged display of ferns in 4. Mrs. Susie Hyatt, West SLIDES rn: variety to be shown in fernery. AIS: sea enae. ses vs exes . Leu 
As eitimestnteninnerenistareeinie aberrant a Donor: The August Kellner Co 55, Rest 10 Vases of Asters, 10 blooms 

105. Concord. | Milwaukee. ma vase. 1. John Reis.............. 8.00 1. Mrs. Walter Week..... 6.00 1. Mrs. C. BE, Schultz, Mil- 
2G. M. Tehans........., 0 2.90 2. Mrs. S. W. Poppe...... 4.00 § WOYREE rere emnen meee Bil 
Bovsssveereeeeeteeeeeeee cree 4 Wor the best specimen plant, any Qo eeceeeeeecenneceeeernene Gus 

tos. Déiawagg variety. 8. ceicnvmscmmnmssimsmmnentaiarats a # 
B. Delaware, Donor: C. C. Pollworth, Milwau- ec 

1. John Reis.............. 3.00 kee. 56. Best vase of asters, any color. 
2G. M, Tehan........2.. 0 2150 1. Edw. C. Haasch, wau- 1. Ed. Boldt........0..... 2.00 
Bo eeeet ee eeeeee ete ees WatoSA .sscscceceeseees, Rill! 2. Arno Meyer. Waldo. - Line 

; SRNR RTCATTCN YRMINRUIICTR HeESE é 3.G. M. Tehan, No. Mil- 
107. Moore's Diamond. CUT’ FLOWERS waukee ..............- 

1. GM. Tehan, No. Mil 43. Best and most artistically ar 57. Best basket of everlastings both 
waukee 2... .......... 3.00 ranged basket of flowers for table flowers and grasses; artistically 

Qe cece ccce cece eenenes tetas 1. Mrs. W. Delaporte, Mil- arranged. 
Boece IT! WAUKCS siccsinieeweewsaiewie: Bu! 1, Miss E. M. Goelzer, 
de wane saceamwnn wae ots coms 2. Caroline Duffy, West Oakwood ...........06. 3.00 

108. Moore’s Karly. ANS gicviiiscsaseasen: B00 2 Arno Meyer, Waldo.... 2.00 
1G. M. Tehan........... 3.00 3. Mrs. Clara Harrington, Se cceconiesuecusm cosas wicusein se} 
2. John Reis, Twin Bluffs 2.50 West Allis............. 1.0 Be ee 
8) isin Seg SS ain Celnssinctines wee eceaase 44. Best and most artistically ar- 58. Best display of everlastings in 
Be eee e cece newer eer enene cee ranged vase of flowers for table. variety. 

109. Niagara, 1. Miss E, M. Goelzer, 1. Miss FE. M. Goelzer..... 4.00 
1. John Reis............. 3.00 OBKW00d esveccwewweae 2M 2.G. M. Tehan........... 3.0 
2 coceroveie vinitioreteie ataeiateiswets EE RRR 2. Mrs. W. Delaporte, West 3. Arno Meyer............ 2.00 

Bi cemnssmvacertan mor ceoaele sth Be BRIERE AIMS svc gvesy eogcee “00 4. Camille Runte, No. Mil- 
4s goa cia wETESE AY Ete. 3. Mrs. Clara Harrington, waukee ............2.. 1,00" 

110. Worden. West: Allisve.ccs.sc00.. r 5. Mrs. C. BH. Schultz, Mil- 
1,G. M. Tehan........... 3.00 45. Best and most artistically ar- Waukee oe. cece eee ee 3 
2. John Reis............. 0 2150 ranged bouquet of wild flowers. 59. Best 10 spikes of perennial del 
Boe ec cece eee ee eee teen ne eens 1, Jane Lindauer, West Al- phinium. 
fe. cosscormageretassiarerntare guesivrentets ace Hien Wg e-aiere azernesscacousasecins esere WRill! 1, Dawson Bros.......... 5.0 

Single Plate 2. Mrs. N. C. Nelson, West 2. Mrs. Susie Hyatt....... 3.0 
(Four Bunches to a Plate) AIMS Sosccansveauscos cox BVO 3. Miss FE. M. Goelzer..... 2.00 

111. Agawam, 3. Mrs. Waiter Weck, 60. Best 5 vases of snapdragon. 
1. G.. M. Tehan..s..c05%.. 1.50 West Allis; csaeces sec, 1,00 color_in vase. 
2 John Reis......22222.. 0 1.08 46. Best Display of Cut Flowers An- 1,G. M, Tehan........... 3 
Boece e cece eee e et eeeeneese eenee nual, 12 kinds. 2. Theo. J. Kurtz ........ 2.00 
aE tn 1. Edw. C. Haasch, Wau- 3. Miss E. M. Goelzer..... 1 

112. Brighton. WALOKA vsvesisecgeneece, BsDl 61. Best 5 vases of calendula. 
1. John Reis, Twin Bluffs 1.50 2. Theo. J. Kurtz, Cedar- 1. Caroline Duffy, West 
2: cmc micas ROG Es HUNG DUPE crue ser cen O07 Allis) wee pewwdeoowwans Bel 
$: cuseanagemmowsaeeouert.. a vace 3. Miss FB. M. Goelzer..... 4.0 2. Theo. J. Kurtz......... 1.1 
Pe ea ee 4. Mrs. A. L. Schacht, Ra- 3. Miss E. M. Goelzer..... 0.5 

113. Concord. CINe 2 oe ee eee ces eceeee 3.00 62. Best 5 vases of French marigold 
1. John Reis............. 1.50 5. Mrs. Susie Hyatt, West 10 blooms in a vase. 
Dic ce cece eeeeeeereetenee Genes ANliS oo ec ee ieee teen ee 2.00 1, Mrs, Clara BE. Harring- 
Boe eese eee eeeeeeeesesssee esse 47, Best Display of Cut Flowers Her- ton, West Allis........ 2.0 
ee ee ct baceous Perennials, 10 kinds. 2. Miss I. M. Goelzer..... 1.0" 

114. Campbell Barly. 1. Mrs. S. W. Poppe, Mil- 3. Mrs. C. B. Schultz..... 00.5" 
1. John Rels............. 1.50 waukee ............... 8.00 63. Best 5 vases of African marigolds 
B. disse Bids HESHE Se elogwae ae veces 2. Miss E. M. Goelzer, 10 blooms in a vase. 
Bee ceee eee tee Oakwood .....-....02-. 6.00 1, Mrs. Susie Hyatt...... 2.0" 
Ae corsreceereigcenmene aieieiecinretecainse te sieienete 3. Dawson Bros., Franks- 2. Mrs. C. B. Schultz...... 1.0 

115. Delaware. Vie wee eee eee e eee ees 4,00 Boece cece cece eee renee ates 
1, John Rels............. 1.50 4. Mrs, H. G. Gay, West 64. Best 4 vases of petunias, one colo: 
2G. M. Tehan, No. Mil- AMIS vessaw ans ove BOO In vase. 

waukee .........0-.55. 1,00 Bis sae ceenrm amines aeons gies 5 1. Bdw. C. Haasch........ 2.6 
Be ateCee ENNIS Tee weeds 48. Best Display of Pansies. 2: Theo. J. Kurtz.........0 1.0 
Go cose deehse@t nme: cua vines salen 1. Miss EB. M. Goelzer, 3. Miss E. M, Goelzer..... 0.5 

116. Green Mountain (Winchell). Oakwood .............. 5.00 65. Best 5 vases of zinnias, 10 blooms 
1. John Reis... ..-e0%02 ee 1.50 2. BE. H. Haasch.......... 3.00 one color, in vase. 
2, GMI TERED cca £200 3. Mrs. S. W. Poppe, Mil- 1. Edw. C. Haasch........ 2! 
$s, iarssetvovrrwyeretortrerezolorenacaiareinte etnaisls Waukee scvicrvvee ceeven (2.00 2. Miss FE. M. Goelzer..... 1.5 
43 Simmons KaaMTERREN eH 4. Ed. Boldt, Milwaukee... 2.00 Ba: casarasarersioreceracoseieiniozaisinierecersiers Se
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iin. Best vase of roses. 84. Clairgeau. 101, Best Collection varieties, ten spec- 

1. Miss BE. M. Goelzer..... 0 1.5 1. Cooper Bros. .......+5- 1.50 imens each, Hansen hybrids. 

2. Mrs. Geo. Leverenz, 2. Dawson Bros. ...-..-5. 1.25 1, Edw. Gassner ......-.. 3.00 

West Allis........--.-. 1.00 B. cececwceceeneeseeoer eset eeeue 2. Dawson Bros. .....--+. 2.f 

J: wares ewms seinmew ance iiiee cK a Be cece ew euneeennee ns neces seen 3. °K. H, Stoeber ......+.. 1.00 

iy. Best vase of Salpiglossis. 85. Clapp's Favorite. 
1. Mrs, Geo. Leverenz..... 1.50 1. Miss KE. M.  Goelzer, SPECIAL PREMIUMS 

2. Mrs. A, L. Schacht..... 1.00 Oakwood ......eeeeeeee 15 78. Best Display of Dahlias; Dahlias 
3. Mrs. Susie Hyatt...... 250 2. F. B. Sherman ......-. 1.00 roots, value $10.00. 

«8, Best vase of Cosmos. 3. Dawson Bros. .......-+ 250 Donor: J. T. Fitchett, Janesville 

1. Edw. C. Haasch........ 0 1.5! 4. J. B. Moyle .....2--2055 625 1. dw. C. Haasch ....... 5.00 
2. Mrs. Clara E. Harring- 86. Duchess. 2. Mrs. W. Delaporte ..... 3.09 

CON wearaieieeesemneee Tal 1. Cooper Bros. ........5. 1.50 3. Theo. J. Kurtz ........ 2.0% 
3. Theo. J. Kurtz.........00 050 2) Dawson Bros. ......... 0 1.0 79. For Largest Dahlia in’ diameter: 

6%. Best vase of annual Larkspur. , Or eee ee 1 bulb champagne value $2.0"). 

1, Mrs. Clara E. Harring- Ae kiacrure WaeeeE Ce Bes ACER & Donor: J. T. Fitehett, Janesvill+ 

fon aor eke mei meat LedO 87. Flemish Beauty. 1. Mrs. W. Delaporte ..... 2.00 
2. Mrs. S. W. Poppe...... 1.08 1. A. C. Hauser, La Crosse 1.5" S0. Best 6 vases of cut flowers, $10 

3. Mrs. Susie Hyatt...... 0.5! QJ, B, Moyle: ioxsws seas Te Oh Gash: 
70. Best 5 vases of Dianthus. 3. Kdw, Gassner, Rockfield 50 Donor: James Livingstone. Mil 

1. Miss E. M. Goelzer..... 2.00 1. H. J. Rasmussen, Osh- waukee. 
Bos seers ecavainia shacmrnzaiacara eoeaw mania: Sele KOSH cc useweranenerices, 225 1. Edw. CG. Haasch .....28 3.00 
By, mance O ey ERE ae ee 88. Howell. 2. Miss EM. Goclawr 1. 4.00 

71. Best vases of Ceneuria, corn flow- 1. J. B. Moyle .....e.e05. 165 3. Theo. J. Kurtz ........ 0 2.00 
ers, 2. Dawson Bros, .....++-+. 1.0 SL. Best Display Pansies, Perennials 

1. Mrs. Clara BE. Harring- Se carcass raneratscatmvasncs aewcansis SESE AD 6 value $5.00. Winner's éhoie: ol 
LOM, wee crores casiee wee wen Lol Ah bbimasee sagsreweiens vaeie eles waste + anything in’ our catalogue. 

2. Theo. J. Kurtz......... 1.0 89. Kieffer. Donor: W. A. Toole, Baraboo. 
3 Mrs. A. L. Schacht..... 0.5" 1. H. W. Ullsperger, Stur- 1 Miss FE. M. Goelzer .... 3.00 

72. Best. 5 vases phlox drummond' geon Bay .........-06. 1.5 2) dw. CG. Haasch ....... 2.00 
one color in vase. 2. Cooper Bros. .......... 1.0" 82. Best Display of Perennials, value 

1. Miss E. M. Goelzer..... 2.00 4. ©, DB BRP MAN ecco. ces . 50 $10.00, winner's choice of anything 

2) Mrs. Clara BE. Harring- 4. Wisconsin. Fruit) Farm, in our catalosue, 
TON Foseessseus Gewese Leh Sturgeon Bay .......+- . 1. Miss B. M. Goelzer .... 0 8.00 

B., cermmeseane earetnisis peecsee GAG 90. Lawrence. 2. Mrs. A. L. Schacht .... 3.00 
73. Best vase of Scabiosa. 1, Dawson Bros. ......... 1.50 3. Mrs. Walter Week 1... 2.00 

I. APNO MGVEr ecscecneenes, Hef DS, taeatcnctecaers SEN ea SEES 83. Best Large Basket of | Annuas 

2. Dawson Bros......-.-. 1.0 Be. ee aige ke eaten eee sans Mae Bewe F Larkspur, 1 dozen) Regal Lily 

3. Mrs. Clara BE. Harring- etre crore eqeeuneertne smoevenrimnnte gem Ge Bulbs. 
TON occ eee eee ee eens F §1. Louise. Donor: H.C. Christensen, Oskkosh 

74. Best vase of Perennial Gaillardia 1, Dawson Bros, ......... 1.50 1. Caroline Duffy ........5 bibs, 
10 blooms. % J. B. Moyle ....seeeee. Date Qo ccc cucu eectutvetetes venus 

1. Mrs. 8. W. Poppe ..... 1.50 Si: sa im ientenmvwmnmae tes MRE E Be 
2.G. M. Tehan .......... 1.00 4u) 63 aa eee eA Oye. a M4 Best 3 spikes of Mrs. Frederick C. 
3. Miss FE. M, Goelzer....  .: 92. Rossney. Peters’ Gladioli 

75, Best vase of Sweet Peas. 1. J.B. Moyle .........5. 0 1.7 Donor: EF. M. Valmiter & Son, 
1. Miss f. M, Goelzer..... 1.5 2) Dawson Bros. 111.11... 1.00 Janesville. 
2. Mrs. S. W. Poppe...... 3 De: crarsnein sxecoincasenenerezesevereaennns sieses eeseamee t 1....Gladioli bulbs, value $2.00 
ero ee A sauussaievocminieoterate seca snensikte woven wei « 85. Best 3 spikes of London Smoke. 

76. Rest vase of double Sunflowers. 93. Seckel. Donor: F. M. Palmiter & Son, 
1. Mrs. A. L. Schacht..... 1.50 To Se Be MOY16 coe esse ee TA Janesville, 
Do, cesses sestene tomas ne ea@een SEA 2. Dawson Bros. ......... 1.00 1. Dawson Bros. .......--+ 
Boece ete eee cree et nee eters 3. E. H. Stoeber, Middle- ...Gladioli bulbs, value $2.00 

77. Dining table decorations for ama fon See ee wee © 280 86. Best 3 spikes, pink perfection. 
teurs only, to be changed once, 4 4. Wisconsin Fruit) Farm, Donor: F. M, Palmiter & Son, 
covers. There are a certain num- Sturgeon Bay ........- +25 Janesville. 

ber of tables and the first entr 94. Sheldon. 1. ...Gladioli bulbs, value £2.00 
will be given preference. 1. Lester Patterson ...... 1.50 87. Best 3 spikes of Willis EK. Fryer. 

1. Mrs. W. Delaporte, Mil- 2. Dawson Bros. ......... 1.00 Donor: EF. M. Palmiter & “Son, 
waukee ......-..--40-- 20,00 8. 3. Bs Moyle scx sacscs ox 50 Janesville. 

2. Mrs. Clara E. Harring- Be. ceed cee seen ctee eee eee Sees e 1. ...Gladioli bulbs, value $2.00 

ton, Milwaukee........ 15.00 95. Tyson. 88. Rest 3 spikes Mrs. Leon Douglas. 
3. Mrs. Walter Weck, Mil- 1. J. B. Moyle .........-. 1.7 Donor: F. M. Palmiter & Son, 

waukee .....---.eeeeee 12.00 2. Dawson Bros. .......-- 1.00 Janesville. 
4, Mrs. Susie Hyatt, Mil- Bix goocmecmeroresoneioiane euuteietiananie siete ieseumrc 1. Dawson Bros. .........- 

waukee ww... 6ss.vea0es 10.00 Ae aa gawemneaaaies suememvestiewrnie: aero & ...Gladioli bulbs, value $2.00 
5. Mrs. Geo. Levereng, 96. Vermont Beauty. 89. Best Display Blooms and_ Berries 

Milwaukee ............ 8.00 1. Dawson Bros. ......... 1.50 from shrubs, nursery stock, value 
6. Arno Meyer, Waldo.... 5.00 Ol HGts GOES GENIE wees 6 $10.00, winner’s choice of anything 
7. Mrs. Arthur Schacht, De, occceaceseens seen sinks ga) Sess s in our catalogue. 

Milwaukee ........-.-. 4.00 I me ee Donor: N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh 
8. Jane Lindauer......... 3.08 97. Winter Nellis, 1. Miss BM. Goelzer .... 5.00 
9. Mrs. S. W. Poppe...... 2.00 1. Dawson Bros. ........- 1.50 2. Mrs. W. Delaporte .... 3.00 

10. Theo, Ji Kurtz. cee 2.01 Be Te Be, MOVIE tess cee He Be accecnerrmenece meee eaueses ose OF 
13. Mrs. HG Gayi.ssawas 2:0! Me: cir acRRRceERES RESTORE Bea euch 90. Most artistically arranged large 

12. Mrs. N. C. Nelson...... 2.00 Se basket of hybrid delphiniums. 

PLUMS combined with perennial gyso- 
PEARS 7 e waa philia. Perennials to the value of 

. . | 98. Best. Collection varieties, ten 35.00. winner's choice. 
81. Collection not to exceed 15 varie- specimens of each, native varieties. en eee eee ee aye Tales 

use 1. B. H. Stoeber, Middle- Flower Gardens, Waukesha. 
1. Cooper Bros., West Al- CON wieenceecks eiaies aa SON 1. Mrs. A. L. Schacht... - 

US cssuiee weceideeoeeeees 8200 2.G. M. Tehan, No. Mil- . Se Derennials $3.00 

2. John B. Moyle, Union waukee wo... eee eee eee 2.00 9 J 
GTOVE@ cece eee eee eee 4.00 3. H. J. Rasmussen, Osh- 9 Se Ee ee eee NEonit cali 
Danco” BSL RMA High’ HROMUREED. ORR” 5 gy, ts est, dozen splices“ Monibre lin, 

ville 2.0 : : ni (a y Montbrelia bulbs value $5.00. 
VIG vee eset eee eee eee Bal 99. Best Collection varieties, ten spec- Donor:. Donels Posy. Itollow 

Single Plates imens of each, Japanese varieties Flower Gardens, Waukesha. 
‘2 Anjou. 1. H. J. Rasmussen ...... 3.00 fon ee. EA GREER TRS BY ESS 

i. J. Be Moyle........e0e. 165 2) Edw. Gassner, Rock- gt mansinties SEE ee cas 
2. Dawson Bros.......6... 1.00 3. ee ee eee 2.00 Be can cance eoramupsnaepimacecn kre ae S8 

3. F. B. Sherman, Edger- 3. Bonnie iew Farm, 
ton ¥ ‘ & Lunpaian r ee ee at Sturgeon Bay .....-... 1.00 CULINARY VEGETABLES 

4. Cooper Bros........... ~2% 100. Best Collection varieties, ten spec- 1. Six Blood Beets. . 

“i. Bartlett, imens of each, European vari- 1. Frank J. Lindley, Fox > 

1. Cooper Bros. ......-..- 1.50 eties. Lake oo ectceceeae wees $2.00 

2. Lester Patterson, 1.G. M, Tehan eee saee, 9.0% 2, Northern’ Hospital for _ 
Franksville ........... 1.00 2. Wisconsin Fruit Farm, Insane, Winnebago .... 1.50 

3. J. B. Moyle ........... 50 Sturgeon Bay ......... 2.00 3. Paul Haagen, No. Milw. 1.00 

4. G. M. Tehan, No. Mil- 3. H. W. Ullsperger, Stur- 4 
WANKGE: ascites ccosucn JF geon Bay ....-......-. 1.00 (Continued on page 16)
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Wisconsin Horticulture THE SUMMER HORTICUL- About three miles further 

TURAL TOUR down the road the next stop 

Published Monthly bysthe Those who attended the sum- Pronghy je crowd a ae Bell 
Wisconsin State Horticultural: Seciety mer horticultural tour of the ae Code Poon moe 

=. Washington Avenue. : : 1 
Official Organ of the Society Wisconsin State Horticultural ; . 

— Society held in Kenosha and Ra- fine ale poorly al ie 
i i st 20 were . g 

ERNEST L. CHAMBERS, Haltor elueceguntios on deaguct 20) ., grown, and besides the land- Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis. given an opportunity to witness k of this b if 
o Agsegiate Editors—Wm. Kirsen, Mrs. many worthwhile projects. Be- a wor! this cout or te 

+B Strong, Huron Be Smith. sides being intensely interest- ‘@te Several very Interesting 
ing, the tour gave the visitors and | scan ihe mace ee 

Entered at the postoffice at Madison, many pointers along the lines . ’ . 

eeptance tor mailing, at “Special rato of of culture and insect and dis- Ball Was od had to alee 
peociober 3, 1917, authorized July 46, ease control that in themselves [oo Questions 

Advertising rates made known on ap- made the time | well spent. . 
plication. Among the specialists accom-|§$ ———————_——_—__——______. 
0860——=_ panying the excursion were Dr. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Walker, Prof. Vaughan, Dr. IN THIS ISSUE 
Annual membership fee, one dotiar, Roberts and the State Entomol- Why S Orchards P which includes fifty cents, subscription ogist. These men and others y some Orchards Fray 

price. to. Wisconsin. Horticulture. Send O8!St., aa The Hales Corners Club one dollar to Office of Secretary, Madi- identified varieties of plants and When to Secure Orders 

Eemit by Postal or Express Money Or- fruits, insect pests and plant The Winter Meeting 

. ollar may be sent safely iseases, that arouse e curi- . , 
wegpe ‘or atiahed io a'card™ Bermonal one of tse in eeciunne Florists at the Pair checks accepted. S S' . 

. Badger News Postage stamps not accepted The first hand knowledge of a . 
pest control methods alone was State Fair Premiums 

The Kenosha Tour 
OFFICERS worth the:trin. Currants or Pine? 

J. B. Leverich, President........Sparta The weather man was very Market Revi . 

HL. Mhiinibers Secretary cEnsasurere” ‘kind and an exceptionally beau- Pectice fae. Avimual Show 

- di ay eure the cecation en Library Base 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE from the million-and-a-quarter oc arden 

Biecident. i a Shoe 4 Henn dollar county courthouse at Ke-  — 
For term ending December, 1929, osha promptly at 10 A. M. and . 

ve Depa eer at ire wee gebbure 15 cars were in line when the Following these stops several 
J. F. ‘Swartz............0.....Kenosha_ first stop was made, each one nurseries were visited, including 
Be oor eet onde Deccnbec ee «loaded with horticulturists Turner’s Greenhouses, Hoefer’s 
Me Got os oases esc Sturgeon Bay eager to see what was in store Nursery and the Swartz Nurs- 
James Livingsione .........Milwaukee for them along the carefully ery. The Hoefer Nursery, like y 
Coorg: term ending December, 1937” Planned route. the others, had many things of 
a tag omens eres BAERS The first stop was made at a_ interest to attract the visitors, 
Wm. ‘Longland..221!/2)!!Lake Geneva Kenosha city park where one of among which was a planting of 

as the most beautiful sunken gar- the new purple barberry, a hy- 
SOkRD OR SIANAGERS dens to be seen anywhere in the brid of the Japanese, which 

I. Bi ‘Leverten ©. J. Telfer midwest was inspected. This grows much like the notorious 
i. L. Chambers formal garden was a mass of common variety now under ban 
a CCéié rrrJiantt colors and it seemed to because of the part it plays in 

be timed for the occasion with the spreading of black stem rust 
Sits many varieties of flowers to small grains. This new pur- 
just at their height of bloom. ple barberry has only recently 
There was no suffering from appeared on the market and has 
drought evident here and the been released by the U.S. D. A. 
twenty minutes allotted to this as being immune to the black 

“THE TROUT POND,” stop was altogether too short to stem rust. Among the varieties 
begin to satisfy lovers of beau- of trees Mr. Hoefer showed the 

near Shell Lake, Wisconsin. tiful flowers and art. Several tour followers were the new ve- 
remarked upon leaving for their rieties of poplar and elm. He 
cars that if they saw nothing called attention to a block of 
else all day this first stop would moline and vase type of elms 
make their little outing worth that he had recently budded. At 

— — —__ while. this point in the tour Dr. Robk-
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Wac erts gave a very interesting and alongside of strains that had 
aq tei | instructive demonstration of succumbed to the virus disease 

| eon Z ~ | budding and explained the fac- known as “yellows”. 
Si ee | tors determining the success of From here under the direc- 
| . al such operations. Prof. Vaughan tion of Pedar Bach the Obertin 

feo likewise pointed out and ex- Green Houses and City Parks of 
ae aia Cis plained some of the more com- Racine were visited. The Ober- 

z — mon diseases of ornamentals. tin greenhouse was recognized 
. Someone challenged the crowd as one of the best kept green- 

a a to find a single weed in the Hoe- houses in Wisconsin. 
; fer nursery and none could be Under the direction of Mr. 

» — found and all agreed that no Hugo Klumb of the Racine 
} space was wasted here for any- County Agriculture School at 

N G thing but quality stock. Mr. Rochester the tour was next 
Hoefer pointed out some new taken to some of the local Spray 

i ee im varieties of plants he was devel- Ring orchards in that vicinity. 
ae cs oping, one of them being a lily. Here he was able to point out to 

From here the tour wound its the visitors that good apples can 
on ry i 2% way through the blocks of shade be grown where proper atten- 

i a trees growing in the Swartz tion is given to pruning and 
nurseries, and into the Thomp-_ spraying. 

S Q son and Markham onion fields. The last stop was made at the 
Here a large crew of men were Fancher Nurseries near Sturte- 
topping and crating seed onions. vant where Mr. Fancher con- 

, The next stop was at one of the ducted the tour through his 
newly acquired Kenosha county blocks of well cared for trees 
parks where the thirsty crowd and shrubs. 
was treated to a drink of won- 

; derful spring water at the TO 
‘6 famous “Petrified Springs’. 

From here the tour moved to the : 
Swartz home nursery and after 
inspecting the orchards and 

i i nursery the folks were given a 
i full course home cooked dinner 

at the school house. Nearly a } . 
hundred people enjoyed the | 

m elaborate meal prepared for u 
a them by the local community 

. club of the Wood Road School. 
: 53 After dinner the horticultur- 

‘ ists amused themselves at a , Snapshots of the eur 

r game of baseball at which John (Photographed by R. BE. Vaughan) 

ut F. Hauser demonstrated his —_ 

si ability to hit the ball when Dr. rhe Ninth National Flower 
straight enough to hit the a Show conducted by. the Society 

The afternoon was devoted to 0f, American Florists will be 
visiting places of horticultural held March 10-18 at the Ken- 
: : . ok State Fair Grounds interest in Racine County, the ‘t¢ > sil : 
first two stops being at the ex- Louisville, Ky. 

2 perimental cabbage plots of the —— 
U. S. D. A. and University of . . 

| Wisconsin where Dr. J. C. The peony originated in Man- 
| Walker explained how yellows Churia or Siberia and its conse- 
| : resistant strains of cabbage uent inheritance of hardiness 

. | were developed, and the differ- ™akes it the flower of the North. 
S ent strains under observation = 

were shown the crowd. Healthy 
resistant strains were to be The first wild gladiolus was 

; found growing on sick soil found in South Africa.
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DS ATT UAN | ger to the production of white 
pine timber as to make this kind 

HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES of currant a public nuisance in 

Edited by the State Entomologist all States where white (five. " 3 nrate ™ eis needled) pines grow. 
5 The State Department of Ag- 

2d ra 

CULTIVATED BLACK CUR- white-pine planting stock at [jcWture jworking i coopera. 
RANTS ENDANGER various times between 1898 and of Agriculture, developed means 

WHITE PINES ee, ane aguagouen oer for preventing blister-rust dam- 
s baa at % ished in bot e eastern and age to white pines in certain 

we Bice deter oie) te western portions of the United given tracts or areas. Such lo- 
black Garrant i& the amoat aug. ot Btes- . cal control of the blister rust is 
ceptible host plant of the white- European black currant is a feasible only in localities where 
pine blister rust. The blister Nurse plant for white-pine blis- pine values are sufficiently large 
rust is a disease caused by a ter rust. So extremely suscep- to warrant the expense and la- 
fungus which spends a part of tible is this species to the white- bor of ridding the area of wild 
its life growing in the leaves of Pine blister rust disease, there- and cultivated currant and 
currant and gooseberry plants, by favoring its rapid spread and gooseberry bushes. This work 
and the remainder, in the bark establishment, that. the U. S. must be done before the white- 
of white pine trees. The dis- Department of Agriculture rec- pine forests are severely at- 
ease is only slightly injurious to °8nizes the cultivated black cur- tacked, hence it is important to 
currants and gooseberries, but rantasa distinct menace to the apply general control measures 
kills white pines of all sizes. white pine timber supply of the to retard the spread of the blis- 
The rust spreads by means of country. It is so serious a dan- ter rust into uninfected regions. 

wind-carried spores (like 
seeds). These disease spores SEN) 55 4 aN 
can not spread the rust of white OG ee ae ot ee eae 
pines unless currant or goose- ay a? ais See! 
berry bushes are present. All E ig f ee | 
kinds of currants are attacked, : a i Pa ee (2 
but the cultivated black currant ga Me 
becomes diseased more easily ora PICEA 
than other kinds, and is more i RES ING 
active in spreading the rust. os IGS VSS 

The European black currant, j EAN A Sas eas 
while not extensively grown in Se Fite eC Y4 
the United States, is found to Sea * 
some extent in most sections eer : 
where currants are cultivated, s i 
and Wisconsin is no exception. 
As the name indicates, it is of N 
European origin. It is com- Cy ee) a cy i 
monly called cultivated black sy i Lge Rs 
currant. Under the conditions oii - hs ee “ia 
existing at the time it was first yy ae i a 
brought into the United States, ra ‘ ae: a 
this plant did no harm, but the ae ? Sans, Sees aL! 
introduction of white-pine blis- y TS Cs E 46 
ter rust has changed the situa- Oe eo ar i 
tion. |. : * t 

White-pine blister rust is a ¥y if oy He 
fungous disease destructive to Reg KS ww. i pt ae 
white (five-needled) pine trees. = eA RS Nie kesh 
It can attack these trees only ABO) cone yer NAN Roe hie 
after it has undergone a period Ma Nee a ne (PNR. gcse: fait 
of development on the leaves of 7 Zane Uma eke Gyce eee NES, 
currant or gooseberry plants. No Peta fe aa eet ve) 5 She aes a 
This disease is comparatively | 5 EBS PaO SN fb aa Pee 
new to North America. It was eee —— — 
introduced from Europe on Pine infected with blister rust
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PLAN TO ATTEND 

The Winter Meeting, Fruit, Flower and Vegetable Show to be Held in 

Conjunction With the Annual Convention 

of the 

STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

November 30, December 1, 2, 1927, at Madison 

Select Your Exhibits Now 

Premium List Appears On Page 15 

of This Issue 

The principal means of delay- only from pine to currants or of the infected leaves a felt-like 
ing its spread are through en-  gooseberries. However, the rust mass of tiny hairs. These hairs 
forcing quarantines which reg- spreads from one currant or produce blister rust sporidia, or 
ulate or entirely prevent the gooseberry bush to another, spores of exceedingly small size, 
movement of the host plants of causing the under side of the which are so delicately formed 
the blister rust, eradication of leaves to appear as if spotted that they retain their vitality 
the European black currants, with iron rust. The spores of for a comparatively brief pe- 
regulated planting of other this currant-rust stage may re- riod, and can infect a pine tree 
kinds of currants and gooseber- tain their germinating power only under special conditions of 
ries, and sanitation of nurseries for several weeks. The spores humidity and temperature. Ow- 
against the disease in order that from a diseased pine are also ing to the short life of the 
only healthy pines shall be long-lived and may retain their sporidia, white pines are in- 
planted. During the past sum- power to infect currants or fected only within a short ra- 
mer a crew of a half dozen men’ gooseberries for months. dius of the diseased bushes. 
were employed for eradication There is still another and Even the extremely susceptible 
work in the vicinity of Range vitally important stage in blis- European black currants seldom 
and Amery to protect white pine ter rust infection—the pine in- spread infection to pines grow- 
stands in that section of the fecting stage. A close knowl- ing more than a mile from them. 

state. edge of the life history of any It has been conclusively dem- 
The blister rust is caused by plant pest usually discloses some onstrated during the past ten 

a parasitic fungus which grows point on which human intelli- years that under ordinary for- 
within the tissues of its host gence can base control measures est conditions in the eastern 
plants (five-needled pines, cur- to reduce the damage caused by United States white pine forests 
rants and gooseberries). It the pest and limit its spread. suffer no further appreciable 
saps the life of these plants. Thus our knowledge of the ex- damage from blister rust after 
Currant and gooseberry bushes treme susceptibility of Euro- all currant and gooseberry 
are defoliated by the rust when pean black currant to blister- bushes are removed from the 
infection is severe, resulting in rust infection is helpful in pine area and from a surround- 
reduction of the yield of fruit. checking the rapid advance of ing zone 900 feet in width. In 
On white pines the disease first the disease into uninfected re- addition, European black cur- 
causes the death of twigs and gions. After the blister rust rants must be removed within 
finally kills the trees. It kills reaches the white pine forests, at least one mile radius of the 
White pines of all ages and, un- local control of the disease rests pines, and occasionally it is nec- 
less controlled, prevents the upon the peculiarity of the pine- essary to remove plantations 
growing of these trees in areas infecting stage of the rust. containing large numbers of 
Where currants and gooseber- Shortly after the rust has ap- plants of the yellow and red 
ries are abundant. peared on the leaves of currant flowering currants within the 

The disease does not pass di- and gooseberry bushes, there is same radius. More facts are 
rectly from pine to pine, but developed on the under surface (Continued on page 20)
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PAT T 7 TTTg—7__ at the rate of two and two- 
thirds per capita. This sugges!s 

THE MARKET PAGE that instead of too many poti- 
Edited by Wm. Kirsch, State Department of Markets ee aan wine 

MAREn REVIEW OF f ‘ okt 1 «a WESTERN PEACHES ACTIVE 
at recent weekly volume, wi - 

FRUITS AND VEGE- movement increasing rapidly in ing —- tive | oP pelea rape 

ABLES Wg rarer er states, ine New Jory ‘and Penna eb“ vania. Shipments from Cali- 
EapeeeE Oe Ee 70 lar but strong efforts were being fornia points exceeded those in 

: de toward further recovery : CLOSE LOWER made : Y any other state but many Cali- 
and in many sections there was fornia cars were rolling to can- 

Several encouraging features an advance of prices. Prevail- neries or drying plants. Some 
were noted in the potato situa- ing level at Jersey shipping seasons, New York output re- 
tion and markets strengthened points was around $1.65 per 100 cults in quite a peak during Sep- 
in some places. Prices of let- pounds with a range of $1.00 to tember but estimated produc- 
tuce, apples, and grapes were $1.25 in the middle west and tion in New York this year is 
fairly well maintained during $1.50 in Wisconsin. Colorado  gcarcely half the five-year aver- 
the week but most other prod- western slope sales were mostly age for that state. Supplies 
ucts sold at lower ranges. Pear at $1.15. The Wisconsin F.0.B. probably will be moderate from 
markets were unsettled. Cab- market was opening at 50¢ to iow to the end of the season. 
bage advanced at Colorado ship- 75¢ below the corresponding 
ping points. Total carlot move- level of last season. Chicago FEWER ONION IMPORTS 
ment showed little change from arrivals were liberal, totalling Good news for onion growers 

recent weeks. Homegrown sup- some 600 cars during the week. nq shippers is seen in a report 
plies of some products were be- Best receipts from Minnesota yom Spain that the late crop 
coming very abundant and declined to $1.55 in that carlot there may be only half of last 
affected the sale of rail arrivals. market while Wisconsin and yeays yolume. Acreage is 30 

Nebraska stock averaged $1.80. Dercent less than usual. Bulls 
BRIGHT SPOTS IN POTATO Early sales of Idaho Russet Shy: are rather small but quality 

SITUATION Burbanks ruled $2.25. Most of good. Present estimates indi- 

Considerable confidence in the the eastern markets closed at @ Cate probable total exports to 
spring potato market is sug- Tange of $1.85-$2.25 on New america this season of 800,000 
gested in a recent report of Jersey and Long Island Cob- Grates compared with 1,560,000 
sales of certified seed stock in blers. last season. The market in 
western Nebraska, with  in- There will not be an over- Spain was strong around $1.00 
creased acreage prospects good abundance of potatoes this sea- per crate. Additional cargoes 
for a heavy yield. A crop of 400 son if the following compilation are due in New York on Sept. 
or 500 cars of certified seed is is correct: A writer in a lead- 9, Imports during the past 
expected there, and half of these ing financial paper interested in week amounted to only 25 car- 
are already contracted at prices potatoes, figures that the aver- loads. Western Valencia type 
ranging from $3.00 per bushel age consumption for eating pur- onions were bringing highest 
at digging time to $3.80 for poses during recent years has prices in markets of the middle- 
February delivery. been two and two-thirds bushels west, a few sales touching $2.75 

Heavy yields seem to be the per capita. This is deducting per 100-Ib. sack. Yellow stock 
rule this year. Growers in New from the total crop that portion from various producing sections 
Jersey are reported to have required for seed and all the ranged lower at $1.50 to $2.50 
made some money this summer, cull potatoes and those lost by but Whites sometimes brought 
not because of high prices but shrinkage and decay. If the ag much as $3.00. Connecticut 
because of yields averaging production amounts to 411,000,- valley shipping points were dul 
around 200 bushels per acre. 000 bushels as estimated in with a fairly steady market «t 
Production offset the moderate August, the quantity available $1.75 per sack of Japanese sct. 
prices, which sometimes were for human consumption may be Crates of imported Spanish Val- 
as low as $2.00 per 150 Ib. sack. only 287,700,000 bushels or 70 encia onions declined to a jo)- 

The south Jersey crop ie About per cent of the ee Sno ae bing range of $1.75 to $2.25. 
finished and digging in the cen- suming a population o - 
tral part of the state may be 000,000 persons by January, ap- FOREIGN PRODUCTS ; 

completed this week. proximately 318,000,000 bush- Apple interests in America 

Potato shipments continued els would be required for food were stirred by an official cable
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DSS The book closes with a chap- 
ter on “Soil Acidity” in which a 
study of soil reactions and their 

LIBRARY PAGE relation to plant distribution 
and growth is discussed. A list 

_______! of plants preferring acid soils is 
. . also included in this chapter. 

My Wild Flower Garden, by under the two general headings 
Herbert Durand, (48 illustra- of “Flowers and Ferns of the The Cultivation of Shrubs, by 
tions) (G. P. Putnam’s Sons, Forest” and “Flowers and Katharine M. P._ Cloud, 
pub.) Ferns of the Open Country” and (Dodd, Mead & Co., Inc.) 

The author takes his own i nee hoted ier “Tiong The author deals definitely 
garden, occupying an area of 60 HEGOKS ist. shaded hill and individually with shrubs 
by 100 feet, and originally a “ides on oo te eat sthe ec a and their cultural requirements, 
compact and solid mass of bare, auld fi Cc. e fore h wld be In giving careful attention to the 
protruding rock, and describes ; ‘ an, fake sfou flaw. special landscape uses, charac- 
the various steps by which it is in min . a Fi ; tn. thems Ives teristics, general habit of 
transformed. He worked with fo ake su wy bs vutif i dacden growth and cultural require- 
the idea in mind of duplicating i © ihe eos et aU! eo nd ments of each specific plant. 
as closely as possible on that ae t ifs eveaslest 10 ap The book is in two parts, Part 1 
rock foundation the soil, mois- " u Iture i ae icowater d by containing instructions for soil 
ture and exposure conditions CWl CU teak i  darantatic ic preparation, planting, pruning, 
prevailing in the woods and a it should ' e Sted, Jon [0 propagation and the combating 
fields of the surrounding coun- “®& 1 Should be resisted. of insect pests and diseases ap- 
tryside, thus making an_ ideal The problem of ground covers plicable to shrubs in general. 
home for the native wildflowers or live mulches was met in this Part 2 discusses the special 
and ferns he wished to grow _ specific garden by the use of the needs peculiar to the individual 
there. partridge berry and the thyme- plant. The book is well illus- 

With the aid of similar rocks peed speed Plats, ihe trated. 
Ps oam flower, the robin’s plan- 
from an old stone wall he was jim and the wild blue phlox The Flower Garden Day by Duy, able to produce on his lot a very , : I aS 
natural looking woodland slope. Were other carpeting plants rec- by Mrs. Francis King, (Fred- 

He prepared an excellent soi] 0mmended. erick A. Stokes Co., pub.) 
for the bed above the naked Quite a bit of space in this in- An accurate reminder of 
rock by covering a layer of yel- teresting book is devoted to the What those who love and work 
low clay with black mold from culture of wild vines and the in their gardens should do 
a nearby woods. For the rock growing of what he designates throughout the year. The ad- 
hollows two or three feet of rich as the “finicky” wild flowers. In Vice is arranged in a daily para- 
loam was used, and for the his chapter on “Cultural Helps graph with a blank page oppo- 
“high and dry’ places woods and Helpers”, he says, “Two or Site for the gardener’s own com- 
earth was mixed with a liberal three garter snakes, half a ment and record. 
proportion of clean sand. For dozen toads, myriads of lady 1. & ‘ 
trailing arbutus, pink lady-slip- bugs and spiders and omnipres- /"8 im the Little Garden, by 
pers, etc., he made two beds of ent birds of every feather, give Ella Porter McKinney, (Lit- 
intensely acid soil, one in a_ sure protection against ravages tle, Brown & Co., pub.) 
shady and one in a sunny spot. by chewing or sucking bugs or An interesting book by an 
He also made three beds for the vermin.” And later, “When I authority on Iris. The contents 
lime-loving species of flowers. cover the plants in my wild gar- include chapters on the follow- 
He added a tiny pool for aquatic den, to protect them from win- ing: Geographical Distribution 
plants, and made a “pseudo ter storms and sudden changes and Botanical Classification of 
bog” for swamp flowers. of temperature, I follow Na- the Iris; Long Human Associa- 

The author goes rather thor- ture’s method in preference to tions and Adaptability of the 
oughly into the subject of hunt- that of professional gardeners. Iris; Dwarf Irises—Early April 
ing, digging, packing and re- Nature never waits until the to Late May; Taller Irises— 
planting the common wild_ ground is frozen to spread her Early May to Late May; Tall 
flowers—half the plants in his mantle of fallen leaves. She be- Bearded Irises-— Late May to 
garden came from within easy gins to scatter them early in Oc- Early June; Siberian Irises— 
walking distance of his home. tober and they continue to fall Late May to Early June; After 
He lists the localities from until all the trees are stripped the Tall Bearded Irises and Be- 
which the commoner wild flow- and every growing thing be- fore the Japanese—Mid to Late 
ers and ferns might be collected neath is snugly tucked away.” (Continued on page 19)
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A cow-barn and a chicken coop. 
To right the wrong while yet we 

WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE can, 
EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG Our forestry extension man 

Has got a slogan and a plan, 
Bt He’s pondered long upon tle 

. . . tion 
What can I plant in a Rock the space you have to give it, ques a 
Garden? and the plants are such as grow Ane ice a Barn” is his su; 

Must it be in a shaded spot? in your woe and oe If you start little trees today 
. . Choose shade or sunloving . F 

ph mae Pas - venue plants according to your loca- =e ee will see them on tle 
asked about what to plant In tion, which may be near the a . 

noche Sanden, ie Ke heme house as mine is, a corner in on ay son’s son may house 
seemingly tha e garden must the back yard, the terrace, or a 2° ‘ a a 
be in a shaded spot and the pit of rough sloping ground that Ty eer bias will see him 

plants of a class to be grown in you are at loss what to do with, One and a half will likely do it 
rock gardens only. especially if that ground is cov- yo... farm has got some - ried 

I do not pretend to be an ered with good sized stones, as spot 8 88 
authority on this sort of garden- was the sloping side of a lot be- ne 
ing—my wee rock garden zrew longing to a flower loving ans That you could use as well us 
because it seemed to be the solu-§ of mine. As she said “There . 
tion of the problem of how to were so many rocks and such a But ete Bienes ONE 
plant the ground about the little lot of big ones, in sheer despera- arid floor , mo 
sun room. Low growing shrub- tion I dug around them and had And make that other needed 
bery did not appeal to me, high more ground filled in until ius shack ~ 
bushes and vines kept out the the tops stuck out, then I plant- : 
sunshine, the regulation low’ ed everything I liked in quite Aeuen | ‘ape ae dese sae 
flower beds seemed inadequate, thickly so as to cover them at ing SB & 
and besides the sun beat down least partially, and do you know x . 
and the plants soon looked if I had spent months in care- rid folk will all have 
rather forlorn and baked. SoI_ ful planning I do not believe I pe * 
built a rock garden that cen- could have made anything as Ob Las stirred by thoughts like 
tered around a tiny pool and beautiful or as satisfactory. It ,, . , , 
planted Sedums in variety, looks as though it just grew Hil Pes my back, I'll bend my 
Allyssums saxatile and rostra- there naturally.” Vl set a lot of Little-trees, 
tum, Edelweiss, wall flowers, So you who are longing for a 'll crown the hill with “oblé 
Saponarias, Iris primula in pur- rock garden, do not look upon it pine 
ple and yellow, Asperula, Gyp- as a garden apart—try it out To help my grandson house his 
sophila, Tumica, Columbines, with the plants you are ac- kine ° ‘ 
mostly native, Arabis Alpina, quainted with and then when its 1 : 
with creeping Jenny to trail fascination takes hold of you That be, kay have upon his 
over the edges of the pool—said search the catalogues and haunt A better building by a darn- 
pool being a discarded stock the nurseries for new plants to sight 
tank; I planted some water lilies add to its beauty and interest. _ 4 - 1 ‘i 
(they have bloomed) and the re- Ee anes, i hae ie ed 
sult was very pleasing indeed. TTS & . 
In spite of drought and baking I am sure every tree lover in 
sun this little spot has been PLANT A BARN the State will say ‘“‘Them’s my 
lovely allsummer. The soil was We used to grow on our own sentiments too.’ And while we 
made very rich and packed very hills, are planting pine and maple for 
solidly between the walls of The boards to make our floors boards to build houses and 
stone that were built up to form and sills, barns for the great-great- 
a pleasing slope from the sun- But now-a-days we bring them grandchildren, let’s plant but- 
room walls. It is surely going on ternuts—hickorynuts and wal- 
to grow, this garden around the From Arkansas and Oregon. nuts too—so they may know tlie 
corners, in back of shrubbery Looks like the sons of me and _ delights of a big pan of shagey 
where a few real shade loving you butternuts on a snowy wintcr 
plants may grow in comfort and Must import wood from Tim- evening. Time was when, ::s 
beauty. A rock garden to me is buctoo you drove through the country 
just like any other garden. You If they would build a house and _ roads, every shed roof in Octo- 
start it and it will grow to fit stoop, ber held its burden of butter-
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. H ~ (Continued from page 13) 

, ( Gee, Au li LATHAM RED RASPBERRY required before the exact widt} 
meg a i O?} 5 ee $2 bs PLANTS of the protective zone und 

Cy oe iS a PER oon western forest conditions ca: 

igre cage ee MOSAIC FREE be definitely specified. How 
fe ay \C We can furnish you with ever, there is no indication tha 
AS ear hae te double inspected and rogued it will vary greatly from the dis - 

a li Mosaic free, Latham Stock, tance found effective for loc: | 
M Pl certified by the Wisconsin control of the blister rust in th» 

a U; dnter = | State Department of | Agri- Eastern States. 
A qi culture. Write for prices. At the recent State Fair a: 

8 Ue apeloatgaLarant 5 DR. J. G. SEIDEL Milwaukee one of the featur: 
the best Warrens, - Wisconsin - the exhibit of the Division «f 
NORTH STAR QUAL- nsect and Pest Disease Contr] 

ITY and SERVICE, as ——_ ____________—_ was an interesting display of 

EEN GROIN NORTH: 88, Hest Display Winter Radish, White Pine Blister Rust ar- 
; 3ro, Francis Dlask . 2. I i goes into every order } Bro Mrancis Diask -... 7! ranged with living young white 

we pack. co cq:dt Uuttettaetnetee tense enee os pines showing this disease. 
Our ‘PLANTER'S 6Y. ae ee Golden Bantam Sweet These disinfected characteristic 

- MANUAL’ will give you a 1. Fb Tindall ........-+ 2.00 swollen areas, together with va- 
i 2. BRIS. xcesae macercnemy « an . . . . 

5 much valuable informa~ a ay pinay JLLlli) vin rious species of ribes leaves 
€ Hon on piantng ad 70. Six Bars’ Evergreen’ Sweet Corn bearing one stage of the rust 

cessful growing of Nurs- {| 1. Bro. Francis Dlask .... 2.0 Gata “ 
ery Stock. Write to-day, H Beh Stephenson vt) Tan gave the fair visitor an oppor- 

Mnsftee! H 71. six’ Bare Country: Gentionuan Corn, pay to ne of the limiting 
H 1. Gro, Francis Dlask .... 2.00 ‘actors in reforestation. 

NE 2. H. J. Ras SHON cacieee FF ° ei North Star Saseny Co fF of capt ciate Wee ie Von a" The purpose of this exhibit 
H 2 1e uar Jima ean i "OW os ili j ic 

Pardeeville, Disconsin lH ve pear Guia peur in Pods), was to familiarize the public 
! 2 Bro. Franeis Diasie .... 1.39 with the disease and explain the 

2 7 oo oo oo oY 1 73. One Quart Cranberry Bean in Pod. necessity for its control, as well 

ee ee fe Tyson Bes an lll ivgu as to emphasize the importance 
ra. Outs Quah baie tant! Wine of the nursery inspection law 
vd. ne uar -ole Bean Vax - os: ty eda Y#* 5 9) Which prohibits the transporta- 

2 Dawson ros. 2.12.22. 130 tion of trees and shrubs with- 
3. R. R. Stephenson .... 1.00 A . * 

Trustworthy 75. One Quart Pole Bean, Green out inspection. 

Siar } 4 eon ross loll) ita. Every effort is being made by 
is, One Quart Pencil poi Wax ‘Kean. the State Department of Agri- 2 5. One Que encil Pod Wax Lean. 

Tune Koch oe 3"in culture to retard the spread of 

Try the F i 4 yobn Hele 0c dion this disease in the infected coun- 
ry the Forest Winter 77. One Quart Flat Pod Wax Bean. ties of the northern part of the 

Apple, as good quality as t ertnern, Hospital for 4, state. The federal government 
Delicious. Tree hardy, pro- 2G Mo Rehan iacestem st Lead has a quarantine No. 68 which 

a 3. F. C in ee eee te 200 “Le 

ductive and a good grower. 7S. One Quart Peneil Poa’ Gree nean. Prohibits, under penalty, the 
Has been grown locally in LG Mytenan sicgecc) Pet movement of any white pine or 
this section for twenty-five 3. FB. Tindall .........) 1.00 black currants under any condi- 

years. We also havea good terns premium award list will be com- tions outside of this state. This 

stock of the Windsor, some- oe __ white-pine blister rust regula- 
times called Wisconsin tion further provides, under a 
Baldwin.” Plant these two heavy penalty, that no currants 
varieties and have good or gooseberries can be shipped 
winter apples of your own. A. B. Coleman & Son out of Wisconsin without a spe- 

Send for our catalog, Aitkin, Minnesota .| cial permit provided only after 

showing our complete line an inspection has been made and 
of Fruits and Ornamentals Latham Raspb Plant a certification issued showing 

atham Raspberry Plants that black t: res- 
adapted to your needs. : at no black currants are pre 

Reliable acents wanted free from Mosaic, Leaf ent within one mile of the nurs- 
4 . Curl, etc. ery or the ribes stock in ques- 

120 acres. tion. 
Priced Right for Fall renee 

The Coe, Converse & Edwards Delivery : / 

Company Apple scald is the most sevi- 

Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin ous of the storage diseases.
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CERTIFIED POTATOES _ five acres of new land, and sold This service has saved the day 
PROVE BIG MONEY them at $4.00 per cwt., bring- for many a grower. 

CROP ing him $3,600.00. This was a The Horticultural Depart. 
By H. J. RAHMLow profit of about $2,800.00. Sev- ment is also supplying growers 

y ted. eral others made even more. with extra good seed grown at 

Growing certified potatoes However, certified seed grow- the State Experiment Station at 
has become one of the big money ing is not a “get rich quick” Spooner under the supervision 
makers for Wisconsin farmers, Scheme. Many have made _ of Prof. Milward. | 
especially those in the Northern money, but some have tried and There was a feeling a year or | 
sections. At this writing farm- failed because they could not two ago among growers that 
ers are getting $2.50 per cwt. meet the requirements of certi- Montana, Nebraska, and othr 
for their certified Triumphs at fication. Western States, were going to 
digging time, when common supply the demand for Certified 
stock brings only $1.25. BIG PROBLEM TO SOLVE Triumphs. This did not prove 

For the past few years certi- The story is not so: rosy: if ae ESE he wane done 
fied Triumphs have brought the after spending considerable y t Wi onucy will k eee | 

most money. They are shipped money for seed, fertilizer, etc. lac ~ wh oer eee wi t <caality | 
to Texas, Louisiana, Alabama the inspector finds from 15 to 30 y mi ti ne ‘We tase th tar ri | 
and other southern states for percent mosaic plants in. the eee ‘soil, th & limat iS athe | 
seed. It is unfortunate for field. It means that the potatoes ve ee ee: and the 

net . Se, dng eld. eans tha e€ potatoes perseverance that will keep us 
growers in these sections that must be sold as “common stock” $n top. | 
the disease called “Mosaic” af- and perhaps bring less than 

Seen inten ee at a $1.00 per bushel, or just a little nama 
é rketable pota- i , . ‘ 

toes. What is the southern ae, ne cont af production. wed The peony is one of our 
farmers’ loss seems to be our that will produce a crop with perennials and should be plant- 

farmers’ gain. Since there has Jess than 10% of this disease, ©, more extensively. Although 
been no cure discovered for this Mosaic spreads so rapidly that ‘Ps plant will thrive under the 
disease the only thing the south- on most farms the same seed is 2V@T@ge conditions it is subject. 
erners can do is to get seed stock pot safe for more than two ed to yet if possible ground 

of the best quality from the i. Should be selected free from 
years. Even then many farmers 1 f teas 

north. have purchased seed from fields shade and well away from BESS 
The Seed Inspection Depart- showing a very small percent- Sa ie ie well st low 

ment in Wisconsin requires that age of diseased plants, only to ee ata iia i ee a al 

a field must have less than 10% find that the next year their per- Soil ene oe iets er. qo garcen 
of the mosaic disease to pass in- centage was too high to pass in- °°! 38 a ee tiliz: ton i 
spection. That it is rather diffi- spection. Bad luck of this kind eeand os (en Fer ell vot 4 
cult to meet this requirement is has discouraged a number of 1 0UnC arcaid ve "Cae 
shown by the number of grow- growers. manure should be used. ate 

es who fal 0 Pas inapecton aod cake pot ia ave each year. These failures have Uy . : 
kept the supply of Certified Tri- HORT ai eae on account of burning then 
umphs below the demand. and it should be carefully spread 

Prices have been unusually high, The Horticultural Depart- between the rows. Do not plant 
but the southern grower is will: ment of our University has too deeply but see that the eyes 
ing to pay them because he spent years of work on this 0 buds are planted just a trifle 
knows that in the long run it problem. Dr..L. R. Jones, Pro- below the level of the ground. 

pays in increased yield to buy fessors J. G. Moore, J. G. Mil. Pack the dirt firmly about, the 
low mosaic seed. Some strains ward, R. E. Vaughan, and John roots and each rootlet and final- 
of common seed run as high as Brann, have spent a great deal ly heap up some dirt over the 
75% in mosaic disease. of time and have given real help top for good measure. This will 

. to the growers. prevent surface water from 

FARMERS PUT ON THEIR FEET It is now possible for a grower standing about the plant. 
BY POTATOES to send a sample of his seed to 

the Horticultural Department in 
During the past few years of the fall, and by February first The Strawberry Picking Scene 

depression in farming certified he will know the percentage of appearing in the September is- 
Triumphs have saved the day mosaic disease in his seed. If sue, while a Sullivan plantation 
for many farmers. For example the percentage runs high, he can _ scene, should have been credited 
a Price County farmer raised _ still sell his seed and buy better to E. W. Sullivan of Alma Cen- 
1,500 bushels of certified seed on stock for his spring planting. ter, Wisconsin.
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GOOD REPORTS ON FALL ggg ANOTHER SUGGESTION 
STRAWBERRIES So . FOR CODLING MOTH 

A recent letter from J. H. i _ 48 CON EBOE 
Tichenor, of Cataract, Wiscon- i — | In a desperate effort to con- 
sin, who is quite an enthusiast es 2 8 trol the codling moth and get 
on the subject of Everbearing oe  . . a away from the spray residue 
Strawberries (he has been es problem many mechanical meth- 
growing them since 1898) gives ee ods have been suggested from 
the following brief suggestions | 8 time to time to bring the moth 
on their culture. He says: of under control. Among them is 
“Don’t set everbearing plants in : S er the trapping method used in 
the Fall. Set them as early in ‘ a Colorado where the moths are 
the Spring as the ground will ~~. attracted by a fermented cider 
permit, in March or April if _ bait and killed. 
possible. Set the plants in rows pee | Now comes a story from the 
four feet apart, with the plants : — Yakima valley in Washington to 
twenty-two inches apart in the ve the effect that the native gray 
row. Keep all the blossoms ie bat, known to feed freely on the 
picked off until about June re moth—since both have the 
20th. Get right on the job with ne night-flying habit—is to be 
the cultivator after rains—you reared in large numbers. 
cannot create moisture by culti- =, B. GEORGE Apple growers in the Valley 
vation but you can conserve it. \ ni : s 
If you wish the maximum of fall OHIO MAN BECOMES VICE- a ee ae wise ae 
berries regardless of plants then PRESIDENT OF MCKAY moths, and a movement is al- 

cut off all runners. You will NURSERY COMPANY ready under way there to build 
find also that plants deprived of E. B. George, of the Storrs & a demonstration bat roost to ac- 
runners will endure more Harrison Company, Painesville, commodate 20,000 bats. In- 
drought than those with plants Ohio, has recently become asso- habitants of one bat roost will 
to feed.” ciated with the McKay Nursery eradicate all the mosquitoes 

Mr. Tichenor not only can tell Company of Madison and Wat- within a radius of four miles it 
how to raise everbearing straw- erloo, Wisconsin, in the capacity js estimated and the belief there 
berries, but he also can raise of vice-president and general jg that the codling moth can be 

| them. Up to the date of his let- superintendant of production. eradicated in the same way. “A 
ter, September 30, he had sold This change brings to Wis- single bat has been known to eat 
some fifty 16-quart cases of Fall consin a man schooled in all 250 mosquitoes and if it ate 250 
berries, averaging $3.20 per lines of nursery activity. He ¢odling moths that would mean 
case, or a total of $160.00 worth, entered the nursery business the spoiling of 500,000 eggs,” 
from a little more than a half under his father at Storrs & Dr, Miller, one of the ardent ad- 
acre of spring-set berries. He Harrison’s thirty-two years ago, yocates of the plan, says. 
had three sixteen quart cases on and at the time of his resigna- Indiana and California are 
hand, picked that day and ready tion, September 1, was vice- yolding out hope that the moth 
for market, and said that his president and general manager (an be killed by means of a 
plants were simply loaded with of that company. He is very mall wasp parasite, known 
berries, so it would seem that well known in the nursery field, technically as the “Trichogram 
he is correct in his contention and at the meeting of the Amer- 12 minutum”, and very de- 
that it is the spring-set plants ican Association of Nursery-  ctryctive to moths; and experi- 
that produce bumper berry men at Cleveland last June was ments in this direction are be- 
crops. chosen vice-president of that ing conducted in those two 

national organization, because states 
es of his outstanding accomplish- ~ ” 

ments in Nursery work. ee 

Kight of our principal garden _Mr. George expects to make 
vegetables had their origin in bis bate Wate ne, Wie The new gladiolus ‘Mother 
the Indian crops existing here fan iy th as already moved AIS Machree” which was shown for 
before the coming of the white ‘@™Mly tnere. the first time at the recent na- 
man. This number includes —— a tional exhibition in Hartford, 
beans, corn, peppers, pumpkins, The largest individual fruit Conn., was sold by its origi- 
Squash, tomatoes, potatoes, and cannery in the world isin Hono- nator, Floyd Stevens of Laconia, 
sweet potatoes. lulu. N. Y., for $3000.
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MUSHROOM TIME City MUSHROOMS Capitol which had been filled 
, 5 i ith ashes and soil and he. By THEODORE T. BROWN If you confine your mushroom 1? W1 : he 

y : gathering to the city or town Come partly overgrown with 
This is the time of the year keep your eyes always open for weeds. In these places they re- 

when you may take your basket the Small Inky Cap. This is a aE Ce, after year. 

and perhaps a small supply of very abundant small species ow rig ae may be 
paper bags and sheets of waxed growing on lawns and in curb vee aig be t nc 4 y Caps. tt 
paper and fare forth along the strips about stumps and tree ay a’so Be cooked in a roast- 

: : . . ing pan, the mushrooms being sity streets and into the wood- trunks in dense clusters from i 
city § ¢ spring until rather late in the aid about a meat roast. 
lands and pastures in search of SPring . 7 Aft 5 ses 4 , year. You are likely to come er a summer or autumn 
mushroom food for the home . », rain the little White Hypholom upon them most unexpectedly in yp a 
table. Whether you have a . - : can often be collected in quan- your walking about the city and : : 2 : 
knowledge of mushrooms or not jt will be well to keep a paper tity from some city lawn. It is 
you will get some real enjoy- bag in your pocket for such @ tender little mushroom with a 

ment in hunting for them. The emergencies. You will recog- CaP that is at first bell-shaped 
common edible species of mush- nize this mushroom readily by @"d then expanded, and with a 
rooms occurring in southern and _ its light brownish cap, its slen- ied sian ae is hollow and 
central Wisconsin may be der white stem and its white he es rN Be ve sae 
roughly divided into two groups gills which turn black when the he a is a light Stat wii color. 
“those which are found in the Plant reaches maturity. It is a [ts gills are at first white, he- 
ee 5 ithin the great favorite with mushroom Coming pinky-brown. This is 

greatest poe eae © lovers. also a saucepan mushroom and 
borders of cities and vi ages, on Its relative, the Large Inky iS as good as any. ; 

lawns and on _ unoccupied «a. The common Cultivated or Fi Cap is considered to be one of 
ground, and those which occur the very best of all edible mush- Meadow Mushroom is well 
most frequently in pastures or yooms. It is larger than the known to mushroom lovers. 
which hide themselves in thick- other with a grey or brown bell- From summer until autumn, es- 
ets and leafy beds in woodlands. shaped cap, sometimes scaly. It Pecially after rains, it is com. 

As many as two or three hun- is a very common species, grow- ON along the curb strips of our 
dred species of mushrooms exist ing in groups or clusters on ae Bue also eee ite on 
in the fields and woodlands in lawns and waste places. Sharp browni 7” ts are he ane 

the vicinity of most of our cities. €yes are sometimes needed to see PPOWNISD, its gills pink ‘then 
: ners it in the tall grass or among the brown, and it has a ring near Of these some are poisonous or fallen leaves the middle of its stout white 

unwholesome, some are woody Both Inky (Gaps:ican_ be pre: stem. It is prepared in many 
or otherwise unfit to be eaten, . : 3 different ways. It can be cut 

pared for the table in the same { : . 
and a large number of others Manner. After they have been into slices and eaten with steak, 
are uncommon, or hardly ever ° i baked or broiled. It is also 4 ‘A : washed they may be placed in a 
to be obtained in sufficient quan- saucepan with a small quantity eaten raw by some mushroom 

tities to provide a decent mess. of butter and fried slowly. They lovers. Some can it for winter 

Among all of this large num- are then served on slices of US® 
ber of fungi are only about toast. They can also be used in In many cities the Elm Mush- 
twenty common edible species soups and gravies and be pre- room, a large stout mushroom, 
which the mushroom hunter will pared in a number of other ap- is found at this season of the 
find it profitable to know and to _ petizing ways. year growing in the crotches or 
collect for table use. All are One of the very best of our from the branches of elm trees. 
well known and their forms and common edible mushrooms is This is a finely flavored species. 
habitat are not difficult to learn. the widely known and appreci- When old, however, it is quite 
They are described and pictured ated Shaggy Mane. It has a tough. Often a special collect: 
in all of our standard books on white bell-shaped cap covered ing apparatus such as a fishpole 
mushrooms. In nearly every lo- with shaggy scales. Its gills are provided with a wire loop is 
cality there are also persons who at first white, turning to pink, needed to bring it down. It can 
know these common species well purple and then black and finally _ be sliced and fried or stewed. 
and have feasted upon them for dissolving into a black inky To the writer’s mind one of 
years. Once known there is lit- fluid. Its stem is white. It the most delicious of our com- 
tle excuse for getting into trou- grows on lawns and waste lots mon edible fungi is the little 
ble by mistaking them for oth- in groups and clusters. Velvet Stem. It grows often in 
ers. Some are as different from At Madison some of our best dense clusters on or at the bases 
each other as the tomato is dif- collecting grounds have been of stumps or from decayed spots 
ferent from the potato. some marshy ground east of the on living trees. It has a yellow-
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brown cap, which is very sticky or less of a honey color. There room, much prized, is usually 
when moist, and yellowish gills. is a prominent cottony ring on found growing in leafy beds or 
Its stem is clothed with a brown its stem. The caps usually have in hazel brush or other thickets 
velvet. near their centers numbers of in the woods. The entire plant 

The Velvet Stem is often small sharp black erect scales. is often of a lilac or purple 
abundant at the bases of willow The gills are white or whitish. color. The cap is smooth, gray- 

trees along lake or river shores. There are a number of varieties, ish or brownish tinged with lilac 
This mushroom can be collected Some making their appearance or purple. The gills are violet 
all the year round. If have fre- on city lawns. or lilac when young, afterwards 

quently gathered it in the dead The Honey Mushroom in Changing to a dull reddish- 
of winter from beneath the favorable years is often so abun- brown. The stem is stout and 
snow. It is cooked with meats dant that you may need a large Solid, often with a bulbous base 
and eaten in soups. Some per- bag to bring home a good sup- Of a deep lilac color. The Blue 
sons dry it in quantity for win- ply. Although one of the coars- Hat is one of the best of our 
ter use. est, it is a favorite and well edible fungi and has a fine 

known species and is collected flavor. 
PASTURELAND SPECIES in great quantities by mushroom The Prune Mushroom often 

. fanciers. The popular way of appears in considerable num- 
In pastures and similar places preparing it is to cut the caps bers in some favorite spot in the 

at this time of the year one may into pieces and place them in a woods. Its cap is of a whitish 
search for the Giant Puffball or saucepan with a quantity of but- or dark grey color. Its gills are 
some of its puffball relatives, all ter and then stew them. A small at first whitish, later changing 
of which are edible. These are amount of milk and flour is then to a salmon color. Its stem is 

good as long as the flesh is stirred into the stew to produce White or whitish. Growing near 
white. When it becomes tinted a sauce. Honey Mushrooms the Prune Mushroom is often 

with yellow they are bitter. may also be broiled, a bit of but- found its abortive form which 
The Giant Puffball sometimes ter being placed on the gills. is white and somewhat like a 

attains a very large size, some- Many persons dry them or prune inshape. This mushroom 
times weighing ten or more pickle them for winter use. is a fine food species. When 
pounds. A single specimen may Growing in the same habitat fresh it has a mealy odor and 
provide a meal for several fami- as the Honey Mushroom is also taste. The Prune Mushroom 
lies, In preparing puffballs the found the Brick Top, almost as May be cut into pieces and 
outer skin is removed and the great a favorite. It grows in stewed in milk and served in the 

flesh cut into slices. These are dense clusters. It has a reddish S@me manner as an oyster stew. 
placed in a pan with a sufticient or reddish-brown cap, gills The Sulphur Mushroom is an 
quantity of butter, browned on which are at first yellowish, ¢dible bracket mushroom grow- 
one side and then on the other. then greenish and finally purple. img from stumps or from 
No pancakes ever tasted better }rown. The Brick Top can be Wounds or knot-holes in living 
than these. The flesh may also cut in pieces and dried or ‘tees. The caps are more or less 
be cut into cubes, rolled in an pickled. fan-shaped and overlap. The 
egg mixture, and then cooked. tops are of a bright orange and 

Another mushroom favorite Toop ECIE the lower surface of a sulphur 
which grows in pastures .(also WRODLAND SEEGIEs . yellow color. 
on lawns and other grassy _ A large stout mushroom is the This is a choice edible mush- 
places) is the Fairy Ring. It Purple Top or Clay-Purple room. We have often collected 
obtains its name from its habit Clitecylae, with a whitish or many pounds from a single tree. 
of growing in rings of small or ochre-yellow cap with purple It becomes woody and tough 
large diameter. It is a small gills, and a solid pale-yellowish when old. The caps can be cut 
mushroom with a buff-colored stem. It is a tough mushroom, into small squares and served in 
cap and white or brownish gills, but is excellent when well- a meat stew. It can be also 
It is used in various ways. It cooked. chopped or hashed into tiny bits 
can be dried for winter use. Another fine woodland au- and made into croquettes with 

In pasture lands and wood-  tumn species is the Chantarelle, meat “left-overs” and rolled in 
lands which contain stumps one a light or bright orange-yellow cracker crumbs. Some persons 
may look for the Honey Mush- mushroom with a straight or enjoy eating this mushroom 
room, one of the most abundant — slightly depressed cap, and with raw. 
of our late summer and autumn _ similarly colored stem and gills. A related species, the Leafy 
fungi. It occurs in tufts or The gills are thick and forked. Polyporus or Cabbage Mush- 
clusters of several or many indi- The Chantarelle is famed as one room, grows from the roots or 
viduals. of our most delicious species. about the bases of dead trees. 

The entire plant is often more The Blue Hat, a stout mush- (Continued on page 39)
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a develop better and stronger | 
heads than are often found with 

THE UNIVERSITY PAGE | thew inds | 
Another experimental plat in- 

Pet cludes trees of different nursery | 

NEW ORCHARD PROJECTS fruiting habits has been started. 'eatments, sizes, and ro. | 
AT THE UNIVERSITY A fourth area is given over to question is particularly impor. | 

what is termed Demonstration t t t b f the By R. H. Roperts ‘ hich: inelud y tant at present because o the 
Plantings which includes such Fegeral quarantine which is | 

The building of the new men’s treatments as age of plant, shortly to exclude the importa- 
dormitories at the University of amount and type of pruning at tion of foreign seed and seed. | 

Wisconsin necessitated the Planting time, and height of ji15, which at present are the 

abandonment of the old orchards heading. The fifth and largest 7) source of American nurs- 
in the rear of Agricultural Hall. portion of the orchard includes ery stocks. In this particular | 
A new orchard of approximate- the Experimental Plats. The experiment special attention is 
ly ten acres was started near largest of these is a planting of given to the question of the re- 

Eagle Heights about two miles two hundred McIntosh and Jation of tree size in the nursery 
northwest of the Campus, in Wealthy trees which are being 10 its growth and fruitfulness 
1926. This area is located be- used for cultural and pruning jy the orchard. 
tween two high wooded knolls, tests. Part of this area is, in Material is being collected to 
these offering good wind protec- clover sod both with and with- give information on the much 
tion and providing good soil out commercial fertilizers and discussed question of the red 

moisture conditions. It is, how- barnyard manure. and striped Snow. 

ever, not a “pocket” as an in- There are also plats in which A plum variety collection is 

land valley on one side and the different cover crops are used being grown, also some trees of 

lake at some little distance on as sweet clover, soy beans, oats, Montmorency and Early Rich- 

the other provide good air cir- and weeds. A test is also made mond cherries for fruit setting 

culation. of time of planting of cover studies. 
The apple plantings are divid- Crops. The influence of cultiva- 

ed into five areas. One area is on was especially mag ed he. 
: i is year of summer drought. 

te eines aa three harieties The trees’ in sod made only THE MAKING OF HOUSE S D are planted, one-fifth each year about half the growth of those PLANTS FROM SLIPS 

for five years. At the end of Which were cultivated. It is a simple matter to take 
the period this will provide trees As the trees in the cultural cuttings or slips of Geraniums, 

of different ages and types for plats are planted in a rectangu- Heliotropes, Coleus and other | 

student instruction in pruning, lar filler system of 17x 28 feet, tender bedding plants before 
growth character, and fruiting alternate rows are being used in the tops are killed by frost. Tip | 
habits. A Seedling Trial Or- pruning experiments in which cuttings are especially easy to 
chard is being developed for the time, amount and type of an- handle, and some gardeners pre- | 

trying out of promising seed- nual pruning is being done. The fer them to cuttings taken low- 

lings. At present most of the permanent trees are pruned to er down. To make a cutting the | 

more highly recommended selec- the so-called “modified leader {ip is cut off, taking about two 

tions from the Iowa, Minnesota, type”. inches of stem and cutting just 
New York, and Canadian Ex- Another lot of trees for ex- beneath a joint. All but one leaf 
periment Stations have been se- perimental work includes some is removed, and also the large 
cured. There are also some lo- varieties with very different leafy stipules, as these might 
cal seedlings. It would help in fruiting habits, such as Dudley, rot and infect the stem, causing 
the development of this project Northern Spy, and Liveland rot and death. To root the cut- 
if the Horticultural Department Raspberry. It is hoped that ob- tings, place them in sand or 
of the University would be ad- servation of the peculiar bear- very sandy soil in a warm and 
vised of any promising seedlings jing habits of these kinds may shaded place. A deep box which 
so that scion wood can be se- throw additional light on the can be covered with glass, to 
cured and these new sorts tried general question of blossom bud maintain a humid atmosphere, 
out in comparison with other formation and fruitfulness. Oth- is the best place. One gardencr 
new kinds. er trees of peculiar variety char- keeps a warm soapstone under 

A Collection of Standard acteristics in this planting are the cutting box, thus simulating ° 
Varieties to be used principally Deliciousand Northwestern the bottom heat provided by 
for instruction work in variety Greening. These are used inan pipes in a greenhouse. (Horti- | 

identification and growth and attempt to employ pruning to culture). |
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i= BLACK-WALNUT HUSKER 
CLEANS BUSHEL IN 

BADGER NEWS FIVE MINUTES 
ii 3 Utilization of thousands of bushels 

From Wisconsin Papers of black walnuts, now wasted every 
year because of the expense of re- 

TT gs moving the hulls, is seen as a result 

pOOR COUNTY APPLE hibiting were Herman Ullsperger, of Ge the introduction of a Motor duiyen 
CROP BIGGEST EVER the Bonnie View Farm, A. W. Law- 31 "\ecc"than five minutes, turning out 

PRODUCED, REPORT rence and the Wisconsin Fruit Farm. 1” hs ta Dei ili on eae, out 
‘ * . . The display was one of the largest seen Tah Bs one By ore 
New York Pays Highest Prices for P. ar the fai a was ar though it had been scrubbed with a 

Boxed Apples; Crop Ready ‘ever d by bi rick Pee ani Noted by brush. The huller is made in various 
to Ship Mr Ulisperger. eters assisted DY sizes and running water is used for 

Sturgeon Bay, Wis.—The Door cleaning. Walnut culture is being 
* . es urged because of the food value of 

county apple crop this season is one the product and the ease with which 
of the biggest and best crops ever  pepoRT SHORTEST the nuts can be grown. The trees 
raised in the county according to H. U. S. APPLE CROP _ thrive in | land ited for other 
W. Ullsperger, secretary of the Door se * bach on eeeoune of drainal me eran 

County Fruit Growers Union. Be- Shortest Since 1921; With That Jams and the likelihood of floods. side a large number of farm orchards, Exception Least in 20 Years a . 
1,600 acres in regular orchards are “ 
producing the big crop of this year. Prospects that the apple crop this — 
The largest preceding crop consisting year will be he smallest since 1921 
of 102,000 bushels was grown in 1925, and, excepting that year, the smallest SOT AT 
The crop this year exceeds the crop in 20 years, are reported by the bu- OLA ON FARSI e DRODUCT 
of 1925, reau of agricultural economies, aa aca * : 

The Duchess crop consisting of United States department of agricul- Idaho automobile-license tags for 
nine carloads has already been har- ture, in a special summary of the 1928 will bear an embossed represen- 
vested, packed and shipped. Six cars — situation. tation of a potato in natural colors 
of Dudleys have also been shipped Early fall frosts are endangering against a green background, and the 
and five cars more of the same vari- the crop in some districts, and from words “Idaho Potatoes” will appear 
ety will soon follow. Seventy-five an expected total of 26,200,000 bar- at the bottom of the tag. This plan 
carloads of Wealthies and ten car-  rels on July 1, estimates of the com- of advertising a state’s leading prod- 
loads of Wolf River apples will be mercial crop have been reduced to uct on the auto licenses was started 
harvested and shipped after the Dud- 24,200,000 barrels, says the bureau. py Massachusetts with the figure of 
leys are gone. Other varieties in the Similar reductions have been made  q codfish on the plate. 
order of their ripening and the quan- for the commercial crop in Canada, 
tity are, Snow Apples, twenty cars; where less than 3,000,000 barrels are 
McIntosh, thirty-five cars; Northwest expected. SS 
Greening, seventy-five cars. After ee 
those will come the later, winter vari- NAGLER NAMED CONSER- 
eties, such as the Talman Sweets and ENROLLMENT IN COLLEGE VATION DIRECTOR 
miscellaneous twenty-five cars. OF AGRICULTURE GREATER 5 ie 
Shipments are being made to Mil- The conservation commission Sat- 

waukee, Chicago, Duluth, northern Enrollment in the Wisconsin Col-  urday night named Louis B. Nagler, 
Wisconsin points, to the Dakotas and lege of Agriculture at the beginning executive secretary to Gov. Fred R. 
to eastern cities. of the fall term shows a substantial Zimmerman, to the position of con- 

The apples are packed in boxes ac- increase over similar enrollments dur- servation director, with the declara- 
cording to the western style and ing the past several years, according tion that ‘the is fully fitted and quali- 

shipped under the Sturgeon Bay to the report issued by Dean J. A. fied to discharge the duties of that 
brand, . James, in charge of student registra- office without fear or favor.” The 

Two girls experienced in packing tion at the College of Agriculture. commission was unanimous in its vote 

apples are expected to arrive in There are 71 new students in the ag- giving Nagler the position. 
Sturgeon Bay next week to lead in ricultural long course, 10 freshmen in Mr. Nagler won the appointment 
the packing of the McIntosh apples the middle course, and 86 freshmen from a field of 40 men who were con- 
in boxes for the New York and other girls entering the Home Economics — sidered for the position. Names sub- 
eastern markets. Each of these girls division. The total student body, in- mitted to the commission for consid- 
pack 150 boxes daily containing 150 cluding graduate students in agricul- eration included those of Judge A. K. 
apples each. Each apple in a box has ture and home economics, is listed at Owen, Phillips; W. E. Barber, La 
to be handled and wrapped individu- 726. Crosse, former conservation commis- 
ally. _ sioner; Louis Radtke, Horicon; Wil- 

_ New York pays a much larger price liam Bruce, Milwaukee; Aldo Leopold, 
for the McIntosh apple than does U.S. FARM EXPORTS assistant manager of the United 
other markets and prefers apples HIT NEW HIGH POINT States Forest Products laboratory, 
packed in boxes. Madison; Rudolph Scheibel, former 

Washington — (LP) — American secretary of the conservation com- 
TT carn exports last year were higher mission, and B. O. Webster, now in 

oo , > + than any in the previous five years charge of fisheries for the state and R Sone MERE ATBITS Secretary of Agriculture Jardine said CC. L. Harrington, state forester. 
Saturday. Agricultural shipments Mr. Nagler will assume his new 

Door county led the state in the abroad were 36 percent greater than duties on Nov. 1 at a salary of $5,000 
apple display at the State fair held in the pre-war level, he said. Cotton, a year for the present. His appoint- 
Milwaukee, taking sixty ribbons and grains, fruits and vegetables were ment will necessitate the naming of 
$370 in cash prizes. Among those ex- the principal export items. a new executive secretary.
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IMPROVEMENT ON WIS- average around 100 bushels of - a 
CONSIN SEED POTATOES Triumph seed potatoes have 

been indexed each winter since : 
(Recent Potato Tour Demon- the work started in 1923. After u Vi ae s 

strates Progress) removal of mosaic, the clean y i Aa | 
By J. G. MILWarD, Wisconsin stock has been placed with | ‘ ahd > 

Experiment Station growers for increase and has \ a hh, = 
als row » Spooner ihe: 

The 1927 Wisconsin Potato giro: heen ergen on the Spooner & rn id 
Tour offered an excellent oppor- Results to date show that the oa “a 
tunity to check on recent prog- disease has been reduced on a f & 
ress made in important produc- field scale to meet the require- | Pagiges " ba 
ing potato belts, especially as re- ments of the high class seed ek 
lates to seed _ Potato Improve- trade. For example, the Horti- a Es j 
ment of the Triumph, Irish Cob- cultural Department distributed Sa # me 
bler and Green Mountain varie- 799 bushels of seed this year | Sate I ro be! 
ties, from the 1926 Spooner crop. eee te a =| 

In recent years the inspection This season’s crop represents cu ee SO 
boards of the several seed potato two years removed from index- ‘ae WanNae Ce kes ie 
producing states have placed ing. The mosaic counts on fields eee aa Reed 
particular emphasis on a group this season planted with this |{gg7am Len Yes 
of maladies commonly desig- seed runs from 2 to 5%. Con- |aeoam Ce is es con , oesig- seed 1 fo. (ot! ones SONS AMER any nated as “virus diseases”. This sidering desirable conditions al- bares a 4 rnd awe Pe | 
group includes mosaic, spindle so in respect to type, general | RRMeaaNg Bie ba is 
tuber, leaf roll, curly dwarf and vine vigor and yield, this seed coat ( Aa es yen. 
other less known maladies. has fully met the expectations of AOS Vins 22 oem oi th ine 

Attention has been directed to the Department. It represents 1) cin. who aeveloped 
these maladies thru seed potato the Hind of oor BS potato 7" rons Smith "strain of Triumph 
trade channels. It is generally markets are asking Wisconsin to moetars 
recognized now that these mala- produce. Several growers in the 
dies are closely associated with state have similar satisfactory counties where fields grown 
the “running out” of seed pota- results from seed stock indexed from indexed stock were in- 
toes and the degeneration of at the Horticultural Depart- spected. This region comprises 
seed potato stocks. The truck ment and subsequently grown the most important Triumph 
centers of the South especially for increase on their farms. belt in the state. Other impor- 
report reduced yields from mo- On the recent Wisconsin Po- tant centers are located in Price, 
saic and spindle tuber. tato Tour scheduled stops were Oconto, Barron, Washburn, 

Organized Federal and State eds - que ate, ae Sawyer, Burnett and Tavlor 
agencies have been especially anglade, neida an ilas_ counties. 

concerned, not only in research 
studies on these maladies, but 
also in the applied practical rec- 
ommendations for their reduc- ~ 
tion in the seed potato stocks of n s 
the country. Official Seed Po- es s 
tato Inspection Departments in (eee ms | 
producing states have adopted tad i , Lh, 
special standards and continue 3 eae ee Bs. Aang & ' ea ; 
to follow up the behavior of PeOMr erm DS A Teeter red cnn , 
seed shipments in important wa ae eo Ne ano ae Cae 
truck centers of the South and Reese a Aa eo ae a at ee i 
East. Rec eh, oe Guan ae DRO AC SES Uns: heer a 

In Wisconsin special attention regis ch St eS eee ae Ben 97 | 
has been given to mosaic control @ Pia Sg ak Ps <i a Rg ONT 
with the Triumph variety, thru ie ais os Cae CI vee tisha Coa BY, oe ae Tah 
tuber indexing* under the direc- ri YS paar! US. ; coe Y ananins, 
tion of the Horticultural De- <a es) pA aes By 3 ea er “s aD 
partment, Wisconsin Experi- DER ENRORE: Fs Seay i ay arse ‘ UNRe OND 
ment Station. Foundation seed CLAS ac Sw! ee 
stocks were obtained from sev- Apo ew ; a . 
eral northern counties. On an CHaTeS OPSTEMAL), inthe lattore: Held ee coCnaed Soe pottieee” Mickelson: | 

|
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FO FRIENDS OF OUR NATIVE 
LANDSCAPE 

“Their name betrays them.” 
They are just lovers of nature 
and out-of-door delights, banded 

together to enjoy and to create 
a more general appreciation of 
these things; also to influence 

' the preserving of natural beauty 
2 ei alla fits iA Len “Ah » spots wherever possible. 

‘ae BT LCER ROS ise ee ") The autumn or Falling Leaf 
, Rane ‘ ett : meeting of the Friends will be 
FECAL TR eR coat Means ; ct held at Gibraltar Rocks, Satur- 
CoRR UN ios ORR, rs Teak oh ena day afternoon, October 29. Stu- 
Ean ORY ee Rae eee: ees RIOR eae dents from foreign countries, at- 
SRS Paes Der ae, Sh “a rue s DRC tending the University, will be 
OES SRO. ORNS RG segs ys SANSA Vata SR ee guests. An invitation is always 
SAAC MUMS! SUMAN RDM. * nial eel Oa extended to all who would enjoy 

A field of Triumph in Marinette County par ucipating in| a few hours 
and “eats” out of doors. 

Gibraltar Rocks overlook the 

The interest manifested to seed potato treatment and other Wisconsin River from a point a 
date in these counties indicates important cultural operations. little west of Okee, just off of 
that Wisconsin is alive to the The Wisconsin Potato Tour is Highway 113. a 
possibilities in this type of work. attended each year by interests John S. Donald, President. 
The soil and climate factors are representing every phase of the F. A. Aust, Sec., College of 
unusually favorable in upper industry, especially growers, Agriculture. 
Wisconsin in relation to type shippers, transportation inter- OO 
and quality production. Certain ests, manufacturers and dealers A ROCK GARDEN OF HERBS 
fields were inspected this year of machinery, fertilizers, spray- It is not a bad idea to use a rock 
ranging from 250 to 300 bushels ing material and potato grow- garden for herbs. It can be made as 
per acre. Favorable results in’ ers’ supplies. Various state and axis Oe ae pvish end. be pe 
the reduction of mosaic, coupled federal government departments ban one “ether wise might be tempted 
with these unusually favorable join in the tour. to do. Utility is not necessarily an 
conditions will place Wisconsin * Editor’s note—Potato indexing is Ugly idea. Indeed, there is, to-day, a 
in a favorable position in inter- the practice of taking an eye from a strong tendency to look for the utility 
state competition. tuber and planting it out under feature even in the beautiful, For 

5 greenhouse conditions to see whether herb purposes the rock elevation has 

No potato tour in recent years it develops mosaic. If the young the advantage of being clean. The 
presented so many definite con- plant, shows the characteristic mott- rocks ‘of good. sizeiterm # vary elec: 

ditions and contrasts relating to Tee ee oe ee a ladting pee soil, they should carry growth well 
special problems. In Marinette poses. In this way the mosaic in- along into the dry, hot season. Then 

County, for example, unusual  fested and mosaic free tubers are 10cks are weed preventives. You only 
contrasts in fertilizer results sorted out, and the mosaic free ones pave Odean cena the: solly: inter: 

were apparent. In Forest saved Tuer HEE eee ates plished. A rock mound can have a 
County the Irish Cobbler seed taking a few kernels from an ear and hot and a cool side. It can be handy 

situation was featured in the observing whether or not the kernels ¢? the kitchen—a very desirable fea- 
field inspections. In Langlade germinate properly. tite and, wher thelwaterpot days ‘ar: 
County Wisconsin seed stock was ————— content without fear of water logging. 
grown in contrast to seed ob- Wisconsin’s 1927 cranberry No plant bed can be sweeter than the 
tained from Western irrigated crop will be far below normal elevated rock mound. In some aristo- 

Triumph sections. In Oneida early estimates indicate. Tats Engh rook garden the her 
and Vilas counties both Tri- Last fall 90,000 barrels were . The herb list available is as exten- 
umph and Green Mountain harvested, while this fall’s crop sive as one may wish. It embraces 
fields were featured. will hardly exceed 25,000 bar- tonics, insecticides, perfumes and 

In all the counties scheduled rels, fone, Ta talonga cat bevel 
on the tour, in addition to the SS Parsley, thyme, mint, sage, lavender, 
question of mosaic control, in- Stone fruits are not satis- chives, with their onion flavor, rose- 
leresting fields were visited factory unless there is a certain ™@ry, with its romance of perfume, 
showing late blight, spraying percentage of lime in the soil in yinp°™™™ and the long-living spear- 
and dusting demonstrations, which they are growing. . —N. Z. SMALLHOLDER.
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Wisconsin Horticulture WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND? have any suggestions or queries 

A special committee has been that you wish to relieve your 
Published Monthly by the laboring with the Board of mind of don’t fail to avail your. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Managers to provide a program self of the opportunity. Do it 

Orn Ocoee enue: for the Winter Meeting, to be today. 
——_—— held at the State Capitol in Mad- a 

ERNEST L. CHAMBERS, Fait ison, November 30 and Decem- 

Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis. ber 1 and 2, that wi meet the 
Associate Editors—Wm. Kirsch, Mrs. demands of the majority, if not 

Cc. E. Strong, Huron H. Smith. all, of our members. The pro- IN THIS ISSUE 

gram is being worked out with + gs 
Entered at the postoffice at Madison, the view of furnishing the apple Certified Potatoes 

Wisconsin, as second-class matter. <Ac- = 3 ° : E b : St bi on 
ceptance for mailing at, special rate of growers with the kind of a verbearing Strawberries 

or October 3 1917, authorized July ‘1g meeting they have been asking E. B. George 
1918. éetlalh rates made known on ap- for, and as much 18 being done ‘odli M 1 
plication. for the small fruit growers, Codling Moth Control 

SSS vegetable gardeners, ornamental Mushroom Time 
Wi in State Horticultural Society Plant enthusiasts and lovers of ‘ * | 

Annual membership fee, one dollar, Horticulture in general. An at- University Orchards 
which includes fifty cents, subscription tempt is being made to bring House Plants From Slips 
price to Wisconsin Horticulture. Send ee . 
one dollar to Office of Secretary, Madi- some of the best authorities in Badger News 

sR emit by Postal or Express Money or- these various fields to Madison . sa > 
der. 4 dollar bill may be sent safely if for this purpose—men who can Wisconsin Seed Potatoes 

rapped or a er card. i 
checks accepted | °° * C@Td- Personal 4401 and who know what they The Farm Congress 

Postage stamps not accepted are talking about. We believe . : . 
that horticulture has a big place Winter Meeting Notice 

oREICRRS in the welfare of our state and The New Secretary 
J. B. Leverich, President........Sparta. We are attempting to better it as Board Meeting 
e Giambere Serpe e nes areen Bay much as possible by attracting Iris Troubles 

, good speakers to our meeting ris troables 
— . _ and getting out a good attend- The Railroad Worm 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTER ance from all sections of the 5 . Ex Officio Air Mail 

, state. Many of our larger com- sa . 
Prehon term ending December ioge mercial growers have indicated Fair Premium Awards 
Ke WeUlntear.c cc sanwesnare their intention of attending this Trend of the Market 
J. F. Swartz..................Kenosha Winter meeting and are bring- Timely Fall Notes 

He Rorsterm ending December, ives ing exhibits along with them mer <8 es 
Mt: = Betioieg 200000000 faeavitle aoe will furnish real competi- Library Page 

ames vingstone ......... waukee . Sta te Fair Notes 

Seong? fermiending Decembes tear"? = You can get a lot out of a ° 
WE, Spreiter:/.100000/[itba Grosse Meeting of this kind by just at- °° ———_—_=__— 
Wm, Longland.:...////iiLake Geneva tending and hanging around to 

a see what the other fellow is do- 
BOARD OF MANAGERS ing, but you can get a lot more INTRODUCING THE NEW 

J. B, Leverich c.g. Teter Out of it by planning to meet SECRETARY 
E. L. Chambers the authorities on the subjects . 
a you are most interested in and H. J. Rahmlow, the newly ap- 

having a heart to heart talk, pointed secretary of the Wiscon- 
—_—CséBegiin now to write down those Sin State Horticultural Society, 
OO - ~ questions that have been puz- has been the county agent of 

zling you and send them in and Price County for the past eight 
, 7 they will be entered in our Years, and is well known in that 

COVER PAGE “Question Box” and the entire part of the state. 
. gathering will have the benefit He is a graduate of the Uni- 

Yellows-Resistant Cabbage Test- of the answers. Just write out versity of Wisconsin, College of 
a Stat: your question and mail it to the Agriculture, 1915, and taught 
ing Station As Seen On The secretary of the Wisconsin State agriculture in the high school at 

Horticultural Tour Horticultural Society at Madi- Bayfield for two years. When 
son and we will see that you get there he did considerable work 
an answer. We are here to fur- with the fruit men, and was ac- 

ee _~S sinh you our services and if you tive in garden club and fruit
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club work with the boys and BOARD OF MANAGERS about midnight, to be ready for 
girls. MEETING HELD ON duty the next morning. 
The next two ae he had WHEELS 

charge of agricultural instruc- On Monday evening, Septem- 
tion at Northland College in jo, 19, the Board of Managers An interesting booklet has 
Ashland. Here he was city gar- of the Wisconsin State Horticul- come to our attention this week 

den club leader. tural Society, aboard train No. —‘Scenic and Historic Wiscon- 
Since that time he has been §99 pound for Milwaukee, con- sin” by Charles E. Brown, Sec- 

engaged in county agent work at qucted an emergency business retary of the Wisconsin Arche- 
Price County, where he has meeting at which much import- ological Society. The book is a 
gained considerable recognition ant business was transacted. guide to the scenic, archeologi- 
because of his work with certi- This unusual “location” was cal and historical points of in- 

fied potatoes; Price County now chosen because of the fact that terest in Wisconsin, and is ar- 
having the largest number of there were three very busy men ranged by cities and_ villages. 
certified Triumph growers in to be brought together, the It is issued as a ready reference 
the state. The county was first meeting had to be held—there book for those who tour Wiscon- 
at the State Potato Show in \acn’t time enough to hold it in sin or are interested in the land- 
18925 and held second place last the day time, and there wasn’t marks of the state. 

year: hee . , time enough to hold it at night, 

colt dam hs operated a yeh the prevsute of busine dee Bee ne . “+  manded it, therefore, it was helc Holding the ends of the stalks 
fyerara, Bid Fie for she pest on the run. The three men, of cut flowers against a gas or 

ft deing the latgest Powe oe president, vice-president and candle flame until the part is 
fancy BE Boston and leeher secretary, who make up the really charred, has been recom- 
oad lettrcé ik thé state ‘As . Board of Managers, had to be on mended as a method of lengthen- 
practical horticuliurist an d duty at. their respective posi- ing the life of the flower. An- 
tick’ gavdenat, he is deeply in tions bright and early the fol- other simple method for retain- 
terested in the work, and be- lowing — morning. A sudden ing the freshness of the bloom 
ligves that there is A bi futur change in temperature had made_ is to dip the end of the stem in 

one :. Me a 1g “ure it necessary for the president to boiling water for a minute be- 
for Horticulture in Wisconsin. tarry at his k in Sparta fore putting into the cold fresh The appointment: was neces y at. his work in Sparta fore putting into the cold fres 
cae eae ; Monday forenoon, and the result water. 
sary at this time to fill the posi- yas that he did not arrive in 
ron left vacant by the appoint- Madison till 5:30 Monday even- Se 
ment ef your prevent steven, Ing at which time the viteDre®- THB PARM CONGRESS 
mologist. This latter appoint- There seemed only a solue Wisconsin’s first Farm Con- 
ment was made in June and tion, and at 5:40 the Board of gress, held in Madison October 
since that time your secretary Managers were on their way to 13th and 14th, launched a pro- 

has been carrying the duties of Milwaukee, which was the first posed new farm organization 
both offices. 5 F half of the return trip for two, the last afternoon of session. 

Mr. Rahmlow will assume his 34g the evening business ses- This will make the sixth state 
new duties on November Ist. sion had started. The pre- Wide organization working in 

—_——-— miums for the Annual Show the interest of agriculture. A 
Additional copies of the Sep- jn November were discussed and Committee to draft the new 

tember issue of WISCONSIN Hor- decided upon, the program for movement includes: 
TICULTURE, containing the list the Annual Convention was dis- The commissioner of agricul- 
of premium awards for the Win- cussed, and a successor to the ture, the commissioner of mar- 
ter Fruit, Flower and Vegetable secretary was elected, to fill the kets, two representatives from 

Show, may be had upon request. position made vacant by the ap- ¢ach of the state farm organiza- 
————SS pointment of the former secre- tions, one member from the col- 

One of the largest individual tary to succeed Dr. Fracker as lege of agriculture and one from 
strawflower farms is at Mason, State Entomologist. Other mat- each of the commodity organiza- 
Michigan. Here twenty acres ters of business were discussed tions that wishes to be repre- 

are devoted to the production of and action decided upon, and sented. 
some 1,500,000 flowers annually. when the train reached Milwau- 
It is the practice in this estab- kee at 8:10 much had been ac- 
lishment to sow seed directly complished. There the meeting Most of our ornamental 
outdoors sometime in May. One was adjourned and the members shrubs are easily propagated 
pound of seed is sown to the went on their way by returning either by seed or hardwood cut- 
acre in rows three feet apart. trains each one to arrive home tings.
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alice cut out and destroyed or 
the entire plant burned. 

HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES Closely associated with this 
. = HES JOR: > . borer and spread to a large vx. 

Edited by the State Entomologist tent by it is a bacterial disease 

2! known as the iris root rot, 

IRIS TROUBLES The injury is done by the SS aioe ae 
Bn mind < 5 larval stage of a brownish moth goes Ek vl “unless 4 » 7 ; S Ss unless 

er Kegving astride with the ity whieh,” although one “of the the growth is tender-and_ soi 
growing of iris have been its largest cutworm moths, is not Care should be taken therefore 

pest problems “Until compara- Very conspicuous, and appears to use only those fertilizers 
tively recent years the rie Was it the late fall when the females which will produce a strong and 
believed to. be one cf our orna- “ePosit their eggs on the leaves’ yosictant growth. The * best 
mental perennials that was not of the host plants mentioned means of saving choice plants 
subject to insect and disease above. Winter is passed in this attacked by root rot seems to he 
enemies, During the past few ©88 Stage on the leaves and the yemoving the diseased roots 
years there have a eeeea two Jatvae begin hatching during where they are limited to one 
outstanding tronbles affecting the latter part of May and con- side of the plant and digging a 
iris which are rapidl ae tinue, some hatching a month hole beside the plant which will 
ing in their vinwlenee, and are ater. Upon hatching, the young permit the aeration of the ex- 
being reported from an ever in- caterpillars at first wander posed rhizome. In_ Indiana 
creasing number of localities about over the foliage, biting Where some work has been done 

These are the Iris Borer. ‘Mall characteristic holes here with this disease it was found 
Macronoctua onusta and the 204 there and then they begin that where the rot occurred in 
Iris Root Rot Bacillus cares working in earnest upon root the center of a clump the only 

tovorus: , : sa ae a ced teste method feasable of saving the 
oy ty P #e onsisted in diggi nh 

an eecanaee trouble maker § larvae are about half grown and ntire clump, dividing I, ett 
ago was not known to exist a then dead leaves begin to ap- ting out all affected parts and 

United States. Its introduction Peat indicating something drying the remainder of the 
and spread has doubtlessly taken “OMS: Upon examination the clump thoroughly in the sun for 

place through shipments of in roots will be found to be badly at least three or four days be- : Pe . ~ infested by worms ranging in ¢ Ra 
fested rhizomes and at the ore replanting. 

present time this pest has be- length from one and a half to ELL. C. come widely establi ah ea two inches, and varying in color 

throughout the eastern part or from a drab eream color to a the United States and sotae reddish tint, ornamented along 
parts of Canada, ‘Ib is believed the sides with distinct rows of THE RAILROAD WORM 

by some authorities that this -_ _s ae the janes The railroad worm has been 
pest may have become rapidly Aapaia ana Poi the meaulune showing up quite prevalently in 

gytablished on the common wild pupae emerge the moths which {fons im the western part of the 
sites had discovered it to sherk lay ‘the overwintering eggs. state this season. This is one 
it. Besides feeding on wild and _, The control of the iris borer of the pests that the entomolo- 
cultivated iris the lily plants are Obviously consists in carefully gist has not been able to bring 
frequently attacked, but because gathering up and burning all under control by spraying. 
of the activity of its parasites dried foliage in the late fall and The only means of control 
the borer has not as yet occurred early spring to reduce the num- consists in sanitation and cul- 
in large numbers in any one ber of overwintering eggs to a tural practices. All apples fall- 
place for more than a year or minimum. This should be fol- ing to the ground in infested 
two. During the past summer lowed up in the early spring by orchards should be kept picked 
a number of large plantings spraying thoroughly all young up and fed to the hogs or other- 
were visited _ that showed a_ growth as it appears with cal- wise destroyed. The pupa which 
heavy infestation, which natur- cium arsenate used at the rate winter in the soil can be de- 
ally resulted in heavy losses, but of one ounce per gallon of water  stroyed to a large extent by cul- 
formerly infested plantings in which an ounce of laundry tivation. 
were found to be again practi- soap has been previously dis- The railroad worm is one of 
cally free as a result of careful- solved. During the growing those insipient pests that can- 
ly carrying out the known con- season seriously infested plants not be detected by the average 
tro] measures. should be dug up and the borer individual and the injury dle-
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The Annual Convention 

of the 

State Horticultural Society 

Will be held November 30, December 1 and 2, at the 
State Capitol in Madison, Wisconsin. 

The Winter Fruit, Flower and Vegetable Show in 
conjunction with the Convention will be held in 
the Capitol Rotunda, while the Assembly Chamber 
will be given over to the program and _ business 
session of the Society. 

velops in storage. Apples that interest the call of “Plants by der and speed was essential. 
appear to be free from blemishes Air.” The maximum weight limit of 
will be found to be so seriously A survey made under the di- 50 pounds has been found to 
infested by a network of tunnels rection of the American Air meet all ordinary requirements. 
that the product is worthless. Transport Association, which is The flexibility of the regulations 

The adult of this worm, which composed of all operators of surrounding the use of Air 
causes the characteristic chan- commercial air lines in the Mail, including the use of any 
nels that are responsible for its United States, shows that flor- stamps providing the envelope 
name, is a fly which lays its eggs ists in all parts of the country is plainly marked “Via Air 
during the latter part of July or are making constant use of the Mail”, and the fact that the Air 
first part of August. The mag- Air Mail. Mail letters may be deposited in 
got feeds on the pulp in the ap- Shipment of cut flowers by any mail box or at any post 
ple, completing its growth after air is not so common, but there office, has added to the popular- 
the apple falls from the tree and are a few instances when this ity of this newest branch of the 
has become more or less mellow, has been done. There is an in- postal service. 
then bores its way out and into stance of where a rush shipment 
the ground and remains there of orange blossoms was made by a 
until the following July as a Air Mail to meet the require- 
pupa. The maggot is a small ments of a prospective bride. Fall is the time to make a new 
whitish worm which tunnels There are a few other instances jawn for there is no hot sun 
here and there through the pulp on record where cut flowers then to burn or scorch the young 
of the apple as it ripens leaving were sent by Air Mail to meet plants, and the roots can get a 
small brown tunnels wherever it some particular and unusual sit- good start for next season. A 
goes. In some of the thin uation, but such occasions have deep soil is a requisite of a good 
skinned varieties of apples these proved rare. lawn, and a coating of well rot- 

tunnels are apt to show through It is in the transporting of ted stable manure applied be- 
from the outside as wandering bulbs, seeds and small growing fore plowing, gives the grass an 
brown tracks. plants that the florists have extra impetus. Ground bone- 

_ found the greatest use for Air meal is also an excellent fer- 
Mail. Reports on file with the  tilizer. The ground should be 

AIR MAIL ay eee companies thoroughly harrowed before 

- show that this service has been planting the seed, which is ap- 
By 'T. CLIFFORD BALL heavy and that it is steadily plied at the rate of one pound to 

“Flowers by Telegraph” has growing. every 250 square feet. After 
become a familiar slogan among The cost of Air Mail service the seed is in, the ground should 
florists through the nation. —10 cents per half ounce—has_ be harrowed or lightly raked, 
Now approaches the time been found trivial when there and then rolled with a heavy 

when we may hear with equal was a desire to meet a rush or- roller.
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Ds Av ANN———————C*S.~=Césthe: exception of 1921. Produc- 
tion estimates have been shrink- 

THE MARKET PAGE ing month by month, and pres- 

Edited by Wm. Kirsch, State Department of Markets ent prospects are for only half 
, as many apples as last season. 

The Canadian crop also is ex- 

THE POTATO AND APPLE tention of growers and handlers ete eee Gas 
SITUATION of netatoes rie the next a United States commercial crop 

- ay: months: (1) the estimate + With half 5 biblon dollats or der capita production, (2) the wud ditt Lew 

And sole creme wy : i poe keeping quality of the tubers. eastern and western shipping 
on ope stowend oil oahe, ar and (3) the report of January states. Usually, the East has a 
veste "done the ani 5 factors 1 stocks on hand. Present commercial crop about 40 per 
i aa ying ie eons ate prospects are for a per capita cent greater than that in the 

h nn Th * nit ‘ orket aa of 3.3 bushels, compared with 3 pine western states comprising 
look 4 th pul MAKE al bushels last year, 2.8 in 1925, the pox apple region. The 

several attestion re Ne Out about 3.7 in 1924 and 1923, and balance between East and West 
several question marks appear 4.1 bushels in 1922. A crop of this season is simply another 
on dhe horizon of the potato 499,000,000 bushels would be way of saying that eastern. ap. 
Sana: slightly below normal require-  pjes are a very light crop and it 

ments. In a year of serious sentional. 
Potato MOVEMENT LIGHT; plight trouble it is especially dif- M#¥ foreshadow an exceptional 

YIELDS UNCERTAIN ficult to estimate the probable Re ee ee eae 
Until most of the potatoes are !0ss from shrinkage and decay go far, arrivals have been great- 

out of the ground and a careful in storage. The report of Janu- jy delayed, as the season is late 
estimate can be made of the @ry 1 stocks, indicating total jp important shipping states. 
total quantity and the quality of Supply available until new crop Spring freezes, scab, and in- 
this year’s crop the market posi- Potatoes arrive in volume, has geet injury are partly responsi- 
tion remains rather uncertain, been an important factor in de-  hJe for the heavy losses in east- 
Blight, drought, frosts, and oth. termining the spring price. The ern sections, and prolonged 
er field troubles have been tak- ‘uantity and quality of potatoes drought affected the apple crop 
ing their toll, with blight prob- "eMaining on January 1 are adversely in the Great Lakes 
ably the most serious factor in Pretty sure to fix the price level region. Overbearing last year 
several important producing @fter that date. also weakened the condition of 
sections. About 11,000,000 The potato market recently trees, particularly in the East. 
bushels were clipped ‘off ‘the has registered prices one-fourth The ‘commercial crop. will be 
August forecast, leaving a to one-third lower than those of exceptionally light in the Ozark 
September estimate of 400,000,- @ year ago. The season is late section, in Michigan and New 
000 bushels for the entire coun- 28d shipments from northern york, and in the Potomac- 
try. Of that volume 276,000,- States have not shown activity Shenandoah Valley area. Many 
000 bushels are expected in 19 edual to that of 1926, except in districts also report a larger 
leading states which furnish Wisconsin, Minnesota, Nebras- percentage than usual of low- 
most of the carlot supply dur- k@, and northern California. grade or defective fruit. This 
ing fall and winter. This is not Movement so far has been con- situation should enhance the 
quite up to the average produc- ‘Siderably lighter than during market value of good quality ap- 
tion for.those northern states, the early part of last season. ples. At present, the market is 
but is 25,000,000 bushels more But, by the time digging is atits somewhat depressed by liberal 
than they had last year. The height, carlot forwardings prob- supplies of fruit showing irregu- 
October and November crop re- bly will catch up to the sea- Jay quality and condition, but 
ports will be watched with ex- Sonal record. The excess ap- most growers and dealers. feel 
ceptional interest this season, Parent in shipment data was optimistic over the outlook for 
Production in the mountain Wholly in the early and inter- the fall and winter market, aft- 
region and far western states Mediate potato states and has ¢y the main varieties begin to 
has recently shown marked an- little effect on the market value ayrive. Prices so far have been 
nual gains. Most of the supply, Of the late or main crop. higher than those of a year ne 

- q a es: hover comes fram the Mr anor Cuor Lagu, Eseeciatn yg Aiea aa fo a 
tions, and prospects there are IN East the last six years. Both com- 
for moderate sized crops. Apples promise to be the mercial production and _ total 

Three things will hold the at- lightest crop in 20 years, with carlot shipments tended grad-
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al dae from low point of lers of American fruit who  §% Six Heat lettuce 

1921 to high point in 1923. made purchases at shippi 1. Paul Haagen ‘ 

Dropping again in 1924, th i See ee Bod. Rasmussen 020202 1280 
nas ai b , there point. Many eastern apples 49, ; By ee corer een ate 

as since een an annual gain in were exported long before the 80, hive" TRanhies Saige 

. 7 . - Bro. Francis Dlask.. 2.00 

crop am een, until high time that they should have been 2H. J. Rasmussen...) 1.50 

ae th . Again this year, picked, and more profitable mar- —"*: Sie Hips Cussone ee 1500 

27, the production for market kets likely could have bee } Morris Kautman....... 2.00 
purposes is light. This same found at home. Those in touch Be Tindal cggeenncen 18 

"4 : : a * 
4 Seo pen BBC. exisicwis. 

three-year cycle is noticeable in with the foreign situation, how- ‘table Quali, NB TSh Type 

price trends. A close relation is ever, feel that a more hopeful 1. Morris -Kaufman....... 2.00 

see between factors of volume condition soon is due. Desir- Be eerie at St Bees as mens 
and price, much higher values able varieties of good eating ap- %% Display’ Piekling Guebmbers. "1" 
prevailing, of cou g ap Ho J. Rasmussen...... 4 

4 , rse, in seasons ples should meet a ready sale Bom ie Tindale. .202 3.00 
of light crops. Quality of th A ; wk mbit Me TONAMsaceawevwen s Be 

fruit, especial sity ine Two special reports are now —*! Three Lesk. 2.00 

ie piece ly keeping ae I available in mimeographed form 2; Baul, Haneen cess Gale 
e purposes, is another from thi I . Pa aagen.......... 1.50 

. < , is bureau. oe mo: H, J. Rasmusse 

important consideration. greater details epee the EN? Bro. Char 
. 

. ro. i" ‘i i 

From 1922 to 1925, this coun-_ present situation and are en- 2 Dawson Broa..e ss.) ian 

try shipped to foreign markets titled: “Potato Situation in 06, TOS Oe Pa Moen is a TEN 

slightly more than one-tenth of 1927” and “Apple Situation i } Bro: Francis Dlask.... 2.00 

its commercial apple crop. 1927.” m ae ae Ramen EB8 

Canada ships overseas a larger -—U. S. Bureau of Agricultural oe ey eyonn Reis cee 

proportion of its production. Reanories 2 HJ. Rasmussen /1111. 7180 

Last season, Canadian exports , B: On6 Guan Bele Wildes Or 

dropped to a low point because _ ane Hasmussensserses 2.00 

pr one: ighiecnop anova Seats, 
‘o Beier ee eeeret eter ties wate. 

ut outbound movement from BO, ONS BAGH DU ay 8h 
i 

1. Northe 

the United States was nearly PREMIUM AWARDS AT THE 2 the nsinesereesasse 2.00 

douiile that of the preceding "SLE FAR MiWat- $ Osea Te Gonads 1388 

year, reaching the high equiva- KEE, AUG. 29 TO SEPT. 3 Hoh; Collection af Herbs, not esi than 

lent of 7,100,000 barrels, or 18 Horticulture Department 1 HE J Rasmussen. |... 2.00 

per cent of the commercial crop. a ures, Pranels Dlasie 2.00 

The United Kingdom took most (Continued from the September 101. One Potted Parsiey Plant.” 7)” 

of these shipments, but Ger- issue) Be piss meee anes 

many also proved a_ splendid 102, sie Slicing” Gucunphaeg. “Arecies 
; 

2. Six Slicing Gudunbérs, Ameriédn 

outlet. It is generally believed CULINARY VEGETABLES Types ot vumers Ameri 

that exports for 1927-28 will 79. One Quart Flat Pod Green Bean. 2G M. Trenance 4 

fall considerably below the 1 Red Lindley «..-...-.. 2-60 493, one Beck’ New Zealnna Spinach: 
record of last year, because of 4p, o,'. i, /rancls Diask 112) 1,00 LR J. TdT eR a 

the light crop here and_ the Hone RAT Batts a 60 Hy. aneriecee es 188 
heavier production in Great 2. fro, Franels pias 22 00 WH Threg “Heads endive, Ml) 120 

spe 3 J. Rasmussen ...... 4 . Francis Dlask.... 2 

Britain and on the continent. To 81. Six Celery Soden gait Biandhine, goed Hasmussens-s 20.) 1.50 

date, shipments to foreign mar- 1 Pred Bartsch oes... 3.00 105. Three’ loots’ Witlott ‘Chicory. 977" 

kets’ h 2) Walter Ristow |! 1.50 TD aweee Gime Chicory. 

ave been less than the 3. H. J. Rasmussen 2.1... 1.00 Fe mac eegger comes BLOT 
corresponding total in 1926. 82. Three Celuriac. 16 Boece eemsSeme sess 150 

ae ee Cele EC maR «bed wisnuatieaon tants fay 

British markets have been 2. Paul Haagen Dlaske ss F80 1 Paul Maagen. a 00 

heavily supplied with domestic  s3. six hike see oo Be Hy Jy Heamuasen’ sr.cc: 2:60 

apples of poor quality. Once 1. ani "Haagen... 2.00 107. Three Hoois Horse-radiah, | °) 
é : 2G. M. Teh: : . Bro. Franci . » 

arvesting is completed and 3. T pester! 00 2 Dawson roses 2) TB0 

earlier stocks have been moved, ** “Yt rea haran Houna. 1 3. H. J. Rasmussen. . 1... 1200 

market ae 2 1. Fred Bartsch... 2.00 108 Display Gourds in Variety. , 

rket opportunities for good 2. H. J. Rasmussen....... 0 125 1. Arno Meyer. ........... 2 

Ameri frui ae Be! sess 1.50 2. Dawson Bros raeaa B08 
American fruit a mo, wee SOR EME eae" am pee Te Hasmussen 1706 

Hi ustrial conditions in Eng- 1 Bro. Francis Diasic.....° 2.000 Fase thai he sae Bete ek 

land and Scotland, however, are WO Rass Tbe specified above, nut Other then 

still below normal and this may * “7. ‘Pau “Haawen en Se. oe Rasmussen ase | 9.00 
aft i y + unanes, Table, Onis 2.00 GL. Cook, Oshkosh..: 3100 

a ect the purchasing power to 2d Rasmussen 21002) 150 Bore nate teeee ees cate 
° » FP. J. ui BOP egwnes ¢ ra 

tome extent. Early supplies of 87. Six Bunches’ Tabie Carrots.” EOD 496) Bromine 

acti, States apples in British I red Bartsch... 2.00 0 LHL J, Rasmus 
. 2. G, M. Tehan........... , Bro wen... .... 20. 

distributing centers have been gg. gj He, Rasmussen ..0000)° «116 gone. Prancis Daal 5:00 

i. excess of the demand. Losses ey. Retsmussen 2.00 4 Qe dimdteys 20000200 1oloe 

ave been taken by some hand- 2 Bro.’ Francis Dlask: 1 1.50 3. R. R. Stephenson.....- 6.00 
Paul Hagen............ 1,00 (Continued on page 40)
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TIMELY NOTES Grape vines may be pruned as Clean up and paint your culli- 
Peoni + be transpl q Soon as the leaves have fallen  vator shovels, plow points, hoes, 

; vossfull may ti ety an this fall and they can then be with a coat of heavy oil to pro- 
Seana fy y any, ee the ap laid down on the ground pre- tect them from rust until you 
groun Tf gon y sou 4 dt 1S- paratory to covering for winter need them again next season. 
Sour b h et ther dug al protection. Cuttings taken at A little time spent now will save 
time t "h it ae it ie atten a this time can be tied in bunches hours getting them into shape 
fee O20" and I Tate cn the and packed in moist sand in the when you need them next 

middle of November, an is cellar to callous during the win- spring. 

usually the practice of scone ter months preparatory to, sete _ 
growers to dig ‘up ‘their plants ting out in the spring. go you cut out ell of the 

and divide the roots every third TT O10 Canes In Your Taspherry and 
ear. Why not incr i Avail yourself of some of the blackberry patches? They are yea y t increase you -thl a arb diseas 

stock by digging up and divid- very good books offered by our xt less “an and sh ISEASE 
ing the more desirable varieties free library and listed on the an insect pests an hi ould be 
and replace the less desirable saree pages of a aml May removed and burned this fall. 
ones? We are frequently asked 4nd June Issues 0 isconsin TT 
whether peonies can not be Horticulture. Do not try to store pumpkins 
grown from seed. Of course —_——_ and squashes in a moist cellar. 
they will grow from seed but Don’t keep your dahlia roots A dry warm. place near the fur- 
they seldom ever come true to and gladiolus bulbs stored in a nace or in the attic is most de- 
variety when grown that way, hot dry room. They require sirable. 

Sn RUA RSTn, suede same tenpecsirwst ore ila ait and s . potatoes. ‘0 discourage mice about the 
it is best to increase your stock ee trunks of trees the grass and 

by division, Besides taking (w? hobarb dug ate this ante, should be dug’ aay at 
it takes Séveral years for them ™ay be forced in the cellar with | c. ag har : ° grounc 
ic produce flowers that wilt fine results, Try it. loosened up before it freezes. 

come fine year after year. As a OO . The first sunny morning after 
rule the plant rarely produces The proper time to dig frost has blackened your dahlia 
blooms al three years after dahlias, gladiolus and cannas is plants, cut the stems off two 
germina wons any time after the foliage has jnches above the ground, and 

been killed by frost. Don’t fail dig the clumps, using care not to 
: cyeys to burn the tops to destroy break the necks of the tubers, 

If you have the facilities for spores of the various fungous since that is where the buds 
handling you can propagate diseases that they harbor and form next spring. Do not shake 
some of your choice dahlia stock the larval and pupal states of off the earth from the clumps. 
from cuttings by removing the overwintering borers and other Dry for two or three hours in 
new shoots which develop dur- insect, peste. the sun, then pack, with plenty 
ANS) one! WATT Spes enten ue a of earth, in barrels lined with 

first frosts, These shoots can be : newspapers, every clump upside 
readily rooted in sand by bot- Many perennials and shrubs down. Set the barrels in the 
tom heat and grown there until may be divided during this cellar immediately after packing 
midwinter when a small bulb is period as well as next spring where the tubers will not freeze, 
formed and then they can be and perhaps you will have more and cover with burlap or old 

Gee or aed ee ee, ae Hanke 
planting in the spring. Ver. OO op 
fancy blooming stock can be 7 If you have space for winter Don’t forget to drain out al 
cured from these cuttings in this window boxes don’t forget to of the water in your spray ou 
way and the stock increased lift some of the geraniums, sal- fit from the engine to the lowest 
rapidly from only a small Via, asters and other plants you valve, and loosen up the packing 

pldly iy : ‘ 
source: have in your garden before the in the pump, mash cont ue = 
i ground freezes. rel and hose, and store it wher 

; it will be ready for use eae 
Iris should be dug and divid- next spring without any need 0 

ed at this season and now is the Lilies require a well drained elaborate overhauling and _ re- 
time for transplanting them if deep porous soil. Leaf mold and pairing. A spray outfit is short- 
you intend to plant some for an- peat moss are valuable mate- lived enough with the best of 
other year. rials. care without neglecting it.
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m2 ds out of doors and under glass. 
The author divides the gladiolus 
in its cultural requirements in- 

LIBRARY PAGE to two groups: the types and 
species which must be planted 

Pe in the autumn, and those which 
s e a 

The Iris, by John C. Wister, small or medium sized garden, Ta dead aie ade ce 
(Orange Judd Co., pub.) is included in a further chapter. large flowered hybrids of our 

A well illustrated book, writ- Here the author staunchly sup- gardens, developed from the 
ten by the president of the Ports some of the older varieties ‘African species, and their cul- 

American Iris Society and in- —Pallida Dalmatica and Flave- ture is taken up extensively, 
tended primarily for the ama- Scens, for instance, which have from digging and curing the 
teur gardener with a limited been known in gardens for near- corms, cutting and shipping 

area of ground, but of interest ly 200 years. He says that an }]ooms, to hybridizing and 
to all iris growers or iris enthu- tis to be placed on his “indis- crossing, forcing, ete. 
iasts, : pensible” list must be so good An idea worthy of thought is 

° The author says that there is that no small garden can get brought out in one of the early 
no flower so universally adapted @long without it, it must be chapters where the author sug- 
to the widely different soils and Cheap, preferably procurable in gests the adoption of some flow- 
climate of the American conti- (uantity; the plant must be er, such as the gladiolus, as a 
nent as the Iris, and that due to Strong and vigorous; a free city or community flower, to 
its inexpensiveness, ease of cul- bloomer under ordinary condi- stimulate gardening interest 
ture, long season of bloom, and tions; must have a good stem, a and make the community out- 
wide range of color it is the Stalk fairly well branched; and standing among neighboring 
most practical flower for the the color must be clear. He sug- cities for its flowers. Some of 

majority of American gardens.  %¢Sts that if one is making a the advantages of such a plan 
How to plant and care for the #%@rden for display, he would use are the centering of attention 

different types of Iris, how to Mostly the light colors. definitely on one thing, the joint 
choose the best varieties of any The only troubles of the Iris purchase of corms, bulbs, seeds 

given type, and how to plant that he considers especially seri- oy plants in large quantities at 

the Iris with other flowers for CUS (and they need not be if reduced prices, and the fact that 
the best garden effect, are all Understood, he says,) are the the resulting feeling of rivalry 
discussed comprehensively in [is borer and a soft rot disease, pervading the community will 
this small book . Bacillus carotovorus, which | is make it possible to hold compe- 

The history of the Iris and its the same rot or a closely allied titions at the height of the sea- 
geographical distribution Tot, to the one which is common gon, 

throughout the northern hemi- i” Many vegetables. _ ; 
sphere are taken up in two in- A chapter on “Iris in the Gar-— Gjaqiolus, by F. F. Rockwell. 
teresting chapters. We learn en’, gives many interesting (The MacMillan Co., pub.) 
that the biblical “ilies of the Combinations of Iris used with . a 
Feld”? . ther flowers. The book closes A guide to the proper plant- field” are none other than the ° 3 ahs : 

: : : ‘ ith a classified list of recom- ing and cultivation of the gladi- white form of the Iris of various WV! : : 
Minor. + ded varieties, and a list rep- lus, written by a practical gar- parts of Asia Minor, and that at Mendes 3 D 

one period of British history resenting the different color dener. Includes a tabulated de- 

the seeds of the Iris pseudacorus ¢!@sses of the tall bearded Iris scription of varieties. 
were used as a substitute for 0 help the amateur in choosing 
coffee; while the rhizomes of the Varieties from catalogs. There Shrubs, by F. F. Rockwell. (The 
wild Iris of the hills around /8, also included a “Black List MacMillan Co., pub.) 

Florence have been used for 0! those varieties which the 4 very practical book for the 
centuries to make orris root. author feels should be dropped ome owner, since it gives a 

The culture of the Bearded im favor of newer and better general survey of the whole 
Iris, which comprise most of the Varieties. problem; the place of shrubs in 

sien Tin of todas, Gelt rae ladle and Ite Calta, ee bnutifetion; bom tl 
with the likes and dislikes of the by A.C. Beal. (Orange, Judd Where to use various shrubs for 
different varieties with regard Co., pub.) flowers, foliage, fruits and 
to heat, moisture, sunshine, soil, This book contains a rather bark; how to buy shrubs; plant- 
ete. A list of high quality Iris, technical but thorough discus- ing, watering, mulching, prun- 
for the grower who desires a_ sion of the propogating, grow- ing, and general care; protec- 
representative showing for the ing and handling of the gladio- (Continued on page 39)
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Po TF tho, ine they always died for 
me until I told you my troubles 

WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE last year and you said: ‘Just 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG try watering from the top with 
warm water, soaking the heart 

Pt of 6the fern. ’ You should see 

WHAT DOES “STATE FAIR” those farmers have to be on to tae ee ey ee | 
MEAN TO YOU? their job. I know now why they say thank you.” . . 

“Same old. stuff, sam ld have such nice apples.” . . 
crowd. I don’t. know wh ° I “You can learn a lot about a 

come. I suppose it’s because how things are made uD there i x ivs iaomewhere to 0 Satie the Manufacturers building, and AND THE FLOWER SEEDS 
ith in’t so?” then you can read about it, and PLANTED SIX INCHES 

wreWell,” “said “the ther man learn a lot more.” DERE oe slowly, cit used to be. but I got “One, day my girl tele a eu CAME UP 

to thinking one day there must fornee a i Be State she “Could you tell me why my 
be a reason for the state spend- : larkspur and marigold seeds 
: Il thi ai b was buying, and the boss heard never came up? I had : ine all this money an pea her. He said, ‘That’s what I Never came Pt i some i 
te Ee Bay ace an i ep ‘ ve like to hear. You keep on and nee iat rom al pone, An 
leaned a ist : By amily ave you will soon be head of the de- pee e B so carefully. a 

wife le a a ot anes te. Y partment.’ She would never I 1 ted ‘hem uct th J USE Tine. 
hele th earned 2 oe ings How have started if we hadn’t got in- — Piantec wnches di ec See 
ie ms Wann ‘es ing. How terested out here.” prow six inc is ee : ate 

h systema’ tisticall end 5 lie a “T’ve learned a lot about bees oy t the my ve posed. the 
ees erie an ya “jon and nursery stock and cattle reat e io b a aenited the 

bur everything van ee Jus be ae sane rene Noe Pras ° 
cause you like it. You think it “Say,” interrupted the other She listened ruefully to ex- 
over and see if it matches up ™an, “what good does all that pjanations and directions on 
with what you have. Andif you ‘Stuff do you? You're a machin- panting seeds, saying as I fin- 
have some old furniture that ‘st not a farmer.” ished, “You must certainly think 
your grandmother had, why you “What good? Why, we are [I am hopeless not to know that 
are lucky and you polish it up learning things. We're think- much.” 
and put new cushions in the ing. We have something to talk “Oh no,” was my cheering re- 
chairs and believe me it sure about. We don’t have to go to ply, “I know a prize winning ex- 
looks nice and you save money. the movies every night because hibitor in this department who 
My wife and my girl, they make we are so darn dumb we can’t planted muskmelon seeds three 
their clothes too. And my wife amuse ourselves at home. We feet deep and can laugh about it 
she copied a table decoration have a nicer home, the prettiest now.” 
with the table cloth and napkins yard in the neighborhood, and “All right, I'll try again and 
to match the flowers. She sure Wwe have saved more money in maybe I will have some flowers 
put one over on the club she be-_ the last two years than we did to show next year. Really, I can 
longs to. That was a new one all the while we were married. almost laugh at myself right 
on them.” The whole family is going to now. I know I feel a lot better. 

“T seen a couple of doll kids California on its vacation. Muskmelon seeds planted three 
in this building under an apple That’s what good it is to know feet deep; actually, that’s worse 
tree. One kid says, ‘We got lots something besides just your own than I was.” 
of apples. My dad sprays.’ ”’ job. Say you just go over in the 

“The other one says, ‘We ain’t Grand “end ond ee pee the —————————— 
ot any. Mine don’t.’” state is teaching those kids, an 

- “] Sant know what that then you just do some thinking WEST pe ep oek: 

meant, so I asked a fellow and for yourself.” 
he told me some things and told The gardeners in the West 
me I could read about it in the Allis Schools held their annual 

brary, So did, hen in he oman You" —_gbtiog athe High Soa 
we saw a farmer putting some “I know you are busy but I_ sidering dry weather and the 
fearful smelling stuff on his just must thank you for telling rather late date, there was 4 
trees. So we stopped and found me how to water my Cibotium very creditable showing both of 
out a lot more. Believe me, boy, Fern. I was just crazy about flowers and vegetables. The
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children were very much inter- 
ested in the reasons given for 
awarding of ribbons. 

In the evening a very inter- 
esting program was given by 
the members of the clubs. There _ F ¢ 
was a style show and a plant rid Py ei ae eat ae rc 
demonstration, a talk by the Ss i oe 
County Agent and some very ae 

yood music. = - , 
? Mr. Coon, who has worked ; re eee Paes 
faithfully, can be positive that ; a dos 
his work is beginning to be ap- en 
preciated both by the children ee . 
and their elders. Some prizes a 
of seeds and plants are to be es “ig 

| given the children who won first a ; 
and second prizes. Let us hope 
that in another year they will — 
have definite prizes to work for. Wo - 
Perhaps our State Society might ie iat 
be prevailed upon to give a spe- 
cial prize to schools that have 
creditable exhibits. 

A typical harvesting scene on one of Wisconsin's cranberry bogs 

a from mae 37) (Continued from page 25) af can be eaten for several days. 
tion from insects and diseases ; in dh von ay imvow w The caps of the Cabbage Mush- 
and classified lists of shrubs for on : meserepies a large ge room are of a gray or brown 

home planting. e3ee) Dank With Any ONE! 4P- color. Its tubes on the lower 
ping leaf-like caps. Some speci- as 

. : surface are whitish, and the 
mens have been found to weigh stout’st é the plant is white 

The Quince is a native of as much as fifteen or twenty % ‘The Ovste . M Dae is we Tbe: 
Southern Europe and was pounds. This mushroom is oy a I yster ‘te fon 1S 'S0- 
grown quite extensively by the found in late summer and au- Gace suewente the shall er ea 
ancient Greeks. tumn. When kept in a cool place oyster; Tt grows from dead tree 

trunks and branches, usually in 
as crowded clusters, the large caps 

often overlapping. The color of 
f ee - , the plant is white, light buff or 

BF es” peer ar aa a grey, with broad white gills. It 
9 f ee Be ace tant has a short stem, often hairy at 

; eile Pees HOLME | kis its base. The Oyster Mushroom 

i Fala Aathteh oy ail we eS ae is widely known as an edible 
ARH ig gE peed Sg mushroom. In preparing it for 
ged idee meee the table the caps are cut into 

rit MR: strips, stewed in a saucepan 
ee a, iy | Pia Neer OS with milk and butter, and served 

qr? GiD yr ; nee as one would stewed oysters. 
: 7 y of Mushroom fanciers should al- 

ier } Yi ways remember never to eat 
a f ; Deanna j mushrooms which they do not 
aes a : y : know well, and should not for- 

i ca Part " a ‘ Mt ie) get that none of the old-fash- 
iy RAN a a a: P y+ ioned mushroom tests are reli- 

a EN enn 1% WI ee able. Mushroom books and 
AE ip WE oe 4 a OZ other literature can be consulted 

Set Vee) Cet, an) aK 4) rAL a at every public library, so that 
i ‘ A nob V8) a) there is no excuse for collecting 

uy On IWR . or eating any of the fairly nu- 
- al : ; merous poisonous or unwhole- 

Harvesting cranberries by the raking method on a Wisconsin bog some species.
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Copyright 1926 “AUTUMN WOODS" By Asa K. Owen, Phillips 

To the true lover of the out-of-doors, there can be nothing more beautiful than the solemn hush of nature that 

comes at the close of autumn. 

In “Autumn Woods” we find nature clothed in regal robes of scarlet and gold,—a silent tribute to the dying year.
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PROGRAM ADDITIONAR ERMINE SP 
58th Annual Convention State Horticultural Society, to be Held at os a TIO 

Madison, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, November 30, Class 1. Spray ring display of 
and December 1 and 2, 1927. State Capitol. apples 

Program subject to revision CONRAD KUEHNER, Superintendent 

WEDNESDAY FORENOON Open _ to Wisconsin Cooperative 
10:30 O’clock Spray Rings. A cooperative ring 

(1) Greetings by Gov. F. Zimmerman. the ee ce thane tthe earn 
(2) Introduction of delegates from other societies. machine and conduct their business 

(3) Address of President. matters cooperatively. 
(4) wee Do with the Surplus from the Home Orchard—C. L. Entre Quantity 

uehner. * ealthy ~----------------- Tays 

(5) Discussion led by M. B. Goff, Sturgeon Bay. Metntosh 222200 200 3 treve 
N. W. Greening ----------- 2 trays 

2:00 O’clock Any other one Variety.-_-- 2 trays 

(1) Dealing a the Cull Problem—Prof. V. R. Gardner, Michi- Prize | 
gan A.C. : ‘ 

(2) Discussion led by D. E. Bingham, Door County. Ist 2nd 3rd 4th 
(3) Problems in Fruit Production—Prof. R. H. Roberts. ee eee sho ae ; : . ; : 1.00 
(4) Discussion led by Paul Grant, Menomonie. 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 
(5) Fruit Marketing—H. W. Ullsperger, Mgr. Door Co. Fruit 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 

Growers Union. 4.00 3.00 2.00 1.00 
r 
WEEE Diane Class i we cup to County 

(1) Repippaeation, Arrangement of Flowers—Mrs. Strong, West on a basis. ee ee be 
is. of trays shown, and percentage of 

(2) European Horticulture Ilustrated—Prof. A. J. Riker. total number of spray rings partici- 
(3) Home Grounds Illustrated—Prof. F. A. Aust. pating ‘as’ Zollows: 

THURSDAY FORENOON Quality ~-.--.-_..------- 50 points 
9:00 O'clock Number trays shown ---- 30 points 

(1) Helps for Horticulturists—Miss Harriet Long, Madison. Percentage of spray Tings. 
(2) Growing ee Bulbs in Wisconsin—James Livingstone, . B nono nnn nnn Pom's 

Milwaukee. es 

(3) Discussion led by Wm. Longland, Lake Geneva. 
(4) Market Problems—A. W. Pommerening, State Dept. of eT ACh HOE 

Markets. - 
(5) Widening Margin Between Production Cost and Selling Price— CULTURE” AS OF- 

Prof. V. R. Gardner. * FICIAL ORGAN 
THURSDAY AFTERNOON We are pleased to announce 

. 1:30 O’clock that the Board of Directors of 
(1) Cost of Growing Raspberries—J. G. Seidel, Warrens. the State Potato Growers Asso- 
(2) Management Methods in the Raspberry Plantation—Prof. ciation adopted this magazine 

. Vv. R. Gardner. as their official organ at their 
(3) Discussion led by N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh. convention November 1-4. 
(4) Profitable Strawberry Growing—E. W. Sullivan, Alma Center. Membership in the State Po- 
(5) Discussion led by Rex Ebert, Warrens. tato Growers Association now 

THURSDAY EVENING includes a year’s subscription to 
. 6:30 O’clock WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE. We 

Annual Dinner. : . . believe this arrangement will 
(1) Forest Conservation in Wisconsin with 96 illustrations— be of benefit to both the pota‘o 

Huron H. remit nego growers and to this society. 
RIDAY FORENOON The growers will be kept in- 

. 9:00 O’clock formed each month of new d>- 
(1) Annual Business Meeting. . . velopments in the potato indv:- 
(2) Use of Ethylene Gas in Ripening Fruits and Vegetables— try. WISCONSIN HORTICULTU!-E 

Prof. L. Regeimbal, Univ. of Minnesota. will extend its sphere of useful- 
(3) Horticultural Hazards—E. L. Chambers, State Entomologist. ness in the state by enlarging 

FRIDAY AFTERNOON its family of readers and bene- 
, . _ 1:30 O'clock fits to its advertisers. 

(1) Greetings from Minnesota Horticultural Society—Ray Speer, We expect and hope several 
President. other organizations will follow 

(2) Outdoor Flowers for the Home—Prof. J. G. Moore. the example of the Potato Grow- 
(3) Discussion led by Mrs. C. E. Strong, West Allis. ers.
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MARKETING DOOR COUNTY the source of infection for ap- strictly up to grade. Fruit 
APPLES ple scab 2 ener disengel ang which does not come up to the 

insects, makes a cleaner orchar necessary standards is not sold 
| By H. W. ULLSPERGER and returns some profit. under this brand. It is marked 
General Manager Door County No. 2 or unclassified, and is sold 

Fruit Growers Union PACKAGING at a price commensurate with 
sti arket- Apples are sold in baskets, the grade. The producer there- 

‘ne ne oo Get eae oe barrels, boxes, and bulk. The by gets a pe a a a pred 

ple crop has just been completed. trade demands an attractive MEL BEOPERY, BNAGkCnand PACKS: 
The total crop for the county package. Apples should be of VARIETIES 
exceeded 175,000 bushels or uniform size in a package. A a a. 
over 300 carloads. Eighty-five two inch apple mixed in with a The principal varieties sold 
per cent of this fruit was mar- three inch apple is out of place. are: Duchess, Wealthy, Snow, 

keted cooperatively through the It spoils the appearance. A McIntosh, Northwestern Green- 
Door County Fruit Growers bushel of all two inch to two and ings, Tolman Sweet and Deli- 
Union. a quarter inch apples makes a_ ious. However, there are about 

very attractive package. There- forty more varieties marketed 
ALL FRUIT GRADED fore, our apples are placed in Pat the tendeney Z 2 Se 

. . thie baskets, barrels or boxes with a [trate on a Tew kinds. Mcin- 

free eae oe ee Re quarter inch variation in size tosh and Greenings are particu- 

established in various parts of PY means of sizing apparatus or _ larly suited to Door County con- the county, Among the larger an apple grader. Right sizing pion pnd are more profitable 

plants are those owned and op- P8YS big premuums. j ‘ 1 oF ere sin D G 
erated by the Ellison Bay Or- _, Next, the top of the basket is | vill eee . fie os their 
chard Company at Ellison Bay, Ting faced with well colored ap- ty ve nea this 3 pro °P err 
Guernweal Farm and the majn  Ples to make it attractive in ap- ee crop I seeking, “gurer 
plant operated by the Door pearance. The trade demands Sse db and arti ne Store 
County Fruit Growers Union at it. We must satisfy their de- hee ‘ oe a oar Datu aa 

Sturgeon Bay. mands, dence. It has created a steady 
Apples are graded for size A new feature in Door Coun- market demand which feflects 

and color, into U. S. No. 1 or ‘Y is placing apples in boxes itself in profitable sales. 
U.S. No. 2, unclassified or cider Similar to boxes packed by West- . 
grade. Prices ranged from 20 ern Fruit Growers. Two girls 
cents a bushel for cider apples experienced in box packing were MINNESOTA HORTICUL- 

to $3.00 a bushel for good No. 1 sete bee in ae as TURAL SOCIETY MEETS 
9 * . Cé F s 

Pe ee eee ay ne who assist in box packing. The Minnesota Society pre- 
ple must be placed in its proper Prices for box apples have net- sented fi very 2mierestine. Bee. 
package in the right grade, ted on the average 45 cents a Sram for their 61st annual 

With the range in prices as bushel more than the same ap- meeting. It was held Novem- 

shown above every one realizes Ples packed in barrels or bas- eee rte, am wie city Ge 
that apples worth $2.00 a bushel ets. Door County fruit grow- a =3 caleane £15 ig 
should not be sold as cider ap- ¢tS are thus taking advantage Several speakers from this 

ag 5 of the established reputation ‘State took part. Prof. J. G. ples worth 20 cents. Yet the : Dp ; “« 
average farmer who has an or- @nd advertising done by West- Moore spoke on “The Import- 
chard in the state mixes No. 1, er growers. ance of Small Fruits”. Dr. Geo. 

2, and cider apples together and Hidershide of Arcadia had the 
then expects se sell them at a BRANDS topic “Our Fruit Breeders Are 
his EDECUS : 2 4 \ too Modest”. Mr. N. A. Ras- 
igh price. Door County apples are mar-  mussen of Oshkosh spoke on the 
The consumer is educated to keted under the Sturgeon Bay subject of “Hotbeds”. 

demand good quality and is will- brand. All apples sold under 
in to pay well for good apples, this brand must conform to cer- 
but culls always injure the sale tain standards and regulations Peach production in the 
of fruit. All cull apples from regarding defects, scab, color southern states has increased so 
Door County go to the cider or and size. Rigid inspection by greatly in recent years that 
Vinegar manufacturer or are two impartial state inspectors growers are faced with the ne- 
made into apple butter, jellies assures the Door County Fruit cessity of letting many trees go 
or preserves. All cull apples Growers Union and the con- out of bearing, or meeting in- 
ar picked up in the orchards. sumer, that the fruit will com- tense competition in overcrowd- 
This practice partially removes ply with these rules and be ed markets.
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WINTER PROTECTION a 2 is the clean-up. Its chief ol- 

ne aaa Se Me a ject is to lessen the danger cf 
Are va Le Safe From p carrying over diseases and in- 

odents ¢ sects which might infest next 
Now is the time to provide year’s crops. It is a good plan 

young fruit trees with protec- 2 es the old leaves and stems 
tion from mice and _ rabbits. of plants which have been dis- 
Every winter Wisconsin farm- eased during the past summer. 

ers lose many young fruit trees This is also true of those which 

because they were not properly were infested with boring in- 
protected from girdling by mice sects. 
and rabbits. It may be impos- 
sible at times to prevent rab- FALL PLOWING OR SPADING 
bits from injuring young trees, . A < ; 
especially when the snow is high hs Fall plowing or. spading of 
atid Fabbits are plentital Zit the garden is desirable where 
. Some growers have found ita a conditions make it practical. 

good precaution to leave prun- a The soil benefits by exposure to 
ings on the ground as it seems Hi freezing and thawing, and in- 
that rabbits prefer to eat the a sect pests are frequently de- 
bark from branches on_ the Ss eee oa aa that fr An- 
. . Se other advantage is that manure 
a possible to prevent all = used for fertilization has a bet- 

tree girdling by mice, as several = ter chance to decay. Plowing 
types of protectors can easily be ES under manure in the fall is par- 
made. By placing these around = ticularly desirable when it is 

the tree trunk and pushing = not well rotted. . 
them into the ground an inch or a The care of flowers and 
two just before the ground = shrubs demands the major por- 
freezes, complete protection is S33 tion of the fall garden activi- 
given from mice and partial pro- Say ties. Some plants are best 
tection from rabbits. The pic- a _ Planted in autumn. Most fall 
ture shows one type of protector planting should have been done 
which is used quite extensively before this, but if for any rea- 
throughout the state. It is SAVE THE TREE son it has been overlooked, it 

made of 14 inch mesh galvan- —_ can still be done if there is no 

ized wire. The b d further delay. As a rule, we 

at home by cutting 16 to 30 inch GETTING READY FOR WIN- do not recommend fall planting 
strips from wire 24 to 30 inches TER IN ORCHARD AND of deciduous trees and shrubs. 
wide. These small strips are GARDEN While it is successful at times, 

rolled lengthwise into cylinders By Proressor J. G 3 we feel that under Wisconsin 
which will fit loosely around the - Wis oa ae se winter conditions there is almost 
tree trunk. After it is in place sea eria th eee O too much liability of heavy 
it is tied top and bottom, with griculture losses. Many herbaceous per- 
light wire or heavy cord. They Spring is often the season of ennials are best planted in the 
need not be removed during the regrets for sins of omission fall. This applies particularly 

summer. committed in the fall by the to the early flowering kinds. 
The wood veneer protector is gardener and home orchardist. If they are fall planted, particu- 

considerably cheaper, but not It is a good practice to de- lar care should be taken in giv- 
nearly as durable. This type of stroy any refuse fruit which ing them winter protection. 
protector should be removed hangs on the tree or has fallen If you have not planted some | 
from the tree during the sum- to the ground. Shake the fruit bulbs for early spring flowers. I 
mer and stored until fall, when from the tree and turn the hogs would suggest that you do so ut 
it must be replaced around the into the orchard. Be sure the once. There is nothing more 
tree. . . hogs are well ringed or they attractive in the spring than tie 

The wire for the wire pro- may damage the tree by rooting. blaze of color of a planting of 
tector may be obtained from the This clean-up process is particu- tulips at the edge of the shrub 
hardware dealer while the wood larly important when the fruit or house border, nor more i!- 
veneer protector is sold by most has been badly worm infested. teresting to see than scillas, 
orchard supply houses. In the vegetable garden the snow drops, or glory of tne 

CONRAD L. KUEHNER. principal fall work after harvest snow, blooming along the sunny
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side of the house before the problems involved in the use of the base of the plant from 6 to 9 
snow is all gone. fi bord protective covering: Le at inches. 

In planting bulbs in borders, _ rial, the amount, and the time o 
equal depth of planting is not application. There is no gen- POISON FOR MICE 
necessary. Spade the soil deep- eral rule to follow in all cases. After the ground is well 
ly, if it is not occupied by other The time of application and of frozen a mulch should be ap- 
perennials, and plant the bulbs removal of the protective mate- Plied. Before putting it on, 
relatively deep. The topsof the rial is largely determined by however, scatter corn and wheat 

larger ones should be 214 to 3. weather conditions favoring Which has been soaked in ar- 
inches below the surface of the freezing and thawing of the Senic among the plants as pro- 
soil, and the small ones an inch _ soil. tection against mice. Marsh 
and a half to two inches. hay, straw, or very coarse 

Do not mulch the bulbs now. MATERIALS TO USE strawy manure are good mulch- 
It is preferable to put on the Materials vary greatly in ing materials. Put on the mulch 
protective material after the their desirability for mulching !™ sufficient quantities to come 

surface soil has frozen perma- purposes. Leaves are one of Well up on the stems and work 
nently. When the ground is the commonest materials used ‘t in between the plants and 
frozen about an inch deep, then for winter protection because of ‘Stems of the individual plants. 
a layer of leaves, marsh hay, their availability, yet they are S"0W on the ground at the time 
clean straw, lawn clippings or much less desirable than several Will make no difference. | Fur- 
shredded corn stalk should be other materials. A good mulch ther protection will be afforded 
put over the bulbs. While there should not pack down tightly PY, Piling snow over the mulch. 
is no definite rule as to the over the plants and this is just With climbing roses, as the 
amount of cover, enough to what the leaves do. When put ¢"imson rambler, winter protec- 
make a depth of 2 to 3 inches on in large quantities over tion is afforded by removing the 
after settling is satisfactory. plants with foliage, the mulch Plant from the trellis and lay- 

, is quite likely to cause injury. 18 it on the ground. If condi- 
WATER IN CROWN OF PLANTS When using leaves as protection tons permit, it may be covered 

FATAL for plants retaining their leaves, with hay or straw. The plant 

Excessive cold may, of course, a layer of coarse material which ™#Y be reduced to approximate- 
kill plants but it is not the most will not pack readily should be /Y the size desired for next 
important factor in winter in- put over the plants before put- SPYing before covering. How- 
jury of herbaceous perennials. ting on the leaves. ever, a few more canes should 
Drying winds are particularly Marsh hay makes a very ex- be left than needed, to guard 
injurious to plants retaining cellent protective material. ®£#inst too severe reduction by 
their foliage. Alternate freez- Other good materials are shred- Winter Injury. 
ing and thawing of the surface ded corn stalks, sometimes they It is often desirable to pro- 
soil both in late fall and early are used unshredded, coarse tect the trunks of smooth barked 
spring, particularly the latter, is strawy manure, rye or other et, particularly if they have 
often responsible for losses. straw, and evergreen boughs. ?¢©” recently planted. Wrap- 
Water standing around the If manure is used, care should ?!"& the 7 unks loosely with 
crowns or freezing in the be taken that no matted por- SU8RY sacks, ropes made of 
crowns of those carrying their tions are put over the crowns M@!sh hay, or, binding corn 
leaves ts almost sure to prove of the plants. Marsh hay for stalks around them will give the 
fatal. mulching should be cut before needed protection. 

‘rotecting the plants, then, the seeds ripen and straw used ee ee 
aginst winter injury is not so. as a protective material should PHYSICIANS SHY AS FARMERS, 
much protecting them from ex- be free from both weed seed and MERCHANTS BEGIN APPLE 
trone cold, which is impractical seed of the grain. _. WHER oo 
un er Wisconsin conditions, but Some shrubs, principally 4 Physicians will keen fhe distance 
ie vuarding against these other roses, need winter protection in farmers, “COMINISSION, merchants ad 

gs. Wisconsin. With bush roses — grocers are realized, for National Ap- 
lhe very first thing to look the first operation is pruning. ple week was ushered in yesterday. 

aftr, then, is drainage. Be The plants should be cut back to Martin C. Kipper is in charge of op- 
sur’ that provision is made for within 18 inches to two feet from erabions for thisicity. Foul W. Gross: 
the ready escape of water from the ground. It is also a good apple committee. 
rains and melting snows. The plan to cut out the small shoots Milwaukee Leader. 
alte-hate freezing and thawing, which will not be needed for —_——_ 
and ill effect of winds are over- producing new growth for next The crocus will bloom year 
Come by using the cover of season. Before the ground after year if the foliage is not 
mulch. There are usually three freezes mound soil up around cut off. 

|
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HIGH SALARIED FAMILIES 5 Pye . 
eer YORK PREFER PT ee SAT aed oe ots = 

PPLES IN SAUCES les ze , Se “a ae " iad Pay’ “TT a 
New York.—(AP)—There’s PA Ol SS 5 

more applesauce eaten in high |i ° rats V 5 4 
salaried families in New York mt ‘ 
than by any other class. Lf SBS | 

The fact is revealed by the ~ : ba | tee = al 
New York food marketing re- |i Pa aa Y f Se oe eae 
search council in its effort to 7 rit Lee ~ a a ro r 
learn what happens to all the ap- [gal an Or a: *~ 
ples that reach the city. pod ove: So ea =? 

The same group leads in con- |& ve eee oe 
sumption of baked apples and  |igamemtes | eR nn a 
salads, but is not so fond of pies . a os i. tS SP 
or of eating its apples raw. EE ee eM 5 2 es || 
Families with low incomes ok. ee ys cg. oe re - 
scarcely bother with salads. i ee STE 
They do well by baked apples i Poe Ee Saar v taker 
and pies, give considerable at- 

tention to applesauce, and dis- IS QRCHARD WAS PLANTED Too clos sosmn on rity, nHnpS ice 
play an avid partiality for the JerrrERSON, MILWAUKEH AND KEWAUNEE COUNTIES. 

raw fruit. Those of medium 

dace a god ‘break on ‘ae CULLING THE ORCHARD WISCONSIN HORTICUL- 
2 5 : TURAL EXHIBIT AT bell on pies. Of all groups they Many Wisconsin farm  or- NATIONAL SHOW 

eat the fewest baked apples. chards will never be profitable 
They like salads a little better until they are properly culled. The exhibit representing the 
than the low salaried group and It is a waste of land, labor and College of Agriculture at the 
ae second place in eating the money to allow trees of poor va- National Hay and et shore 
rult raw. rieties of fruit to remain in the will be from the Horticulture 
“Green” apples are favored orchard to crowd the more de- Department this year. | 

for cooking, and “red” for eat- sirable varieties. Professor Milward, State Po- 
ing. Only 750 housewives out Every farmer knows his un-  tato Specialist, will have charge | 
of 3,000 representative families desirable trees. They are usual- of the display. It will feature 
told the council they bought by Jy those varieties that he does control of potato mosaic dis- : kK - - . . 

variety i of thi and less ne not care to use in his own home, ¢ase-_, Wisconsin has developed 
Ber eonh of Ga vity with that are hard to sell, or, those the paver yee melon Ot 
Pande Of the 300 to doo ap- that do not store well. The eae lesa ve oe, le 

ple varieties, only 15 are pre. {tees that are crowding each “An open rate of fare and one- 
ferred in any consequence and Other because of close planting third for the round trip will be 
only eight are known and pre- distances should be thinned. in effect on all railroads from 

ferred by any considerable num- a seas counties ge a Wisconsin points to Chicago 
ber of persons. state, farmers, particularly during the International Live 
Aare possess the most of spray ring members, are adopt- Staak Exposition. The dates 

what little knowledge of brands ing a clean-up campaign in their are November 26—December 3. 
is displayed, chiefly, it is ex- orchards this fall and winter. The International Hay ad 
plained, because many of their They are thinning their crowded Grain Show is held in conn :¢- 
women are employed as domest- orchards. The worth-while va- tion with the Live Stock Show. 

1c Jewish people ol ae most yieties will then have a better SS , 
gcecuve i ee € earns chance to produce well colored, soe good nn lettuce, A ‘ 

the McIntosh as an bating. ve uniformly large sized fruit, oe he frock eau Ohi we 1 

riety. : which can be effectively sprayed. 12 before May Ist. Use for 
Ninety-five per cent of the ap- It is well to do this culling riety “All Seauons”. “Stcne 

ple purchases are made by wom- and thinning work in the fall ead”, or “Crisp as Tee”, There 
en, mostly housewives. Push and winter at atime when other js hardly ever a failure with 
cart sales exceed all others. farm work is less pressing than that combination. Seeding dite 
Most families buy 12 apples at a__in the spring. and variety are the secrets of 
time. CoNnrRAD L. KUEHNER. successful lettuce growing.
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a as snewey a gain in financial 
9 strength. The secretary’s re- 

THE FLORIST Ss PAGE port, we quote verbatim. 
Edited by Huron H. Smith, Curator of Botany 

Public Museum, Milwaukee, Wis. REPORT OF SEC. ALFRED LOCKER 

eee “In reviewing my books, I 
: find the past year the most ac- 

FLORISTS HOLD BIG CON- The results were : A. F. T. Laur- tive and I think I ean also state 
VENTION itzen, President; J. H. Boelter, the most successful 5 

. Vice President; Huron H. : Bs year since 
Complete Report of Florists As- Smith, Secretar Eugene Oest- the existence of our organiza- 

sociation Meeting at Mil- «a in tion. At the beginning of the 
4 reicher, Treasurer, and August ; . 

waukee Nov. 3 and 4th F. Kell Director. Ex-presi. Year we changed our name from 
. 2 er DEL, 2 TECtor. -P 1; the Wisconsin State Florists As- 

By Huron SmITH,. Secretary dent Matthewson becomes a di- setiatinn to: the Wiseousi ‘A 
‘ : tor automatically, while the 3 ed pes an am The annual convention of the Te uty - is James H, Upper Michigan Florists Asso- 

Wisconsin State and Upper hold-over director is James He Giation, Although we have had 
Michigan Florists Association Dale. oo . . a few members of the Upper 
has just closed its most success- Organization and registration, Michigan District for many 

ful session, both from a financial visiting of greenhouses and re- years past, we now recognize 
standpoint and from the inter- tail stores took the first morn- that location (which should be 
est manifested at the sessions. ing and the first assemblage was Wisconsin), and have gained 
Every out-of-state florist from the complimentary noon lunch- one member from Marquette, 

the trade at large that attended eon given by the Milwaukee  yichigan. 
commented upon the very com- Florists Club to all guests and Since my report in Novem- 

mendable part taken in every their own members. President per 1927, we have received the 
meeting by the attending mem- Alphonse Griebler presided, wel- applications of twenty new 
bers from the territory. John coming the state florists to the members all of whom have been 

M. Besemer, of Detroit and Wm. convention. It took over an accepted. We have received the 
J. Smythe, of Chicago, outstand- hour to pass out the attendance yegignation of three members. 
ing figures in the F. T. D., both prizes. This was handled by In the past year we have been 
said that the meetings were a_ the chairman, Huron H. Smith, very unfortunate in losing three 
revelation to them, and that the and his committee of Norbert of our oldest members by death, 
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan M. Sebastian and Henry Welke. aj] of whom were charter mem- 
people surely knew how to ex- Miss Mildred Froemming did bers,—Mr. Ed. Amerpohl, of 

press themselves, and debate ev- the drawing of the lucky names Janesville, Mr. Frank Eberfeld, 
ery point. for 42 prizes. After luncheon, of Milwaukee, and Mr. H. J. 

The main event in the fall all gathered on the steps of the Seel, of Milwaukee. Mr. Seel 

meeting is the election of offi- hotel Astor for a picture of the was the first secretary of the 
cers, and this was done upon a_ convention. Wis. State Florists Association. 
new plan with a nominating The first session started im- At the present time, we have a 
committee and nominations mediately on the ninth floor or membership of 195. Although 
from the floor. When the vot- roof garden. Earl L. Fergu- we dropped about ten members 
ing was done the following were son, of the Convention Bureau a few years ago, not in good 
the candidates: For President, of the Association of Commerce, standing, we again have mem- 
Edwin Matthewson, of Sheboy- welcomed the florists to Mil- bers who should be suspended 
gan, and A. F. T. Lauritzen, of waukee. He said that the lead- for failure to pay dues, for many 
Eau Claire; For Vice-president, ers of any business are always past years. . 
J. H. Boelter, of Appleton, the ones who attend conventions. Your officers and Board of Di- 
Janes H. Dale, of Hancock, The fact that they are willing to rectors held three meetings in 
Mich., Henry Kienahs, of La spend their time and money to the past year. They were held 
Crosse, and Wm. C. Zimmer- attend, attests that they are in Milwaukee on January 26th, 
min, of Milwaukee; For Secre- either leaders or on the way to June 14th, Sept. 22nd. Pres. 
tai, Alfred Locker, of Wauwa- become leaders. President Mat- Matthewson and the secretary 
tosi, Carl P. Menger, of Mil- thewson responded with thanks went to Eau Claire on January 
wa ikee, and Huron H. Smith, of for Milwaukee and their host 16th, and had a very pleasant 
Mi waukee; For Treasurer, Eu- for the florists of Milwaukee. meeting with Eau Claire and 
gere Oestreicher, of Milwaukee, His annual report showed prog- Chippewa Falls Florists, at 
anc Geo. F. Rentschler, of Madi-_ ress and the accession of twenty which time arrangements were 
son; For Director two years, A. new members during his term made for the summer meeting. 
Ferdinand, of Fond du Lac, and of office. The treasurer Eu- All those who attended the sum- 
Au. F, Kellner, of Milwaukee. gene Oestreicher’s report also mer convention at Eau Claire
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will agree that this meeting was in increasing our membership. the attention of the members io 
well worth attending. Although, If you cannot get your neighbor the attempts of the Milwaukee 
it was at first thought that the to join send me his name and I Florists Club to get more space 
location was too far west and will write him.” at the State Fair and asked their 
north, the actensance was our Alfred Locker, Secretary. assistance with legislators. 
of the best we have ever had. Paul Gaulke voiced the sent'- 
Minneapolis and St. Paul florists time in nome Hes te 8 eet ments of the members in asking 
numbered fifty. It was decided parted members, and ordered that demonstrations be kept up- 
at the Eau Claire meeting that letters. sent ‘to ‘their widows, 02 Moderate priced pieces from 
we continue to hold two meet- The convention voted to make $3 to $10, with definite stock 
ings a year, the same as in the necessary changes in by-laws allowances, and it was said that 

past. . . as recommended by Board of this would be done. Lewis 
There are many things which Directors. The auditing com- Turner, explained that some of 

can be accomplished by working mittee of Arthur Leidiger, Earl these cost problems were taken 
to improve the florists business. Bell and W.C Zimmerman “te: up by the Better Business Bu- 
For example, more uniform Spee ‘ope. eau of the F. T. D., and this 
prices, prevention of gluts on potion the Hoek ak ARE pete service was available to non- 
the market, flowers taken by ‘“"% = : members for $7.50. 
wholesalers from truck garden- CHICAGO FLORISTS FIGHT LI- The association voted to 
ers and private people. There CENSING ORDINANCE thank Elmer D. Smith, of Adri- 
are many other things which Chas. E. Dettmann reported an, Michigan for the exhibition 
this association could take up to for the committee on licenses, Of many varieties of “mums” 
better our business conditions. jntroducing Fred J. Wilkum, of and pompons sent, and also the 
We cannot all agree on these Chicago. Mr. Wilkum said that Elitch Gardens of Denver, Col- 
matters but this seems to be the on July 25th, the Chicago city orado for sending the new Hilda 
proper place to thrash them out. council passed an ordinance li- carnations. Minnesota florists 

At our meeting of the direct- censing all growers and retail- Sent invitations to the Wis. State 
ors, a change of article 10 was ers for $100 each. August 2nd & Upper Michigan florists to at- 
suggested as follows: “The it was signed by the mayor and tend their annual banquet in 
president shall appoint an audit- Aug. 12th it became a law. In- Feb. 1928, which was acknowl- 
ing committee, who shall exam- vestigation showed that two edged and the definite time to 
ine the accounts of the Secre- men from the Chicago Florists be placed in our bulletin. The 
tary and Treasurer, and report Chauffeurs Union told the coun- Florists Club of Baltimore ex- 
thereon at the next annual meet- cil that the ordinance was want- tended an invitation to their 
ing of the association”. Also to ed, and it was placed under the Fall “Mum” show Nov. 17-19, 
add the following as Article 15, jurisdiction of the Health De- sending their large premium list. 
to read: The president shall ap- partment. A man in the water The Wisconsin State Horticul- 
point a nominating committee department was slated as the tural Society asked the associa- 
of three members, none of whom head collector. As the ordi- tion for items for their maga- 
shall be a member of the board, nance reads, any man keeping Zine and spoke of a change of 
whose duty it shall be to nom- any diseased or condemned flow- secretaries, from Mr. Chambers, 
inate candidates for officers and ers, will have his entire stock who became State Entomologist, 
directors, to be elected at the condemned. The Master Flor- to Mr. Rahmlow. 
next annual meeting. They ists called a meeting last week C. C. Pollworth as head of a 
shall notify the secretary in and an injunction was filed to group of members presented a 
writing at least thirty days be- prevent enforcement. This was gavel to the president, the first 
fore date of the annual meeting, briefly the experience of the one in the history of the ass»- 
of the names of such candidates, Chicago Florists. Following his ciation,—a most powerful bun: 
and the secretary shall mail a report a motion was made and_ starter, beautified with a chi’ 
copy thereof to the last recorded carried to drop the licensing fon bow. Four new members 

address of each member, simul- question. It was voted to put Were added since the July mec'- 
taneously with a notice of the the Treasurer under a $1000 ing: Walter G. Tamms, of M '- 
meeting. bond, to be paid for by the so- Waukee; Otto G. Schroeder, 'f 

The National Flower Show ciety. Green Bay; F. A. Volkman, «tf 
committee has not as yet se- A motion was made to change Milwaukee; and Robert E. Li 
lected a city for the national the annual meeting to the sec- sen, of Racine. 
show for 1929. Can Milwaukee ond Thursday in November, but 
and Wisconsin Florists sponsor this was deferred for action in EuROPEAN Trip or MUCH 
such a show? In closing, may the summer meeting, to con- INTEREST 
I ask the cooperation of mem- form to by-laws. Three addresses finished tite 
bers in their respective locations Treasurer Oestreicher called afternoon session. The first
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was an illustrated talk on Eu- pictures of Venice. They were before. They are training their 
rope and flowers, by Henry fortunate to arrive in Venice on help to interest the customers. 
Benz, of the Flower Shop, Ra- the annual Venetian Night, There is no more sitting and 
cine, just recently returned from when the city is illuminated in waiting for a funeral, for there 
the Legion Convention. He a wonderful fashion and the fete are so many more occasions that 
shipped his own Chrysler Sedan endures till day break. He ex- demand flowers now. 
with him and toured the con- tolled the conservatory at Vi- He called attention to the vast 
tinent with his father and enna, and praised the city as sums spent on publicity by the 
mother. very gay and full of life, much Milwaukee Publicity Association 

He told the members that it cleaner than Paris. and the Chicago Association, 
was much easier to take one’s He spoke of the wonderful al- showing that the newspapers of 
own car, and probably cheaper pine plants at Innesbrucken, the two cities cover the state 
in the long run. The French Switzerland. The William Tell well and help along the local 
line was best equipped to han- country was praised. He at- florist at no cost to him. The 
dle this business, and without tended the International Horti- social part of these organiza- 
the liability clause the cost was cultural Exhibition at Brussels, tions is worth all the effort it 
only $350 for transportation of Belgium, and reached the con- takes to put it on, for we meet 
the car. Good roads prevailed, clusion that the flower show and know each other better. 
in France, Italy, Switzerland, part of it was not up to the an- The spirit is such now that a 
Germany, Czechoslovakia, and nual show in Milwaukee. member from up state picks up 
Belgium. They drove to De- three or four of his competitors 
troit, thence through Canada to POLLWORTH STRESSES FRIENDLY jn his auto to bring them along 
Buffalo and Niagara Falls, mak- RELATIONSHIP to the convention. He closed 

ing a stop at Pearson’s at Tar- C. C. Pollworth, past presi- with a plea to support our offi- 
rytown, a York. The pune dent of the S. A. F., spoke upon cers. 

line takes the auto uncrated. the Relationships between the 
Mr. Benz was surprised to growers, vetailors and whole. FLORISTS FINDING COOPERATION 

see the vast amount of flowers  salers. He said that it was like Pays 
delivered to the ship by F.T. D. a family relation, the best of A. F. T. (“Alphabet”) Laur- 
He said that every table and feeling existing, but sometimes itzen from Eau Claire spoke on 
stateroom seemed to have plenty the little family squabbles oc- the Retail Problems in smaller 
on the S. S. Perry. They land- curred. One is as necessary as cities in the State. Alphabet 
ed at Havre, going via Rouen to the other. Of the three, he did not want to be considered 
Paris. He spoke of the beauties thought the grower had the an expert, but invited questions. 
of Paris, Napoleon’s Tomb, etc. greatest problems. His prob- One of the problems he said 
He showed several pictures of Jems in growing stock, taking all was the relationship between re- 
the flower beds from different the risk, investing lots of money tail florists in cities from 10,000 
landings of the Wiffel Tower, and having to come into the to 30,000. He did not think the 
which he described as wonder- market, whether it was right or florists were sprouting wings as 
ful rugs spread upon the face of not, made his job the hardest. yet, but were in a transitory 
the earth. He was naturally in- The wholesaler is the intermedi- state, getting better because 
terested in war reminiscences, ary, and must be able to fur- they found it paid to be more 
and showed ruins at Rheims, nish anything on short notice. friendly. 
shell holes where 108 of his bud- The retailer is the most import- “We act in business as we 
dies died, barb wire entangle- ant link to the ultimate con- think it pays, and if we find out 
ments, the great American ceme- sumer. The grower loses be- that fight doesn’t pay, then we 
teries, and Verdun with its cause he can’t get to the ulti- cooperate. We have found out 
16,000 buildings, of which only mate consumer. If there were that cooperation pays better. 
60 were habitable after the war. no retailers, then there would There seems to be a little hesi- 
The gardens of the Versailles pe no wholesalers and growers. tation yet because some of us 

and its fountains came in for Mr. Pollworth called atten- have not fully made up our 
glowing descriptions. tion to the great difference that minds that cooperation pays. A 

Their trip followed up the had transpired in the past ten good many of us, speculate on 
Alps as far as a car could go, years. The vast jumps ahead how much of the business we 
through Nice, and Genoa, with he attributed to these organiza-_ will get when a florist dies.” 
its foreign gardens, to Monte tion meetings. We have better “When you came to Eau 
Carlo, where he claims to have stores, better displays and the Claire for the convention, you 
done no gambling. He showed expansion has far exceeded our saw us on our good behavior, 
a street of oleanders in full dreams of ten years ago. Flor- but when there is no one around, 
bloom at Chivari, Italy, the old ists are paying more attention the thing may get interesting.” 
bridge at Florence, and many to window decorating than ever One problem that struck Mr.
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Lauritzen forcibly was the agent nished by Jean Hammond and _ lic in. Get the hard ones. S») 
problem. He said that twenty her Tune Tinkers. Short much per capita is yours, get it.’ 
per cent was the most that one speeches were given by Pres. “Make bouquets to fit the type 
ought to pay. Not only florists Matthewson, Toastmaster W. C. and style of your customers in 
in small towns, but some from Zimmerman, W. J. Smythe, of the shoulder and wrist types 
the large ones often break this Chicago, and John M. Besemer, and you'll get the business, 
rule. You may sell a good rose’ of Detroit. Make them small and feason- 
for $3 a dozen, and give only able. We would rather make 
twenty per cent, while the big PUBLIC OWNS YouR BUSINESS— that sort of bouquets at cost 
florist sells the same quality for MacDONALD than anything else,” said Mr. 
$5, but gives more commission. The demonstration Friday MacDonald. “They are going 
The agent doesn’t care how morning on the roof garden was Out to be worn among many 
much the public pays for flowers staged by Archie MacDonald, of People, who will see and admire. 
and would rather sell the more Gimbel Bros. Flower Shop, and A bouquet to the hospital will 
expensive ones. One of hiscom- Archie sure is a Kin Hubbard, be seen by but few people. 
petitors in the agency business of homely advice, that takes Don’t let the rag flower man 
was giving thirty per cent, and with the crowd. The artists beat you to this business. Keep 
paying all express and telephone were: Jack Lang, of the House off all the trimming around 
bills. of Roses, Arnold Preuss, of Rud. these bouquets you can, with all 

Alphabet decided that the Preuss & Sons; Harold Baum- deference to the ribbon men. 
agent is the louse of the florists garten, of Baumgarten’s Inc.; Real flowers will gain the busi- 
business, because he wants only Hilda Hendrix, of Gimbel Bros. ess over rag flowers every time, 
his commission, and has no in- and Gertrude Byers, of Semler— if you don’t try to imitate the 
terest in business or flowers. Leidiger Co. The demonstra- artificial ones.” 
He said that a good florist can’t tions were different this year One of the audience proposed 
make money on a greater com- from previous ones in that in- a condition where a good friend 
mission than 20%, and asked if expensive pieces were turned came in to get something nice 
the association could do some- out with stock carefully figured at a close price. Mr. MacDon- 
thing to make its members see for definite priced work. ald said, “Always bump your 
this. “Why not cut out the Archie took issue with retail- friends good, when you sell flow- 
agent and deal direct? This is erg in other cities. He thought ers, and if they stand it and re- 
a rapid age, with telephone and that a two to one mark-up was Main friends, then they really 
auto for delivery, and we could enough, and that a three to one are friends. If not, then they 
serve the people better direct. or four to one was hard to get are better off in trying some 
Agents have no business with away with. He thought it other florist. When stock is 
the florists; too many of them should be started the other way. too plentiful, make a wonderful 
are deadbeats.” “Your public owns your busi- Window and use lots of blooms. 

ness, not you,” he said. “If you Advertise your heaviest then.” 
EXCELLENT BANQUET PLEASES  qon’t think so, insult enough of The audience gave the dem- 

EVERYONE them and you'll find out who onstrators a rising vote of 
The evening banquet was one owns it. Sell interest rather thanks and called it the most 

of the finest affairs ever staged than a commodity, he pleaded.” Wonderful demonstration they 
by the florists in Milwaukee. In answer to a question as to had seen. Visitors privately ex- 
The beautiful Venetian room of how to get volume, he said “An- pressed to the writer that it was 
the Hotel Astor was filled to alyze thoroughly and correctly the most practical, and that 
capacity, with 250 guests. your own situation. Count the they got more out of it than 
Prizes offered for the best cor- number of your competitors, they did out of the F. T. D., 
sage, wrist, shoulder bouquets, ete. Analyze yourself and be Washington, D. C., demonstra- 

and bouttonierres brought out fair. Be truthful with yourself. tion. Some of those commend- 
the best decorated audience we If you are black, know it, and ing the demonstration were: 
have ever had. start getting white. You know Jas. H. Dale, Hancock, Mich.; 

A fine entertainment of some you can’t get ten people to buy James E. Taylor, Oshkosh, Wis. ; 
20 performers kept interest all flowers ten times a day, but you Fred Rentschler, Madison, Wis. 
through the meal. The attend- may get a hundred people to buy and A. F. T. Lauritzen, Hau 
ance prizes were greatest at the flowers once a day. Know how Claire, Wis. 
banquet, and it was 9:50 before many you can serve, and set 
all were drawn, although the your own quota mentally. Then IMPORTANT QUESTIONS 
banquet started at 7:00 p. m. if you can’t make it, you are no ANSWERED 
Miss Margaret Leidiger did the good, and ought not be in the The F. T. D. Meeting was the 
drawing. The music for danc- business. When you hang out liveliest ever held in this dis- 
ing was wonderful, being fur- your shingle, you invite the pub- (Continued on page 57)
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STRAWFLOWERS AND winter bouquet as _ follows: Most of the varieties of 
THEIR CULTURE Agrostis nebulosa, Briza max-  strawflowers dry and_ handle 

. ima, Bromus Brizaeformis and successfully on their natural 
V. E. Bale. Wasnbuke, Lagurus ovatus. These should stems, but we have learned that 

be seeded late in the fall or early some varieties may be success- 
There is always a time each spring and cut and dried as_ fully wired and are then much, 

year, after the first killing Strawflowers. . more substantial than on their 
frost, when flower lovers look Most of the everlastings are own stems. These varieties are 
for something to take the place annual and should be planted in the Helichrysum and Globe- 
of their garden and fresh flow- early spring or as soon as soil Amaranth. 
ers. Too, at this time of the has warmed up to quickly ger- There is no doubt but that 
year, the retail florist finds a Minate the seed. They may  strawflowers have come to stay 
scarcity of varieties of flowers also be started under glass if so on the commercial market. At 
to attract his customers. Pos- desired and transplanted in the any rate, they are and should be 
sibly for these reasons the field when soil has warmed and used in preference to artificial 
Everlastings or Strawflowers there is no more danger of frost. _ flowers. 
have found a place in the Com- They should be planted in a well Today we have a revival for 
mercial Flower Market. What- Prepared and fertilized seed bed antiques in furniture, ete. Why 
ever reason it may be, they have with a sunny location, and loam not have an old fashioned bou- 

come to stay, and a good qual- S0il is preferable. Any barn- quet of the varieties of straw- 
ity of most of the varieties of yard manure mixed with leaf flowers that our grandmother 
everlasting finds a ready and mold or lawn grass clipping is grew, on the antique table and in 

profitable sale in most markets. the Jor peat ocho pe but the antique jar or vase? 
The retail florist who studies the ™uSt be well composted and rot- 
art of arranging these flowers ted. Thorough cultivation is ———— 

in baskets and pottery attrac- Very necessary. GARDENIA SUPPLANTING OR- 
tively, with different designs Drvinc F CHID, FLORISTS TOLD 

and colors, finds his customers ‘ THE S LOWERS “The use of flowers for formal oc- 
ready and pleased to buy. They In drying these flowers, they  casions is rapidly increasing. They 
also afford an attractive display should be picked when in bud, are not only used for corsages and 

for the show windows of the then tied in bunches and hung Pontenniens, Erk. women, tom, it orist. in a dark, well ventilated build- ~ os rae 
Our grandmothers grew many ing, so they will dry fast and Mer neta” sek Alfred Tockes seine 

of the strawflowers we now hold their color without fading. tary of the Wisconsin-Upper Michi- 
find on the market, for their They should be hung with the gan Florists’ association, which 

own use and pleasure. The fol- flower heads down so they will gpened ite convention at the Hotel 

lowing varieties are: the most dry and stand erect for use in The gardenia is becoming very 
widely used: Helichrysums in making bouquets. Many times popular for formal wear,” said Mr. 
rose, pink, yellow, red and or- these flowers will become too dry Locker, “because of its adaptability 
ange; Acroclinium in white and and crumble when building and‘ all shades of dress. It is diminish: 
pink; Rhodante in white and arranging baskets and bouquets. ;}%° fo Soe extent, the popularity of 
pink; Gomphrena in orange and_ If this happens, steam them or Many rare and beautiful varieties 
purple; Globethistle a perennial place in the ice box for a few of flowers were on exhibition at the 
Echinops Ritro with blue color; hours, or, one may place them convention. . . 
Annual Statice in blue, rose, out in the dew for a short time. , ane convention opened with. 
yellow and white; Gypsophila Then you can work with them Esch the delegates vere “welcomed 
double, a white perennial; Helip- without danger of breaking. by Earl Ferguson of the Association 
terum a deep yellow; and, Lu- Growers in California have of Commerce. Edward Matthewson, 
naria or Honesty has a very at- met with great success with the President st the senecanons rut 
tiactive seedpod nearly the size culture of strawflowers, but jy. PeSEeeh: Dolvary ausbuiation, 
of a dollar. Again we find the many of our customers claim were speakers Thursday. , 
seedpod of Alyssum Saxatile, that our flowers grown in North- Milwaukee Journal. 
aiso a perennial, the silvery bud ern Wisconsin on the shores of 
f:om Catananche, the bright or- Lake Superior have better color 
ange husk of the Physalis fran- and meet with favor with their The first wild gladioli were 
cheti or Chinese Lantern plant friends and customers. We are found in South America, a few 
aud Helichrysum Lanata are also told this same story by also being found in Southeast- 
very decorative. tourists who visit our gardens ern Europe and Asia Minor. 

There are several varieties of annually and have seen them The flower had a slender stem 
ornamental grasses that are grown and exhibited in Cali- with generally three small flow- 
useful and decorative in the fornia. ers wide apart and of pale color.
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Wisconsin Horticulture [poe | eb dite eee See 
Sees  . fad e sai is several times on 

nubVened: Monthly: by, tie: ae ’ ‘ our way down from Phillips to 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society ne BS Jak Cee Madison on November 4 to take 

Officlal Organ of the Society See pg the work as Secretary of this n of the Society ae a ees up the work as Secretary of this 
——_ ’ | 7 ea society. It wasn’t very long 

6 (Glin ae : : 
H. J. RAHMLOW, Editor ie NC either, as we made the 230 mile 

Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis. A : trip in less than eight hours, a 
aenecints, Ballons Bs Somber a 7 compliment to our good roads. H. Smith. ee And, we hope “it won’t be 

ee 1 2 long now” until we get ac- 
whntered at the postoffice at Madison, “SN : quainted with a large number 

isconsin, = . 5 ne ceptance for mailing at special rate of ; PA E| of our members and readers, bostage provided for In Section 1103, Act " 44 get acquainted with your prob- 
191g re 3 1917, authorized July 16, ie cK lems and know how the society 
pindyertising rates made known on ap- - and this magazine can be of 
Se most service to you. 

3 . : . We are a little handicapped 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society in getting out the magazine this 

A 1 i 
whieh includes Afty” cent, Pabeoiouae " month. The State Potato Show 

ice to ‘ : . : one dollar to Office of Secretary, Medie was held on November 1-4 at 
son, Ala. ostal or Expres M } Rhinelander. The Price County 
der. A dollar bill may be sent safely if sa oe eral growers were anxious to win 
wrapped or attached to a card. Personal : ss and yen me, ae i was 

Postage stamps not accepted a good opportunity’ to write Up 
—_ oe_—nn 0  ®®_r_saSsaaw>mm_~6the show. So we didn’t move 

oneienns to Madison until the 4th, just 
J; Mi Waysttets, President ovsescc Sparta IN THIS ISSUE in time for the Board of Man- 
C, J. Telfer, Vice-President, Green Bay 5 agers meeting on November 5. H. J. Rahmlow, Secretary—Preasurer. Convention Program. This delay, together with the 

—_— Additional Premium Awards. z A : h Marketing Door Co: Apples. work necessary in getting the 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Wint :, tecti 0... AAD Pies. program lined up prevents the 

Ex Officio Getting Res ay For Wint magazine from getting out on 
President, Vice i resident and Secretary Ay a ea % fe 4 er. time. 

erm . ¥.B, Brubakersas-----c--Washburn = Ghhine the Orchard. In the December issue we 
Peace ee eer Ele the Oratard. hope to give our readers some Hi, ¢. Christensen’ 10..." Oshkosh Strawh conventions of the most interesting features 
uw. B Got cscussseessSturgeon Bay Gardenia = ae foment BO wall be 

. Ss seteeceeeeeees Janesville . abou ecember efore a James Livingst cee eee ee MIL k i : George M. Moseman.."... ‘Menomonie B New Ballcy. number will be out. After that 
A, Ke Bassett TE December, 1927, oe Coat we expect to be out on the 10th W. E. Spreiter.:.!)1!)1!illia Crosse Potato Show Features. of each month Wm. Longland...........Lake Geneva Potato Show Premiums. . 

—_——_ Marketing By Radio. i 
BOARD OF MANAGERS Good Books. E. L. CHAMBERS RESIGNS 

J. E. Leverich c. J. Telfer My Friendship Garden. Mr. Chambers who was Sec- 
HJ. Renmlow Garden Reminders. retary of the State Horticultural 

a Cranberries. Society and editor of WISCONSIN 
Apple Cider For Cuba. HORTICULTURE until November 

Se 1st, has resigned. He succeeds 
$$$ $$ Dr.S.B. Fracker as State Ento- 

A 20% reduction in rates and Ba ee pe gfe = 
eae |i : . rendered this Society an out- 

a large increase in circulation ,, Lilies like rich soil, but fer- : i i ien! 
. : . tilizer should not be used in di- Standing pedis bY his ener 

makes this magazine a paying rect contact with the bulbs. management 0 e oF ganiZanes 
8 . during the past nine months. 

advertising medium. TT es 
‘ Desert plants such as_ the Peonies should be planted in 

Write for rates. cacti, yuccas, agaves, and dasy- the Fall, at any time from Sep- 
lirions lend themselves well to tember until the ground freezes 

—— _andscape gardening. too deeply to allow planting.
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A NEW POLICY CONVENTION ANNOUNCE- COMMITTEES ON BEST VA- 

Members of Organizations Re MENT RIBTIES APPOINTED BY 
ceive WISCONSIN Horticut-  HEapquarrers at New Bet- PRESIDENT LEVERICH 

TURE at Reduced Rates MONT HOTEL At the meeting of the Board 
: . After making full inquiry as of Managers Saturday, Novem- 

Panne ie bast month anew’ + yates and CORVERIBACEA, if has ber 5, President Leverich named 
plan | een a opted. Mem- joon decided to make the New _ the following committees to rec- 
bers of any organization may Belmont Hotel the Convention ommend the best varieties of 
now: to. this a year’s subscrip- Headquarters, November 30- fruits, shrubs, small fruits and 
tion ad wie "Secretar for 50¢ December 2. Manager Hile has vegetables for different sections 
through their Secretary. given us special rates, especially of the state. This list will be 
_ We believe we can be of serv- for the wives of members, so published in the annual report. 
ice to anyone interested in hor- good in fact, there is no excuse The committees have a big 
ticulture. “There are a large for not bringing them. Write job and a very important one. 
number of organizations in the ys for further information. Many growers will be guided by 
state whose inners will be their recommendation. 

pleased to know of this plan and We feel that those appointed 

will benefit by it. PHOTO CONTEST on the committees ere capable 
If you belong to a Farmers’ Select and Send in Your Pictures of handling this problem. 

dub, agen Club, Spray Ring, Now The following were named: 
Florist Club or any type of or- . 5 : 
ganization having members in- une rill ee eae poe Apple Committee 

terested in fruits, flowers, vege- following premiums on photo- D. E. Bingham, Sturgeon Bay tables or allied subjects, we will graphs: : C. J. Telfer, Green Bay 
appreciate it if you will bring 1st - 1.00 J. G. Moore, Madison 
this up at your next meeting. Sad cori ---------- "5 . 

To start with, at least ten abd oe oo ‘50 Small Fruit and Vegetables 
| members should send in their DINDG mann nnn Hollis Sullivan, Taylor 

subscription. Have your secre- Each additional print used N, A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh 
| tary or treasurer send in the 25¢. . W. J. Hanchee, Racine 

names and addresses of ten or All Photos not used will be 0 tals 
more members together with the returned. . rhamenta:s 
money. After that he may send Glossy prints make the best Huron H. Smith, Milwaukee 
in a smaller number. cuts. Send only glossy prints, Oscar Hoefer, Kenosha 
Some organizations may have ©" Paper, if at all possible. W. A. Toole, Baraboo 

sufficient funds in their treas- , We are particularly interested J, A. Hauser, Bayfield 
ury so that they can subscribe Pictures on horticultural sub- Jas. Livingstone, Milwaukee 
at once for all their members. Joris Such as. fruits, flowers, a 

We feel certain that during Views such as landscapes and G. A. BUCKSTAFF PASSES 
the coming year there will be forestry. AWAY AT HIS HOME IN 
Toe articles in SVIROONEIN Send with each picture sub- OSHKOSH 
Gace, tha on worth many mitted a short paragraph telling ; 
imes the subscription price to what it is. where and ‘when G. A. Buckstaff, a life mem- 
anyone. taken. Pictures that tell a ber, of the State Horticultural 

This plan should greatly in- story are especially desirable. Society and a charter member 
crease the service the Society We believe our readers will be Of the Oshkosh Local Society, 
can render. Your help will be very much interested in these ‘ied at his residence, 700 Al- 
appreciated. pictures, and hope a large num- 0a Blvd., in September. i Mr. 

ber will send in their prints. Epes tar an ardent lover 
For the December issue, ° B ‘th "th “Oshk i toca § 

THAT QUESTION BOX prints should reach this office by (i460 "the State Society feel 
. A December Ist. Be sure to give ciety and the State Society fee 
We have received several let- our mame and ‘address his loss deeply. He traveled ex- 

ters containing questions from y . tensively and brought a great 
members. These questions will TT many specimens and_ stories 
be presented for answer during Pansies which have been _ home to the Local Society as 
the convention. You may have sown in August should be trans-_ well as giving freely of his serv- 
Some you want answered. Send _ planted to a rich, well-drained ices and money. He was of 
them in. It will help make the bed as soon as they have their service to the State Society in 
meetings interesting. second leaves. many instances.
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POTATO GROWERS DEPARTMENT 
Edited by J. G. MILwarp 

Secretary of the State Potato Growers Association 

SPECIAL FEATURES’ OF Antigo, Crandon, Wabeno, La- Oneida County Boys Club dem- 
1927 WISCONSIN POTATO ona, Argonne, Florence, Pem-  onstration teams. The Friday 

SHOW bine, Amberg, Shawano, Wau- session devoted to rural and 
4 8 ccvepasiberen paca, Stevens Point, Wausau, state graded schools maintained 

By J. G. MiLwakrp, Secretary Tomahawk and several other interest and action right up to 

The 1927 State Potato Show shipping points. the last minute of the show. 
and 16th Annual Convention of The quality of the competi- The show closed with the pres- 
the Wisconsin Potato Growers’ tive exhibits fulfilled the ex- entation of a box of standard 
Association closed at Rhine- pectations of the management Wisconsin potatoes to each of 
lander on November 4. Two especially considering late sea- the 60 rural school teachers in 
phases of a brief report under son conditions that reduced the attendance. 
preparation by the officers of size of the crop but were un- 
the association may be of inter- usually favorable to good type LooKING. ForwaRD TO RICE 
est to readers of WISCONSIN and quality. — . LAKE IN 1928 
HORTICULTURE. General satisfaction was ex- Rice Lake measures up to all 

First: A brief statement on Pressed at the show on the gen- the requirements essential to 
satisfactory results of the show eral high quality of the Wis- the location of the State Potato 
just closed. consin 1927 potato crop and show, Several important po- 

Second: The immediate plans general satisfaction in prospec tato marketing centers are lo- 
of the association to strengthen tive shipments of both certified ¢ateqd in Barron County. In 
and improve the next show to seed and table stock. addition, it is tributary to sev- 
be held at Rice Lake, October Fourteen manufacturers and ya] important counties, where 
25-30, 1928. dealers report unusual interest oyganized potato work is now 

The most favorable comment in the commercial exhibit sec- ej] established. Northwestern 
received by the management at tion this year. The commer- Wisconsin potato interests have 
the close of the recent show re- Cial exhibits featured displays jeen looking forward to the 
lated mainly to the delegations of machinery, fertilizers, spray State Potato Show for several 
in attendance from practically mixtures, etc. The interest years. The Association is as- 
every important potato produc- manifested in this department ureq therefore of full coopera- 
ing center in Wisconsin. This is considered ample evidence of tion py farmers and_ business 
representation included grow- continued progress in Wiscon- jen, The management, on a 
ers, shippers, transportation in- Sin producing centers. later date will announce prelim- 
terests, manufacturers and An address of unusual inter- inary plans for the show through 
dealers, farm organizations, the est was delivered on opening the columns of WISCONSIN Hor- 
agricultural and state press, night by Mr. Fred Sargent,  1cuLTURE. 
State Department officials and president of the Chicago and 
other representative groups. It Northwestern railroad. Mr. 
is safe to say that no previous Sargent’s address pertained | 
convention of this association largely to practical problems in- PoTATO GROWERS ELECT NEW 
was better attended by men_ volved in the distribution of the OFFICERS 
having investment in the in- crop to important markets. At th 1 ti f the 
dustry and who should be inter- Additional addresses of interest t the annua Aeso nae the 
ested in all organized effort to were delivered by Mr. Geo. rook srores associa Ts tel | 
advance the Wisconsin potato Commings, Deputy Commis- fo lowing omlcers ‘Were: ‘elect | 
industry. sioner of the Wisconsin Depart- °F the coming year. 

Conspicuous among the com- ment of Markets, W. A. Duffy, Wm. Dama, Phillips, Pres. 
munity groups in attendance Wisconsin Commissioner of Ag- Jas. Hanson, Rice Lake, Vice 
were delegations from Webster, riculture, and Dr. L. R. Jones, Pres. 
Spooner, Hayward, Seeley, Rice Pathologist, Wisconsin Experi- J. G. Milward, Madison, Sec’. 
Lake, Angus, Mikana, Brill, ment Station. J. Isherwood, Plover, Di- 
Chetek, Phillips, Ogema, Med- Two numbers on the program rector. . 
ford, Harshaw, Starks, Enter- especially well received were Eric Mickelson, Pembine, Di- 
prise, Three Lakes, Eagle River, furnished by the Marinette and rector. |
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. austin were in charge of the 
SSGMMMNGE SEE MEO , "RNY Sr cee a ooth. Mr. Jacobson, a leading 

i 2 ENS ay Eee SRS eae ae Re cobbler grower, stated that For- 
7 eee apts HE SN ess se aaa : est County was fast becoming a 

f AES Bi Os hos =) PI a Cobbler County. 
: ARTEL ee | Barron County featured Ru- 
; eee sea as rae rals. Jim Hanson of Rice Lake 

per ge io. WA ee Sieh ac and County Agent Vergeront 
Be aia NE 5 were in charge. Ed. Kringle of 

Ai Rice Lake is one of the leading 
7-2. % SO me cooperators. Barron County 

. a ‘ has won many potato shows and 
»S = is one of the largest producers 

han ee ie of Certified Rurals in the state. 
Outagamie County exhibited 

for the first time, though win- 
ning first place at potato shows 
is not new to County Agent 

° Amundson, formerly of Oconto 
THE WINNING COUNTY County. They featured Russet 

Rurals. Geo. and Claire Cuff of 

STATE POTATO SHOW The Langlade County Booth Hortonville were the principle 
GREAT SUCCESS was in charge of J. W. Smith ¢0operators. . 

: of Kent, well known Triumph Oconto County, with Chas. 
The sixteenth annual State grower. Triumphs were feat- Schmolinske of Oconto assisting 

Potato Show held at Rhine- ured ‘County Agent Omernik County Agent Etheridge, 
lander November 1-4 was an assisted Mr. Smith. Antigo is showed Rurals and Kings. Mr. 
outstanding success. Eleven jecoming famous as a Cobbler Schmolinske is a leading grower 
counties competed in the County ang Triumph section of the Russet Rural. Kings are 
Booth class. Marinette County featured @ new variety coming into favor 

The quality of the potatoes in Triumphs, principally from the because of a demand for seed in 
these exhibits was undoubtedly Pembine ‘Section Eric Mikel. Florida. 
the best for many years. The on js the leading grower coop- Washburn County had a fine 
winners were: Price County, erating with County Agent exhibit of Triumphs. County 
Ist; Langlade County, 2nd; Drury in preparing the exhibit. Agent Rasmussen was ably as- 
Marinette County, 8rd; Flor- Florence County, one of the sisted by John Putz of Spooner, 
ence County, 4th; Oneida Coun- newer potato eountis had a @_ leading Triumph grower. 
ty, 5th; Forest County, 6th. ne exhibit of Irish Cobblers The State Experiment Station 
The other counties were Bar- sng Rural New Yorkers. The 2t Spooner is doing a great deal 
ron, Outagamie, Oconto, Wash-  pooth was in charge of County of work to help the Triumph 
burn, and Iron, placing in the Agent Peterson, assisted by two Sowers. 
order given. good growers "Herman Kieper Iron County is one of the 

The judges were Professor and David Pajunen of Florence, new Counties and a beginner in 
R. E. Vaughan of the Horticul- Oneida County proved a_ the production of certified seed. 
ture Department, Professor nlendid host. They have won County ‘Agent Helli deserves a 
Geo. Briggs of the Agronomy more cups than any other Coun- reat deal of credit for putting 
Department, and Professor E. ty during the past sixteen years. 0n a good exhibit and in the pi- 

J peace in cnaeaS a Green Mountains as certified oneer work he is doing. 
perimen arms in Northern . Por eas ado! ¢ i Wong, sed, Foy nstorn trade are eit” poys aND Gumus Cums MAKE 

shown. Willis Jewell of Rhine- SHOWING 
VARIETIES FEATURED BY lander, assisted County Agent The 4H potato clubs proved 

CouNTIES Brann. One of the leading they know potatoes by putting 
Price County featured the growers of Certified Green up some splendid samples. The 

Tviumph variety. John Con- Mountains is Thomas Meredith Redling Club of Marinette Coun- 
redi of Phillips was the princi- of Harshaw, President of the ty won first place, the Moun- 
pal grower and was:assistant to State Potato Growers Associa- tain Club of Marinette County 
County Agent Rahmlow in pre- tion. 2nd place. The Badger Work 
Paring the exhibit. Wm. Dama Forest County featured Irish Club of Harshaw took 3rd and 
of Phillips, Vice President of Cobblers. L. §S. Jacobson of the Willing workers of Mc- 
the Association, also assisted. Mole Lake and County Agent (Continued on page 62)
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Tr things on your 12:30 P. M. 
market report. 

THE MARKET PAGE There is no farm complete 
Edited by Wm. Kirsch without a radio. The few 

ited by Wm. Kirsch, State Department of Markets months that I have had my set 

I have saved enough so my radio 

MARKETING BY RADIO _ market at a little over $4.00 per {0887 Leow me anything: While t. We th nt th I eat my dinner I take in yow 

FARMERS TESTIFY RADIO HELPS a ° ong Me ab Mi the complete market report. It is 
IN SELLING THEIR CROPS good price, and discussed the much more convenient than the 

probable conditions that were paper as it doesn’t take any 

The Wisconsin Department of causing the rapid rise, and de- time. We also listen to your 
Markets maintains a Market cided to sell. We sold 200 bu. qinner music. Your 11:59 P 
News Service which covers the at $3.25 per cwt. here at the lo- yy. program given by the night- 
market on the greater portion cal market. Just three days hawks came in good. We had 
of Wisconsin farm commodities. later the price of potatoes , \ isin fat a party here and danced by your 
This service is linked very close- dropped one dollar on the cwt. music till the wee hours in the 
ly with the news service of the and have never regained their morning. There are no more 

United States Department of former price level. Plain fig-  Jonesome hours on a farm with 
Agriculture and keeps the de- ures gave us a profit of one dol- 4 radio.” 
partment in touch with the lar on every hundred pounds. 
leading markets of the country. as still some farmers contend — 

The value of most market re- (old fogeys of course) that ra- “As radio i 
ports depends largely upon the dio isn’t an asset to the farmer ;, sae how tha adios 6. help 
speed with which the reports of today. I’m of a different I wecei ed et Ne that 
are transmitted. In order to opinion, for I am a confirmed 4), ioe of Sot tom had 
provide the people of the state radio fan.” dro sed 25 cents noe hardred 
with the quickest known type TT at Wau aca, T leaded up a load 
of market reports, the depart- “T have been wanting to write of kates and took them down 
ment has built its own station 5 ; Se y ; 

. . : to you for some time telling you then I engaged a load for the 
for the broadcasting of market 4, i ow good your market reports next day at the same price. 
reports as soon as they are re- : ; i / 

: - come in. We can hear it all When I arrived the next day 
ceived. By this method farm- h h ice h deal over the house on the loud the price had dropped but as I 
ers, dealers, and consumers who + k fi b h d thi d I 1 
h di F ap speaker on a five tube set. It a em engage received 

to pet. ot ae Hed a position has been a great help to me the $7.50 more than I would have 
formation a few wninute € fter last few months. I had all my received if I had not received 

markets. are reported es after potatoes sold except 100 bushels the news before the potato buyer 

That this service is appreci- yet I received, my radio. set. Gi, poe suepier Hire when ; e local dealers were telling cattle buyer came to buy some 
ated by the farmers of Wiscon- ; 
tin je : me to hurry them in as the cows he told me what they were 
sin is shown by the letters which : i i i the. aenariient fredientl market was getting weaker but worth in Chicago and I told him 

e cep i Y Te- your market report the next day no. I knew as well as he did 
ceives. Some of these letters : i i Q are quoted below and will gi told me different. I saw by as I had received the price that 
the vader of this pa oe give your market report that the day and then he came up on his 

: paper a coOn- market was getting stronger price.” 
crete illustration of the import- from day to day. When I sold 
ee of radio market informa- the 100 bus. I made $75.00 on _—_—_— 

: them. All this I have to give “We enjoy your broadcast at 

es credit to your market report. 12:30, especially the world 
“qe: . The market report we get from news. 

It is with pleasure that I the paper in the country usually; Listen in every day on the 
take this opportunity of ex- is about 3 or 4 days late. market reports from your sta- 
pressing my appreciation of Last week I sold 3 calves and tion. It sure is a great help to 

your valuable market reports. made about $5.00 more knowing the farmers. Had some hogs to 
My sons and I take a keen in- the market. I also use your sell a short time ago and heart 

terest in them daily. I wish to market report for buying mill from your station that they 
state that they have been of feed. I can always buy a little were lower in Chicago, and had 
profit to me financially. _ cheaper when I know the cor- been offered a good price for 

As you well know, Wisconsin rect price. Very often my them here, but intended to ship 

Round White, U. S. Grade No.1 neighbors telephone to me to let them as I thought I could get 

potatoes hit the top of the them know the price on certain more from them but when I
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heard they were down in Chi- them and would have lost quite annual meetings. The answer 
cago I sold them here. a few dollars. was 5 to 8 percent and never 

Also had some potatoes to The weather report informa- more than 10 per cent. Jas. H. 
sell and planned on selling them tion is also a big help in plan- Dale then moved that these two 
the next week and heard from ning your work ahead for the districts recommend voting by 
your station on Saturday that following day. mail in the future to the Board 
the market was dull in Chicago. Besides the marketing in- of Directors when they meet in 
They were still paying $3.25 in formation the radio is very Detroit next January. This 
Waupaca so I hired a truck to beneficial not only as a source was carried. Mr. C. B. Whit- 
haul mine on Saturday. The of enjoyment but we receive a nall, of Milwaukee, Secretary of 
next week they went down to great deal along educational the County Park Board, and 
$2.50 per hundred, so W. L. lines.” founder of the F. T. D. was 
B. L. has sure made money for present and addressed the club, 
me.” ateiine his eet at the 

“We listen in every day at growth of the idea. The meet- 
12:30. We are capenially in- ing moved to ask the F. T. D. di- 

“We receive your daily broad- terested in the news items and ectors to make Mr. Whitnall an 
cast of markets at the regular the weather report. honorary associate member. 
appointed hours and wish to Must say that although we , Questions became fast and 
state that we receive your re- are not farmers, and conse- furious with the best of humor 

ports and announcements very quently not very interested in ®t all times, but so many of 
clearly on our set. Also wish to the market reports, from time them about details that concern 

state that your station has been to time we have listened in to F. T. D. members only, that the 
the means of saving us money gee what prices were so we writer thought it best not to re- 

and making us money by stat- would know what we should Port them. The meeting adopt- 
ing the market conditions on have to pay in purchasing such ed a resolution asking the De- 

advising the farmers when to  jtems as potatoes, etc. There- !oit board to set the 1928 meet- 
hold and when to sell, as we fore, we feel that the market re- 198 at West Baden as originally 

have this year in the potato ports have been of benefit to us intended. 
market and cabbage market and ag well. . 

also the livestock markets. We also want to thank you LADIES HAVE SpEcIAL ENTER- 
We are holding our potato at this time for your broadcast- TAINMENT 

crop for a top notch price  jng of the World Series this last The ladies who were guests at 
whereby making more cash than fall, and we sincerely hope that the meeting mostly preferred to 
our neighbors that sold earlier you will include this feature in attend the demonstrations, but 
in the fall that are not the your broadcast every fall.” on Thursday afternoon, were 
happy owners of a reliable radio given a theatre party at the Pal- 
set. I am wishing you greater -- ace Theatre. 

success and luck in carrying on oye . In addition to the party, 
the good work of broadcasting (Continued from page 50) which 85 attended from up 
markets and announcing news trict. It followed an F. T. D. state, they were all given a 
bulletins and weather fore- luncheon on the roof garden, souvenir of the trip to Milwau- 
casts.” with Arthur Leidiger, Chairman kee in the shape of a brass card 

of District 1, southwestern sec- tray made especially for the oc- 
tion of the state presiding, and casion with the name of the 

“You asked a few days ago if R. D. Haentze, Chairman Dis- Wis. & Upper Michigan State 
your listeners would tell when trict 2, Upper Wis. and Upper Florists Association engraved 
they received a profit of any Michigan also assisting. Presi- thereon. The Schuster Bros. 
suies they made on account of dent Wm. J. Smythe and John Stores, of Milwaukee, called for 
information received from your M. Besemer sat in front and in- them in their big auto buses 
mrket reports. Just before vited questions and they got and took them back to the hotel 

th. potatoes took their drop plenty. for the banquet, as a courtesy. 
from three dollars and twenty- The, first question that came The newly elected officers met 
five cents per cwt. I heard your up was: Are members eligible Friday afternoon and planned a 
report as to the weak condition to elect directors? Mr. Bese- meeting for the latter part of 
of the market and called up one mer said that any change in the January. Vice-president J. H. 
of our buyers and contracted method of electing directors Boelter is to have a report on 
m; load at three twenty-five per would have to come from mem- arrangements for the summer 
cw!. The slump in the market bers in the annual meeting. meeting at that time, which will 
followed. Had it not been for It was then asked what per- likely be staged in the Elks 
the radio I should not have sold centage of the members attend Club building in Appleton.
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OSSCCSCSCSCSCSCSCSCSCSC“‘“‘SCY. sth additional chapters on the 
control of diseases and insects 

OOD BO K found on house plants. Of cou.- 
G O S siderable interest this time of 

year when the out-of-door gar- 
dening season is past. 

Manual of Vegetable-Garden A Simple Guide to Rock Gar- othe morrow jose (books) and mary 
Diseases, by Charles Chupp. dening, by James L. Cotter. mail, apply to the Traveling Library 
(The MacMillan Co., pub.) (The MacMillan Co., pub.) Department, Wisconsin Free Library 

One of the latest and most Of especial value in this time Commission, Madison. sain eee 
complete books published on the of renewed interest in rock _ prepaid. ° 
subject of plant diseases. It is gardening, the book gives de- . . . 
clearly and profusely illustrated tailed information as to the The following bulletins, of in- 
and should prove helpful in as- plants suited to growth in rock terest to Horticulture readers, 
sisting the gardener to solve his gardens, the construction of ar- @"@ published by the University 
vegetable-disease problems. The _ tificial rockeries, the best stones of Wisconsin, and may be had, 
materia! is systematically ar- and soils to use, and the propa- ree of charge, upon application 
ranged; the history of each gation, care and proper cultiva- © the Wisconsin Agricultural 
vegetable, the extent of its cul- tion of the plants. Experiment Station, Madison, 
tivation, the localities in which or your County Agent. 
it is grown, and the diseases at- vee oe by Parker T. Gx tanning and Planting Home 
tacking it, are discussed; to be arnes. (Doubleday, Page & rounds... 
followed by a description of  Co., pub.) Ce ee Cea 
each particular disease as to its A discussion and enumeration Vegetable Gardens. 
history, symptoms, cause, extent hi Spray Home Orchards. of those plants which adapt Control Anth: : Black 
of damage, and methods of con- themselves readily to house or Raspberries. nenracnose on _ 

trol. window garden conditions and The Home Vineyard. 
are fairly easy for the amateur Bush Fruits for Wisconsin. 

Our Vanishing Forests, by to raise. Rather complete di- Outdoor Flowers for the Home. 
Arthur Newton Pack. (The rections are given for the prepa- ———_. 
MacMillan Co., pub.) ration of the soil, seed sowing A QUESTION 
A convincing argument for and other operations in connec- 

reforestation, the book leads us_ tion with each plant. Particu- Wisconsin State Horticultural 
—by showing us our absolute lar attention is given to the Society 
dependence upon wood because Problem of temperature control. Madison, Wisconsin 
of its innumerable uses in ev- Gentlemen : 
eryday life—to a realization of Suburban Gardens by Grade Can you give me any informa- 
our vanishing forest resources Tabor. (The MacMillan Co., tion regarding a wild or wood- 

and the necessity of our becom- _— ub.) land flower described to me as 
ing growers as well as users of A guide to the development the “Ice Lily” which I am told 
wood. and beautification of home 8t0Ws quite profusely in and 

grounds. Starting with the @round Chippewa and Rusk 
Horticulture, by Kary Cadmus choice of the house plan and its Counties? a 

Davis. (J. B. Lippincott, place on the lot, the book takes ,.,1 am told they are very beav- 
pub.) the suburban gardener through ze Would they stand tran-- 
‘Although intended primarily the various steps necessary to Dp SRE 5 trul 

for use as a text-book. this ‘evelop the garden most  suit- ours truly, 
ork presents so comprehensive #ble in design and planting for THOS. E. COVINGTON. work presents so comprehensive ®! °S18) Pp ig To 

a treatment of the field of hor- his requirements and_ space. Can any of our readers fro. 1 
ticulture at large that it is valu- It also tells how to care for the Chippewa or Rusk or any of the 
able as a ready reference book established garden. northern counties answer th s 

for the amateur gardener or — question? We will apprecia - 
orchardist. Plant Propagation, House Plants, Their Care and hearing from them. 

Plant Breeding, Gardening, Or- are, by Hugh Findlay. — 
charding, Small Fruit Growing, (D. Appleton & Co., pub.) A Nut Tree on the lawn is n't 
Forestry, Beautifying Home A well illustrated book, de- only a distinct advantage fro 1 
Grounds, The Soils, and Insect scribing thoroughly the care the standpoint of furnishi)z 
and Disease Pests are all treated and culture of the various useful food, but it also has lary? 
quite thoroughly. plants common to the home, ornamental value.
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po Hole and was awarded several 
ribbons. What counted most, 

WOMEN’S AUXILIARY PAGE however, was what I learned 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG there, for, I tried again two 
weeks later at our County Fair, 

Pt and won nearly all the blue rib- 
= 7 bons. 

“agi % ie The great pleasure of show- 
Prk ; ing flowers as well as growing 

<b - = r them is the happiness they give 
a fs 5 2 fil NY to all who see them, as well as 

id r ra woe AVR the new friends we meet through 
Y E ro ‘ Allee growing and showing them. 

(ae mr) : , SCHAC a Nas Phi Mrs. ARTHUR SCHACHT, 
DAD ~s a ¥ er an Racine, Wisconsin. 

9 a) hi 4 a yee —— 

Fi Sarak ee ed 5 ay | TA ee ee A REMINDER 
~ a ae Lao A berg yee 

p Cae at ay et Ee Your Plants May Need 
é 2 a! ey A Protection 

ba - We have all taken advantage, 
7 no doubt, of this wonderful 

a weather. We have transplanted 
e perennials and moved shrubs 

ie and rosebushes. Now we must 
not forget that they will need a 

MRS. SCHACHT’S GRADEN mulch or covering this winter 
so the frost will not damage 
them. This covering is espe- 

MY FRIENDSHIP GARDEN Sweet-William, Delphinium, Cially needed toward spring, as 
: Foxglove and Forget-me-not. Of the alternate freezing and thaw- 

The thrills and pleasures of these, I must say, I was most ing heaves the plants out of the 
an amateur flower grower are successful with the Oriental ground. If the plants are cov- 
many. Perhaps, the story of poppy, the Forget-me-not and ered lightly, as soon as the 
how my garden grew may help the Foxglove. One can raise so ground is slightly frozen and 
someone else to try to grow many plants from one package then given a heavier covering a 
flowers, the messengers of fond oF seed, I had the pleasure of little later, they will not be in- 
expression. giving away a surplus supply Jjured. 

This Friendship Garden of to friends and neighbors. 
mine was started three years This flower growing hobby OO 
ago in a very small way. It be- became most interesting, and b 7 2 o 
gan with the idea in mind to the third year the: oardel TEE ee ee a 
satisfy a craving to see flowers yeached from the kitchen door A Nk ericames. : : , : GARDEN A SUCCESS 
a’ all times from my kitchen to the roadside, or, in fact, be- 
\ indow. came a “Posy Lane”. In con- While they are fresh in your 

As soon as my friends heard nection with this garden I have memory, jot down all the plant 
© this, they were very kind in a plot of wild flowers which I combinations you admired in 
overing me plants from their keep adding to continually. other gardens this summer and 
on gardens. These I cher- It would be most discourag- did not have time to carry out 

is ied with all my heart, and had ing to attempt to grow flowers in your own, also, any new 
\onderful success with every on a plot that does not have a plants you have seen and wish 
pint. Having used annuals to high degree of fertility. Weob- to order, or grow from seed. If 
fi. in the space the first sum- tain this condition with liberal you have never kept a Garden 
m-r, I also started a few peren- applications of liquid and solid Book, start in right now. It’s 
nis and biennials in a cold manures. a splendid place to keep those 
frime. By the second summer, The fact that visitors admire addresses so easily mislaid 

1 yas overjoyed seeing them in my flowers inspires me to go which can never be found when 
blissom. Among them were ahead with greater enthusiasm. you are in a hurry to send in 
Oriental Poppies, Veronica, I took some flowers to the State an order.
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PTS, Bureau of Plant Industry, tv 
determine in advance the keep- 

HORTICULTURAL TROUBLES ing qualities of this year’s crop. 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, State Entomologist 1926 Crop LARGE 

The cranberry crop of 1926 
RANB a ‘sans was the largest ever produced 

CRANBERRIES dest of te diseases of inthe state, and very probabh 
INSECT SURVEY AND CONTROL. 2 a also the largest crop per acre sion of the false blossom survey : 

SERVICE sae < ever grown in any part of the initiated by the United States counter The contributing 

The State legislature in 1925, Department of Agriculture in CU tec ter this oh ‘al t ; se : s s phenomenal 
appropriated an annual fund of 1925, and investigations, in co- yield were a light crop in 1925 
five thousand dollars for the in- operation with that department, joi ving the vi ted and in 

stigati . of fungous diseases in the field mp: tne! vines Fested and 1p. vestigation and control of cran- Of tung e: e fe condition for bearing a heavy 
berry insects and diseases in and in storage. & a heavy 5 5 neg crop, favorable growing condi- 
Wisconsin, to be administered 5. Forecasts of the probabl i i , probable tions during the season, and ab- 
by the State Depart tof Ag-  keepi quality of th de- Satay y We state Vepartinent or ig: eeping quality of the crop, de- sence of crop injuries caused by 
riculture. This appropriation termined by incubation tests of insects, frost, blight, etc. Cro} f y sects, . , ete. p 
enabled the employment of a_ berries at intervals after Sep- injuries are the most frequent 
full-time specialist, Mr. H. F. tember 1. lises of light yields in Wit pecialist, . causes of light yields in Wiscon- 
Bain, for field control of the in- 6. Enfor tof lati ; : y 4 , i ; - 4snforcement of regulations sin. As was just noted, these 
sects and diseases of this crop. controlling the movement of injuries were reduced to a mini- 
Heedanatters one vines. mum in 1926, in large part due 
in 45° 19R8 ope nb baeae Mr. Daniel McCrabbe, repre- to the alertness of the growers 
ary ‘sped for th det oratory senting the Office of Fruit Dis- in applying frost and insect re- 
hon abe ae e ae any eases, United States Depart- flows at critical times, and to 
‘gee of ond for th insect and ment of Agriculture, spent three the general absence of blight. 
ae ani a ° fare prea months in the office assisting Recent market reports reveal 

th a robe ble hee o Qnalit oe Mr. Bain in making a study of the fact that the 1927 cranberry 
the DFO L © Keeping quailty OF the field infection of cranberries crop is far below normal and 

e Cranperry’ Crop. . by storage-rot fungi. This less than one-half that of last 
Some of the active projects work, in connection with stor- year when more than 90,000 

that have been carried on dur- age studies of fungi now in barrels were harvested. 
ing the past two years are aS progress, is bringing to light Although serious insect out- 
follows: much more information con- breaks threatened in widely 

1. An accurate and complete cerning the storage rotting of scattered sections of the state in 
survey of the acreage devoted cranberries than has heretofore the early part of the season, the 
to cranberries, the respective been available. reduced yield was due to other 
areas of the different varieties, Seventy-five samples of cran- factors than these. The major- 
the acreage and varieties of berries, representing bogs in all ity of insect pests were success- 
young plantings to show recent the different cranberry sections fully brought under control be 
tendencies in the development of the State, were given incu- fore any great losses resulted. 
of the industry. These statist- bator tests to determine in ad- However, the second brood of! 
ies are to be made readily avail- vance the probable keeping one of the fireworms usuall) 
able to any one interested. quality of the 1926 crop. controlled by flooding th 

2. A survey of the insect On the whole these tests in- marshes appeared too late t: 
pests causing trouble to the dicated a crop of good keeping permit this treatment this year 
crop, including recommenda- quality, and this information As a result the entire crop or 

tions for control of threatening was given to the growers for some twenty-five acres was com 
outbreaks when discovered. their guidance in disposing of pletely destroyed by it and ap 

3. A study of the cultural the berries. The value of this preciable losses caused in othe: 
methods practiced in the State, service is indicated by the fact acreage. The cranberry fruit 
such as methods of handling that the agent for a national worm, another serious pest fo 
water, planting, care of bogs, cranberry marketing organiza- which no control is known, like 
weed control, harvesting, etc. tion applied for these results wise caused considerable los 
This is of value chiefly in giv- for his personal use in handling where its parasitic enemies di: 
ing a better understanding of a portion of the Wisconsin crop. not bring it under control ii. 
the industry, and is to become The storage tests of cranber- time. 
the basis for future recommen- ries are now underway at Chi- Field studies were carried 0} 
dations for improvements. cago in cooperation with the U. this summer at the department
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laboratory located at Wisconsin APPLE CIDER FOR CUBA ‘i 
Rapids on the life history of the H BoM ILA 

: avana, Cuba y Bk, 1 
only important field rot-fungus November 2nd, 1927 vole \ CY, ae Gulls 
affecting Wisconsin cranberries, ? . Naat vn hi PA a Panny 
(Selerotinia oxycocci). It Department of Agriculture, Bt a MPR eV les 
causes hard rot or cottonball. Madison, Wisconsin. a ger a aN 
These studies furnished data on Gentlemen:— fev escnics Al de 

which control measures by In a recent issue of Wisconsin I 
spraying for this disease may be A griculturist appeared an article i ( Pl 
based in the future. encouraging the apple producers 8 cr; anter a 

to make cider, to take the g nen boy N q 
Se place of orange juice, and cre- 5 ul pre Sige ‘pant a 

ate a market all over the states, the best a 7 
JOINT HARVEST FESTIVAL I desire to inform you that quan- |] NORTH STAR QUAL- 4 
WILL BE HELD IN MANITO- tities of cider come from Spain f ITY and SERVICE, as H 
WOC UNDER AUSPICES to this market. Why cannot well as HARDU NOR THe | 

OF count SOCIE- our American apple growers || oe are Bek ot H 
furnish Cuba with their sur- | be pack. H 

Horticultural and Seed Growers As- plus apples in the form of juice? E Our ‘PLANTER'S H 
sociations Will Hold Exposition = We are more entitled to this MANUAL will give you 

Will Show Products market than Spain, buying the a much valuable informa- 8 
a tion on planting and suc- 8 

Arrangements have been perfected greater part of the sugar pro- cessful qrowing of Turs- A 

by the Manitowoc County Horticul- duced in Cuba. ery Stock. Write to-day, | 
tural society and the Manitowoc For your information I wish it is free. H 

County Purebred Seed Growers’ as- to state that cider shipped from h H 
sociation, working in cooperation with Spain comes packed, 12 quart North Star Nursery Co. E 
the county agricultural office for the bottles in a Case Each bottle Box A245 H 
first county harvest festival to be po . é . st . ane} Pardeeville, Wisconsin H 
held in the city of Manitowoc on is wrapped In a Straw casing H 
Tuesday, November 15. The apple with cartoon paper on bottom 2 OM oo oo ooo oo 

and grain show, with a suitable pro- and top of case under the lid. - 
gram will be held in the K. C. club In case anyone in your state 

rooms. desires to make an experiment 
oo ver, 500 samples of apples, show. with shipping his cider to Cuba 
ing nearly 30 different varieties, and I shall . d dis 7 
approximately 200 samples of pedi- sha receive same and dispose “Trustwort! 
greed grain will make up the display. of it at the very best advantage arastwortty. 
Professor R. A. Moore, former resi- and highest market price. F Arsuncatt ASsoaanow 
dent of Kewaunee county and for Thanking you in anticipation hence” 
years head of the farm crops depart- : S oe 
ment of the college of agriculture, of your courtesy in the matter, Try the Forest Winter 
Madison, will be the grain judge and I am, Gentlemen, Auple sod quality £6 
principal speaker during the after- Very sincerely yours, pple, as g q' y 
noon and evening. Professor C. L. ALFRED E. HOLMES. Delicious. Tree hardy, pro- 
Kuehner of the horticultural depart- ductive and a good grower. 
ment at Madison, will judge the ap- The above letter was referred Has been grown locally in 
Leia had and appear on the pro- tg ys by Commissioner of Agri- this section for twenty-five 

e luring the afternoon. a Ts 
er = culture, Mr. Duffy. We have years. We also have a good 

_ Officials of the horticultural so- A tigated the financial k of th ind 
ciety and Purebred Seed Growers’ as- not. Investigate e financia stoc of the Windsor, some- 
sociation are now at work through rating of Mr. Holmes but offer times called Wisconsin 

thc membership of the respective or- the above as a_ possibility in Baldwin.” Plant these two 
ganizations and_ the rural schools case of a surplus crop in the varieties and have good 
gathering one of the finest displays future winter’ abples:- of ‘your own 
of apples and pedigreed grains that : Pp. y * 
a r was shown in Manitowoc county, ee Send for our catalog, 

n addition, several of the large . « 
fruit growers in the neighborhood of New Zealand spinach has an showing oun Sommplete ae 
the city are offering. their coopera- advantage over the common of Fruits and Ornamentals 
tion in putting on a_ strictly apple f spi h si adapted to your needs. 
display that will very closely resemble type of spinach since it produces : 
the One put on each year at the state a continuous crop rather than Reliable agents wanted. 
“ going to seed quickly in hot 120 acres. 

f the weather permits, an over- weather. 
floving crowd of rural and city peo- The Coe, Converse & Edwards 
ble is expected to turn out to see the WANTED. 1 — Company 

spew. and, hear’ the: program. Farm for stile, Cash price, partieularm. Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin 
Manitowoc Times. D. F. Bush, Minneapolis, Minn.
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(Continued from page 55) rites EARLY OHIO PREMIUM AWARDS AT TH ¢ 
- 1. Herman Shenack, Enterprise. STATE FAIR, MILWAU- 

Naughton 4th. The Antigo 4H =») Gnas’ Senmolinski, Oconto. KEE, AUG. 29 TO SEPT. 3 
lub 5th. County Club  % Albert Peterson, Rhinelander. , . . 

cup ae  _ OUnLYy _ 4. C. H. Johnson, Conover. 
Leader B. L. Carter of Mari- 5: J) D! Grandine, Argonne. Horticulture Department 
nette, and Gordon Westbrook of EARLY ROSE . 
McNaughton did a great deat to Pris ay (Continued from the October 
help this Department make a — 2: Oneida Co. Home, Rhinelander. issue) 
success, 27. McMahon. 

1. Arthur GLOVER aeriemans ash 
2. Osear J. Conrad....... 225 

INDIVIDUAL CLASSES LARGE NATIONAL FRUIT SHOW AT 3) Lester ‘Patterson....... 1.00 
we . : Boni KAN AS CITY 4. J. E. Hauser.........-. 5 

Competition in the individual Ss se ne ze H. Stoeber......--. 50 
nlasces 3 *: . Newell. 
classes was very keen. There The Central States Horticul- 1, Leo, Hrueckner. eee eee 180 

5 sys . 2. EL «~ oe BE ries neg ee 3] 
Vork 41 pune ae elie New tural Exposition and National Br Beebe 
ord with 36 entries Green Fruit Show will be held at Con- gE 

Second, Wl entries. Green vention Hall, Kansas City on 29, northern Spy. 
Mountains had 20 exhibitors. November 28-29-30 1. Cooper Bros........... 1.50 

* oO is : é 2. Ralph Irwin........... 0 1.25 
The following are the win- Premiums are large. Prizes 3. Arno Meyer... e000... Low 

ners: are offered on all the leading BRB Shermanes s/c) 150 
RURAL NEW YORKERS varieties of fruits and also on _ 30. Patten Greening, 5 fey 

Prizes a potatoes and honey. 2H. W. Ullsperge....... 1.25 
1. L. i. Chage, Phillips. 3. Al W. Lawrence....... 1.00 
a eas Retey Fert ee ieee: 
? Ghas Sehoette, Antigg R. 5. uP iene NPGLB oiexamreuew 250 

5. Id. Kringle, Rice Lake. 31. Pe - 
6 Ferdinand Faust, Butternut R. 1. MAKING HOME A BETTER 1B. sherman......... 1.30 

; GREEN MOUNTAINS BLACE 20 LIVE a. Cooper, Bros. «ov ss.s. 1.00 
Vrlee® weyers, Tripoli, If there is a Garden Club in 5. Wdw. Gassner....0.02) 150 

Fee eer teees Manauenten, your town, join it. If there is 3% Mim Gag rman 1.50 
1 Engewala Bushland, Hayward. none, organize one. Someone 2) W. H. Basse..... 2222.) 1s 
5. B.D. Bassett, Minocqua. j 3. Cooper Br08...cceereee ‘ 
8. ‘Thos, Meredith, Harshaw, has | to start things, why not 4. H Stoeber. 22.2112) 175 

-USSET RUR you? Your neighborhood, your =. Franic “J. Lindiey...--. 50 

Priacy —_RUSSHT RULAL town, the children, all’ need 84 HOMME a aay 
1, Chas. Schmolinski, Oconto R. 1. your help. Not next week, nor 2. Leo Brueckner......... 1.25 
2. Leo Sorenson, Marinette. 2 3. Swartz Bros........... 1.00 
3 Leonard. Sehmolinsici, Oconto, next summer, but NOW. 4. Bonnie View Farms..) 175 

ieo. , Hortonville. a as SSCN.....0. 5 
5. Milford Hottrel, Dale. It’s up to you to do your share #9 Saran 4. Rasmussen a 
6 Art Kauffman,’ Dale, to make the place you call home = ** Somes ceyer....e.ee.e 1.50 

BURBANK a better place to live. | Starting Bo Ralph pwns 200002 0 | 
Prizes ‘hemi ; a GARDEN CLUB will HELP. 4. Lester Patterson....... 175 | 

1 Sydney Senmidt. Rhinelander: 5. F. B. Sherman 50 

2. L. O. Larson, Rhinelander, 35 restfie “(SEE O PURT eit 1 Wael @ant: a a ne a 
. . 2. Leo Brueckner......... 1.25 

KING (SPALDING ROSE) 3. Miss E. M. Goelzer.... 1.00 

Prizes OBSERVATIONS 4. Arno Meyer..........65 5 
1. Hugh Westgate, Rhinelander. 5 5. BH. Stoeber..2/02222) 0 lao | 
2 spudiand Seed farm, ‘Rhinelander. Seed catalogs will soon be out 6. scott, Winter. Lo 
3. Geo. Schmolinski, onto, s . > Be . STMAN Gos ART 2 
4, Erick ‘Makholm, Suring. . again. Is there any way in BAL CG. “Hauser... cicnces, 1.25 
5. Sydney Schmidt, Khinelander Star which the many varieties listed Be i eeeepeeseaeagnrtceaeess ortae 

. rRiuMpH can be standardized? wom: Miss BE. M. Goelzer.. 12) 150 
oe Nothing would help the small" ™!™82) rucckner.cc.00.. 1 

1, John Conradi, Phillips. S Rovert NitSiccavscesevce WSs 
2) Bloomberg &Donaldson, Ogema. gardener more than a catalog = Oscar'a conrad 0 ioe | 
a Clyde Klaar, Phillips. recommending only the best va- 4B. HL Stoeber...0000022 15 | 

: m. Dama, Phillips. a ops = : ne 

5. J. W. Smith, Bryant. rieties under standard names. 38: ween bance beeen eens 
6. Theo. Leopold, Phillips. Our Agricultural Colleges are Le Arno Meyer........0... 230 

*. 2. fooper TOS. cee cece 25 

; RUSSET BURBANK taking hold of the problem. B Swartz wros.0 2000000000 do | 
-rizes a . » Sherman......... +60 
1. Wm. Hinker, Oconto. Help them along. 5. H. J. Rasmussen......) 30 
2. Elmer Duquaine, Crivitz. 39. Utter. 
3. Engwald Bushland, Hayward. Sn 1. F, B. Sherman......... 1.30 
4. eenney, Bros., Oso nte. 2. Cooper. Bros........... 1.25 

Sh Beternheterson) Gurney Small aster plants are very i Arthur Grover. 002 15 
pri IRISH COBBLERS decorative when moved indoors. ie eaiey een ou 
1\Shas. Symes, Wabeno. Bowls or small pots may be used “1. Northern Hospital for ‘ 

4 LEG" Jacobson, Mote Lake, for the plants, but the pots 2. ohn Be Moyles ILL) Ls 
4. Selmer, Jacobson, Mole Lake. should have the drain-holes 3. Arno Meyer......0...0. 4.00 

ie: ae. . derton, ona. . rthur TOVEr. cee eee . 
6. Herman Keeper, Florence. stopped up. 5. E. H. Stoeber........., 50
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11. Wagener, 11. Golden Sweet —Arno 66. McIntosh. 
40 8 B. SHOP cscs DEO MEFOR osexacarnamamcee Line 1, Ralph Irwin........... 4.00 

2. Cooper Bros........... 1.25 12, Broughton Sweet—Miss 2. AL W. Lawrences. ..... 3.00 
3. John B. Moyle......... 1.00 E. M. Goelzer.......... 1.50 3. J. A. Hass......00 22... 2.00 
Me cel pees woes sseees o Whee: 13. Forest Winter—F. B. 4. Wisconsin Fruit Farm. 1.00 
§. Edw. Gassner.......... 50 Sherman see slenh Cates 1.50 67. North western: 

> ¥. 14. Senator—Dawson Bros. 1.50 . Ralph Irwin........... 4.00 
io, Work Imperial: ence 1.50 2. B. H. Stoeber.......... 3.00 

i Setizectios ps TRAY PXHIBITS 3. Arthur Grover. . 2.222... 2200 2. Ralph Irwin........... 0 1.25 He dethiiy Grover se ear e 

{Dawson TOS! 1148 MINTY CRAY EXHIBIT “[nsane seeesseesseeeces 4.00 
go Daeom:, SOB as veesaem ie 53. Ten trays each of 5 varieties se- 68. Patten. 
Fe RRREREINESS, Sees lected from the following list: 1H. J, Rasmussen...... 4.00 

13, Willow Twig. Dudley, Duchess, McMahon, Mc In- 2. Al W. Lawrence....... 3.00 
1. Swartz Bros........... 1.50 tosh, Northwestern, Wealthy, Qe 4 mA HEINER eee eae ace 
2. Arno Meyer............ 1.25 Wolf. River. di & WORE SRE RNG eR EP OY 
3. BE. H. Stoeber.......... 1.00 1. Arno Meyer............ 80.00 69. Salome. 
4. F. B. Sherman......... 0.75 2. B. H. Stoeber.......... 65.00 1. B. H. Stoeber........ 4.00 
Be cence eet eee tee eee eee cee 3. Arthur Grover......... 50.00 2. Lester Patterson....... 3.00 

44. Windsor. 4. A, W. Lawrence....... 40.00 3. Arthur Grover......... 2.00 
1. Swartz Bros. .......... 1.60 5. Wisconsin Fruit Farms 25.00 4. 4 semaine ects ania wat wecoteee 
2. Ralph Irwin.......2... 0 1.25 6. Bonnie View Farm.... 30.00 70. Utter. 
3. Lester Patterson ...... 1.00 7. H. W._Ullsperger...... 25.00 1. Arthur Grover......... 4.00 
4. Dawson Bros. ......... 75 8. Edw. Gassner.......... 25.00 25 Gu Gan MeLieE WEES wines 
5. A. W. Lawrence.......  .50 Qo ives eens cece eter eesetee tenes 3. KE. Ho Stoeber. 2. 2..022. 2.00 

‘5. Wolf River. WO; veszosice scssovscnsorins eioayarasenace wnied otecns vi whinge See ee aoe 

Ls Oscar f. COnradccnan 1.50 TEN TRAY EXHIBIT TAL D. Heise............ 0 4.00 2. Homer Wolf .......... 1.25 i i e 
3° W. I. Basse........... «1200 (Best ten trays) 2. Lester Patterson. ...... 3.00 

4. Leo. Brueckner........ .T5 54. Duchess. 3. Ralph Irwin........... 2.00 

5. A. D. Heise............ 150 Te Be Hs BECEBBieonn cone 200 wy gi ATENME Groveronremauee 1:00 

46. Golden Delicious. Fochmne: Mey eressuet ss: ee Teh) IE HE Stoeber ......... 4.00 
1, Cooper Bros........... 1.50 a Bonnie View Earn. 16 Delile 
2. Wisconsin Fruit Farms 1.26 ae Roehaty oe Farm..... O08 go wasnt sings siisaseiain Gout un see 

3. H.W. Ullsperger...... 1-00 55 Dedieg en SPONSE wees ore Ball WEE 
6 Ge M. TRAN vi. cy evens -75 ” Fe eee ite 73. Windsor. — . noes 

5. Bonnie View Farms.... — .50 de Ae Wi THWEEMEE aco icere: 20.00 geet, Stocber.......... 4.00 
47. Fameuse. 3. Bonnie View Farm..... 12.00 2. A, W. Lawrence....... 3.00 

1, Arno Meyer............ 4,00 . Bonnie Ak f un Messrs c2s00 3. Wisconsin Fruit Farms 2.00 
2. Arthur Grover......... 3.00 Be ee eet eon nes Rebs 4. Bonnie View Farms.... 1.00 
3. Miss KE. M, Goelzer..... 2.00 56. Fameuse. 74. Wolf River, 
4. Leo Brueckner......... 1.59 1. Arno Meyer............ 20.00 1. Leo. Brueckner......... 4.00 
5. Robert Nitz..........-. 1.25 2B. HL Stoeber. 211111) 15.00 2. 1B. H. Stoeber.......2.. 3.00 
6. Homer Wolf........... 1.00 3. Bonnie View Farm..... 12.00 3. Ralph Irwin........... 2.00 
7. Oscar J. Conrad. . 1... 275 oH W. Ulisperger... 21. 10.00... 4, Wisconsin Fruit Farm. 1.00 
8. Swartz Brosiese cose os 250 5. A. W. Lawrence....... 8.00 75. Yellow Transparent, 

18. MeIntosh. 57. McMahon. 1. Northern Hospital for 
1. J. BE. Hauser .......... 4.00 1. E. H. Stoeber.. 20.00 Insane ........e eee eee 4.00 
2. KB. H. Stoeber ......... 3.00 g.. Pip 2. H. W. Ullsperger...... 3.00 
3. J. B. Sherman......... 2.00 BS LLLILILILLL LLL tit: 3. Arno Meyer............ 2.00 
4] Dawson Bros. 1.1.11... 1,50 Go ie SRNR sole aloneiain witieiaoninnone wi i wereve 4. Arthur Grover......... 1.00 
B Alles HM. Goelzer! wo. <. 1-38 Bic meawawuriinanama sereeinesne te ms GRAY 

» W. He Passe........... 1.00 59. McIntosh. veeee es ness j APPLES 
7. J. A, Hass ............ 0.75 Th. H. Stoeber.......... 20.00 78 Hyslop. 
8. A. G. Hauser..... 22... 150 2) Ralph Irwin “°° 45°00 1. A.W. Lawrence........ 1.50 

19. N. W. Greening. 3. HW. Ullsperger.. 22. 12200 2. Bdw. Gassner.......... 1.25 
1. Homer Wolf........... 4.00 1 A” We Lawrenee en " t0"00 3. H. W. Ullsperger...... 1.00 
2. BH. Stoeber.. 2.1.1.1) 3:00 5. Bonnie View Farm. .... $00 4. Wisconsin Fruit Farms .75 
3. John B. Moyle......... 2.00 59, Northwestern vere Se 77. Martha. 
4. Miss E. M. Goelzer..... 1.50 1B. H. Stoeber.......... 20.00 1, Homer Wolf........... 1.50 
5. Wisconsin Fruit Farms 1.25 2. Ralph Trwin........... 15.00 2: amisbouernmecen yen mae 
6. Oscar J. Conrad....... 1.00 3. Arno Meyer............ 12.00 3. Arthur Grover......... 1.00 
7. Arno Meyer............ 175 ca WW, LeWeehbe oe £000 4. BE, H. Stoeber..........00 275 

. 8. Lester Patterson.......  .50 5 : sag manasa AM 78. Sweet Russet. 
50. Duchess. 60. Wealthy, UU 1. A.C. Hauser........... 1.50 

1, Homer Wolf........... 4.00 eT A.D. Heise 20.00 2. Miss B. M. Goelzer.. 2... 1.25 
2. B. H. Stoeber.......... 3.00 2 Arno Meyer.) 16.00 3. B. H. Stoeber.......... 1.00 
3. Arthur Grover......... 2.00 3. EB. H. Stoeber......112. 12.00 4. Frank J. Lindley....... «75 
4. Robert Nitz............ 1.50 4. Ralph Irwin....: +. 30:00 7% Virginia. 
5. Leo Brueckner......... 1.25 5. H. W. Ulisperger. 22. 8.00 1. Miss E. M. Goelzer..... 1.50 
6. Arno Meyer............ 1.00 61. Wolf River. sit : 2. nasnemeceimmesewenetineias Hebi 
o Bonnie View Fapmsisc: a 78 1. BE. H. Stoeber.......... 20.00 Qh winweinaticn vntinionine rtainn wsite 

. Miss E. M. Goelzer.....  .50 renee 5 levee es eeeeegeteeenerers Gane 
al. woalthes 2 A.W. Lawrence....... 15.09 9, whitney, 

1. A.D. Heise............ 4.00 Boy ceccanncinn nutes oun canes aan 3 1. B, H. Stoeber.......... 1.50 
2. Ralph Irwins... 2.0.2. 3100 Cr pret Soaae blouse tue wane @ 2) Homer Wolf.......-..-- 1.25 
3. Wisconsin Fruit Farms 2.00 " PURGSEGINS UNURURES 882) WEES F 3. Leo Brueckner. 5....... 1.00 

. Lester Patterson....... 1.50 By . Oscar J. Conrad....... 6 

5. E. H. Stoeber...-.....- 1.25 SINGEE! TRAM EXHIBED 
6. Leo Brueckner......... 1.00 62. Dudley. a 
TALC, Hauser.......... 0.78 1 Arno Meyer... .....05 4.00 

. ; Dawson. Bros..........  .50 . HH. W. Ullsperger.. 2... 3.00 
5.. Any other Standard Variety. 3. Bonnie View Farm.... 2.00 PRIEST EXPERT GARDENER 

1. Red Astrachan—Cooper | painted” Lawrence,....... 1.00 The Rev. Fr. Francis, member of 

2. Pound | Sweet — Cooper 1. Arthur Grover.......... 4.00 the Capuchin order at Mt. Calvary 
3 Brae. Doege ae tie genet 1.50 2. arna Mey Sts gormnsenes ws 3-00 and horticulturist at the monastery, 

3 ena—F, J, Findley. 1. 3. EB. H. Stoeber......2.2. 2.00 ibi 
4. Gideon—B._H. Stoeber.. 1.50 i Leotpeteceaer, LL ioe has 98 exhibits of garden products 
5. Stark—A. W. Lawrence 1.50 64. Fameuse. on exhibition at the state fair in Mil- 
6. Mann—Dawson Bros... 1.50 1. Arno Meyer............ 4.00 Waukee. Father Francis is regarded 
7. Bailey's Sweet—W. H. 2 Arthur Grover. ........ 3-90 as one of the leading horticulturists 

ABBE occ reece sersssses 5 3. Ralp! PW cc5 5 ccerecniwreine: -00 . 
8. Roxbury Russett—Coop- i Leo Brueckner........, 3.00 in the state and to date has won a 
9 ees sait BF 1'g Ws cies be BO: 65. MeMahon. large number of blue ribbons at the 

. Yellow Bell Flo wer— . Arthur Grover......... 4.00 state exposition. He maintains ex- 
5 er Patter: : 

0. Sons ot Wines, i a, roster Rattersonsvruity 2:08 tensive gardens on the monastery 
BtOeb!r mscarsisiaisse acarvin “L5O 4. BO HL Stoeber 12222002) “iloo farm,
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Our Advertising Rates Are Reduced 20% 

Our Circulation Has Been Increased 50% 

Advertising In This Magazine Will Pay
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| | 

| ( 

| DUSTS and DUSTERS | an | 
| 
| . ° . . 
Everything In Spraying and Dusting Materials | 

| and Machines for Orchard, 

| Field and Garden Crops es 
| om al 4 

' i; | 

It pays well to use only the highest quality mate- \ | 
rials whether you are spraying or dusting, and | 

| years of experience have proved to the country’s best send | 
| orchard owners, potato growers, truck gardeners (+ 
| and florists that the name NIAGARA is positive 7 
| assurance of dependable quality. 2 

| We have every facility to setve you well in Wis- peg SRE 
consin. With a hundred dealers distributed about q | rn | 

| the state you are assured of proper attention. We rs . 
| are just as interested in your welfare as a grower \ * @ 

after we have sold you goods as before and to make “ wd 
this interest valuable we maintain a Scientific Serv- Y ee >. | 

| ice Department second to none. This service is free, a ms 
| and yours for th: asking regardless of what your fee % ey he j Pa 
| problem may be. ¥ . mo | 
| Be if mn ae 

| a, by } Ningara Dusts Make Better Potatoes | 

| oa. he 
ty Zl ie EN i \o~ It is not too soon to figure the | 
(Ry Ke ANT oy AFI 7) coming season’s requirements and al KORE SAN wth 

et. ide rh = OS Ne \ we await the opportunity to quote 
| () >} need aa WY Og Coe you at our various points of dis- 
| | Pe WORE od fo yy poe tributicn, or delivered to your sta- 

2 ge G 4G ... es tion. 
| cNiagara hy FQN ee 3, Re fee Write for information and quotations | 

| DUS7S and DUSTERS : ae 5g to 
| cee wey ne | 

Dusting poroes av the meer 4 aeres per hour JAMES H. DANCE, 
| Waupaca, Wis. i 

(Wis. Representative) 

| 
MIDDLEPORT, N. Y. | 

| a _ _ _ ; _ _ — _ |
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| Wisconsin IN BN soHeunaTBiTE a 

2x»l| State Horticultural Socicty i i 5, ay AE cea ais 
P Ga) Organized 1865 “RY Vice-President oe 

Se Devoted to better fruits, | Cc. J. ‘Telfer, Green Bay } ¢ 

Ye _ Y FEN TO) Moo Nee \ - __ © RYE BD SS 

Door County Growers Advertise with Results 

Convention Address by H. W. ULLSPERGER 

Cae ZIMMERMAN Bay brand, or any other suitable will get something else and you 
in his welcoming address brand name. Every fruit grow- will lose him. a 

yesterday aptly expressed what er should have a brand. Why? We ran a full-page ad in the 
I believe to be the keynote in So that the consumer or buyer Milwaukee Journal with a pic- 
fruit marketing when he stated: can say, “I want a peck of ‘Mc- ture of George Washington. 
“The horticulturist must not Intosh’ brand apples, they are Why did we use his picture? 
only produce two apples where fine”, or “I want a can of Stur- Because he chopped down the 
one grew before but those two geon Bay brand cherries, I know cherry tree. He didn’t chop 
apples must be of better qual- they are good”. The use of a down all of them, but—gentle- 
ity.’ Mr. Kuehner in his talk brand simplifies selling. men, don’t you suppose that got 
yesterday emphasized quality. Now, the next step after you by big? All the newspapers 
Mr. Meyers stressed the impor- have produced a fruit of uni- gave us space. This one-page 
tance of proper grading of ap- formly good quality and estab- advertisement in the Milwaukee 
ples to insure good quality. Pro- lished a brand is to advertise, or Journal cost us $600 for one js- 
fessor Gardner’s talk indicated stated simply, tell the people sue, but while we paid that much, 
clearly that producing A-grade, What you have to offer. You I will bet we got $3000 worth of 
or apples of good quality is prof- may have the best fruit that pos- free write-ups that told ,about 
itable to Michigan fruit growers. sibly can be grown, but if youdo these cherries. This vast area 
Our own experience in Door not advertise you can not make of cherry trees has spread the 
County has clearly demonstrated profitable sales. Advertising fame of Wisconsin cherries all 
that marketing problems are Must be timely and judicious. over the United States. That is 
few, if the product sold is uni- Money ae be wasted pugelly 1m timely advertising. 
forml. ood in quality. Good foolish advertising. n_ the oe | 
quality ‘creates demand. ‘The other hand proper advertising is Ve ee mn 
consumer buys a small quantity very profitable. _ About two . 
of fruit, let’s say asample; he is years ago we carried on an ad- To illustrate more clearly let 
pleased with this sample, pur- vertising campaign. We had a ous take for example the method 
chases more, likes it and finally surplus and we deemed it advis- of selling canned fruit now used 
becomes a steady customer. But able to start advertising. We by our co-operative organiza- 
if the quality is not good there started it as a “Cherry Week” tion at Sturgeon Bay. First, we 
are no repeat-orders and the in the Milwaukee Journal. The have an established trade be- 
fruit grower must continually be first step in a good advertising cause we have for years deliv- 
finding new customers. campaign is to see that every re- ered cherries of uniformly good 

The next step in successful tailer in that market has some quality. Our brokers, or sales 
fruit marketing is to establish of that product to sell. If your agents, about forty. in number, 

a “Brand” or a name for the advertising creates a demand __ located in all the principal cities 
fruit product, such as McIntosh and your customer goes to that in the United States, take what 
or Wonderland brand, Sturgeon store and they do not have it, he are known as S. A. P. That
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means “subject to approval of each one goes to a certain kind and through what channels to 
price” orders. These are plac- of trade, and it is up to the market our fruit are all hig 
ed on file in our office. We next marketing organization to know questions that can be solved bet- | 
determine, through crop reports, where to send this apple. Take ter if fruit growers had a closer 
personal visits, and other means, this Northwestern Greening, the working organization for secur- 
the size of the cherry crop inthe A & P Stores in Milwaukee ing marketing information, crop 
United States, as correctly as bought about four carloads of reports, and had a wider distri- 
possible. Then our board of di- these greenings. They liked bution of their fruit. A surplus 
rectors meets to name a selling them. The manager was trans- at harvest time must be stored 
price. This price is sent by tel- ferred to Detroit, Michigan, this or canned to avoid demoralizing 
egram to all of our customers year. That manager, instead of the market with too much fruit. 
who have placed temporary or- buying Michigan or New York Fruit, instead of being forced on 
ders with us. This year we apples, (he is right in the heart the market, should often be pro- 
named this price on Tuesday ev- of the New York and Michigan cessed or canned to secure a 
ening and in three day’s time we_ section) wired us that he want- wider distribution and more 
had sold over a million dollars ed Door County greenings and _ profitable prices. 
of canned cherries. On Friday we shipped him five carloads. . . 
evening we were compelled to Now, what does that mean? I THE CHAIN STORE EFFECTS 
withdraw from the market. We do not say that New York and GROWER 
were oversold. Remember that Michigan do not have good ap- New problems are continually 
our entire cherry crop was ov- ples, but he knew our apples. arising. The chain stores which 
ersold 30 days before the crop Maybe the shortage of apples are group marketing stores, are 
was harvested and canned: had something to do with it. making rapid strides in business 

We follow the same method Now, you take a small apple today. They operate economic- 
with fresh cherries in crates. like this, Michigan will place ally and often sell at consider- 
Sturgeon Bay brand cherries are that in B-Class. There isaclass ably lower prices than the cor- 
known and we have many satis- of laboring men that can not af- ner grocer. The chain stores may 
fied customers who demand that ford to pay $3.00 or $4.50 a entirely revolutionize present 
brand in preference to any oth- bushel for apples. Should we marketing methods. The whole- 
er. Selling cherries is relative- deprive this man of apples? Why gale grocer and commission mer- 
ly easy under this system. . not place this apple (a small chant may be eliminated. Who 

Selling apples is somewhat dif- snow apple) on the market, knows? When that time comes 
ferent. First we have too properly graded and let him will the fruit grower be organ- 
many varieties for commercial have it for $1.00 or $1.50 per jzed along similar ideas as the 
purposes. The quality isnot un- bushel? Some years when the chain stores, to enable him to 

iformly as good as cherries. apples are better he can proba- demand a fair price for his fruit. 
Poorer quality of fruit must bly buy a better grade, but this Marketing machinery would be 
often be sold through agents or year we find apples that usually simplified if the growers co-op- 
commission merchants who are go into cider are being marketed. erative sells to the consumers 
financially unreliable. Sales are Now, here is another apple. I co-operative which may or may 
made on description of grades, had four apples over there onthe not be the chain store. This 
as described usually by a State desk, two of them were taken, plan works well in England and 
or Federal Inspector. If the but they did not take these two. Denmark. Why not here? 
market remains steady or ad- Why? They knew why. Something must be done to 
vances, the buyer does not com- There is a special market for place horticulture as well as ag- 

plain; but,if the market declines, greenings this year. We could yiculture as a whole on a more 
the buyer states the apples are not sell greenings to the Mil- profitable basis. Fruit growers 
not up to grade and rejects the waukee market, but when it well organized, can demand bet- 
shipment. If the buyer is finan- came to Chicago we sold them as ter prices. Marketing problems 
cially responsible we can collect. high as $2.75 a box. We could will be simplified if all fruit 

However, it is usually better to not get over $1.75 for greenings growers co-operate more closely 
sell the car elsewhere. in Milwaukee. Minneapolis and jn both the growing and markei- 

All of these troubles with ap- Chicago want greenings this ing of their fruit 
ples can be eliminated when we year. . 
grow fewer varieties, of uniform Iam giving you these illustra- OO 
quality; grade properly, and sell tions to show that there is a Small and damaged potatoes 
under brand names. A stand- special demand for all apples, can be used for hog food. Ex- 
ized product avoids all of these and it is up to every fruit grow- periments at State College show 

difficulties. er to find out just where that that 327 pounds of cooked pota- 
We started an argument on market is. toes are equal in feeding valu: 

A and B grades. I have here When to market; how to to 100 pounds of shelled cor: 
three different sizes of apples, market; what fruit to market; for fattening hogs. mos
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: : RESPONSE TO WELCOME Convention Benefits State ty MLB. Gown 
By GOVERNOR F. R. ZIMMERMAN (a ZIMMERMAN 

Mr. President, members of to which we were invited was and Mr. President: In re- 
the Horticultural Society and Garfield Park, to see the “Mum_ sponse to this splendid welcome 
friends, I am indeed pleased to Gardens”. We were told of the to the State Capitol, it is per- 
welcome you to the capitol to- thousands of flowers that had haps fitting for us, in just a 
day. However, to have your been developed, and the thou- word, to tell you a little about 
President say that he does not sands that were there. It is ourselves and what we have in 
know whether or not Iam inter- wonderful how a city has inter- mind to do. 
ested in the Horticultural Socie- ested itself in one branch for the This society is almost as old 
ty indicates that he did not look good of the people. There is as the settlement of Wisconsin. 
at my flower because you see I nothing in the world that means When the people came West 
am one of the few in this rooom quite so much to us as our fruits, from New York and New Eng- 
that is wearing a flower. Then our vegetables and our flowers. land, making that long jour- 
to have him say this when I was Since I am myself a seventy- ney, they brought with them 
trying to drink all the cider in- five per cent vegetarian, of plants and seeds to their new 
dicates that he was not keeping course, I am interested in the homes. This society year by 
track of what was going on yes- Horticultural Society. I am in- year gathered those people to- 
terday. terested in this meeting today. gether in meetings where they 

My friends, meetings such as_ I am glad to know that in Wis- compared notes, adopted prac- 
these indicate that we have a_consin we are developing areas tices and methods. The result 
particular object in view. The in which you men and you _ has been the growth in produc- 
Wisconsin Horticultural Society women are doing excellent work. tion of fruits in Wisconsin. Now 
meets because they are interest- The apples of the Kickapoo the apple production of this 
ed in apples, because they arein- Valley are spoken of every- state runs into millions of 
terested in vegetables, because where, the apples and cherries bushels, and the cherry produc- 
they are interested in flowers. of Sturgeon Bay are known tion is second below only one 
Perhaps we will have a meeting everywhere. Iam sure that it state of the United States. 
here next week of cheese men  won’t be long before the flowers Some years the crop runs well 
because they are interested in of Wisconsin, the bloom of this over a thousand cars. 
the development of cheese, or state, will have their fame es- In clearing up the wilderness, 
perhaps we may have a meeting tablished. Wisconsin is one of in cutting down the forests, we 
of railroad men because they the greatest agricultural states have built up a new country. It 
are interested in the develop- because of the development of has been our aim to have peo- 
ment of the railroad. Now, the Wisconsin Horticultural So- ple take pride in their homes, in 
whatever line in Wisconsin we ciety. My interest back home their schools and in their gar- 
are interested in, developes not was largely in flowers and in dens. Probably no other thing 
only that particular line, but it bees. I got stung once in a_ is so important to us as our 
proves to the benefit and to the while but always came back flowers, our fruits and our vege- 
advantage of the State of Wis- smiling. tables. 
consin. That is why we are glad I am glad to have you here, Last night at the Executive 
to have found during the last knowing that at this meeting Committee meeting of this So- 
few years, where man once spoke you will exchange views. This ciety, a program on which we 
of {wo blades of grass where one will make it possible for the pro- have long been working, that of 
grew before, that today it is not fessional man and the amateur’ bringing to this group, and to 
only a question of two blades each to profit by the experience every home in the state, the idea 
growing where one grew, not. of the other. It will make possi- of securing better citizenship, 
only a question of two apples ble that association which helps and having the boys and girls 
where one grew, but to make avoid failure through your as- learn, as in no other way, the 
those two apples of better size, sociation. Because of this oppor- Glory of God, in growing beauti- 
of better texture, and an apple tunity to meet as you do, Wis- ful things. That is the func- 
that is a better apple in the consin must profit, and then you tion of this society; that will be 
market,—one that will bring a must profit. Then all of us will the trend of the discussion at 
better price. So I am sure that feel happier because another one this meeting. We thank you 
'n all of the lines in which you of our organizations has made for your wishes of success in 
are interested, you have this its membership profit. I greet putting forth a program of this 
thought. you and I wish you well in your nature, which we _ believe is 

The development of flowers is work. Mr. President, 1 am very fundamental in developing citi- 
4 great thing. While in Chica- pleased to welcome you this zenship and the growth of this 
&o last week one of the places morning. great state.
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~ a = - Horticultural Society Faces Bright Future 
By President .. E. LEVERICH 

Y OU have come together in and seedmen who take the fruits. Each of these require extend od 
vour Fifty-eighth Annual flowers and vegetables proved by effort on our part. Have ve 

Convention to review our past the  scientisi. and propagate been pushing this to the lim:? 
work. and to draw lessons from them for the grower. They J] am inclined to think there is a 
its failures and successes.totake have # distinct and useful field chance for improvement. Hew 
counse. with our distinguished in horticulture. and are to be en- can we accomplish this? = Ina 
guests from neighboring states. couraged. large measure through harmony 
and wit! udded knowledge and Then follows the grower or the and co-operation among. ovr- 
renewed assurance. to push for- producer. it matters not what selves. By working hand in 
ward to even greater achieve- You cal! him. He in turn must hand with the horticultural de- 
ments than have before been ac- face the usua] amount of dis- partment of our State Univer- 
complisned. couragement to prove his mettle sity. State Department of Agri- 

Since we last met in annua) and right to be classified as a culture and with any other or- 
convention. your officers have true horticulturist. Many have ganization. for the glory of the 
nad many varied duties to ai- the desire to be. but lack the per- state and the welfare of its citi- 
tend. While we have not ac- severance when put to the test. zens. There is room for all if 
complished as much as we would and consequently fall by the we unite our efforts, and work | 
like. ] cannot hely) but feel that wayside and do not qualify. But to the same end. 
our work has been helpful in those who succeed. perform a Our society at the present 

Javing the foundation for more great service in supplying us Utme is a rapidly growing or- 
future usefulness and spread of with the best of horticultura] ganization. Our magazine speaks 
norticultural truths. However. products. for itself. It is improving. I 
We must continue to proceed The pioneers of Wisconsin leave that for you to judge. | 
along conservative lines. build- horticulture. many of whom also say it is not what it should 
ing slowly but firmly as we go. have passed on. (although on be yet. and that there is a real 
and be sure that we are always  jooking over this audience, ] see Chance to show improvement 
moving forward to the better- several still here who have done During the past year, it has 
ment of horticultural condi- their share of the pioneer work) been my privilege, or I might 
Lions. , have demonstrated the oppor- say. misfortune, to serve with 

Our membersinp can be Class- lunities that are available. You. four different secretaries of 
ified into several groups. each of the present generation. have this society, a record, which, for 
more or jess Gependent on the demonstrated by your accom- the sake of the society, I hos 
other for greater success or use- plishments up to the present will stand for all time. While 
fulness in fis particular line of time. that horticultural products the different secretaries have al! 
work. The scientist. lead bY can be successfully grown in shown marked ability, yet tne 

Protessors — Moore. Robert». abundance. in the north. south, constant changing has not given 
Vaughan. Miiward. Kuehner cast and west of our great state. results, so far as the societ.’> 
and others of the Horticultural Now it remains for us, the mem- affairs go. In fact, the secretery 
Deparument of our great Uni- pers and future members of the problem has been a hard one ‘1 
versity. Whose business It ir to Horticultura] Society. w adapt the board to solve. It has talon 
discover the unknown in fruits. gurselves to present-day condi- valuable time and consideration. 
flowers and vegetables. are ot tions. so ax to be able ww produce which could have been deve ed 
invaluable help vous, a high quality product. and tw other lines. 9 This condit.on 

Let us pause and consider. 1 marker it at a fair margin of has resulted more or Jess in al 
av not tnink we fully appreciate profit above the cost of produc- unsettled programme and | 
the true worth of this yroup.— tion, if we are Ww prosper w the no doubt, retarded our devel) 
the immense Value they aretour fullest extent. ment sumewhat. 
in furthering our work. True. Many problems still w= be But now IJ feel we are re Jy 
Wwe point with great pride to solved confront this society: for business, and I am glao Ww 
those pioneers who have pre- namely, the development of new report to the society that y ul 
ceded them. but let us also give varieties and better quality officers all feel we were \ ry 
those who labor day after day in products. Having accomplished fortunate in securing the s\.\- 
the laboratory and trial plots. this. we must in some manner ices of Mr. H. J. Rahmlow. © bo 
discovering new facts. a litte bring home to each citizen the needs no introduction to m. 1) 
more appreciation. knowledge of this information of you. He has a wide «t- 

Next comes the nurserymen which is his for the asking. quaintance al] over the state,
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gamed through contacts with tionship with its auxiliary so- tural society second to none both 
people during the eight years he cieties than has heretofore ex- in quality and in numbers, if we 
so ably served Price County as isted. I think some plan should can have the undivided support 
their county agricultural agent. be worked out to give better and helpful co-operation of all 
We have the utmost confidence, support to locals. There is more its members. I want to say that 
in Mr. Rahmlow” proving a than just organization. it has been very gratifying, in- 
worthy successor to our faithful Let us all urge individual deed, to note the enthusiastic 
former Secretary, Frederic membership when local organ- support given by all who have 

Cranefield, whom we shall all izations are not feasible. had the work in hand. To me 

miss very much. Mr. Cranefield Second: Let us have closer it has been especially gratifying 
was secretary of this society for co-operation between the Horti- to have received so much help- 

nearly twenty-five years. It cultural Department of our ful co-operation. There has 
grew and prospered through his University, county agricultural been no hanging back: all have 

efforts. The members of this agents, city park boards, state been willing to serve. not half- 
society owe him a vote of grati- fair department, drive clubs, and heartedly, but wholly so. There 
tude for his faithful perform- all other organizations which has been no spirit of criticism in 
ance of duty during the long’ run parallel to us. our ranks. The result of this 
time he so ably served us. Third: Let us advertise the all will lead to the end that we 

Before passing this subject, it food value of our products. are all working for a Greater 
is fitting and proper that we also Fourth: Let us seek more and more useful Horticulturai 
thank our former President publicity of the right kind Society. 
Toole for his services as tem- about our society through the In conclusion, let us work to- 
porary secretary; also our pres- press and through the schools. gether with our new secretary 
ent State Entomologist, E. L. We have been in hiding too long. and the future officers we will 
Chambers, who assumed the of- Fifth: Let us ascertain and elect, with the one thought and 
fice of Secretary on February distribute valuable information purpose in view of making the 
first, and who resigned to de- as we get it on marketing our Wisconsin State Horticultural 
vote all of his time to the posi- products. Society a great horticultural so- 
tion of State Entomologist on Sixth: Let us attack the ciety in a great horticultural 
November first. Mr. Chambers problem of cost of production in — state. 
was an untiring worker in be- a business like manner. 
half of the society. His ac- We might also consider the OO 
complishments were many. I following: The establishment of RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY 
leave that for you to decide. I a trial small fruit and vegetable CONVENTION 
say he has served us well, and plot. 
future officers of this society, I The establishment of a trial Whereas, Dr. S. B. Fracker 
am sure, will do well in seeking orchard to try out promising has through his many years of 

his wise counsel and advice. We seedlings in co-operation with service as State Entomologist 
reyretted to have him leave the our State Horticultural Depart- co-operated with and supported 

society very much but wish him ment. This might be the foun- this society and its endeavors to 
success in the work he has dation for the later establish- a remarkable degree, and 

chosen. He is deserving of it. ment of a State Fruit Breeding Whereas his new position in 
There are a number of other farm. Washington prevents his former 

malters which | would like to The establishment of a model frequent help and counsel, 
lea © with you before closing, flower and ornamental garden. Therefore, be it Resolved, that 
bui which T will only mention And let us consider the estab- this Annual Convention convey 
ho’, lishment of a Horticultural Ma- to Dr. Fracker its appreciation 

Virst: Let us seek a greater chinery exhibit in connection for his’ services, and its best 
Moubership of interested horti- with our Annual Convention, in- Wishes tor his future success. 

culurists whom we have not cluding all who wish to exhibit Wisconsin State Horticultural 

rea hed heretofore. There are materials necessary or used in Soctety 
thousands who should be with horticultural pursuits. L feel 
Us This in a measure can be sure that this can be made a . . 
accomplished through organiza- large drawing card for our con- Wild) cucumber seed often 
Wow of auxiliary societies. By vention and would go over big if does not germinate the first 
so doing, let us improve our properly worked out. spring even though planted in 
con ention by bringing new Then, how about a canners’ the fall. Germination might be 
blowd into the society, who will exhibit as well? The canners hastened somewhat by cutuing 
lell us of their experiences and are getting to be of much impor- — through the hard seed coat with 
of tue locals they represent. Let tance to the fruit and vegetable — a file before planting. This will 
the mother society be in closer — interest. allow the water to penetrate 
Conlact and have a closer rela- Wisconsin can have a horticul- better.
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Widening Margin Between Production Cost and Selling Price 

By Prof. V. R. GARDNER, Michigan A. C. 

‘Tn various items that enter everyone will admit is a part of gan grower, and 30 times as 
into the cost of production the yearly cost of any orchard, much as the taxes actually paid 

of apples may be classified for naturally varies with the amount on the farm where the net in- 
convenience under one or an- that is invested per acre and vestment was figured at $400. 
other of three heads: over- with rate of interest. With an $800 investment per 
head expense, current mainte- There is an enormous varia- acre the interest charge alone: 
nance and harvesting costs. tion in the amount that different would represent the equivalent 

growers have invested in their of a one bushel per tree tax of 
OVERHEAD Costs orchards. We hear of invest- A-grade fruit, assuming aver- 

Growers generally know that ments running up to $1500 to age planting distance and aver- 
there are certain items of ex- $2000 per acre in some of the age prices. Here, indeed is an 
pense, e.g. taxes, connected with northwestern states. There are item of real importance—just as 
running the orchard that would records of prices such as these truly a part of the cost of pro- 
be classed as overhead charges. having actually been paid for duction in the orchard owned 
Few, however, realize the num- bearing orchards. However, clear of all encumbrance by the 
ber and the comparative size of they are extreme. producer as in the orchard oper- 
the items that constitute over- On one Michigan farm, where ated on borrowed capital. 
head expense. Taxes are really accurate records were kept, the Upkeep and Repairs — On 
one of the least important items net investment per acre in a every farm a certain amount of 
in this connection. Let us con- nine year old cherry orchard time and materials is required to 
sider these different items indi- ranged from $551.57 to $854.28 keep things in repair. Tools 
vidually, beginning with taxes. per acre. _ It depended largely wear out and must be replaced. 

Taxes—For one fairly repre- the variety and on the size of Fences need fixing, the harness 
sentative Michigan orchard for the early crops that had helped mending, the tractor a new set 
which we have definite records, to pay expenses during the 5-9 of spark plugs, the truck a new 
taxes and insurance together years’ of age period. . set of tires. Keeping all this 
ranged from $1.07 per acre in In my own apple orchard in equipment up to par involves 
1911 to $5.68 in 1925. Within Missouri where the land cost considerable expense that cannot 
that period they once reached $77-50 per acre and where de- be charged entirely against any 
the “high-water” mark of $6.39. velopment costs have been held one part of the farm but must 
During the last 10 years they down to a minmum, the invest- be apportioned more or less 
have averaged about $5.00 per ment at 7 years of age is ap- equally against each and every 
acre per year. proximately $250 per acre. It portion. a 

Taxes on 28 farms in south- is doubtful if the total invest- On the one northern Michi- 
western Michigan where We ment cost can be kept below $400 gan fruit farm, to which refer- 
made a renente survey of the Per acre in this orchard by the ence has already been made, this 
raspberry industry have ranged time it reaches an age where re- item has averaged $4.62 per acre 
from $1.75 to $3.00 per acre dur- turns from the crop will equal per year during a 16 year period. 
ing the last several years On the annual expense. For the first seven years on 2 
the other Wand taxed ea a yous Here and there in the eastern Missouri fruit farm they have 
Missouri apple orchard of which states, bearing orchards may be averaged $1.33 per acre annu- 

the writer is part owner have developed, or they may be bought ally. of F 
averaged less than 75 cents per for less, but they will constitute Supervision—Few fruit grow- 
acre during the past 5 years and the exception rather than the ers reckon their own time that 
on another ‘Missouri orchard rule. Probably $400 to $800 goes into the orchard. If they 
for which he has the records ™MaY be considered the range in do count it, they figure only 
they have ranged between 29 the amount that is actually Jn- such portion of their time as is 
and 49 cents vested in the average bearing actually spent in physical labo:. 

. “ . apple orchard. in such operations as pruning 
Plainly, taxes do not consti- The annual interest charge, at and spraying, paying no atten- 

tute a major item in overhead 6%, on the $400 minimum, tion to the time devoted to work 
costs in the orchard. amounts to $24. This is nearly of supervision. Yet, someone 

Interest on Investment—In- five times as much as the high- must manage the orchard enter- 
terest on the investment, which est taxes paid by the one Michi- prise—either the owner himse'f
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or someone whom he employs charge. If the investment in At customary planting distances 
and pays. . trees is twice that figure, the an- that means an average annual 

It would surprise many a com- nual depreciation charge is cor- pruning charge of about $4.00 
mercial fruit grower to find out respondingly large. per acre. 
how many hours a week he de- Just as there is considerable In passing it may be mention- 
votes simply to directing the variation in the annual over- ed that a careful field survey of 
work in his orchard. I know head expense of the orchard, so orchard practices in 18 Baldwin 
of orchards where some years is there variation in what is orchards in one Michigan dis- 
this supervision cost has been as generally classified in the cur- trict, showed that of the 9 best 
high as $40.00, though it sel- rent maintenance costs, which from the standpoint of yields, 
dom ranges above $15.00 per cover pruning, fertilization, cul- grades and returns, three had 
acre. On the other hand, I tivation, cover crops, spraying, been pruned rather heavily, 
know of one commercial apple thinning, propping and a num- three moderately and three very 
yrchard where a competent man- ber of other small items. lightly. In other words there 
ager has been employed for $1.50 The accompanying table (Ta- was no close correlation between 
per acre per year. ble 2) presents figures showing net returns and pruning prac- 

Five dollars per acre per year the usual range in| these items tices. 

would probably be a connarvaiive as it is found in Michigan com- Fertilization — In _ general, 
average figure for a large or- mercial apple orchards where Michigan fruit growers are 
chard enterprise, ten dollars for the trees are in full bearing. “golq” to the use of fertilizers 

a small one. Unless the pro- Perhaps the figures do not show ‘They have found that it pays. 
ducer credits himself with this the extremes, for some years Districts that a decade ago were 
amount he is simply donating some orchards will receive no sing only a few bags : ; 

ie ti ae : ne eae sing only a few bags are now 
his time, for he is certainly fertilizer applications or no using as many carloads. A few 

spending it. ws pruning. It is seldom, however, yse barnyard manure but most 
Orchard Depreciation — The that a commercial orchard in 5 ; ‘ ¢ - at. n have to resort to commercial 

orchard is a long time invest- Michigan will go through a 5 products. Applications of 300 
ment but it does not last for- year period without at least one {4 400 pounds to the acre of 

ever. Eventually the trees pruning and one application of nitrate of soda or sulphate of 
break down or are blown over manure or commercial fertilizer. ammonia are occasionally 
or are winter killed or become Spraying may be said to be uni- made: 200 pounds is more 
infested with heart rot and va- versal in Michigan orchards and pear th : : ver e average, perhaps some- 
cancies appear. Few peach jt is seldom that one finds an wh, 3 : at above it. A 200 pound ap- 
orchards reach the 15 year apple grower who makes less plication of sulphate of ammonia 
mark, few cherry orchards the than four applications each sea- entails a cost of about $6.00 
25 year mark and comparatively son. Thinning is less universally C Iti tio’ Most Mic his 
few apple orchards survive the practiced, less than it should be. MALTON: — NOSE ae eer 
half century mark, though here orchards are maintained under 

and there is one that is nearly ‘Table 2—Annual current maintenance @ clean culture or clean culture- 
twice that age and still doing costs in apple orchards, reduced to cover crop system of soil man- 

well. an acre PASE ini Aver. Maxi agement, though many are kept 
When an orchard reaches the jruning ..0.....8nuh" iG sinon in Sod. Soil maintenance costs 

point when, because of poor Kertilization ..... 2.00 6.00 20.00 in the sod orchards will not ex- 

stand of trees, broken limbs and Swltlvation -----: goo 2a'80 axon © ceed: $2.00 per annum. - 
other defects incident to age, it 1450 40.00 90.00 Cultivation costs vary consid- 
is no longer profitable to main- erably, depending on whether it 
tain and the axe should be ap- Pruning—Perhaps, a word _ is necessary to plow in the spring 

plied, it becomes a liability in- more should be said regarding or whether the initial working 

stead of an asset. The amount pruning costs. Naturally they can be done with a disc. They 

that was originally invested in vary with the way in which the are also influenced by the num- 

the trees has been wiped out. work is done and over a period ber of cultivations and whether 

There should be, therefore, a of years the average annual or not a cover crop is grown. 

tree depreciation charge included cost varies with its frequency. Seldom will they exceed $12.00 
as a part of each year’s over- The $10.00 per year assumed as per acre. When both cultivated 
head expense. If the orchard the maximum is actually way and sod orchards are included 
at bearing age represents an in- below the annual costs in some $7.50 will probably represent a 
vestment of $400 per acre, $100 orchards. fair average maintenance cost. 

of which is in the land, and the The average mature apple Nore: To be continued in the 
orchard if good for 50 produc- orchard in Michigan is pruned January issue. Professor Gardner 
tive years, $300 invested in trees about once every three years. It next takes up “Prices and Profs | 
must be written off in the form usually takes from half an hour econ of Marieke to. Yield” 

f ers ecu Relation of Variety to Yield,” and 
of a $6 annual depreciation to an hour’s time to do the work. summarizes the situation.
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This Method Averaged $800.00 an Acre 

Convention Address by E. W. SULLIVAN, Alma Center 

] CAN’T say it is easy for me 
to speak to you ladies and |°.. * . 

gentlemen on strawberries for I |x — a <5 ‘ Z 
feel entirely out of place. After ; 
a man is in the seventies it is 
hard to teach him new tricks. 
But maybe you can stand it for 
a few minutes. Perhaps I can 
tell the new grower something 
and I may remind the older ones 
of something they have neglected 
to do. 

What does a new bed cost per ; , ; 
acre? It costs me $130, in this ; Pai By Ge 5 5 

way: AN OLD STRAWBERRY BED—GOOD AS NEW 

Land two years_______-_---___ $20 
Plants -.-----.---------------- 30 

Setting Hash 10 years and probably have tried must stop working crosswise. 
Preparing ground 2... 22s iZ one hundred kinds. The Pre- Place these runners, when hoe- 
Cultivating _._____________._.. 15 Mier is the best berry I ever ing, between the plants. Put a 
Hoeing __-__.____________.__.__ 15 raised. Charles First is a good little dirt on them and they will 
Covering with straw -__------- 15 one, also Collins and I am try- catch hold. Now, continue to 
Rane of ile aia 7 ing some Beavers; these are all work the cultivator twice in the 
Spreading stow under berry perfect flowering sorts. I like row, the wide way. This fine 

stems and pulling wheat and the perfect flowering sorts be- cultivator will make a mark 
rye out ~..------------------ 5 cause I can have the patch all of along the side of the row. Each 

S132 one kind, and the berries look time you cultivate it will be a 
_ better in the crate. little deeper. Runners will run 

Now, for a new bed I want a out and be pushed back to the 

fairly level piece; one that has SETTING mark with the cultivator. 
been in cultivated crop the past A trowel or a spade is best for When the runners get pretty 
season. I want it fall plowed setting plants. They should be thick I put two pieces of board 
and covered with barn-yard set with crowns just level with 0” the inside of the teeth, using a 
dressing—about five tons; better the ground, never down in a_ Piece three and one-half feet long 
ten. This should be disked in hole. and three inches wide. Fasten 
as early as ground will work in Now we have the plants set. With wire in front and on the 
spring, dragged smooth and Cultivating should commence at Sides so they will stay. Then 
marked in rows four by two once. A Planet Junior twelve- Cultivate at a good fast walk 

feet. tooth is best for strawberries. @nd you can cover up all your 
I am now ready to set. It is This bed should be cultivated runners. They will soon take 

very important to get the plants every week or ten days unti] root and stick their heads out. 
in early. The early-set plants September. Try it. Probably the best time 
are always better than the late- The blossoms should be pick- to do this would be the last part 
set plants—never set in the fall. ed. Here is the easiest way. of August. From then on, only 

Now, what kinds are best to Take a pair of shears and two £0 once in the row until Septem- 
plant? Any standard variety laths, fasten these with small ber 15th. 
will make a good bed. Don’t staples to the handle of the November 1st, or soon after, 
buy new, high-priced plants, shears, and stand up while cut- cover the bed with straw. Five 
they will disappoint you. I am_ ting off the blossoms. large loads will cover an acre. 
raising mostly Premier. It is Now, this bed can be worked For the people who live in town 
a perfect flowering sort and every other time crosswise— and have small patches, use the 
needs no mate. I have been that saves lots of hoeing. But leaves you rake off your lawn, as 
raising strawberries forty-five when the runners come you they will be fine between the
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rows. Do not put many on top tivator starts back, one man weed and spear of grass, and 
of the plants as they lay too moves the straw from the second hoe all the ground. 
close. row to where the cultivator has The grass and weeds should 

Leaves should never be burned been. The second mancomesin be removed from the bed or 
up; they have a real value. If the middle, and when the man_ they will catch hold and grow. 
you have no strawberries, pile with the cultivator gets to the Cultivate this bed three or four 
them up and let them decay; end, or the place he started, the times. Probably you will have 
they make good dressing for next row is almost done. We go to weed it again in September. 
garden or flowers. across the patch in this way, Now this old bed will be just 

Now we have the berries cov- running the cultivator twice ina as good as it was the first year. 
ered. There is just one more row; that moves the straw over It has all the appearances of a 
thing we can do. Put up some one row. The last row will be new bed, is just as good, and 
kind of a snow fence if they are short of straw. has not cost more than one-half 
in a bleak place. I stuck a lot Three men with a horse and what the new one cost. Beds 
of pieces of board in the ground cultivator can cultivate four well tended will raise three 
all along one side of the patch to acres in one day. This holds crops—I would not recommend 
catch snow. It is a good pro- the moisture and gets rid of a any more. 
tection. In another patch I drove lot of grass and weeds that have If you have a piece of ground 
some stakes, ran a wire on them already started. We then let on which you have no income— 
and tied cornstocks to the wire. them rest for about two weeks. only taxes—try strawberries. 
It only took a short time and it If a wet day comes, no matter Now I do not want to knock 
will catch a pile of snow, if we how wet—the wetter the better the Doctor but try what I do. 
have any. —we go between these rows on Every day all summer, take 
Now we will let them rest un- our knees, and spread the straw your hoe at four a. m. and work 

til April. When they begin to under the bunches of green ber- three hours before breakfast. It 
grow, remove the straw to the ries, covering up all the weeds is a wonderful tonic. 
center between the rows. There and grass and pulling what 
is no tool we can buy good for wheat and rye there is. TT 
this purpose, so I make a rake. Now the patch is all ready to REPORT OF RESOLUTIONS 
: Take a piece oe ae one-half pick, no trouble getting pickers COMMITTEE 
eet long, one inch thick, and when they see this clean bed animal , sonventi 

three inches wide for the head with berries as large as plums. Unanimously: Adopted, by: Convention 
of the rake. Use No. 40 spikes One acre of strawberries Whereas, the death of George 
for teeth, about five inches raised this way will bring more Buckstaff has deprived Wiscon- 
apart. Bore holes with a drill money than forty acres of good ‘in Horticulture of one of its 
bit for teeth, small enough so ¢oyn, and more money than five Most ardent supporters, one 
they will be tight. Then put good cows will bring in a year. Who has never failed to promote 
in a handle five feet long. Brace ‘This bed ought to bring $1000. the improvement and more 
with a heavy wire through the My berries have brought me Widespread planting and enjoy- 
handle about twenty inches up  $g00 per acre for the last three Ment of fruits, flowers and veg- 
from the rake head, then down years, on an average. In 1925 etables, and 
to the head on each side. Now and 1926 I got six hundred 16 Whereas, this society has thus 
you have a good durable rake. quart cases per acre. In 1927 ‘suffered a lamentable and irre- 

Rake the straw off when only 400 cases. parable loss, 
damp, or still better when it is Now as soon as these berries Be it Therefore Resolved, that 

wet. Tramp the straw as you are picked I mow the bed, rake the Wisconsin Horticultural So- 
rake. When the straw is off, I it up as soon as dry, and haul it ciety in Annual Convention As- 
leave it until the berry stems off. sembled extend its deepest sym- 

shoot up. I have a small eight inch plow pathy to the bereaved oe 
Now I want to cultivate this for one horse, but I always use and that in commemoration 0 

‘5 “ . George Buckstaff a suitable bi- patch. But, you say, “How can two. I plow up one side of the higal sketch: bi blished 
you with all that straw?” That row, and back on the other side, geri Heal t etch: Re pu nd. 
iseasy. Ijust go out with three making a back furrow between 1!” Sf the: ys AaIn oH ani é 
men, one horse, a five-tooth each row, leaving the row of ee nut eee this Spreal 
cultivator and three of these plants about fourteen or sixteen tio e minutes of this conven- 
large strawberry rakes. Were- inches wide. Drag it twice “0 
move the straw from the first lengthwise and once crosswise 
row to the outside of the row. and then let it stand a few The Penn State strain of Dan- 
Then start the cultivator up one days until the plants start. ish Baldhead cabbage this year 
side and down on the other side We now get on our knees with outyielded ordinary strains here 
in the same row. When the cul- a short hoe and clean out every by more than fifty percent.
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Mrs. N. A. Rasmussen of Osh- THE JANUARY ISSUE Wisconsin Horticulture, se pesides | the osh_ reports: S . 
: . EXT month several more 

Published Monthly by the three officially elected delegates N 2 ‘4 5 
. . P ¢ 4 A interesting convention pa- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society of our local society, there were 2. it he published. In fact 
119 E, Washington Avenue, ten others who attended the con- Pers V P : : 
Official Organ of the Soclety vention. Can any other local We will have some for the Feb- 

——— beat that record?” ruary issue, and perhaps, even 

Seeretary W'S I Sy Madison, Wis. _— ane es two os March. ‘ 
Associate Editors—W. 1. Chambers, W. J. Moyle of Union Grove e raspberry was well rep- 

Mnithe ot Ge Miward ee" again furnished the spice of the esented by J. G. Seidel of War- 
os program. When the discussion "M8, Professor Gardner of Mich- 

Entered at the postofflce at Madison, : : igan, and N. A. Rasmussen of 
Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Ac: grew hot, he clinched the argu- & ill 
ceptance for mailing at special rate of ments witha fitting story Oshkosh. What they said wil 

postage provided for in Section 1103, Act ‘ . . make valuable reading. 

{SiS ae ee Qutnortzed July, 1p rr . For the flower lover we have 
ptavertising rates made known on ap- oe eee the talks of James Livingstone 

SESS ‘ -- and Wm. Longland on “Bulbs”, 
. . . : land of Lake Geneva once criti- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society ~~ . ws -.. also, Professor Moore and Mrs. 
Annual membership fee, one dollar cized his ability to tell stories. C. E. Strong on outdoor flowers 

which includes fifty cents, subscription Those who attended the ban- iene & ; ° 
price to Wisconsin Horticulture. Send t will h-for ‘Mr. Living: Professor Gardner’s paper on 
one dollar to Office of Secretary, Madi- uet Wil vouch Tor Nr. Miving- «nealing With the Cull Prob- 
son, Wis, stone’s ability now. His stories ae 

der "A dollar bill sav he sent serie if on the Scotch made a hit lem” is very thorough. It shows wrapped or attached to a card. Personal _ , the results of careful, scientific 
checks accepted. Le tud foi tant blems 

Postage stamps not accepted Professor Gardner of Michi- Pactiar the Hove Bropicms 
— gan showed that under fertiliza- Th talks by Profes 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE tion, too deep or unnecessary ere Mere Vass. By «totes: 
Ex Officio ltivation mi cut th d sors Roberts and Kuehner, M. B. 

President, Vice-President and Secretary CU i ay cul the produc- Gog mL. Chambers, Rex 
A. K. Bassett.................Baraboo tion or income of the raspberry ’ - Peel 
V. B. Brubaker... 211222111! Washburn lantati in half. His " Eberdt, and discussions by a 
H.C. Christensen. ....../2°- Oshkosh plantation In TT : 1S Tasp- number of others 

. B. Goff...............Sturgeon Ba: 9 . . Bigg SSRN, berry paper will appear in an "fe ea sure these artieles wil 
Wm. Longland...........Lake Geneva SES be of value to you. 
George M. Moseman........Menomonie . —— 
W._E. Spreiter..............La_ Crosse Nick Rasmussen of Oshkosh 
J. F. Swartz.................. Kenosha . * 
H. W. Ulisperger........Sturgeon Bay Says it was the best: convention ——__—_ 

—_ in years. Nick should know, 
OUR COVER PAGE he’s been to most of them. WHAT THIS MAGAZINE 

We are indebted to Huron H. Profes iasad NEEDS 
Smith, Curator of Botany, Mil Professor Roberts proved a E NEED more articles 
waukee Museum for the beauti- C@Pable toastmaster even thoug W telling the experience and : : he had to ask H. C. Christense g P ful winter scene on this month’s 0 ask ih & Maristensen methods of growers and others 
Front page. to return the quarter he had in thesfield 

. _ paid him to lead the applause. ‘ tras . 
It is surprising how well it 

CONVENTION NOTES a can be done by many who think 

Even the “coming out” of the 1 they cannot write. | 
new Ford on Friday of the con- 8 CERISE MAS SUGGESTION Read the article by Mr. E. W. 
vention didn’t mar the attend- May we suggest a member- Sullivan on “Profitable Straw- 
ance. Now the only big event Ship in the State Horticultural berry Growing”. He was pos- 

left this year is Christmas. Society as a Christmas gift? itive he was unable to write 
es Your friend would receive for publication. Yet, his article 

Mr. D. E. Bingham of Door each month, “Wisconsin Horti- will be of interest and no doubt 

County remarked that Professor culture” and also a copy of the of great value to anyone inter- 

Kuehner did not go far enough annual report. ested in strawberry growing. 

in his article on protecting trees We feel sure the magazine Why is it good? Because it 
from mice. He says it is just will contain many things of tells a story of experience. The 
as important to tramp down the value. What could be more statements are short and snap- 
snow under the branches so practical as a gift? py. The sentences and para- 
mice cannot gridle them. In his Send us $1.00 together with graphs are short, and best of 
own orchard Mr. Bingham had_ your friend’s name, and we will all, the words are short. Fur- 
a force of fifteen men at work send a notice at once, together thermore, it tells a story of suc- 
digging out the homes of the with the last issue of “Wiscon- cess that cannot be denied. 
colonies. sin Horticulture”. When a man can average $800.00
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per acre for three years, he can WINNING PICTURES WINNING PHOTOS 
speak with authority. - . , There are many members of rarer ¥ ay Pa The two pictures submitted 

this society who can write in WwW a . i (> dge3| this month in the photo contest 
the same way. If an article as RY i}. TF yw) were sent in by I. J. Schulte, 
needs changing, that’s the edit- N LP! lA & 869—40th Street, Milwaukee. 

or’s job. Sometimes an article we (Ge if Mr. Schulte has been a mem- 
must be cut down, or parts re- Le I oem) §=ber of this society for a number 
written. The editor’s duty is to Ae MA be of years. He is very much in- 
fix it up to the best of his abili- We terested in gardening, flowers 
ty to suit the magazine, so send and outdoor life. 
in your experiences. The winning view shows what 

anyone of us may see if we love 
e ¥ the beauties of nature. Our 

IMPOR ae streams and woodlands are full 
s of such pictures. 

Ts Executive Committee of eo The second picture shows a 
this society met every day ec! x rock garden, and represents 

during the convention. The ee, a? how we can make an otherwise 
most important things done BP P Fy; barren spot into a thing of 
were: Bs i | | beauty. 

Instructing the Board of = NS a. Fi Our ‘last issue came out a 
Managers to arrange, if possi- or) rod a little late, but we hope our read- 
ble, a joint meeting of this so- . : ers will send their pictures to us 
ciety with the Minnesota So- from now on. We will continue 
ciety next fall. offering the same prizes each 

That the Horticultural Socie- month, as follows: 
ty work with and through local First. pri $1.00 
garden clubs, horticultural so- Second prize norris 
cieties, community clubs, and Third prize ____-------. 0 
fair associations, as a means of Each additional print used__  .25 

rama the work of the so- oxy ow NATURE'S BEAUTY SPOTS All photos not used will be 

That the annual reports of returned. 
1926-1927 and 1927-1928 be 
combined in one volume, and 5 
bound with a cloth cover if NEW “MUMS” SHOWN 
same can be done legally. 

For the ensuing year, and un- The society is indebted to the 
til further notice, local societies ; Elmer D. Smith & Co. of Adrian, 
or organizations be admitted to es aaumeia Michigan, for a wonderful dis- 
membership as a group through 2 pee ee play of new varieties of “Mums” 
their secretary at the following i Ly. 2 at the annual convention. 
rates: i i ile, These new varieties, among 
From 30 to 200 mem- them some very choice colors, 
hers, Ae Bach were sent for exhibit only, and 

Over 200 _ 35¢ each they attracted the especial at- 
, oo tention of the florists in attend- 
The following officers were ff ance. 

reclected: J. E. Leverich, Spar- {fi The Elmer D. Smith & Co. 
ta, President; C. J. Telfer, Green - oe has a national reputation as the 
Bay, Vice President; H. J. originator of some of our best 
Rahmlow, Madison, Secretary; ; “Mums”. 
A. K. Bassett, Baraboo, W. E. rf 
Spreiter, La Crosse, and Wm. ian 
Longland, Lake Geneva, execu- . 
tive committee. The vine used for covering 

—_—_—____—_— stone, brick or stucco buildings 
Onions require cool, dry con- is Englemann’s Ivy. It seems 

ditions for storage with plenty perfectly hardy and may be pur- 
of air. A temperature of about chased from almost any nursery 
38 degrees is best. THE ROCK GARDEN company.
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Potato Growers Department 
Edited by J. G. MILWARD 

Secretary of the State Potato Growers Association 

WISCONSIN COMMUNITY many regions, however, the ters. Organized effort, there- 
POTATO CENTERS changes resulting from contin- fore, associated with a field stu- 

6 ued cultivation, partial soil de- dy of soil and climatic factors, 
Ae of conditions dur- pjetion and other factors result- has been an important factor in 

\ ing the last forty years in eq jn a shifting or change in community standardization. 
Wisconsin will show a certain varieties. In this brief article only a 
survival of varieties, proven in Obviously these changes, due limited number of Wisconsin 
adaptability to special condi- to natural conditions, would re- community centers can be men- 
tions over a long period of years. sult in certain confusion as to tioned. The accompanying map 
The sturdy and hardy Rural varieties. This confusion un- is not complete but serves 
New Yorker group is the best checked would result further in merely to illustrate the Wiscon- 
illustration of this condition. damage to the industry through sin community center plan. Ex- 

Certain other varieties, how- inferior market type and quali- amples are cited herewith in re- 
ever, like the Triumph and Green ty. lation to four varieties, namely, 
Mountain seem more exacting in In recent years, therefore, the Rural New Yorker, Green 
their requirements. In early Wisconsin has attempted to set- Mountain, Triumph and _ Irish 
years on new lands they appar- tle as to “Variety Belts’? and Cobbler. 
ently gave satisfaction. In community potato growing cen- Rural New Yorker—This va- 

riety stands up well under ad- 
0 ene, Rone) HOUs, including sum- 
moO mer drought, disease and insect 

( —_” & COMMUNITY POTATO attack, and continued cultiva- 
= gar tion. Probably 60% of the Wis- 

* CENT ERS consin car lot shipments belong 
to the Rural New Yorker group. 
The Rural New Yorker is late 

Seeley sui (0 QL in ee On this apn 
< U certain sections, in upper Wis- 

ic) arora (tr) wee, (RNY rence consin especially, have changed 
Webster crooner Philli 0) ag to an earlier maturing variety 

; i p like the Irish Cobbler. Central 
€) Rhinelander Argonne . «| Wisconsin continues to be a 

Rice Lake Oqema Pembitté fy heavy producer of the Rural 
f fs New Yorker type, including the 

Antigo f ff ¥ Russet Rural in some sections. 
Suring S A The map will show several im- 

{f/f | portant Rural New Yorker cen- 
bf ters in upper Wisconsin also. 

{ Barron, Washburn, Rusk, Mari- 
nette, Oconto, Florence, Waupa- 

») ca, Waushara, Portage and 
/ Wood Counties have featured 

{ Rural New Yorker exhibits it 
\ state potato shows. 

/ Green Mountain—In Wiscon- 
) sin the Green Mountain is re- 

f/ stricted essentially to certa:n 
sandy loam regions in upper 

Tr - Triumph } Waa The pant isa ae 
ef yi y grower. nm cool, deep, sanly 

LC. Trish Cobbler \ loam soils it produces very heavy 
G.Mt-Green Mountain f foliage. In certain seasons tie 
RNY. Rural New Yorker l leaf hopper gets in its work 

- (Continued on page 81)
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rer © 7 Of course there is a gate in the 
ely - } fence at the side of this device, 

F ‘ z P y | | 9 as the Syacts Bros. ee severe! 
) | a v7 teams of horses. team will 

: 4 not cross this guard any more 
than will cattle or sheep. 

: Perhaps, if you visit “Corn- 
yd P 2 falfa Farms”, you may not even 

s ba get time to see the things men- 
Sh i tioned here. The big orchard, 

* ‘ 4 located on the main highway 
t of] will claim the most attention, for 

the owners are justly proud of 
ee: a it. While they grow many tons 

ee at on ae of alfalfa hay, and keep a large 
= a r flock of sheep, it isn’t hard to see 
———— aM \ P that the orchard is their hobby. 
——— oF “Take care of the orchard and 
a the orchard will take care of 

er SG FERS i Fan" Gey the warts Bios, 

. +3 SRE ser ON ce “ “ES” 
Yes, We Have No Gate . 

Convention Banquet Reading By 
How Swartz Bros. Solved the Problem Mrs. N. A. RASMUSSEN 

F YOU are ever in Wauke- or they would’t come to them in Bredderen an’ Sisteren: 
| sha, drive out to “Cornfalfa such numbers. T’se gwine to gib you what I 
Farms’. Swartz Bros. will show Because the buildings are in hope will prove to you a fruit- 
you a number of things that may the center of the farm it was {ul disco’se,—de subject am dat 
be new to you. necessary for the Swartz Bros. 0b apples. Dem ob my hearers 

They will take you to a ma- to invent something to eliminate at only look upon de apple wid 
chine shed, one of the largest in the gate. Can you imagine all #" eye to apple sass, apple flit- 
the County, so filled with ma- those cars opening and shutting ters, apple pies, apple dumplins, 
chinery there is hardly room to a gate as they come to the farm, 2’ apple toddies, will hardly be 
move around. They will take also the labor and time lost to able to comprestand de appleca- 
you into their root cellar. “These the owners as they drive through tion ob my lectar ;—to dem I leab 
apples were harvested in the fall with tractors, trucks and auto? de peelins, an’ direct de seeds ob 
of 1926 and are over a year old”, As you drive in from the main ™Y disco’se to such as hab souls 
they will tell you. The apples concrete road, down a long pri- above apple dumplins, an’ taste 
are no longer fancy, but it shows vate lane, you will notice what #bove apple tarts. Aid 
what can be done in a good un- appears to be a “cowcatcher” on De apple, accordin’ to those 
derground cellar. a railroad track. In fact, the "enowned Lexumcographers, 

Then they will take you to a_ principle is the same, although Samuel Johnson, Danuel Web- 
big barn used in fall as a store- the construction is a little differ- Ster, Jimuel Walker, an’ Doctor 
house for apples. ‘One morning ent. Skeleton McKensie, am the Py- 
last year”, Peter Swartz will It consists of 3 by 10 inch Tus molus which means “To be 
say, “we had eighty-five barrels planks set on edge upon cement Moulded into pies. , 
of apples in here. That evening walls, about 6 inches apart. The De entire human_ race att 
there were only about twenty- distance across is 8 or 10 feet Woman race in partic lar, has 
one left. The rest were sold to and the width a little more than been impregnated wid de spirit 
people coming here in cars.” the width of an auto. ob de apple, an’ dat all men an 

That’s a pretty good example The cement walls are placed women, an’ de rest ob mankind, 
o! roadside marketing, if it can approximately where the truck may be compared to some Genus 
be called that, for “Cornfalfa or auto wheels pass across. A ob de Apple. Dars de Philan- 
Farm” is not directly on the pit of about 2 or 3 feet deep is thropist, he’s a good meller pip- 
main highway. In fact, the recommended below the plank. pen,—always ripe an’ full ob de 
buildings cannot be seen from This makes it look dark and seeds ob human kindness. Dars 
the road at all. Evidently, they keeps cattle or sheep from even de Miser, he’s de “grindstone’ 
must sell apples that people like attempting to cross. (Continued on page 81)
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are correspondingly healthier 
than they are in our own homes. 

x Very few people pay enough at- 
Ps = tention to the humidity of their 
F: S bp homes. These dry conditions are 

a Pa r \ . just what the cactus likes, and if 
e 3 A) $ "a one neglects to water it too 

ik at Cee. eat 7 SS Be long, it will reward the grower 
ng ae. me Wi ‘ y A by coming into flower and 

¥; ee aie ek « At NWS. fruit. 
WO aca ae ant 4) —— Cactus plants are just com- 

- © Nn ‘oie sf XS! ing ne. ftesbi all over the 
” ea age ~aa e - Se Jnited States, but, in parts of 

Ss Dy, aa — S1 » 214 i Germany, France, Holland and 
VaR,” a - nN f? B eee LN Belgium, they have long been in 

fe ae a 7 eee a ‘ ie . pis e oe fashion and every home has its 
Ri NSE. GB eae Se ae ees BN ae cactus window. With the ex- 

aad ; ception of a few species of 
j rhipsalis, the cacti are strictly 

indigenous to the western hem- 
" isphere. They probably occur 
a the most luxuriant in Mexico 

A CACTUS GARDEN IN TWO BASKETS and Central America. 
These plants began to be in- 

S s troduced into Europe’ very 
Growing Cacti shortly after the discovery of 

. . America. In the time of Lihn- 
Florists Department Edited by Huron H. SMITH aeus there had been some twen- 

Tee aristocrat of the outdoor of doors in the summer time, ty-two species brought over 
garden is the rock garden. where it will do much better which he named. He placed all 

The people of the United States than if kept in the house the of these twenty-two species un- 
are just beginning to find this year around. Outdoor grow- der the generic name of cactus. 
out. They have found that one ing conditions give them very They were commonly called 
can do more with a rock garden good root systems and they do ‘“‘thistles’ in the early days, 
than with any other form. It all the better when taken in- presumably from the spiny 
offers a greater opportunity for doors in the fall or winter time. character of their protective 
the display of originality and The cactus garden is one of armor: some were known as 
gives one a chance to do it on the best suited to indoor cul- melon thistles, while the taller 
much less ground. Witha prop- ture that we have for this cli- kinds were called torch thistles 
erly chosen rock garden, one mate. Cacti, naturally, do not or candle thistles. 
may have an interesting range need a great deal of moisture. Every botanical garden in 
of bloom from the time that the They will stand neglect in wa- Europe has its succulent house, 
snow leaves the ground until it tering better than any other which, of course, is its collec- 
comes again in the fall plants we can put into our tion of cacti and allied forms. 

But what are our rock gar- homes. One of the first firms in this 
den fans to do in the winter The growing number . of country within recent years to 
time, outside of planning the apartment houses with steam develop their collection of cacti 
next season’s campaign from heat has made it difficult to was the W. A. Manda Com- 
the seed catalog? find a flower at the florist’s pany, of South Orange, New 

There is a form of garden which will survive this hot Jersey. Three years ago, Mr 
that can be grown indoors, and temperature without moisture. Manda had a wonderful collec- 
it is also a rock garden after a The great American home to- tion in the auditorium at Mil- 
fashion, —the cactus garden. day with all of its conveni- waukee during the exhibit of 
The cactus garden offers al- ences, is becoming more or less the National Carnation Society. 
most as great a range of possi- like the climate of the Arizona There are several species 
bility as the outdoor rock gar- desert. Yet, we wonder why that were already favorite 
den, and indeed, no rock gar- it is that we cannot grow flow- house plants in Milwaukee. 
den is complete without some ers in our houses like they do Some of these are: the night- 
form of cactus. The one who in the greenhouses. The _ blooming cereus, (Cereus grand- 
owns an indoor cactus garden greenhouses do have sufficient iflorus), and (Cereus nyctical- 
can, with profit, transfer it out moisture, and living conditions Jus), queen of the night, (Phyl-
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jocactus acuminatus), crab cac- BRUDDER BROWN ON ditions for late blight infesta- 

tus, (Epiphyllum  truncatum) “APPLES” tion on spread. Hot Sry soils, 
and the rat-tail cactus, (Cereus ns . ; especially, usually produce mis- 
jlagelliformis). These species (Continued from page 79) shapen and scabby tubers. The 
have usually been matters of apple—rock to de very core. variety is therefore compara- 

public curiosity and most of Dars de Bachelor, he amarusty tively exacting as to require- 
them get into the columns of coat, an’ like a beefsteak widout ments. . 
the newspapers, when they gravy, dry to de very heart. The accompanying map 
come into bloom. Dars de Dandy, he’s de sheep- Shows successful Green Moun- 

The local retail florists of nose,—a long stem an’ de rest tain centers at Rhinelander and 
Milwaukee have begun to take peelen. Dars de Farmer, he’s Harshaw in Oneida County, See- 
up the stocking of other types de smokehouse apple,—a leetle ley and Hayward in Sawyer 
of cactus for sale. It might be rough on de peelen, but juicy County, and other scattering 
interesting in passing to note wid feelen. De Fashionable Teslons in the sandy loam sec- 
some of the original sources of gent ama French pippen, an’ de_ tions of upper Wisconsin. At- 
supply. Some of these are: fashionable young lady am de tention has a SMG ie leant 
The Evans Company of Phoenix, Bell-flower; an’ when two sich ne strains 9 ls : “ile be 
Arizona; The Arizona Cactus apples am joined togedder, dey oat te The h spind) ca er 
Company, of Tucson, Arizona: become a pear (pair). De Pol- ihe en “qucti 18 rae alae in 
The Texas Cactus Company of  lytician am a specked apple—a_ ! bi} aa ue oe 0 the stendpaint 
El] Paso, Texas; The Berger little foul sometimes at de core. #0 wtifled s ea ne tio POUL 
Plant Company of El Paso, De young Misses am de “maid- ° Trius oh see nus at ‘on ' 
Texas; and, The Potter Floral ens blushes.” De Widder, She anaes ee ean, ven to Triumph 
Company of El Paso, Texas. am a_pine-apple,—pine-en an’ centers Ti Wisconsin on aceoinat 
Another cactus concern is found sprouten in de dark leaves to f an qe : é : 5 of the work done by the Horti- 
in San Antonio, Texas. A list blossom once more. De good cultural Department ion Mosaie 
of their stock is interesting. Wife, she am de balsam-apple Control thesash Tuber Tidex. 
They handle the Opuntias or ob human life; de Husband am ing. Comparatively speaking 
prickly-pears, the candle cactus, de king-apple; de Chil’en am de the Triumph variety éonstitutes 
the fish hook cactus or (E'chino- golden sweets; an’ de Babies in 4 gmall percentage of the: total 
cactus wislizeni), the Spanish de cradle am apple blossoms. Wisconsin potato crop. Unusal 
dagger, the Polycanthus type, De Old Folks on de back seats success has resulted however, in 
Stramineus, (Mammillaria gra- am de dried apples; de Young jmproving the variety, and sev- 
hami), (Mammillaria tubercu- Men in their teens am de green- ga] well defined Belts in upper 
lata), Horizonthalonis, Inter-  in’s,—but fit for nothin’ till they Wisconsin have become import- 
textus, the Dasycanthus, Clor- come to maturity. De man wid- ant certified seed centers. 
anthus. Frutescens, (Opuntia out any har am de Bald-win; de The Triumph variety appar- 
filipendula), the Yuccas, cen- Tippler am de winesap; an’ de ently is restricted to the newer 
tury plants and resurrection Dude, he am de quince; this oils of upper Wisconsin. The 

plants. originally was an apple, but got variety is a quick grower and a 
Some of the rarer things ‘° far from de species, dat no- quick producer. The feeding 

coming from South Africa body would ever know a mee habits of the plant and its season 
are now being disseminated O!4 Miaiel apt de eect tee nller partly account for its adapta- 
through the trade, such as spe- in en Tor’ somenoey "to. elle bility 2 oc ae 

cies of Rhipsalis, species of “Lastly, and to conclude. bred- teristics with the improvement Mesembryanthemum, such as deren and sisteren, let it be our in seed strains. Through mo- 
‘M. Schandii), and the ele- great aim, howsomever we may  saic reduction this variety will 
phant’s: foot, (Testudinaria pe- differ in our various apple spe- continue to feature Wisconsin’s 
dicularis). Of course, there cies, to strive to go in to de great certified seed list. Important 
are many hundreds more that cider press ob human trial wid- producing centers are located at 
are known to the collector, that out a speck in de core or de Pembine, Suring, Antigo, Rhine- 
are not listed in a commercial _ peelen. lander, Starks, Three Lakes, 
Way. Most of these commer- Eagle River, Phillips, Ogema, 
cial species sell in the neighbor- Spooner, Hayward, Seeley, Web- 
hood of ten cents per plant; COMMUNITY POTATO ster, and several other sections. 
from that up to two dollars, de- CENTERS vi ing Sete a a ail 
Being upon the size and age (Continued from page 78) ecesca. Ib alee “sa 

o the cactus. early. The heavy foliage in cool quick grower. Interruptions in 
(To Be Continued in January) wet seasons provides ideal con- (Continued on page 83)
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TF have been brought up with gar- 
1 A ili P oe ae pene to se ne 

W what to us is plain as daylight, is 
omen S UX1 lary age a deep, dark mystery to someon» 

EDITED BY MRS. C. E. STRONG who has spent the greater part 
of life in an upstairs flat and 
whose only knowledge of plants 

MORE FLOWERS IN THE _ garden, there will be other gar- #8, What is seen in the florists 
HOME dens. You will feel the glory Windows. When they buy these, 

of this partnership with God they droop and die because they 
T°? ME, flowers are as neces-  \ ho js helping give back beauty do not know how to care for 

sary as the clothes I wear 49 the places made waste them. They give them too much 
or the food I eat. I might exist : . water or not enough, let them 
in a place where there were no a stand in jardineers away from 
flowers, but I certainly would the sunlight until the poor plant 
not enjoy living there. BACK YARD GARDENER just dies. They will tell you 

Father and mother both loved NEEDS HELP eueneeiys wer ney pave done 
flowers, and enjoyed seeing them ce 3 cp. everything they could think of 

grow both indoors and out. 1 ing they might gow towers because they would like to have 
think the nicest thing ever said poth indoors and out. Right a few plants, but they have no 

about our home was said by a here is where the Horticultural !¥Ck at all. They try everything 
small boy after we had moved gociety and its members can ‘Mey read of in the papers, and 
to another state. My mother help. Comparatively few peo- some of the advice would make 
had gone back for a visit, and ple are blessed with enough angels weep, not mentioning a 

pe told her he would come to see ground to make elaborate color flower lover. 
er some day. His father told  ¢¢ 5 ssi 3 | 

him he could not find our house. eee ee OT fon onlin: SOME PLANTS NEED SOAKING 
“Oh yes I can,” he said confi- ited space in their description One woman almost wept as 
dently, “I would just take a train of the home garden. After read- She asked what was wrong with 
to the town, then I would ask jng one such book a little woman her fern. It would not grow 
in what direction they lived— wailed. ‘Why doesn’t someone though she repotted it real often, 
then I would walk until I saw a talk about a garden that can be 2S directed in a magazine. The 
beautiful yard all filled with grown on a forty foot lot minus Poor fern did not get a chance 
flowers, and there I would be.” — the space occupied by a house to grow. When she treated it 

“But suppose it was winter and garage. The sort of garden Properly it soon grew beautiful- 
time what then?” that does not need a gardener or ly. She eagerly asked for in- 

“That’s easy,” he said, “Why a man to help.” formation regarding a Cycla- 

I'd just look at the windows, These are the people who need Men plant whose blooms were 
then’ when I saw a lot of flow- the help of this society, from the rooping. “I. water it every 
ers smiling at me in a house speakers at the meetings and the ay,” she said. Her astonish- 
I'd know that was the place.” pages of the magazine. We can Ment was great when I turned 
With such an environment, is it and should remember the needs the plant out of the pot, showing 
any wonder some of my friends of the great majority. the roots. “I'see! some plants 
say, “No, Mrs. Strong isn’t When we show plantings about Need soaking.” Another case of 
crazy, she’s just ‘bugs about homes, why not show how this misunderstood information. She 
flowers’ ”. planting looks the first year. It had read that Cyclamen rotted 

But I can assure you there is will not be nearly so disheart- easily, and to be very careful 
lots of pleasure in being “bugs,” ening to the new beginner when not to give too much water. 
or in other words—making the the order of plants comes from These new beginners need t» 
growing of flowers a “hobby”. the nursery, and makes almost be told all these things we know 

Growing flowers for pleasure no showing at all. They cer- 80 well. | They should be toll 
is to find recreation in so doing, tainly are alluring when seen carefully in the A B C style. No 
and no amount of money will in the catalog. little detail should be forgotten. 
ever give the pleasure that show- If it were shown on the screen . 
ing your friends a _ beautiful just how to prepare the soil, and TROUBLE WITH ASPARAGUS 
garden, in which you were a co- the proper way to plant both Speaking of little things, rv- 
worker with the great artist of shrubs and perennial plants, the minds me of the time I planted 
everlasting beauty, will give new beginner would surely say my first asparagus. I followed 
you. this society was 100 per cent the directions that came with the 

Soon also, you will have added helpful. roots, but they all died. I bought 
pleasure, for, because of your The trouble is, most of us who some more. The same thing hap-
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pened. Still more—and they fol- Fruit Cake Wisconsin have become import- 
lowed after the others. Then we 1 pound butter ant markets for Irish Cobbler. 
had an Institute with Mr. Bing- 5 peee. sugar Leading among these are Anti- 
ham and Mr. Rasmussen as the 1 pound flour go in Langlade, Almena in Bar- 
speakers. More instructions, 2 teaspoons cinnamon ron, Crandon, Argonne, Laona, 
more asparagus, with the same #4 qeesboon muuineg Wabeno in Forest, and Harshaw 
results. Another meeting and ,* fenesoeii wane S in Oneida County, and other re- 
a very loud wail about the as- Gidar gions in upper Wisconsin. 
paragus that would not grow. I % teaspoon cloves | 
was asked this time to tell just 2 tablespoons lemon juice —_—_—___ 
how I planted it. I did, and all 3 pounds raisins seeded and cut in 

a7 oy. , ieces N . 7 
was well until it came to cover- 1 pound currants ; ON, WISCONSIN 
ing the roots. “No! no!” said 1 pound citron, thinly sliced and cut Four Elm Trees 

speaker Rasmussen, “Not all the in strips . Senator Howard Teasdale of Spar- 
dirt over them right away, wait | Pound figs, finely chopped = 4""has' Tost a fight to save four ‘elm 
until they start to grow, then fill aream phe bates, ade sueer ae trees. | The aldermen of his town 

ithe trench gradually.” wall and beat thoroughly. Senarate determined Yo widen a Stret ay > Ps ; ‘eet. > senator plea 3 - 
That was the whole trouble, I heat” yolks until thick and lemon-col- make it 37 or ae pleaded that ek 

smothered the plants. | Every-  ored; whites sti tilt and dry. wouldn't be killed. But the alder. 
3 and add to the first mixture. dd a vere rate 

body puppoad 2 ae nae flour (excepting one-third cup, which ae ee ofaurete. ; . 
enough not to do at, and oO should be reserved to dredge fruit) gene reesdats seems to have 

course I did not. I knew noth-  jnixed and sifted with spices, cider, foe a t fe anatier fg the cireuit court, 
ing whatever about planting as- and lemon juice. Then add fruit, ex- lished ite me fit a ue eqnnell estab 

paragus. I needed explicit in- cept citron, dredged with reserved fect “and ill trees if it. wished. to 
structions. There are a lot of nee ee tree cake snixture But the judge added some kindly 
other people just like I was. They when putting in the pan. Bake four advices to the etek that perhaps 
need to be told, as we used to hours in a very slow oven, or Pee with a OT on 38 Foot pee satisfied 

si “ 5 si three hours, and bake one and one- ae e street. 
oie Te ae oe ee half hours in slow oven. inte aldermen voted for a 42-foot as g . s street just the same. Now the trees 
remember that they have not Snow-ball Christmas Cakes will, die. Senator Teasdale says it is 
had the years of work in a gar- 1c. butter spite,” by the aldermen. 
den that make these problems 1% c. sugar ee ee euine: about thats fot 
seem of little moment to many 6 eggs i know that trees in Sparta ais anvil 
of us. . 1 stant cup milk fighting for. ‘And we may properly 

Again I say, this society has ‘ ors raul reflect that human spite is a thing 
a chance to do some real work, 4 is: cream of tartar that cramps men’s souls and destroys 

and both florists and nursery- 2 ts. vanilla ereah WOPKE as Ht ventsitts ‘spleen ‘on 
men should heartily co-operate Cream together the sugar and but- An elm tree, growing through a 
in order that there be flowers ter, add the well beaten egg; then add century, is a great work. Men de- 
in the home. alternately the milk end flour ated stroy it easily, to make way for their 

S together with soda and cream of tar- improvements. Often that is neces- 
Mrs. C. E. STRONG. tar. Beat well and add vanilla. Bake sary from the human viewpoint; it 

Editor’s Note: Mrs. Strong will in small greased tins, rounded at the never will be justifiable if it’s done 
write on the care of house plants and bottom, in a rather quick oven ot to satisfy human spite. 
flowers in coming issues during the about 375 degrees. necessary trim At a distance we would guess that 
winter months. We will welcome tops to make them fit when two cakes residential street in Sparta will be 
articles from our readers on their ex- are placed together to form balls. The better served by elm trees than by an 
perience in indoor gardening. two cakes are stuck together with additional four feet of width. Wide 

some tart jelly. Cover balls with streets, however, are needed in Amer- 
Se plain white frosting and roll in shred- ican cities and Sparta must be the 

FRUIT CAKE GOOD FOR XMAS ded cocoanut. judge of its needs. 

SEASON . ‘ But if Wel care anything for beau 
a y in our cities, large or small, Spar- 

Christmas comes but once a year ta, Milwaukee, Madison, Superior or 

aud when it comes at brings all sorts COMMUNITY POTATO Mayville, we need trees. And the 
oY spec’ re The fruitcake Te a delighttul git celia small cry and th upliness of a large 

Sa et ee a TNE SEE, (Continued from page 81) one 1s thal ape has len Had tsp 
tine. It can be made before hand— walls and concrete "courtyards. 
before the Christmas rush is on. In growth due ao summmiee Sxoueh It may be that the influence 
fact, the fruit cake is one of the few produce mis-shapen tubers an of spreading branches and patient 
things that improves with age. The jnferior seed quality. A well growing bolls is & better thing for 
following fruit cake recipe is recom- drained, fertile, loamy soil seems the Naniaa character than a spread 
mended by the home economic exten- required During the last five hal ill f b ° toni 
sion specialists at South Dakota State q : ing 3 of asphalt or miles of brown stone 
College. years several shipping pointsin  fronts.—Milwaukee Journal.
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Do AT7?}7€7 | pletely destroyed many lawns in 
. me southern part of this state. 

These larvae feed on the grass 
Horticultural Troubles roots, cutting them off immedi- 

Edited by E. L. Chambers, State Entomologist ately below the surface of thie 
ground. 

as Every effort is being made to 

THE JAPANESE BEETLE again become active, feeding for check the spread of this pest and 
. a period and then changing to a Much is being accomplished hy 

AS ABOUT the same time pupa and, two to four weeks uarantine measures. The 
that the European Corn ater, appear as adults. quarantine on farm products is 

Borer reached our shores from With more than two hundred intended to prevent the carrying 
abroad, there was discovered a  snecies of plants recorded as be- of the adult beetle from the in- 
large bright metallic green ing attacked by this beetle it na- fested areas to points outside, on 
beetle about a half inch in turally is the cause of much such articles as experience has 

length doing damage to crops alarm among  horticulturalists Shown as likely to harbor the 
at a point near Riverton, New everywhere in its path. Practic- pest. With this in mind during 
Jersey. The entomologists at ally all of the economic crops the summer when _ the beetles 
once identified this insect as grown in the infested territory @re.on the wing, the following 
the Japanese Beetle (Popillia are represented in the list. The agricultural products are re- 
Japonica). It soon spread and more favored food plants includ- ‘stricted: sweet corn, beans or 
multiplied in numbers until dur- ing apple, sweet cherry, plum, peas in the pod, cabbage, pars- 
ing the past year it occupied an grape, blackberry, clover, soy ley, carrots with tops, beets 
area of approximately 14,000 pean and corn. Shade trees in- With tops, onions with tops, let- 
square miles. The beetle is now eluding linden, birch, elm, horse tuce, outdoor grown flowers, 
established in portions of the chestnut, willow and white oak hay, straw, unthreshed grain 
states of New York, Connecticut, and many ornamental shrubs, and forage crops. 

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Dela- particularly althea and_ rose. The quarantine on nursery 
ware, and Maryland. Flowering plants and weeds of stock and soil is to prevent car- 

Fortunate for the pest, butun- many kinds are included among riage of any of the immature | 
fortunate for those whose task its hosts. stages of the Japanese beetle to 
it was to control it, the beetle Besides attacking the foliage, points outside the infested area. 
became established in a territory the adult Japanese beetles are Over 1000 varieties of nursery 
particularly suited to its require- especially partial to the fruit and ornamental plants are | 
ments, there being large areas and are consequently often found grown commercially in the area 
of sod land together with a va- clustered on both apples and regulated. On account of the 
riety of crops and plants on peaches in large numbers. The Japanese beetle, approximately 
which it could feed, in many writer has visited apple and 50 per cent of these must under- 
cases without restriction. Also peach orchards in New Jersey go chemical treatment before 
to its favor was the fact that infested with this pest, and has certification for shipment to 
there was an almost total ab- seen large swarms of these bee- points outside the regulated area. | 
sence of parasitic or predacious tles flying about the tops of the The state entomologist is furn- 
insect enemies with the result trees when disturbed, and ob- ished with a list of each and ev- 
that it was enabled to repro- served the fruit covered with ery shipment of nursery stock 
duce and multiply in unbeliev- dozens of beetles appearing like Yeleased from this area by the 
able numbers. small swarms of bees. The foli- federal inspectors. Members of 

The adult beetle is very con- age is completely reduced to a_ his staff frequently check on the 
spicuous since, except for the network of veins, this being the premises receiving this stock to 
greater part of the wing covers, characteristic injury and re- Make sure none of the beetles 
which are a copper brown coolr, sembling that done by our na- have “gotten by”. 
it is a very bright metallic green. tive rose chafers when they ap- Since one or more of the im- 
This insect has an annual life pear in epidemic numbers. mature stages are to be foun 
cycle, larval or worm stage re- The rich soil in the heavy turf in the soil at all times, the regu- 
sembling our native white grub of golf courses has offered at- lations affecting the shipment 
in appearance, although consid- tractive places for the beetles to of sand, soil, earth, peat, coni- 
erable smaller, reaching a length lay their eggs. When abundant post and manure are effective 
of approximately one inch how- the larvae or grubs have become throughout the year. When 10 
ever. These pass the winter in more serious a pest in lawns, natural or parsitic enemies of 
a quiescent condition about 7 golf courses, and pastures than the Japanese beetle became a.- 
inches beneath the surface of the our common white grub which parent the Government sent two 
ground. In the spring they during the past summer com- (Continued on page 87)
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Crops and Markets Ceo A, Se 
Edited by Wm. Kirsch, State Department of Markets = a fared ha Hi era 

POTATO CROP LARGER CABBAGE oat 

The latest report of the U. S. The 1927 season for fall and 
Department of Agriculture indi- winter cabbage appears to be 3 Mr. Planter a 
cates a crop of about 400,305,000 laboring under the depression HEM you buy Nurs- d 
bushels, or about 1% above the caused by reports of heavy pro- & W ery Stock you want a 
October forecast. In several duction. Prices have been rath- the best. F 
states, including Pennsylvania, er low from the beginning. NORTH STAR QUAL- H 
Ohio, South Dakota, Nebraska, Shipments during October were ITY and SERVICE, as H 
Colorado, and the Pacific North- considerably lighter than a year EN REN Nor H 
west, yields have proved to be ago and supplies have not been goes into every order H 
above earlier expectations, but excessive, but trading has been we pack. H 
the estimates for Michigan, slow. Possibly the market sit- Our 'PLANTER'S F 
Wisconsin, and Minnesota, where uation will improve with the us Loe oul give you 
yields are very low this year coming of cooler weather and § eee elintiny oats a 
have been further reduced. the passing of peak shipments. cessful growing of Nurs- A 

Sweet potato estimates show a_ Practically all shipments from ery Stock. Write to-day, F 
net smmanence of about 6,000,000 northern states after November itis free. r 
bushels during October, making 1 are comprised of Danish type E 
the present total 93,600,000 or cabbage, which usually finds North Star Burseny Co. H 
10,000,000 more than last year. greater favor. Pardeeville, Wisconsin i 
The crop appears to be fully Although cabbage is a comodi- H 
12,000,000 bushels above the ty whose demand or consumption  9@mmmmm om ooo oo com a 
average for the last five years. does not change greatly from : 

year 2 year, Breduetion has in- _ 
creased very noticeably in re- 

APPLE CROP SHORT cent seasons. Domestic type, for 
The apple situation this year early shipment and kraut pur- 

is interesting. The latest gov- poses, was a heavy crop in 1924, res ePage 
ernment crop report cut another amounting to 336,000 tons in Qe } 
4,000,000 bushels off the esti- nine leading states. The next a 
mate of total apple production autumn this kind of cabbage . 
and about 275,000 barrels off was reduced to 247,000 tons, Try the Forest Winter 
the commercial crop. The total partly because of decreased Apple, as good quality as 
crop is now estimated at 119, acreage. Since 1925, there has | Delicious. Tree hardy, pro- 
333,000 bushels, compared with been a gradual gain, and this ductive and a good grower. 
246,640,000 last season and a_ season about 318,000 tons of Has been grown locally in 
five year average of 199,000,000 Domestic type are expected. Es- this section for twenty-five 
bushels. timates for New York State in- years. We also have a good 

Apple prices tended generally dicate 150,000 tons, and for stock of the Windsor, some- 
upward, especially stock packed Wisconsin 55,000. times called “Wisconsin 
in barrels. Tops of $6 to $9 a Since such a large amount of Baldwin.” Plant these two 
barrel were quite common in Domestic cabbage in the late- varieties and have good 
city markets. Baskets showed a_ shipping states is grown for winter apples of your own. 
wide range of $1.25 to $3.25, de- manufacture into kraut, a cor- Send for our catalog, 
pending largely on variety. Ex- responding annual increase is showing our complete line 
tra fancy boxed apples closed shown in the production of kraut of Fruits and Ornamentals 
about 10¢ higher at northwest- stock. Approximately 140,000 adapted to your needs 
ern shipping points, with Wine- tons or 40% of the total crop of . . 
Saps bringing $2.85 and Deli- Domestic type, is estimated as Reliable agents wanted. 
oe to $3.25. eee percent- ane quanti produced this year 120 acres. 

age of fruit suitable for storage for kraut. In a few states, par- 
isless than average. Indications ticularly Michigan and Ohio, The Coe, Comxerse & Edwards 
Point to firm prices for quality more than half the crop is grown ompany F 
fruit, (Continued on page 87) Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin
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: é 20 Ounce 

remium Awards State Horticultural — + arno meyer, watdow...........s100 2. Swartz Bros., Waukesha.... 1...) 75 

Society Convention Golden Dettctous 
2. A. K. Bassett, Baraboo.........$0.75 

Wagener 
Dec. 1-2, 1927 1, Rasmussen's Fruit Farm, Osh- 

> cosh “aan Rookery occ 
5 ng Meintost 2. Ed. Gassner, Rockfield .....-...0 0.75 
FRUITS 1. KE. H. Stoeber, Madison.........$1.00  % Joseph L. Morawetz, West Bend ‘i 

Wealthy 3. Joseph L. Morawetz, West Bend [50 1 TeLS Mm UsSEn'S Fruit Farm, Oe ei 

Re BEE Tay Of Vee lthy 8 Warts, Bros. Helielous 2. H. Stoeber, Madison. 22222022" 45 
Fruit Bowl. 1, Ernest Hanson, Fish Creek... .$1.00 = 

2. KE. H. Stoeber, Madiscn, Wis....$4.00 9% iasmussen’s Fruit’ Farm, Osh- 2 ; MeManon 
3’. Arno Meyer, Waldo, Wis....... 3.00 MOB sacata inven tmnermensce, ~oiO gt fy Me REORUEN (MAQISOR i aqme $1.00 
4. Rasmussen's Fruit Farm, Osh- 3. Rudolph Sechaultz, Lake Mills... .50 0? Atmussenia Fruit Farm, Osh- __ Sy ee Wit ccaegaeiauiesess ld woatth waestenn timeentn O8N crim srenecctio aeons TB 
5. J. A. Hass, Hllison Bay, Wis.... 1.0) Northwestern Greening ' 

te Be FEBS, sun. Lay, Wis 8 10a. HL ’Stoeber, Madison... ...$1.00 w Utter 
McIntosh 2. Rasmussen's Fruit) Farm, Osh- 1. Rasmussen's Fruit Farm, Osh- 

1. Best Tray of Metntosh, E. H. Stoeber 9.) KOSM oes sere eee eee TO KOsN, up Seekos 2) we sevens eens 181,00 
Madison, Wis., Engraved Siiver Fruit 3. Arno Meyer, Waldo............ 150 Newell 
Bowl. 1. BE. H. Stoeber, Madison $1.0 2 Rasmussen's Fruit Farm, Osh- Fameuse Bo HAAR eee Roe en Gee usmussen's Bruit Harm, OUsh- 9 og 1, Itasmussen's Iruit Farm, Osh- 2. Rasmussen's “Fruit Farm, Osha" 

A. Rath A. Irwin, Laneaster, Wis. g0y 7 Kosh Lo Mobnccda, Wea iene! OBN neces eee ee renee cece eee Tb 
4. J. A. Hass, Mllison Bay, Wis.... 2.00 2. Joseph L. Morawetz, West Bend .75 Setcateplay aa ‘ i 
5: Joseph Le Morawetay West, Bend, 3) Rob Nitz, Wauwatosa.......... 59 Best display of three trays each of any 

Wiss las, as. meen cess 100. 7" ap Pnree varieties Windsor 1. E. H. Stoeber, Madison........$10.00 
Délicious i. Rasmussen's Fruit’ Farm; Osh- 2. Rasmussen's Fruit Farm, Osh- 

1. J. A. Hass, Ellison Bay, Wis... .$4.00 Kosh scorer arcs 100 gg MORN toc seta hens pest et rene BO 
2) Rasmussen's Fruit: Farm, Osh- 2. Rudolph’ Schauitz, Lake Mills..” 175 3 Arno Meyer, Waldo........... 5.00 

s Sass wanes Coens acca BOY 3. O&K. _s eber, Madis haaoaseca ale i eR 
3. AR aasscte, Baraeol 2201. 200 , He Stoeber, Madison 0 Best display of Ove Dldtce Sachi of Ave 
4. Ho Stoeber, Madison. 2.222... 1.00 Wolf River 7 Soe ee 

= ; 1. Rasmussen's) Fruit) Farm, Osh- be Be By Stocker, Madsen ccwsa, $10.00 Northwestern Greening cog sens Prue arm. Osh gy 2 Rasmussen's Fruit Farm, Osh- 
1, B. H. Stoeber, Madison.......... $4.00 AG Oe oe ermen aoneuaret aeey B00 
2. Ralph A. Irwin, Lancaster...... 3.00 Salome 3. Arno Meyer, Waldo... ........ 6.00 

3. Rasmussen's Fruit’ Farm, Osh- 1. EK. H. Stoeber, Madison.........$1.00 4 Ralph A. Irwin, Lancaster.... 4.00 
KOSN oe. ee eee eee eeee ee eee) 2.00 2 Rasmussen's ‘Fruit’ Farm, Osh- 

4. Peter Kjarwick, Washburn. .... 1.00 KOSN eee eee eee cece cece ee ee ATS Flowers 
Fi . 3. ALK. Bassett, Barabooo........ 150 ameuse Best dozen yellow “Mums” 

1, Rasmussen's Bruit Farm, Osh- Westfield 1. The Rentschler Floral Co. Madi- 
KOSH oo. ee cece eee eee eee ess $4.00 1. A. K. Bassett, Baraboo.........$1.00 SOM occ eee cece eee ee ee eee SEM 

2. Joseph L. Morawetz, West Bend. 3.00 2. KB. H. Stoeber, Madison... 1.2.20 (75 
3. Arno Meyer, Waldo............. 2.00 Best dozen white “Mums” 
4, Ed, Gassner, Rockfield......... 1.00 Tolman Sweet 1. The Rentschler Floral Co. Madi, 

+ . 1. E. H. Stoeber, Madison........$1.00 SOM cove eee cece eee eee eee eee REM 
Windsor 2) Rasmussen's Fruit) Farm, Osh- | 

1. Rudolph Schaultz, Lake Mills... $4.00 KOSH oe. ccc e cece cence ee eeeeee 75 Best dozen pink “Mums” 
2. Rasmussen’s Fruit) Barm, Osh- 3. Ralph A. Irwin, Lanecaster...... 150 1. The Rentschler Floral Co, Madi- 

BOS sores cscs cemmocrneneca FOE BOM foie ciewindic ec es apices S44 ba cp Oitl 

rake Asie, Golden Russet 4 Wolf River 1. Arno Meyer, Waldo... .......-$1.00 Best double bunch Single Pompoms 
1. Rasmussen’s Fruit. Farm. Osh- » Joseph L. Morawetz, West Bend 175 1) The Rentschler Floral Co. Madi- 

KOSN ooo eee eee eee ee ee eee $4.00 3. Kd. Gassner, Rockfield......... 150 SOM eee ee eee c eee ence eee BHO 
2. BE. Beltz, Waukesha .......222..° 3.00 

. Willow Twig Rest double buneh Double Pompoms 
Salome 1. Arno Meyer, Waldo............$1.00  t. The Rentschler Floral Co. Madi- 

1. Rasmussen's Fruit: Farm, Osh- SOM oes eee cece eee reece eee es SBM 
KOSN eee eect e  BAL00 Pewaukee 

2. ALK. Bassett, Baraboo. 2112°3!00 1. Rasmussen's Fruit Farm, Osh- Best exhibit of “Mums” 
3. Raiph A. Irwin, Lancaster. ..... 2000 KOSH oo. e eee eee eee sees vee ee $1.00 1. The Rentschler Floral Co. Madi- 
4. I. H. Stoeber, Madison......)2. 1.00 2. Robert W. Ward, Ft. Atkinson... .75 son—A_ silver cup eagraved with 

. 3. Wm. Leonard, Ft. Atkinson....  .50 winner's name. 
Westfield Bitaes 

1. Robert W. Ward, Ft, Atkinson. . $4.00 ee weep OR as Carnations 
2 Wm, Leonard, Ft. Atkinson... 3.00 Rasmussen's Fruit Farm, Osh-, _ Best fifty carnations, any color 
HAL K. Bassett, Baraboo....0/5 200 9 a MOSMy ce agg tii L001. The Rentschler Floral Co. Madi- 
4. E. H. Stoeber, Madison......... 100 0 3 Joge MGT. WAC Oreos cers ofl SOM eaam sxsw mwa amare aac f OLN 3. Joseph L. Morawetz, West Bend (50 

Tolman Sweet Plum Cider Roses | , 
1. Ralph A. Irwin, Lancaster......$4.00 1. Wm. Leonard, Ft. Atkinson. ....$1.00 _, Best twenty-five Columbia. 
2. EB. H. Stoeber, Madison......... 3.00 1. The Rentschler Floral Co. Madi- _ 
3. Rasmussen's Fruit Farm, Osh- Gano SOM cece eee cece eee cee ee FHM 

Kosh... oe... esses eee tee... 2.00 1. Rudolph Schaultz, Lake Mills. . .$1.00 seer 
2. Rasmussen's Fruit. Farm, Osh- Best twenty-five Premier 

Golden Russet Kosh ....:...cesss0.e cess, ah) The Rentschler Floral Co, Madi- 
1. Arno. Meyer, Waldo......-.....$4.00 3 BE. H. Stoeber, Madison......... 150 BON sees eee eee eee cece ee BHU 
2. Ed. Gassner, Rockfield. ........ 3.00 Best twenty-five Butterfly , St. Lawrence y-five Butterfly 3. Wm. Leonard, Ft. Atkinson.... 2.00 asmussen'’s Fr parm, “Gs 1. The Rentschler Floral Co. Madi- 
40 Joseph’ L. Morawetz, West Bend 109 1 Tysmussen's: Fruit Farm, Osh- 9) SON sreserstssscrese renrwns $5.00 

Willow Twig Rest three Cyclamen Plants 
an Scotts Winter entac or: Madi- 1. Arno Meyer, Waldo. ....-..--..$400 1. 4. Bassett, Baraboo.........$1.09 * The Rentsehler Floral Co. Madi- 

Pintes 2. Ed. Gassner, Rockfleld ..........75 sesginiauny i SIsr NAD PEE 
S 3. Joseph L. Morawetz, West Bond .50 4 Best Specimen Boston Fern 

Wealthy GilimenGclden 1. The Rentschier Floral Co. Madi. an 
1. KE. H. Stoeber, Madison.........$1.00 1. Arno Meyer, Waldo............$1.00 Bian: SESSNETS SERENA OES Eee 
2) Rasmussen's Fruit Farm, Osh- 2. Joseph L. Morawetz, West Bend .75 Best display Greenhouse Plants 

KOSH ....eeeeeeeeeeeseeveeess «75 3 Rasmussen’s Fruit Farm, Osh- 1, The Rentschler Floral Co., Madi- 
3. Arno Meyer, Waldo ............ 50 KOSH! sen emis cman cane — s60 BON amas nema aauionern ox § BOD
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| Northern Grown Perennials Noted O S HK O S H 

| for Hardiness and Vigor 

| We Have 20 Acres | | Write for information about the 
| | 

All Leading Varieties | new OSHKOSH strawberry, the | 

| | finest berry ever grown. 
Strawflowers | 

d | | Our new catalog of Trees, Small 
an | 

| | Fruits, Ornamental Shrubs, Vines, 

Hardy Perennials tod etc. will soon be ready. May we 
| | 

| | send you one? 

Catalog Sent on Request | 
| | 

|] ’ . 
| Ch Fl | 'Rasmussen’s Fruit Farm 

| oa Garden ower | | and Nurseries 
ardens | ; 

| . . | Oshkosh, Wisconsin ' 
| Washburn, Wisconsin 

| | | 

. <u: | 
| Dahlias for Christmas | | 

3 . | ° 
Send t th id add: f | 

friend, with your check for the amount you ‘wish to | Hardy Perennials. 
invest. At Christmas time we will write them that 
the dallas are coming with your compliments, At | 

Font, “cach properly ‘named, with descriptive cata, New & Standard Varieties 
logue and cultural instructions. 

A $5.00 Assortment, very popular last fall. 300 Kinds 

Bashful Giant, apricot and gold, immense, | 

$2.00 | 

| Jersey Beauty, the wonderful pink decorative, | 
| $2.00. | 

Polar Star, large pure white, $1.00. | Strawflowers—All Varieties 

Frau Geheimrat Scheiff, popular Autumn | 
tint, 75c. | 

Rene Cayeux, bright red French cactus, 25c. 

Many of th er varieties at $1.00, $1.50 and | 
$2.00 wach. Sane ene ete as $2.50 pa | J. F. Hauser 
dozen, prepaid. 

. | Bayfield, Wisconsin 

'Fitchett Dahlia Gardens tte, Prin vig 
| 735 E. Milton Ave. Janesville, Wisconsin | 
| New catalogue ready in January. Free on request. ||. |} 
Pe to 7 : |
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Fitchett Dahlias OSHKOSH 
28th year { 

| | Write for information about the 

Wisconsin Grown | new OSHKOSH strawberry, the 
| 

Favorably Known | finest berry ever grown. 
| 

| | 
Many of the newer varieties at $1.00, $1.50 | Our new catalog of Trees, Small | 

and $2.00 each. Older varieties as low as Fruits, Ornamental Shrubs, Vines, 

$2.50 per dozen, postpaid with planting in- etc. will soon be ready. May we 

structions. | send you one? 
| 

New Catalogue free on request | | 
’ . 

| | Rasmussen’s Fruit Farm 
| 

Fitchett Dahlia Gardens | and Nurseries 
735 E. Milton Ave., Janesville, Wisconsin | | Oshkosh, Wisconsin 

| | | 
——— : 1 [= = - ————_—_ 

OLDS’ SEED S| |. Northen Grown Perennials Noted 
| is . 

Favorably Known 40 Years yd for Hardiness and Vigor 

We Specialize In | We Have 20 Acres 
| 

CLOVER SEED—Red and Alsike All Leading Varieties 

ALFALFA—Common and Grimm 
| Strawflowers 

SWEET CLOVER—White and Yellow | 

VEGETABLE SEEDS—High Quality | and 

FLOWER SEEDS—Best Strains | Hardy Perennials 

BULBS, PLANTS, SHRUBS, TREES | | 

INSECTICIDES, FERTILIZERS, TOOLS | | Catalog Sent on Request 

Ask for Catalog if not received | | 

_ Chequamegon Flower 
L. L. OLDS SEED COMPANY | Gardens 

Drawer 6 Madison, Wis. | Washburn, Wisconsin 

pO ee eee _
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Embargo Limits Importations. Does it Mean an Opportunity? 

JAMES LIVINGSTONE 

Pron the number of ques- and it is only through his strug- have the problems of various 
tions put to me in regard gles and the exercise of his in- soil and climatic conditions to 

to the growing of narcissus in genuities that we have advanced contend with. This is a subject 
Wisconsin, I am led to believe to our present state. Embar- of tremendous scope, so in order 
that considerable interest is goes and tariffs are things that to give you some definite infor- 
taken in this new branch of hor- more than one nation can play mation, I must confine myself to 
ticulture. I have been asked with, and may become danger- my experience in my _ present 
several times for an article on ous playthings as we have ex- position. 
growing Narcissus and finally perienced lately. The importations of narcissus 
I spoke to Mr. Hunkel about it. Before starting to grow nar- bulbs by the Holton & Hunkel 

| He told me to go ahead and cissus bulbs commercially, my firm for forcing, before the em- 
| write all I wanted to but all I experience was limited to plant- bargo, amounted to many thou- 
knew about narcissus would not ings for naturalizing, or for sands. Not only narcissus but 

| help anyone very much. There forcing inthe greenhouse. Some many other subjects were 
is more truth than poetry in varieties are very suitable for placed under embargo so if we 
that remark and it may very. naturalizing along woodland’ were to continue growing these 

| well be applied to a great many trails or in favourable positions things which seemed necessary 
who are trying to grow narcis- in ravines. in our business, there was noth- 
sus in this country. A great deal has been said ing left for us to do but start 

The plant quarantine act, un- and written about growing nar- to grow them ourselves or find 
der which narcissus importa- cissus in this country and there something to take their place. 
tions are restricted, came into are many theories about the This caused quite an upheaval 
effect in the fall of 1926, and proper way to handle them. in the florists’ business because 
since then, narcissus can only be Our country is large and certain many of these plants had never 
imported under special permit methods might work well in one been tried in a commercial way, 
from the Horticultural Board. part of the country but would and it took several years to 

This quarantine act and the be a failure in another section. learn how to grow them com- 
Workings of the Horticultural These bulbs are being ae in mercially in this country. 
Bourd is too intricate and too Michigan, New Jersey, Texas, 
lenzthy a question for me to dis- Florida, California, Washing- EXPERIMENTING WITH BULBS 
cuss, but in passing, I may say ton, Oregon, and I believe we In order to prepare for the. 
that I do not fully agree with have the only commercial plan- embargo, the Holton & Hunkel 
embargoes in general. Precau- tation in Wisconsin. Co. bought the present location 
tions are necessary in a great The methods used in growing of their nursery. The soil on 
many cases, but since the begin- narcissus in these parts of this this farm had been allowed to 
ning of time, man has had to country are still in the experi- run down to some extent, and 
Struggle to make a living and mental stage. Even trained we had to start operations with- 
Overcome all kinds of difficulties narcissus growers from Europe out proper preparation and
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without knowing exactly the We plowed our rows open with ported unless under special per- 
suitability of our various kinds a potato hiller 18 inches apart mit from the Federal Horticul- 
of soil on the farm, for the dif- and planted one row in the tural Board and then only under 
ferent varieties of plants we in- trench, covering to a depth of certain restrictions. No firm 
tended growing. We have had about three inches, using a hoe could import bulbs unless they 
three years’ experience in grow- to do the covering. This method _ had a plant to sterilize the bulbs 
ing narcissus and have learned proved much faster than the or could get them sterilized be- 
many things that will be of first and also proved easier to fore planting in order to kill 
great value to us in the future. work. all nematodes and greater and 
There is still much that we have We did our cultivating with lesser bulb fly grubs. 
to learn, that can only be ac- Bolens and Red E tractor cul- In the fall of 1926 we erected 
quired by actual experience on tivators and were able to keep a bulb sterilizer that can handle 
our own fields. the weeds down much easier. about half a ton of bulbs at a 

Our first planting was made We again used oat straw for time. This apparatus consists 
in the fall of 1924 and did not Covering and had lots of oats of a tank which holds about 800 
prove very successful. The @nd other weeds to contend gallons of water, a steam boiler, 
bulbs were planted on light soil, With. We began to agitate for an electric motor to turn pro- 
almost sand. The trenches Marsh hay for covering to get pellers to keep the water in cir- 
were dug by hand about the @way from some of the weeds. culation and the necessary con- 
width of a spade and deep We were much more encouraged  tainers for the bulbs. 
enough to allow a covering of With results from this planting We imported several tons of 
about two inches of soil over 2nd in the fall of 1926 when the — bulbs in 1926 although the work 
the bulbs. Three rows of bulbs eMbargo took effect, we were was new to us and our steriliz- 
were planted in this trench and able to dig some of our pre-em- ing plant was new and untried. 
the trenches were three feet bargo plantings for forcing The operation proved highly 
apart. They were covered with Which gave fairly good results. successful and I have been told 
straw, and results were anxious- During the summer of 1926, by government inspectors that 
ly waited for. our minds vere posy devising gue plant is one of the best in 

. seas new ways of planting. e po- e country. ur plant is prac- 
her tato plow we used in 1925 made tically Mr. Hunkel’s own de- 
the newly imported bulbs failed too wide a furrow and did not signing. | 
to show up, others were very leave a clean enough bottom. There has been quite a con- 

weak and the whole planting This gave us a lot of work to troversy as to the merits and 
was very unsatisfactory. OTe eine lets eee demerits of Seana: pore Sem gies , rowers claim x 
Sur method Of panang alse had too much soil to put back bulbs has been the eeule oles proved wrong. The three row  {o fi] the trench h h : » ; 

in a trench system proved ex- : . ave had no evil effects. Our 
pensive to work. We could . Narcissus cannot be thrown experience has been, as far as 
cultivate with a horse in the 1f the trench promiscuously, we can judge, that no injury 
three foot space between the they must be set on an even hill has taken place and all grubs 
trenches, but-the bulbs. were so with the root end down or the and nematodes have been totally 
close in the three rows that they bulbs would have such crooked destroyed. 

could only be weeded by hand, Decks that they would not be We have found these bugs 
This was slow and expensive ‘Uitable for forcing. This must alive in certain varieties of 
work, and very unsatisfactory. ®!1_ be done by hand as no ma- bulbs before sterilizing but all 

The straw they were covered Chine has as yet been devised we have found after sterilizing 
with, was full ‘of weed seed. ‘040 this. We have no machin- have been dead. To be effective, 
We had dock, thistles, quack. TY, 2&8. yet for scattering the the bulbs must be immersed in 
grass, dandelions, and clover Pulbs in the trench and this water at a temperature of 110!» 
and oats came up in the rows, MUSt also be done by hand. and must stay in at this tem- 
The result was that in most %eVeral firms in this country are perature for 21% hours. The 
cases the men we had weeding “evising machinery for scatter- temperature must not be al- 
could not pull these weeds out ig the bulbs in the trench and lowed to go below 110 or above 
by the roots, so only the tops #80 for digging the bulbs, but 112. In the former case the 
were pulled off and in a short these machines still need im- bugs would not be destroyed, 

time we had a new growth from Provements. and at, the. les the bulbs 
the old roots. We had gained wou e injured. 
some expensive experience with TREATING IMPORTED BULBS To me at first, it seemed quite 
our first planting, and in the In the fall of 1926 the em- a problem how to hold the tem- 
fall of 1925 we began to plan bargo went into effect and no perature of the motor with so 
for new methods of planting. narcissus bulbs could be im- (Continued on page 118)



Ripening Fruits and Vegetables with Gas 
Method found Practical in Minnesota 

L. O. REGEIMBAL, 

University of Minnesota 

Ts old methods of artifi- of ripening their hard sand ethylene was the most effective 
cially ripening green fruits, pears by placing them in closed commercial gas to use in the 

by keeping them in a warm hu- containers and burning incense coloration of citrus fruits. 
mid atmosphere, left much to be in these chambers. This im- In 1908, Crocker and Knight 
desired. The ripening process perical practice was known to (Bot. Gaz. 46: 259-276) showed 
was slow and was attended with be effective and is still in use. that illuminating gas in low con- 
considerable loss by shrinkage The effective constituents of the centrations and ethylene in very 
and spoilage. On the other gas were, undoubtedly, the un- low concentrations were injuri- 
hand, it is almost impossible to saturated hydrocarbons from in- ous to carnations, causing them 
ship ripe fruit any distance if complete combustion. Sievers to drop their buds and become 
the pulp is soft and liable to and True (Bul. No. 232, B. P.I., white. Later it was shown that 
crush in transit. Ripe fruit will U.S. D.A.),studying the sweat- sweet peas were very sensitive 
not keep as long or as well in ing of lemons, found that the to gas and could be used to de- 
storage as green fruit. The so- gases from oil stoves and the tect gas leaks in a greenhouse. 

lution of the problem is to im- exhaust from gasoline motors Shonnard, in 1903, (Dept. of 
prove the conditions of ripening hastened the coloration of the Public Works 1-48. 1903) 
fruit that must be picked and fruit. Working along the same showed what effect gas can have 
shipped green or to hasten the line, Denny (Jour. Agri. Res. on trees, and E. M. Harvey, in 
maturity of fruit that can be 27: 757-771. 1924) found that 1915, (Bot. Gaz. 60: 193-214) 
picked green advantageously. the unsaturated hydrocarbon was the first to quantitatively 
From time immemorial, the gases from these oil stoves were analyze the effect of ethylene on 

Chinese have had the practice the active elements and that the metabolism of plants. 
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Above—Right, Bananas treated with Ethylene for 48 hours. Left, untreated. 
Relow—Right, Celery blanched with gas. Left, untreated, but harvested at same time and held at same temperature. 

Right: Gauge for measuring ethylene, attached to an ethylene tank.
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The work at Minnesota was It seems that ethylene at the where the fruit come in contact 
started ae evens investi- proper Bae ls eee eg one with another. 
gation following the investiga- the action of the normal en- 
tion of illuminating gas leaking zymes naturally occurring in the METHOD OF USING GaAs 
into a St. Paul greenhouse and plants. Therefore, the condi- In our work we found that a 
causing the plants in this house tions must be such that normal concentration of one cubic fooi 
to take on # pellomiGh wie oP Lif peices are not interfered of ethylene to one thousand cu- 
pearance. was thoug at with. bic feet of room space was the 
since ethylene blanched green- best concentration. In measur- 
house carnations it might be put EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ing the room, no account is 
to practical use in blanching High t vat celerate taken of the space occupied by 
green celery that would not ji Ign ee eth, hea accelerate the fruit, but simply measure as 
blanch in the field due to ad- the eg o et y or pa often- if the room were always empty. 
verse weather conditions. This times the a a of the product ‘The important point is to estal)- 
part of the work was published 18 Impaired, oF damage by aor lish the right concentration and 
by R. B. Harvey early in 1925 tom will result. f ae ae » the not the total amount of gas pres- 
as Minnesota Experiment Sta- ee eG the peeing ent in the room. 
tion Bulletin No. 222, where the roe Sut te etween 65 a The gas can be purchased 
details of the process are given. Lancet u sho oe the from many sources and is man- 

ciaperature should be between  uractured by the Ohio Chemical 
VARIETIES BLANCHED 70° and 80° F. Celery blanched Company, Cleveland, Ohio; the 

Si ses . at 75 to 80°F. is liable to rot Karisas Cit Ox en Gas Cor. 

extended on a commercial scale flavor. Tomatoes treated at the Carbide and Carbon Chemi- 
to the ripening of tomatoes too high temperatures, and ¢ajg Company, New York City; 
cantaloupes, muskmelons, honey ®°™étimes very immature toma- and the Matheson Company, pes, , yi dew melons and bananas. Using toes held at 80° F. will become North Bergen, New Jersey 

experimental quantities of ma- ee Before She: wed’ ap E G 
terials furnished us through the "Fem the work of Dusgar UQUIPMENT FOR GARDENERS 
courtesy of the Office of Foreign (Wash Univ St dies a For gardeners, the thirteen 
Plant Introduction, we have 45 1913) a fro les fT: ie: or twenty-five cubic foot size is 
been successful with Japanese salt th a it to 68°F. will the best, and there is enough 
persimmons, avocados, mango, nause thi red col + devel wl gas in a twenty-five cubic foot 
papaya, and American grown froth One to tire da 0 1 op in tank to ripen from six to ten 
dates. Through the courtesy of ;) chilled b: o ae i 2a eave, carloads of bananas and from 
the trade we have been success- af t lightly hi h ton two to five carloads of tomatoes. 
ful with casaba melons. a chus se th, renwly pigher ems There is now a very conveni- 

Although the end product in PURU MIS aan in ripening nor ent gauge op the sake made 
the case of ripening fruits and . by the Smit elding Equip- 
blanching celery is quite differ- For bananas, tomatoes, and ment Company of Minneapolis, 
ent, the action of ethylene Celery the humidity should be which enables one to accurately 
seems to be similar in all cases. high, around 80-90% relative measure the gas with the use of 
It is well established that ethy- humidity. Usually it is neces- an ordinary watch. The ordinary 
lene of itself does not bring ‘S4ry to supply moisture either banana ripening rooms are ad- 
about these changes, since there by sprinkling the walls and mirably suited for this work. A 
is no direct relation between the floors, if construction will per- room with matched board or 
concentration used and the mit, or else by evaporating wa- plastered interior and well fit- 
transformations in the product ter from shallow containers lo- ting windows and door will an- 
treated. In the case of celery, cated over the heaters if heat is swer the purpose very well. 

the results sought are the de- used; otherwise, simply put In our work we have success- 
composition of the green chloro- shallow pans of water in the fully blanched celery under a 
phyll and of starch to make the room. canvas and under a horse trough 
stems sweeter; in tomatoes, to Wilted celery will not blanch, in the field as well as in a refrig- 
decrease the acidity and decom- and the material should not erator car before unloading. 
pose the chlorophyll; while in be allowed to shrivel in the Since it is almost impossible to 
persimmons, it is to change the treating room. For melons and control the temperature under 
bitter, acrid tannins into some other fruit on which surface canvas in the field, we do not 
other tasteless compounds. Fur- molds grow readily, the humid- recommend such practices in 
thermore, too strong doses hin- ity should be from 60-70%. this latitude. 
der or completely stop the ripen- This tends to check surface The fruit can be placed in 
ing process. molds and to prevent rotting (Continued on page 96)



Observations of Tom Ato, and Alex Ander 
Dear Mr. Rahmlow: sion and one we are more sure Horticulture is progressive 

We have been looking around of than others is the fact that and therefore the notions of hor- 
a bit and thought that you might the quality of tomatoes ripened ticulturists change. Formerly, 
be interested in some of the under Ethelyne is much better it was not good horticultural 
things we have observed. than under any other method we | practice to prune until late win- 

Seed catalogs for 1928 are be- have tried. (This refers to ter or early spring. Investiga- 
ginning to arrive, and the gar- ripening tomatoes picked green. tion has shown that the bad ef- 
deners’ “spring fever” begins to Ed.) Given tomatoes mature fects of late fall or winter prun- 
show symptoms of returning. green and of good quality to ing were over estimated. Now 
There seems to be evidence that start with, we have succeeded in we can prune any time after the 
there will be the usual crop of producing ripe tomatoes of very leaves are off in the fall. For 
“markedly better new varieties” fine quality and attractive ap- the busy home orchardist, prob- 
this year. It is well to remem- pearance.” ably the sooner the better, as he 
ber that it is good policy to It would seem that much more will then have it out of the way 
stick to the ‘old love” until there experimental work is needed to when the busy spring season ar- 
is rather substantial evidence answer all the questions raised rives. 
that the new flapper is likely to as regards the practical use of ——————— 
prove more worthy of our at- this new process. We were interested in notic- 
tentions. ing at the recent convention that 

Speaking of seed catalogs, we some of the spray ring members 

note that at least one firm has It is rumored that the Horti- are getting interested in the So- 
had the courage of its convic- cultural Department of the Uni- ciety, even to the extent of con- 
tions and has reduced the num- versity is to offer another short tributing to the exhibit. From 
ber of varieties listed from the ¢ourse on Tree Trimming. This their success in getting premi- 
proverbial 1001 to a list not work is put on at the request of ums, we are inclined to believe 
much more extended than the public service corporations. that the old timers had better 
Heinz’s list of pickled products. ‘The plan is to give line foremen begin to look to their laurels. 

It will be a great day for the who oversee the pruning of With a little more experience 
gardener, particularly the be- trees interfering with telephone, these new comers are pretty 
ginner, when he no longer has_ light, and power lines informa- likely to make them step some. 
to guess whether he should se- tion as to how pruning can best 

lect “Jones Mammoth red” or be done to clear the wires and 
The finest of all” from the at the same time leave the tree In a visit to the University 

twenty | five varieties of rad- jn a presentable condition and Greenhouses the other day, we 

ishes listed by the “Evermore well protected from injury saw some five or six thousand 
Varieties Seed Company”. which might arise from prun- flower pots which seem to con- 

ing. tain nothing but soil. In each 
The companies are to be con- one there was a little white la- 

It seems the Ethelyne gas gratulated on the interest they bel, and the whole outfit sug- 
treatment for ripening fruits are showing and we hope that gested a Chinese cemetery. 
and vegetables is attracting a as this type of instruction con- Our curiosity got the better 
great deal of attention just now. tinues there will be fewer “de- of us and we asked “What’s the 
Two or three other state conven- horned” trees along our streets big idea?” Our curiosity wasn’t 
tions in addition to our own are and highways. lessened any when we were in- 
giving it a place in the program. formed that the pots contained 

There seems to be consider- potatoes, as we had never heard 
able difference of opinion as to The North Dakota Horticul- that the potato was a particu- 

its practical use for ripening tural Society recommends “Flor- larly favorite greenhouse plant. 

some of our vegetable-fruits. ence” very highly as a crab ap- The man explained, however, 

One large concern says, after ple for that State. The Secre- that this was the method used to 

two years’ experience in using tary says, “It is hardy, does not determine whether the potato 

Ethelyne in ripening tomatoes. blight, bears early and heavily, had a disease which they call 

“It has been difficult to draw the fruit is good sized and at- mosaic. . 

any general conclusions that we tractive, and it is self fertile’. It seems a grower sends in 

consider final. Our impressions, With such good characters as some potatoes, they are num- 

at the present time are as fol- these, it would seem that this bered, an eye is removed from 

lows: Ethelyne seems to hasten variety might be valuable in each tuber and planted in a 4- 

the ripening process a little but Wisconsin, particularly in those inch pot and when the plant 

not to the extent it is generally sections demanding very hardy grows the potato man is able to 

credited with. Another impres- varieties. tell which have mosaic and
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which do not. The potatoes is a commercial man or a home open flames or lighted cigars or 

which have mosaic are thrown — orchardist. cigarettes should be in the room 

away and the good ones re- Maybe sometime we will tell while the gas is being liberated, 

turned to the grower. He uses you some more of the things we since an explosive mixture 

them as special seed from which have seen and heard about. might result just at the outlet of 

to produce his own seed for the Tom ATO AND ALEX ANDER. the valve. 

following ena ee he (We welcome Tom and Alex. Since the gas has the same 

pro uces a crop which has much They have their eyes wide open, density as air, no special provi- 

less mosaic than the usual run ay shown by their observations. S!02 for its distribution need be 

of ae a ee im- Come again next month—Ed_ raed, and a few minutes after 

proved stock has a higher com-  jtoy iberation the flames used in 

mercial value as there is a big ator) heating the room can be started 

demand among the southern po- and adjusted to maintain the 

tato growers for Triumph pota- RIPENING WITH GAS right temperature. 

gegen from mosaic, (Continued from page 94) a 
umes . shallow crates or on shelves, VALUE CANNOT BE 

sepenalag on ue conveniences MEASURED 
a and. Bushel baskets can Yn a aye Aw 4 

While at the greenhouse, we be used for melons, but we do There s always ‘an attempt 
) reen’ . on the part of many people to 

noticed a fellow spraying a pe- not recommend them for toma- measure the val f thi 

culiar looking liquid on some toes, due to the difficulty of jn its mon vetucl . Whe aed 
plants. He said the plants Sorting the fruit and the danger comes ¢ oT ssHeutta 1 Mth it 

were infested with mites or red of crushing some of the toma- {ots g h eee poy 
spiders and that he was giving toes on the bottom. Besides, a ees tate For een 
them a dose of Volck. It seems bushel baskets do not stack well how inadequste. | Par example, 

this is a rather new contact in- 1 a room. ; nate : 3 
secticide which has proved very , The time required for ripen- pnd cents ie a 2 isa bebter 
efficient. Besides being effect- ing bananas from the green con- os ae ne pale wai 
ive against mites it can also be dition as unloaded from the cars fruits ¢ atv the pee of fxeeh 

used for plant lice, mealy bug, is from two to two and one-half ae ¢ a Seco es) ee 
scale and other sucking insects. ays, against four to five days vali m estimate in Money the 
Where it is not convenient to by heat alone. For tomatoes it fn ue of the pleasure received 
spray it on the plants, they may Varies from three to possibly six he mutitul flow and Miewing @ 
be washed with it or even dipped Yr Seven days, depending on the rie ary) owes bt ser wes 
in it. The man said one should stage of growth and maturity [4h oven trom piciing atid 
be careful to mix it well before When picked. ate py Hance Oe Ue etna 
dipping plants, The time for melons and sim- berries at a time of the year 

ilar fruit is very hard to predict, when most plants have been 
rn, since it is almost impossible to "zen to the ground. Or again, 

; ; tell just how green the product how are you to evaluate the 
Most of the folks attending was when we started working sense of comfort which you 

the Convention heard Ralph Ir- with it. We unplucked Japanese gather in from the protection 
win of Lancaster finding fault persimmons in about four days, afforded by a good belt of trees 
because he couldn’t control scab while the controls were still un. 0” the north and west when. the 
last year. We got hold of _ eatable at the end of eight days. Bijeerds plow 7 rier es 
advance copy 0 e program o er all, the bes ings In lite 
the Farmers’ Course to be held GAs Not DANGEROUS cannot be measured by any such 

at the University next month Ethylene is in no sense a dis- yardstick. 
and see they are planning on intecint, aud it will not check ee 

giving the fruit growers the e rots on fruit that is already r, s, i isconsi 
latest dope on scab control. The badly infected. If the fruit is Rae sulted i Too 
program lists four important healthy, it will keep just as well that there is a great difference 
topics to be taken up on Febru- after being ripened by ethylene jn the growth of youn apple 
ary 2 and 8: Up to Date Meth- as if it had been ripened natu- trees due to the focation: or ihe 
ods of Apple Scab Control; rally. . . upper bud on the scion with re- 
Pruning Bearing Apple Trees; The gas is not poisonous, and lation to the cut made in graft- 
Orchard Insect Problems ; Spray workmen need have no fear of ing. Any of our people who do 
Ring Management and Fruit working in the rooms that are any grafting should certainly 
Marketing Problems. This is used for treating. In the con- get this bulletin. It may be se- 

sure going to be an opportunity centrations used, it is not explo- cured by writing the Uni ity tov the fit Pether bh € t vy ng the University 
or the fruit grower whether he _ sive, but, as a precaution, no of Wisconsin, at Madison.



Widening Margin Between Production Costs and Selling Price 

Prof. V. R. GARDNER, 
Michigan College of Agriculture 

(Continued from December was $0.93 and for C-grade stock bushels per tree) the production 
issue) it was $0.56 per hundredweight. cost per bushel would fall to 

3 After deducting selling com- 2614 cents, leaving a margin of 
Summary of Maintenance ission, packing and package profit of 2614 cents per bushel. 

Costs—When the maintenance Charges, the amounts actually Herein lies seven-tenths of 
costs are summarized it is seen paid the growers were: for A- the keynote to profits in the ap- 
that they range from ae grade fruit $0.90, for B-grade ple business—or in any other 
$90.00 per acre per we ae $0.56, for C-grade $0.17—In fruit business. Production costs 
an average of ee he th ~ view of the fact that on the av- necessarily vary directly with 
er figure is probably more tan erage only 45 per cent of the area; returns necessarily vary 
Is necessary ; 7 e ae vapaty, tree run product graded out directly with quantity sold. 
certainly too fn or Se hon A-grade and 18 per cent graded Over a period of years prices 
Even in yt 2 he Tat Ww ily out B, it is evident that the are more or less fixed—to a con- 
sO recd total no Nl ps cbably fruit, as it was harvested, siderable degree beyond the 
cage ms 520.00 to $30.00 A brought him considerably less grower’s control. Therefore, 
the better caved-for Oe ag than 90 cents per bushel. Asa _ production costs per bushel 
Harvesting cost — Harvesting matter of fact, it was just about range inversely with the num- 

costs need mock bé considered 20-63 (taking into consideration ber of bushels produced on a 
here, as they usually vary with the prices received for cannery, given area. Increases in yield 
the size of the crop bulk and unclassified stock). mean a reduction in production 

° . Deducting from that figure a costs per bushel and a corre- 
TOTAL PRODUCTION IN COSTS 10 cent harvesting and hauling sponding widening of the mar- 
When overhead and current Charge, the “on-the-tree” value gin of profit. Furthermore, cor- 

maintenance costs are compared, of the fruit has been approxi- related with the widening mar- 
it is seen that, except in the case mately $0.53 per bushel. gin of profit due to increased 

of the most intensively cared for 
orchards, the averted exceeds TABLE 3.—PRICES AND NET RETURNS TO MICHIGAN GROWERS. 1920-1926: 
current expense—a fact realized LS an cae ae 

by comparatively few growers. A B c ae eee pax 
Focusing attention now on the Selling price per bushel ..... $129 § 92 $26 § 52 $78 $68 

eaten orate, it is seen that * t 2 “oe rs ye a “ v : : : . i 

e total annual expense ap- Greding (per conD croc GP Bl it 
proaches $100.00 per acre. In “°t ‘0 BYOWerS vereeeee ees a ° on o a 
other words that is what it costs +63 

bron te Oar ved itiaintain, the At that figure it would re- yields is an ever mounting in- 
orchard. Even the minimum duire a yield of 103 bushels to crease in profits from the extra 
charges total approximately pay for the overhead expense in bushels. In other words, profits 

$50.00 per acre per year—and_ the average orchard and another increase in a kind of geometri- 
let it be emphasized that that 75 bushels to pay for current cal progression. . . 
figure represents a practically maintenance. In other words, Some idea of how this prin- 
irreducible minimum that cannot if the average yield is 178 bush- ciple actually applies in indi- 
be avoided if the orchard is to els per acre, the cost of produc- vidual cases is afforded by data 

be given even rather indifferent tion reduced to a bushel basis, presented in Tables 4 and 5. 

commercial care. Profits can be would exactly equal the 53 cent The low yielding orchards are 

realized only after these produc- tree value at current selling barely paying for the overhead 

tion charges are met. prices. If only 89 bushels were expenses, to say nothing of cur- 
The sales records of 10 of produced to the acre, their pro- rent maintenance charges. Ev- 

Michigan’s leading cooperative duction cost would be $1.06 per ery bushel of apples that they 

fruit selling organizations show bushel, just twice their tree produce is produced at a loss 

that over a 6-year. period value, since production costs per and it is taking from one to five 

(1920 to 1926) the average acre remain about the same. On acres of good farm land to pay 

price for which A-grade fruit of the other hand, if the yield were for the luxury of supporting 

all varieties was sold was $1.29 doubled and 356 bushels were each acre that the orchard oc- 

per bushel, for B-grade fruit it produced on an acre (about 12  cupies.
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I dare say, however, that YIELDS—WHAT MAKES THEM _ cultivation as superior to sod 
many of these growers have a If yield is of paramount im- culture, or sod culture as supe- 
erie hazy ice — they a poxenee aA deemainiee the ior to sien pub enian. ener 

Ee “ cin Pe ae y, Scalise s margin between production ane mueseRs i gn fuindeaess ul 

c a th eas wnt wa h outl ° costs and selling price, the ques- both h, 8 be cr 1 0 a ems; 
bn then “Ther ad at sation tion at once arises: what are 2° t thi cur Pn Neh a 
ho: a aati 1 ey “ no} the 1z@ the principal factors in deter- eel and then’ at a a St th a 

ble chavces ahs ea he m mining yield? This question the ee en ie c andle it that 
= vi a ehunees. i hey only know heed not be discussed in great e ea are kept growing vigo- 

aiff ait ti year i . Shale Baan detail at this time for it is one re y- ident th 
! 1 it atone ote the local to which the observation of the 4 i no ome od “th at 

banker vation i e focal experienced fruit grower has heeds an anO8 ond UC ed tile 

On the other hand the heavy- SUpPlied definite answer. land. To predict that the great. 5; ai eo os oH e Ne I am tempted, however, to in- et 4 © pre + it e great- 

yitng orchards ven, (he sera word sumimariaing Michi. Se advanet in ult growing 
pa at a irate When just gan experience. Ranking inim-  ¢ome through the mieke Bhchs 
nicely coming into bearing, the P0rtance above all other factors sive and more intelligent use of 
profits are naturally small, but im this connection is that of site, fertilizers, would perhaps be un- 
they are very satisfactory as the location, relative freedom from safe, but certainly there is the 
trees become older and strike frost. It is hardly believable possibility that it will work out 
their real stride. In orchard No. that raspberry field No. 24 (See that. way. 
75 it is a safe estimate Table 6), that in 1926 yielded 

TABLE 4.--AVERAGE YIELDS AND RETURNS OF SELECTED GROUPS OF “Vilits! axb'BRODUCTION, Costs 
GROWERS, REDUCED TO TREE AND, TO AN ACRE BASIS. RASPEERRY GROWERS IN 19260 

12 WisReaE 13 2p si old 21-35. yrs) old Above 35 yrs. Field No. perce per erate 

Tree average (ht) soccceseccees 5 5.9 i G2 RNs HE tee AB ru 
ACKe AVEPFAGES: 2% vie cwews Bae oe bate 2 206 309 6 

Not returns e000 $85 $107 $161 MII BRS re 
. 28 stares eawceres, “S38 2.26 

LO eet ceBFEES! (HUD! wee. snv erwrren 42 1.8 26 BG nv vccrcceeeveees BOL 2.19 
Acre average veces 3 33 ay i peeaennenadaanin 4 ae 
Net retUrn® vis eemsaws woman vie 20 33 47 30 < amiss 38.3 1:90 

Lf io iseSicesiccnes S54 2.54 

TABLE §.. AVERAGE YIELDS AND RETURNS OF TWO SELECTED GROWERS, Bs enemetes comes 488 1,88 
REDUCED TO A TREE AND TO AN ACI{E BASIS. SEASONS 1920-1926. io. 2 kare penne BOE A04 

Grower No. TreeNo. Age Yield) Percent Treenet Acre net WB Ll) ssi7 247 
: A-grade Wy vecccccceiies BBB 157 

TO sce ees essinierate ete eotainne 183 a ee 70 #318 artt50 if comscaceyee 168 163 
248 45 121 9.57 334.50 if, a ee es BS Pe 

18 cscmomeneen comsecwes PTO 18 11 39 61 21.30 ag LILIITEDIEIT! 9slo 1.62 
74 45 2.2 1.37 48.00 12... we eeeeeees 101.0 1.06 

that apples which sold at an av- 128.3 crates to the acre, yielded ee Labs 1:33 
erage of $1.29 per bushel for A- only 17 crates in 1925—at a cost Beene seen 0a ae 
grade, for about 90 cents a_ of $4.41 per crate. Yet such was , 
bushel for the tree-run product, the case. The explanation lies THE RELATION OF VARIETY TO 
and that netted the grower in the fact that it is in a frosty YIELD 
about 63 cents per bushel deliv- location. 1926 was a compara- It is not my purpose to dis- 
ered at the community packing tively frost-free season and it cuss in detail the variety prob- 
house, actually cost the grower escaped injury; in 1925 it got lem, for each district has its 
about $1.00 per bushel. He was caught. own variety problem and its so- 
paying the spray material man- An orchard must bear annu- lution for Michigan is not the 
ufacturer and the local banker ally if its average production solution of New Hampshire or 
about 37 cents per bushel for the year after year is to be high, or, Wisconsin. 
privilege of being a fruit in lieu of annual production, it It may be pointed out, how- 
grower. must bear enormous crops bien- ever, that there are great differ- 
fi cuower No. fou ne other malty. Occasional bearing will ae in the yielding capacities 
and, was producing the same _ not do. of different varieties — differ- 

varieties that were being sold to Ranking close to site in im- ences that are, I am sure, not 
the same customers at the same portance is that of soil and soil appreciated by many growers. 
prices at about 30 cents per management methods. I have Table 7 presents data on the 
bushel. no intention of holding up clean (Continued on page 102)



Ideas for Creating a Home Grounds Picture 

Prof. J. G. Moore 

eye is home without a beauty pleases the senses, and serve two important functions. 
Mother?” Most of our those who love flowers not alone They are important factors in 

memories go back to the days for this reason but also because creating a pleasing home 
when this motto hung on the to them the flower, or perhaps grounds picture, and they are a 
wall in many a home. The day the plant which produces the source of material for giving 
of wall mottos has passed and in flower, is a living individual variety and charm to the inte- 
its stead we have the day of which possesses as it were, a rior decorations of the home. 
slogans. In fact, so numerous’ personality which responds to Both of these functions are im- 
have slogans become that one thoughtful care, and like a per- portant. 
hesitates even to suggest an- son reciprocates for the atten- I feel that frequently in the 
other, but if permissible, I tion given it by giving its friend past, we have overlooked the im- 
would like to suggest “What is later on a token of its apprecia- portance of beautiful home sur- 
home without flowers?” Flow- tion. roundings. This has been es- 

| ers have always played a great A rose from a florist’s may be pecially true on the farm. Often 
part in the home and it is grati- more beautiful than the one you We get so busy making a living 
fying to know that as our civ- pluck from the plant in your that we forget to live. After 
ilization advances they become garden, but.-you ean never feel aj], we are coming more and 
a still more important feature of quite the same about it or more to recognize the truth of 
our lives. We possibly can get towards it as the one for which the words of the Great Teacher 
along without flowers, but if we you feel that you are at least a “)an ghall not live by bread 
were forced to do it we would junior partner in producing. It ajone’, We sing “Be it ever so 
lose much of the pleasure we is, of course, this latter group hymble, there’s no place like 
now get out of life. which will be interested in “out- }ome” but a humble home may 

I think we can roughly put door flowers for the home” from pe pbeautiful. It may not be 
flower lovers in two large the standpoint from which we peautiful because of its elabor- 
groups. Those who love flow- wish to consider it. ate and costly appointments but 
ers because their sympathy and Out door flowers for the home _ jt may be beautiful in its sim- 

plicity, its neatness, and its mod- 
est decorations. 

. What a large part flowers may 
i b eigen have in making possible the 

, ae decorations of both the interior 
‘ ent ote and exterior of the humble home. 

om The millionaire may have his 
s ; F f sheared box or bay trees or his 
Senne orchids, but they are no more 

Pao ie ieee eg : beautiful or decorative than the 
bey em , “Ss - hollyhock or gladiolus which 

f BACKYARD FLOW- can be had by any of us. As a 
Pais Nei AU ae r : INDOORS OR rule the real value to the owner 

RE She: Pewee he f Our will be greatest in the latter 
A = by a - Bi Ree nf . hess: two. species case. 

Slag codes aa RE a SN) the bleesare age Even beautiful things must 
ag aoe fee BAT a stroll along the wate be properly used if beautiful ef- 

” Fee RRO Naa jl add cheerfulness to fects are to be secured. The 

is ae eae ers the: Hiying-reom: artist must not only know how 
Per, yo to paint beautiful objects, but 

Bs aia al RE etic LKR he must arrange them so that 
ok I oo they produce a beautiful com- 

aaa ome ot Sacer position and give them a proper 
GPE aa setting so that they will give to 

are ae the person who views his pro- 
os duction the particular idea he 

tate wishes to convey. 
— We are artists when we use 

plants to improve our grounds.
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of their permanency and the 
+) 7 12S smaller amount of labor neces- 

& sore ed P= Pra | sary to produce satisfactory ef- 
o Baro Kes a Eee i fects. However, one should not 

ae ieee Rey <n el sees oy get the impression that all that 
ES ie % Si dae Lf is necessary is to plant peren- 

, i 1d pr i ia ’ Piel nials and that they will then 
"aio cr : | A care for themselves. There are 

rome ts fell cases, of course, of perennials 
‘ oa Rie . of sufficient vigor to take care 

i of themselves very well, but 
a : : there are many more that need 

PP et si chem wt %& attention as regards cultiva- 
Fee” Pt, es a tion, fertilization, thinning and 
At, ake ps es Se ge in some cases winter protection, 

Si are as an pnd! ~ if they are to produce very sat- 
eLearn * : isfactory results. a ao Spee we : 

se Biennials are very limited in 
a number and because new plants 

* A must be started each year if a 
Cie continuous seasonal display is 

: a to be had, are much less in favor 
for border plantings. However, 
they should not be ruled out be- 

FLOWERS MAKE AN ATTRACTIVE AND EFFECTIVE HOUSE BORDER cause of this objection for some 
Shasta daisy, larkspur ad ee to “tie the house into the of them would be a great addi- 

tion to practically any border 
planting. 

We work with buildings, ers used in these ways we Bulbs and annuals may be 
grounds, and plants instead of usually think of four popular considered together in their re- 
canvas and paint. But just as groups—annuals, biennials, Jation to border planting. In 
certainly as the artist produces perennials, and bulbs. speaking of bulbs we subcon- 

a picture, we produce our pic- In both house and lawn = sciously limit the term to what 
ture. If we use our materials borders, any of the groups may are frequently designated as 
intelligently and thoughtfully, be used. As a rule perennials Dutch bulbs. We mean those 
we produce a good picture. If are most largely used because that are ordinarily planted in 
we use them haphazardly, and 
thoughtlessly, we will have a 
production which will not be 
beautiful or pleasing, but unat- a - 
tractive or even displeasing. ote 4 We Ya ene FN had . 

r 7 \aeneits ‘ ie kg ~ © . re ay Ways OF USING FLOWERS & & ge? hy, eres Sa) 
In considering out door flow- ear , > eee a hf Re ie ry ‘a 

ers for the home we cannot in eae a one , aes i 
most cases ignore other plant oe) _ 9 , y eee) 
materials. Our so-called flow- " Pe ¥ 4 , i F 
ers are only one of the elements . ts 2 ed ‘4 l] 
used in creating the landscape ; a} S 
picture. When used it is in- . 2 
variably in conjunction with Lea 
shrubs. There are four ways @. 
in which flowers are used in the a b 
landscape picture, in house y § 6 ; 
borders or foundation plantings; ‘ | 
lawn borders or as adjuncts to _ 
lawn clumps, in beds, and in 

porch or window boxes. The lat- LIMITED SPACE BUT ABUNDANT BEAUTY 
ter might also include flowers in When small lawn area precludes a mixed border of shrubs and_ flowers, 
vases or urns used as part dec- then resort to a simple border of perennials or annuals. A mixed border 

orations. In classifying flow- miele Be preferable but there are seldom too many asters when well grown |
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the fall and brighten the early When making a border plant- When one ventures to discuss 
days of spring with their dis- ing some seem to think that the the use of flowers in beds he is 
play of brilliant color. The arrangement should always be, quite likely to find that there 
reason that annuals and bulbs tall plants in the back and suc- are many who do not agree with 
can well be considered together cessively lower ones leading his beliefs as regards their 
is because neither in itself is down to the front edge. In the proper use. I enter upon this 
complete in the border. The main, that is probably the best subject, therefore, knowing full 
bulb vanishes too early and the arrangement as it makes for a_ well that at least some of you 
annual comes too late. To- better display. However, if will doubtless object to some of 
gether they make a glorious’ such a plan is adhered to too my _ statements. Perhaps, we 
combination. The annuals may closely the planting may look do not even agree on what a 
be set among the bulbs while like a series of circus seats. flower bed is. To me it is a 
the latter are maturing. When Occasionally, the breaking up of relatively small planting in the 
they are removed, lo and behold _ the horizontal lines arising from lawn area, composed entirely of 
the annuals are well on their this method of arrangement by herbaceous plants. Planting of 
way towards their riot of late bringing some taller plants into plants of this character at the 
summer and autumn color. To the foreground so as to make base of the house we have al- 
a lesser extent, bulbs can also ‘‘areas” in the border, will add ready characterized as founda- 
be used in conjunction with bi- much to the interest of the com- tion or house border planting. 
ennials and perennials, and an- position. 1 tinued in Febr 
nuals in conjunction with early Only in the larger plantings (To ue. CON seh oy ror, 
maturing perennials. are we likely to have shrub wy ass a tise ON aa. 

To make the most of small clumps as distinct from border iim and olen bina, 
grounds, one should study the Planting. We do not need _ to tions.) BIE COLOP COMOTEA 
various possible combinations. Spend much time in discussing eile 
Some of the most attractive ef- the use of flowers as adjuncts to 
fects I have seen in the use of Such plantings as what has been TT 
tulips was when they were Said of flowers in borders ap- . 
planted among the shrubs of a_ Plies also to clumps. The peren- Any person, by planting a 
border. nial, of course, is the favorite tree and sending to the Ameri- 

Plants should ordinarily be 870UP for this use. Where the can Tree Association, 1214 Six- 
planted in clumps. The num- clumps are large the flowers teenth St., Washington, D. C., 
ber required to make a satisfac- planted in sizeable groups in the for an application blank, may 
tory clump depends upon the bays of the clump aid in giving become a member of that asso- 
plant and the size of the border. variety in form, color and tex- ciation without charge, thus re- 
Unless they are planted in suf- ture and thus relieves the mo- ceiving bulletins and advice 
ficient quantity to make a unit notony of too continuous plant- about the planting and care of 

in the planting they are sort of ing of shrubs. trees, etc. 
“lost in the shuffle’ and the — — ss : - 
planting becomes merely a - _ 
hodge-podge of plants. The | Mewes 

lover of plants when forced to | Kenosha Florists and Nurserymen’s Association 
confine his efforts to a small 
area ig very prone to attempt || __ _Assoc. Member 
too many kinds. I realize how | Illinois Nurserymen’s Association 

hard it is to leave out some of |) . 
your favorites, but it often be- |, The Swartz Nurseries 
comes a necessity if you are to | 
ee the best citeots. ; 5 i | GROWERS OF | 

flowers are best displayed | ade sec | 
avainst a background of foliage. |, Shade, Ornamental & Evergreen Trees | 
Shrubs serve admirably for this Shrubs, Vines and Roses | 
purpose in borders unless the | 

border is so narrow as to make | Park, Cemetery, and Golf Ground Planting 
it impractical. In such cases a_ |! . 
background for most of the Landscape Architects . 

flowers can be secured by se- 
lecting some having higher | KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 

growing plants for planting || Phone 2F4 
next to the house or the bound- || | 

ary. ———— ae a : =. _ ____|
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(Continued from page 98) THE RELATION OF GRADE TO of growers received as much for 
yields of several of the more SELLING PRICE four no crops as the other 

common varieties under Michi- Data on the grading records 8TOUP Gid Tor Six, 
gan conditions. The only com- of two selected groups of Michi- Incidentally attention may be 
ment I will make on them is that gan growers are presented in called to the fact that these two 
these yield records have proved ‘Table 8. The table also gives margins between different 
surprising to many a Michigan figures showing the amounts ac- groups—i.e. the one based on 
grower. The variety whose A- tually paid to these growers for difference in variety and the one 
grade or fancy product brings a bushel of their fruit, grading based on difference in grade— 
the most on the fruit stand may out the way it did. It will be are not mutually exclusive or 
not be the one with the widest noted that one group received antagonistic. Any individual 
margin between production cost an average price of $0.74 a grower has it within his ability 
and selling price. bushel, the other an average to obtain both margins at one 

and the same time and realize 

TARLE T-—AVERAGE ANNUAL YIELDS AND RETURNS OF SEVERAL Leap. @bout a 40 per bushel advantage 
ING VARIETIES DURING 1920-1926 PERIOD. YIELDS EXPRESSED IN over the general run of his com- 

BUSHELS PER TREE AND RETURNS IN DOLLARS PER ACRE petitors. As a matter of fact, 

Variety Ee oars Above Js years rank that is what the best of our 
Bu. per tree Acre Income Bu. pertree Acre Income growers are doing. 

All varieties ........ 1.9 eee 6.6 aie % 

Snow Sale was ONORS Give 11.5 $322 10.6 $285 1 

Times III 83 188 a8 set 3 THE SITUATION SUMMARIZED 
t treening ...... 6. 99 x» 26 2 : . 

Hen’ Davie BG ia a6 int 8 The situation may be sum- 

Hubbarasion 100) 43 "eo 74 140 1; Marized in this way: Profits lie 
Jonathan soy 18 1g 8.3 302 4 within the margin between pro- 
Wealthy 0) 43 100 e ie 11 duction costs and selling price. 
DUGNEE: vee eincmnewm 10 110 ae 239 12 There is one effective way of Boeccccceceeee ee BR 92 7.4 212 7 a z 
Wagener oo 4a 95 47 108 15 lowering production costs. This 
Cannan ited 0000022 84 a) 73 iss 1) is not by reducing the cost per 
Golden Russet 2.2.0.0. 5 5.3 137 16 acre, for average costs are more 

or less fixed and stationary. It 
THE RELATION OF VARIETY TO price of $0.52. Deducting 10 is rather by reducing costs per 

SELLING PRICE cents a bushel from each figure, bushel through such measures 
I . oo the estimated picking and han- as will secure heavy yields. This 
n practically all of the fig dling charge, we have tree is by far the most important ures that have thus far been ate ¢ 
' Soc, values of $0.64 and $0.42 re- method of widening the margin. presented, computations have ! ivel h hi due f 1 : : . 

been based on the average prices spectively—what these produc- O only a little less impor- | 
received by a group of Michigan ¢°S petually yeenives for grow- tance, is she possibility ee in 

selling organizations for all va- 178 tneir Fruit. creasing returns per Aushe 
rieties, the Ben Davises as well . ee ; a ; 

as the Delicious. While the av- 7 eR itr QROWAS SHOWING EHD AMOUNTS THAT THEY ACTUALLY 
erage A-grade price of all varle- RECEIVED FOR DIFFERENT FRACTIONS OF THEIR | 

ties throughout the 1920-1926 , / ANTAGE SUSh EE ; . 
period was $1.29 per bushel, the 20 sine fuide A # © Conner Unclass. Bulk Total 

price of Baldwins, Greenings Ieet urns LLLLILILLE2 $0.60 $0.09 $0.02 $0.01 aon $0.02 30.74 

and Spys has averaged $1.50. jar nto o8t a 1 3 16 
That 21 cents difference repre- Returns oo... .ecee eee. F024 $0.10 $0.06 $0.02 $0.01 $0.09 $0.52 

sents clear profit for the Bald- 
win, Greening and Spy growers. This contrast appears still through the growing of a rela- 
It means that the average more striking when it is real- tively high grade product of the 
grower of those varieties would ized that these men raised the relatively high price varieties. 
have to produce only about 130 same varieties, used the same There is nothing mysterious 
instead of 180 bushels per acre spray materials, had their fruit or revolutionary about this pro- 
to cover overhead and current graded by the same crew and cedure. It does not necessitate 
maintenance production costs sold by the same sales manager. forming and utilizing a coopera- 
and on a 300 bushel crop he If it were difference that ob- tive marketing organization if 
would be netting $125 instead tained but a single year, it there is none at hand. It does 
of $70. On a 150 bushel crop would not be such a serious mat- not require a change in the 
he would be making $15 instead ter, but the figures are 6-year board of directors or manager 
of losing approximately that averages. This is the equiva- if one is already in use. It does 
sum. lent of saying that the one group not imply a change in markets
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or marketing machinery. It cs Cal bs >> ‘Ei iid 
does not demand any revolution- a See # é j 
ary change in the management " i ee 
of the orchard. It does not de- a “a % 
mand top working of the trees é 2 E 
to some new widely-advertised =, (d 
variety. It simply calls for util- s : f re. ees E 
jzation of the best of the good, rn oe a em ty 
standard, well-tried varieties ees Se acotres BS + 
and the employing of the best of . ee fae to AS eels 

orchard soil management, ea aks pc a ~s 
spraying and thinning practices. Pee aa “Se 

It is as conservative as it is < Spee iS 
constructive. It is as certain of fia = 
yielding satisfactory returns as ~ : , 

is the type of investment that is ee 
recommended by the conserva- an 
tive banker. pes ent 
— AS NATURE GARDENS 

FARMERS WEEK see Bee 
“A wiser use of Wisconsin [=Q@, C=. a7 ; PRIZE WINNING PHOTOS 

Land” is the slogan adopted for | Sga¥eet—5§ AN Na . . . . 
the annual Farmers and Home- A aN Ney ae Our first prize photo for this 
makers Week at the college of iPS \ Ny) eT ye month is entitled “As Nature 
Agriculture this year. < e & a i “am; Gardens” sent in by Judge A. K. 

The time set is Jan. 30 to [4-4 a \ fous Owen, Phillips, Wisconsin. It is 
Feb. 4. The main program || ss, \ i an unusual picture showing a 

looks very good starting Mon- os | beam of sunshine falling on nat- 
dey moening pias - wie bg o\\ a ural forest growth. In the fore- 

rose La ET ee NE round we Bind sarsaparii 
Land Problems”, by L. B. Nag- |~e aae ferns.and other “Nature's Gar;, 
ler, and other numbers equally eke , y den Plants”. . . . 
as good. a) ek Second and third prize pic- 

It is the special program, |i “<<: see” is tures are by I. J. Schulte, Mil- 

however, that is particularly 1X ae waukee. The second prize photo 
egg can he : i} is an unusual shadow picture 

ae hon NY oa taken in winter. It creates a de- 
a aM 21h saa sire to tramp over the snow cov- 
ss tC reiiegs: 7 ‘ ered fields in search of scenes 
a Bee such as this. 

: Re ee BOTIONS The third prize picture shows 
wer re bie) wat how landscape gardening is 

ie aN sein 22.) iI ms Meee! valuable. For Horticulturists, effective in winter as well as in 
ye per ig ae | the speakers are Profs. R. E. summer if evergreens are used. 
Pn F Vaughan, R. H. Roberts, C. L. Home grounds such as these are 

ry ae bY PLM i) Fluke, C. L. Kuehner, J. G. Mil- a pleasure at any season of the 
‘tay i isi ward, J. W. Brann, J. Johnson, year, 

4 “i ss and J. W. Bryan. These special 
: i mee Sey. 288) meetings precede the main pro- eS 
“9 eS ia oy JOS a| gram, and will be on fruits, po- 

Lt ~~ A ae tatoes, insects, and diseases. A bulletin which I think ev- 

Kore orn : ill There is a special program ery County Agent, and every- 
ee ag a a i for each branch of farming, and one raising trees eand fruits 

we ~ | very good special numbers for should have is entitled “Diag- 
’ women. nosing Orchard Ills” which is 

ae Send for a copy of the com- Special Bulletin No. 164 to be 
NATURES DECORATIONS plete program to the College of secured from Michigan State 

3rd Prize Agriculture, Madison. College, East Lansing, Michigan.
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Wisconsin Horticulture We know something about the that cooperative marketing of- 
effect of vitamines on animal fers the only hope. Others holil 

Published Monthly by the growth. Are there vitamines that lowering production costs 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society that effect plant growth? is the solution of the problem. 

119 Ei: Washington Avenue, Why do some soils, although It can only be by solving both 
OPER OP he BOstey, supplied with all the chemical of these problems that the hor- 

H. J. RAHMLOW, Editor elements necessary, refuse to ticulturist will be able to come 
Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis. grow crops? out on top. 

Wan eines, Bee ee ae Chambers. How much do we know about The McNary Haugen bill is 
H. Smith, Prof. J. G. Milward. the possible inductee uses of again before Conaress, The 

agricultural waste products? opinion seems to be that it will 
wisconsic, peers At Madison. Are there other dangerous in- pass both houses. How do Wis- 

postage provided fae ne seer y te ,of sect pests and plant diseases in consin farmers feel about the 
of October 3, 1917, authorized July 16, foreign countries waiting to be bill? It will increase the price 

Advertising rates made known on ap- introduced into this country? of several things we buy. All 
pieation, Cr chestnut ies are Boome of our products—butter, cheese, 

‘ . : because we let in chestnut blight. fruit, vegetables, etc., come un- 
Mat tee ee Se The Jap-beetle was brought in der the provisions of the bill. 

Brice co Wisconain’ Rrtiouare Bent eee eS roots. one dollar to Office of Secretary, Madi- The Mexican Fruit fly has come OO 

* Remit by Postal or Express Money or. Cross the border. The corn PROFESSOR V. R. Gardner, 
der. pay Collar bill may be sent safely it borer is making headway. The Head of the Horticulture De- 
checks accepted, | ‘9 * ST Personal yailroad worm is in Wisconsin. partment, Michigan A gricul- 

Postage stamps not accepted How fean be ne tab ture College, has been of great 
cGipive GoM er these pests are estab- service to Wisconsin Horticul- 

ARE CUTEVE, COMMITTED lished it takes millions to control turists. He ae three papers 
President, Vice-President and Secretary them. Will it pay to spend at our annual convention which 
Wi Brubaker 20202005010 Washburn ™MOFe on investigations in for. will appear in this magazine. 
H.C. Christensen..........-..Oshkosh ign countries to advise us what His talk on lowering production 

MS. Reltog ge: 200/00 5'Etseavine Pests are likely to be dangerous? costs, so impressed the Door 
domes, Livingstone \..... Milwaukee Figures show that in this County Growers that they per- 
George M. Moseman...\ ....Menomonie country one large industrial cor- suaded him to speak at their an- 

WR swante cii0000/1/7/ 18. Gresse poration alone spends more for nual meeting, December 21. 
H.W. Ulsperger......./Sturgeon Bay aeeeeel ie the entire budget A large number of fruit grow- 

ee ~~ Of: the Department of Agricul- ers attended this meeting, held 
OUR COVER PAGE ture. Does the public pay for jn the Courthouse at Sturgeon 

The Home Grounds picture on that or do they actually save Bay. 
this month’s cover page is by ™oney by it? We urge our readers to study 
the Rieboldt Studio, Sturgeon ,,Some people seem to have the the article “Orchard Costs and 
Bay. idea that agriculture should profits’, continued from the 

—_—___—. finance its own research. They December issue. 

THE ence manufactur- Oe fe oe 

terrific competition fof today. to @ustry is highly organized into 4 U1, this brings us to our text. 
put into his car all the new im- large units. Our research can A “Learn From One Another”. 
provements demanded by the only go on by government sup- No one ever profited by keep- 
public, at the same time reduc. Port to the ultimate benefit of ing new discoveries to himself. 
ing the price of his car con- all the people. : : “Give and You Will Receive”. 
tinuously, must be making use Our representatives in Con- Valuable information will come 
of every available ‘scientific dis- Pa te aus lates ay may from exchange of ideas with 
covery. 92 to ame tor failure to Pro- your near neighbor. “Wiscon- 
Farming, especially the vide for the needs of greater Sin Horticulture” is here for the 

branch we are interested in has @2"icultural research. Often  jurpose of exchanging informa- 
the same problems though we though, we are to blame; our tion with your distant neigh- 
are not solving them as rapidly. ieee, axe simply tp bors. 

What do we know about some  \i)i8 What une public Seems to “What have you to offer? 
of our most serious handicaps? ‘Y@?" 

What causes mosaic of pota- 
toes and bush fruits? Can we WE ARE all thinking and We urge our readers to pat- 
develop mosaic resistant plants talking of how to make the ronize our advertisers. They 
of various kinds? farm pay more. Some urge are reliable.
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WISCONSIN WILL GO Kansas City, Topeka, Wichita, The method they adopted is 
SOUTH pun City, Cie: eae siople— “we recommend it to 

" eset, aed oma City, Fort Worth, Dallas, other organizations. 
ONzE 200 Wigeensinties mi Waco, Austin, San Antonio, The Board of Directors voted 

. 1 the nS Be om athes Houston, Galveston, Beaumont, to join the society as a group, 
travel f ae braary. on She Lake Charles, New Orleans, the treasurer of the Union to 
cad rom February 7th to the Gulf Port, Mobile, Montgomery, pay the membership dues. Each 
at State Horticultural So. Birmingham, Nashville, Evans- member is notified that his ac- 
. Cot th © OrUcy ? th 0- ville, St. Louis, Springfield, Chi- count is charged with the fee, 

ciety, a Ce direction o: the = cago, and Madison. which is 35¢ per year in this 
ecutive f jommitiee ; and ue There is still room on the case, there being over 200 mem- 
Board 9 es and at the train for interested Horticul- bers. 
request 0 Commissioner of Ag-  turists, In case the member does not 
riculture, W. A. Duffy, will ex- SS wish to belong, he can notify the 
hibit some of the horticultural MBE. M. B. Goff made a sug- secretary of the Union by mail 

resources of the state. gestion at the Sturgeon or phone and his name is omit- 
To date, exhibit material has Bay meeting that will meet with — ted. 

heen provided by two organiza- the approval of many fruit Can you imagine anyone in- 
tions. Professor Milward, sec- growers—an auto tour of the terested in fruits, flowers or 
retary of the State Potato Grow- important Michigan fruit sec- vegetables not willing to have 
ers Association, has promised a tions. his account charged with 35 or 

display of material on how Wis- Professor Gardner promptly 40 cents for a year’s member- 
consin controls mosaic disease, promised the cooperation of ship, subscription to the maga- 
especially in Triumphs. The Michigan horticulturists and his zine and the annual report? 
states through which the tour department in conducting the If you are interested, have 

passes are large buyers of cer- visitors to the points of most the secretary of your local or- 
tified triumphs. . interest and providing speakers. ganization send in a list of the 

The Door County Fruit Grow- The trip can be made cheaply names of your members inter- 
ers Union has promised a dis- by carferry across Lake Michi- ested in fruits, flowers or vege- 
play of their canned cherries in gan, especially, if several grow- tables. A copy of the magazine 

different types of containers, ers pool expenses in one auto. will be sent them. After they 
also — apples. The Union — The Michigan Horticultural have had a chance to look into 
cheres ta apenutees a canned Society is planning a similar the matter, you can use the 

Bay NESE (SUALRS: tour of the fruit sections of On- above method of joining, remit- 
Three types of exhibits are  tario, ting the fees to us when you 

desirable on this tour—commer- Again we hope to “Learn have them 
cial, educational and advertis- from One Another” and profit . . 

he secretary of the society thereby. 
has been instructed to take [ NSTEAD of one general sum- GREAT AALSMEER FLOW- 
charge of the exhibit and to in- mer meeting next summer, ER-SHOW (HOLLAND) 
vite local groups and growers to why Tot eeverals Why not : 17-21 April, 1928 
cooperate and furnish exhibit meeting and auto tour in a good ' 
material. fruit section for the fruit ee a Se bee 

What can we do for the vege- grower, another for the vege- ciety: “Central Aalsmeer Auc- 
table grower, florist, nursery- table grower, and still another tion”, 2500 square metre large, 
man and fruit grower? If not for the florist and the small i) pe opened with a flower- 
a commercial display, can we fruit grower. . show April 17th, 1928 
Make up an educational exhibit One of these could be desig-  * femenr : 

p ici Only the Aalsmeer florists 
to teach the value of their prod- nated as the official summer Siw iat a vad +42 
“te? Do ce ~ meeting at which the executive @nd_ exporters are allowed to ucts? Perhaps some communi- ng send in, | velties fri Il 

tives will wish to advertise to committee could meet. send in, but novelties from a 
prospective settlers the possibil- The advantages would be sountries are welcome: ‘ 

We wil ne hts “Ny tional with regard to the com. - : Sy eo tine:. nik. ee na vith regar > com- 
aot ull, need Hveraulire, PI DOOR COUNTY GROWERS mittee of honour and the jury. ures and the product itself in JOIN SOCIETY j ! 
our booth. We are at the serv- 1 Florists, who have the inten- 
ice of our members and affiliated ON DECEMBER 20th, the tion to send in novelties are re- 
organizations. Door County Fruit Grow- quested to write to the secre- 

The train will stop for in- ers Union formally voted to join taryship in Aalsmeer (Holland). 
spection at the following towns: the Horticultural Society. This J. C. M. MENSING, 
Davenport, Excelsior Springs, means about 450 new members. Secretary.
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Potato Growers Department 
J. G. Mitwarp, Editor 

Secretary of the State Potato Growers Association 

I 

CERTIFIED SEED FORSALE Yorker 20,000 bushels, see attached to all sacks in car lot 
: Mountain 10,000 bushels, shipments. 

The U. W. Horticultural De- : Ui ) . : . 
partment desires to call atten- Seapleing Rose (King) 5,000 to mies, of joatiiticates genus 
tion through “Wisconsin Horti- A limita, sowers rowers: ar e © 
culture” to important matters ae Hautes, parnter 6 TI Horticultural Department, Mad- 
requiring the attention of Wis- Stouts of Re see Rural. and ison, Wisconsin and will be fur- 
consin growers early in the new Early Ohio not ¥eoorted should nished on request. . 
year. be ndded to the vhowe totals The certified seed list shows 

First. The University Horti- A portion of the above seed that much of the Wisconsin cer- 
cultural Department and the listed is in storage by Wisconsin tified, crop is concentrated in 
Wisconsin Department of Mar- shippers and the balance in pos- @™tain communities. The Tri- 
kets have jointly arranged to session of growers. The first umph crop, for example, was 
publish the list of available cer- list published calls the attention 8"0W? largely in Oneida, Lang- 
tified Wisconsin seed potatoes of the trade to the fact that Wis- lade. Marinette, Oconto, Price, 
periodically during the winter. consin certified seed potatoes Washburn, Sawyer, Burnett and 

The first list issued on Janu- are graded to Badger State Polk counties. . 
ary 1, 1928, based on reports Brand requirements. Loading The bulk of the Irish Cobbler 
from growers and shippers, point inspections are made by Crop was produced in Forest, 
shows the following amount of the Wisconsin Department of Langlade, Oneida, Marinette 
seed in storage unsold; Triumph Markets. The official red tag and Sawyer counties. 
45,000 bushels, Irish Cobbler ‘Badger State Brand” is issued The Rural New Yorker is con- 
32,000 bushels, Rural New _ by the Inspection Service and is centrated in Barron, Washburn, 

if t = YT ee 
a) 5 re tah hi } i 

/ ro? Sy ws 5 : 
Re Fi : a a yrlte weYy a 

a; ii. Rem oe 

| cepa eee i. TERE bee ae = : : ae ns ee Pa os 

Above Prof. John 4 4 seit 2 Ca ea Oe gw on 
Brann, certified seed fleld . j ° . : aaa Se he 5 

Greenhouse Mosaic “Treats. we. Aaa A < Pay ot oe a 
Right: A section of the a > zt : ea Nek 
Horticulture Dept. Green- aS? f . PR 
house showing potatoes " i . ae . By SS sda - % " = 
in pots under test. pe me os s ea vier laa et os SS 

‘4 Lom . ase: ar, | 

@ 2 Ad - S 

ae Oe |
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Marinette, Oconto, Florence and al 

Door counties. | 

The Green Mountain stock is Try the | 
located mainly in Oneida, Lin- | 
coln and Sawyer counties. Wis- HARALSON APPLE 
consin shippers have assembled | 

cee ars several producing A New. Minnesota Winter Variety | 
cou S. 

Information on Wisconsin Catalog for 1928 ready this month. A postal card will | 

seed will be furnished by the In- bring it. We sell direct to the planter, no agents—lower 
spection Service. Requests for prices. 
prices should be sent direct to . . | 
Wisconsin growers and shippers Special Introductory offer: 3 Peonies, blooming size roots 

listed. For available certified red, white and pink, postpaid for $2.00. | 
seed list, write the U. W. Hor- 
ticultural Department, Madison, Full line Nursery Stock 
Wisconsin. 74th Year | 

GREENHOUSE TESTS SUCCESSFUL Low Mosaic Seep FOUND KELLOGGS NURSERY 

The first “run” of tuber in- Box 77 Janesville, Wis. 
dex tests in the Horticultural || | oe _ : a 
Departnent eorcohs ve Se 
completed January 1. Definite r 7 

; ‘ ‘ ered close to the border line of VEGETABLE VARIETIES RECOM- 
figures showing mosaic counts satisfaction. MENDED BY SPECIAL COM- 

made to date are not ready for . MITTEE OF HORTICUL- 
publication. The Horticultural Depart- TURAL SOCIETY 

The information available ment plans to aid as much aS Cucumber—Chicago Pickle, White 
from the first test warrants the possible in the distribution of Spine. 
following conclusions which the best seed obtainable in the Corn—Golden Bantam, Evergreen. 
should receive careful attention state. Conferences will be ar- ee Rae a avid Cheak) May 
at this time by growers in the ranged early in the year in the king, Wonderful (Head). , 
“Triumph Belts”. important seed producing cen- — Melons Musk—Champlain, Milwau- 

Stock grown on the Spooner ters. The mosaic tests avail- kee Market. 
Branch Station index plot and able will be given to growers at, Melons Water — Peerless, Klecky 
increase field is low in mosaic. that time. “Onions — Yellow Globe Danvers, 
Not over 800 bushels of this seed South Port Rest Globe, White Globe. 
is available for sale to growers. GROWERS HAVE Goop SEED Eeppers ane Early. 
The Horticultural Department . . Parenip—Hollow Cr 
will arrange to place this seed Among the Wisconsin grow. )aGish- Scarlet. Globe. 
in comparatively large blocks ¢?S listed in the first run and Squash — Golden Hubbard, Table 
for increase purposes, under the Whose seed shows satisfactory Queen. 
best possible growing condi- from the standpoint of mosaic Salsify—Sandwich Felenc 

. : : : Spinach—Bloomsdale Savoy. 
tions. The Department will be content are: Tomato—John Baer or Bonny Best. 
unable to supply seed to several John Conradi—Phillips Asparagus—Washington. 
growers who have sent in or- Wm. Dama—Phillips apeans = Universal, Brittle, pax 

ders and reservations. Carl Makholm—Suring (Greon)” SERENE NGS), SSUES 
. The greenhouse tests show a E. H. Thompson—Webster Beets——Croslys Egyptian, Detroit 
limited amount of seed running Chas. Koshowsky—Coleman Dark Red. 
less than 5% mosaic in Burnett, Frank Bizjak—Crivitz wee Copenhagen Mar- 
Das ‘ ot. 

! rice, Washburn, Sawyer, Henry Makholm—Suring Kraut—All Seasons. 
Oneida, Langlade, Oconto, and Add Peevey—Rhinelander Late—Hollander (Short Stem). 
m. other scattering sections. Cauliflower—Snow Ball. 
This seed should be used in Wis- As this issue goes to press, a Gelery- Golden Blume. ars Halt 
consin to replace undesirable number of seed lots are just [ong anversoms 
stock now in possession of coming through the ground and Committee: H, C. Christenson, 
growers. the mosaic counts on these lots Oshkosh; Hollis Sullivan, Taylor. 

Certain growers have seed will be published in the Febru- a 
apparently either unsatisfactory ary issue of “Wisconsin Horti- Clip off weeds before they go 
for further planting or consid- culture”. to seed.
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sand, (not lake shore sand). 
‘ but the kind that is used in ce- 

Florists Department ment and mortar work. Into 
the center of this pot is plunged 

Huron Situ, Editor a three-inch pot until the rim 
is just above the surface of the 
sand. This three-inch pot is 

GROWING CACTI that any bruise is likely to be kept filled with water which 
. the point of attack of a rot Passes through the pores of the 

(Continued from December) fungus, which quickly destroys clay pot, so that sufficient mois- 

Here in Wisconsin we have them. Therefore, in making ture is kept in the sand all the 
two cacti that are native. They the cutting, a clean, sharp time. Cuttings readily take 
are found around the south- knife must be used. The cut- Toot in this soil. 
western part of Wisconsin and ting must be placed in a dry at- No matter what species of 
are especially abundant in Sauk mosphere for a day or so until cactus is grown, one should 
County. These two species are a “skin” has formed over the take pains to ascertain where it 
the Fragile Cactus, (Opuntia cut end. Then it may be rooted came from, because they are 
fragilis), and Rafinesque’s in sand or in a pot. quite variable in their atmo- 
pricklypear, (Opuntia rafines- The English method of mak- spheric and floral conditions. 
quii). These survive the cold ing a propagation bed is one of Some are found near the sea 
winters of Wisconsin and are the simplest and best. Using shore in the tropics, others high 
truly a wonderful sight, when this method, a six to eight inch up on the mountains, where in 
one sees them in bloom or in flower pot is filled with sharp winter they are subjected to 

fruit in the summer time. 

An open, drainable soil is the Saal 
chief requirement for cultivat- 
ing cacti. The best soil is a rene 
thoroughly decomposed sod, 1) Sag ea m 
mixed with at least its own vol- A Pie NCD MS Avy 
ape of sand, making a_ soil PRAIRET AS ic i "G Sy 
which drains very readily. It RCS 
is not necessary that the soil be rh Ses Lat "9 
very rich in humus and manured oe RASS Sed 
soil should not be used under reste OP N ye tT, SY 
any consideration, because it = eae oe os ss Ze. -“" 
will hold moisture too long. SN Wie a BB Ne ee. 
Rot is the greatest enemy of a os —— a S276 - ES 
cacti and in taking care of them re : 3 N wee. oo 
one should see that they are =e ANN Ss: tM Lit 
planted in new, clay pots. WU i ees $2 . < i 

Usually, clay pots do not have ey 2. gs SN 
sufficient drainage. The drain- = WF dy. es eee Pe. 4 
age hole must be enlarged. If fy 4 2.3. oe 
there is any indication of a Pare tee Ros he <a ¥ Sale? vo ee 
growth upon the flower pot, it NE ee 
is best to soak them for a while ~sae Ss Ati, 8 be 
in a weak solution of copper ne 
sulphate. They must be thor- _ ia 
oughly washed again before e { 
they are used. mi 

It is possible to grow the ae 
cacti from seeds, which they ag 
vield in abundant quantities. Re 
However, very few of these Be 
seeds ordinarily germinate and ees 
develop into mature plants, so ce 
that the better method of prop- px 
agation is to use cuttings. The 

cactus plants are so soft of tis- FISH HOOK CACTUS 

sue, and so filled with water Echinocactus Wislizeni
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heavy frost. The most abun- are divided into those which are trate, less than one foot in 
dant species of cacti are found tall, that is over six feet in height. 
in the higher, semi-dry table- height; lower, from one to six The foliage-bearing cacti are 
lands. feet in height; and short, less divided into the climbing or 

Cacti take very little care than one foct in height. Of the clambering forms, and the 
while they are growing. It is tall varieties there are two spe- shrubs or small trees. Of the 
not necessary to prune them, cies of Cephalocereus, twenty- climbing type there are the 
except to remove the dead por- three species of Cereus, one spe- Peireskia and the Peireskeopsis 
tions to keep the plant in shape cies of Opuntia, and eleven spe- and three species of shrubs or 
and in the space allotted to cies of Pilocereus. In the lower, small trees of the genus Peires- 
them. Rooting may be done at columnar cacti, there are eight kia. There are thirteen com- 
any time, but best when the at- species of Cereus, seven species mon cultivated forms of the 
mosphere is dry so the cut sur- of Echinocactus, and one species night-blooming Cereus, all of 
face may dry and heal quickly. of Echinopsis. Inthe short col- them under the genus Cereus. 
When they are taken out of umnar forms there are thirteen A cactus that is native to moist, 
doors in the summer, planting species of Echinocactus, twenty tropical regions, growing upon 
is best done during a dry pe- species of Echinocereus, and the ground, and cultivated com- 
riod when they are placed di- twenty-one species of Mammil- monly, is Phyllocactus. There 
rectly ina bed. The bed should laria. Among the globose forms are nine species of this under 
be elevated so that there will be there are those that are more common cultivation. The Epi- 
thorough drainage. than a foot in diameter, which phytic cacti that grows upon 

The chief attractiveness and are called large, those that are other plants in moist, tropical 
beauty of cacti is found in their medium, from three inches to a _ regions is divided into four gen- 
remarkable symmetry of foot in diameter and the small era, one species of Cereus, three 
growth. They are almost _ ones are less than three inches species of Epiphyllum, one spe- 
mathematical in the exactness in diameter. Of the large cies of Hariota and ten species 
of their spines, ridges, angles, globose forms, there are six, all of Rhipsalis. 
ribs or wings and the buds are of them Echinocactus. Of the The possibilities of cactus cul- 
found at regular intervals. The medium forms there are five ture are so wide and varied that 
coloring of the skin of the plant genera. There are two species (Continued on page 113) 
is frequently very attractive. of Ariocarpus, seventeen spe- pag . 
Most of them are some shade of cies of ee eet, four spe- = 
green, but some are found that cies o chinopsis, one species 
are coated over with a white or of Leuchtenbergia, nine species | HARDY PERENNIALS 
bluish bloom. The color of the of Mammillaria, and two spe- 
spines are often exceedingly at- cies of Melocactus. Of the small New & Standard Varieties © 
tractive especially in the young forms there are five genera of 
growth. It ranges from pure cacti. One species of Ariocar- 300 Kinds 
white to amber, yellow, red and _ pus, thirteen species of Echino- || 
black. The shape of the spines cactus, two species of Lopho- || — Strawflowers—All Varieties 
are very interesting, as the one phora, thirty-six species of 
shown in the illustration of the Mammillaria, and two species of || J. F. HAUSER 
Fish hook cactus. While sym- Pelecyphora. The wide-leaved || Bayfield, Wisconsin 
metry is the greatest attraction Opuntias or pricklypears and Send for Price List 
in this group of plants. there are Nopaleas are grouped together. || : 
«lso. monstrosities. Some col- There are nine species of tall 
lecting fans seek these because forms of the Opuntia and two 
of their very grotesqueness. species of Nopalea that attaina (@S=0 0 ms 

There are twenty-one genera height of over six feet. Six 
snd two hundred ninety-five spe- svecies of Onuntia and one spe- Grow 
ies of cultivated forms of cacti cies of Noaplea range from two a X 

'y be found in this country. Of to six feet in height, while eleven 9 EZ ~| 9 Your g 

surse, the total number of gen- species of Opuntia are low or CE ea ! 
‘ra and species is very much decumbent. less than two feet in gz 4 O 
‘irger, but while some of these height. The cylindrical ae | m7, wn. 
otanical forms are found in of Opuntia include six species o . What can be more 

-ollections, they are not at all Opuntia that are over six feet socio aan EE CANTERS GUIDE AND 
‘ommon. The grouping of the in height, nine species of Opun- CATALOG telichowryoucanigrow yourown 
cifferent kinds is based upon tia that range from one to six Send for your copy to-day. Its free. 
height and diameter. feet in height, and seven species Deere TAR NUR ERY cote Wis. | 

The columnar forms of cacti of Opuntia that are low or pros- nemee=sooo me ooo
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About the Home and Garden 
Mrs. C. E. STRONG, Editor 

THOSE PLANTS IN THE ly, for there is no soil visible, their fruit, and attention to wa- 
WINDOW just a mass of roots. A tering is the first and rapes tin 

: such plants properly stand them portant item in growing them 
Hox we do admire them, jn a pan of slightly warmed wa- successfully. 

those lovely blossoming ter for at least a half hour, or The watering includes the 
plants, or frilly green ferns that until the surface of the soil is keeping of the foliage fresh and 
were a part of our holiday  soist, clean by sprinkling with warm 
pleasure. Our pleasure is some- It is always better to have the water at least once in two weeks. 
what dampened, however, _be- water slightly warm. Cold wa- If the foliage seems dusty 
cause the blooms dre rapidly ey is a shock to most plants in sprinkle oftener. 
fading or the soft green fronds warm rooms. There are a few plants, that, 
are turning yellow. We sigh If you have never had any during the winter months object 
and say, “We never did have  jyck with Cyclamen, Calceolaria, to very much water, unless the 
any luck with plants.” But luck ibiscus, or Genista, try this room is very warm and they are 
with plants is usually because jnethod of watering and see the placed in a sunny window. 
the lucky one has paid careful gifference. These are the Sansevierias; 
attention to a few very neces- Many people blame the florist their roots are thick and fleshy 
sary wants. Plants are some- fo, selling them a plant that is thus holding the moisture. So 
thing like children. They need shout through blooming, when you can neglect them and they 
some attention every day. They jin fact, the plant is just in the will be pleased, sending up their 
should be studied, and their finest condition to bloom if it long creamy spikes of spicy 
likes and dislikes noted. We were given proper care. The bloom in payment. 
should note their growth, and average blossoming plant will Your potted bulbs will appre- 
like children again they will re- give more bloom when it is what ciate plenty of water if the room 
pay us for our attention, or lack We call pot bound, or in such is warm and sunny. Do not al- 
of it. condition that the water runs’ low them to stand in water, or 

Do not look at a plant as down through, without really the bulbs will rot. 
though it were a piece of furni- penefiting the plant. Of course, If your Ferns are not doing 
ture, but as a bit of life, some- after awhile the plant will need as well as you would like, take a 
thing that breathes, drinks and more food if it keeps on bloom- hint from nature and keep their 
eats. Try to give it a few mo- ing, but at first it is water that roots cool and moist—the florist 
ments attention every day, and jt needs, and plenty of it too, does. Try placing the fern pot 
I am sure luck will change. though most plants object to in another pot several sizes 

The watering of plants is standing in water. So watch larger, packing the spaces with 
very important. Some plants the jardineer, if the plant is spahgnum moss. This takes up 
need more than others, so there placed in such a receptacle. Per- the surplus moisture and keeps 
can be no hard and fast rule. sonally, I do not care for them the roots cool. You can fill the 
The very best way is to look as a bit of crepe paper will do Fernery in the same way, first 
them over daily, noting the con-_ to hide the pot and the plant is putting in a layer of charcoal to 
dition of the soil and giving wa- much happier. avoid all danger of ill smelling 
ter to those that need it. Do not In my windows I have grown surplus water, then a layer of 
be satisfied to just pour water all sorts of plants—from the moss, then the pots, packing the 
on your plants without noting humble old standby Geranium, moss firmly around them. These 
its action. Does it run through to the choicer varieties usually plants will need less attention, 
quickly? Surely it has enough, seen in conservatories, Bego- and the pots can easily be lifted 
you think, but wait—take the nias, Cyclamen, Plumbagos in out and sprinkled or others put 
plant up in your hands and care- variety, Hibiscus, Azaleas, Cler- in their places. 
fully jar the pot until the plant odendron, Palms and Ferns, also A winter garden is an inter- 
comes out. It will do this quite many of the tropical fruits, such esting spot after you begin to 
readily if you turn the pot up- as Guavas, Figs, Pomegranates, study the plants. Soon you will 
side down and strike one edge of Lemons, Oranges. The tiny want to try all sorts of plants 
the pot on a shelf or edge of Kum-quats, are especially lovely with never a thought of luck as 
table. You will see at once why grown in the window—have you will be quite sure they will 
the water ran through so quick- seen them blossom and eaten’ grow for you.
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After you have carefully wa- Dressing r 
tered the plants for a month, % cup lemon juice. 
they will perhaps need some 2 cup waver. WISCONSIN 
food. Next month I will write — j‘ege beaten. 
on what and how to feed your % teaspoon salt. NURSERIES 
house plants. I want to empha- 1 tablespoon flour. 
size this however,—it is not wl ela whipped cream to taste wo. gets acausinied we make 
greenhouse culture, just plain : the following special arava 
growing plants in the home. ABPUE CORN ORKE Our: selection, 

2 cups corn meal. 10 Apple trees (Farmer’s 
e cup HOU é Orchard) 4 to 6 ft.__ $2.50 

eggs, we aten. 
A COLORFUL VEGETABLE 3 tablespoonsful melted butter or to rea trees, 4 to 6 ft... 4.00 

SALAD lard. erry trees, 3 to4 ft. 4.00 

, 3 tablespoonsful sugar. 10 Plum trees, 4 to 6 ft... 4.00 
cup of ground raw parots. ¥% teaspoon salt. 10 Red currants _________ 1.50 
eup of ground radishes. % tee da i Ye cup sour f 

1 cup of ground cooked beets, either ait, caspoon sedan 2 ' 10 Gooseberries ~__- ----- 150 
fresh or pickled. 2 apples ground fine. 10 Black or red raspberries .50 

Place a spoonful of each on a crisp Bake in moderate oven. 10 Blackberries _---__--_ 50 
lettuce leaf, and fill the center with 10 Grape vines ___.______ 1.50 
boiled dressing, garnished with bits —- 100Mastadon straw. . 
of pimento. CARROT PUDDING berries ______-_----_ 2.00 

—- 10 Shade trees, 6 to 8 ft. 1 cup suet. , 
1 cup ground carrots. Elm, Ash, Box Elder 

VEGETABLE SALAD 1 cup sugar. or Carolina Poplar __ 5.00 

*% cup finely chopped cabbage 1 cup chopped raisins. 10 Extra hardy roses__.._ 3.00 
4, . spe 

3 tablespoons chopped pickles. 7 cub, chopped dates. 10 Climbing roses __-_---_ 2.50 
2 mellow apples chopped. 2 cane flour. . OSHS cececeswesesess 150 

2 onions chopped. 1 teaspoonful each of cinnamon 10 Paeonies. Assorted col- 3 yolks of hard boiled eggs mashed nutmeg, cloves. , OFS! gemceccec- =. 26 
fine. | 2 teaspoons soda. 10 Hardy phlox. Assorted Mix thoroughly and pour over all % teaspoonful salt. colors ---.--..------ 1.50 a dressing as follows: Steam 1 hour 

ie cup sugar. . The fruit and shade trees 
cup vinegar. ——— 

2 tablespoons butter. maust go by express. The aaa 
1 teaspoon salt. Canna bulbs saved for next collections can be mailed if 
1 teaspoon chopped celery. year’s planting should be kept twenty-five cents extra is sent 

Dash of cayenne pepper. cool and so they will not dry out. to cover postage and packing. 
tablespoon flour. . « f 7 7 Fe 

Heat butter and vinegar almost to Packing in sand in the aut cel Beautiful catalogue for the 
boiling, then add other ingredients lar should keep them well. asking. 
and stir until it boils, set back and 9 _. SSS 
stir in the beaten yolks of two eggs, = 
aie until thick, then remove from . SAA I W. J. Moyle & Sons 

, a ‘ j —_ —< ug StS Z Union Grove, Wis. 

APPLE SALAD aS HT |  — 
| aq@g po 

Wash, wipe and core large sour ZF}! YW RBA — 
apples, enlarge the holes left by re- SZ Reel 1ZEA 
moving cores, chop cold chicken fine, ~ Se ] a 
season with salt, pepper, mnaisten with FRUIT GROWERS’ 
sweet cream and mix wit! read 
crumbs. Fill the apples with this and BERRY BOXES AND CRATES GARDENERS’ AND 
Tae Serve pold on lettuce leaves Wither made up or in the K. D., FARM SUPPLIES with M is tae T 

' Seer eeeOreee ne American Quart Berry Baskets, Spraying Machines Spraying Materials 
— Climax Grape and Peach Baskets, Dusting Machines Dusting Materials 

Till or Repacking Baskets, Plant Power Cultivators Pruning Tools 
APPLE, CELERY AND NUT Boxes and Venee Tree Protectors. Harvesting Supplies Garden Tools 

SALAD . . ~ . * Farm Hardware Garden Seeds 
a1 jes ehonwed fi Circular and Price List Mailed Upon Request Write for prices 

arge appres chopped tine. Write for special prices on Car-load 
1 bunch of celery chopped fine. Lots. Liberal Discounts on F. R. GIFFORD CO. eapeaalie nen” (hickory nuts are Early Orders. 2201 University Ave. 
Grind nuts fine. Serve on lettuce SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX COMPANY Madison, Wisconsin 

leaves and cover with dressing. SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN ———————————————————————
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"AQ RII 8. WU alia eB 77 oo ‘ NL Ee Si’ 35g Sa 
NEN i GLE | vb Be, n OS aN Ts 
SR On Naira” t ANTIK Bea SS SORE Py ONC ae pecs SNe Kh gee pe 
"Sara Bie AMY Ee PE Ne AS vi Ps Le 

NE A APE eo .. Se Re iy 7: ee 
eS Peet NUE oe . | \ogee | TO By BR? 

NRL a ee ik, TR i Sea EB NS Sh eee ET da sac a ROSEN eee OP 
Wares. | Be fy oon ae ee. a 

p) 5, a PN Ui iene ee Mees 

ES ee yh ; 
ee i ; 

MEETING AND DOING 

& . one present participates in an 
Pruning Demonstrations illustrated discussion of orchard 

spraying, fertilization and spray 
By C. L. KUEHNER ring operation. _ Frequently, 

“T= accompanying photo- for a crop of fruit of more uni- SPray rings are organized im- 
graph taken in the orchard form color and larger size. This ™ediately after the discussion is 

of A. Schmidt, Milwaukee part of the meeting usually re- OVer. 
County, shows how pruning quires but a short time after More demonstrations will be 
demonstrations are conducted in which the pruning tools are dis- conducted during the months of 
farm orchards of the state. tributed to the farmers and ev- March and April. This will 

More than 70 of these demon- eryone is put to work. make it possible, for those farm- 
strations were conducted during Each farmer is assigned to a ers who have not yet attended 
the spring and fall months of certain part of the tree and then any of the pruning demonstra- 
the past year. Many farm or- proceeds to prune under the di- tions, to learn, more definitely, 
chardists availed themselves of rections of the specialist and the how fruit tree pruning is done 
this opportunity to become fa- county agent. After several and how the old apple orchard 
miliar with up-to-date pruning trees have been pruned, every- can be made profitable. 
practices. 

Arrangements for these meet- - a — CO 
ings are made by the county 

agent. “He advertises the dem- RASPBERRY PLANTS 
onstrations and_ secures the 
specialist from the college to | Mosaic-Free LATHAM and KING. 
conduct the meetings. He also 3 . 
asks local hardware dealers to |! We have the genuine Redpath strain of Latham. 

stock up with pruning tools of |} SIN = : . : 
the kind recommended by the || McINTOSH—The highest quality apple. 
specialist. COURTLAND—A McIntosh seedling of better keep- 

At the demonstration, the | ing quality. 

county agent calls the farmers We GROW a complete assortment of fruit and orna- 
attention to the value of a well |! / : eer atoe ; mental nursery stock. 
managed orchard and states his |} 
plan of work for this project. | Write for catalogue. 
(His plan of work usually fea- |) ; 
tures the organization and man- ) ° 
agement of spray rings.) | J. Vv. BAILEY NURSERIES 

After these preliminaries, the || Daytons Bluff Station 

specialist states briefly why or- |) Dept. W St. Paul, Minn. 
chards should be pruned and | 
then demonstrates how to prune [LH - : ———— —
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GROWING CACTI 

oer cect tere = ALLS Deed reek no one need be alarmed that he a ] 
will come to the end of the story aS FO A 

because other genera and spe- fae Ke n WATE prin 
cies are always being discovered. RaSSiaem 
An ordinary lifetime is too short (ager : . ee ed ff 
to become bored with knowing -ygapway & Oo tart Trou e— 
all there is to know about cac- {dig Cy 
tus. The flowers themselves are u na és - 
so attractive that they will Yay. Py nae = 
prove a never-ending source of gee = ee SS 
delight when they come into ane ven the from starting/ 
blossom. Most of them do not 4 Oreo fe t ™m ;, 
last very long nor do they flower CHR PONE Iniikc disxaxee | 
much in the daytime. The blos- S t Se ints eetses, fer instance “some 

: . a. iat Calling the Roll } SF ver in the tree cankers. Destroy soms are usually developed a E them— now —with a thorough application of 
night and are gone by the next Reliable Sprays “Orchard Brand’’ Lime Sulphur Solution—a 

morning. The flowering period and Dust specific remedy for leaf curl and a palliative for 

is relatively short, that is, most on Prune appl e 1 a ¥ hard 
ne apples early—as soon as the wood hardens. 

of them flower in from one to ORCHARD BRAND Be ready for winter spraying with ‘Orchard Brand’? 
four days, but there is always a SPRAYS Lime Sulphur Solution or ‘‘Orchard Brand’’ Oil 
bud developing during this pe- Lime Sulphur Solution Emulsion — important for control of scale insects and 
riod, ready to burst into bloom Ee for general sanitation. 

when the approach of evening | ‘nemeortaat | Remember his! Tips and arash biggut pt Arse spraying expense. Us ar: ‘ 8 enshrouds them. If you want Galen Aneisie and assure getting maximum results for your time 
to become distinguished as a ieee Suiphce and labor. 
wonder gardener, then grow ed Shall we send you ‘*Cash Crops’’ 1928 Annual? 

cacti. , Oncuann Beano A postcard request will bring it. 
USTS. ~ Huron H. SMIru. Bitehar Beats GENERAL CHEMICAL COMPANY 

glo all needs | 40 Rector Street, New York, N. Y. 
— CRB tose St. Louis Los Angeles San Francisco 

NURSERIES BECOME CORPORA- GCE so 

TION Fd 
Local Industry, Headed by George LoncanD| . 
Moseman, Expands to Meet Busi- | BRAND] s 

ness casi an ies $70,000 INSECTICIDES REG U.S. PAT. OFF 

Menomonie has another corporation Kua J i) 
added to her list of industries. ¢ = * 

The Menomonie-Eau Claire Nur- See 
series, Inc., made application to the { | 
secretary of state at Madison for SPRAY & DUST MATERIALS 

articles of incorporation and aS SOOT jg sys st eee eS 
as the articles are received here of- 
ficers will be elected and organiza- 
tion completed. The new corpora- . 
tions asks for authority to issue $70,- ) i ee PU FRE SET FEOR TI 
000 capital stock. | L A T H A M 
George M. Moseman and Mrs. “a: 

George M. Moseman of this city and Red Raspberry Plants Permanent Positions 
Anton Husly, Eau Claire, are the in- Free from mosaic, leaf curl, es corporators . OR a limited number of res- 

The corporation takes over the crown gall, ete. ponsible people, to sell our e ; let No: STAR Property of the Menomonie Nurseries, Strawberry Plants GUALTU tarde Nertbonchnoe 
operated by George Moseman at Burrill, Premier, Minne- Nursery Stock. .°. Write for our 

Novih Menomonie and an 80-acre haha and Champion liberal sales proposition. 
arm of Anton Husly, town of Union, State inspected and true 
Eau Claire county. This farm is to name. THE ORTH STAR TLURSERY Co. 
located just south of highway 12, Lock Box B 4321 
el the Eau Claire county home. A. 5. poleman & Son PARDEEVILLE, WISCONSIN 

is tract will be used for nursery de- itkin innesota a i cee =e 
velopment. eae RCRA FE LER RS
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1 "Otc: ia BS Horticultural Troubles wn 
Edited by E. L. Chambers, State Entomologist a ae: ) F bia 

4 P7 pees x 

RUST VS. BARBERRY in the eastern states of the erad- Be oa : a 

DDGRING, the past year more jy" the Saving of several thou. |. ras 
than two million barberry sand dollars per year to a group a / OES 

bushes and seedlings were de- of farmers in Indiana by the re- at a 
stroyed in the barberry eradica- jyoval of one large barberr ~ oe ca F 
tion campaign in the thirteen jo. Many similar cases tay wert ‘page F 

nent central states. f ie be sighted in Wisconsin, Ohio, |’ Sas i mee a 
; a hav sh grains teri i em Illinois and other states. In the Ras 
aueti ave s San a vid erla vad spring wheat states a noticeable 4S ; as - 
ei, Bede e Oomiecge reduction has followed the erad- | }isi¢ aN ‘er 

the estimated total losses from ue on of the common barber- |iiies xo A 

stem rust of the four grain Business interests and grain ‘ : Nei q 

crons, eat, ats, barley. and growers. are intense inter SS 
t a S, ested in this barberry eradica- |" 0°" ave. a 

1915 to 1920 and 1921 to 1926 tion campaign and have keenly * { Re 
inclusive, a material reduction watched the results from year Ve ss 
18 cen: The decrease in grain to year. The millers, railroads ny . 
losses in many local areas has and bankers of the northwest at 

been “mor = ae have realized the value of the . ee 
a reduction would Incl control for black stem rust from 

eee a: . many years of actual experience. 
Positive control of local epi- We Who appear to be affected in ). 

demics of stem rust has followed only a small degree, may not hie: e 

the removal of all harmful bar- realize the value of such a proj- - 
berries* from many communities ect to the potential prosperity RUST WINTERING OVER 

“Barbexvis vileavig. Si l other @nd wealth of the United States. ‘ : : , 
varieties of barberry also rust. but It is the promotion of large the efficient manner in vor ate 
the Japanese barberry, Berberis thun- projects such as this by individ- campaign 1S now Carried on 1S 

bergii, does not rust and is entirely als or groups of individuals the result of careful study of 

safe to plant, who are able to look into the fu- these problems and actual ex- 
ture that has made industry in Perience with them. 

ei eal Lae Oe, ete ae i sub- 
“ins Bey eters mp the United States, the most sub MANY BARBERRIES ESCAPED oe ee ane stantial of any in the world. C 

iin eweeteag Those who have followed this FROM CULTIVATION 
aS ae eR =campaign and have studied the Thousands of bushes have 
= pane | “= | pi phases of it are of the opinion been found, in woodlots, _hill- 
-, oo ao . %.. that benefits from each dollar sides, pastures, and out of the 

oe cK f. #4\% x 2° spent will be highly gratifying. way places, which have arown 
— ~ pO Vim ei from seeds carried by birds : he i i 
ee, hed x i SEVERAL Tans EF Work from planted bushes around 
“NR SaaS Oa Soe eg “ue homes. From one location in 

4 oy ADS PAS +5 Jree It will take many years to Dane County, where barberries 
“4 oa oor ror Lease §=complete the work of this cam- were planted about 75 years ago, 

=a Y ‘ee mY. paign. All of the territory in bushes have spread to 250 
ah} * ae "eee §=this area which has been inhab- farms. Several hundred thou- 

oe (ae % ited for some time must be care- sand bushes in this one area had 
ret al (G : | fully surveyed on foot at least spread from a short row of bar- 
ae a once and many sections must be _ berries. 

ee ro ae ma me 6osurveyed several times. The In the winter when the 
Pe oe ag meg many problems of the campaign ground is covered with snow, 

“have had to be solved as they _ berries of this kind are the most 
COMMON BARBERRY have presented themselves and abundant source of food for
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birds. A bird may pick off a SRDS 's 
| bunch of berries from a bush 5 ob il Gi Sane: 
| : §) QD AA A To SIDA At 

and fly to a tree in a woodlot for Herat rte natal tis. ciehnal2 : aM, OU A ae NEB 
shelter and drop the entire 20 Ai BAe BORIS PES CREST iin’ 
bunch while trying to eat one of ie aE I RHA * . SY VERT i OIA ee Bate OS the berries. It is not uncommon Sa a Pee a De 

PA AIA se I EZ LEAD Yet PORE A 
to find hundreds of barberry c, SOQ TARONEIS, Se Ra SO SYR a 
seedlings growing under cedar PMS ec ace Zine, em secerreimuys, stitac’ © EN 

‘ : s ls ne ToBI Ne A IR IS BROOD SEAS tae Mt SOD PRAIA 
trees or sides of cliffs which are Aig Pe enS SEH NON GAN? SAIS GORGE eae: Be NANI 
handy places for birds to seek , RE ERED ra fe reo DY BLAH ECR SUPA 

shelter. PIX as TRULIA SALE BSL Pea Pah Seca OLED NER Ne PPD 
me , AL RET TINEA TM SR aT eR ETA AROS Tyre 

It is impossible to detect all of PROACH TA Rant ats PRS AG a 
. d Ve SA ade ea ANE Sa ad RA BRILL FOS EAT EC ihe eal hagberny seedlings un- SOL Ae OTe rae UR ore a Pe en orcs 

til they obtain several years OTs PE SALA ST at UR CE /*.) 
s ott PANE RAS 1 

growth. Therefore these areas Ne ae tesene sia 
must be surveyed several times oe T ff SEE i ‘ ‘ on N he | at intervals of two or three Ca he more you use Et TOP DRESSED 

: se 7 ON B) ARCADIAN + years, which is just often Nod 3, : : H (3) SULPHATE=: AMMONIA 
enough to prevent the seedlings 4M — h mor ou get ky | 
from becoming large enough * ag ate OnE 2 8 gia PAINE 

. | ae Aky AS q 
produce berries. y This is the experience of Mr. R. 1S em gl { 

ey Johnston Gillan, of St. Thomas, Pa. For ON ay 
fe he has applied Sulphate o VNC a\ a four years he pp lp Ha " ‘ SALT IS SUCCESSFUL (Qf Ammonia to his “York Imperial” apple fir é 

In the early years of the cam- \\ trees. o Drawing from actual 
paign all of the bushes were ia! Read Mr. Gillan’s own story of the photograph shows one of 
eradicated by digging. This results he got— sith ciel FIL 

i : . . “We have been using Sulphate of Ral ohete of Avceants 
proved very costly and unsatis- Ammonia in our orchard of ‘York Im- cach year for 4. years, 
factory because very small root perials’ for the past four years, keeping ‘The condition of the tree 
fragments left on the ground careful tally of the yield of each tree tells the story. 
would sprout agai . every year. We have put it on at the rate 

P t again and in most of 3%, 74, and 10 pounds per tree at a 
cases two years growth from time and while the gains in growth and 
Pa roots would be larger than crop have all been satisfactory, the 
the original bush. higher application has given the larger 

Experiments were conducted financial return.” € quickl il The game” 
* . * + generous amount of quickly avail- 

with chemicals in 1922 and it able nitrogen in the form of Arcadian Company 
he ti a a the Sulphate of Ammonia before blotom Agricultural Dept. 

eapest and most satisfactory. time will increase the amount of fruit N , + an ’ ew York, N.Y. When this is placed at the crown set, enable the tree to carry a a crop of Atlanta, Ga. of the bush both stems and roots well-sized fruit to maturity and promote Medina, O. 
pee . = . fruit bud formation for next year’s crop. pdina, O. 

are killed. About 350 tons of i . Montgomery, Ala. 
salt have been used in Wiscon Mail the coupon for free sample and bulletins. Memphis, Tenn / s = Shreveport, La. 
sin for this purpose. San Antonio, Tex. ior paaeres ots — | ARCADIAN] 2 anese barberry has been devel. Washington, D.C. 
oped which is immune to ste : ani raneisey.Cl- : ™ S; L hr ‘A In Canada 
rust as is the ordinary green va- u (Pp ate g, mmonia Toronto, Ont. 
riety of Japanese barberry. eH _oe eee 
This new variety is a very at- woe eee Nv NJ 
tractive and beautiful shrub and The Barrett Company (address nearest office) : 
undoubtedly will be used very Please send me sample package of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia. I am especially 

extensively as soon as it is avail- eT . voces eae ee eae neeeeeeeeneenes 
able in quantity. (Write names of crops on fine above) 

and wish you to send me bulletins on these subjects. 

— DIN a as 

A correspondent asked why Address — 
. * =e ee ee a ee eee 

plant lice are called ant cows. 
This is because some kinds of 
plant lice are cared for by ants. The Child’s System of Res- cause their customers ask for 
The ants in turn secure a sweet taurants has practically discon- more vegetables and less meat 
Secretion from the plant lice. tinued the serving of meats be- than formerly.
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MILWAUKEE CLUB FEA- 
. TURES ROCK GARDEN 

Local Society News The December meeting of the 
Milwaukee County Horticultural 
Society was opened with a full 

+e house. 
NEW ROSE SOCIETY have a municipal rose garden, . . . 

ORGANIZED such as is found in Minneapolis, Ge neetra Cosmet le resident 

On Dec. 13 the amateur rose eee FO een first speaker and had chosen for 
growers of Milwaukee organ- Wer agree with the ‘American his subject: Trees, and the way- 
ized as the Milwaukee County Rose Soret that there should side planting of trees. 
Rosarians with the election of 4 vy Mr. and Mrs. Percy W. Arm- 
the following officers: strong of Glencoe, Ill., both en- 

Presidéiit—Louis Ri, Potter “A rose for every home ; thusiastic rock gardeners, told 

Gn President—Mrs. William Hop- #: Bush fen ‘every’ garden Us. ee thie te tek caves ia 
inson i ‘ s ‘ 

. Secretary, and Treasurer—I. J. of ee Teme a we its present excellent form, their 

enuite: . many experiences in raising 
trustees room of the public mu- ein 

At the invitation of Dr. J. seum, Milwaukee. rock plants from sou, and thei 
temas McFarland, editor of the Very wouly youre, eeimallad. eISng Ee! Varlous 
merican Rose Annual, pub- . J. SCHULTE. ee Bice 

lished by the American Rose So- ee ee Pg ne 
ciety, it was decided to contrib- ‘oct. Mis. Miner. who took first 
ute an article ora series of ar- OSHKOSH SOCIETY HAS oe at ‘the Chicago Spring 

eles dealing with the rowing "REAL MERTING Hower Show agaist twenty 
topics to be covered will be as A BOUT 120 people, members two pubes gee pariiene 
follows: and friends, gathered at the hes ae) ies e rock gardening 

asisti -_ . Public Museum for the regular "" Specialty. se . 
arieties—Mrs. William Hopkinson thly meeti f the Oshkosh A pamphlet containing two 

Planting—Louis R. Potter Mont aly Meetung ot hes ISnXos rock garden plans designed by 
Cultivation and Fertilization— Horticultural Society Monday Mr. Archibald Hill of W : 

G. Isenring evening, December 5. The event Te ae Cne Le 1 aator. 
Spraying and Diseases—August C. was a real “Christmas Party”, 08a, and other valuable in the 

O. Meter as A beautiful Christmas tree ation on rock gardens, gath- 
inter Protection—Herman J. ered by Mr. Huron H. Smith, Koch adorned the table where a de- ident. of th ‘et : 

lectable menu including fruit Presi@ent o the Sand a a 
We hope to arouse an interest cake, animal cookies and other %iVven to every ae eel tod | 

in rose growing, and to bring to Christmas goodies were served pore a ae e belated | 
the attention of the lovers of the at the usual hour, 6:30 P. M. ristmas gi 1 | 
Queen of Flowers that it is just After the eleven members By Martua L. a peed 
as easy to grow fine roses as it who attended the convention at ecretary. 
is to grow most perennials and Madison had taken the assem- Oe 
annuals. blage on a trip through the ro- : 

We think we can overcome the tunda of the Capitol Building GOPHER SCHOOL WINS 
general belief that everbloom- and discussed the general pro- MEDALS AT OHIO ON 
ing roses cannot be grown as gram, there were Christmas FRUITS 
successfully in this climate as Songs, readings and music by Minnesota seeding apples, ex- 
the so-called hardier types, such Various members of the society. hibited at the recent meeting of 
as the hybrid perpetuals. In Mr. H. C. Christensen gave a the American Pomological Soci- 
the past the Wisconsin State very interesting talk on “Christ- ety at Louisville, Kentucky, won 
Horticultural Sociey has limited mas Trees, Greens and Flowers”. 4” silvery medal for the fruit 
its recommendations in roses to Reported by Mrs. N. Ras- }yeeding farm of the Minnesota 
hybrid perpetuals, climbers, mussen. Department of Agriculture, and 
hardy garden, and moss roses. the Latham raspberry another 
There is no reason why a good product of the same farm, won 
many fine hybrid teas cannot be To dry everbearing flowers a similar medal. 
added to the list—roses which for winter bouquets, pick them The exhibits were made by 
bloom from June to frost. when they are about half open W. H. Alderman, chief of the 

Furthermore, we see no rea- and hang in a cool, dry, dark Division of Horticulture of the 
son why Milwaukee should not room to dry out. Minnesota Agricultural Experi-
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ment Station. The apple exhibit J[——— 

included 35 specimens. meieran Aelia eee 
The medals, says Professor 

Alderman, are the _ highest TOOLE’S COLLECTION 
awards in America for new 
fruit varieties of outstanding PERENNIAL SEEDS 
merit, for poleaons of seed- $1.65 WORTH OF SEEDS ri0.1 o2 Fro3 
lings, and for achievements in 
fruit breeding. They are be- FOR $1.00, POSTPAID B erry B oxes 

stowed after careful investiga- 
tion by the American society For those wishing to try grow- Crates, Bushel Boxes 
and are made available by an ine a nerenslal garden trom and Climax Baskets 

endowment fund left by the late Viaieiiae: ana Ate wot ‘i 

Marshall P. Wilder, who was HARD TO GROW, AT THE LOW As You Like Them 
widely known in the horticul- PRICE OF ONE DOLLAR FOR pave, Manufacture the | Ewald 

TWELVE PACKAGES OF SE- aten olding erry Oxes 0: 

tural world. LECTED SEED. No change may woot veneer that give. satistae: 
be made in this collection at the terial in the Dain carload lots 

~, r price quoted. The collection con- our specia . e constantly 

CORRESPONDENT EASY ON | thins Ont PACKAGE EACH OF aie ay (eae mune! grates a 
ANTHEMIS TINCTORIA KEL- strawberries or blueberries. No 

. WAYI; CANTERBURY BELLS, order too small or too large for 
_Once-upon-a-time we had con- mixed; FOXGLOVE, mixed; folding boxes and erates In 

siderable trouble with eapi SWEET WILLIAM, mixed; HOL- from (Milwaukee. | Promptness is 
girdling our fruit trees, but LYHOCKS, mixed; SHASTA casentlal In handling fruit: and 

= DAISY ALASKA; DELPHINIUM ; 

oe ee Se an aid GARRY-NEE-DULE MIXED HY- eee ar Ones UE Gee 

BRIDS; COREOPSIS LANCEO- ¥ 

building through which they LATA GRANDIFLORA; GAIL- Cumberland Fruit Package 
may run freely; in this building VARDIAY BABY 's | B NBARH Company 

Fe ee ate rine feed MOUNTAIN SALVIA; ORIENTAL Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 
i. . POPPY. VALUE $1.65 — FOR 

In the summertime when $1.00 POSTPAID TO YOUR 
three or four hounds or less poor. SS 
chase one little rabbit, he 
straightway heads for these Toole’s Seed Collection For | 
runways and is soon safely hid- The Rockery 
den until all danger is past. by 

This pleases te vety cameh for A Dollar Value for 75 Cents E {ees ¢Pran )) 

dog killing is not humane. The following ten varieties, Anyi Aiocynon 
APPLETTE, not difficult to grow from seed, 

wo vill give a derful start f . Sturgeon Bay, Wis, | nhc8."srvucue won | | Try the Forest Winter 
75 CENTS. One regular packet | pple, as good quality as 

. of each of: Delicious. Tree hardy, pro- JOHN G. CARGILL 1 | ee , Alyssum Compactum, | uctive and a good grower. 
Mr. John G. Cargill of Mil- Campanula carpatica, Has been grown locally in 

waukee, silk expert for the T. A. Cerastium Tormientesen: this section for twenty-five 
Chapman Co., died suddenly at eae ee | years. We also have a good 
noon December the 19th while Papaver nudicaule: stock of the Windsor, some- 
eating his lunch in an East Wa- Arabis Alpina. times called “Wisconsin 
ter Street restaurant. Mr. Car- Platyeodon grandifiorum. Baldwin.” Plant these two 
gill lived at 2512 Clybourn Saponaria eermbldes, varieties and have good 

. Tunica saxifraga, . 
Street, Milwaukee, and was con- winter apples of your own. 

nected with the Chapman Co, Send for my itwuaied ute” | | Send for our catalog 
i orty-tour years, t i native Wiccens Bia i showing our complete line 

e was Very Dt Omi nen an isconsin nis of Fruits and Ornamentals 
among horticulturists and_bot- and Ferns Free. dapted t di 
anists of Wisconsin and a great acapned te ouE needs: 
lover of flowers. He was a Reliable agents wanted. 

penne of the State Horticul- W. A. TOOLE 120 acres. 
ural Society and the Milwaukee . 
County Horticultural Society. Garry-nee-Dule, Baraboo, Wis. The Coe, Coa Edwards 

en HE ety tat by Wis- L ee — | Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin
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(Continued from page 92) nice clean trench about four eral new varieties this year but 
little variation, but the actual inches wide and seven or eight of course will have to wait for 
operation of our plant proved inches deep, making planting results. . 
very easy. The live steam is fast and easy, and the soil is _ One of the embargo restric- 
injected into the water to heat mostly all pulled into the trench tions on imported bulbs is that 
it to the proper temperature. ny fhe Diente as ie ooee aaa a Senin whey must be 

‘ earned to w our planted outdoors and remain in 
we bg a ior Hner ee various kinds of soil and have _ the ground for two years before 
11014 to commence with be- paw pone fc Beavers it properly. they can be lifted and forced or 

cause when the bulbs are put in, DU 13 fal We Used. 10 isola: 
: 4% manure but after considerable 

the temperature drops several TeSTing ap on the subject and COVERING IMPORTANT 
half an hour to bring it up Some arguments pro and con, Covering the bulbs for winter 
again. this year we manured our field protection is a very important 

When it reaches 11014 the ane tae it over a operation. We - learned pe 
ive steam is s : durin e summer to ki e after an expensive lesson las 
cae beat are oreree ne quackgrass and _ thistles. winter. We abandoned straw 
gree by being circulated through We planted our rows two feet last year and used marsh hay. 
the boiler by the electric motor apart this year. This takes up This is where we gained our ex- 
and the amount of steam used ™ore land but it makes planting perience in covering bulbs. 

is controlled by valves of vari- ie and ne Peliene we wall be one carload of hay came in 
eae able to cultivate with a horse early and we got our bulbs nice- 

one weather has quite an ef- and get much deeper cultivation ly covered before Thanksgiv- 
fect on our plants. If it is a and be able to control the weeds ing. Another carload came in 
warm day it takes much less at- much better than we can with January, and the soil had a nice 

tention than it does on a cold ™otor cultivators. coating of ice. That is not good 
day with a strong wind blowing. One important problem we for any kind of crop. I believe 

At the expiration of 2! have to solve yet is how to keep it will smother things out, and 

hours, the bulbs are taken from Our prlbg [vor eplitting, x bes ferrets ee big what pan aay 
the sterilizer and spread out on Much. e like good solid bulbs. en tne second carloac 
the barn floor to ans We do round bulbs for forcing and of straw came we had to cover 
not allow them to dry very long Some of our varieties split up over the ice. The following 
as we try to get them planted as too much to suit us. European year clearly showed just where 

soon as they are cooled off and growers recommended deep we had covered early and where 
dry enough to handle. panting to keep the bulbs from we oa a them oes 

splitting too much. We are until late. ose covered early 
INVENTING PLANTING trying to find the proper depth came through and made a won- 

MACHINERY to plant to obtain the results we pepe showing. Ties ea 

After sterilizing, our plant- desire. ate were almost ruined. T is 

ing problem started again in We have also to study varie- Year we had our two carloads of 
the fall of 1926. We had been ties. Our experience leads us hay come in during the summer 
experimenting for sometime to believe that we may have to and our bulbs are all covered 
with our plow for opening fur- discard some varieties. Golden UP and nicely tucked away for 
rows but it was sometime before Spur is a very desirable variety the winter. 
we finally had much success. but I am afraid it would not be Last spring I felt it would be 
We still had to fall back on the very hardy here and would split a good plan if we could drive on 
old potato hiller but we kept up badly. Von Sion is the old _ those fields to uncover the bulbs. 
tinkering at odd times with our reliable double one and seems If you have two carloads of hay 
new one. To look at, it is not to do very well here with proper it is quite a task to take it off. 
a thing of beauty, but it solved care. Bicolor Victoria has al- and if it all has to be carried of 
some of our problems and_ ways been considered a fine va- it is a big job. In the latter par 
brought some satisfaction. We riety but subject to disease, and of last March we started to un- 
had been planting ten or twelve it is a curious fact that this va- cover the bulbs. We got quite » 
thousand a day with the old riety has proved our best grower Nice patch uncovered when th: 
plow but the day we started and the bulbs almost entirely ground got so soft we could no: 
with the new one we planted free from disease. Spring even walk on it, but those tha‘ 
over thirty thousand and the Glory is a beautiful bicolor but we uncovered early were the 
work was much easier and the seems to bea shy bloomer. Em- nicest bulbs we had. The foli- 
bulbs were covered deeper. peror did well with us last year age was nice and green. 

This new plow is a wedge and was a beautiful sight when It is a mistake to leave th: 
shaped affair which leaves a inbloom. We have planted sev- covering on too long. I do not
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know what Professor Chambers 7 aT 
says, but some of them had yel-_ |! 
low tops. Golden Spur, for in- | IN THIS ISSUE 
stance will come through fine, 
but T believe the bulbs can be oo . a ; Page 
injured by leaving the covering Growing Narcissus Bulbs in Wisconsin._------------_--------- 91 

too long. We should pay a lot Ripening Fruit and Vegetables with Gas____--__._____-___.___ 98 

of attention to the uncovering Observations of Tom and Alex__---------_-____- - 95 
in be ae on the oeiblan Orchard Costs and Profits._.._...__....___-_-___-- oo 97 

as early in the fall as possible. [1 utdoor Flowers for the Home.__.---------------------- 99 
SUMMARY FOR GROWING BuLBs_ || Prize Winning Photos_....__..___-----_.-.----------_--_---. 108 

In summing up my experi- | Farmers Week... .+.0-+-2.~2osessesese -- 103 
ence in the last three years, the BOOP PAGO reer ee rer gern pamseres seece 104 

results would be: select the Potato Growers Department___-------__-__-----______- -- 106 

aeehain eee a \ Vegetables Varieties Recommended_-_------------ ------------ 107 | 
certain é > | + ; nti_‘Plorists Dep? fallow and work it well during | Growing Cacti—Florists Dep't: inn eene a cnnnewencewes 108 | 

the summer; plow in a liberal | About the Home and Garden__---_------__-----------_--- --_ 110 | 

amount of very well rotted cow | Pruning Demonstrations_________---- 5-6-2 

manure and have it In a very || Rust vs. Barberry—Hort. Troubles___.-------_-----------.-.. 114 | 
fine, well worked condition at Local Society News......--.-.-------------- _. 16 | 
planting time; plant deep, four . | 
or five inches of soil over the | New Rosé: ‘Society Of anited neice eee eeeeewecees ATG. | 

bulbs is not too much; cover | Oshkosh Society Meeting--------------.---.--.---.-------.-- 116 
early with a fair covering of | Milwaukee Club Features Rock Gardens____-_-______-__--______ 116 | 

marsh hay. Forget your wor- | Gopher School Wins Medals....------- =... 16 
ries in the winter and as early || Easy on Rabbits 117 
in the spring as possible get the me ee ee | 
covering off. Ss = = a = =! 

SPRAY MATERIALS | 

of | 

° e 

Highest Quality 

Manufactured by | 
| 

766-774 Kinnickinnic Ave. Milwaukee, Wis. 

Write for Spray Calendars for Fruit Trees and Truck Crops
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We Specialize in 

PEONIES 

: IRISES 
is and GLADIOLUS 

cdi ~ With emphasis on peonies. We grow 600 varieties 
including all the standards and the latest intro- 
ductions. j 

a Ly We have the 13 new “Brands” seedlings priced at | 

rs “ $50.00 per root. Cannot be sold for less until 1931. | 
S Also Alice Harding, the new French white, intro- 

duced at two hundred dollars per root. 

4 Our aim is to make Rosendale the peony 
H hub of the world. , 

P : ; We retail only 
May we start you out in the peony busi- 

B Wisconsi de Red-E P Culti . ness ? . . 
4h. p. Worm Drive. Weight 385 Ibs. “Will do what If you wish to add to your collection write 
we advertise. Actually takes the place of a horse us or head your auto this way. 
at less than one-half cost. Plows, Discs, Harrows, | ‘ é 
Digs Potatoes and Bulbs. Heavy and Light Culti- Intersection Highways 23 and 26 | 
vating. 

Pj M f ° Co SISSION’S PEONIES 

loneer Manufacturing Company Rosendale, Wisconsin 
721—74th Avenue | Memorial Peony Bed at Riverside 

West Allis, Wisconsin | Cemetery, Oshkosh. | 

sa Po pe es . a es 

Orchard and Potato ¢ (Baim a q 
Sprayers and Dusters Ny Va'e N 
Powerand Traction | ak SP 

r . i ] YJ I 70 to 40 gal. per minute /.. NS KJV > ar ng 
300 to 600 Ibs. pressure me | \ lr \ 

mE — | 
. a MMR La 

With careful, high pressure spraying you can make sure that insects 

and diseases will not rob you of your 1928 crop. | 

Send for our new catalog describing the very latest in spraying and | 

dusting machines. One of our models will exactly fit your requirements. | 

San Jose, California Lansing, Michigan
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We Specialize In Write for information about the 
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ALFALFA—Common and Grimm finest berry ever grown. 

SWEET CLOVER White and Yellow Our new catalog of Trees, Small 
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INSECTICIDES, FERTILIZERS, TOOLS 

Ask for Catalog if not received ’ ° 
Rasmussen’s Fruit Farm 

I. L. OLDS SEED COMPANY and Nutsettes 
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Management Methods For Raspberries 
Throwing the Spotlight on Michigan Plantations 

V. R. GARDNER 

[* THE spring of 1925 steps therefore ranged from $6.80 to cost of the seed and seeding was 
were taken by the Horticul- $18.67 per acre. about $2.80 per acre. A uni- 

tural Department of the Michi- The average costs of prepar- form supervision charge of $5.00 
gan Experiment Station to ing the land before planting per acre was figured for each 
make a_ growing-season field were: $3.00 for plowing, $1.20 field. Most of these plantings 
study of the raspberry indus- for discing, $1.20 for harrowing, were on land ranging from about 
try in the southwestern part of and $0.90 for furrowing out for $75.00 to $225 an acre in value. 
the state. Several days were the plants. The actual cost of The interest charge on invest- 
spent in visiting plantings in planting varied somewhat from ment in land and on the expenses 
Allegan, Van Buren and Ber- field to field, depending largely that had been involved up to the 
rien counties. Some of them on the planting distance, but it beginning of the second season 
obviously were among the best, averaged about $8.00 per acre. amounted to $5.25-$14.00 per 
some obviously were among acre; taxes ranged from $1.75— 
the poorest, and a still larger TABLE 1 $3.00 per acre. 
number were intermediate in Establishment and Depreciation Costs. There is, of course, consider- 

character. Naturally we picked Low High able variation in the length of 
out plantations owned by indi- Plants __..__---.__ $6.80 $18.67 time the raspberry plantation 
viduals who seemed interested Plowing ---------- 3.00 3.00 will be maintained. We did not 
in the work we contemplated Dikeing aaaeo=sn=e +20 130 find, however, very many more 

doing. Furrowing srr7777 99 ‘90 than seven or eight years old. 
Practically all of the field ob- Planting _------_-___ 8.00 8.00 Most of them go out after four, 

servations were made by Mr. Hoeing ----------- 9.00 9.00 five, or six seasons of cropping. 
A. H. Teske. Cultivation wa-o---- Bo ee We found one planting at the 

Suvevcnies “2 5.00 5.00 beginning of this series of rec- 
ESTABLISHING THE RASPBERRY Interest ----------- 5.25 14.00 ords that was fifteen years old 

PLANTATION Taxes ------------ 1.75 3.00 and still hitting a pretty strong 
——_ = pace, but that was the excep- 

The figures on Table 1 show $53.00 $74.87 tion, 
approximately the cost of estab-  pepreciation per Our observations and what we 
lishing a black raspberry plan- year __---------_ 8.83 12.48 gained from talking to a num- 
tation. We found that the dif- (Assuming that the field is good ber of growers leads to the belief 
ferent fields ranged from 680 to for six years of bearing) that the average length of life 
nearly 2,000 plants to the acre, of the raspberry plantation is 
depending on the planting dis- The maintenance costs for the six years after it once comes 
tance, and that the average price remainder of the season aver- into bearing. That would make 
paid for the plants was about ten aged: MHoeing, $9.00 and culti- it seven years from the date of 
dollars per thousand, or a cent vating, $8.10. Where a cover planting before it actually goes 

a piece. The actual cost of crop was sown (and many were out. 
plants for the several fields found to use cover crops) the If the cost of developing a
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raspberry plantation and bring- The figure in the second col- not paying any higher overhead 

ing it up to the bearing age is umn gives the overhead costs for per acre, though reduced to a 

$53.00 and it lasts six years, we the 1925 maintenance of these crate basis it amounted to only 

have an annual depreciation individual raspberry fields. about twenty-five cents. 

charge of one-sixth of that These include the depreciation 

amount, or $8.83, asa part of the charge to which I have just Too MucH CULTIVATION 

annual cost of production in that called your attention, interest, Current maintenance costs in- 

field. If development costs are taxes, and a supervision charge clude the cost of pruning, culti- 

more, the annual depreciation of $5.00 an acre. Notice that ation, hand hoeing, fertilizers, 

charge is correspondingly high- these overhead charges range j¢ they are applied, and a few 

crs : from $24.56 to $34.52. other incidentals. The figures 
In this group of fields depre- There are two things of inter- ranged from a little over $12.00 

ciation charges have ranged est to point out in connection to upwards of $87.00 to the acre. 
from $8.83 to $12.48 per acre with these overhead costs. These are relatively enormous 
annually. It should be empha- First, they seem rather high. differences. 
sized that these depreciation Perhaps this is because many The fact that the $12.00 main- 

charges should be figured as a growers do not realize their na- tenance cost was associated with 
part of the annual cost of pro- ture. They think of taxes, inter- the 7 crate yield and the $87.00 
duction just the same as cultiva- est and insurance, as being lev- cost was associated with the 44 
tion or pruning costs, because jed against the entire farm. So Grate yield might lead to the in- 
at the end of the six years of they are, but in the last analysis ference that the one man was 
bearing the plants are destroyed each and every part of the farm os 2 : ‘a 

. . : not giving his plantation suffi 
and there is nothing left to has to pay its share. The sec- cient care. The question may be 
show for the investment. Many ond, and perhaps the more im- raised, wasn’t the other man giv- 
growers do not realize the size- portant thing about these over- ing his plantation too much care 
ableness of this item in their head charges, is their uniform- : : : N : I especially in view of the fact 
cost of production. fy they’ Banke only from that in the last field listed in the 

twenty-five dollars per acre . i st 
YIELDS AND PRODUCTION COSTS per year. Why? Just this: See a ee 

In Table 2 are presented 1925 Whether or not the field yields yield? As a matter of fact, the 
yields and production costs for satisfactorily, overhead costs 0 man with the $87.00 mainte- 
a few of the twenty-eight fields On. nance cost was spending 100 
for which we obtained detailed The man who produced only horse-hours per acre in cultiva- 

records. Yields are given in three crates to the acre had an_ tion. 
terms of 16-quart crates per overhead cost of $31.45 on those The owner of Field No. 5 spent 
acre. They ranged from three three crates. Ten dollars a 44 horse-hours per acre in his 
crates in one plantation to 74 in crate was what that man was eyltivation. The ratio between 
one of the others. paying in the way of interest this man’s cultivation cost and 

that of No. 9 is seven to one. The 
TABLE 2 current expense of Grower No. 

Yields and Production Costs in 1925 of Selected Fields, Reduced to an Acre 11 to produce a 74 crate crop 
Bases (16 quart crates per acre). was less than $22.00 and his 

Field Overhead Current Harvesting Total Cost cultivation amounts to 24 horse- 
No. Costs Maintenance Costs per Crate hours per acre. 

1 ~_--------------- $27.90 $26.88 $10.36 $4.71 If 24 horse-hours per acre will 
‘ al oer ae26 bee 6.28 produce a 74 crate crop it may 3 __--------------- 67 9.19 36.45 2.09 : eee A ‘ 
4 _.......--------. 81.45 37.92 1.55 22.29 be questioned if it is necessary 
5 ooo eee -- 24.56 15.97 19.94 1.55 to use 100 horse hours to the 
6 ----------------- 24.64 27.29 34.59 1.26 acre in any raspberry planta- 
8 we 30.66 ae0e Sues 2.08 tion. The difference in the wien enna BL 3. 87 1.81 ‘ 
9 _.........------ 5.18 87.81 25.91 3.14 amount of time required to 

10 ccsecceeescessees, §«©— 2528 62.44 9.95 4.91 prune their plantations was al- 
 ceccccscwenwee, 026 21.79 28.19 1.49 most as extreme. 

The harvesting costs for these 
There are two striking things charges, taxes, insurance, de- several plantations are given in 

about the yield data. The first preciation and supervision for the fifth column of the table. 
is that the maximum is so low. those three crates of berries. A Naturally the harvesting costs 
The second is that the range is rather surprising and challang- follow the yield pretty closely 
so great from 3 to 74. That is ing fact! On the other hand, because in most cases the berries 
almost a twenty-five to one dif- the growers who were produc- are picked at so much per crate. 
ference in yield. ing 70-75 crates per acre were In the righthand column are fig-
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ures showing the total costs per was producing—and at that he tivating, and perhaps more 
crate—including overhead, cur- was doing better than some of spraying and fertilizing. Any- 
rent expense, and harvesting his neighbors. way, he spent almost twice as 
costs. They range from $1.26 Were he to get $3.50 instead much in 1926 as in the preced- 
to $22.26. The average selling of $2.50 per crate for his ber- ing year to take care of his plan- 
price per crate in 1925 was rieg he would have been able to tation. In 1926 he harvested 128 
$2.25. Number 4 lost about make a little profit, but he had crates of berries from an acre, 
twenty dollars a crate on every to sell at prevailing prices. If ata cost of $.70 a crate. On ac- 
crate of raspberries that he pro- grower No. 21 is to produce count of heavy yield, even with 
duced and Number 5 made  yaspberries at a profit, obviously Overhead cost the same per acre, 
about a dollar a crate on every he will have to obtain more than his overhead cost per crate was 
crate of raspberries he grew. 22 crates to the acre. In other $.27, instead of $2.02, a seven to 

words if he is to sell at $2.50 per one relationship. His current 
TABLE 3 crate and depreciation, over- €xpense per crate, even though 

Yield and Cost Records of Grower head and current costs remain he spent twice as much per acre, 
No. 21, Season of 1925, reduced about as they are (his were Was $.35 instead of $1.46. _ His 

to an Acre and a crate about average in that respect) total overhead, current mainte- 
basis. he will have to produce 33-85 nance and harvesting charges 

Total per Total per crates to the acre to meet ex- per crate in 1926 were $132} 
acre crate penses. Only when his yields _ his selling price was $2.71; leav- 

Depreciation ~~ $12.49 rise above that figure is he ina ing him a net profit—over and 
Other Overhead 20.50 position to make something of a above all interest charges, pro- 

Sian profit. duction costs and depreciation 

‘ gene 32 Next I want to call attention Charges, of $1.40 per crate. One 
Current Mainten- to the 1925 and 1926 record of Season he lost about$2.50 a crate 

ance -------- 18.33 80 His de : and from the same field in 1926 : grower No. 24. His deprecia- 2" 
Harvesting ---- _87 tion cost'was $14.00, more than he made $1.40. . . 

Total _.--. 72.92 3.22 a depretiation cost of No. 21. aus oe pea in 
ield— > Selli ‘ice This is because his plants were a profit and loss was not due to a 

Yield—22.6 gae2 ver ane Buse little closer together. His other difference in overhead costs the 
overhead expenses were $20.19 ~~ seasons, nor was i due te a 

.» per acre, making a total of liference In current mainte- 
ESOT Se now Wine $34.19, practically the same as nance costs. As a matter of 

that of No. 21. His cost of cul- fact it cost him more in 1926 
Table 3 presents the 1925 rec-_ tivation, spraying, pruning, etc., to cultivate, hoe, fertilize, spray, 

ord of one grower not listed in was $24.73 per acre, making a_ etc., than it did the year before. 
Table 2. He was grower No. 21 total production cost, including The difference was due to a dif- 
on our record sheets. His de- harvesting, or $74.66. Reduc- ference in yield. 
preciation charge for the year ing this to a crate basis, current The explanation for this dif- 
was $12.49 per acre. Supervi- maintenance was $1.46, over- ference in yield and the conse- 
sion, taxes, insurance and the head was $2.02 and harvesting quent difference in the cost of 
interest on his investment cost was $.94, making a total of production is a difference in the 
amounted to $20.50, making a $4.42 for producing a crate of amount of frost and winter in- 
total overhead charge of $32.90 berries in 1925. This is high, jury to the plants. The plan- 
per acre. His cultivation, hoe- but he only produced 17 crates tation owned by grower No. 24 
ing, pruning and other current to the acre. He sold for $1.87 is in a frosty spot, subject to 
maintenance costs amounted to per crate and you can see about winter injury. The plants came 
$18.38 per acre. His total pro- how much money he was mak- through the winter of 1924-25 
duction costs, therefore, up until ing. in bad shape, with a lot of kill- 
the time of harvesting, were The 1926 record of this field ing of buds. Then followed the 
a trifle under $73.00. was entirely different, however. killing of the buds that opened, 

It cost $87.00 to purchase Depreciation cost was the same; by a couple of spring frosts, 
crates, harvest the crop, and de- the same amount of money was. with the result that the yield 
liver it at the station platform. invested and, therefore, the was far below what it should 
His total production cost per interest charge remained the have been. The winter of 1925- 
acre was $3.22 because he was same; supervision was likewise 26 and the spring of 1926 was 
only producing 22.6 crates to the same. In brief the acreage favorable from the standpoint 
the acre and his selling price overhead cost in 1926 was al- of frost damage, and even in 
was $2.53 a crate. He was los- most identical with that of 1925, such locations vigorous plants 
Ing seventy-five cents a crate on $34.51 and $34.19, respectively. produced a full crop of berries. 
every crate of raspberries he But he did do a better job of cul- (Continued on page 129)



Observations of Tom Ato and Alex Ander 

Dear Mr. Rahmlow: eeu _ onions, spinach, peas, and early 
[Ss fine weather is sort of Ten Dollars Makes $140 beans are worked in between the 

getting us excited and mak- £D DOMARS ARES : rows of the other crops. In 
ing us feel as though we ought Tom Makes a Garden some cases where one crop is 
to begin to get our plans shaped New Raspberry Varieties very early, like radishes, and 
up for next season. Good Bye Worms another late, like celery or Chi- 

We’ve been a little slack in Healthy Raspberry Plants nese cabbage, he plants them 
looking after the old orchard Fine ‘Praning: Weatti right in the row where the late a : : g Weather : 
because we kind of felt it wasn’t . , one is to be planted later. 
worth while. Down at the Con- What Variety Strawberries I guess that is making two 
vention, though, we heard about = 2——————____——_____ blades of garden sass grow 
the spray ring and home orchard where one grew before. 
spraying. We decided we were lems. There are lots of folks I’ve often wondered how Tom 
going to find out the straight of _ who sort of poke fun ata fellow got so much truck off his little 
it, so we went to see Prof. Kueh- who makes a garden on paper, garden, but I can see now that 
ner. Well, if you have any but I find it pays. The smaller it isn’t because he grows things 
doubts about whether it pays or your garden the more necessary so much better than the rest of 
not, you just ought to see the fig- it is. I find it adds interest to us, but because he gardens with 
ures he paraded before us of my gardening when I try to his head as well as his hands. 
what some of these fellows have plan it so I grow more and bet- 
been doing. ter crops each year. Of course, 

Here’s a sample (he’s got a_ one has to do some thinking, but I see the New York Fruit 
lot of others just as good) by a_ then it doesn’t hurt any of us to Testing Cooperative Assocation 
fellow named Davitz who lives do a little of that about the is offering six new varieties of 
in Milwaukee County. He has_ things we undertake. red raspberries, five of which 
thirty-five apple trees. In 1926, Tom says he takes a piece of were originated by the New 
a fruit year, he got twenty wrapping paper and makes a York Experiment Station. 
bushels of apples that weren’t so line which represents the length June, one of the early varie- 
good. He sold fifteen bushels of his garden at right angles to ties, has been awarded the Wild- 
for $18.75 and kept the other the direction of the rows. He er medal by the American Pomo- 
five to eat. This year, which lets one inch on the paper equal logical Society. It is reported 
you know wasn’t a good apple four feet in the garden. He as hardy, vigorous, productive 
year, he got eighty-five bushels makes out a list of the vege- and of good quality. If hardy 
of apples. He kept his five tables he wants to grow andthe under Wisconsin conditions, it 
bushels to eat and sold the rest number of rows of each. Then might make a good addition to 
for $160. It cost him $10 todo he arranges these crops at the our list. 
the spraying which was largely proper distances along the line. Herbert, another of the list, 
to blame for giving him this He places together all the crops has been tried out a little in Wis- 
$140 bonus. that require little space, and  consin and has been quite satis- 

Tom and I have decided that take most of the season to de- factory. The Horticulturists of 
we’re either going to join a velop, like onions, parsnips, the New York Station consider 
spray ring or else buy a ma- vegetable oyster, late beets and it one of the best grown on their 
chine of our own and coddle the late carrots. Then he works in grounds, claiming that it is an 
old orchard a little bit more his cabbage, cauliflower, egg- unusually heavy yielder and 
from now on. plants, tomatoes, corn, celery quite resistent to mosaic. 

and late beans until he has the If we judge correctly, the 
garden full. If it doesn’t come other varieties do not seem to 

The other day I noticed Tom out right the first time he tries be of much promise for grow- 
looked rather solemn, as though again. ing in this state. 
he were trying to do some think- Sometimes he wants more 
ing. When I asked him what than he has room to plant, but 
was the matter he replied, “Well, he says he’s found he wants The other day I noticed that 
you know this is about the time more and can get more than he the soil in which one of our 
a fellow should be planning his did before he began making house plants is growing looked 
vegetable garden for next sum- garden plans. wet and soggy. I couldn’t un- 
mer, and I’m just trying to fig- His radishes, lettuce, early derstand it because I knew the 
ure out one or two little prob- beets, early carrots, green_ plant had been given good drain-
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age when potted. On slipping a lot of growers never heard of ids, M. O. Potter, Cranmoor, di- 
it out of the pot, I saw that it. But it makes the dollars for — rectors. 
angleworms were working inthe this grower and I guess we'll A. E. Bennett, Cranmoor, was 
soil. I put it back; got a piece have to admit it’s the variety re-elected president of the Wis- 
of stone lime about as big as a for him. consin Cranberry Sales com- 

| good-sized hickory nut, slacked Dunlap, which has been the pany Tuesday morning at the 
| it, and added enough water to popular variety for so long annual meeting here. Joe Bis- 

make one quart. After the lime seems to be slipping a little. sig, Wisconsin Rapids, was 
had settled, I poured off the Not so long ago a fellow who named vice president, succeed- 
clear lime water and watered didn’t grow Dunlap was consid- ing M. O. Potter, who was not 
the plant with it. I found that ered a bit queer, but quite a few returned to the board. Frank 
it meant good-bye to the worms. of the boys tell me they don’t Wood, Wisconsin Rapids, was 

grow it anymore. You can’t re-elected treasurer, and Miss 
count Dunlap out or even near 1 Cane, Tyee es mamas oa 

at js out yet, however. retary. er directors are 5. 
oh eee cate this About the most interesting M. Whittlesey, Cranmoor; Os- 
spring. We were a little afraid thing I’ve heard about strawber- car Potter, Mather; Charles 
that it would be hard to get mo- Ties in the last few months is Lewis, Shell Lake. Oscar Pot- 

saic free plants, but Mr Cham the way Premier is coming to ter succeeds his father, M. 0. 
bers, the State Entomologist, the front. Possibly you haven’t Potter, on the board. 
tells us that there are plenty of heard that a car of Premier Charles Lewis and A. E. Ben- 
he Ith lants to b: had Toth shipped into Duluth from War- nett were chosen state delegates 

=a y eck “Thi: a hi ° rens last season topped the mar- to the annual National Cran- 
red i ace. f “th re “0 ket and was said by a Duluth berry Exchange convention, 
eneauenge, Kormy oe eon commission man to be the best New York, in April—Milwau- who quit because of mosaic, to beri i ad kee Sentinel 
get into the game again. car of berries ever receive . 

there. I’ve talked to some Min- 
——- oe growers, and they are for 4 CHORTABLES 

it. o I suppose if one hasn’t FRUITS AN JES 
It has been such fine weather done so already, he ought to try NEEDED FOR WINTER 

that me rave just eon it out and see if it’s adapted to DIET 

for small fruits as well as the a ak Aaa sort of off his South Dakota Agricultural College 

fruit —_ a 8 been. Just * feed lately, and that’s the rea- Vegetables and fruits are as a 
nice i ee: the pruning 4 if son I had to write all of this let- group one of the most necessary 
atin 2 ack eee el an 5 ter. foods. They Saale maierale 

} wae, Ts Yours, like iron, lime, phosphorus, sul- 
res as we find it’s likely to ALEX. phur, vitamines, water, cellu- 
of the way. Good sized 40h out (Fresh fruit 4 tabl lose, carbohydrates, and some 

‘ s 2 resh fruits and vegetables protein. 
aaa ee take our time ath should fix Tom up. “Say it . We do not know much about 
fe think it hee a a Joo with Flowers,” and he may be vitamines, but we do know that 

an we do when rushed. back with us next month.— they are substances found in 
Editor.) fresh fruits and_ vegetables, 

milk and egg yields and that 
a A neighbor asked ae the other they are absolutely Hee 
ay what varieties of strawber- keep the body in a good healthy 
ae are the ea to grow. BORE te Cae RE- working order and enable it to 
at’s a very hard question to grow. 

answer, as I find one grower Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., Jan. Because of the regulatory 
says this and another says that, 4, (A. P.) — Albert Hedler, substances found in fruits and 
and I’ve just about come to the Minneapolis, was re-elected vegetables, they are essential in 
conclusion that it’s more a ques- president of the Wisconsin our diet and especially during 
tion of conditions under which Cranberry Growers’ association the winter months when we are 
they are grown than it is differ- at the annual business session inclined to eat so much meat. 
ies in the men who grow here Tuesday afternoon. Other Tomawwes and ad ae 

em. officers re-elected are Guy Nash, are especially valuable in the 
I talked to one grower the Wisconsin Rapids, vice. presi- diet as fresh fruits are rather 

other day and he’s still growing dent; Miss Clare Smith, Cran- expensive. Canned tomatoes 
Brandywine. Why, that variety moor, secretary and treasurer; Compare very favorably with 
is so old and so little grown that Mrs. A. C. Otto, Wisconsin Rap- (Continued on page 130)
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PTT T_ rated at $25.00 per thousand, 
. an acre requiring 2,000 plants. 

Hints For Raspberry Growers This will amount to $50, but you 
may get them cheaper. Hoeiny;, 

J. G. SEIDEL planking and marking $3.00; 
setting the plants $2.00; culti- 
vating during the season $7.00; 

N ORDER to grow a good hoeing during the season $6.00. 

I crop of raspberries we must I do not add the cost of putting 
first select the proper soil. Any down the ae hee fall, ‘ts 
well fertilized soil that is not it is a smal Oe 
too heavy will be all right, sandy to $68.00 in all and you have 
loam being most desirable. ; your first year’s setting all done 

We prefer fall plowing, about 7 and ready for the Spring. . 
inches deep and in the spring Now, the next year is enothe 
we drag it and plank it both question. I do not go further 
ways. Weare then ready to set than the first year. The second 

out the plants. pe year you will have quite a crop 

It requires 2,000 plants to set \ ¥ SSM of berries, and may get some the 
an sore We have our rows 7 Pelican <. first year—nice large, luscious, 
feet apart and the plants are f a raspberries, enone an home 

set 3 feet apart in the row. I dd we Use (OF Ore. Og doweene aan 
will give soa the cost later. bY ek: an that, oF soe end depetids anal 
We use a spoon shovel and two oA EAS YY the Season an " prices ened : men The an awith the-shovel cd : ox! the other items that enter into 

takes up a good sized shovel-full ‘ "SE “ A “Do you do fall or spring 
of dirt. Be sure that it is deep planting?” , 
enough to put the roots down. enw . | 
He tramps these in with the foot, A. “Spring mostly. 
lightly. 

Soon after we have them 
planted we begin cultivating. 
We start out with a drag tooth 
and after going over them sev- 
eral times we go in with a 5 wig.2—a BLACK RASPBERRY “TIP™ 4 
tooth Junior cultivator. They READY FOR PLANTING : 
should be cultivated once a week qignise it Me a koma Br te) eee a 4 
and after every heavy rain,  #! Neint indicated by the arrow. { 

Hoeing is a small item in my Wer 
opinion. I donot think we hoed get away with it. It has even \ } 

more than once or twice. been asked me. Well, I told \ | 
Now, soil for raspberries them, work on the farm in the \ / 

must be well drained and should daytime and practice medicine 2 } 
follow a potato crop which at night. N LL 
leaves it in the very best condi- Now, here are a few “‘don’ts”. \ \ 
tion. It will not need any ferti- Do not try to raise raspberries WI! J 
lizer until the third year, when’ on sandy soil unless you have J 
barnyard manure or commercial overhead irrigation. You must y 
fertilizers should be given. have water at the proper time, ‘ 

The most important item in and plenty of it. Don’t try to 
handling the Latham red rasp- raise strawberries or raspber- . 
berries is to put them down in ries without giving them proper 
the fall. Bend the plants over care. They absolutely must be 
and put a little dirt on them. taken care of at the right time 
Always do that because it is not and in the right way. Always 
safe to leave them up. You do ask for instructions from the 
not know what the winter is go- _ state. 
ing to do to them. In regard to the cost, first, we RED RASPBERRY 

You may wonder how a physi-_ estimate the cost of the plants The fruited cane (right) should b« 
cian can run a berry farm and which at the present time are  fOmoxysaimmediately after the crop is
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MANAGEMENT METHODS It is obvious that with wide aroused Mr. Teske’s suspicions 
FOR RASPBERRIES epating Ht ie pos to ae ae dug sare around the 

; ain as high yields as is possible plants to see what had happened. 
(Continued from page 125) from fields where the plants are He found that there wae mans 
The record of this one field set closer together. roots the size of a lead pencil 

will serve to bring out the fact Other tables have been con- that had been sheared off by the 
that the most important point structed (though they are not disc. Within four or five weeks 
in the production of raspberries, included here) arranging the the leaves gradually recovered 
from the standpoint of commer- different fields in order accord- their normal, healthy appear- 
cial success, is location. If the ing to the average number of ance, but it yielded only 31 
field is located where crops are _ plants per hill. They show that crates to the acre. Field No. 5, 
possible year after year there is yields drop off decidedly from nearby and with which it was 
a fairly good chance of making the large number of canes (4 to strictly comparable, yielded 61 
a profit. 5) to the hill to the small num- crates to the acre. 

ber of canes to the hill (1 to 2). He suggested to the owner of 
WIDE SPACING GIVES PooR It is clear that if a field is to No. 19 that another year he cul- 

YIELDS yield satisfactory returns it tivate very shallow at that sea- 
must have from 1,500 to 2,000 son because of possible injury to 

It was stated that the number hills to the acre and then be so. the roots. In 1926 this same 
of plants per acre in these twen- jandied that the plants average field produced 64 crates to the 
ty-eight fields ranged from 680 from three to four good fruiting acre. Just that one deep cul- 
to 1,867, depending on the plant- canes to the hill instead of two tivation at a critical period cut 
ing distance. The first and to three, as is found in a great his crop in two. Few would 
Bre ee Ae af oan many instances. expect that a single deep culti- 

acre in a number of these plan- D ie oud Have 0 igNeet 
tations and thé ‘second and EEP CULTIVATION RUINS CROP Teall’ ability th 

fourth columns record their We ran across one rather 1:2 20 Probability the same 
1926 yields. The widely-spaced interesting demonstration in He 2 culvenion In any other 
plants were just as well cared cultivation methods in 1925. <i2C ° Ain plantation at a cor- 
for as those that were more There were two fields, Nos. 19 have the ot stage is likely to 
closely planted; they did not and 5 in our records, on the ave fr Steg effect. Naturally 
have ‘any more disease; they same kind of land and of the {pun others but daon eatrasitive 
were on just as good sites and same age and variety. Mr. t that ers, but deep cultivation 
just as good soils. Teske, who had been visiting 2 at season of the year is 

these’ plantations week after dangerous, 
TABLE 4 week, had them classified as be- D 

Relation of Number of Plants to ing about on a par. One had as ISEASE CUTS YIELD 
Yields in 1926. good a chance of returning a Every plantation was exam- 

No. plants Yields in profit as the other. On one of ined carefully and mapped from 
per acre crates his inspection trips he noticed the standpoint of disease. 

BIT ~--------- 2-61 that the plants in the one field When a diseased plant was 
§05 ----.-____ 6.8 were looking rather queer. It found it was marked. Some 
860 one was at just about the close of fields were found to have less 
916-22 167 the blossoming season, there still than one per cent and some had 
940 ------------------- 93.0 being some blossoms on the all the way from 5 to 12 per 

O98 “owt ww wt. tg Plants, some half formed berries cent of their plants diseased. 
1020 _.....-.-.------. 38.0 and some just setting. There The average 1926 yield of the 
1044 _.....--- SL was a kind of yellowish cast on 10 cleanest fields, that is, cl 
1085 __--_------------ 43.6 the leaves that he had not no- act from ‘th tand ae 18, Cleans 
1090 ------------------- 78.5 ticed before. He wondered what ¢, & standpoint of dis- 
1100 2-808 ease, was 69 crates to the acre. 
1114. SCAB had happened to cause the sud- The average yield of the 10 
41-107 den change from the way it ap- fields that h vik : 
1196 _------.---.-----.- 101.0 peared two or three days before JCS taat had the most disease 
1205 ------.---.-------- 121.6 when the foliage was a rich, WS 43.5 crates to the acre. 

1803 LTT ard~—healthy, normal dark green, Disease may not have been re- 
1317 4D He noticed that the field had Sponsible for all of that differ- 
1802 cacennewcccces nen | 88.8 just been cultivated and asked ence in yield, but certainly it 
tee 2a anon nn n= - 2-2 ----- eet the owner what kind of cultiva- Was a factor of commercial im- 
3193 ret g'8 tor he had used. He replied portance in this group of plan- 
WHO seccesscctesccunen, F288 that he had used a disc. This tations.
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THE SITUATION SUMMARIZED * 

Beyond all question yield is Horticulture In Dunn and 

the important thing in deter- :. 
mining the commercial success Eau Claire Co. 
of the raspberry plantation. 
The grower must obtain heavy GEORGE MoSEMAN 
yields if he is to realize a profit. 

What determines yield? First Dix and Eau Claire Coun- tion with covering them is eli- 
and foremost, site, where the ties have more or less minated. Always prune back, 
field is located from the stand- rough land, which, if planted to in the fall, to two or three buds 
point of winter and frost in- good fruits, would help to make of the season’s growth. Watch 
jury. up the shortage of crops this for sport sprouts during the 

Second in importance to site year, or any other year, and growing season and always keep 
is soil. There must be deep, bring good returns to the grow- them pinched off. The more 
reasonably fertile soil to produce ers. strength you can put into your 
heavy crops of berries. My twenty-five years’ experi- fruit, the larger and better it 

Third, planting distance and ence as nurseryman and fruit Will be. Since everybody is 
number of canes. grower at Lake City, Minnesota, talking apples, it might be well 

Fourth, healthy, disease-free and Menomonie, Wisconsin, to add that grapes are a profit- 
stock. have proven these possibilities. able crop and should not be for- 

Proper air drainage, location, gotten. 
DISGUSSION . pruning, protection and spray- Regarding the landscape and 

Q. >be they ship any dis- jing are essential. Blasting the Planting of trees, shrubs and 
tance? ‘ holes where you have hard pan, vines, (which should be planned 

A. Well, they ship to De- oy shale, gives the tree a chance ahead to get desired results) I 
troit and Chicago. They ship {9 become well anchored and might say that this is being done 
the crates by truck to both will not be uprooted so quickly. very successfully both spring 
places and some go by boat. A low and closed crown, you 2nd fall. Trees and _ shrubs 

pi ee will find, goes a long way to- ees be headed oy pee? back 
3 . , . te - 0 give your roots a chance. (Continued from page 127) we a. Pyatection pom nities dnis ta natatone, (rere asun ily is 

such fruits as oranges and picking the fruit. The outstand- ‘isappointment and loss. 
grapefruit. ing apples for us are: MclIn- Unless your soil is in perfect 

The diet should contain two tosh, Menoman, Golden Malinda, Condition and the plants kept 
servings of vegetables every day Northwestern Greening, Haral. Cultivated and watered well, the 
besides potatoes; one of vege- son, Wealthy, Snow and Deli- ™ost desirable grades to buy 
tables and leafy vegetables at cious. are yess ar 6 to 8 feet and up. 
east twice a week; two servings . wo n shrubs and evergreens, speci- 

of fruit every day. If possible, im ee mens are most satisfactory. The 
at least one of the servings of yinens early in August foe q Cost in the beginning is a little 
fruit or vegetables should be in ahi 4 f th ee oe on more but more profitable in the 
the form of cannel tomato, or it S@!PPer and of the finest quality. Jong run. Perennials if planted , It sold at 15¢ per quart this . 
should be raw. year. Red Win lum, 1, 2 the fall, should be mulched 

If you want something differ- inches across of high Aavor with coarse material and see 

ent in the way of vegetable beautiful in color, arn flesh, de- that the ground freezes moist 
dishes try the following: mands a good price, Minnesota before | covering. Evergreens 

BAKED CABBAGE AND No. 1 Pear and Pattons pear, balled in earth, trees nel sheuhe 
TOMATOES though not numerous as yet, are i: reduire fall Se hah } 

3c. boiled cabbage doing well. planted in the fall but should be 
1% c. well seasoned stewed toma- Ther ale ‘ kept well watered just before 

toes There are also many people in the freeze. If the above is ad- 
1. Gs bread crumbs this section growing grapes suc- hered to, you will receive far 

; .. Froand cheese cessfully and profitably. Beta superior results over spring and 
Salt and pepper to taste ant ae pairs ue covering, at seat one half years gain in 

en . aver While Niagara, Lucile, Concord growth. 
ar ee pe ee and Campbells Early are very After all is said and done, I 
Sprinkle with cheese and then with choice but must be protected. am forced to believe that north- 
bread crumbs. Continue this way Earth or corn stalks are suit- western Wisconsin is trying to 
paul all has been used, making the able for this purpose. If the be recognized, taking varieties 
ast layer bread crumbs. Dot top . , 4 4 

with bits of butter and bake ina slow Vines are properly pruned, a adapted to our territory into 
oven for about 30 minutes. great deal of labor in connec- consideration as being equal.



Ideas for Creating a Home Grounds Picture 

J. G. Moore 

" : sults. However, if properly 
bs Appia 2A CC RAM Dl ‘ nad i handled a flower bed in this lo- 

yeas Ae ; ah Seaton . cation need not be objectionable 
Se Ee N Ey and under certain conditions 

aes Peas : : d might be desirable. For exam- 
re : ‘ - iy ; ple, an irregularly outlined bed 

’ H a x ry fas of peonies, displayed against a 
$ ES Py a ow a ae td vine covered fence could very 

te, Sat gh? Pn) i ra eee, Cs well fit harmoniously into a 
= ny a aad is a landscape picture. 

i any } q Cara et You have already discovered 
nee We i nha atid that flowers in beds must be 
as ae a... ye handled very carefully if best 

Jy ue a wy x iret effects are to be secured. If at 
. a Phas a it Wes. all doubtful as to the desirabil- 

Fea oh wy, ho 32 rae ity it is probably better to omit 
ee ee ad f ae Se the bed or make a combination 

Pn bein @ < By haa planting of flowers and shrubs. 
zy 0 ae , a 
Fs 7% oe i ae ain WINDow Boxes NEED CARE 

woe a Pee do Porch and window boxes have 
IO oeron ba A Pt ti been increasing in their popu- 
fa le ge, OR 1 ee ; larity in recent years. There is 

Py | ee yr Ak no gainsaying the fact that a 
q : FM Osi iak a t., y porch or window box in which 

Re meee Ci a good selection of plants have 
y As ys rs been placed and properly cared 

isl : z for adds much to the attractive- 
ness of a residence, and fre- 

ATTRACTIVE LAWN BORDERS CREATE INTEREST AND quently are used to good advan- 

/ Cee eee coe tage on public buildings. Before Both perennials and biennials help make possible this attractive z " 
feature of the home venturing on this use of flowers, 

however, one must be quite cer- 

(Continued from January) keep your flower beds out of the Hae he ieoacition eo 

N ORDER that I may make OPenlawnarea, . careful attention to the plants. 
I myself perfectly clear, I de- The second location in which The cultural conditions are 
sire to designate three different We see flower beds is the open- usually not very favorable. 
types of flower beds—types not ings at the union of walks or of Constant and intelligent care 
necessarily differing in their drives, and as borders along a must be given to keep the boxes 
composition, but rather in their walk or drive. As a rule this in first class condition. A porch 
location. Let us take first the sort of planting is also undesir- or window box which is not in 
bed in the open lawn area. You able. Occasionally conditions in good condition becomes at least 
know what I mean, the red the back yard may warrant the as efficient in detracting from 
geraniums or tulips in a bed in location of flower beds at such the appearance of residence as 
the center of the lawn. Per- points, but in a majority of 4 good one is in improving the 
sonally, I believe that flower cases a careful study of the sit- appearance. 

beds so located are entirely out uation would reveal a more de- It was my fortune to judge a 
of place on home grounds and_ Sirable solution. porch box contest last summer, 
for that matter, frequently on The third location is between and I remember distinctly one 
the grounds of public buildings. shrub plantings in lawn borders. entry where in my opinion the 
The artist has dropped a blotch Even here I think that dispens- appearance would have _ been 
of bright colored paint on his ing with the bed and using the much better had the boxes been 
otherwise beautiful greensward. flowers as adjuncts to the shrub removed. 
My advice, therefore, would be, plantings would give better re- Seraggly, sick-looking peri-
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of the best rules to remember 
when making combinations of 

" Pa flower color is “make liberal 
aN eat use of white in your combina- 

4 we ‘ie Ls tion”. Less difficulty is likely 
a [es , to be encountered when delicate 

ie SOM athena es We or subdued tints are used. Use 
a Te “Vig “o strong colors sparingly, and un- 

| 9 ‘ b Ae less you are sure of their har- 
a I ss as ie monizing, separate two such col- 

am 3 q og ae ors with white or place them at 
Lo cs Roe in’ some distance from each other. 

ig < y sae ¢ There are, of course, other more 
aa A j v. apalahiay : complicated rules but these 
t fe, Mis "% three simple ones will do for a 

, is : ee beginning. 

a \ oe The value of out door flowers 
a is not confined to making the 

; o a ‘% w home grounds picture more 

P) CY : i ie. beautiful. While they may 
\ gale A , P ie serve a larger function in that 

a ‘ EB es connection they are almost a ne- 
See ee ee ah. VS cessity for adding cheerfulness 
( Maen yy, Siow’ to the interior of the home. A 

Yee” : cutting garden is desirable for 

NT furnishing an abundance of ma- 

Hp ‘I terial for this purpose. Many 

=e flower enthusiasts, especially 
those living in the city may not 
have space available for such a 

OLD PASHIONED BUT FAVORITES ALL garden, and will be forced to de- 

The fairy aaltene , it the shirley SBS re eae - and grace pend upon the flower borders for 
of cosmos, the wealth and brilliney! of color of the Zinnia, the sug: a supply of cut flowers. There 

ling Wis nea iy Sai oe is one word of caution when this 
*Photo by courtesy of L. L. Olds Seed Co., Madison, Wisconsin. is the case. Be careful in tak- 

ing flowers from the border that 
winkle, defoliated geraniums, with this perplexing problem. you do not impair the attract- 
with variously colored tufts of I am inclined to think that one iveness of the out door planting. 
blossoms, boxes sadly in need of 
service of the carpenter and |f 
painter, do not form a combina-_ |} : 
tion over which one is likely to : Member , a 
enthuse greatly. Kenosha Florists and Nurserymen’s Association 

Assoc. Member 
COLOR COMBINATIONS Illinois Nurserymen’s Association 

Rik ue bene a great deal | 
about the observance of the rule 1 
of color harmony in use of flow- || The Swartz Nurseries 
ers, I am for it. In fact, I GROWERS OF 

on ie a sowie ae a Shade, Ornamental & Evergreen Trees | 

it is. Some evidently are en- Shrubs, Vines and Roses | 
dowed with or have acquired a | | 
sense of color harmony which : fits reasonably well with the ac- Park, Cemetery, and Golf Ground Planting 

cepted rules. Others of us seem Landscape Architects | 
to have been overlooked when | 
that commodity was distributed. | KENOSHA, WISCONSIN | 
As a result there are times when . 
we are hopelessly lost. A few | Phone 284 | 
suggestions may help some one | _9.
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I love flowers in the house, but 
I think I get even more enjoy- L — 
ment from them when they are = as 
growing in the proper setting za ir " . 
out of doors. i Ce | * ; 

The kinds of flowers available s ae SEN, er ake ee & 
for these various purposes are ; a fr es wens hs 18 
almost legion. If a beginner, ae 2 el * eae a os gt 
select those of easy culture and wet nied Fi Pe See 0% ne = Pa 
most likely to succeed. As your PSee See ei) a Saree ie re) 
skill increases, add to your col- CN a La Ata by re 
lection some of the more diffi- ot ga me ¥ 4 vie) 
cult and less certain. The dif- oy ie elie * 
ficulty of growing a certain spe- may Be pr Pt ara 
cies tempts us to try it. When ; # nie fe PUPAE. eae? caf 
at last we learn its peculiarities <p AC PME ey i ie : 
and overcome its obstancies and eee es lost fe ; a ie 
succeed, the thrill of having ac- Se Ce a ts ure 
complished the difficult amply ling Rain ane FC ae ae a! 
pays us for the hard labor and Algae aes Sia | At, MS Se MO 
the failures which seemed to be = iA va by PR ees A. 

necessary in order that we CA Cae Sy. Fp Rie te Ss 
might ultimately enjoy the acme a, es gis ade eo : 
of success which may come to a J Be ehh <i rm 

_ Rae AG dee ch Nth ALN aS 3 grower of flowers. a 

MID-WEST HORTICUL- A MORNING GREETING 
TURAL EXPOSITION 0 Place some of your flowers so that ou gan enjoy them from within 

‘THE Seventh Mid-West Horti- ing” when viewed from the breakfast table. | | STs TTY “Boed morn- 
cultural Exposition is to be 

held at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 
November 14 to 17, inclusive, 
1928. Wisconsin fruit growers, 
vegetable growers, florists and 
beekeepers are cordially invited 
to attend and make exhibits at : r 
this exposition. Around $7,000 ( Fil. Ps, ley 
in cash premiums will be offered. 4 Baye: Soe BFS 

R. S. HERRICK, Sec.-Treas. Ps Bercy nig Ey 

3 Mitte as. 67% 
STANDARD GARDEN TRACTORS AP WAG ae rae a a 
Plows A Powerful Tractor for Small Farms. Aga Beis Fada Oh 
see Gardeners, Frits, Nurseries, Frat _ ae Sears 4 ay 
Slthates rowers and Faulty ties «TALL KINDS Varnes ae 6 x HEU 
tnd cawiay DOESAMEN'S WORK (Mt: tay “ne USED NS AS : i 

Free Catalog. Does Bolt Work, Ie '@ ° “ Ds f rs F 
STANDARD ENGINE COMPANY OAT aNd The white phlox Ri Ah . 
3241 Como Ave. Minneapolis, Minn, °°" Keeees ees Waa tad e 

notony of th € A , 1 
ong low ines © D1 

GLADIOLUS BULBBARGAINS | tne" seis’ ace Sc | 
4 Willie Wigman bulbs___--40c te er rote fos if 

Large Blush White Primrose tween plans with \ A \ 
bordered. ion he r m o nious 5 ‘ y 

Splashes of tulip red on lower flower colors 4° 
petals. 0 \ 
4 Roanoke bulbs ___-------40c a P i 

Beautiful yellow Primrose. e ee 
8 Alice Tiplay_-__----------40c Re tae <A ae 

A most beautiful orange- i co G on 

saffron color. sia ie 7 . 
This collection of 11 bulbs, ee y r ‘ Sp 5 

value $1.25 for $1.00 postpaid a ent s oS 
to you. SNS 2 Bie, 

Floria Dale Gardens Wm. R. Leonard eer 
Ft. Atkinson, Wis. Rt. 1
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STORING GLADIOLA BULBS the bulbs should be ready to Our curing house is connected 
W. A. DANA clean of old corms, roots and with the root cellar, so winter 

o Sst trash. Sorting can be done at orders can be easily handled in 
O PRODUCE bulbs with this time also into sizes No.1 to comfort. 

T “pep” and vitality, much No. 6 and bulblets. Then, after We believe that storage and 
depends on storage. The bulbs labeling on the ends, are ready curing are two of the most im- 
should be dug soon after the for the root cellar and winter portant factors in producing 

first heavy frost, put into trays Storage. bulbs “full of pep”. 
with wire bottoms, to save Our root cellar is made in the 
the bulblets. side of a steep hill and entirely 

Shake out all the dirt possible covered with four or five feet of A member asks about the pos- 
and raise one end a foot to give dirt. The sides and top are of sibility of potato varieties cross- 
good ventilation and all the sun- Yeenforced concrete, but the jng if planted close together. 
shine possible, in the field. floor 1S it Se ood The only way in which it would 

ay’s digging in &%!VeS enough moisture to keep he possible for the two varieties 
te eh ae hefune, rk the bulbs plump. No heat is to become hybridized would be 
Put a two inch strip between used and the winter tempera- through the blossoms and the 
trays as they are stacked, for t€7e is from 40 to 50 degrees. planting of seed produced from 
ventilation. A moderate ‘slow Bulbs in this temperature do seed balls on top of the plant. 
heat should be maintained as 1°t shrivel and are as plump in Jt is impossible for potatoes to 
soon as bulbs enter, and this the Spring as when they went cross through the tubers. 
should continue for two weeks be Storage uti ane 
or more, until all moisture has f ll vitality leon th ing’ ib e -  - -=mnenpmmn | 
disappeared. HY SEELEY 1S Ut the bu ‘ LAT H A M 

The process of digging is quite nepaiahen aa roe _ in ine Red Raspberry Plants 
simple. Loosen the soil on each 00! Py @ four Inch drain tle, Free from mosaic, leaf curl 
side of the row with a potato or @/So on one lower corner in the CeOwn wall. et , 1de 0: gall, ete. 
six tined fork. Then remove Same way. We provide racks Seaman Ph 

the plant from the soil carefully for, holding trays in tiers, ten POWDEFT YE 1AnES 
to save the bulblets. Hold over high, within 18 inches of the Burrill, Premier, Minne- 
the tray and cut off the stem floor. This space under trays haha and Champion 
close to the bulb, with a pair of 8 used for storage of dahlias State inspected and true 
pruning shears. and other ete With this to name. 

hvour marke arrangement, the trays are ac- A. B. Coleman & Son on a ane eate ye bottom Cessible and orders are easily Aitkin, Minnesota 

that marks the beginning of the put up. 
row and one on top of the tray ——————__ 
for the end of that variety. If 
there are several trays of one va- 
riety, be sure to mark each in aay Sie 
some unmistakable way, as the 
process of cleaning will come HARALSON APPLE 
after curing, and you must know 
just what variety is in every A New. Minnesota Winter Variety 
tray. 

One trays are made of 4 inch Catalog for 1928 ready this month. A postal card will 

pine strips, 3% inch thick, 4 feet bring it. We sell direct to the planter, no agents—lower 
long and 20 inches wide, with prices. | 
galvanized wire, No. 8 mesh, 5 . . . 
closely stapled on the bottom. Special Introductory offer: 3 Peonies, blooming size roots 

There is a partition in the cen- red, white and pink, postpaid for $2.00. 

ter to strengthen and to pro- 
vide for small lots. A tray of Full line Nursery Stock 
this size will hold from 600 to 74th Year 
1200 bulbs. 

Trays should be painted after 
bane made, to hold nails and KELLOGGS NURSERY 
staples in place. Box 77 i is. 

After two weeks drying in Tancevalls,, Wis | 
moderate heat (day and night), eee
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BEST VEGETABLE is called the “Old Swimming 
VARIETIES be fe jee, Hole” in that community and it 

A few errors in type crept - Ce Maa es es ssh surely serves its purpose. 

into our list of recommended & PRY a Pe i = 
, fat . : SERS Were vegetable varieties so we are ti Lae Boe 
submitting it again. ft ie ie So BA ff Me Tee asec ceecenated 

because it recommends only a J) OS ff 4. 
few varieties of each vegetable. <a wn , ek oa 

The sooner we stop listing a la em a AS 
thousand different varieties, the a cae ‘ao am oa oo ia 
sooner will the amateur gar- NS | es is, YS ee 
dener have success. * Nias ee ee ee — ce 

Perhaps you differ with the |: 4aaeaig aes a ee 
opinion of the committee. If so Bh aw bi ee ho 
write us about it. What success ae yi erg ast ‘ of oe 
have you had with other varie- - 2 eo xe 7 : : 2 
ties in your section? gas ay got S| Z 

If the season was cool enough, . iVit : ae 
a fine crop of “New York” or — ', > ce Ss 
“Los Angeles” as the “Iceberg” ye A ee 
on the market is commonly : ae | 
known, would give heads as - ; <4 ed “! eo 
good as those shipped in from 1ST PRIZE ‘os ’ YS 

the west. PRIZE WINNING PHOTOS oo’ 
— The first prize photo for this ; 

VEGETABLE VARIETIES RECoM. Month is a winter scene in i‘ 
MENDED BY SPECIAL COM- northern Wisconsin by Judge A. * 

MITTEE OF HORTICUL- K. Owen of Phillips. It is a | 
TURAL SOCIETY typical scene along a river bank. yo 

Cueumber—Chicago Pickle, White Our second prize photo is “The B Es 
Spine. Old Swimming Pool” sent in by Pra. ica 

Corn—Golden Bantam, Evergreen. Miss Alberta Gropp, Park Falls. ae : 8 

Kobl-Rabi White Vienna: Alberta is a Boys and Girls ra, 
_Lettuce—Grand Rapid (Leaf), May Glubi member who attended the Su Lae «| Ee 
King, Wonderful (Head). ! 3 : pen 

Melons Musk—Camplain, Milwau- district Boys and Girls Club = 
hee Market. ti Peer! Kleckl Camp held at the County Hay Geprint From rhe wiiwaukee Jourme 

a eons SiET— PEERLESS; eckly Grounds held at Phillips last 
Sweet. é Bt , 

Onions. — Yellow Globe Danvers, August. In her letter she Says, BURST INTO BLOOM 
South Port Red Globe, White Globe. “You will perhaps recognize the When the flower, pictured 
Peppers—Harris Early. swimming pool in the Little Elk above, burst into bloom Satur- 

Bee nig chow: Crewe, River, taken at the 4H Club day it did so with an explosion 
Radish—Scarlet Globe. Camp at Phillips, Wisconsin.” similar to that of a firecracker, 
Squash — Golden Hubbard, Table This particular spot is a wid- alarming the patrons of the 

Queen. . ening of the river at the back of Hasenmiller pharmacy, Layton 
Saleity sendwich Istends the County Fair grounds and is jlyd. and Lincoln av. It is 
Tomato—John Baer or Bonny Best. USed by the boys all summer. It known as the pancrateum and 
Asparagus—Washington. bulbs from which the flower 
Beans — Unrivalled, Brittle Wax grows were brought from Africa 

larceny Stringless, Refugee three years ago. The man back 
Beets—Croslys Egyptian, Detroit of the blossom is E. J. Hasen- 

Dark Red. . miller. The pancrateum is a 
iar ease Early Copenhagen Mar- F rare flower that blooms once a 

Kraut—Ail Seasons: year for a short time.—Milwau- 
Late—Hollander (Short Stem). kee Journal. 
Cauliflower—Snow Ball. 
Celery—Golden Plume. TT 
car tots Chantenay—Darivers Half A good storage room would 

ong. 
Committee: H. C. Christensen, 7 —_ - , mean a better market for local 

Oshkosh; Hollis Sullivan, Taylor. THE OLD SWiMMiNe HOLE grown fruit and vegetables.
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Wisconsin Horticulture The meetings should be held SOON the thoughts uppermost 
in communities where a tour of in the minds of most of us 

Published Monthly by the not over 15 or 20 miles with 3 will be garden plans. 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society or 4 stops each day would give What are the best varieties. 

Get een ston Asean the members some new ideas. how and when should they bé 
PETRY OE Sones Good speakers will of course be planted. Questions too numer- 

H. J. RAHMLOW, Editor provided. ous to mention fill the minds of 
Secretary W.S.H.S., Madison, Wis. It isn’t too early to make the amateur gardener—a nd 

Mie CS Stone ativan WSintin, Plans. Spring, with its rush of — sometimes the professional. 
Prof. J. G. Milward, work will be upon us before we We are planning a garden de- 

Entered at the postoftice at Madison, realize it. partment beginning next month. 
Wisconsin, as second-class maiter. “Ac- Write and tell us some of the 
eptance for mailing at special rate of : * 

postage provided for. in. Section. 1103, a things you have discovered, or 
Act nf October 3, 1817, authorized July ask questions in regard to your 

CR TEES Made” enowin, fon ‘THIS month we have the first troubles of last year. 
eS - part of a very thorough and Who can give us plans for 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society e@Xhaustive study of the cost of building a small, cheap, plant 
Annual membership fee, one dollar, growing raspberries in Michi- house. Such houses are being 

price. to Wisconsin Horucultire, wend gan. From this field study of used with great success by 
one dollur Co Office of Seeretury, Madi- cost records and methods used many gardeners. 
Remit by Personal Check, Postal or by different growers, Professor 

eee ce TE witpheay il Gardner has drawn many con- soars 
ached toe card clusions valuable to our growers. 

Postage stampsinot ‘accepted “There is money in raspberries WHY NOT STAMPS 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE if you know how to get it out. . 

Ex Offtelo “ A study of the figures in this You may have noticed the 
resident, View-resident_and Secretary article would indicate that the statement, “Do not send 
vig Brubaker 000000001) Washburn growers have as great an op- stamps” in payment for sub- 
MT Gon’? ooo Sturgeon ‘gat portunity to increase profits by scription to this magazine, or in 
M.S. Kellogg. <..00.... ... Janesville lowering production costs as by remitting for other things to 
Wins Longland 0 1ane Gace inereasing the selling price. — this society. _. 
George M- Moseman....::..Menomonie Also, the fact is very clearly The reason for this is that we 
JOR. Swartz. 00/000. Txsenosha brought out that the cost per must turn over to the office of 
H.W. Ullsperger/....-/Sturgeon Bay Guatg depends mostly on the State Treasurer, all money re- 

| number of crates per acre pro- ceived by this society for mem- 
Our cover page picture is duced. berships or any other item, and 

from the Valentine window of In some cases, profits were they do not accept stamps. If 

Chas. Menger, Inc., furnished us reduced by cultivating too much, Stamps are sent, it means that 
by Huron Smith, curator of thereby increasing the cost. In We must buy them ourselves and 
Botany, Milwaukee Public Mu- other cases, lack of cultivation, turn over the money. You can 
seum. probably reduced the yield. easily see that we would soon be 

a Verily, the farm is a factory. Yery well provided with stamps 
if many people remitted in this 

SUMMER MEETINGS way. 

Our plan of having several ss 
summer tours and meetings in- MEBs: C. E. STRONG, edi- 

stead of one seems to meet with tor of our “About the Home L OCAL reports indicate that, 
favor. . . and Garden” department asks taking the country as a 

The problem is—choosing the for recipes, letters about plants whole, there is probably some in- 
best location and time for the and flowers, questions, and sug- crease in the acreage of straw- 

different meetings. gestions. berries planted for 1928. The 
For the fruit growers, the We hope our readers will Ozark region seems to have as 

Michigan tour has been sug- write Mrs. Strong. Those of large an acreage as last year 
gested. A meeting for the rasp- you who have read her articles and the Norfolk section of Vir- 
berry, strawberry, and other know this department is very ginia shows a gain of 10%. In 
small fruit growers would seem jnteresting. With your help it Louisiana the indications are 
desirable. Also, one for the can be enlarged and made of that there will be a bumper 
vegetable grower, both commer- still more value to our women crop, the first car to move about 
cial and home gardeners, and readers. Address her at 80th March 25th. Our appetite for 
the flower growers. and George St., West Allis, Wis. shortcake is already here.
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A SUCCESSFUL ORCHARD sisted of showing by pictures This fund is not very large 
CLUB and demonstrations how to when it is realized that the 

. prune, spray and manage the orange growers of one state 
ig re y onat ao at or- orchard. alone spend more for advertis- 

: riko & i» to Sio m City lows, ing every year than this pro- 
| Won the trip to cloux MAY Owe, PRIZES OFFERED THIS YEAR posed annual budget. Their in- 

interstate club contests, in the st th id bi " 
4H club demonstrations at the To encourage more club work vee ime as pal nae mee 

State Fair. and demonstration teams of this that pecregpting good — a 

This, team represented the Spe ga get, a Msicans wl expla that a 
orchard club of Boscobel, Wis., State Horticultural Societe is Ples furnish lime for the bones, 
and were trained by Martin An- offering the following a e. carbohydrates for energy, phos- 
derson, principal and agricul- miums: eo: phorous to tone the nerves and 
tural instructor of the high Tf S tne ARSE «Si contig iron, magnesia and sulphur to 

achool.__In ‘this club each mem= where horticultural clubs are PUtify the blood. ber contracted with neighbor- 6fganiied and where tae a At any rate, a lot of good 

ingt farmers or their parents more teams com ete for the trip Should come from this campaign 
for a certain number of fruit t . me P and the people who are induced 
trees to be cared for on a com- to. the State Fair, $10.00 to the to eat les t going to be 

oat awic : winning team and, $5.00 to the 0 €at apples are not going to be SnRON bale ie e ae yor seca LATA. the only ones to benefit. 
ceived. 15% ond the. owners Other prizes for club work ee 

2a ofthe ron: On a fie il bg announce ter for 
Se a write Professor T. L. Bewick, “TOM having been of Ws seat : 
srune, fertilize, spray, and take College of Agriculture, State this past month, Alex wrote 

I , » Spray, and take Club Leader, or this office. us a letter and we found in it 
care of the trees in every way. some mighty good suggestions. 
The club, consisting of twenty You will want to know how $10 

or four in doing this work eee, i s _ gave a profit o é 
meet possible. Se tees The small gardener will want 

is club, being well organ- to know how to grow a large 
ized, purchased a sprayer and Apples for Health, Inc., is the number of vegetables on a small 
other orchard equipment coop- name of a new organization piece of ground. . 
eratively. In the fall the harv- which has for its purpose, ad- How to kill angleworms in the 
esting was done by the club, vertising our most popular fruit, flower pot may also be new to 
working together, using a truck the apple. you, and the strawberry grower 
to haul the apples, which were Four million dollars have been will be interested in the new 
divided at that time. The orch- raised by growers, shippers, varieties mentioned. 
pen bee received and market- dealers and others interested, to 
ed his own share. put on a nation wide campaign ———_—— 

The windfalls had been divid- in behalf of the apple. 
ed earlier, the arrangements Mr. John W. Gorby, 510 South If one should ask whether 
being that the owner gather Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illi- trees grow at night or not he 
them if the club member was not nois, is Executive Secretary in might be thought crazy. Exper- 
present. charge of the work. Mr. Paul iments have been carried out to 

During the summer, picnics Stark of Stark Brothers Nurs- answer this question which 
and tours of inspection were ery is President. They have showed the remarkable fact that 
held. In this way the club asked all growers interested, to trees make about 67% of their 
served as a social gathering for contribute, by joining the asso- growth at night and only 33% 
the boys while school was not in ciation. The annual member- during the day which is about 
session. A demonstration team ship fee is $5.00. twice as fast at night as during 
of two members was selected in According to plans, a fund of the day. In addition to this the 
a contest held in August. This four million dollars will be dis- experiment showed that the 
team went to the State Fair tributed over a period of four greatest height growth of trees 
where they won the trip to Sioux years, and will cover the entire usually occurs late at night and 
City competing against all teams United States. It will influence the least growth takes place in 
present, such as Calf Club, Poul- over 100,000,000 people to eat the middle of the afternoon of 
try Club, Pig Club, ete. more apples and will vastly in- clear days. (Data taken from 

At Sioux City this team won crease the prosperity of whole “Pennsylvania Trees” written 
second place. The work con-_ industry. by J. S. Illick.)
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Potato Growers Department 
J. G. Mintwarp, Editor 

Secretary of the State Potato Growers Association 

GREEN MOUNTAIN ORIG- = ———— Rural New Yorker or Irish Cob- 
INATED IN 1878 Potatoes are native of bler. The former does not have 

HEG Mountai . the bushy vines, while the latter 
T very wepalan ie annie cee the elevated valleys of is early and often matures be- 

F : ay Chile, Peru and Mexico. fore blight is serious. 
tions of northern Wisconsin, Th sevnduced. } M Ba. 
was originated by O. H. Alexan- ey were introduce into The Green Mountain is noted 
der of Charlotte, Vermont, in England by Sir Francis as a cooking or baking potato. 
1878. Drake in 1586. When grown under the right 

saan conditions, it is unsurpassed 
oo i Wi oerts In Europe they became for its table quality in the opin- 

° : e or epar men oF gri- so widely grown that the ion of those who are familiar 

cross between Danmore’and Ex. late blight rot epidemic with it. 

celsior. It was introduced by m 1846 caused eke irish “im eves! where ihe ala 
J. A. Everett in 1885 famine and plague in which 1s suitable, the Green Mountain 

> eke an about 600,000 perished will outyield almost any other 
The Green Mountain is one « 1 his P _ variety. The state of Maine in 

of the leading main crop varie- Jn this department we some years had an average yield, 
ties in the northeastern parts will describe the different for the whole state, of 350 bush- 

of the United States, being espe- varieties of potatoes, with els per acre, due no doubt in part 
ginlly. noted in the state of their adaptations to our to - wees . 

i sae n isconsin, experience 
It succeeds best where the cli- conditions. seems to show that it must be 

mate is cool and there is a rea~ Ss confined to the northern coun- 
sonably good moisture supply 4 are white and very ties: It is extensively grown in 
throughout the _ Season. Hot, b de t Y Oneida, Sawyer, Price, Lincoln 
dry weather during the period abundant. . and adjoining counties. 
of tuber development is harm- Due to the bushy vines, and In Oneida county many cars 
ful to the crop. perhaps also to its preference of certified Green Mountains are 

In the field, the Green Moun- for a cool climate with plenty of shipped annually to Long Island, 
ae oy be poe ra sie Ne se et UAPSEnIDIS New York, for seed purposes. 
y its bright green foliage an o late blight. For this reason — 

green stem. The vines are very many farmers in northern Wis- Canadians seem to have the 
bushy, and in a good stand en- consin who really prefer this edge on us in winning interna- 
tirely cover the ground so that as a late main crop, white va-_ tional prizes on cauliflower and 
the rows cannot be seen. The riety, have gone over to the celery. 

i 
: 

Green 

é , Mountains 

; true to type and 

size 

. A show sample
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GOOD TRIUMPH SEED magazine. We are offering a Chinese Bush Cherry 
GROWERS special rate for small classified (Prunus tomentosa) 

Followi is a listeot ads to small growers who want A true cherry for delicious jelly 

of ‘Triumph potatoes” whose Tesults but whose business is | and pic, Comes, true from seed s S . - Ne y' isely. 

stock is comparatively low in not extensive enough to do much Rivals Bridal Wreath Spiraea as an 
. : . advertising. ornamental flowering shrub. One 
mosaic count aS determined by year seedlings $4.00 per dozen, Two 
index work which is carried on —_— year transplants, $6.00 par dozen. 
at the University of Wisconsin Seed, cleaned pits, ready about 
Horticulture Greenhouse. This Order seeds early, especially duly Lbth.one fourth-pound, #100, 
is the record up to January 30, if they are new and choice kinds, $5.00. Seed tor descriptive ciealan. 
1928. otherwise you are liable to get a A. H. & N. M. LAKE 

John Conradi _....._.._.._Philtips little slip of paper on which is Landscape Gardeners 
Wm. Dama --_-_--- _-Phillips Printed, “Regret to say we are Nurserymen 
Clyde Klaar __..---.-.-Phillips all sold out.” Marshfield, Wis. 
Theo. Leopold _ - _Phillips 
Imbach Bros. ___-_--.----__Chelsea  ____ - - . 
E. H. Thompson __ - _Webster 
Chas. Koslowsky zs Coleman 
Frank Bizjak __ uae _Crivitz eas SS ———————————— 
Ben Kleiber __ a —— SU _¢ow —————————— 
Carl Makholm Suing = Se MS aS 
Henry Makholm -__________-Suring # P —— a 
Ad. Peevey _____- _Rhinelander Oar c 715 
Amos Radcliffe ___...Eagle River vy i Ni GEN We 
A. T. Johnson ______________Angus VFA Wire 
Sam Williams _- ------Spooner a ee BGEAURS 
Jno Putz __- sseuecese Spooner Xe ina =| 
J. W. Smith __._____________Bryant : h " = 
Jas. Meagher __-____ ____Comstock ky dita thing i EL | pays BY Co} 

a ¥ RR ae —_ 
The counties represented are AR oe ed acure Pla ante 

Price, Taylor, Burnett, Oconto, i When Mes ne lee VE 
Marinette, Oneida, Vilas, Bar- |My, roxy late pesos ee 
ron, Washburn. ry WU AGL x r 

Further records will be avail- itS I eee" ‘wh 
able as soon as plants in the } cgi 
greenhouse are far enough ad- = a <a 2 
vanced for readings. g are” = 
Upwards of sixty growers are ‘ 

represented in these tests. A Bordeaux Mixture M soonas it is warm, up to 45° or more out- 

rough estimate at the present Arsenate of Lead doors, get going with your spray control 
time would be that only about Calstucs Arasaate for scale of all kinds—using Drchatil Brsed 
twenty-five of these growers will : : Oil Emulsion or Lime Sulphur Solution 

have seed stock with a mosaic Arsenite of Zino for sure results. 
reading below 5%. Growers Dritomic Sulphur Plan now for the all-important delayed dor- 
whose stock is too high in mo- Sulphur Dusts mant and cluster bud sprays. Because, if scab 
saic will have to obtain new for all needs infests your foliage when the blossoms fall, you ll 

seed if their fields will measure ("Fungi —“ASP" likely have a harvest of scabby fruit. 

ra to eh nen for certifica- S11 90-199 Don’ t risk losing dollars in labor cost by saving 
ion in 3 —« cents on ‘‘cheap’’ spray materials. “Orchard 

aa ADCHADI Brand” Quality materials pay—big. 
[ORCHARD] . Ask us to send you a copy of 1928 Annual 

Mr. A. B. Coleman & Son, T/BRAND| "Cash Crops.”” A postcard will bring it. 
plant growers of Aitkin, Minne- INSECTICIDES GENERAL CHEMICAL COMPANY 
sota, write as follows: We cc onl yy 40 Rector Street, New York 
have had the best results from ‘\A4 sieuts Liss Adele’ Seu Biencives 
our advertisement last winter in ~ GCL sa 
your magazine of any paper we Ss 
used, except one with national O HARD R A 
circulation.” 

With our large increase of REG.U.S. PAT OFF. 

new. membership, itwill_ pay SPRAY & DUST MATERIALS 
Wisconsin nurserymen and a 
Zrowers to advertise in th iS  ceemmemanmneensnesc sees
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— ome ™—————S*?YS(FsWheerree they started a greenhouse 
F] . D at Spaight a a new 

greenhouses and a store were 
orists epartment built at Williamson and Baldwin 

Huron SMITH, Editor streets, and in 1904 George 
Rentschler built the first unit of 

—_ the present greenhouses at High- 

FREDERICK RENTSCHLER ciation, he was a charter mem- land avenue and Regent street. 
THE FLOWER MAN ber, long on the board of direc- Their interests were consolidat- 

. tors, and from Nov. 1921 to Nov. ed in 1908 and the Williamson 
Ts Flower Man is gone! 1999" president of the associa- street location abandoned in 

Long live the Flower Man.” tion.’ His store was the largest favor of the present one. 
And long shall he live in the  cingle retail establishment in the They opened a store at 224 
memories of his associates in state, and one of the most beau- State street in 1910, and built a 
Madison and over the state. tify] fine new retail store at 226-228 
And long will he live in his three . . | 
splendid sons, who are carrying 
on in the footsteps of their Fy as 
father. Frederick Rentschler | 
was well beloved by his fellow 3 z e a 
florists all over the state, and 3 2 Se PS 3 Pr a Bet = oy 
when he had his grand opening 7 oN it Peay naka 4 Bee AS 4 re ) 
a couple of years ago, they came i: Nl eg fai “ 7 
in numbers to rejoice with him. = Al 
When he died, they came again Fa oe ay 
in numbers to pay their last re- b= ° Ce y 
spects. The writer was there i \ ; 
and observed with pride that 2 ie bi 
Madison turned out in force to ; 3 nd 
do his old friend honor. as Soe | Re } 

There were over a thousand Bs uae eae yi / ne 
people at the Masonic Temple to ES eee soe BE 
hear the impressive burial rites. SSS > ee 
James E. Taylor, of Oshkosh; oo Se “ees a 
Peter N. Obertin, of Kenosha; 7 Mea Et rat 
Edwin Matthewson, of Sheboy- ie seht: sce ISIS URE SIRBA. PHBL Ce LOS enry 
gan; Henry Benz and R. E. Mil- wart eee ie Taylor, Mart’. helt, itupo. rekon, 1 oer inden, 
ler, of Racine; Paul C. Loeffler, Bred Hentschlar: Herman V. Hunkel, P. N. Obertin, Chas. 5. Dettmann, 

of Watertown; and Hugo Lock- The opening day at his new store April 14, 1926. 

er, Chas. E. Dettmann, Huron 
H. Smith, Fred H. Holton, Withal, Mr. Rentschler, was State street, which was opened 
Henry R. Welke, Harold Baum- yet a young man, 53 years, hav- April 4, 1926. It represented 
garten, Edwin and Victor Hun- ing been born in Palatinate, an investment of $150,000. | 
kel, and Wm. C. Zimmerman, of Germany, Nov. 8, 1874. But Many of Fred’s real estate deals | 
Milwaukee, were the florist pneumonia made short work of proved fortunate and he was a 
friends that attended. Many him and after a six days’ illness, financial power in the state 
that could not come sent flow- he succumbed on Jan. 18, 1928, capitol. Besides being presi- 
ers, and those that did come in a Madison hospital. He is dent of the Rentschler Co. he 
brought flowers. It was prob- survived by his widow, three was a director of the State 
ably the most flowerful funeral sons, George, Frederick, Jr.,and Bank, the Union Trust Co., of 
that has ever been held in Madi- Carl, all of Madison, and two the Northwestern Securities Co., 
son, at a time when flowers are brothers, George and Michael, of the Commercial National 
most scarce. both of Los Angeles, California. Bank, and was one of the seven 

Mr. Rentschler was a power Mr. Rentschler came to this men who recently filed applica- 
for helping the Wisconsin Horti- country at an early age and first tion for charter for a new Madi- 
cultural Society in the annual started the floral business at son Trust Company. 

meetings, and but for him there Janesville, Wis., under the name Mr. Rentschler married Miss 
would have been no floral ex- of the Janesville Floral Co., with Henrietta Kastner, a niece of 
hibit at this year’s meeting. In his brother George, in 1893. the late Mr. and Mrs. George 
his own society, the Wisconsin- They sold to Edward Amerpohl Soelch. Two of the sons, George 
Upper Michigan Florists Asso- in 1902 and went to Madison, and Fred, Jr., were associated
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1e@ . wo . 

y with him in the business. Carl It is surprising to note the famous physicians. Practically 
effis still in High School. interest of the public in all recommend the use of more 
of/ Mr. Rentschler went to Ger- “Health” articles, written by fruits and vegetables. 

ef many last fall, with his brother ©=———22-——M@@@@ I. 
f} George, a former superintend- ' 
-ffent of Forest Hill Cemetery, ORE MEAT wat oe Sane 
-]| Madison. Fred was an active IE Maa: Ween ch iis f{/(~ | sethasaeegs oN eee RS Vase Meet ans * ; oan e RY, Mali. (!'3) Lf (nid ade -f}member of Madison Masonic iO rade SRY a A sa eae 

\ ff Lodge No. 5, a 32nd degree Ma- Ky BARE eras ea a ws 6 een Rae 
\f son, and active in the Madison p —_) ny Romaaariastihy 2 Sane 

Turnverin, Madison Manner- ye Py NL Rae D Sarat bate A = RRO 
chor, and Rotary Club, of which i ae, rh Sb Cae 
he was an ex-president. eS nT TT EEL 

‘ - fl { up DS , Mr. Rentschler had just fin- Se Ww WT oe CO Ui Pa VE 
ished remodeling his retail store oe \F H | | ees eA cores f Tae NG 
at the greenhouse, and _ rests PD erg RY isp hy My 
within a short distance of its \ 2% y 
new front window in Forest Hill eo oN yy , 

eemet Doubles Yield '——= 
and nets $233.50 extra profit 

MY GARDEN FLOWERS 

I wander down my garden path HERES the story of what No. 2 (Sulphate of Ammonia) 
And o’er the dewy, verdant grass, Arcadian Sulphate of he harvested 440 bushels—a gain 
On every side the flowers shed Ammonia accomplished for Mr. of 240 bushels due to Sulphate 
Their welcome fragrance as I pass. A.J.Marble,ofOmro,Wisconsin: of Ammonia. 

Mr. Marble divided part of his Atcurrent prices Mr. Marble’s 
Each bush and tree a story bears 75-year old apple orchard into _ increased yield represented a net 
And memories cling on every hand: two equal plots. Plot No.1 re- gain of $233.50 per acre—over 
Each flower a pleasant thought re- ceived no fertilization. Plot No. and above the cost of the fer- 

calls 2received Sulphate of Ammonia _ tilizer. 
Of some dear friend or distant land. at the rate of 200 Ibs. per acre. Small wonder that Mr. Marble 

Th Its of the fertilizer writes us that he is well satisfie 
And memories of ferny dell, were tioticeable- almost at once! with the results from Arcadian 
Of placid stream or mountain height “The leaves of the trees seemed Sulvhate of Ammonia. 
My garden flowers to me recall deeper green,” says Mr. Marble, 
And thrill with rapture and delight. jand they stayed on the trees The Gait Company 

longer.” . 
The latticed bower with roses clad h: ‘i hi i. Agriedleatal Dept: . 
With grateful shade invites to stay, vices Teale Fron Plot ‘Nod Dani ALC Na tone 
and ett I pause, and oft I muse (which received no fertilizer)  shreveport.la.,San Antonio, Tex, Raleigh, 
And bathe my soul in ecstasy. Mr. Marble gathered 200 bushels —_N. C., Washington, D. C., San Francisco, 

of apples per acre. From Plot Cal. Jn Canada—Toronto, Ont. 
The shadow on the dial’s face 
Betrays the passing of the hours: iets . ‘ The evening shadows gently fall Results PROVE the availability of the nitrogen in 
But still I linger with the flowers. 

Now comes the darkness o’er the land ARCADIAN 
aig, hides its beauty from my sight: . 

‘ith pensive step I turn aside, AY ‘A 
And pid. my garden flowers good- Uu. (p ate —d mmonia 

night. 
| ARCHIE S. HILL, mr nner nnn cnn e nese nen sping ern nec nn neers 

Milwaukee Horticulture Society. The Barrett Company (address nearest office) a Nd 
_ === — ~ Please send me sample package of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia. I am especially 

(Write names of crops on line above) 
A aa eer awmoWwer and wish you to send me bulletins on these subjects. 
tivator for Gardeners,Suburb- 
anites,Truckers, Florists, Nur- catalog Name serymen,Fruit Growers,Coun- Free 
try Estates and Poultrymen. Address 

AMERICAN FARM MACHINE CO. 
1685-33rd Ave. S.E. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. aS eS ea)
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About the Home and Garden 
Mrs. C. E. StronG, Editor 

FEEDING PLANTS FOR eel 4 This regular feeding of plants, 
MORE BLOSSOMS not quite so liberally of course 

(Continued from January issue) (ie. «leg as the Cyclamen were fed, but 
€ eee the once in three days plan, will 

A the plants have been a =e ; keep most plants in a healthy 
in the home for a month or Fe =. d growing condition. 

more, you will notice that the : A Peachblow Hibiscus blooms 
blossoming plants have fewer y a | from November to Tune ig THY 

fowee, a that they ate ice re s 4 } little plant room treated in this 

f = f liquid fertili \ eae’. but covered with buds all the 
orm of liquid fertilizer, or one tae r times 

of the many advertised plant Say 74 1 ai. . 
foods may be given. ke me 4 A Plumbago with its lovely 

These foods come in the form See blue phlox-like blossoms, _re- 
of tablets, or in powdered form Be sponds in the same way, while 
with directions for use on the e Callas seem to delight in send- 
package. ing up one flower after another. 

For the liquid fertilizer, I a ‘ But Ree pare pe 
have used, for man ears, a ¥ 0 grow in spite of attention to 
shovel fall of chicken’ manure food and drink. My little 
with the same amount of well MRS. STRONG neighbor wailed as I entered the 

rotted stable manure, placed in cauent: by’ the! camera ae tHE door, “Just look at my plants, 
a large wooden pail, and the pail State Pair what is the matter with them?’ 

filled with water, letting it stand I looked as she bid me. They 
about a week before using. to rest during the summer, by Were a rather sorry looking lot 
This liquid is diluted with warm giving each plant a tablet of a of plants. All the leaves had 
water until it is about the color widely advertised plant food. fallen off the Begonias, the 
of tea. These six plants bloomed stead- Cyclamen leaves were curled up 

Water the plants with this ily for twelve months. around the edges, the buds dried 
liquid instead of water some The tablets were given once up, even the Geraniums looked 
morning. Then for two morn- a week. At the end of fourteen discouraged and ready to die. 
ings use just the usual warmed months three of the six were But as I looked I sniffed the air, 
water and then the liquid again, dead and the other three were ‘Gas range leak?” “Yes,” was 
until you have given your plants leafless. I then stopped feeding the surprised answer. There 
four applications of the fertil- and gave but little water for sev- was the answer; plants do not 
izer. Now wait two weeks be- eral weeks, then watered as enjoy gas. If you want plants, 
fore giving any more of the fer- usual. One more plant died. have the leak attended to, keep 
tilizer, and repeat the treat- The two remaining plants have the door closed between the 
ment. In this way there is little some nice foliage, but no flow- kitchen and the room where you 
danger of over feeding. ers or buds. Evidently these have the plants, also provide 

With the advertised plant plants think they have done Plenty of ventilation. Even 
foods it is safe to follow direc- enough for me. I think so too, then some plants will drop their 
tions, unless you are willing to but I also think there is no rea- blossoms. Begonias resent even 
risk the plant for the sake of son for discarding Cyclamen @ Suspicion of gas in the room. 
experimenting. Sometimes we plants after a few weeks of There are a number of plants 
think if a little food will help, blooming—just try feeding that with ordinary precautions 
more will be better, and the re- them regularly and enjoy their as to leaks and fresh air, (this 
sult is quite often rather disas- beauty many more weeks. by the way is wise for the grow- 
trous to most plants. If they stop blossoming or er as well as for the plants) can 

I tried feeding a half dozen even die after that, you will feel be grown nicely. Sanseverias, 
Cyclamen plants rather liber- it will bea very good investment decorative Dracaenas, especially 
ally, in order to find out of it to order more of the same varie- the varieties Massangeana— 
was really necessary for them ties for another winter. green with a broad golden yel-
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| low band, and Mrs. Eugene ay storage is impossible on = [>| 

Andre, bronze and rosy crim- the farm but a practical solu- 

son; Rubber plants, not just the tion of the farm storage prob- HARDY PERENNIALS 

same old variety commonly seen lems for fruit and vegetables is sigs 
but also Repens, which is fine the air-cooled storage cellar. New & Standard Varieties 

for baskets, as it creeps or To hold roots and tubers in a 

trails; Austrilis, which grows in healthy vigorous condition, cor- 300 Kinds 

bush form with small leathery rect storage must provide con- 

leaves. stant temperature. Normal at- Strawflowers—All Varieties 

Araccaria excelsa a miniature mospheric moisture, correct 
evergreen tree, very decorative ventilation, protection against J. F. HAUSER 

and fresh looking can be grown. frost—these are important con- Bayfield, Wisconsin 

Ferns also; if you have been ditions to be secured. Send for Price List 

growing the Boston fern and its Massachusetts Experiment a 

numerous relatives, try some of Station reports Sunshine sweet - 

the Polypodium family, they are corn as doing especialy wel (eS 

very tropical looking, with their there, and recommend it to their | 

bluegreen foliage, but are quite growers. New York Experi- |! 

easy to grow if you remember ment Station this year found WISCONSIN 

to give water regularly. Red River to be the best tomato 

It really is not necessary to of the Earliana type. NURSERIES 

deprive yourself of the pleasure 
of seeing growing plants in your To get acquainted we make 

home even though gas is a draw- the following special offers. 

back. Some of the decorative PEONIES, IRIS, PHLOX Our selection. 
plants are so brilliant in color- —_ + Te 10 Apple trees (Farmer’s 
ing that your window will be Or een Scenes Orenard) 4 (0 6 Tt. $2.50 
very attractive. adlo “4 ‘lb ania 10 Pear trees, 4 to 6 ft.___ 4.00 

Why not have an umbrella ulbs 10 Cherry trees, 3 to 4 ft... 4.00 

plant—not the old fashioned va- 10 Plum trees, 4 to 6 ft... 4.00 

| riety we used to see in every Catalog Free eet currants ____.____ 1.50 

collection of plants—but the Gooseberries -.-- ----_ 1.50 
glorified variety known as Cy- Bdw. J. Gardner 10 Black or red raspberries .50 

perus Papyrus, or true Egyp- ursery 10 Blackberries -.....-.. 50 

tian paper plant. West De Pere, Wisconsin 10 Grape vines _.__...... 1.50 
The Editor of this paper is 100Mastadon straw- 

positively howling for copy, so) — berries --.---..---.. 2.00 

will have to wait until next time —§ —————————___ 10 shade wees & te aa 
to finish this little chat about or Carolina Poplar. 5.00 
pei aes a se Se LA 10 Extra hardy roses__.-_ 3.00 

yse being oblige: o° star ee A 10 Climbi s 
work in this section just as soon Zea FZ 10 i 50 
as possible. No waiting until A | ee ZA Wied. noe 

the last minute,—that Editor is A iH fin a= ors ---------__-__-. 2.50 
the “do it now and have it on ~$~A ‘th | fe 10 Hardy phlox. Assorted 
time kind.” |Z Sa WAZ” colors -..--------- 1.50 

I am hoping that I am going | Ze The fruit and shade trees 
a get FECES, letters about , must go by express. The other 
plants an owers, questions, 7 R collections can be mail i 

suggestions, so it will be easy to BERRY BOXES AND CRATES twenty-five cents extra is oe 
keep that Editor satisfied. Are Hither made up or in the K. D., to cover postage and packin 
you going to help? American Quart Berry Baskets, . pe B 

Climax Grape and Peach Baskets, Beautiful catalogue for the 
pei Fill or Repacking Baskets, Plant asking. 

7 Boxes and Veneer Tree Protectors. 
you have been growing Circular and Price List Mailed Upon Request 

Some varieties of plants not Write for special prices oe cue ica W. J. Moyle & Sons 

usually grown, either indoors or Lots. Liberal Discounts on Union Grove, Wis. 

out, wont you please write to Early Orders. 
‘Around the Home and Garden” SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX COMPANY | 

| and tell about them. SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN Po |
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mm Fach member has promised to 
N F O L l ne in one ner aoe or 

rather a prospect for member- 
ews rom ur Oca S ship. We are still young, but 

we hope to grow. 
I. J. SCHULTE. 

MADISON GARDEN CLUB lasting Sewers and ee 
5 rangement in Boquets by H. C. — 

ne eevee ee cacy: Christensen. WAUKESHA GARDEN CLUB 
January 10, the Madison A talk by Mrs. John Kuebler ORGANIZED . 

Horticultural Society and Gar- oy her mother’s garden, started 
den Club members held their jn Civil War days on the banks In spite of one of the coldest 
annual meeting. Officers for of the Embarrass River at New nights of the season, a good 
the coming year were elected a5 | ondon proved of much interest. crowd attended the organiza- 
follows: ‘ MERLE A. RASMUSSEN. _ tion meeting of the Waukesha 

Frederick Cranefield, Presi- Garden Club Friday evening 

dent. ———— January 27th. , 
Mark Troxall, Vice-President. Had other garden lovers real- 

Miss Melissa V. Brown, Vice- eee ae sO ized the treat in store for them, 
President. . they would have braved any 

Geo. C. Morris, Secretary. THE last meeting of the Mil- kind of weather to attend. Mr. 
A. M. Eldridge, Treasurer. — waukee Rose Society was an Huron Smith, Curator of Bot- 
A number of items of busi- informal affair, an exchange of any of the Milwaukee Public 

ness were transacted after experiences and a discussion of Museum gave his famous illus- 
which the club listened to a talk varieties. A promise of several trated talk on the “Gardens of 
on “Garden Vegetables” by Mr. hundred roses from Bobbink & Europe”. He showed a large 
Eldridge. _ Atkins, largest rose growers in number of wonderful slide pic- 

Mr. Eldridge brought out the the United States, should we tures of the gardens of Eng- 
point that the seeds of quite @ succeed in having a municipal land, Germany, France and 
number of vegetables can be rose garden established here, Italy, explaining the details of 
planted in the fall to good ad- has spurred our enthusiasm. each slide. 
vantage, especially asparagus. We feel that such a garden H. J. Rahmlow, secretary of 
He also said that asparagus will would be the means of increas- the State Horticultural Society, 
stand unlimited fertilization. ing tremendously the interest of told of the work of the State or- 

In the course of his talk, he amateur gardeners in rose cul- ganization. He explained the 
spoke of the Mastadon Straw- ture. future plans of the society and 
berry as being a very good berry For our next meeting, which briefly discussed the growing of 
for home gardens. He alsoem- will be held on February 14, several important vegetables. 
phasized the fact that strawber- 
ries ‘will stand considergiic fer— peers 
tilization. 

Gao: C: Mons. RASPBERRY PLANTS 
OSHKOSH HORT. SOCIETY Mosaic-Free LATHAM and KING. 

ELECTS OFFICERS We have the genuine Redpath strain of Latham. 

At THE January meeting of McINTOSH—The highest quality apple. 

the Oshkosh Horticultural COURTLAND—A MclIntosh seedling of better keep- 
Society about a hundred mem- ing quality 
bers and friends gathered for . 
the annual oyster supper served HARALSON—A new Minnesota winter variety. 
at the Public Museum. | , , ; . 

The following officers were We GROW a complete gerortmant of fruit and orna- 

elected for the year: | MEN, NUISEEY SUE R 
President, N. A. Rasmussen. |} Write for catalogue. 
Vice-President, A. J. Sheffer. | 

ij Beer Domes Mies: Agnes Phil J. V. BAILEY NURSERIES 
ipson. ; 
"The program consisted of a |/°\ Daytons Bluff Station . 

very instructive demonstrated || Dept. W St. Paul, Minn. 

talk on the Varieties of Ever- 9 bi
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At the close of the program Mr. Smith is co-editor of the 
those Breen! pee them- “Wisconsin Horticulture’ and BAIS LE. KEK 1S 
selves as being in favor of or- is an eminent botanist. His sas 
ganizing as the Waukesha Gar- subject matter is interesting Permanent Positions 
den Club. Dues were set at and he is an_ entertaining OR a limited number of res- 
$1.00, which includes mem-  speaker—Racine Journal. CH ponsible people, to sell our 
bership in the State Horticul- Ot dee ke hereeee 
tural Society, with a year’s sub- oe ay Nutsery Stock. a Dalle far our 
scription to eas jtonti liberal sales proposition. 
culture” and a copy of the an- 
nual report. MIL WAP ReE RORUCULTU- Tap Norma Star Turseey Co. 

All the officers were not MEETING Lock Box B a32t 
elected at the first meeting. A The J PARDEEUILLE, DRSCONSIT 
complete list of these will be e January program of the 
given in the next issue. Milwaukee County Horticulture FRO PS ISR aS 

Society which was held Janu-©§©§————— 
ee ary 24th in the trustee’s room at 

the Public Library, was opened 
EDUCATOR NAMED HEAD With a poem “My Garden Flow- q 

ue MINDORO COMMU- ers” written and read by Archie Perennials 
NITY CLUB S. Hill, one of our members. 

2 * Mr. John F. Hauser of Bay- 
Horticulture Society and P.T.A.  feld, Wisconsin, a large grower 

Unite in New Organization of Straw Flowers mes hu Grown on the shores 

Mindoro, Wis.—The Mindoro Morous little introductory talk of Lake Superior 
Horticultural society and the an og by pepe us a 
Parent-Teachers’ association e care, Culture and growing oO in 
held a joint meeting at the high Straw Flowers. 20 acres of all leading 
school on Tuesday evening. The large tables were ar- varieties 
They decided to join forces un- ranged with Straw Flowers of 
der the name of Mindoro Com- most every variety, ornamental 
munity club. Officers elected grasses, dried leaves and seed Lupines 
were as follows: President, pods of various flowers suitable | « wavine med 
Professor Erickson; vice presi- for decorating. elite shinnene. for spring or im- 
dent, James McDonald; secre- Mr. C. H. Dettman, a local : . 

tary, Mrs. Bessie Fischer; as- florist who is quite successful in Per 100 Per 1000 
sistant secretary, Orville Olson; the use of Straw Flowers for Blue white and pink..$6.00 $55.00 
and treasurer, Irvine Plaff. . decorative purposes, demon- Moerheimii, ver 

The program for the evening strated the arranging of dried cod mh Very 10.00 90.00 
included a talk by the county leaves, seed pods, pine cones a 
agent W. KE. Spreiter; reading etce., in the making of wreaths Princess, Mary, yellow £0.00 
by Miss Needum, and moving and other ornaments for com- Bnd ViGIeh esaecaa=tOt “ 
pictures. Those serving were mercial purposes. It was quite Downer’s strain, new-12.00 100.00 

Mrs. C. Tracey, Mrs. P. Opland jnteresting to note the process  arkness Hybrids 
and Miss Edith Glennie. The of manufacture and the use of new shades _...---12.00 100.00 
next meeting is to be held on paints and bronzes to increase sa, asda BE 
February 14.—La Crosse Tri- the beauty of his products. ree 10.00 90.00 
bune. After the discussion, the . ; 

members spent a pleasant half Regal, various shades_10.00 90.00 

hour recalling the names of the Ssedtal views ivenswhew erownvon 

TO GIVE ILLUSTRATED eres toes nen ere ag contract, | Write for ist. of other 
LECTURE ON GARDENS garden and succeeded in listing perennials. 
“Gardens of Europe,” an il- about a hundred varieties. This 

lustrated lecture, will be given was followed by the usual half 
Ly Huron H. Smith, curator of hour of discussion relative to Chequamegon Flower 
the public museum, Milwaukee, our own personal garden prob- Gardens 
at the Universalist church on lems. The attendance at this 
Thursday evening, Jan. 26 at 8 meeting was the largest in the Washburn, Wis. 
o'clock under the auspices of the history of the society. 
Racine Garden club. Reported by FRANK P. GILOTH. _ SSS
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Overcoming Horticultural Troubles 
E. L. Chambers, State Entomologist, Editor 

THE CERTIFICATION OF tion and spread of injurious in- der cultivation. In addition to 
NURSERY STOCK sect pests and plant diseases. this there are some 460 acres of 

5 1915 the Wisconsin legis- Since our law provides for this forest grown trees, and approxi- 
lature placed in the statutes inspection service wit hout mately 1,000 acres of submerged 

the present law which requires charge, providing the applica- land devoted to aquatic plants 
“all nurseries and all other tion is made before the inspec- inspected. 

places in which nursery stock is _ | 
kept for sale in the state to be 
inspected at least once a year.” : , 
This made it unlawful for any : 4 ; bag’ 
person “‘to sell, to offer for sale Vee on . 
or to remove or ship from a fe y We } La oi 
nursery or other premises, any > nag ae ae ia ‘ 
nursery stock unless such stock uaa ~~ ’ sew sir abr? 
has been officially inspected and Oy Heinys 
a certificate or permit has been 3 re wee ae Po ee me A 

granted.” oon Rak Sas pen aaa BES sb See at F 
Similar laws are in force in Ste aR ee Cte aR si 3 Pee Ree 

each state and are for the pur- OF oped Pesky Ea Ie ca yi gen pe eee aa 
ose of preventing the introduc- Rae hig A Fe ae IE RO, COT Nee aR TO poses Pp g eae IE wal ry eee ca om Re eninees Lee a wt 

gh CB eae cae url Bs tah etch) AS 

Cr a ach i! a. igs uJ ris MP ae an ee 

0 “Sa! 
i ~ 555 2 > Or aay arr a ¥ os 

STATE OF WISCONSIN ‘ Mee, Dial TN > Ae ng a 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE EB. re te CO SS Te ne a 
MADISON Loa te ‘ we Se 

Nursery Certificate No. (RESIDENT) INSPECTING RASPBERRY PLANTING FOR MOSAIC 
This Certifies that the Photo by S. B. Fracker 

aalwe wit 
scsceeonssssnane aie tion work is begun in the sum- A study of these nurseries 

Seat ces noun aspen ee om murs nee mer, a large number of nurs- shows that 46 of them have a 

Creel eects olga ypc mcd |  erjes, encouraged by those grow- half acre or less, 179 one acre or 
scm thick lb poe iE BBs? | ers of ornamentals and small less, 295 have two acres or less 
oN heal er decter 1 fo: Dp ines be ove fruits who welcomed this spe- and 408 have five acres or less. 

IT RD ScnetCapme Madison, Wine Gober, 1, 1927. cial “free clinical service” have These are distributed well over 
MATIC OUFFY. Emumeloemt and Che’ berser | applied. the state, there being only seven 

“"V6ip APTER OCTORER In 1978 It protects their crops from counties having no nurseries, 

a | jp |e unnecessary losses from pects, although 230 are located in ten 

2 |3 |o pointed out and controlled under counties. Monroe county now 
zm @ | the supervision of the inspector. has the largest number, with 47. 
4 3 Also they wanted to be author- Most of the small nurseries 
2 | | \° ized to dispose of propagating are devoted to small fruit and 

= |" stock should there be a demand consequently the raspberry in- 
2 lo for it. spection in them requires more 
= ° A sult of this stimulus time than in some of the much x s a result o s : 
S| | z the number of nurseries issued larger nurseries where no rasp- 
> | u certificates annually has grown berries are grown. 
a | oe from 136 in 1915 to 563 during Our largest general nursery 

i | & the past year. These 563 nurs- has approximately 150 acres of 
eries embrace approproximately nursery stock which requires 

WISCONSIN'S UNIFORM TAG 3,200 acres of land actually un- three inspectors only two or



| 
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three days to cover on the first that was very injurious to the inspection now costs on the 
inspection since practically no plantings especially when grown average of ten dollars per nurs- 
raspberries are grown at this under adverse winter and mois- ery. The appropriation of 
nursery. These same inspectors’ ture conditions. $2,500 set aside for this project 
can only inspect about four or Upon finding that there were is barely half enough to cover 
five acres of raspberries each in some plantings of red raspber- the cost of the work. 
a day’s time. The reason for ries relatively free from the The last legislature has made 
this slowing up of the work is mild form of mosaic predominat- a few changes in the law, one 
due to the necessary individual ing on Latham and King, imme- of which we believe will help 
examination of each and every diate steps were taken to rogue solve the problem. The com- 
plant for the detection of symp- every visibly infected plant missioner of agriculture is now 
toms of mosaic. Each plant is present and thus reduce it to a authorized to charge a reason- 
either marked with whitewash minimum. Through this meth- able fee for nursery inspections 
or carefully dug out, with all its od we have succeeded in the past in line with the other activities 
roots, to prevent its sprouting three years in developing an of his department such as fer- 
again. ample supply of this stock to tilizer, feed and seed inspec- 

This systematic virus disease meet the needs of the state for tions. The matter of a fee for 
of raspberries, known as mosaic propagating purposes. this line of work is now being 
because of its peculiar mottling Owing to the enormous in- studied with the idea of some 
effect on the foliage, was ob- crease in demand for nursery definite action in the near fu- 
served on different varieties of inspections, coupled with the ture. 
raspberries, chiefly upon King necessity of making two inspec- During the past year a uni- 
and Latham, by the inspectors tions of all raspberry plantings form nursery tag was adopted 
for some time. They recog- at thirty-day intervals, it has in an attempt to put an end to 
nized it as an abnormal condi- been necessary to employ twice the use of invalid and altered 
tion but did not fully realize its as many inspectors. Highly inspection tags. The nursery 
importance until 1924. Then _ trained men are necessary, with inspection law requires that 
investigators established the experience in recognizing the ‘every person selling or ship- 
fact that this too, like potato fine virus disease of raspberries ping nursery stock shall attach 
mosaic, was an aphid trans- in addition to the usual require- to the outside of every package, 
mitted virus disease and one ments. As a result we find the box, bale, or carload lot so 

S Material 
Arsenate of Lead Calcium Arsenate 

° 

Lime Sulphur 
(Liquid and Dry) 

Bordeaux Mixture Nicotine 
(Paste and Dry) (Liquid and Dust) 

Write for Prices and Spray Calendar Now 

Manufactured by é 

e ° 

Cream City Chemical Works 
766-774 Kinnickinnic Avenue Milwaukee, Wis.
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Page | ’ 

Back Seed Co. -.--------- 148 TOOLE’S COLLECTION 

| J. V. Bailey Nurseries ---- 144 

| The Barrett Co. --_------ 141 PERENNIAL SEEDS 

Bean Spray P Co. --.. 152 | Bush, L. py pomp ho ao 150 $1.65 WORTH OF SEEDS riot Fro.2 Fio3 

| Ch yar- 
ee eee sag FOR $1.00, POSTPAID Berry Boxes 

| H. C. Christensen _-_--.-. 150 | 
The Coe, Converse & Ed- For those wishing to try grow- Crates, Bushel_ Boxes 

| wards Company ------- 149 ing a perennial garden from and Climax Baskets 

A. B. Coleman f Son wane Ea seed, I have selected 2 DOZEN 

Cream City Chemical VARIETIES THAT ARE NOT i 

Works —_-.-----------. 147 HARD TO GROW, AT THE LOW As You Like Them 

Cumberland Fruit Package PRICE OF ONE DOLLAR FOR We manufacture the Ewald 

| C0; sseseeseeeeseuese = 149 TWELVE PACKAGES OF SE- Patent Folding Berry Boxes of 

Dawson Bros. ------------ 150 LECTED SEED. No change may wood ‘veneer’ (hat eye eee 
Eschrich’s Nursery —___--- 149 Bema’ ee een at the terial in the: It, Din carload lots 

: = ee ted. T th = our specialty. ec a 

Fitchett Dahlia Gardens -_ 122 rains ONE VACKAGESBAGH Gf carry in stock 16-quart crates all 
Floria Dale Gardens _---_ 1383 ANTHEMIS TINCTORIA KEL made up ready for use, either for 

Edw. J. Gardner Nursery 143 EE = - strawberries or blueberries. No 

C. A. Gelbke & Sons 150 WAYI; CANTERBURY BELLS, order too small or too large for 
. A. s wows Ef : us to handle. an 8 

| General Chemical Company 139 Been . a xG ro ines mixeds folding boxes and crates in K. D. 

F. R. Gifford Co. _-._.___. 151 s ET WILLIAM, mixed; HOL- from Milwaukee. Promptness is 
LYHOCKS, mixed; SHASTA essential in handling fruit, and 

| J. F. Hauser ------------ 148 DAISY ALASKA; DELPHINIUM we aim to do our part well. A 

Fred Hecklinger -.------- 150 GARRY-NEE-DULE MIXED HY- large discount for early onders. 

Chas. Heimstadt ___-.-.-- 150 BRIDS; COREOPSIS LANCEO- postay orings our prices 

Hildebrand Embroidery Co. 150 LATA GRANDIFLORA; GAIL~ Cumberland Fruit Package 
| . 9 LARDIA; BABYS BREATH 

Kink Garden ‘Tractors. 11 PBRSIAN DAISY; ROCKY Company 
A. H. &N. M. Lak - 139 MOUNTAIN SALVIA; ORIENTAL Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

| alaer Bros a 7 = On, is POPPY. VALUE 81.65 — FOR 
| Maloney Bros. Nursery Co. 15 $1.00 POSTPAID TO YOUR 
| McKenney Dahlia Gardens 150 DOOR. a _ nen 

| W. J. Moyle & Sons ------ 143 
Mys Brothers ~._-------- 148 . 

North Star Nurseries__145, 151 Toole’s Seed Collection For 

L. L. Olds Seed Co, ------ 122 The Rockery 

i pine ie - 152 A Dollar Value for 75 Cents Trustworthy” } 

| Rasmussen’s Fruit Farm & P vee 

Nurseries ___---------.. 122 The following ten varieties, PER 

| E. B. Rosa ~-----.------ 150 not difficult to grow from seed, A 

| i q will give a wonderful start for 
| Sheboygan. eee Box Co.- if the Rockery. $1.00 VALUE FOR Try the Forest Winter 

| Standard Engine Company 133 | 75 CENTS. One regular packet Apple, as good quality as 

| Stonecrest Gardens ------ 150 | of each of: Delicious. Tree hardy, pro- 

The Swartz Nurseries wwwes 132) | Alyssum Compactum. ductive and a good grower. 

| Terrell’s Aquatic Farm ... 150 Campanula ecarpatica. Has been grown locally in 

| Wittord: BOAW FAH 2 - 150 ona acne. this section for twenty-five 

| . #25 tauneoeecne. years. We also have a good 

— —— oe Papaver nudicaule. stock of the Windsor, some- 
Arabis Alpina, times called “Wisconsin 

Evergreen Trees Pintyeodon grandifiorum. Baldwin.” Plant these two 
Saponaria ocymoldes. ade 

Fruit and Ornamental Tunica saxifraga, varieties and have good 

T winter apples of your own. 
rees Send for my illustrated cata- 

Hardy Perennials log of Perennials, Rock plants Send for our catalog, 
: : : showing our complete line 

Rock Plants, Hedges, and native Wisconsin Plants * 
limbi ; of Fruits and Ornamentals 

Roses and Climbing Vines. and Ferns Free. dapted t d 
Hardy Wisconsin grown adapted to your needs. 

stock Reliable agents wanted. 

Ask ac our i W.A. TOOLE 120 acres. 

catalog and prices 
: y Garry-nee-Dule, Baraboo, Wis. The Coe, Converse & Edwards 

Eschrich Ss Nursery Company 
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There has been much discus- 
sion among the various produc- 

| he Growers Market ers as to whether it pays to 

averti t 1 tea ft » grade. Whether or not the pro- 
, j 0 rs . A 

ot hirtinements for thin department wited for mules Rate 2 cents per | ducer or marketer is paid for 
word, minimum charge 25c per issue. “Adds” of nursery stock and plants the additional effort and expense 
will be accepted only from those listed by the State Entomologist as hay- . . ° * 

Ing been Inspected. No discounts from these prices. involved in making such classi- 
Copy should reach us by the 20th of the month. Send cash with order. fication, depends upon his subse- 

po —F—quent marketing practice. 

REGAL LILY—BEAUTIFUL NEW SILVER AND DOUGLAS FIRS, 12 TO For example a small assem- 

eiaelte Ui hardy. Four, bfooming | 26 1.0 nglisn | Delphiniums sn" bler seldom establishes price dif- 
°C, Christensen, 1625—9tn St. Osh= gladionus bulbs, $2.50 per 100. Dawson ferentials for different grades 

kosh, Wis, srs, Franksville, Wis. when buying in small lots. On 

WATER LILIES — ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS ORNAMENTALS —itsery, the contrary a large assembler 
birds, game and fish. Write TERRELL'S C. A. Gelbke and Sons, Appleton, Wis might find it practically impossi- 
AQUATIC FARM; 1005 W. Blk. Osh- "STRAWBERRY PLANTS ble to engage in business 

CHOICE, PANLIAS $1 PRR DOZEN. 1g en oo g5 00 through regular trade channels 
Write for catalog. McKenney Dahlia Eyerbearing without conforming to recogniz- 

Gardens, St. Croix Eells, Wiss ae ee eee toga oe, 1000 sisun ed grading practices. In gen- 

Sr as Seer woe BRP ESS eral, it may be said that. the 
less by_the thousand. Whitford's Berry Fred Hecklinger smaller the volume of business, 
farm, ilton Ject., is. LT Menomonie, Wis. j j j 

Farm, Milton Jet, Wis, ET Menomonie, Wis. the Jess likely grading is done, 

eee OO ee but in large scale operations, 

WANTED: Salesmen calling on standardization is universally 
Florists! To sell embroidered | Latham Red | recognized as a basic require- 

novelty for Mothers’ Day and | | ment for success. 

Pocket Samples: Belle on sight _ Raspberry Plants | — Where any product is market- 
Hildebrand Embroidery Co. 934 State inspected | ed through a sales organization, 
North Ave., Chicago. | Free from Mosaic and || standards are necessary not 

| ees Ghee. digease | only for marketing but as a 
) nactnai basis for paying the producers 

QUALITY BULBS $8.50: per ne postpaid | for their product. When the pro- 
Gladiolus--Iris Peonies | Chas. Heimstadt || ducer is paid on a quality basis 

100 Glads—10 varieties, R5 | he finds it to his advantage to 

. $2.50 S) . grow the best types and _ to 

Postpaid, Cash with order Eau Claire, Wis. handle his product so as to pro- 
All best varieties labeled | duce quality. 

Latest Iris varieties, 10c A great deal of money is 

_ 15c each WHAT THE MARKET wasted each year paying freight 
Choice Peonies for Fall WANTS on worthless and cull stuff. The 

delivery By A. W. POMMERENING situation can be remedied by 
Send for price list The . 1 grading and packing according 

Stonecrest Gardens ., Fhe production of good qual- to established standards. Grad- 
Eau Claire, Wis. ity product is the most import- ing costs money, but the benefits 

Jo ant step in marketing. _ are many. Grading decreases 
We have already started this market costs, encourages future 

GLADIOLUS BULBS work of improving the quality trading, promotes F. O. B. Sales 
Special Offer of the various farm products. at shipping point and sales in 

P The remaining task is to market transit. Grading reduces re- 

35 blooming size bulbs, at a price which will net the jections at destination, and 
$1.00 grower a fair return. This can freight costs by keeping culls 

Mixed colors. Prepaid be done by creating a demand and dockage at home. Grading 
1.000 bulbs__..-___ $18.00 through standardization and cheapens distribution, builds up 

0. B. Mon grading. _. confidence and_ establishes a 
ane Fi 0 fare Markets are often glutted with reputation for the shipper and 

any fine colors undergrade products which packer. As in potatoes, it is an 

E. B. ROSA bring a low price and is detri- established fact that potatoes 

Monroe, Wis. mental to the entire industry. graded and marketed from this 
Therefore, we should put forth state are bringing more on the 

WANTED IDEA FROM owner Our best efforts to market a well Chicago market than potatoes 
nave gkarm, fer gale. Cash price, graded product and receive the from adjoining states where 

Minn ‘ “top price. standards are not enforced.
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The Department of Markets Mr. Smith, “prevents this, although —=———— — 
conducts a shipping point in- 2 too, rapid drying will bring brittie- ’ 

spection service of fruits and "Yr : ee S} ay - More than 75,000 specimens are GARDENERS’ AND 
vegetables. A joint State-Fed- now card indexed and stored away FARM SUPPLIES 

eral certificate is issued which is an, thie. museum in steel cae, ihe 
svidence showing the gr collection is not open to the public SprayingMachines Spraying Materials 

the roduct and is alee ade: ce except for consultation by written Dusting Machines Dusting Materials 
the prod! Oo is p request. Mr. Smith explains that Power Cultivators Pruning Tools 
facie evidence in all courts of consultants must know how to han- Harvesting Supplies Garden Tools | 
the United States and Wisconsin dle the material. Thus far, classes Farm Hardware Garden Seeds | 
in making adjustments. of Students and research experts Wilke for prices 

_ Mr. Smith and Mr. Fuller are ask- F. R. GIFFORD CO. 
ing questions of old settlers of the 2201 University Ave 
state. Here is one of them: “When Madison, Wisconsin _ 

FLORA OF STATE NOW COL- did catnip come into Wisconsin?” . 
LECTED Flowers and weeds are frequently, Of a 

5 : arte foreign importation, and no one but 
Museum Completing Effort Started the old settlers. in the opinion of the §=<———___—__- 

85 Years Ago " : 
. botanists, can fix the dates and give 

The first. comprehensive collection the “human interest” side to the oem 3co@——>0000mom™™9a 
of Witeonsin Sora ever to be made, coming of the new plants. 
after years of attempts, is this A manual of Wisconsin flora, based fe Sarin 
week nearing tentative completionat on the collection, will be published a _ Grow 
the public museum. ae collection is next year by the museum. q Pe 
valued at upward of $11,000. About ae Se 
1842 Increase A. Lapham undertook oe o | he sa Y our a 
a fairly complete collection of plants, A | 
both for propagation and for his her- er ar 
barium. Wild rice grown from his AN ERROR © wn! 
seeds was introduced into the cele- In the article entitled “Rust vs. — Wk . 

brated Kew gardens, England. Barberry”, appearing on this page of 3 delicious than FRESH FRUIT on the table 8 
. the January issue, the editor used the a every day? Our PLANTERS GUIDE AND @ 

75,000 Specimens Indexed legend “Rust Wintering Over” under CATALGG tellshow you can grow your own 

“People often press flowers in books a picture showing barberry leaves See eed dor tore 
| and find the color gone. The covered with rust in the place of “A NOR erie eee COMPANY: 

reason is that the flowers can’t dry rusted branch of a common barberry” Box A-56 Pardeeville, Wis. 
fast enough. Artificial heat,” said as intended. on 900 Co ano et 

MALONEY’S FRUII 
and 

Ornamental Trees 

Shrubs, Roses, Vines, Berries 

We specialize in Cherry Trees, having thousands for delivery this Spring. 
All are offered at moderate prices. 

Sold Direct from Our Nurseries at Moderate Prices with the Following 
Binding Guarantee: 

“We guarantee our stock to be absolutely true to name—to be positively 
free from disease and to arrive at destination in good condition. Should 
they arrive otherwise, notify us within five days after arrival and we will 
immediately replace the unsatisfactory stock.” 

MALONEY BROS. NURSERY CO. 
Dansville, N. Y. 

Est. Over 40 Years. 400 Acres Capital $150,000 

a
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Sisson’s Peonies 

Rosendale, Wisconsin 

Buy a Wisconsin made Red-E Power Cultivator. 5 igs 5 
4h. p. Worm Drive. Weight 385 lbs. Will do what Specializing in 

we advertise. Actually takes the place of a horse : é, 5 
at less than one-half cost. Plows, Dises, Harrows, Peonies—Irises and Gladiolus 

Hise J otatnes and Bulbs. Heavy and Light Culti- Let us start you in the business or send you 
additions to your collecton 

° : Write or head your auto this way. 

Pioneer Manufacturing Company Intersection Highways 23 and 26 

721—74th Avenue Memorial Peony bed at 

West Allis, Wisconsin Riversity Cemetery, Oshkosh 

Orchard and Potato (iam my | 
Sprayers and Dusters v" va’ 

5 : ae 
Power and Traction ake ieee 

] ‘ 
‘ NW \ 1 

70 to 40 gal. per minute /. L771 7 \\ ne 
300 to 600 Ibs. pressure (oa a ee GAD 

With careful, high pressure spraying you can make sure that insects 

and diseases will not rob you of your 1928 crop. 

Send for our new catalog describing the very latest in spraying and 

dusting machines. One of our models will exactly fit your requirements. 

| San Jose, California Lansing, Michigan
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CLOVER SEED—Red and Alsike new OSHKOSH strawberry, the 

ALFALFA—Common and Grimm finest berry ever grown. 

SWEET CLOVER—White and Yellow Our new catalog of’ ‘Crees, Small 

VEGETABLE SEEDS—High Quality Fruits, Ornamental Shrubs, Vines, 

seen tsa aues cores Strains | etc. will soon be ready. May we 

BULBS, PLANTS, SHRUBS, TREES | 
| send you one? 

INSECTICIDES, FERTILIZERS, TOOLS | 

Ask for Catalog if not received | Rasmussen’s Fruit Farm 

| e 

L. L. OLDS SEED COMPANY ane miutsetles 
in 

Drawer 6 Madison, Wis. | Oshkosh, Wiseons 
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TIME TO SPRAY ‘ : ‘ Supplement Wisconsin Horticulture 
March, 1928 

Wisconsin Farm Orchard Spray Program 

Insects & Diseases 
Mixture Used | Controlled Remarks 

1 gallon liquid lime Apple and Pear Scab Apply this spray only in case rainy 
sulphur to 40 gal- | weather prevails during the ear- 

PREPINK STAGES lons water ly bud development period. 

1 gal. of liquid lime Scab, brown rot of Spray entire orchard as soon as i 
sulphur (or 315) plum, curculio, early blooming varieties are in 

Y Ibs. of dry lime, bud moth, green the pink and separated in the 
‘ sulphur) .1 tol! 3 fruit worm, can- clusters. Spray later varieties at 

Ibs. lead arsenate’ ker worm. this time regardless of whether 
40 gals. of water. or not they are in the pink 

= stage. 

E 
PINK 2 

\\ Z Scab, brown rot of Apply on all of the fruit trees as 
yy plums and cher- soon as most of the petals have 
% . ries, curculio, cher- dropped from late blooming var- 

Same ry leaf spot, first ieties of apples. Fill the calyx 
brood of the cod- cups with spray solution. 

\ ¢ (A ling moth, and cur- 
rant worm on cur- 
rants and goose- 
berries. r 

: 

CALYX | ' 

!In case of much rainy weather ' 
ei during the first week after the . 

yo = | calyx spray make this applica- : 
4 tion within a week or ten days : 

Ce = Same Same after the preceding spray. If 
ane) | dry weather prevails, delay this 

iN a application for two weeks or 18 
” Pr) ; days. Spray the entire or- 

"<j | | ‘ | | 

Res 

10-18 DAYS LATER 
Same, also sooty Date for this spray varies with 

blotch and the sec-| seasons and _ localities. | This 
Same ond brood of cod- spray should be timed so it will 

ling moth. precede the second brood of the 
codling moth, which is usually 
from 7 to 8 weeks after the “10 
to 18 days later” spray. Omit 

- all early apples in this spray. 

Note: If plant lice are present add nicotine sulphate or Derrisol to the spray 
solution. Use '4 to 34 pints to 50 gallons of spray mixture. 

Where Oyster Shell or San Jose scale is present and not being controlled 
use a dormant spray of lime sulphur. Strength, one gallon to seven gallons 
water. Miscible oils are replacing lime sulphur as dormant spray. 

Prepared by Wisconsin State Horticultural Society, University of Wisconsin 
Horticulture Department and State Entomologist cooperating. 

Issued by Wisconsin Horticulture, 
ABOUT AUGUST I-20 119 E. Washington Ave., Madison, Wis.
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Gardening Has a Place in the Educative Phase of Home Life That Should 

Not Be Denied Our Youth. Horticultural Society Offers 
Prizes to Club Members. 

W. MCNEEL, Ass’t State Club Leader 

oe is coming! Every have the Power, but they who But why did we stop providing 
letter in this statement has do not shall not have the power. the incentives and inspiration? 

a thrill in it. The great god The educative value of creative As I look back over those 
Pan with his merry pipes stirs work is axiomatic. Especially days and bring to mind the 
anew the fires of life that win- is this true during the forma- many men and women who then 
ter seems to kill, and a great tive years. Aside from the assumed an interest in getting 
opening takes place—of buds, purely productive standpoint, youth involved in productive en- 
of seeds, of the throats of birds gardening has a place in the ed- terprises, who, in these piping 
and the heart of men. In the ucative phase of home life that times of peace and _ security, 
Spring even the most prosaic should not be denied our youth. show no concern whatever 
soul can get sublimely poetic about the activities of our 
without feeling at all abashed, YOUTH AND WAR GARDENS youth, I can’t help but think of 
and a seed catalog commands Under the fear and emotional the man whose conduct varied 
an interest that the “best seller” stress of the war every avail- With the imminence of danger. 
never could arouse with all the able argument, incentive and He was on his knees in prayer 
pressure of modern advertising form of persuasion were during a thunderstorm, but beat 
methods. — brought to play upon our youth his wife unmercifully when all 

So Spring days are days of to get them to be producers, nature seemed full of joy. 
youth—of seeds, of buds, of tad- They responded wholeheartedly The real value of war time 
poles, and of lambkins; so it is and grew wonderful gardens. gardening by youth was not pri- 
only fitting that the youth of 
our land, our boys and girls, be 
inspired to participate fully in i 
the joys of the season. To en- f oa 
Joy fully means to have a hand i v 
in the creative work that nature \ : ty aS 
is carrying on. The vegetable (ht of rs 2 x my 
and flower garden offers the tae a es) rt *% iy a ti 
most ready chance to the largest > : & ‘ead oe id ay 
humbers of boys and girls; and re . Se r & . K ¥ "al 
eeeuen is a veritable labora- lk % -" a é a i 
ory of nature. . a RS es) 3 . re — ee 
YOUTH AND CREATIVE WoRK c 6m \ =i ro vi 

It is a law of nature that to = 
do the thing means you shall All in favor of 4H Club work raise their hand.
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marily in what they produced, boys and 827 girls growing gar- pay its transportation to the 
important as that was. It is dens on the farms of our state. State Fair and 4-H Club Camp. 
found in the opportunity and These clubs offer helps to youth- Here the team demonstrates in 
the activity offered in providing ful gardeners in cultural meth- competition with other garden 
youth with a chance to grow by ods, and incentives in achieve- and flower teams representing 
expressing themselves in emi- ment pins, honor pins and prize other counties with the purpose 
nently worthwhile creative trips, in addition to many of selecting the best one to dem- 
work. There are few, if any, chances for social good times. onstrate at the annual meeting 
’teen age youth but could grow The services and literature of of the society. 
a garden, and find delight in the 4-H clubs are free to any The Society is especially eager 
furnishing the home with flow- community, whether village, to encourage the growing of 
ers and vegetables. city or in the open spaces, that flowers either in connection 

. wishes to serve its youth. with the vegetable garden or as 
Way Stop WITH THE WAR One of the happy develop- a separate flower garden. 
The need for expressive ac- ments of this year in this plan 

tivity on the part of youth is of involving youth in the grow- DEMONSTRATION WoRK FINE 
urgent at any time. The need ing of vegetables and flowers is A demonstration team is 
for wholesome occupation of the interest shown by the State made up of two or more mem- 

youth in production that a vege- Horticultural Society. This is bers. The members of the team 
table and flower garden affords, evidenced in the offerings of work cooperatively to show by 
and all the aesthetic activities financial awards, prize trips, speech, by device, and by illus- 
involved, is as urgent now as and the invitation to youth to tration the very best methods to 
during the war. Yet with the participate in the program of employ in carrying on the par- 
signing of the Armistice came the. annual state meeting of the ticular type of work under dis- 

abruptly the stopping of this society. . . cussion. . 
source of inspiration to thou- This is the plan in brief: To The possibilities of the dem- 
sands of our youth. It was as each of the first eight counties onstration team work as a de- 
though we thought the victories applying, the society through vice to spread the gospel of bet- 
of war more important than its secretary, H. J. Rahmlow, is ter methods and the wider em- 
those of peace, or that it is not offering two prizes to the two ployment of our youth in worth- 

as important to live for our best demonstration teams in the while endeavor are _ limitless. 
country as to die for it. county, the subjects of which This is the reason why the Soci- 

We could have been a nation demonstrations cover some _ ety chooses this plan. 
of eminent gardeners today if Phases of vegetable and flower Helps in demonstration work 
we had continued to challenge gardening, either in culture, or in the organization of vege- 
our youth to excellence in this beautification or economic uses. table and flower clubs and what 
worthy occupation. And if we The first prize is $10.00 and the to plant and how to plant for 
want to prognosticate further, Second $5.00. . best results, may be secured by 
we might say that we would to- If the team winning first writing the Secretary or the 
day be a far more wholesome Place happens to be the best State Club Department, College 
people, as well. demonstration team in the of Agriculture, Madison, Wis- 

There is so much to be county on an agricultural sub-  consin. 
learned, so much of good phil- ject, the State Fair authorities (Continued on page 175) 

osophy and psychology in gar- 
dening that it takes no stretch 
of the imagination to see why } 
we should interest our youth —e . 
wholesale in this activity. Clubs Ca: : -: 
of adults who are looking for a is : 1 ae 

chance to be of service will find . 7 eh . ae 
in sponsoring such clubs in their _ _ ‘ 2 
communities abundant outlet og | ce = ran ee 
for all they want to give in wy Re eho } ee 
thought, time and encourage- sy eee pre bay ie : aan 

a Gales ; catits Ree 5 
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It’s Not a H Until It’s Planted 
“A Thing of Beauty Is a Joy Forever.” Hints on Making Your 

Home a Better Place to Live. 

E. A. PETRANEK 
Landscape Architect 

ce T'S not a Home until it’s that of even a few years ago. fying of your home grounds in 
Planted’’—a slogan that I Among other things, we con- which event you will add a 

have taken from the nursery- sider the automobile indispen- planting of trees to shade and 
men as a text for this article— sable. We have finer homes frame the house. Possibly you 
a slogan that is meaning more with all modern conveniences, will want a hedge or a border 
and more every year to the Wis- as well as a deeper appreciation planting to enclose your 
consin home owners. The city of the appearance of the home’ grounds, either for the sake of 
dweller and the farmer alike are grounds. appearance or as a_ guard 
striving to beautify their prop- A coat of paint on the old against trespassers. Lastly, 
erties and thus make them as_ house, a few well placed and you may want to make your 
attractive and as enjoyable as_ well selected shrubs about the back yard more attractive and 
possible. foundation, and a nicely mowed by a few strokes of good judg- 

That this condition should ex- turf of grass extending away ment change this back yard 
ist is only natural since Wiscon- to the road will transform the from an unsightly eye sore to a 
sin has long passed the pioneer- appearance of the homestead place where you will want to 
ing stage where the poor man surprisingly. This represents live, and where you will want to 
went to eke out an existence. the first step in the landscaping invite your friends to share the 
Our code of life today includes of the home. You may wish to beauty of your creation. 
a standard of living far above go a step farther in the beauti- The foundation planting rep- 
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resents the beginning of your sume, you are going to paint. Spirea and Viburnums grow t 
landscaping or beautifying For vour colors you will use the a medium height and can lx 
treatment of your home. Here growing materials of nature. used where a higher growing 
you try to cover up the un- We would paint some low. shrub is wanted. 
sightly foundation of the house growing shrubs about the foun- Evergreens suitable for usv 
and tie the house down to the dation, with a few medium near the house include the Ar- 

grounds. height growing shrubs about bor Vitae (White Cedar) anid 
Let us imagine that your the entrance. Other corners or the Juniper (Red Cedar) fam- 

home is being photographed angles of the house might also ilies. Both of these families of 
from the front street. The pic- be improved by some of these trees have a large number of 
ture is being taken at such a larger growing shrubs. You varieties which grow to differ- 
distance that all of the grounds may want a few Evergreens to ent heights and in different 
on both sides of the house and pronounce the entrance, for the shapes. Accordingly, you can 
in front of it are included in the entrance to your home is the select the variety or varieties 
photograph. The picture com- first glad hand that is extended that meet the requirements of 
prises the house and the entire your friends and visitors, and the place you would plant them. 
front land surrounding it. It should be dressed up at its Along with these, I should men- 
will reveal some sky line, the very best. tion the Mugho Pine as a low | 
atmosphere on either side ef the The following low growing growing inverted washtub form 
house, and the front lawn. shrubs lend themselves very of Evergreen that can be used | 
Such a picture would portray well to foundation planting use: in plantings close to the house. 
what the eyes of the public Barberry, Spirea Anthony Wa- The rest of the Pines, and prac- | 
would see as they pass by your’ terer, Spirea Froebelli, Regals tically all Spruces and Firs, are 
place day after day. Now have Privet, Alpine Currant, Hy- on the large growing order and 
this picture enlarged to about drangea Arborescens, Hydran- should be used as_ specimen 
18x24 inches and you have a_ gea P. G., Spirea Arguta, Snow- trees off to one side of the lawn 
large picture of your home on a_ berry and Almond. The Rugosa_ or in the border plantings. 
photograph, which let us as- Roses, Dogwood, Bridal Wreath With this list of materials 
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and the help of a reliable de- a stucco, brick or stone wall. you want it, and when you want 
scriptive and illustrated catalog, With the aid of some wood trel- it. For instance, you may want 
you are ready to paint your pic- lis, wood ladders or woven wire to shade the dining-room at 
ture. In selecting your mate- supports, you can grow thereon noon, the living-room in the af- 
rials you are constantly visual- your favorite Climbing Roses, ternoon, and the kitchen toward 
izing them as they will appear Clematis, Trumpet Vines or evening when the preparation 
fully grown and fully developed. Bittersweets. These may help of the evening meal is in 
First you try different varieties to extend the season of bloom, progress. If you can _ place 
of shrubs on either side of the and perhaps add to the color of your shade trees to shade and 
porch steps to see how they the home. at the same time to frame your 
look. Then you experiment with Having completed the land- house, you will be killing two 
some in the corners, or about  scaping or painting of the house birds with one stone. 
the corners of the house, and _ itself, let us consider the shade Visualize again, if you will, 
lastly fill in between. Possibly trees and try to fit them prop- the picture of your house from 
you are thinking of a Pyramidal erly about the house. Shade the street or road. With the 
Evergreen on either side of the trees have a twofold use: first, foundation planting painted in, 
entrance, or a group of low to provide shade itself; second, see if you would place a full 
spreading Evergreens in front to frame or screen the house. grown Maple tree 15 or 20 feet 
of the house, or it may be some Any of our large growing trees directly in front of the middle 
Bridal Wreath Spirea and Bar- such as Elms, Maples, Lindens of your house. I don’t believe 
berry in a corner, or even a row (Basswood), Ash, ete., will af- you would. That would hide 
of Hydrangea Arborescens ford excellent shade trees. the house completely, or at 
(Hills of Snow) to cover up the The Elms are the old standby least cut your picture into two 
foundation on the north side of most generally used. In the distinct parts. You would 
the house. If these seem to fit last few years a few of the rather place a tree on either side 
into the picture, use them. larger nurseries of the North- of the front of the house, I be- 

The foundation need not be west have taken up the grafting lieve, and some distance ahead 
covered up entirely for parts of of selected forms of Elms. of it. This will generally serve 
it can be left to show on the pic- These grafted Elms are faster to shade, and at the same time 
ture but we have all seen many growers and will grow more’ frame, the house. Now looking 
foundations that would have uniform than the old type of at your picture you can see the 
been better unseen. Much de- seedling Elms. You wouldn’t house, almost a_ full view, 
pends on what you have in your’ think of buying and planting a framed in by a tree on either 
picture to start with, and that seedling Apple tree any more. side of it. Likewise, two or 
in turn will determine what col- Instead you demand a grafted three towering trees behind the 
ors and how much of them you tree grown from a selected form house would provide a_back- 
are going to use to make a fin- of the Apple like the Snow or ground for what might other- 
ished painting of your home. Delicious. Likewise the time wise be an unattractive roof 
The planting distances for _ will come when the nurserymen line and serve as a desirable 
foundation plantings will vary will be grafting most varieties setting. 
from two to three feet, and of shade trees. Avoid planting trees in 
these would be planted about To date, the Elm is being straight lines. In nature they 
18 inches from the house. grafted from two forms of se- either stand out as single speci- 

Don’t use too many varieties lected trees. One is called the mens, or in irregular groups. A 
of shrubs about your house, Moline type of Elm which grows specimen Evergreen or a group 
preferably as few as possible. in a pyramidal or upright form. of Evergreens out in the lawn 
Use several shrubs of one vari- The other is the Vase type of can often be used to hide some 
ety to a group, and select your tree, and as its name implies, it architectural imperfections in 
zroups so as to have some suc- grows in an open top or vase the house. The same group of 
‘ession of bloom or ornamenta- shape. trees may be used to cut off the 
ion throughout the year. This, In the Maple family you have direct view from the street to 
£ course, is impossible on a the Hard Maples, Norway the rear yard. The same use 
‘mall place with only a few Maples and Soft Maples. The can be made of the Flowering 
shrubs, but can be worked out Soft Maple, although a fast Plums, Flowering Crabs, Thorn 
uccessfully in planting larger grower, is not recommended or- Apple or Mountain Ash, all of 
‘rounds. dinarily as a shade tree because which grow only as small trees. 
Perhaps it might be well to of its brittleness. (To be continued) 

‘nention a few vines with which Having selected the variety | , . 
‘0 adorn this house. The Ivy of tree you are going to use, lo- _,, (Eprtor’s Nore: Next month Mr. 
: : es etranek will discuss the use of 
may be used on any masonry cate them in such positions that hedges, border plantings, and the 
work such as the fireplace, or on you will get the shade where adornment of the back yard.)



Varieties For Our Home Fruit Plantations 
Combine Quality and Hardiness in Making a Choice. 

JAMES G. MOORE 
Wis. College of Agriculture 

CiyOosIns varieties of fruit You can imagine my relief tent and the variety still be 

is in some respects like when he said, “Well, do you worthy of a place in the list. 

ehonsing 6 wife, ane selection have any Ben Davis?” I was ViRTSTIES GO RUTMINATE 

is largely controlled by the quite confident that we could AR 9 

available material and his own easily meet the quality stand- Disease resistance also enters 

tastes. Conditions differ so ards of anyone who classified jnto the problem. It is, of 
much in the various localities Ben Davis as a good apple. So, course, desirable to choose so 
that the varieties available for Mr. Farm Orchardist, you are far as possible, varieties which 
selection vary materially. entitled to the varieties you may are most resistant to the more 

The first requisite of an ac- want in your orchard whether serious diseases. This applies 
ceptable variety is that it be or not they measure up to the particularly in Southern Wis- 

reasonably hardy. There is no quality standard set by your  consin to the disease of apples 
way of determining hardiness neighbor or by the committee and pears known as fire blight. 
except by subjecting the variety appointed by some organization Certain very desirable varieties 
to adverse _ winter conditions to advise concerning varieties. as judged from other standards 

and observing how it comes It is well to remember, how- should not be included in the 
thru. Frequently this requires ever, that there are times when list because of their suscepti- 
many years before one is justi- our tastes can be improved. I bility to this disease. The two 
fied in concluding that a variety imagine it would not have been more common ones are Trans- 
is hardy in a particular section. difficult to have educated the cendent Crabapple and the Yel- 
That is the reason why the ex- man who asked for Ben Davis low Transparent apple. 
periment station is not able to to the fact that there were other 
tell you promptly whether a varieties which possessed all of VARIETIES FoR SOUTHERN 
new variety is hardy or not. the good qualities of Ben Davis, WISCONSIN 

For small orchard planting, and was superior to it in many We now come to the shortest, 
a variety may be somewhat less ways. So don’t let your tastes but most difficult part of this 
hardy than for commercial be so pronounced that it keeps subject—naming the varieties. 
planting. Other factors enter- you from listening somewhat to Permit me to suggest that this 
ing into the choice of a variety those who may have hada wider is no easy task because my 
may make it so desirable that experience than you. They may preference may not coincide 
we may be willing to sacrifice be in a position to recommend with yours. Also because even 
something in hardiness in order some variety which you may relative slight advantage, as for 
ie oes we other desirable find suits you better, after all, example proximity to Lake 
Be i nae fahic’ he hale than the one you had in mind. Michigan, may make it possible 

characters eee we e 9 te In selecting varieties for the for you to succeed with vari- 
i S may be, It 18 a waste home fruit plantation, provision eties which would not be at all 

of pipe ane meney to plant y should be made for covering the satisfactory in most parts of 
hard Oy, WUEICHY: 18) ae reasonably range of season of the particu. Southern Wisconsin. 
ardy in your section. lar fruit, and in the case of The ine of apples includes 

“« ” apples, to provide good keeping varieties for eating and cook- 
THE “BEN DaVIS” STANDARD sorts for storage which will pro- ing, covering the season from 
The second most important long, as much as possible, the Summer until early spring if 

consideration in selecting a va- time during which this fruit Yreasonable storage conditions 
riety for a home orchard is the may be had. are available. They are namec 
preference of the grower. Of There are several other char- @PProximately in order of their 
seeing’ one Sap ao eS ee acters which are desirable at- bine oon eae one 
vou Seal plant o From this tributes for home orchard vari- Wealthy, St. Vawrence "Men. 

standpoint. I recall a mancom- ties, but which are not abso- tosh, Delicious, Fameuse 0¥ 
ing to my office one day and ask- lutely necessary. High color, Snow, Salome, Northwesterr 

ing me, ‘Have you any good ap- good size, attractive appearance Greening and Willow Twig. I 

ples?’ When a man comes at nd productiveness are highly the more favored sections therv 

you that way it is best to be desirable to best success, but might be added Grime’s Golden. 

cautious, so I replied, “Just any one or all of these may be Jonathan, Northern Spy anc 

what do you have in mind?” sacrificed to a considerable ex- Stayman’s Winesap. All four
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are high quality eating apples Southern Wisconsin, Early that Worden is preferable. It 
and the last three well fitted for Richmond and Montmorency. is earlier than Concord and our 
cooking. Peaches seldom give satisfac- conditions make an early grape 

One will usually want one or tory results, for while an occa-_ desirable. Moores Early, a 
two varieties of sweet apples. ‘sional crop may be secured, the grape very similar to Concord, 
Golden Sweet, summer, Baileys trees usually are very short but even earlier than Worden, 
Sweet, fall, Prices Sweet and_ lived. is another valuable sort. These 
Tolman Sweet, winter, are four three varieties are probably the 
good varieties. We do not rec- STRAWBERRY LIST LARGE most sure. 

ommend Golden Russett because More people are probably in- If one prefers green grapes, 

it comes into bearing tardily, is terested in strawberries than in Niagara, similar to Concord in 
inclined to be a shy bearer and any other small fruit. Premier ‘Uality, is the hardiest. Dia- 
stores poorly, unless stored un- doubtless heads the list of early ™ond is of better quality, but 
der unusually good conditions. varieties. Senator Dunlap is Somewhat less hardy. Agawam, 

For Crabapples, Whitney, ex- still the most popular mid-sea- Delaware and Brighton are the 
tensively used for an early ap- son sort. Gibson is another 0st satisfactory red varieties. 
ple for eating out of hand, Flor. good one for this season, A&awam is large, late and of 
ence, Virginia, and Hyslop make Cooper is a new mid-season va- 00d quality. Delaware has 
a good list. Probably it would riety which has gained consid- Small bunches and berries, but 
be deat to use but two of erable popularity. Tenetiont seanes a es te 
the three last named varieties. It is more difficult to select a i 7 = ae a 

Pears are quite uncertain ex- late variety. Doubtless Aroma, jatepra disks as to.size aa Sime 
cept close to Lake Michigan. Sample and Brandywine would ay tone cawam: in qualrtye 
Keiffer is hardiest, but is satis- be as satisfactory as any. From the lists of varieties I 

‘factory only for canning, and Pearl is a new extra late sort. have suggested, one can select 
| as grown in Wisconsin, not very It has not been tried out enough the major part of his home fruit 
_ satisfactory even for that pur- to warrant recommending, but Plantation. To this he may add 
pose. Flemish Beauty, when is so highly spoken of that it those varieties the catalog de- 

‘properly sprayed seems to be would seem to be worthy of scriptions of which strike his 

quite generally successful. trial. Mastadon seems to be the fancy. Occasionally he may find 
Other varieties to be included in best everbearer. a superior variety, but for the 
a list for trial use are: Clapp most part they will not come up 
Favorite, Bartlett, Sheldon and RASPBERRY LIST SMALL to the standard of these older 
Anjou. The list of raspberries a varieties which have proved 

e list of raspberries and themselves the most worthy of 
The European or blue plum blackberries is very short. Red the countless varieties which 

can be grown fairly well in Raspberries, Lathan and King, have been tried out 
Southern Wisconsin. Lombard, with Herbert a_ possibility. , 
Italian Prune, Tatge, and Dam- Black Raspberry, Cumberland; a 
son do reasonably well at the Purple Cane Raspberry, Colum- 
Experiment Station grounds. pian. Blackberries, Snyder or Diseases are being cured by 
The new group of American hy- Eldorado. Currants, Wilder or the “Fruit Diet.” The old meal 
brid plums give promise of be- Perfection. Wilder is placed of meat, potatoes, gravy and cof- 

coming very important in the first because it will do better in fee is giving way to a variety of 
home orchard. The undesirable many situations than Perfec- fruits and vegetables, both 

characters of the Native or tion, although the latter is a cooked and in salads. 
Americana plums have been somewhat larger fruited sort. 
eliminated in some of these new Of the Gooseberries, Downing z = a =F 

varieties and they are, there- js the standard sort, but Por- 
fore, much better adapted to man, a new variety, may re- | Latham Red | 

canning and culinary uses than lace it in our gardens if it does | 
the varieties which have been ie well here as it has done in | Raspberry Plants 

commonly grown. LaCrescent, the east. It is at least worthy | State inspected 
Underwood, Tonka, and Elliot of trial. If the gooseberries || Free from Mosaic and | 
of Minnesota origin, and are thoroughly sprayed, then a_ |! - other disease _ | 
Waneta, Kahinta and Tokata large fruited sort as Smith Im- $3.50 per 100 postpaid | 
produced in South Dakota make roved or Triumph may be |} i 
a good list from which selec- prown. p . | Chas. Heimstadt 
tions may be made. While Concord is grown more R.5 

Only two kinds of cherries in Southern Wisconsin than any Eau Claire, Wis. 
are recommended for culture in other variety of grape, I believe }! - 4



Observations of Tom Ato and Alex Ander 

Dear Mr. Rahmlow: ment. In this way we shoul! 

E ARE busying ourselves pe . Urn || be able to count on a more pe- 

W these days vetting ready Making o- of “Cheap =| manent and contented rur:! 
ria cited , ‘ime I « lation” 
for spring. > : — | population . 

In Wisconsin sovoften fkeomes Planting Diseases | It would seem that the new 
with a rush that if one isn’t We Do Not Live By Bread | garden project being under- 
ready to get under way Alone taken jointly by the Society and 

promptly he soon finds he is far Follow Advice Cautiously the leaders of the Boys’ and 
behind with his work. Be Sure You're Right, Girls’ Club work in, Wisconsin 

Time isn’t worth as much now Then Think Again | is in full harmony with the sen- 
as it is a little later on, so we’re : timent expressed by Prof. E1- 
using our cheap time getting the -- wood. . 
sprayer and other tools in first It’s encouraging to know that 
class condition. Time spent in We have heard ministers use such sentiments are not con- 

tinkering with the sprayer dur- this text “It is written, man fined to the professors, but are 
ing spraying, when overhauling shall not live by bread alone”. beginning “to take” with many 

it in March would have avoided That seems to be the theme of of us who live on farms. One 
the delay, is a very expensive several articles we have read of the farm papers has been 
proposition. So we check over the last month, and it begins to having quite a debate running 
all the machinery and tools at look as though at last we are in its columns about the advis- 
this time, repairing what we beginning to appreciate the ability of flowers on the farm. 
can and placing our orders for fuller meaning of that state- How’s this from the pen of a 

anything new. Then we're ment. real “dirt farmer”? . 
ready to go when the right time I picked up a copy of “Hori- _ “Stock raising and breeding 
comes. zons” the other day and became is not the only thing a good 

—— very much interested in an ar- ee SES tus a uneeaee 
The plant pathologists tell us ticle by Prof. Elwood of Iowa yo ould diversify our farm. 

that often when we set our tate College on ‘Rural House- .” ° ad te : 
5 ir keeping Out of Doors”. That ins and try to make our homes 

plants in the field or garden, we “CePIng more attractive and flowers are 
plant with them diseases which title ought to attract the atten- O7e oF the things that will help 
prevent them giving best re- tion of any farmer or farmer’s do it.” 
sults, and frequently causing wife. The article contains a Jot ee | 

death. This happens because Of good suggestions, but here’s Of course you have heard 
we fail to take sufficient precau- One which I think every mem- about the fellow who asked a 
tions in growing the young ber of the Wisconsin Horticul-  fyjend where he should cut off 
plant in the hot bed or plant tural Society should take to his dog’s tail, and his friend's 
house. heart, and see if we can’t help reply, “Right behind his ears”. 

Certain diseases are carried further the idea. Prof. Elwood put following that advice 
over in the soil, therefore its a Says: We should emphasize wouldn’t have been much more 
poor plan to use the same seed the finer, more lasting qualities foolish from the standpoint of 
bed or the same soil successive Of rural life, and train the com- {he welfare of the dog than was 
years for growing the same ing generations to respect and the orchardist who set fire to a 
type of plant. Some diseases ove country life.” But how? heavy growth of dead grass in 
are carried over on the old One way is by having a few his young orchard. When asked 
stalks of last season’s plants. If boys’ and girls’ clubs in home why he did it he replied, “My 
they are used in the compost or improvement, home landscap- neighbor told me it was the best 
in manure used on the beds or ing, planting, cleaning up and_ way to kill the bugs.” 
in the field, serious infestation planting contests. These should He probably killed quite a few 
may result. be led and supervised by the bugs, but he likewise killed his 

From this it would seem that already well-established official orchard. All of which leads us 
the person who depends upon agencies even if we have fewer to the conclusion that one should 
plants should take a leaf out of pig and chicken clubs for the consider well the source of the 
the stockman’s book and give time being. These forces should advice which he follows. We 
more attention to sanitation teach the boys and girls on the should read our papers, but that 
methods in connection with his farm how to live happily and_ isn’t all, we should read them 
hot beds and in his field opera- increase their respect and en- discriminatingly. 
tions. joyment of their rural environ- (Continued on page 179)



Impressions of a Good Will Tour that Will Mean Much in 
Direct and Indirect Benefit. 

‘THE Wisconsin Southern quality of our fruit to those using such efforts to control this 
[ Tour was a success. 27,257 familiar only with other brands. disease. 

people passed thru the five ex- These cherries were furnished | 
hibit cars in the 27 different by the Door County Fruit MARKET FOR FRUIT IS OPEN 
cities in which the train Growers Union. From Oklahoma’ southward 

stopped. San Antonio led with A large display of cherries in no apples or cherries are grown, 
2,891 visitors; Gulf Port second glass jars and in tins, furnished but many peach, pear, and pe- 
with 2,542; Guthrie, Oklahoma by the Fruit Growers Union and can orchards were seen. The 
third with 2,368; followed by Reynolds Canning Co. of Stur- demand for fruit in these states 
Lake Charles, 1,955; Austin, geon Bay were exhibited on a_ is good, and the cities seem to 
Texas, 1,532; Mobile, Alabama, 214 foot table along the side of be growing very rapidly. In 
1,348. These were the six high- the car. Next there were eight fact, it is surprising to find so 
est in attendance. trays of apples and a display of many cities of from 50 to 200 

In addition to those visiting potatoes. thousand population down 
the cars, large numbers at- The apples, altho not Wiscon- there. 
tended the banquets given at sin’s best, made a good impres- The cherry and cranberry 
each stop by Commercial Clubs. sion. We had not planned on growers only need to produce a 
This gave the leaders an oppor-_ the trip until it Was too late to product of the quality they are 
tunity to tell the city officials get good show fruit. The ap- now putting up—the market is 
and leading business men about ples shown were Gano, Salome, waiting. The apple growers 

Wisconsin —its products and _ Delicious, Jonathan, and Wind- will have more trouble—a lot of 
beauties. sor, furnished by N. A. Rasmus- competition to meet. Triumph 

sen of Oshkosh, and the Door potatoes can be sold if good 
THE HORTICULTURAL EXHIBIT — County Fruit Growers. quality steele is offered with an 
The exhibit of apples, canned a . active selling campaign to push 

cherries, potatos. Moshi con- POTATOES ARE EYE-OPENERS the Wisconsin Brand. 
trol demonstration and cranber- From the expressions heard 
ries, with signs and photo- as visitors filed thru the car, IMPRESSIONS OF THE SOUTH 
graphs, put up by the State they had evidently never seen a Southern hospitality and 
Horticultural Society, occupied real display of potatoes. The politeness is proverbial. It was 
25 feet in the Agricultural car. exhibit consisted of Triumphs impressed upon us as we made 

These particular products from the Price County exhibit stop after stop going south. Be- 
were of especial interest to the that won first place at the State ginning at Oklahoma, we also 
southerners. A large propor- Potato Show last fall. In uni- noticed quite strongly the south- 
tion of the Wisconsin cherry formity, size, and shape they ern accent, which to most north- 
crop is sold in the States visited, were hard to beat, and made a erners is quite pleasing. 
also practically all of the certi- real impression. Not in all cases can a north- 
fied Triumph seed potatoes. As Prof. J. G. Milward, of the erner be transplanted into the 
yet we sell no apples there, but University of Wisconsin Horti- south with satisfaction. At San 
that is our own fault. From cultural Department, had fur- Antonio a young couple visited 
Oklahoma south we find that no nished a supply of potatoes in the train who illustrated this 
apples are being grown, but flower pots to show the differ- point. The husband was a Wis- 
Western apples were on display. ence between healthy and mo- consin war veteran who met the 
It is a good market, as the saic diseased plants. With this young lady while in training at 
southerners like apples, cher- were enlarged photos and an Waco. He was anxious to re- 
ries and cranberries. explanation of the method used turn to Wisconsin because he 

Many exclamations of sur- in the Tuber Index Method of could not make a success of his 
prise were heard from visitors mosaic control. work in the south. His wife 
when they saw the cherries, po- We found large shipments of was a “dyed in the wool’ south- 
tatoes and apples. A glass bowl certified seed from Nebraska, erner, and could not bear to 
filled with canned cherries in a Montana, and the Dakotas in think of the cold winters of 
60% sugar syrup, and tooth- the towns thru which we passed. Wisconsin;—tho she had never 
picks, were provided so every- The exhibit should bring out the been here. The husband could 
one could taste real cherries. quality of Wisconsin seed and not stand the hot, dry summers 
This proved a good advertising open up a larger market for our of the south, so it was a rather 
stunt, as it demonstrated the growers. But few states are delicate situation.
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The booster spirit of the upon the time of arrival and The third car was the State 
southern people is very obvious. length of our stay. Department car. It contained 
Everyone is boosting and anx- In most every case the train exhibits by the State Experi- 
ious to tell you of their wonder- was met by a committee of the ment Association consisting cf 
ful opportunities. That may be local Chamber of Commerce, seed grains, corn, etc. Next 
the reason their cities are boom- who escorted their visitors to Was the State Department cf 
ing and increasing so rapidly in the hotel or club rooms, if. it Education with pictures of Wis- 
population. were meal time, and gave them consin schools, a model one acre 

The cities of the south are a free sight seeing tour of the country school ground and a 
very modern. The homes in the city. model country school building. 
best residential sections are After each banquet, break- This was a very interesting ex- 
beautiful. The streets are well fast, dinner, or lunch, as the hibit. Following this was the 
kept, and the lawns well land- case happened to be, a short Horticultural Society exhibit 

scaped with shrubs, especially program was given. We were which we have previously de- 

with evergreens. In fact, the told of the glories of the coun- S¢ribed. : 
evergreen borders as founda- try in which we were visiting. Across the aisle from these 
tion plantings, and along the In turn, our own speakers told Were the displays of the State 
walks were seen in larger num- of things produced in Wiscon- Live Stock Breeders Association 

bers than we have noticed in sin; our dairy farms, factories, Consisting of maps of Wisconsin 
cities of the same size in Wis- and recreational features. We showing shipments of Wiscon- 
consin. really expect a large increase in SiM dairy cattle, also a display 

In contrast to this was the the tourist business as a result Py the Department of Agricul- 
appearance of the country. We of this trip. He showing large phox rails 
are still wondering why it is The entertainment was usu- a frame. An electric laht be 

that the farm homes impressed ally furnished by our own hind each picture displayed it 
us in just the opposite way. group—the University Hares- to cosh advantage " The 
Being accustomed to large dairy foot Orchestra, Barron County fourth car was an exhibit of 
barns, nice homes, well arranged Guernsey Quartette, and Chief butter and cheese by the De- 
and neat home surroundings, Silvertongue, an Indian singer partment of Markets. A com- 
and especially farm homes at with a wonderful voice, sent by plete electric ratriverator sve 
short intervals, at least in the the city of Kilbourne. vee made a very = iced 

greater part of Wisconsin, it Not all the Wisconsin delega- The last car was an exhibit 

far’ apa us. fee lw Sine tion could attend the banquets py the Covservation Canis: 

- prerk—ae aed pothing and take part in the tours. sion which was _ probably the 
a t dog X t ad ge Recause Some had to remain in the cars ynost beautiful car on the train 
a ont Hes h mM ate as and take care of exhibits and ]t was a representation of a 

they say, since their cattle are explain to the crowds the things devise forest of pines. hervlocks 
muiside all ant ronnie How- of interest about the different etc,, with wild Feaileroaly among 
in ne f e tarmsteads : owed @ ooths. This was really a very the trees. Quite a few negroes 
ay ot appreciation of beauty, important feature of the trip, showed the whites of their eyes 

or perhaps pride in the home. since a great many more people When they suddenly came upon 
In the far south the social came to the train than attended the mounted bear standing be- 

barriar batween,Jaborera andthe banauets hind tre s Ss very pro- 

pounced The wore fone TH Tuan MARE UP ale fe Wine te arge. negroes. : . i. = 
the aaen i southern Riera The train consisted of five train, including State Officials, 

emphasized the fact that before C@"S of exhibits and nine sleep- Members of the Department of 
Wisconsin farmers buy land °°: The first two exhibit cars Agriculture, County Agents, and move south to farm they Were filled with exhibits from County Board Members, _ the 
try out the life for a year by different counties of the state. Legislative Committee and Wis- 
working for a southern farmer. These exhibits consisted of dis- consin Business men and 
The social life may have a seri. plays of cheese, butter, potatoes farmers. 

ous effect upon their families, and other Lie products, also 

ae they wil be im a diferent some manufactured, goods gn 
class than when in Wisconsin. ie pireulars were handed Modern homes in our cities 

out by the various counties, dis- contain many conveniences. 
THE Dally PROGRAM playing the agricultural possi- Everything seems to have been 

The program at each stop bilities and also the lakes and thought of excepting the vege 
was somewhat alike, depending recreational opportunities. table cellar.
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M (G d flowers. Since we got the seed 

from Europe, we do not know 

y ar en how hardy it is. On examining 
—— x ; it the other day we found it still 

Varieties Used in Creating Pleasant as green as sP-wae in the Suma: 
Home Grounds. mer. 

Veronica repens is another 
Written for “About the Home and Garden” plant that creeps along the 

Mrs. R. MALICH, Hales C ground and has very neat foli- 
- A. SH, Hales Corners age. Lychnis alpina, Gypsophila 

HE most interesting subject rock gardens can be almost as repens and Arenaria are good. 
T to any one of us is “My beautiful in winter as they are Among the taller flowers are 
Garden”. It does not matter in summer. In taking a walk the different Pinks, the new 
whether this garden is merely a through ours the other day it ‘ouble Tunica, and the Polemo- 
flower box or an extensive es- looked most refreshing to see nium with its delicate fern like 
tate, everybody loves his own the masses of deep green, foliage. Violets tucked under- 
garden best. Sedums are easily grown from Neath the rocks somewhere are 

Being just a beginner in the seed; we have about ten differ- YeTY satisfactory and so are the 

art of gardening, I am afraid I ent varieties from one packet. pink For -get-me-not. 
cannot tell the experienced gar- However, one objection to using _ If you like lots of color there 
deners very much, but perhaps mixed seeds is that you must is no better plant than the 
there are some who are just be- wait until they bloom before Cheiranthus alloni with its bril- 
ginners like myself. finding out their true names. liant orange flowers that bloom 
When we moved into the Other good low growing all summer. 

country about four years ago we plants are the Sempervivums, The grey or silver foliaged 
knew nothing of gardening, but Cerastium, Arabis, Saponaria, plants like Stachys, Santolinas 
were very much interested in Aubretia, Cheddar Pinks, Phlox and Nepeta mussini are good; 
the subject. subulata, and Alyssum saxatile. with the latter be sure to get the 

We gathered as much infor- One of the lowest growing right variety. We were not 
mation as we could from plants is the Spergula, it grows very pleasantly surprised when 
friends, books in the library and about half an inch high, looks ours turned out to be nothing 
magazines. At present we get like moss and has tiny white but the ordinary Catnip. 

great inspiration and instruc- ; - _ 
tion from our Milwaukee Coun- SE SESE RN ke NR SSS 
ty Horticultural Society and Er bills foe. 

our Garden Club. ‘ i 
Our grounds take in about f sa i fray ok $ 2 

two and one-half acres. The “(a mer mat Nae 
home is built on a knoll the west ao al rt a i ; "ene ii 
side of which slopes down to- ce ee Aan AN he ee Sa 
ward a little creek. On this i = i Rr Tena i 
slope we made our rock garden. cc eee “ek, ee AP 
Rocks are plentiful in our jg ’ ONE kee 
locality. See picture No. 1. 4 fr. , - 

We had a large quantity a ee.” RS a 4 
moved to this spot, they were a Se hr, Reo Nee nae, 
not arranged, but just a few 2 i 8 | ie aes fe 
here and there to leave pockets Ae ue , ov Sgn et 
in which to plant the flowers. * ie Pe ey al aii aL" SCs aR | 
We found it more effective to Fee aa aie peg Hd Sak i; ‘ 

plant one kind of flower in a PSO nr. ES. SEE 
pocket rather than using differ- : Dae ano mee ; Ti eee OD 
ent varieties. mane! pe. Sy eons 
_ On the slope the lower grow- 4. oer sue aaa 
ing plants are better than the The Mae Pianta Fp: asad A reek wanise 
taller ones, as the latter ean einen eee Oe oe lane to- 
over too much and smother the — en many. thrills SF ce oS <7 Sy = word he erdek, 
smaller plants beneath. to its owners. WB "£3 sia x as Sgae and a “Sunken 
Sedums are ideal rock plants, Seah} «Ria a tone Garden” below. 

some being evergreen. Our -
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The trouble with plants that pleasure. It is about one hun- effective planted in this way is 
we are not familiar with is that dred and twenty feet long. One the Hesperis or Sweet Rocke. 
we do not know what to look enters the path thru a rose arch It is almost as showy as the 
for. We had planted some Po- and at the end is another rose hardy Phlox is later in the sea- 
tentilla and they came up nicely. arch with seats. son. Coreopsis is planted in the 
After we had transplanted them In order to break the monot- same way and the yellow all the 
into the garden they looked ony, about half way up the way up the border is really quite 
much like a weed that resem-, path we made a little pool and _ beautiful. 
bled a strawberry plant. As had the path lead around this. By using lots of white, too 
they did not bloom last year we See picture No. 5. much clash of color is avoided. 
are still wondering if we have The pool was made out of an Just a few of the flowers, are 
a weed or a Potentilla. ordinary wash tub sunk into the the Oriental Poppies, Peonies, 

In spite of some disappoint- ground and lined with rocks on Aquilegias, Gaillardias, Shasta 
ments it is very fascinating to the inside and outside, which Daisies, Valerians, Lychnis Del- 
raise perennials from seed. completely hides the tub. In phiniums, Digitalis, Canterbury 

Coming back to the descrip- this we planted just one water Bells, Physostegia, Astilbes, and 
tion of our grounds, the slopes lily, a few water Hyacinths, Regal Lilies. On the outer edge 
of the hill on either side of the water Poppies and Parrot are the taller perennials, such 
rock garden were planted with feather. On the edge among the as Hibiscus, hardy Aster, purple 
wild roses and Sumac. rocks we planted Japanese Iris, Cornflower and Hollyhock. On 

Below is quite a level space of _ Columbine, Pinks and different the inner edge the lower varie- 
ground of rich, virgin soil. This rock plants. ties, like English Daisy, Tunica, 
was tiled Gps Lam we ee The perennials on either side 
what we call our sunken garden. of the path are planted in || £4» .2 meen mmm | 
a i. merely a cia d garden groups of six or eight. A group LAT Hl A M 
aid out in a geometrical design. of one kind of plants is re- 
At the lower end of this is a peated about every seven feet met aspheer panes 
semi circle of French Lilacs, in’ or so all the way up the border. ree trom A all te, cur’, 
back of a round white garden Take for instance the Iris, when CrOWD Bars Otte 
seat. See picture No. 2. overlooking the garden path Strawberry Plants 

On the west side is a Russian from the bedroom window, Burrill, Premier, Minne- 
Olive hedge and on the upper which is on an axis with the haha and Champion 
end, on a higher elevation, a tea path, it appears as though the State inspected and true 
house. This looks very much whole border is one mass of to name. 
like a pergola, but is enclosed on Iris, tho the groups are actually A. B. Coleman & Son 
three sides. At the different quite far apart. Aitkin, Minnesota 
columns we planted climbing Another flower which is quite i 
vines such as Roses, Honey- 
ae Begonia and Wisteria. |} ~ ~ — — 
As this was done last year they . 
have not yet reached to the top. | Quality Shrubs and Trees | 
In back of the house is quite a |! : : 
space of lawn with stepping || at Special Prices 

don end feel amen Tie le We offer the following unequalled values for spring ship- | 

bounded with a border of peren- ment: 

a ee Ty pee pe pie is | 8 Van Houtii Shrubs 3 Spirea prunifolia 
which divides that section from 3 Barberry thunbergi 3 Honeysuckle | 

the vegetable garden. See pic- Above Collection 3-4 ft. @ $6.00 per doz. 
tures No. 3 and No. 4. . 

The vegetable garden is sur- Apple trees, 4-6 ft..-_---------------------$5.00 per doz. 
rounded with fruit trees and Plums, 4-5 ft,---_.------------------------$5.00 per doz. 
berry bushes. Right through Latham Raspberry, (Double Inspected) _____--$5.00 per 100 

oe a at @ Salah | Write for our 74th Annual Catalog 

perennials on either side. On . 
the outer edge is a row of dwarf |) Kellogs’s Nursery 
pear trees. | Box 2 : is. 

The garden path was made a donesville, Wie. | 
last year, and it gave us much I — — — is
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Arabis, Pinks, Mertensia ete., In some instances trees have Thoro and complete coverage 
were used. been killed or are near death. is absolutely essential if the 

All the vacant places are No tree can do well under such scales are to be controlled. 
filled with annuals, assuring a conditions. In our spray ring orchards 
wealth of bloom throughout the The scale must be controlled we have found that badly in- 
season. if the tree is to be fruitful and fested orchards can be cleaned 

So far our experience has_ profitable. In the past farmers up with two dormant sprays in 
been limited. A person keeps have controlled the scale by dor- two successive seasons. In 
on learning. What we may con- mant sprays of liquid lime sul- some orchards where the scale 
sider nice now may not appeal phur using one gallon of the jis not very abundant one dor- 
to us later. Gardening is like lime sulphur to 7 to 9 gallons of _mant spray will clean the trees 
any other art, we learn and our’ water. According to the State sufficiently so that the regular 
tastes develop. Entomologist, bad infestations summer sprays will keep the 

Nothing teaches us more than are more satisfactorily con- few living scales in check. 
observation, time and experi-_ trolled by using one gallon liquid While pruning you have a 
ence. lime sulphur to 7 gallons of wa- splendid chance to ascertain 

ter, or by using one of the whether or not you will need to 
miscible oils. . . apply the dormant spray. At 

FIGHT OYSTER SHELL The spray is applied in the any rate, prune the orchard be- 
SCALE late spring before any buds fore you apply the spray. It 

ete show green. Oil sprays have will make spraying easier, 
C. L. KUEHNER been used and have given satis- cheaper and a great deal more 

. . faction. Where these are used effective. 
th ee pi AD yily Uustere yy the manufacturers’ instructions 
the latter date, are the montns should be followed as to the |; - 
in which dormant sprays are concentration of the solution. GLADIOLUS BULB BARGAINS | 
applied in Wisconsin farm or-  Scalecide, Sunoco, and Dendrol 4 Willie Wigman ___ --40c 
chards which are infested with are some of the oils which are | 3 Roanoke —~-_.__. ..--30¢ 

Scale insects. being used in dormant sprays. : juice Zipiady aseneas dle 
Of these scale insects the The effectiveness of the dor- 1 Panana Pink 106 

oyster shell scale is the most mant sprays depends upon the 1 Glory of Kennemer- | 
common and causes more dam- thoroness of the application. _ land -------------10e | 
age than any other scale found Every bit of the entire bark This collection of 13 bulbs, 
@ value $1.30 for $1.00 postpaid , 
in our orchards. In some or- surface of the tree must be cov- to ‘you | 
chards it is so numerous that ered with the spray. The scales | “4 | 
trees have been so weakened are found everywhere, on the Ploria Dale Gardens 

. * | m. R. Leonard, Route 1 | 
they have become unproductive. trunk, big branches, cracks, | F Bo a 

. | t. Atkinson, Wis. | 
- : spurs, and the topmost twigs. : = = —— 

SS ne of SAS aN ——— 

ORAS P| | 

hes 6 ty Cu ar Member { 

¥ ae 4 Wry Kenosha Florists and Nurserymen’s Association | 
: MARA A CPt | 
Rt is ae Se Assoc. Member | 
ANAS PT Illinois Nurserymen’s Association 
aU ~ 

Ba tan ky ae | : 

as The Swartz Nurseries 
OA ie i | . i Nas fs me | GROWERS OF 

au MI 1 SA | Shade, Ornamental & Evergreen Trees | 
PT hae | . | 

Oe 1s On aa ' Shrubs, Vines and Roses AE | 
SS ARNO f . | 

bse Drak . hy! | Park, Cemetery, and Golf Ground Planting | 

ime wir 3 i | Landscape Architects 

a ee | KENOSHA, WISCONSIN | 

k V | Phone 2F4 | 

Oyster Shell Seale on a Branch See as eaeiaaecinaineasmaeanen naar Sec oo anaiveaanSSpme raIEoe SunnEDNISEaIEERaOEREEEI
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Wisconsin Horticulture dandy, and a is, pat un- OUR COVER PAGE 
e . sin- * . 

Published Monthly by the nn variety mentioned hus been The growing of Daffadils and 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society proven in this state. other bulbs of the Narcissus 

se SS e eee Thats why we believe the Tally bas become an ‘axteneve 
“ues , Wisconsin Horticultural Society qndusiny ld a Unitec . ALES 

H. J. RAHMLOW, Editor has a mission. The magazine the oa “reld e A peg same ae 
Secretary we HS, Madleon, ie reaches 3,500 homes this month. ‘th nt th fru ont the left. 

Me eE Sitone iui i“Smitn! ‘That is a good number, but why —W!nour the ngure a : 
Prot. J. G, Milward. should it not be 7,000? ec 

oicetnrnl siait rosteticnat aging, UE Vou sere ed ue te THE BEST CHERRIES ARE 
pence fe eee RIP society. WISCONSIN CHERRIES 
Act of October 3, 1917, authorized July . 

“Sdver(ising: fates mHUs KHAWA Gn +“ ISCONSIN cherries are 
application OUR ADVERTISERS the best quality cherries 

. . in the United States”, we were 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society You have noticed the in- told by Brokers and Wholesal- 

which includes Nttr contac suhscription ge. Crooner ae number of adver- ors in several southern cities 
price to Wisconsin Horticulture, Send tisers in the magazine this While on the Wisconsin South- 
one dollar to Otlice of Seeretary, Madi- month. Without them it would ern tour. 

maprss Money "Onin easier bar Pe impossible to put out @ pub- ‘The only kick we heard was Ina i set sal if wrapped or at- Heaton of this size—because of that shippers Were ot able: té 

astAwe SANDE , a fill their orders, Some years 
Postage stains not accepted To obtain and be of value to shipments were less than 50% 
RMMOUTIVIE COMMITORE our advertisers we must have a o¢ the amount the Brokers 

a BS Ometo Eee Cena a be able to. Wanted. Also, they thot the 

praanaatageermenitent ana Sicretiey afford to send out a large maga- price was a little high—it’s a 
Woe wrubaker (0000 cc Washburn zine to a large circulation we  jittle more difficult for them to 
ME Gor 0 os Sturgeon Tay male thane feoectizens, It py ees st pregeritt pices, 
James Livingsione ....... Milwaukee : é . so they would prefer to have 
Win Longin ¢o7 (sale Geneva Tt will pay to patronize these them cheaper, and consequently 
We bgSpreiter. 000000020. ba Crosse BAVERUBSELS: easier to sell. . 
Hi Wo Osperger (20005 l/Sidkgeon Bay —_—— Our observation while on the 

eee SPRAY SCHEDULE EN- tour was—that if the cherry 
. CLOSED growers wish to continue to 

WE HAVE received a number . a make money on their crop they 
of letters from members WE ENCLOSE in this issue a should watch their step, stick 

stating that they enjoy reading spray schedule for farm together in marketing, and be 
Wisconsin Horticulture, and orchards. This is done at con- yery careful of their quality. 
consider it one of the best hor- siderable extra cost in the hope We were in many cities of the 
ticulture magazines published. that it will help make spraying far south where good cherries 

We appreciate that, of course, effective on Wisconsin farms, were unknown. That means op- 
but realize that there are several and improve the quality of fruit. portunity for selling more Wis- 
horticultural publications of na- We wish to acknowledge the consin cherries. Inferior brands 
tional circulation putting out a co-operation of Prof. C. L. were available at lower prices 
more elaborate magazine. Kuehner, extension specialist in but were not selling. That 

We believe, however, that for horticulture, in preparing the means, if production is in- 
Wisconsin people we can offer details of the chart. creased and the quality lowered. 
something not to be found in The schedule has the ap- competition with inferior cher- 
any other publication of this proval of the State Entomolo- ries will—we hate to think of it. 
kind — information based on_ gist, and the Horticultural De- 
Wisconsin conditions. After partment of the College of Agri-  —_ 
reading most of the horticul- culture. THE SOUTHERN FARMER 
tural publications of national We hope our members will 
circulation we find a very small keep this chart for future refer- WE VISITED with farmers 
proportion of the information ence, or hand it to a friend who in Texas, Oklahoma, Lou- 
of value in this state. has use for it. isiana, and Alabama. They are 

For example, in one of the We have printed extra copies, a polite, hospitable people. They 
best magazines we find an ar- which may be obtained from us_ took us for auto rides about the 
ticle entitled “Apples for Road- at cost, by county agents, or country and showed us their 
side Markets”. Looks like a anyone interested. farms. The average Wisconsin
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farmer, however, would be dis- kets, overproduction, and low department. Several times they 
appointed with the appearance prices. have had to move to a larger 
of the country—it is so different Let’s talk about how to put hall to accommodate the crowd. 
from Wisconsin. good Wisconsin apples into They usually import several 

These states are all anxious these store windows, to sell at speakers, and present a very in- 
to have our Wisconsin farmers 5¢ each. tensive program. 
migrate and farm down there. It’s a good subject, and we An intensive program along 
As a Texas County Agent re- are going to say a lot more Horticultural lines would bring 
marked “We need good farmers about it. The spray chart is the out a large number of our mem- 
more than anything else’’. first step. bers. Something new is being 
Why is on all the ad- —E discovered every day and tho 

vantages of long season, won- . = se . we sometimes wonder what can 
derful soil, etc., that they tell ane cee Rohit meeting of be presented that is of interest, 
about—that the farm homes are Milwaukee Rose Society this We find many of our leading 
so shabby, and the farmsteads month He mentions the out. ™en in the business in attend- 
so shiftless looking. Several standing points brought out by 2n¢e at the meetings. They : > ‘ S y . z 
good business men in southern {he speakers at the meeting have found it pays and will 
cities made the suggestion that We hope every local society Come again. 

petaks Prikeansin farmers buy jin the state will make such re- ——_ 
arms in southern states they ie ABT aHARe Gs 

work on a farm for a year, to DOTS every month. If there is ABOUT ROSES IN WIS. 
get acquainted. We hope that We will appreciate if you will CONSIN 
suggestion will be followed. It take it up at your next meeting The above is a title of a little 
will save heart aches and money. and instruct the secretary to Circular printed in 1926 by the 

_Many farmers from Wiscon- write us, or appoint a special re- State Horticultural Society. We 
sin are taken to lower Texas porter. Reports should be in by have a number of these booklets 
every year on “Excursions”, the 20th of the month. on hand and will be pleased to 
and before they can get away, send them free of charge to 
buy land at $1,000.00 per acre, members of the society in re- 
more or less. It is a_ well [Tt WAS with a great deal of turn for three or more names of 
known fact that good land can pleasure that we met a num- prospective members. Just 
be purchased for a lot less down ber of fruit growers and mem- drop us a line and give us the 
there by one who knows the bers of the Horticultural Soci- name and address of people you 
country, . ety in attendance at the Annual know who might be interested 

; A tempting bait gets many a Farmers’ Week of the College in becoming members. 
fish. of Agriculture in February. The booklet was written by 

qo A good program for fruit Mr. Frederick Cranefield and is 
a growers was presented at the very thorough in its treatment 

HAVE ~‘sconsin fruit grow- Horticulture building. Insect of roses in Wisconsin. 
ers att “Inferiority Com- and disease control, spray rings, 

plea”? Sometimes we are in- and other orchard problems 
clined to think so. were ably discussed. The main HOUSEWIVES FAVOR 
Why don’t we hear that Wis- program was also very good. CANNED CHERRIES 

consin apples are the best to be As the “Wisconsin Farmer” M. B. Gorr 
had? Perhaps because the states editorially, “Probably the — 
grower doesn’t believe it him- most significant feature of Farm Hee eeeeeR tte are 
self. Why is it that we see Folks’ Week was the relatively getting busy here with 
Westerns box apples in the gro- small stress placed upon legisla- pruning, over-hauling their 
cery store window of a city tive schemes for improving Ag- spray machinery and tractors, 
from which carloads of apples ricultural conditions”. That is in anticipation of a busy season. 
are shipped? encouraging and the chances It is still too early to forecast 

Men who know will tell you are we will get somewhere. the crop with exactness but all 
that in quality the Wisconsin There is opportunity of devel- are hoping that 1928 will show 
McIntosh is as good as the Deli- oping a strong program for a return to normal production. 
cious at its best. Surely it is Horticulturists during Farmers’ The tendency here seems to 
better than many of the varie- Week and bringing in a large be more and more away from 
ties of Western box apples you number of our members. fresh fruit shipment. This in- 
see in any fruit store window For several years the out- dicates that the housewife is be- 
right now. standing special sessions, i.e., coming tired of standing over a 

Here in Wisconsin we con- before and after the main pro- hot stove to can and preserve 
tinue to talk about lack of mar- gram, have been in the poultry (Continued on page 173)
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About the Home and Garden 
Mrs. C. E. STRONG, Editor 

THERE IS PLEASURE IN And do you know that so far I think he came in to look at it 
TRYING OUT NEW every one of those brides look every day, his face showing as 

PLANTS as though the Orange blossoms much pleasure as tho it were 
. had indeed brought happiness. some friend he had thus unex- 

\W HEN the plants are grow- Then came the American  pectedly encountered. No doubt 
ing thriftily in the win- Wonder Lemon with its large he regarded it as such, not only 

dow under the regular watering creamy white thick petaled for its beauty, but for the 
and fertilizing treatment—per- fowers and fruits weighing two memories it brought to him of 
haps your thoughts turn long-  jounds and more—the flavor of the far off home across the sea. 
ingly to some plant seen in a the pies made from these lem- A window garden can be 
florist shop, or have read about ng ‘still lingers fondly in the made as interesting as the out- 
in catalogues. memories of partakers thereof. door garden. You will find the 

Are you a bit fearful that Figs, Guavas, those delicious cold days going by with magic 
they will not grow for you? little Japanese oranges, called swiftness if you are watching 
They will. I shall never forget Kumquats, Pomegranates, all new plants growing. Soon you 

my first venture. I had re- wore given a place in the win- will be saying to your friends 
ceived a very fascinating cata~ Gow, all were interesting and and neighbors, “Why really it is 
logue from Florida, which told most of them are as easily n0 trouble at all to grow these 

of many Ferns. I looked at the grown as Geraniums. plants, and they are so interest- 
Boston ferns in the windows The Pomegranate is especi- ing, you just cannot be lonely or 
which were growing so nicely— any beautiful with its brilliant ‘dispirited when there is some- 
why could I not grow these oth- gcarlet Fuchsia like flowers thing new to watch in your win- 
ers just as well? . that actually cover the plant all dow garden. 

I sent a sum of money with winter long. But you must re- If you see a plant you admire 
this request, “Please send me member to feed it liberally and in a green house or florist shop, 
Ferns for this amount, no Bos- not allow it to ripen many of its buy it, or if you have read of 
ton ferns or any of the sports”. rosy many seeded fruits. some plant in one of the cata- 

When the box came it held An Airpine fastened to a logues, something you have 
twelve ferns, each in a tiny small slab of bark, grew as never seen—send for it, and 
paper pot, all different. No one tho it were at home, sending after you have it-€get ac- 
but a real plant lover would un- out its long curious spikes of quainted with it. Viuter and 
derstand my delight, nor be- bloom. All the care this plant feed it of course, anw-Study the 
lieve how much time I spent in needed was a good soaking in plant; notice the ram. system, 
potting them up. warm water once a week. does it do better when _ pot 

I potted them in a mixture of Allamanda Williamsi is an- bound—or will it stand frequent 
leaf-mold and sand, in pots other good blooming plant, it repotting. Try it in full sun, 
about two sizes larger than the needs plenty of room as it is a also in a window where it has 
paper pots they came in, wa- sort of half climbing shrub, sun only a part of the day. 
tered them well, then placed (that may sound like a queer I have had plants that seemed 
them in a north window. I description) but it fits just the to positively dislike being re- 
spent all my spare time for the same. This plant is a constant potted, they  sulked, leaves 
next three weeks watching them bloomer also, and the waxy turned yellow, blossoms fell off, 
grow, for they surely did grow, golden yellow morning-glory no matter how carefully I did 
especially after the first week. shaped flowers are very attrac- the work. With such plants, 

After this successful venture tive; it is well worth trying out. liberal feeding, and setting the 
I haunted florist shops and stud- I remember exhibiting a plant pot in another pot several sizes 
ied plant catalogues and soon a_ in full bloom one year at the larger, then packing the space 
small orange tree was added. State Fair. As we carried the tightly with sphagnum moss, 
This also grew and its fragrant plant into the Horticultural helped to put off the evil day. 
blossoms delighted numerous building, an Italian laborer When you are watching the 
pretty brides, ‘Real ORANGE threw up his hands with joyful plants there is not much dang:r 
BLOSSOMS’’—they were surely exclamation, “Oh the Alla- of insects such as red spider, 
going to be blissfully happy. manda, she is just like to home.” green aphis, and mealy bug do-
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ing much damage, because you j a 
are watching. Immediately the | ARE YOU | | 
first one appears, sprinkle every | 
day with water for red spider || SATISFIED ; | . | 
and with soap suds and nicotine |) With Your Home? | White Elm | 
for aphis and mealy bug, until |) At new low prices we offer | 
they disappear. , | graduate landscape archi- || || Nursery Co. 
Did that +: a lot tects to design, plant, irrigate, and | | Hartland, Wisconsin 

1d vou Say tnat meant a lo drain areas of any size. | | oe eos 
of work? It is really very little Beautiful specimen evergreens, unequal- | General Line of | 
trouble compared to what it ed for beauty, by the carload. 0 fal Fruit 

, if t 5 a > 7 rnamentals an ruits would. Be if those pests got a M. Edwards Company ame 

good start. Graduate Architects | 
After you have tried out a Box 1122 Milwaukee, Wis. ee 

few new plants, you will do asI_ |) _ _ | _ 
have done and am still doing— rs 
keep right on getting acquainted 
with other plants, for the more 
you know about them, the more 
interesting you find them. For, 

One slowly creeps to unassuming 

grace, meester ASR TEI ISN FEE RUE PS 
One climbs, one trails, pasa SSS ey c 
One drinks the light and moisture, Eee} Sia ey as 
One exhales. TRH 
Up through the earth together, stem FE==24] Ua SEASON ey ry ™“ 

by stem, Leger Be Beil 
Two plants push swiftly in a floral Saad TROL a eT TU gts y 

oe Nias BNE 7 pecs i > sends forth ¢ 3S ike a BAe bi rs Till one sends forth a blossom like a PICA I PY -velt and Fungus BX bed . 

And one gives only fragrance. Nae poe) fal Sih 
poe pe Vea SORES ray, PS A 

From shapeless roots and ugly bulb- (iiaBg ee DAS hen. = 
ous things n fy CULLS Se sale, Wi] 

What gorgeous beauty springs. He wis = ae =I) IL 

Such infinite variety appears, ke gE ORCHARD 
A hundred artists in a hundred years . = — BRANDI 
Could never copy from the floral = d 

world wg) 
The sine ‘ ‘ : ¥ ‘ss oe \ ff 

the mrarvels that in Teaf and bud Tie S48 hibernates on fallen leaves—plow them under as soon ‘ ke 

Nor could the most colossal mind of as soil and weather permit. hens when aB leaves Oi SF 
~ the size of mouse ears—spray with ‘Orchard Brand’’ Oi man , . 

acs #186: " ap ine Emulsion or Bordeaux Mixture. This, and the cluster bud OTHER PRODUCTS 

Wireicna: (eile: seed oF plant er vine spray on apples, are the vitally important scab treatments. a eo enccl 
coat Tar, . i aches in bl otect against brown rot by sanserof bead 

_ Great ‘Pian, aoe eae ecugi’’ Dust or spraying with ‘ Dritomio” CIES. Ricaate 
Without the aid divine. dusting with ‘ Fungi postr Spraying. ‘Atsenite of Zine Sulphur (without an arsenical). neatte of 2 
Just why the bloom and fragrance of Gauge your work by the development of the trees—aot by S45 Dost 

the rose calendar dates. And remember—you're investing in control, S 

Or why the white camellia, without where quality alone can assure the results you're after. Fanticides 

scent, d you the 1928 Annual, Bonleaue Minture 
Up through the same soil grows; go Aes Cros tt is ree, on feouesl, x "raat Dane 
Or how the daisy and the violet 
And blades of grass first on wild 4 GENERAL CHEMICAL COMPANY 

meadows met. y 40 Rector Street, New York, N.Y. 
Not one, not one man knows, A (s St. Louis Los Angeles San Francisco 

The wisest but suppose. 94 GCI-53 
This flower room of mine Y ° S) 
Ilas come to be a shrine, 
And I go hence —— 
Every day with larger faith and 

reverence. <a 
~—Extracts from “My Flower Room”, We, ee OO 

by Ella Wheeler Wilcox. we o i) * 

—— EN = 
When writing to our Adver- 

ttsers mmanbion Waleoomstt Hoy SPRAY & DUST MATERIALS 
iculture,



A Flower Show For Every Community 
Several Shows May Be Held During the Season When 

Flowers Are in their Prime. 

Florists Department—HuRON SMITH, Editor 

Te question of prizes for J— ——= = == any certain date. We suggest 
flower shows is a perplex- This: artids on flower shows that these shows take the name 

ing one, because there are so is written by Mr. Smith as a of that particular flower such as 
many factors that determine result of numerous requests Iris Show, Peony Show, Gladio- 
what sort of a show you may from local flower and garden lus Show, Dahlia Show, or Fall 

° clubs for information on the . § 
promote. If premiums are to subject. Flower Show. Prizes might be 
be in cash, then you must have Don’t fail to send in the confined to the above listed 
considerable means to run a dates for your show, together flowers, but no one should be 
show. with a short article on the gen- discouraged from bringing in 

In the National Flower Show SEB) BIAR EOE, PRONE OR: anything they have that is in its 
of the Society of American LX = = ——— prime at the same time. Rather 
Florists, above $25,000 are they should be encouraged to do 
given in prizes. Other expenses A step further would be to _ so by offering prizes in any case 
bring the total cost of the ten have published a list of the vari- where there are six entrants of 
day show to a hundred thou- ous local horticultural societies flowers in any non-listed pre- 
sand dollars. That means an and garden clubs over the state, mium item. 
attendance of two hundred and their meeting nights. For Each class of flower has dif- 

thousand visitors at half a dol- instance, the Milwaukee society ferent grading points for na- 

lar to break even. The Na- through the winteralwaysmeets tional ratings. The scale of 
tional Show must conduct an the fourth Tuesday ofthe month. points can be seen in the 
almost constant advertising In summer, they meet twice a “Flower Grower”. Use the na- 
campaign. Any show that ex- month, the second and fourth tional scale and many of the 
pects to pay cash prizes had Tuesdays, and have garden pil- national societies will donate 
better decide to charge a gate grimages on Sundays when special trophies. That is the 
fee, and to attract the necessary there are no flower shows. case with roses, gladiolus, dah- 
number, it will be necessary to Many of us travel about and if lias, iris and others. From ex- 
do some concentrated advertis- we knew where the clubs are, perience, we would suggest a 
ing, and plan just how it will and what day they meet, we spring flower show the last Sun- 
attract the necessary number to could do more interclub visiting. day in May. Prizes might be 
pay expenses. No single flower show in any offered for tulips, narcissus and 

If it is an amateur show, it is town can do justice to garden other bulbous flowers. In the 
better to give inexpensive flowers. Any flower show that middle of June, you will want 
prizes, such as ribbons, a cup or is organized should be the result an Iris Show. To this show will 
two, or some small cash prizes, of a live county or town horti- come oriental poppig,” anemo- 
ranging from fifty cents to cultural society, rather than nes, pansies, lily of “\’e valley, 
three dollars. Prizes in stock trying to organize a flower columbines, wallflower, bridal 
are acceptable to a real amateur. show, de novo. That would be wreath, sweet rocket, Shasta 
The amateur is sufficiently re- putting the cart before the daisies, lupine, for-get-me-nots. 
warded by his success in the horse. Flower shows of garden rock garden plants and a few 
growing, and is quite satisfied flowers naturally fall into defi- early peonies. 
to have the public know that his nite days on the calendar, just By the end of June a peony 
flowers are the best, though he as regularly maturing as the show is indicated. The second 
earns but a ribbon. The Mil- regular floral holidays of the week in July is a good time for 
waukee County Horticultural commercial florist. The time of a perennial show. At the end 
Society members pay ten cents chrysanthemums, dahlias, tu- of July, another one will be 
a month into a premium fund lips, Easter lilies, and calceola- ready. By the middle of Augus! 
that is exhausted by their sum- rias are so definite, that you gladiolus should occupy the 
mer flower shows. might almost set your floral stage, or it may be a little later 

While we are on the subject, watch by them. in the month. Next comes a 
why not have a column in Wis- Flower shows must then be dahlia show in September. And 
consin Horticulture, devoted to set at the dates when various lastly, an aster and fall flower 
the coming shows in Wiscon- classes of flowers are in their show. About the first of Sep- 
sin? As soon as the dates are prime. The several shows. tember comes the great amateur 
determined, they showd be sent might be named from the dom- show at the Wisconsin State 
in for publication. inating flower that occurs on Fair. |
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If your local florist is a live that our highly specialized in- through the medium of our sci- 
wire, he will be glad to organize dustry can most completely as- entifically controlled factory 
with your help, flower shows in sist in serving canned cherries packed cans. 
the winter, where house plants 
may compete for prizes. Al- 
though the prize feature has not BERR RRR RRR RRR eee 

been tried in Milwaukee, local < a 
people have sent in potted plants \ \ Th b a 
to the Fall and Spring Museum a en you uy 5 

Shows, the first Thursday to a a 
Sunday in November, and the a oe . 
middle of March. This year it Nitro en 
is to be from March 15th to a 
March 18th. : a 

Our advice is not to try to oye a 

jump full-fledged into a com- a ask your fertilizer dealer B 
plete show, as Minerva is fabled a h h . a 
to have sprung from the brains a these three questions— , 
of Jupiter, but to start out in a a 5 

small Way accumulating experi- a 1. What isthe mechanical condition @ 
ence as you go. You have a i wre * n a is the fertilizer well-pulverized, and 
chance for some delightful . . > - a shows that tend t ite. th a ready for immediate use? : 

néople of your ett “is lo “ther a 2. Is it readily available for plant : 
ee yas use after application? 
subject would. Race, creed, a sag: a 

polities, nor any other fighting a 3 Will it leach out under heavy a 
divisions of mankind have any- a Pains: _ s 
thing to do with flowers. They The ARCADIAN Sulphate of Ammonia 
are the “Stars of Earth”, the a Compas scores on every count! a 

messengers of God _ urging : Agricultural Dept. It is fine and dry, easy to apply, @ 
“Peace on Earth, Goodwill to a New York, N.Y. quickly available, non-leaching—and a 

ylen. Atlanta, Ga. ost per unit of nitrogen. 
Men,” = Medina, O ee Sulphate of Aime i 7 edina, O. nia con- 

: Montgomery, Ala. tains 25'4% ammonia, 204% nitrogen, 7 

m | sicenon ix: | usranteed.) These are features which 3 San Antonio, Tex. u ate of Am- 
HOUSEWIVES FAVOR a Raleigh, N. c monia toa position of leadership 
CANNED CHERRIES 2 Washingron, D.C. throughout the world. u 

. San Francisco, Cal. 
(Continued from page 169) a _In Canada NOTE: See your dealer now regarding 

fruit,.which she is able to pur- a Toronte, Ons: eeibecthere wae artes a 
chase with ease and safety in uw Sulphate last year. Place your order a 

“paaple are Mnding that good FRC® Sample Sasteodson! 9” d e'll send you—FREE— a 
cherries packed by the present a envogh Annie Suhne oF Results PROVE the o 
method, have flavor fully equal, Boho Wewilskosendsou Quick availability of the nitrogen in 
if not superior, to that of the dente saioe: bey Rec a 
home packed cherries, also, the Ww ii Arcadian: “Juse Allan the ‘ a 
cost of labor and fuel consid= B_ coupon and mail it—today! a 

ered, they are much cheaper. a a 
We Sturgeon Bay horticul- a Sulphate of Ammonia a 
turists, therefore, make our bow a a { ae Gea ‘ Besse nn 5 en eee seen peweens 
0 the public with a suggestion The Barrett Company (address nearest office) Gra 7S Nu 

KINKADE CARDENTR ——— Please send me sample package of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia. I am especially 
interested iM... . ee eee eee eee cee cscs eeeeceeeuaeeeceueeeeees INKADE GARDEN TRACTOR | is i 

4 Practical Proven Power Cu, 7 and wish you to send me bulletins on these subjects. 

aniten,T rckersy Florist, Nur (BBL, costo Name—_ 
serymen,Fruit Growers,Coun- (any yagi ay Free 
try Estates and Poultrymen. (QP 7T ORG Address 

AMERICAN FARM MACHINE CO. EE 1085-33rd Ave. S. E. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
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Potato Growers Department | 
J. G. Mrtwarp, Editor i 

Secretary of the State Potato Growers Association ; 

POTATO SONG the work. Professor H. H. growers purchased upwards oi 
(Tune Rubin, Rubin) Wedgworth of the A and M Col- two thirds of the total crop oi 

1 lege, Mississippi is directing the certified Green Mountains. 
Old Yon. Yohnson raised pertaters work. At all of these points Oneida, Sawyer, and Lincoln 
They got scabby every year. seed stock from several North- counties figured prominently in 
Now he uses some good treatment ern and Western States has producing the 50,000 bushels ot 
And the scabs they disappear. been assembled. this variety. 

2 Reports received from the Many growers sold their stock 
Riizoc.. Rhizoc: Giatis the reason south state that the seed has at digging time, or soon after. 
Why potatoes stand so thin. _ been planted. The plots will be A fair advance over table mar- 
oe re don’t come off in  jnspected during the regular ket prices was received. 

Starts the fungus with a vim. Southern Potato Tours, usually Wisconsin Green Mountains 
é held soni pe soidclle OF ane have given excellent satisfac- 
‘ ese 0 r anc Speen 

Bi-chloride has been standard treat- plots offer an excellent oppor peat the ast. tn competitive inant iS or- trials on the Island with pota- 

For years and years for scab and tunity to check on the behavior toes from other States, Wiscon- 
seurf, of certain Northern strains of sin Green Mountains ranked 

And ot insure that the sprouts seed well in advance of the Wis- very high. Indications are that 
star i ] ] “ 2. . When its used for what it's worth, COW: PARTIE Cate ho have there will be an increase in the 

scons S § in- 
Hot t ‘achya ‘ns 1 ue ee ane wo spection of this variety in 1928. 

ot formaldehyde they tell us, radi, illips, Z a " « sa, 
Kills the fungus at the start, Phillips. ohn Butz pooner Forest, Langlade, and Oneida 
And the young sprouts from the seed “as im , Counties are leaders in Irish 

piece J, W. Smith, Bryant, Charles Cobbler production with a yield 
Make good plants that please the Kosloski, Coleman. The of 45,000 bushels or 90% of the 

heart. Spooner Branch Station has total] ‘crop of the certified Cob- 
5 also supplied samples from seed  pJers in the State. The acreage 

Dip Dust and the new Semesan Bel improved thru the tuber index planted to this variety had been 
Organic Mercury they say method. materially increased during the 

re the kinds of new seed treatment Se ast year 
Good to use and here to stay. past y . 

R. E, VAUGHAN. WISCONSIN SEED POTA- Of the Rural New Yorker va- 
TOES REACH MANY riety, upwards of 50,000 bushels 

MARKETS were produced. Barron, Mari- 
WISCONSIN SEED POTA- . _ _nette, Oconto, Door and Rusk 

TOES ON TRIAL IN gael ae eee of cer- Counties respectively produced 
SOUTH ined see potatoes were pro- the major portion of this vari- 

duced in Wisconsin during the ety. The marketing season for 
In cooperation with the Hor- season of 1927. 40% of this certified Rural New ‘Yorker 

ticultural Department, several crop, or 100,000 bushels were « ‘ a ayy r 3 : stock continues from February 
Wisconsin potato growers have Triumph, one of the leading until planting time 
furnished seed stock for South- standard early varieties. Prac- I L th ty d 1 
ern Experimental fields. tically all of these have already it af the ws "tifed cond 4 ees 
These fields are located been marketed. The Triumph But little Ses i th a Eon 

mainly at San Benito, Texas, growers find an outlet for their it f e tini ru late cae i 
Alexandria, Louisiana, and the seed stock in the states of Flo- FO) th TOS on of 197 ur- 
A and M College, Mississippi. rida, Mississippi, Alabama and ‘"® te Season o : 
At San Benito Mr. Henry Als- Texas. 
meyer, County Agent, formerly The counties in Wisconsin ELUECEEL Ta . RACTORS, 
from Wisconsin, is in charge of leading in Triumph production Seeds Gardeners, Flcsts, Nurseries, Fru Moll 
the Experimental plots. At are: Price, Oneida, Langlade, cae poe ae ee en ( 
Alexandria, Mr. J. M. Weston, Marinette, Washburn, Sawyer, anawns Walking and Riding Enupment fy df A, 
formerly of the Michigan Agri- Vilas and Oconto. STANDARD ENGINE COMPANY OR rot 
cultural College is in charge of Long Island dealers and ™ SamAw. ie 

|
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MORE GARDENS HAPPIER I exhibited thirty-six differ- 
YOUTH ent vegetables at the Green |) YWARDY PERENNIALS | 

(Continued from page 156 County Pair, T received. thir ~ | ‘ ‘ page 156) teen first prizes, three second, New & Standard Varieties | 
One of the requirements in one third, four fourths, two | ‘®W andard, Yartevles | 

belonging to a demonstration _ fifths, five sixths, making a total |, : -. | 
team is the actual carrying out of 28 ribbons. I also received | 300 Kinds | 
of the project in the field by the fifth place in garden display. I Strawflowers Tarieties | 
members. If a team demon- received second prize for my Strawflowers—All Varieties | 
strates one of these subjects— vecord and story. I reccived | 
“How to Plana Flower Garden” $36.00 for premiums and _ rec- J. F. HAUSER | 
or “Grow Flowers and Be ord. This is my first year. I Bayfield, Wisconsin | 

Happy”, the members of the hope to do much better next Send for Price List | 

team must be engaged at home year.” . . — 
in this work. This verse illus- No boy is happier than the 
trates the value of the demon- lad devoted to a task. We want -————————— — 
stration: more like Henry in Wisconsin. | 

. Our boys and girls are ready. ]} 
pustt teae Shelsny wows Where are the men and women_ |} WISCONSIN 

1 anther \ A F to lead our youth in this work? I'd rather one would walk with me 
Than tell to me the way. NURSERIES 
I can soon learn how to do it | 

If you let me see it done— | . | To get acquainted we make 

Bor Egan watch your hand in action | PEONIES, IRIS, PHLOX | || the following special oes, 
. . Ou lection. 

Other Hardy Perennials * seen 
STATE CHAMPION GARDENER Gladiolus and Dahlia 10 Apple trees (Farmer’s 

Last year Henry E. Divan, Bulbs 10 fies: teow bend 4 gp 
age 15, Green County, received 10 Cherry trees, 3 to 4 ft... 4.00 
the honor, and the prizes that Catalog Free 10 Plum trees, 4 to 6 ft... 4.00 
went with it, of being the cham- f To 
pion gardener among the youth Edw. J. Gardner iO Goosehersien <a as 
of our state. Here is his story: Nursery 10 Black or red raspberries .50 

“The garden is one of the West De Pere, Wisconsin 10 Blackberries _______-_  .50 

most important crops on the 10 Grape vines __________ 1.50 
farm. When a very small boy 100Mastadon straw- 
I began by helping Mother plant — - 3 berries -___--------. 2.00 
the seeds, set out onion sets and 10 Shade trees, 6 to 8 ft. 
pull weeds. There is nothing | taiia cope B00 
nicer than to go to the garden A“ = Seance ez > ae 
and get a big turnip or a ripe Se | to ae Beray teneeanate ene 
tomato. It is pretty fine too, Piss é io Snes 150 

just to go to the garden and get © 2 it Ve) ZZZEA 10 Paeonies. Assorted col- 
all the muskmellon you can eat, a I I E EZZZZZE ors ..-------------- 2.50 
and then when winter comes to $G li HA MZ EB {0 Hardy phlox. Assorted 
have nice vegetables, pickles ZA Sel ‘-™° colors ~-----..-----. 1.50 

Oe the oe, th - The fruit and shade trees 
y garden is on e sou | must go by express. The oth 

slope of a hill. The soil is black B BOXES A CRATE collections can be mailed ‘t 

with quite a little sand in it. ERRY ND Ss twenty-five cents extra is sent 
We put sand on the chicken nie ae up or ine Rede to cover postage and packing. 

house floor and then put it in merican Quart Berry Baskets, || i 
the garden. It helps to make Climax Grape and Peach Baskets, oe catalogue for’ ‘the 
the soil nice. I plowed the Fill or Repacking Baskets, Plant essing. 
ground when it worked Well avid Boxes and Veneer Tree Protectors. 

then it dragged nice and fine. Circular and Price List Mailed Upon Request W. J. Moyle & Sons 
* : . Write for special prices on Car-load 

But this summer it has been so Lots. Liberal Discounts on Union Grove, Wis. 
dry my garden is not very good. Early Orders. 

Thope to have a better one next SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX COMPANY | 
year. SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN ee
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SPRAY RINGS JOIN 
SOCIETY 

News From Our Locals ace amnenl sreadam atte 
Jefferson County Fruit Growers 
Association, we voted to extend 

MILWAUKEE COUNTY HOR- WAUKESHA GARDEN CLUB to sone eg i snenee 
ur so _ sing 

TICULTURAL SOCIETY The Waukesha Garden Club a list of 83 members, which we 
Meetings are held the fourth held its second meeting at the hope will grow. We hope they 

Tuesday of each month during y. M. C. A. Monday Evening, may receive the March issue of 
the winter months. During the February 13th, at 8 o'clock. Wisconsin Horticulture. 
summer, meetings are held the The President, Mrs. Charles At- Yours truly, 
second and fourth Tuesday of kin, presiding. Mrs. C. E. THEO. S. WARD, Secy. 
each month. Garden pilgrim- Strong of West Allis, Wiscon- 

ares are hell on Sundays when sin, gave a very interesting talk eS 
ere are no flower Snows. on “Gardens” telling us what 
The spring Flower Show at had been accomplished by the CRANBERRY GROWERS 

the Public Museum, Milwaukee, West Allis Garden Club during AFFILIATE WITH 
will be held from March 15th to its seven years of existence and SOCIETY 
Be N ee Bees encouraged us by stating that 48 members of the Wisconsin 
pee0 ND ty f 8, for several months their club State Cranberry Growers’ Asso- 
is secretary. consisted of three members. ciation were affiliated with the 

———— At the business meeting, the Wisconsin State Horticultural 
OSHKOSH HORTICULTURAL following were elected: Mrs. Society during February. 

SOCIETY MEETING Harry T. Volk, Vice-President; Mr. Albert Hedler is presi- 
: Miss Mary E. Gibson, Secretary dent of the Wisconsin Cran- 

fe eo ee and Treasurer. As only three berry Association, and Clare 
Society was held at the Public Directors were elected at the Smith is Secretary. The Cran- 
Museum, Monday evening, Feb. initial meeting, three additional berry Association provided 10,- 
6th. were elected; Messrs. L. A. 000 copies of a booklet contain- 

The program was unusually Thompson, F. H. Mayfield and_ ing recipes and information on 
informative and_ interesting. Frank Roberts. the use of cranberries for the 
Mr. C. R. Fiss gave a talk on Discussion as to plans and Horticultural booth on the offi- 
“Why, When and How I Build work followed, but no definite cial Wisconsin southern tour. 
my Coldframe”. Mr. Fiss has 2¢ction was taken. These _were eagerly taken up by 
had many years’ experience in (Miss) MARY E. GIBSON, the visitors passing thru the 

starting plants for the home Sec’y-Treasurer. train. ‘ 
garden. Instead of buying from - 
plant growers, he told us there [ - OO 
is much more pleasure and bene- ! 
fit in growing your own, and de- RASPBERRY PLANTS 
scribed his method of growing 5 

plants. Mosaic-Free LATHAM and KING. 

_ Mr. J. W. Roe, who is spend- We have the genuine Redpath strain of Latham. 
ing the winter in Florida with . 
Mrs. Roe, sent a very large and McINTOSH—The highest quality apple. 
interesting selection of plants ‘ . 
from Florida. The various SOO McIntosh seedling of better keep- 

flowers and foliage sent, all be- e quanty.. 
ing lalieled ag spon made ¢ HARALSON—A new Minnesota winter variety. 

meas gyoatin, apauaciiverd-apil ere We GROW a complete assortment of fruit and orna- 
joyed by members present. mental nursery stock. 

Mrs. John Kueble was named Write f ] . 
chairman of the Flower Show rite for catalogue 
committee, and plans for the comniities, and, plans! for ihe J. V. BAILEY NURSERIES 
take definite form. Daytons Bluff Station . 

Reported by MERLE A. Dept. W St. Paul, Minn. 

RASMUSSEN. dn
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MEETING OF MILWAUKEE ROSARIANS MEET. BEST 
COUNTY HORTICUL- VARIETIES AND SPRING  —e28R LJ Het 
TURAL SOCIETY CARE DISCUSSED Permanent Positions 

The February program was T THE regular monthly OR @ littited . 

opened with a Nature Poem en- A meeting of the Milwaukee CH Sontible poole, ree Ou 
titled “The Death of Flowers” county, Boserians, haa en Heb- ae ne ol been STAR 

by C. Bowles, which was read Tuary 14, , in the trustees N Sock, Wule for one 
by Mr. Alfred Holzapfel. Mr, 100m of the Public Museum, Mr. jiberasales proposiion, 
J. F. Fitchett, of Janesville, August C. 0. Peter spoke of his n Star Dl C 
Wisconsin. gave an intersting experience wth hybril pert, THE ORTH STAR NURSERY CO 
m 5 , “are, bends them d in h for- ese Ree OO 
and the control of pests. He mation. onThese chias_crabaed SEEKS CGN LR 

also caplaved a sumer of jae hoops not only present a de- ee aaa ee eee 
tern shdes of the various kinds lightful sight covered with 
of dahlias. This was followed blooms, but the blooming season 
by answers to questions put to seems to be lengthened. ° 
him by various members of the Mr. Herman F. Koch spoke Perennials 

society. . on the spring treatment of 
RB The ene wr os roses. He said roses should be 

arke, 0 ilwaukee who is also” uncovered as quickly as possible 
a grower of dahlias, gave a after the frost is out of the cov- Grown on the shores 
short talk on the care and plant- ering. Roses grow rapidly at i 
ing of dahlias which was fol- the first sign of spring and the of Lake Superior 
lowed by questions put to him spring growth is quite hardy. 20 f all leadi 
by members. Mr. Barke has If moet snared pie me Bish acres of all leading 
been successful in propagating C4" be covered lightly to protec varieties 
a number of new dahlias and is the early growth. Hybrid per- 
usually a prize winner when he Pétuals should be pruned _vigo- 
displays his blooms. ppaisly beter the ep begins to Lupines 

Our President, Mr. Smith OW, Since Pruning arter the sap . . 
ead , it by M » flows, shocks the plant. Hybrid We have fine lot for spring or im- 

read a paper written by Mr. teas should not be pruned until] mediate shipment. 
Julius Erdmann, Superintend- the canes show signs of life 
ent of the Mitchell Park Con- They should be cut back into the Per 100 Per 1000 servatory, on ‘Cannas.” Mr. sound ‘wood. Blue white and pink__$6.00 $55.00 

Erdmann then answered ques- Mr. Louis R. Potter spoke on Moerheimii, very 
ae meee to the care and jy, subject of hybrid teas that good --..-. /______10.00 90.00 
culture Of Cannas. can be grown successfully in princess Mary, yellow 
wee ap MaeDenald, manager Wisconsin. He said that in this and violet /_--....10.00 90.00 
VE, A helpeul aad atencuee ae Ai ES Tet sasipehla 1 Downer’s strain, new_12.00 100.00 

talk on how to buy which was ion that they die back and they Herne Hybrids; i t06 
greatly appreciated by those gto, nea new shades -------12. 100.00 . stop blooming if the blooms are 
present. cut with long stems. The ex- Tunic, deep rose 
Mr. Fay Coon, instructor in ceptions are Souvenir de Clau- Shades ------------10.00 90.00 

the High Schools of West Allis dius Pernet and Souvenir de Regal, various shades_10.00 90.00 
also gave a akort pak sean te Georges Pernet. 
Progress made by e ig! If hybrid erpetuals are Special prices given when grown on 
School Students of West Allisin grown they Should be planted in contract. Write for list of other 

their flower gardens and gave 4 separate bed from the hybrid Perennials. 
oe, CEealt 7) Mrs. teas, according to Mr. Potter. 

ong for her contributions. He recommended the following 
The next meeting will be held hybrid perpetuals as among the Chequamegon Flower 

March 27th. best: Gardens 

FRANCIS P. GILOTH. Red: Fisher Holmes 
(Mr; Brdmannis article on “Cane Gloire de Chedane Guinois- Washburn, Wis. 

nas” will be printed next month— Z 
Editor.) (Continued on page 179)
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Overcoming Horticultural Troubles 
E. L. Chambers, State Entomologist, Editor | 

THE BATTLE FOR SUPREM- than a century been importing each different kind of pest will | 
ACY OVER OUR PESTS more and greater varieties of do under varying oon one 

. _.. plants, animals, and their prod- Many insects practically harm- 
eee atta pro’ ucts from all parts of the earth, less in one locality may prove to 

per) when production 18" as civilization spreads. Accom- be very destructive in another. 
curtailed by plant diseases and panying this spread of plants Since the number of different 
labor is dissipated in raising anq° animals has come the kinds of insects is far greater 
crops which _ insects _ destroy. spread of the insects and dis- than of all other kinds of ani- 
These limiting factors in the ease organisms which live upon mals, the entomologists have 
success of this great industry them, and thus many of our much more to learn. There are 
can for the most part be con-  \orst pests, such as the Euro- now 640,000 kinds of insects 
trolled by putting into practice pean Corn Borer, Japanese described and it is estimated 
methods already devised by our Beetle, Gipsy Moth and San that more than 5,000,000 prob- 
scientists, (but frequently the  Joco scale were accidentally in- ably exist. 
cost of such control so increases troduced from foreign lands. For every plant feeding in- 
the overhead that little or no After considerable effort on sect there are from two to a 
profit remains to pay the owner the part of those familiar with dozen or more parasitic insects 
for his efforts. . . this menace, congress passed that live entirely at its expense. 

In spite of the big strides the necessary laws to establish This accounts for the cycles of 
which have taken place in the effective regulations to restrict insect outbreaks that appear 
study of insects and disease con- such movements and to deter- seriously for a year or two and 
trol and the innumerable suc- mine the freedom from insect then almost entirely disappear 
cessful methods which have pests and plant diseases of all for a period of years. The pest 
been devised for destroying products thought capable of in- under ideal environment and 
these parasites, our losses due  troducing them. plenty of food supply may de- 
to their ravages are continually Man has gained his place of velop in enormous numbers, 
Increasing. dominance in nature by his wits which makes it possible for its 

As we bring more and more and he must outwit the insects parasites to find plenty of prey, 
wild land into cultivation we _ if he is to maintain this position. and they in turn become more 
naturally reduce the number If he does not learn how to con- abundant until they appear in 
and kinds of plants growing on trol them his food may become such enormous numbers as to 
it. We destroy large tracts of their food more and more as the _ practically exterminate the pest. 
land having literally millions of years go by. As a result, they have no food 
specimens, consisting of hun- History reveals the fact that and themselves perish, thus giv- 
dreds of different species of many famines have been due to ing the pest an opportunity to 
plants, and substitute them with the destruction of the food sup- establish itself again before 
a few thousand plants of per- ply of a people by insect and sufficient parasites develop to 
haps a single species. A hill of plant disease enemies. From reduce its numbers. 
corn or potatoes is planted the earliest time, in fact, insect—— The farmer can now call ina 
where probably a hundred wild outbreaks have wrought havoc professional entomologist to ad- 
plants grew before the land was to man’s crops. The Bible, for vise him how to save a crop 
cleared and, as a result, the in- example, offers some most in- much the same as he can cal! in 
sect and disease population teresting accounts of just such a veterinarian to save his sick 
which formerly had plenty of outbreaks as we might expect to horse, or a doctor for his family. 
vigorous plant food to browse hear of today in parts of Asia The state of Wisconsin, like 
upon, now migrate to the few Minor, Central China, or some most other states, not only }r0- 

tender plants growing in their such places where modern sci- vides entomologists for ‘his 
stead and consequently often ence has not yet affected the ag- purpose but also empovers 
seriously damage or even de- ricultural methods. some of them to carry out ].Ws 
stroy them. The failure or impracticabil- requiring nursery stock to be 

The principal reason for the ity of many control practices in inspected and only certiiied 
continual increase of insect insect work has been due to in- when found to be free fom 
pests is that we have for more sufficient knowledge of what dangerous insect pests and
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plant diseases, also to restrict Pink: | Wilhelm Kordes IN ORCHARD AND GARDEN 

the sale and movement of such Mrs. Henry Morse st 4 
stock in this state, grown in Bin Gonicheat (Continued from page 162) 

other states, to those firms or White: Miss Willmott I pick up a farm paper and 
individuals which ly witl Westfield Star : P Eaton m S en comply with 7 ie est ee Star i 5 read, ‘‘the new rose, Sensation, 
our regulations. Yellow: Souvenir de Claudius Pernet — <. the:finest: rose br h . The state entomologist is also Mrs. Erskine Pembroke 3S the finest rose oroug t out in 

thoris 4 / hibte the oale Thom many years, and is absolutely 
authorized to prohibi e sale Eldorado hardy.” The article is signed by 
of insecticides and_ fungicides Mary Pickford Bill Smith. I’m interested, of 
that do not meet the require- Ville de Paris : vast t ents of the department. Such’ OP@ne: Independence Day course, but I wonder just how 
m Pp t. Suc Angele Pernet much Smith knows about roses. 
products must do as claimed by Where does he live anyway? 

ig mem taguatee and must be The following poem (author Are the conditions under which 
sate to use on the crops. unknown) read at the mecting he tried out this rose as severe 

expresses our sentiments fit- as those where I live? Upon the 
————— tingly with regard to roses: answer to these questions de- 

‘i entire vhether the ‘Sen- 
mn Roses always roses are. pends entirely Ww 3 7 ROSARIANS MEET What with roses can compare? sation” is a rose in which I 

(Continued from page 176) Search the garden, search the bower, Would be justified in investing. 
4 . Try the charms of every flower, It’s the same with some rec- 

Pink: Georg Arends Try them by their beautious bloom, U : . saetie . Paul Neyron Try them by their sweet perfume. ommended garden practice Or 
White: Frau Karl Druschki Morning’s light it loveth best orchard operation. The experi- 
Yellow: Mme. Albert Barbier oe le Tose’s Lap to rest; ji ence and the advice of others 

Ang e evening breezes te are re9 © » a 

He also recommended the fol- The secret of their choice as well. but often a ae value Hee 
lowing hybrid teas as being Try them by whatever token, out we ougnt to know something 
suitable for Wisconsin : Still the same response is spoken, of the reliability of the source 
s 5 SH + Nature crowns the rose’s stem before we put too much depend- 
Red: Etoile de Holland With her choicest diadem.” ence upon it. 

John Russell " S . 3 say Souvenir de Georges Pernet I. J. SCHULTE, Davy Crockett used to say, 
Padre Secretary. (Continued on page 182) 

S Material 
Arsenate of Lead Calcium Arsenate 

Lime Sulphur 
(Liquid and Dry) 

Bordeaux Mixture Nicotine 
(Paste and Dry) (Liquid and Dust) 

Write for Prices and Spray Calendar Now 

Manufactured by 

C City Chemical Works | 
766-774 Kinnickinnic Avenue Milwaukee, Wis. 

ed
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GOOD VEGETABLE our market seems to demand a_ ris’ Earliest” on account of its 
VARIETIES white crisp heading variety earliness is best for ripe pep- 

known as New York, Wonder- pers. Ruby King and Oshkosh 
Hf. ©. ORRSIGRERS ful, or Los Angeles. For home are larger and better for green 

All through the past month use the butterheading varieties peppers. 
the seed catalogs have been are best. Migonette and May 

making their appearance and it King are very early and are of = (————OOOooVOUOol 7] 
is interesting to compare varie- fine quality. 
ties and strains of vegetables. Cauliflower also needs cool EVERGREENS 

The average grower is apt to weather for proper develop- Austrian Pine Per M | 
be somewhat confused by the ment. If potted plants are set 4-6 in. Trans. once -$45.00 
long list of names. However, out early they will usually head 6-8 in. Trans. once -$60.00 
some of our seedsmen are be- up before hot weather comes. Norway Spruce j 

ginning to cut down and are The snowball strain seems to 4-6 in. Trans. once -$30.00 | 
concentrating on the more suit Wisconsin conditions best. 6-8 in. Trans. once -$40.00 
standard varieties, trying to Only the highest quality of seed Write for latest trade bul- 
keep up the quality of these. should be used, for anything letin on lining out stock 

We have a remarkable ex- else means failure. and seedlings. 
ample of the persistence of good The varieties of cabbage are Evergreen Nursery Co. | 
strains in the Danvers carrot legion, and we certainly need ____ Sturgeon Bay, Wis. __ 

and onion. Over a half century some simplifying here. For © 70 
ago, gardeners living around home use, the Jersey Wakefield ——— a : 
the Massachusetts city of Dan- is probably the finest flavored . 

vers, raised such a superior cabbage we have but the market Cabbage and Cauli- 

strain of these two vegetables seems to call for a round solid fl r Seeds 
that the name has clung to them head. Copenhagen Market as owe 

all these years. first introduced filled the bill, The Most Perfect and Dependable 

A great many of our hardier but later several varieties of Strains Grown 
vegetables will stand consider- similar type were brought out. Offered at Reasonable Prices 

able frost if properly hardened In the late varieties we have the Barly Jersey Wakefield per pound__..__.___$2.25 

off. Onions, parsley and lettuce Ball head and Hollander. It is  GSuchacen'Markee, Barly Selected 2.18 
are probably the hardiest and it true there are different strains Enkdhuizen Glory. Selected ----> 3.2 
is usually safe to set out the but they could be standardized  AllSeason” Stlected gece 2.05 

plants hen re yes Plants as has on cong in the “Wis- Danioh Balen hort stem, Selected — > 2s 
rom fall sown lettuce see e- consin ollander’’. anish Ballhead, tall stem. Selected-.------ 2.25 

gin to show the first leaf be- | With tomatoes the same con- Fery's Hollander, Own’ Strain. Genuine, 
tween the seed leaves. fusion exists. Nearly all of the _ Sifanediumuized hedge ens SOME: 7 og 

It is rather difficult to grow earliest_tomatoes are a strain pifectiate Shipping Cabbage: 8.50 
good head lettuce in most sec- of the Earliana, and of the sec-  Back’s American Shipper. The Best late 

tions of Wisconsin on account ond early there are probably a wacom liellander: Yellows Resistant... 1.00 
of our hot summer but if good score of varieties similar to the “YSSurGapbage eee Te PAM ag | 
sized plants are set out early, Bonny Best. In late varieties Savoy, Cabbage Danish Perfection. —------- 3.58 

they will generally head up be- the “Stone” for years was the Danish Darkited Stonehead..-\ 7-0-1. 2:50 
fore hot weather. Because of standard but for some reason Danish ist Prize. Bes tart pound pre 
the fact that most of our head the quality was not kept up. Supreme Cauliflower Seeds 
lettuce comes from California Today the Marglobe seems to _ Direct from The Champion Cauliflower Seed Grow. 

take its place. year ater vent By the Danish Experimental Stas 
_ The al is gradually bee pai Theres " Peter atower Se . " 

ing more widely used, an e- xtra arly Dwarf Erfurt Barliest New Snowhall 

Blue Spruce servedly so, as it is a delicious B10 Ibe 83.75. een eee 
] 7 7 ou real want ses let me * 

Ready to plant this spring vegetable: gd eee ects nish you and Cauliowe Seeds has been my spec: 

Wholesale or Retail should be set out early and later — snyotherseeds and Yet ean be eran they see 
Come and select yours sowings made outside. For  Mshest #rade obtainable. agin 

home use they are best when Growers of Cabbage and Cauliflower Seeds 
WRITE FOR PRICES the size of a hen’s egg, but for Since 1903 

market they are allowed to grow Back Seed Compan 
Mys Brothers larger. . Highway 20-R. F. a a 

Route 1, Menasha, Wis. t The pepper is another vege- Racine - Wisconsin 
able whose use has greatly in- Vintiors always Weleoiie 

} __ creased of recent years. “Har- Home of Yellows Resistant Cabbage
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| Big Elk Hatchery ~-----. 182 | erry Boxes , 

Bush, D. F. ~------------ 150 | | none | Crates, Bushel, Boxes wee Hoss malian nes 
Chequamegon “Flower Gar- an limax Baskets ing a perennial garden from 

dens ------------------ 177 seed, I have selected a DOZEN 

a Cy cimscensen “oR 182 As You Like Them VARIETIES THAT ARE NOT 

e Coe, Converse od- HARD TO GROW, AT THE LOW 
wards Company ------ 183 We manufacture the Ewald PRICE OF ONE DOLLAR FOR 

A. B. Coleman & Son_____ 166 Fe tent Solaiie. Berty. Boxee: of TWELVE PACKAGES OF SE- | 

Cream City Chemical fon, Werry box and orate ma- LECTED SEED. No change may 
c Works uuemnmeees LT) terial in the ik. Doin carload lots be made in this collection at the 

umberland Fruit Package r specialty. e constantly price quoted. The collection con- 

Co, -2----------------- 181 made up wendy tortuse, either fe tains ONE PACKAGE EACH OF 
strawberries or berries. Ni THEMIS TINCTORIA KEL- 

Dawson Bros. _.--_------ 182 order too small or too large for WAYI; CANTERBURY BELLS, 
us to handle. We can ship the ; 

M. Edwards Co. 171 folding boxes and crates in K. D. mixed: FOX GH O'VE, mixed: 

Eschrich’s Nursery ..--__ 183 from Milwaukee: Promptness (1g SWEET WILLIAM, mixed; HOL- 
s s sous s handling fruit, an LYHOCKS, mixed; SHASTA 

Evergreen Nursery Co. .- 180 ete eee tates a ace DAISY ALASKA; DELPHINIUM 
Fitchett Dahlia Gardens__ 154 A postal brings our price list. GARRY-NEE-DULE MIXED HY- 

fs 5s * : BRIDS; COREOPSIS LANCEO- 
Floria Dale Gardens__-.. 167 Cumberland Fruit Package LATA GRANDIFLORA; GAIL-~ 

Edw. J. Gardner Nursery_ 175 m LARDIA; BABY’S BREATH; 
C. A. Gelbke & Sons _____ 182 Co pany: PERSIAN DAISY; ROCKY 
General Chemical Company 171 Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. MOUNTAIN SALVIA; ORIENTAL 

F. R. Gifford Co. __..._-_ 183 POPPY. VALUE $1.65 — FOR 
$1.00 POSTPAID TO YOUR 

Je Be: Hatger ooncccewasan 176 DOOR. 

Chas, Helmtedt 2222. it || FRUIT GROWERS OF DOOR 
Hicks, Howard ____--___ 182 COUNTY HOLD ANNUAL Toole’s Seed Collection For 

Hildebrand Embroidery Co. 183 MEETINGS The Rockery 

Irish, L. Bs s2.22s--=---. 182 Sturgeon Bay, Wis.—The annual A Dollar Value for 75 Cents 

Kellogg’s Nursery ------- 166 meeting of the Fruit Growers’ Can- The following ten varieties, 
Kinkade Garden Tractor__. 173 ning company, at which officers were not difficult to grow from seed, 

Lothe, B. A. _----------- 188 elected for the coming year, was at- we eee a wet to GALUn a 
. heen ne Rockery. $1. ALUE FOR 

McKay Nursery Co. _---. 184 tended by a record-breaking crowd. 75 CENTS. One regular packet 

McKenney Dahlia Gardens 182 The directors elected were: A. W. of each of: 

W. J. Moyle & Sons_.__-_ 175 Lawrence, P. P. Donahue and H. W. . 

Mys Brothers ----------- 180 Ullsperger. The additional members cuapairalse eaenatien, 

North Siar: Nurseries. 177 168 on the board are W. O. Brown, David Cerastium Tormentosum. 

, Goldman, Dr. A. J. Gordon, J. G. Dianthus deltoides, 

L. L. Olds Seed Co, ------ 154 Martin, W. E. Marshall and H. J. Sas perenne: 

| Patterson, Emma E. -__. 182 Hahn. Aaeete alpine 

Pioneer Manufacturing Co. 184 |! The officers elected were A. W. Platyeodon grandiflorum, | 

| Rasmussen’s Fruit Farm & Lawrence, president; W. O. Brown, Saponaria ceymelien: 

| Nurseries ___------.--. 154 vice-president, and H. W. Ullsperger, Tuntea saxitraga. | 

E. B. Rosa -------------- 182 secretary-treasurer Ss. i | s 4 s é end for my illustrated cata- 

Sheboygan Fruit Box Co... 175 In the afternoon the annual meet- log of Perennials, Rock plants | 

Sisson’s Peonies -.-.-.--- 184 ing of the Door County Fruit Grow- and native Wisconsin Plants | 

| andard Engine Company 174 ers’ Union was held. New directors and Ferns Free. 

|) onecrest Gardens -----. 182 elected were: W. O. Brown, D. H. F. 
iT The Swartz Nurseries_--. 167 Eames, Kurt Stock and A. W. Law- 

| Terrell’s Aquatic Farm_.. 182 rence. The officers elected were Dr. W. A. TOOLE 

| W. A. Toole_------------ 181 A. J. Gordon, president; M. B. Goff, 

White Elm i aEeery ----- 171 vice-president; John Boler, secretary Garry-nee-Dule, Baraboo, Wis. 

| itford’s Berry Farm_-_ 182 and H. W. Ullsperger, treasurer. | 

— —— —Green Bay Press Gazette. —————————— —————— _|
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started out that this was going 
to be so much like a sermon, we 

e rowers Mar et might have taken a text, but it’s 
rather late for a text now. 

Advertisements for this department will be accepted from members : ., 1 

of this society who produce the articles offered for sale. Rate 2 cents per Sincerely, 
vord, ini charge 25c per issue. “Adds” of nursery stock and plants * 

win be accepted only from those listed by the State Entomologist as hav- TOM AND ALEX. 
ing been inspected. No discounts from these prices. 

Copy should reach us by the 20th of the month, Send cash with order. 
NURSERYMEN FORM ASSo- 

‘ re ‘ ; ; 7 : CIATION 
REGAL i GY EAU EU NIEW SIMS Bie AND pot GLAS aks. 12 re 

vhite lily, hardy. ‘our ylooming re. Englis ‘Iphiniums an : . = . 

aizea bulbs $1.00. rete) per dozen. other perennials,” Le Marechal Foch The Wisconsin Nurserymen’'s 
H. C. Christensen, 25—9th St., sh - gladiolus bulbs, $2.50 per 100. Dawson 200] j 
kosh, Wis. ° Bros. Franksville, Wis. vw Association. gathered a ae 
—— ee = es —— adi- 
WATER LILIES— ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS — ORNAMENTALS — ASPA- ember 0! 09 te ai ~. el 
piQyater Plants—Plants for attracting raguy Plants, ‘West’ Park | Nursery, son, on Feb. 28-29 to discuss 
birds, game and fish. rite eS ELL'S: Cc. A. Gelbke and Sons, Appleton, Vis. j 
AQUATIC. FARM, 1005 W. Bik. Osh- 9 — ppleton, Wis’ matters of mutual interest. 
kosh, Wisconsin. STRAWBERRY PLANTS Thirty mnurserymen _ repre- 
oer = Se et Senator Dunlap—Premier . Ss, 
CHOICE DAHLIAS §1 PER DOZEN. 100 $075 ariel $9-00 senting 25 nurseries, attended. 

yrite for catalog. McKenney Dahlia Sverbearing : rer 
Gardens, St. Croix Falls, Wis. Progressive—100—$1.25, 1000—$10.00 The following officers were 
—————— Mastodon—100—$2.00, 1000—$18.00 elected: 
STRAWBERRY NOT bee, Pee we ee aaa esa 

aps. .25 prepaid. -remier 0— $2.00, 1000—$18.00 j 
less by the thousand. Whitford's Berry Fred Hecklinger F. C. Edwards -___--President 
Farm, Milton Jet., Wis. R.7 Menomonie, Wis. Chas. Hawks Jr., Vice President 

ST. REGIS RED RASPBERRY PLANTS SEED POTATOES—CERTIFIED IRISH W. G. McKay ___~-Sec.—Treas. 
ozen, T5e, undred, $3.25. ear obblers and Rural New Yorkers. i 

from June until frost.. Senator Dunlap Northern. grown seed. No disease, GeO. Moseman ---~-~-Director 
Strawberry plants, 25 for 50c. $1.00 $2.00 per hundred, F. O. B. Phillips. M.C, Hepler ____-_.-_Director 
per hundred. etal: State in- Howard Hicks, Route 3, Phillips, Wis. 
spected, Vrite for prices on larger i 
quantities. "Chas, J. Beier, Box. 116 NURSERY | STOCK—BUY YOUR FRUIT The members attended the 
Stoddard, Wis. trees and vines from a fruit grower. ‘ 
a —————__ Get _the benefit of experience on va- hearing of the Department of 
TIGRIDIA PAVONIA (“Tiger Flowers 2 rieties, quality of stock, ete, We are Agriculture on the plan of 

A arge beautirfu ower. utside salesme Stark Brothers Nursery . * # 

petals red, cup shaped. Center, orange Go ouisiana, Mon 1. irish dare Charging a fee for inspecting 
an ark red mottled. ultiplies rap- boo, Wis. Skillet Creek Fruit Fa . i idly, Blooms trom late July unui -eot NS ilet Creek Fruit Farm. nurseries, held on Feb. 29. 
frost. Supply Imited. | Order, gary. BABY CHIX, STATE INSPECTED AND They were in accord with the 
Bulbs, postpaid. Zn -50; 50, 00; Accredited, Highest ality, from .. i. Lo gr Ro PMs. fe. Appleby, 1135 high “Utility bredgeleck Our Barsea Plan of charging a moderate 
Rutledge St., Madison, Wis Rock flock has a yearly record of 208 fee which has been found neces- 

eggs per bird. University of Wiscon- san to hel ‘ay the expenses of 
sin. strain White Leghorns. Also_a § ses QUALITY BULBS =| ihc 2.yni of®Rnerea Stein Sar to help pay the exp 

Gladiolus--Iris Peonies Barred Rocks, 17e. White Leghorns, e work. . 
4s l4e. Reduced’ prices after May 1st. J 

100 Glads— 10 varieties, Write for Free. Circular.” BIG) ELK The Association met with Mr. 
$2.50 HATCHERY, PHILLIPS, wis. Nagler and Mr. Harrington of 

Postpaid, Cash with order STRAWBERRY | PLANTS BEAVERS, he Fe enee Vominrasion, 
eats r. Burrill, Coopers, Cha . Pro- 

All best varieties labeled greaive: Blackberry” Plants. Ancien. @0d pledged their support to the 
Latest Iris varieties, 10c Britton.” Snyder, | Elderado, ’ Cumber- program of Conservation. They 

* and. No. 1 Plants. Vrite for prices. __ - - 
15¢ each FW. Barilani, Genoa, Wis WANTED_NBAR FROM OWNER 

Choice Peonies for Fall OO — good Farm for sale. Cash — price, 
ce list IN ORCHARD AND Barticulare: D. F. Bush, Minneapolis, 

an wy eae GARDEN EXPERIENCED DAIRYMAN, MILK ER 
° . y anc prdsman, wants fa work. 

tonecrest ardens (Continued from page 179) Married. M.A.’ Christian, Route. 3, 
Eau Claire, Wis. “ : Mukwanago, Wis. 

Be sure you are right, then go 
ahead”. It may be difficult to — = - = "i 

GLADIOLUS BULBS be dead sure that you are right, . 
Speci alOffer but one should do his best to Gladiolus Bulbs 

determine he is before he goes Standard ieti 
35 blooming size bulbs too far BNGATE VArenes S, ; Bit ; 

$1.00 Some years ago a friend of Limited number of newest 
Mixed colors. Prepaid ours thought he knew what to varieties 

1,000 bulbs________ $18.00 use in spraying his apple trees. . . : 
F. 0. B. Monroe He didn’t check up, and although Write for Price List 
Many fine colors he only made the little mistake 

y of leaving the lime out of his Emma E. Patterson 
E. B. ROSA Bordeaux mixture he ruined the . . . 
Monroe, Wis. crop on several acres of apples. Burlington - Wisconsin 

Had we known when we a
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| asked however that the use of spring at Decoraland only one 
trees furnished by the State be failed to grow when replanted. FRUIT GROWERS’ 
restricted to forest planting, A discarded grader blade was | GARDENERQY’ AND 
and should not be allowed to be used for the knife of the digger. || FARM SUPPLIES 

sold for profit later, nor moved Beams fastened at the side of — | 
until large enough for forest the knife float along at the sur- |, Spraying Machines Spraying Materials 
products. face of the ground keeping the || Duiating Machines Dusting Materiels 

M. R. Cashman, Awatonna, digger from going too deep. | Harvesinesupplied Garden Tools 
Minn., past President of the Na- Two cables as long as the row Farm Hardware Garden Seeds 
tional Nurserymen’s Associa- of trees to be dug are attached Write for pri 1 prices 

tion of 1,000 members ad-_ to the beams and four horses or F. R. GIFFORD CO. 
dressed the meeting. He was a tractor are required to pull 2201 University Ave. 
elected an honorary member of _ the cables at the end of the row. Madison, Wisconsin. 
the Association. One man on each handle keeps |i essssssssSSSSSCsd 

the digger going straight. o coo od 
The blade goes well under the 

tree roots, cutting off but few ze G 
of the laterals and leaving the ; TOW 

LY EP ground in a loosened condition. ego") th 
(hte ae It is a simple matter to lift the o (& fe Y our a 

ix Wy trees by hand after the digger tof ! 
ap has loosened them 2 O 4 : wn a e 

fe i ‘ - = 
{ ee Whal r 

BI f | anave - 3 delicious than FRESH FRUIT se the able a 
/} aed i ERRIES every day? Our PLANTERS GUIDE AND 8 

ase Fy ‘pe 3 , Sen. Dunlap—100 plants__$1.00 CATALOG tela how you can grow yourown 

M2 € m od Everbearing Send for your copy to-day. Its free. 
} : PEEBEERRIVe S00 ERTOO NORTH STAR NURSERY COMPANY 

Fn nd Mastodon $2.50 per 100 || quergm go comrmm nota 
be Latham | ee 

a 5 Red Raspberry WANTED: Salesmen calling on 

80 Choice Plants $2 50 Florists! To sell embroidered 

MAKING TREE DIGGING All Plants  Disease-Free, Vig- aster. Commission basis — 
EASY orous And Well Rooted Pocket Samples. Sells on. sight. 

oo. B. A. LOTHE ildeb pm y Con Oi 
AHOME made digging ma- Nes: AUbEFR WIE: Noth Aves Chiengas oo” Ot 

chine accomplished two , a 
things for Walter Young, en- 
thusiastic horticulturist of 
Galesville. It took the tree dig- 
ging kink out of his back and W 7 
brought trees out in much bet- Forest inter Apple 

as shape than possible by hand One of the very best winter apples for Wisconsin. | 

eging. ‘ ! The tree is hardy and a good grower. Fruit of good size, | 

Out of five hundred fruit somewhat similar in shape and better quality than Delicious. | 

trees dug with this machine last W. T. Macoun, Dominion Horticulturist of Ottawa, Canada, 

writes in regard to origin of FOREST WINTER: 

“We have grown this variety for many years. It was one of | 

Evergreen Trees the very few winter varieties that would stand our severe climate.” 

. We recommend the FOREST WINTER APPLE as one of the 
Fruit and ‘Grnamental hardiest, late keeping, best quality apples we have. 

S | 
Hardy Perennials ect 

Rock Plants, Hedges, No. 1 trees, 5-6 ft., $1.25 each__ -----------$14.00 doz. 
Roses and Climbing Vines. No. 1 trees, 4-5 ft. LOM @8CR. ose cuee oan 11.00 doz. 
Hardy Wisconsin grown ' No. 1 trees, 3-4 ft., | .75 each__--__----------- 8.00 doz. 

stock _ Write for our circular, showing Hardy Fruits and Ornamentals 

Ask for our illustrated in color. 
catalog and prices The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co. 

Eschrich’s Nursery Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 
North Milwaukee, Wis. - ee _ _ :
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: 7 : Sisson’s Peonies 

Rosendale, Wisconsin 

Buy a Wisconsin made Red-E Power Cultivator. jalizi: i 
4h. p. Worm Drive. Weight 385 lbs. Will do what Specializing in 
we advertise. Actually takes the place of a horse Paani, ‘ ; at less than one-half cost. Plows, Discs, Harrows, Peonies—Irises and Gladiolus 

vies potatoes and Bulbs. Heavy and Light Culti- Let us start you in the business or send you 
. additions to your collecton 

Pi 2 Write or head your auto this way. 
loneer anu acturing Inpany Intersection Highways 23 and 26 

721—74th Avenue Memorial Peony bed at 
West Allis, Wisconsin Riverside Cemetery, Oshkosh 

As toga as’ got. 
ae TORR gee t E ] le RS ao Grafted ms amen iaaaaenate « Soage 2. 

% ed SS Rte er iS 
\ = pe 
a a ed ° a ae Vase and Moline 

ig . a SRY ie” 
See adh ea | WE ARE THE ONLY FIRM IN THE NORTHWEST 
a Rate i oes GROWING ANY QUANTITY OF GRAFTED ELMS 
esr 5 te Rae KY 

| iy 32 ee! © overcome variations in the development of Amer- 
| 5 1 Rte T ican Elms grown from seedlings, two select types, 

: i Vase and Moline Elms, have been developed. These 
| types are propagated by grafting from the parent tree 

é onto selected stocks. This insures trees that will be 
, "i 5 absolutely uniform in shape and size. 

i 9 : 

| ae Sore ei Vase Elm Moline Elm 

eines ce ee oe The Vase Elm was named The characteristic of the aes eee, . Ry e Vase 5 yas namec aracteristic 2 
| — ee ‘ cE Lead after its characteristic Moline Elm is its conical We, a. Shy. ARERR Ga | tea . eae shape and pyramidal 
| 2. MI Satara a pe open top or vase shape. growth. A fast grower. 
| et | pati Sin An excellent tree for Especially suitable for 
| [OR epee Bet Tae: street planting and is be- Planting on narrow streets 

| j A an SS EMEP? = coming more popular each Pron Tare “Tutived “on? the 
| 7 Po ; woking en year. lawn. 

Vase Elm “—— Firther ‘Information on Request 

| McKAY NURSERY COMPANY 
| Nurseries—Waterloo, Wis. Offices—First National Bank Bldg., Madison, Wis. ( 
Lo a __ _ a _ —_ : vee 

DEMOCRAT PRINTING ComPANY ( 
MADISON, wisconsin { 

{
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A New Organization for Boys Which Will Become a Factor in Conservation 

W. McNEEL 

AST year 428 boys planted where from 300,000 to 600,000 arrows, learning to make fire 
L trees, studied conservation seedlings is no dream. without matches, learning how 
methods and learned the part Ww Sea ta to build fires to meet particular 
they could play as boy citizens HAT THE Boys LEARN purposes as cooking, back log, 
in the conservation movement. Besides, these boys engaged etc., studying life histories of 
Incidentally, though of the high- in many activities of out-door trees, collecting their own tree 
est importance, they were pre- life that is the God-given right seed, learning life histories of 
paring themselves by this par- of every boy to enjoy. Among insects and mounting butterflies 

ticipation to be the custodians these activities are tree and and moths. The number of such 
of the future prosperity of our wood identification, making of a wholesome activities is legion. 

state. herbarium, construction of bird Besides there are many activi- 
The movement is known as_ houses, learning to know the ties that have a social bearing, 

the Junior Forest Rangers of birds and their benefits to man- as helping become forest pro- 
Wisconsin and is fostered by kind, the making of bows and_ tectors, always ready to help 
the Wisconsin College of Agri- 
culture, the U.S. Department of — 
Agriculture, and the State Con- 4 
servation Commission, cooper- : 
ating. All together these boys one 4 
planted over 120,000 seedlings, a’ ‘ a: 
the total planting area being eee : ha ; 
somewhere between 90 and 100 4 Sg “4 & eel * 
acres. , : ina Og Y wae 

To be sure, this was not much Ba can Madge (ae i he te sdiieedeaell MN s 
compared with the 10,000,000 |iRMiRR SiG 5 0000). ci 
acres of cut-over land that jf ROU pi? i: ae rele Sie Sy ee , 
awaits development in our state. 3 Fev a. ¢ 5 
But it was a start—the planting ra] f 
ot the acorn which with proper \ 
nurture may become a gigantic 
oak. Besides many started their 
own nurseries so that they 
might have the joyous satisfac- 
tion of planting in three years, | 
trees of their own raising. | 

A thousand boys in our state 
each having a back yard nurs- 

aol ee votal best Junior Forest Rangers DCHIAE Ont pine secdlings on cut-over land in
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. the Forestcrafter, Planter, sized corn at least a week aheac 
% % Woodsman and Cruiser. of Bantam. I have abandonec 

3 A camp for Rangers, who Bantam for Sunshine. Th 
Katig meet the requirements of the earliest sweet corn is Pickan- 

hse), work in the most commendable niny, a black small corn for thc 
LES vA way, is being planned for the home garden. The earliest yel- 
PN middle of August in Vilas low sweet corn is a Canadian 

b County and the Club Depart- corn named Banting. Pickan- 
ment is now securing prize niny and Banting are of fairly 
trips to the camp from people good quality with me. 
who are interested in seeing our The best early pea is Burpee’s 
youth encouraged to do this Radio. 

distribute and post fire warning C. V. PORTER, 
material; to talk conservation Menomonie, Wis. 
at schools, to give public demon- F 

Sup RAOE ENGR SRGERROTH THATE eS BIRD BATH ATTRACTS THE 
exhibits at fairs. Rates BIRDS 

Many interesting things have ee . 
developed as a result of leaders at I wonder, now our birds are 
adding their ideas. In Oneida Cae coming back, if we could inspire 
County, many boys were each *R Bienes people to build some baths for 

given 10 acres of tax delinquent aha Sac them. The enclosed shows one 
land upon payment of a nominal SN, built of stone, five feet long by 
stipend, the deed to which land cee two and a half feet wide. It is 
will be given to each when three- pans ad two and one half inches deep at 
fourths of the area is well re- a one end, gradually deepening to 
forested. That beats most any- i five inches. Laid up at the cost 
thing yet done to tie a lad to his i of one bag of cement. ; 
community and to some of the E In the spring I get roots of 
fundamentals. pater onegg and ae it uae 

ae ie pal ILSe =o é blooms. is orms. little 
aus ne me hen, it works: f ea pee “islands” for the birds. Last 

{4 y Doy between the ages 0 I year at migrating time I 
and 21 may join providing he Se RE counted 27 Blue birds in it at 

has his parents’ consent and has once. This . 7 : id spring I am plant- 
some opportunity to carry out work. A folder explaining the ing Boston Ivy to ornament the 

Hod work of a Junior Forest work more in detail will be sent stonework ¥ 
anger. Five or more such upon application to anyone. ~ . 

boys in one community consti- Write ANNE S. KNIGHT. 
tute a club. The club must have SSS 
a local leader. The state club 4-H Club Office = ei 
office provides directions for College of Agriculture EC ES sf. BS, 
carrying on the work and the Madison, Wisconsin Set acd: 
Conservation Commission fur- or the 3 i 1 og ok 
nishes free 300 trees. Each boy Secretary of the Horticul- a ard ok. SOE 
must furnish information which tural Society ‘ 4 et 
shows beyond doubt that the | He knows about the work |e itn aes 
trees will be properly planted, from first hand experience as a z : ee se 
in suitable places and then pro-  Jeader of over 100 boys engaged ‘ o Sas 
tected from fire and grazing. jn this work. . bo : , 
This information is furnished in ee 
a map drawn by the Ranger ——— Wars ah 

himself. . THE EARLIEST SWEET i a 
The badge of the Junior For- 7 3 : ! ; . : CORN AND PEA : i 

est Ranger is a felt pine tree VARIETIES , 1 
emblem worn on the work shirt { 
to the left of the button line, I would suggest a trial of I s ee | 
just over the heart. The work Sunshine Sweet corn. A. F. erst ps 5 Pe: pees 
is divided in four orders gener- Yeager, N. Dakota Agricultural Cie eg aia i: 
ally conforming to the years in College, is the originator. This 
the work. These in order are, is a yellow, high quality, good Seat Oe ban ut comenie 

|



Commercial Fertilizers and Lime for Bush 
Fruits and Grapes 

C. J. CHAPMAN (Asst. Prof. of Soils) 

University of Wisconsin 

HE fruit of the raspberry a tent of nitrogen and frequently 
T and the blackberry is born Good crops cannot be ob- | very deficient in potash is well 
on the lateral branches which tained unless the soil is right. | as phosphate. If commercial 
grow out from the one year old Profits depend on the correct fertilizers are used on this type 
cane the second year. In the fertilizer being used for each |! of soil for small fruit, a liberal 
case of gooseberries and cur- . amount of phosphate, nitrogen 

tie one, two and three year old Fe oer Such fertilizers , ro m re. uc rtilizers 
wood, and although some fruit © WHAT KINDS OF COMMERCIAL as the 5-3-7. 6-12-9, 43-6, ete, 

is produced on the spurs of FERTILIZERS? can be used advantageously and 
older wood, it is desirable to cut Excessive nitrogenous fer- should be applied at rates of 

out the three and four year old tilizers for bush fruits should from 1000 to 1500 pounds per 
wood each season and produce a be avoided, especially for the acre. 

heavier growth of the younger, yed raspberry and blackberry. For gooseberries and currants 

S, t S pro- e previous fertilization of the ment may be supplemented with 
duced on new spring growth Jand are factors which must be 100 to 200 pounds per acre of 
(green shoots) starting from considered in selecting fertiliz- nitrate of soda or ammonium 
buds of one year old wood. ers for bush fruits. Too much sulphate in order to produce a 
Strong buds on vital new wood nitrogen, however, will produce growth of new wood. 
are necessary for good fruit. a rank, spindly growth of cane Of course the amount of fer- 

It is apparent that with bush in the early part of the season.  tjlizer to use will depend some- 
fruits and grapes, it is desirable Furthermore, it will result in what on the state of fertility of 
to promote a good growth of joa growth which shades the the land and the age of the 

well matured cane or wood in !Frult. | bushes, but in general, applica- 
order to insure a good crop of _. There is less danger of exces- tions of the fertilizers men- g P . 
fruit the following season. *“!V° nee ie eaten aed tioned should be made each year. 

Proper fertilization is therefore C@S° OF Currants anc gooseber- On the lighter colored silt 
of @reatest importance in ‘pro- ries than with raspberries °r joams and clay loams the need 

ducing this new, healthy, vital peak ge of for potash is not so great. The g , y, growth and nature of root sys- E ; - cane and fruit producing new € th "fertilizer should contain a lib- 
tem of the latter are largely re and 

wood, sponsible for this difference eral amount of nitrogen. ian : The roots of the PANpbETEy ana phosphoric acid. Such mixtures 
STABLE MANURE EXCELLENT . as a 9-7-3 or even 5-10-5, in fact 

blackberry feed out over a 
FERTILIZER larger area and pick up soluble pees Gt a Go hee 

Well rotted manure is prob- nitrogen and available plant clays T owee which are natu- 
ably the best all round fertilizer foods at quite a distance from jaly ‘high in potash, the propor- 
for bush fruit, since it not only the base of the bushes. The root tion of this element may be re- 

supplies the plant food neces- SYStem of the gooseberry and  queed or entirely eliminated in 
sary to promote the growth of the currant is clustered around the commercial fertilizer mix- 
the new wood and fruit, but the stump and is rather shallow. tures 

. : : 2 A well balanced fertilizer : i 5 oohe supplies organic matter and A On the dark colored soils high 
i must be used under all condi-  ; + . 

humus which adds to the water- tions, and this must be suited |” nitrogen where cane growth 
holding capacity of the soil. not ul to the ty és of bush is normally excessive the fertil- 

H aes ‘ y typ’ : izer should consist largely of 
owever, the limited supply of fruit we are growing but to the ; : 7 phosphate and potash. Mixtures 

manure available to the com- soil. such as the 0-16-8 or 0-14-14 or 
mercial grower has necessitated ‘ht acid phos: 

the ‘substitution of commercial SomL CHARACTERISTICS DETER- ee pei a te ae 
fertilizers to supply plant food MINE KINDS or FERTILIZER sandy loams and bottom soils, 
and of cover crops and green The lighter soils, such as the naturally high in their content 
manuring crops for humus and sandy loam and sands, are for of lime, are generally very defi- 
organic matter. the most part low in their con- cient in potash. Fertilizers on
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these soils should be relatively will dissolve and be carried (shavings, straw, and cor - 
higher in their content of pot- down by soil moisture and rain. stalks) the fungi which atta k 
ash. Mixtures such as the These nitrogen fertilizers should them are responsible for the r 

ee ar pea would be desir- be applied early in the season. decay. They also feed heavi'y 
able under these conditions. on nitrogen and this element s 

Rates of application of course FUNCTIONS OF NITROGEN, PHOS- derived from the soil thus rol- 
aa ie Ee Laer pay loans PHORUS AND POTASH bing or competing with the 
and dark colored soils should be : : . roots of the bush fruit. (f 
somewhat less than on the light aie ae Vesa alec course if this mulch is fairly 

sandy loams and sands. Appli- Jent growth and makes for Well rotted it may not result in 
cations up to 1000 pounds per healthy, dark green, thrifty any serious consequences. 
acre are frequently made with bushes. The lack of nitrogen If nitrate of soda or ammv- 

profit. manifests itself in stunted "ium sulphate were added and 

TIME AND MetHop or Appii- rowth and yellow foliage. ee Stal ‘at, rates of 
CATION Phosphates promote the set- fr . 100 to 200 nds on 

Cc - i ting of fruit, and in combina- on ° pounc my 
ommercial fertilizers should tion with nitrogen and potash, 8¢"°: this would supply a sufli- 

be applied early in the spring makes for strong, healthy, vig- Oe tae aaa of Sean a on 
or in very late fall after the 6)ous cane and wood.  Phos- Pott fungi and crops and at the 
plant has gone into the dormant jhate hastens the maturity of S#me time hasten the rotting of 
“—s a. both fruit and cane and is abso- he mulch. This might, how: 

en applied in the late fall lutely essential for normal and ever, result in excessive amounts 
most of the nitrogen should be y 7. : : of nitrogen becoming available 

wee 2 : balanced feeding of bush fruits. ; . s 
eliminated since this element in the late season, which would 
may be lost by leach before the Potash makes for sturdy, promote late cane growth and 
plant is ready to use it the ‘trong, disease resistant wood prevent the maturing of the 
spring following. A small 2d improves the quality of the Cane or wood. 
amount of nitrogen applied in fruit. The small amount of strawy 
the fall might be advisable since 7 material added from a_ cover 
it can then be taken up in the MULCHES AND COVER CROPS crop plowed down in the spring 

cell sap of the plant and is ready Clean and frequent cultiva- will not have much of any effect 
to promote a quick growth of tion should be practiced. Cover in depressing the growth or ab- 
leaves and fruiting stems in the crops and catch crops such as_ sorbing or tying up the nitrogen 
spring. The precaution, how- oats, vetches, or even rye may since this material is very 
ever, which I wish to stress is be sown in the fall to pick up quickly and very easily broken 
the danger of supplying nitro- any available nitrogen which down and furthermore is not 
gen fertilizers late in the sum- might otherwise be lost from present in sufficient quantities 
mer which will result in succu- leaching and further add to the to do any damage. 
lent, immature wood which sel- supply of humus and organic 
dom lives through the winter. matter. This is especially im- LIME REQUIREMENTS OF BUSH 

Commercial fertilizers then, portant on sandy soils. Oats as FRUITS 
should be applied largely in the a cover crop sown in late August There has been very little ex- 

early part of the season and dis- are preferable under most con- perimental work done on_ the 
tributed along the _sides of ditions to rye, since this crop is Jime requirements of bush 
hedge rows or around individual killed by winter freezing and fruits, but the Rhode Island Ex- 
bushes at distances ranging does not make any growth the periment Station has presented 
from one to three feet in the spring following. The oat cover data in bulletin 160 which shows 
case of raspberries and black- crop may be plowed down in the very conclusively that black c:p 
berries or from six to eighteen spring and adds to the humus raspberries are injured from 
inches in the case of gooseber- and organic supply of the soil. liming. Red raspberries, at 

ries and currants. This fertil- Strawy manure, shavings and least the variety Cuthbert wee 
izer should then be thoroughly cornstalks should be removed in benefited. 
worked into the soil as deeply the spring if used for cover un- The two varieties of currar ts 
as possible without injuring the less they are fairly well rotted used in the experiment, nami ly 
roots of the bushes. . or decomposed. Fresh straw, the Prolific and White Dutch, 

Nitrate of soda. or ammonium — shavings or even cornstalks will were markedly benefited frm 
sulphate applications as a sup- depress somewhat the early the use of lime, but gooseberr es 
plement to the regular treat- growth and may seriously effect were not. The blackberry ci \)P 
ment with mixed fertilizers, can the yield of fruit. The reason (variety Snyder) seemed to ‘lo 
be applied on the top of the for this is that, in the rotting or better on the unlimed plot. 
ground since these fertilizers decay of this cellulose material (Continued on page 214)
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: one-half of the rock below the 

Starting a Rock Garden soil. Do not choose small stones 
entirely for your rockery, but 

W. A. TOOLE have a good number as large as 

Garry-Nee-Dule you can handle. Small stones 
will be entirely covered with the 

ADS and fancies come and_ tively common plants of every growth of most of the stronger 
F go in gardening quite as culture. growing plants. The charm of 
much as in dress, though the If a natural slope is not avail- the rock garden is largely in the 
changes are slower to take place. able, and the rock plants are not contrast of the stones showing 
At present the great interest is to be used in a rock wall or cliff- through the plant growth. 
in rock gardens. For years we like rockery, a flat area in a Soil conditions vary so that it 
thought this fascinating type of corner of the garden may be js hard to tell you just how to 
garden would not succeed in the used. First decide on the space’ mix your soil. Our own is a 
trying climate of Wisconsin but you wish to use for your rock- heavy clay and we find a mix- 

ery. Mark the outlines with a ture of one third of our good 

— a , Stick, avoiding regular lines. If garden soil, one third sand and 
b Gad ee. i the soil is not naturally porous, one third leaf mold makes a 

(one Un ' so as to provide good drainage, good combination. Avoid exces- 
Greiaad — f i . excavate to a depth of 8 to 12. sive richness as most varieties 

as. inches and fill in with brickbats, used in  rockeries are more 
goes “ coarse gravel or broken stones graceful in growth if the roots 

oe i" , to provide good underdrainage. have to hustle a bit for their liv- 
_i . The soil thrown out can be used ing. 

5 i % i] to provide elevation in parts of If a wall or cliff type of gar- 

huiety ee | i | _ the rockery. den is decided upon, care must 
Pee Ne | i The rocks used may be any be used so that there are pockets 

%. Bee. Gy kind that may be most available. of soil back of the plants that 
ae 4 BR < Glacial boulders will do, or any the roots may run into. Lay the 

/ 2 native rock you can secure. stones so that the upper surface 
: ie Place the stones as far as pos- slants back into the soil so as to 

Fie tna sible so only weathered or irreg- carry rain water back to the 
fe ES : =e ular surfaces. show. Porous roots. Either type of rockery 

eee he ans b = . ae ; 
ae Seto es eee .. rocks such as sandstone or lime- may need artificial watering 

y Siete, stone are somewhat preferable, during the excessively dry 
Nk ay > ' if available, because the mois- spells in the summer. 

, Rect ees old Pm ture they contain helps to carry While a direct southern expo- 
: ‘ = the plants through summer dry sure is to be avoided, if possible, 

Bi oad : s =6spells. Avoid regular arrange- many rock plants are sun lovers 

Pare ments of the rocks; but place and do best if they get the sun- 

Se i . a them as near a natural appear- shine a part of the day; prob- 

Pel aie Fo iain ca ance as you can. Sink at least (Continued on page 198) 

an Bye Gr Pa ZT ate : as aa ae j 

Rocks should only be used to increase Tee ; 4 ae aaa 
the effectiveness of the plants. " ‘i. \ it Ve : ae ‘ a= 

\e find we may have most beau ; ee : ae \e find we may have most beau- Pe: - A 
tiful rockeries here by studying tae chee : Rae ae 
the subject and using those oe RS a a a acca 
pants that will endure our hot ni eae ua re: eae 
d-y summers, and trying ee. Feat WS: Soe ara A pra es a 
springs. ee Ot all fete ie gg eee a ea 

The rock garden may take ang Pi PA f 1 F eee 
nany forms and range in size ee: We ate «appr hy TEE 

from a square yard to large on os rey an vie nas eae 
areas. It is well suited to a cor- 2 il ail = Pe Mt Aone: sS 
ner of the back yard. It may a : gh ee ae 4 
harbor many choice and rare a an SES ak 
plants or it may be a showy i ; aeiths 2. 
mass of color from compara- A Rock Garden on an almost flat surface.
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It's Not a Home Until It’s Plante 
A Story on Beautifying the Home Grounds Continued From March 

E. A, PETRANEK 

Landscape Architect 

LAE month the first essen- An open lawn surroundin: 

tials in attempting to beau- THE LANDSCAPE OUTLINE || the house is as important as any 
tify your grounds were dis- \. Foundation Planting: of the landscape treatments. It " : A. Be . ; cussed. There was pictured the a. Entrance, Main Feature represents a green carpet lead- 
home as the central feature. b. Foundation Masonry ing up to the central feature of 
Whatever is done to beautify c. Vertical Angles of the picture, the house. Keep 
the grounds, it was pointed out, nese . || the front lawn free of all clut- 
has to center around this home, B. Shade Tree System: \| terings of shrubs, flower beds, 

‘i Bae ake a. To Shade House 
for it is in the home that all b. To Frame House | ete. A good clear lawn, well 
family activities center, and it is G.. Lawn | kept up, will make your prop- 
this home that you are trying to a. A Carpet of Grass erty seem larger. 
make more livable for your fam- D. Border Planting: In this article I shall discuss 
ily and more presentable to your a. Corner Groups | the border planting and the 
friends. b. Hedges... Bord || treatment of the back yard. By 

A foundation planting repre- E. Rear Yard: | ¢ order | the border is meant the margins 
sents the first step. A few well ay Seevics Aven | or boundaries of the lot. The 
placed shrubs about the en- Garage, Drive || treatment of the border may 
trance and around the corners Laundry Yard range from nothing at all in the 
will tie the house to the ground pilldren's Playground | case of a very small city lot, to egetable Garden . 5 and cover up the masonry foun- b. Outdoor Living Room a very heavy planting of shrubs 
dation. A few trees will shade Informal (Naturalistic) | and perennial flowers on a 
the rooms, and if properly Formal (Ancient) | larger ground. 
placed, will frame the house. ! The simplest scheme of treat- 

renstoe ° 

ears. ge i 

i, 3} ist pled eG at cat 3 

oat E ‘ 
a : i 4 . te A city 

A u backyard 
os = - is not a 

‘ om thing of 
E ee beauty 

— Rea in its 
™ natural 

state. 

Courtesy 

McKay 

Nursery 

Co.
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ing the border would be to break ADVANTAGES OF THE HEDGE cause the plant is graceful in its 
up the outside corners with a The hedge represents the sec- growth and does not lend itself 

corner group planting of a few ond type of border planting. A to such retention. 
shrubs or evergreens. On a _ hedge planted along the front, The third type of border 
very small lot this might be only and possibly the sides of your planting would consist of infor- 
three Barberry plants in each Jot will fence in your property mal, unsheared shrubs placed 
of these corners. On larger and tend to keep the neighbor- along the lot lines on both sides 
properties, this triangle could be hood children off your lawn. It of the house. This border might 
enlarged to include a dozen or will also ward off the “short be made up entirely of shrubs, 
more shrubs. Sometimes it is cutting” pedestrian. A good or of shrubs, roses and flowers. 
desirable to have a corner group low growing hedge can be made_ A very acceptable border plant- 
on either side of the walk, lead- up of Barberry, Amoor River ing may consist of a few groups 
ing up to the house. Very often North Privet, Regals Privet, of medium and high growing 
an evergreen, or a group of Cotoneaster, or Alpine Currant. shrubs in the back ground, with 
three evergreens, will be appro- If a higher growing hedge is flowers in the foreground. By 
priate in a corner group plant- preferred, I suggest the Tar- varying the widths of this bed, 
ing of this kind. tarian Honeysuckle, Buckthorn, by waving or scalloping the 

While evergreens are more Bridal Wreath Spirea, Vibur- margin, you can create bays and 
expensive than shrubs, there is nums, Dogwood, Lilacs or Ru- vistas with very natural effects. 
a warmth or cheerfulness about gosa Roses. A bird bath tucked away in one 
them that is reflected on cold A privet hedge looks its best, of these nooks is a pleasant in- 
winter days, when all else is if sheared or boxed square vitation to the birds to linger. 
tucked away to sleep for the across the top and sides. It For shrubs you could use Mock 
winter. A few evergreens makes no difference to the Bar- Orange Syringas, Honeysuckle, 

worked into your planting will berry whether you let it grow Highbush Cranberry, Lilacs, 
warm up the appearance of the naturally or box it square. On Ninebark Spirea, Dogwoods, 
outdoors on cold winter morn- the other hand, it would be folly Sumacs, Elders, Snowberry, 
ings, even if they don’t reduce to attempt to shear a Bridal Rugosa Roses, Barberry, and in 
your coal bill. Wreath hedge into shape, be- (Continued on page 215) 
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Observations of Tom Ato and Alex Ander 

Dear Mr. Rahmlow: —— — gave us quicker results than ore 

UR old complaint, spring Yes, we have Spring Fever! dug out of the plant bed was 
O fever, has us fully in its Don't tear off Roots in Trans- that it wasn’t checked by the 
grip right now and we are so planting. operation. Its root system 

busy that we scarcely have time |, 9 Water, a not to ee wasn’t reduced or disturbed. 
to write, but there are two or Ben Davis apples. Well, why not apply that same 
three things in which we “Save the Girdled Trees”. principle as far as possible to 
thought you might be inter- dug plants. We spend a little 
ested. more time digging our plants or 

There’s an old quotation that often we are farther ahead aking Chem the rote: ac . which always comes to mind at jn harvesting by being a little O”der to save the roots and keen . . g by 8 the soil on them. And possibly this season which has saved us behind in planting. H San ee 
lots of grief in the past. Here it takes a trifle longer to set 

it is: ‘Make haste slowly”. OO them, but we think we make a 
You know one of the common Speaking of planting reminds 00d profit on the _ additional 

evidences of a bad attack of us that most successful planting time invested in this kind of 
spring fever is sowing seed and depends upon a few cardinal Planting. 
setting plants before conditions principles. The chief factor in a 
are at all favorable. Such a_ successful planting is to be sure 
practice invariably means loss, the roots are in firm contact Oh! Yes. Water! I guess 
and frequently a delay in get- with the soil. Too many plant- the garden Hamlet would have 
ting the vegetable we were plan-_ ers seem to think that if the soil said, as he was about to set his 
ning on having so early. One is pressed firmly against the plants: “To water, or not to 
should remember that seeds stem at the surface of the water, that is the question”. In 
which are planted before the ground and left nice and smooth spring planting, water is seldom 
temperature of the soil is high that the planting is well done. necessary. Later on, when 
enough to give rapid germina- Neither of these things are es- Planting late tomatoes, late cab- 
tion are quite likely to decay, sential, but it is necessary to bage, egg plant and peppers, the 
and if they should eventually have the soil pressed tightly soil may be so dry as to make 
produce plants they are usually around the roots. the use of water highly desir- 
weaker and take longer to get We like to set the plants with able. We like the following 
under way than plants from stems, deeply. Whether setting method. Fill the holes from two 
seeds which were planted under out of pots or dirt bands or thirds full to full of water. Al- 
favorable temperatures. plants dug out of the plant beds, low it to settle away and set the 

We watched a neighbor of we remove the bottom leaves plant in the overly moist soil 
ours one season plant his toma- and set the plants so that they using the soil removed in dig- 
toes three times, because he got extend only a short distance ging the hole to refill it. A layer 
in too much of a hurry. The above the surface. We believe of fine, loose soil should be left 
fact that the grocer or seeds- this gives a better root system on the surface after firming the 
man has tomato plants for sale and repays us for the slight ad- plant. Our experience is that 
is no indication that the time for ditional work necessary. Of watering after the plant is set 
setting plants in the garden has_ course, one can’t set lettuce and_ is not very satisfactory. 
arrived. The facts are that celery that way as it doesn’t do 
tomato and plants of other to cover the crown with the soil. 
“warm crops” usually appear With this type of plant we get Did you ever have the experi- 
on the market two or three our leaf reduction by taking off ence of nursing a fine looking 
weeks before they should be set some of the outer leaves or by apple tree along until it was 
out of doors. cutting or tearing the leaves large enough to bear, and then 

We have seen tomato plants back about half their original find out that your nice McIntosh 
which had been set about two size. tree produced Ben Davis apples? 
weeks, which, although - still Another thing that helps and If you have, you felt like we cid 
alive, were poorer plants than is easily done when transplant- when that happened to us, which 
they were the day they were ing by hand is to keep a goodly was to give it the same treat- 
set. They had been set when supply of roots and keep soil on ment the fellow told about in the 
the atmosphere temperature them. We figured out rather Bible gave his vineyard which 
was too low for the growth of early in our gardening that the produced only wild grapes. 
tomatoes. So we have learned reason a plant set from a pot (Continued on page 213)
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é and if hydrated lime is used, one 
seht ton per acre is sufficient. 

ie Climatic conditions should de- 
L i oa : termine the time of sowing the 

S f ~ a seed. In northern or cooler cli- 
Sirs of ane we On! er Lan vole Yun re Tart Ne om mates we find it necessary, in 

De Wc. oi a it il Mi " ps most seasons, to sow seed early 
PON Cad Hite aK qi AP GB a2] ; in the spring. This may be done 
Mi ans | She ie ade be aa a aon em before the frost is entirely out 

a ee ri ey Lav Lee gly M Pes } Hi i of the ground. If the ground 
ary | We: are “s 4 Rae HG ak e4| freezes after seeding, it will aid 

Ne cae) ee Dales Rata ie Ki rs on a oe the germination of seed. How- 
Bee a ae BY Pe ae Oye ies rs ever, seed may be sown as late 

oar i Ser rN ge EM Sa : ays i Be h as June 1 with success, unless it 
eal ee A * 5 a7) should be an exceptionally dry 

Roe BOS Me eS EAI aes mea y season. Seed may also be sown 
Hi 2 Fe? el ea a ee Ky eg Nr in the fall, just before the soil 

; ee freezes permanently. This 
Lupines in Bloom at Chequamegon Flower Gardens. should be done, however, late 

enough to prevent seed from 

. germinating. There is some 
C It f L danger of the seed’s washing 

Uu ure O upines from the rows in early spring 
from fall seeding. 

V. E. BRUBAKER Early spring is the best time 

DNS the past five years In some localities the lupine Fetishes genes 
few perennials have be- will not thrive from seed, but, fit of the s ring moisture. whieh 

come more popular than Lupi- when grown one year from seed jg necensa yy to start them ‘well 
nus polyphyllus, or perennial under proper climatic and soil Where there ig a Sufficient WALSE 
lupine. In herbaceous borders conditions, it may be success- supply they ma be transplanted 
and among shrubbery beds_ fully planted, thriving in almost any Hime until Tile L Fall 
landscape gardeners and flower any part of the United States. transplanting is ‘also practiced 
lovers in general are fast find- To be grown successfully from successfully but should bé done 
ing a permanent place for this seed it requires cool nights and from the middle of September 
eplendiid pee on Sanne dae _ or light clay _ soil. up until October 1. so that the 

“NWeidaa : , “ERTILIZERS FOR LUPINE ants Wl e well establisne 
hillsides, planted in large : PINES before the winter starts. 
groups, giving a great mass of A commercial fertilizer may se . 
either white, blue, pink or yel- be used at the rate of 400 _, The common varieties of lu- 
low blooms. pounds per acre, in combination Pine are blue, white, pink and 

The lupine is a legume, bear-_ with barnyard compost or green yellow. There is also a wild 
ing nodules on its roots nearly crop plowed under. Any good Species of a dwarf nature and 
as large as soy beans. Some of garden fertilizer may be used; blue in color, found in north- 
the annual varieties have been possibly a 3-10-3 formula could Central Wisconsin, Minnesota 
long used in Germany, to build best be recommended. ie a ae boa ane years 
up soils sandy and low in fertil- The question of using lime for : s Plant has been hybridized 
ity, in many cases where the soil lupines has been argued pro and ?Y and pollination, resulting in 
was too poor to grow any vari- con. Information coming from eW Varieties. Some of the best 
ety of clover. different sources shows that Of these are Downer’s strain, 

At the age of 3 years, the lu- lime is not detrimental to most the Harkness hybrids, the Re- 
pine, when successfully grown, varieties of lupine. However, als, Moerheimii, Tunic, Rosy 
will produce from twenty to the yellow varieties are more or Morn, Princess Mary, Sunshine 
fifty long spikes. The usual less lime haters. The writer has and Golden Spire. 
height is from twenty-four to applied lime liberally to lupines 
thirty inches. In many local- and they seem to do well. If STANDARD GARDEN TRACTOR: 
ities the plant will reach a_ lime is used, it should be applied Plows A Powertul Tractor tor Small Farms. AD 
height of over three feet. The when the soil is ready for seed- Gardner, Faas, inset, Fra Pir | 
flowering spikes are from eigh- ing or planting. Finely ground sgciee.’ Oe eee Cant 
teen to twenty-four inches in limestone should be applied at _ Free Catalog. Dues Balt Werk. Gis J 
length. the rate of two tons per acre, fame ee ei, Mine, DN



Pointers in Lawn Making and Maintenance 

J. G. MOORE 
Wis. College of Agriculture 

GOOD lawn is the first es- PF-— - harrow or with the garden rak:: 
A sential of an attractive Every home should have a | before sowing the seed. 
home grounds. The proper es- good lawn. In this article the 
tablishment or building of the neceseary steps: are. outlined. THE SEED DETERMINES THE 

lawn insures a better lawn and fertility and the right we eon LAWN 
less trouble later on in main- important requirements. Buying grass seed involves 

taining it. The first error com- three problems: kind of seed, 
monly made is failure to supply quality and amount. The 
sufficient good soil. To make a cover or green manurial crop. grasses to be grown should be 

first class, permanent lawn, should be grown and worked adapted both to the soil and 
there should be a foot of good  jnto the soil. other environmental conditions. 
top soil. This does not mean No one kind is best under all 
that there should be a foot of so- PLANT FooD SHOULD BE AP- conditions. This means that 
called surface soil or top dress- PLIED DURING PREPARATION one must study his conditions 

ing, but that eight inches or Plant food requirements are and make his purchase accord- 
more of the soil under the four partly taken care of if manure ingly. There are some “cure- 
or five inches of top dressing ji. used. but as a rule an addi- all” seed combinations, but they 
should be such as to insure good tional suppl . ill be beneficial. are usually less satisfactory 

i s ly wi e beneficial. i e 3 
drainage, a good food and water On clay or clay loam soils, five than one in which only adapted 

holding reservoir and permit of pounds of nitrate of soda, sul- gvasses are used. 
deep rooting ef the grass, fate of ammonia, or dried blood _Of course, one can buy. seed 

When a good foundation soil and ten to twelve pounds of mixtures on the market. Cheap 
is lacking, one must be built up. pone meal per one thousand ‘Seed mixtures are to be avoided, 
The two principal considera- square feet may be used. On 48 they usually contain a goodly 
tions are texture or physical andy soils, it is probably best Proportion of seed of grasses 
condition and plant food. Phys- to use two to three pounds of Not adapted to lawns or else 
ical condition is paramount. A  muriate or sulfate of potash, in Jawn grass seed of low germina- 
heavy soil must be made looser, addition to the above. If de- tion. Cheap grass seed is usu- 
a light soil must be fitted to hold sired, one may use as a substi- ally the most expensive in the 
moisture and food materials bet- tute fifteen to twenty pounds of end, therefore, it is economy to 
ter. The application of organic ¢omplete fertilizer containing buy the best seed available. Per- 
matter is a most important two to four percent nitrogen, Sonally, I prefer to mix my own 
method of attaining these re- eight to ten percent phosphoric ass seed, even for re-seeding. 
sults. On heavy soil, the addi- acid and four to six percent of Then I know just what I am 
tion of lime, coal ashes or even potash. A like amount of gétting and the proportions of 
sand, may be found desirable. “lawn or garden” fertilizer may the various seeds used. 

Organic matter is best ap- be used instead. . 7 
plied as well rotted stable Grass seeds are so small that KENTUCKY BLUE THE FOUNDA- 
manure. When this material is some people think that the seed TION GRASS 
difficult to secure,- substitutes bed needs to be no more than an Kentucky Blue Grass is the 
such as decomposed leaves (leaf inch or so in depth. If the feed- foundation grass of most of our 
mold), peat or muck may be ing roots are to develop prop- lawns. It thrives under a vari- 
used. A load of any of these erly and enable the plants to ety of conditions and forms «n 
materials to one _ thousand withstand unfavorable condi- important part in a majority of 
square feet of lawn will not be tions, the soil should be made good grass seed mixtures. 
excessive. fine and crumbly two or three It is usually supplemented 

Rough grade the lawn area, inches in depth. It is possible with Red Top. This grass suc- 
plow the land, apply the correc- to make a lawn without deep ceeds on both dry and moist 
tive material, and then thor- preparation of the soil, but it soils and may be considered of 
oughly mix it with the top soil will be more expensive and less second importance in most grass 
by discing or spading. When satisfactory in the end. Make seed mixtures. 
none of these materials are the soil as fine as practical. Roll The other grasses added to 
available, and the soil is defi- it with a heavy roller and then the mixture are determined by 
cient in organic material, a loosen the surface with a light conditions and the whims of the 

|
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purchaser. Many grass seed the mixture may cause the heav-_ should take care of itself indefi- 
mixtures will contain some _ ier ones to settle to the bottom. nitely. Such an assumption 
Dutch White Clover. Its use is If the seed purchased is not leads to sorrow later on. The 
entirely a matter of taste. It is mixed, sow the white clover sep- old adage, “A stitch in time 
a nuisance if it once gets started arately. saves nine” is applicable when 
in the flower or shrub beds. Seed as early in the spring as it comes to lawn management. 

Creeping Bent or Rhode possible. Even before the snow Re-seeding should be a part 
Island Bent are often used in is all off, or when there is no of the lawn program each fall 
mixtures. The former has come snow when the ground is still or spring. Not as much seed 
into prominence thru its use for freezing at night is an ideal will be needed for reseeding as 
golf greens. One should not ex- time. Seeding may also be done jn the initial seeding, but as the 
pect the same results - on his in late August or early Septem- use of seed is one of the cheap- 
lawn as are secured on “greens ber. Under ordinary conditions, est and easiest ways of keeping 
as the methods used on the it should not be done in June, a lawn in good condition, one 
greens are not practical on the July or early August or after should not be too economical in 
average lawn. If creeping bent the middle of September. the amount used for re-seeding. 
is used, one should endeavor to Seeding should preferably be One may vary the amount, de- 
secure the South German strain done when there is no wind. pending on the thickness of the 
of seed, the plants of which are Divide the seed into two lots and stand on different areas. On 
said to root from the stolons scatter one half crossing the what would be considered a 
without “top dressing”’. lawn in one direction. The other good stand, I like to use one, to 

Shady locations demand spe- half should be sown crossing the One and one half pounds per 
cial seed. Addition of Rough lawn at right angles to the first thousand square feet 
Stalked Meadow grass to a_ seeding. For large areas, some Fertilization is an ther im 
standard mixture will usually of the improved types of grass) stant factor in le ee att 2 
give the desired result. In very seeders will be found very ad- Pete Well woited. manure i 
bad cases English Rye or Italian vantageous. On small areas, yo from weed iscad is ied 
Rye grass may be used. The seed is usually sown by hand. tertiliz r It should be a : 
area will need quite heavy re- Hold the hand close to the ay weet . 2 en ¢. 7e ee oe 
seeding annually round and distribute the seed |” the fall, any coarse particles : ve gr . be ustribute the seed heing removed in the spring. 

aia sweeping motion. letting prepared sheep manure is some- 
: y the seed slip out over the ends times used as a substitute for 

Sow the seed early. The of the fingers. stable manure. Fifty pounds 
proper mixture is important. If the seed is sown while the per thousand square feet is a 

ent grass is a new variety of 5 is froz i e spring me Bat Teo Heke "earn ane | SrOUNE Efren the Pein od application. Leaf mol, i 
necessary if sown while ground fall ov spring covering will not available, may be used as a sub- 
is frozen, and before a rain. SI 8, CO ew stitute for manure. 

be necessary. If the seeding is . hs 
= done when the soil is dry, rak- Commercial fertilizers er 

, ing may be practiced or the seed !"8 More extensively used. One 
A BASIC SEED MIXTURE Washed ra by thor ou gh application annually is the mini- 

The following mixture may sprinkling. mum. A better practice is two 
be used alone or as a basis to In raking, care should be or three applications at inter- 
which other kinds may be added. taken not to rake the seed in vals, using smaller amounts. 
Kentucky Blue 4 pounds, Red windrows. The small lumps or Sulfate of ammonia is a very 
Top 2 pounds, Creeping or clods should not be raked off as satisfactory lawn_ fertilizer. 
Rhode Island Bent grass 1 it is practically impossible to One pound per thousand square 
pound. This is enough seed for remove them without also re- feet put on at three week inter- 

two thousand square feet of moving much seed. Deep rak- vals during the growing season 
lewn. For shady places, add 2 ing is also likely to waste seed tends to keep the grass growing 
to 3 pounds of Rough Stalked by covering it too deeply. vigorously. It should be dis- 
Meadow grass and sow at the Rolling the lawn immediately tributed evenly, no chunks, just 

same rate. If Dutch White after seeding presses the seed in advance of a rain or be 
Clover is used, 14 pound may be into the soil and insures condi- Washed into the soil with the 
added. tions favorable to a good supply hose or sprinkler. 
The seed should be thoroughly of moisture to the germinating Some like to supplement the 

aes before sowing, even_ seed and the young plant. nitrogen fertilizer with ten to 
tough r 3 s P- iftee s of 2 oY 

chased, tier is wecesary’ be. -_RESEEDING A NECESSITY housand square feet, applied in 
cause the difference of the Many seem to think that the the spring. There are also 
Weight of the different seeds in lawn, once built and seeded, ready mixed lawn fertilizers on
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the market which are very sat- ing sprinkler which covers a Be sure that the soil is wei. 
isfactory. rectangular area is very satis- firmed about the roots of th 

factory. plants when they are set in th 
WEEDS ARE A PROBLEM rockery. In the wail or clifl 

. _— type, it is usually best to set in 
The weed problem is best met 

by care in securing top soil free. STARTING A ROCK GARDEN {he Plants as the roeks ald so! 
of weed seed, avoiding weedy P ‘ ss ° 

: ; : aoe (Continued from page 191) often be placed right on thi manures, keeping a thick, vigor- 9 _ -roots, ‘pressing them: into: the 
ous stand of grass secured by ably a southeast exposure is  goj] below. 
re-seeding and _ fertilization. most nearly ideal. In this type of rock garden 

Even then, some hand weeding _If your rock garden must be each succeeding layer of rocks 
will be necessary. A weed in jin shade, you may find it well to 3 k f h : 
the lawn should b : may be set back from the on 

e lawn should not be per- depend largely on our native below, providing ledges or pock- 
mitted to go to seed. ferns and plants, and dwarf ets for the plants. 

The use of sulfate of ammonia evergreens for your rockery. . . . . 
‘ o 5 5 - * * This is the first of a series of ar- 

will help materially in keeping Be sure that the winter drain- fF : : K Cardone 
out many kinds of weeds. Dan- age is such that pockets or ile Oy Me ee cite Mon ie 
delions are sometimes con- sheets of ice will not form over sue. Mr. Toole is a specialist on Na- 
trolled by spraying with iron the plants and smother them. tive ond Rook Garden praia. | Conny 
sulfate, although most people do Do not be afraid to go ahead pee i etentoted in ‘this line.) visit 

not take kindly to this method. and build according to your : : — : 
Close mowing is an indirect best ideas. If you are not en- Ts 
method of encouraging weed de-_ tirely satisfied with the results, Tr BOLENS 
velopment. all the better, for you can have 3 efoto 

all your fun of rebuilding the -apgmmmCNsl=)“) MedaZNaselsS) 
Do Not Cut Grass Too SHORT rockery another season. The &@ S vd Pion Se oe 

, aii principal thing is to do some- [Ring, Seedine. Cultivat- See 
Nearly short for ae ee thing. Get all the information tne, Spraying and | Seed 

the lawn : To make. vvatters you can, but do not be disturbed ff bie! saving of, time [ea isc6 
: _maners if your friends tell you that y “inctantly inter: ~ SOF 

worse, they are also quite likely have made nistakes, for they Thangeablen ew" Improved _ 

to mow the lawn too often. Re- are probably wrong themsel Goatrol, Power Tarn Snappy OF | J 
member that the roots of the There are few miles about ‘mal. Fowarfal Motor—many other Wer + s - features. ~ GALE 

they rere a al molt ce ing a rockery except to imitate GrsOe er co. kat A 

and _ that keeping the grass natural methods as much as you Port Frechictene Wis. “ era 
shaved off exposes the soil to the can: 
hot rays of the sun, which suck f= — — — a ——_—_———— 
out the soil moisture and almost i 
literally cook the roots. It is . 
also a good plan to leave at least | Quality Shrubs and Trees 
part of the clippings on the at Special Prices 
lawn. A satisfactory method is OO 
to let the clippings lie, then We offer the following unequalled values for spring ship- 
after they have dried, rake the ment: 
areas where there are enough es Z ipa ti | 
to make the lawn appear un- 8 Van Houtii Shrubs 3 Spirea prunifolia 

sightly. Most people mow their 3 Barberry thunbergi 3 Honeysuckle 

lawns too late in the fall. Mow- -g 
ing should cease early enough Above Collection 3-4 ft. @ $6.00 per doz. 

so that the lawn will go into the Apple trees, 4-6 ft..-.-.--.----------------$5.00 per doz. , 

es with a rae es of Plums, 4-5 ft.---------_----__-------_----__$5.00 per doz. 

Srass covering the ground. Latham Raspberry, (Double Inspected)______-$5.00 per 100 

Do Not “SPRINKLE” THE LAWN Write for our 74th Annual Catalog 

Watering with the old fash- 
ioned rotary sprinkler can Kellog¢’s Nursery | 
never be very efficient, as the Box 77 i i 
water cannot be distributed Janesville, Wis. 
evenly. A new type of oscillat- (EEE
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Rose Hill is at least a fifty per New Facts About Roses __ cintimprovementon Briar chit 
. . , Silver medals were also 

Rosarians Discuss Varieties and Cultural Methods awarded for two new roses: 
Mrs. Edna Baum and Jubilee. 

I. J. SCHULTE Mrs. Edna Baum is a very light 

Tt meeting of the Milwau- pointed and not quite as globu- ae ere a a Mee ta 
kee County Rosarians on lar as Radiance. It is about shape of Premier Prenier +3 

March 14 was the best attended midway between a loosely built jot an outdoor rose, and it is not 
is any meeting we have had so aay a oa io and likely that Mrs. Edna Baum will 

ar. . ; as quite a bit of fragrance. qo well outdoors. 
Mr. Huron H. Smith, Curator The stems are fairly heavy and Jubilee is ¢ > Canadi 

of Botany of the Public Museum dark green, which is a good in- | °" TL a th new “ nos ae 
told of his visit to the National dication that it will be a good Mrs, Joh y ve hat the ble o 
Flower Show at Louisville, Ken- outdoor growing rose. . Thi oon ae U aa REE 
tucky. Of all the different kinds Se nee Gree aren 
of national and international New Varieties THAT WILL Do P iarchift 8 P 
shows none seems to draw the WELL OUTDOORS 1. 
attendance that the National a . In addition to the reports on 
Flower Show does. Last year Johanna Hillis longer pointed the National Flower Show our 
at Detroit the attendance was than E. G. Hill and about a half regular program covered the 
257,000, and the shew was inch longer than Columbia. It (Continued on page 211) 
staged at a cost of $128,000. has at least forty petals and is 

At the Louisville show roses quite double, but it opens slowly = = = 

with nine foot stems and masses into a perfectly shaped rose. It | GLADIOLUS BULB BARGAINS | 
of petals were exhibited. Joseph is a beautiful light apricot shade || 4 willie Wigman _----40¢ | 
Hill of Richmond, Indiana, who nd is quite sweet scented. | 8 Roanoke ~__._._ ----30¢ | 

probably has the largest amount Rose Hill is a sport of Colum- 1 Alice Tiplady sonore | 
of glass and grows the largest bia, shaped like Radiance, a 1 Pee pink TTi0e | 
stock of roses in the country, re- pointed rose when in bud. It 1 Glory of Kennemer- | 
ceived first prize of $1,000 for a must have at least fifty or sixty _ land -.-----------10e | 
vase of roses which he said rep- petals. It is a clear shade of ais cee ion Pag poster | 
resented the remains of 2,000 pink, some of the petals being i ee — | 
plants from which there had edged almost half way up with . | 
been pinched 20,000 roses. A gold. It has the Columbia char- Bipria Dale Gardens | 
bed of roses 150 feet long was acteristic when fully opened to Ft “Atkinson, Wis | 
exhibited by Hill, who also re- form a sort of double bloom. a es 
ceived three gold medals from 
the American Rese ‘Society for [OO 
three new roses. Ka 

Besides the rose exhibit there . Member . a 
were rock gardens, bulb gar- Kenosha Florists and Nurserymen’s Association | 

dens, and naturalistic gardens Assoc. Member 
of all sorts prepared especially Illinois Nurserymen’s Association | 
for the show by exhibitors from | 
all parts of the country. 1 | te Lodi Peles aie: sive The Swartz Nurseries | 
attended the National Flower GROWERS OF | 
Show, described the three roses \ . | 
which were awarded gold med- Shade, Ornamental & Evergreen Trees | 

a's by the American Rose Soci- Shrubs, Vines and Roses | 
ety. To receive such medals | 

ane Fit De Paes, Det Park, Cemetery, and Golf Ground Planting 

are the E. G. Hill, Johanna Hill, Landscape Architects 
and Rose Hill, all introduced by 
Joseph Hill of Richmond, Indi- KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 

ana. . Phone 2F4 
E. G. Hill is of a beautiful 

cherry red color, a bit longer (oi
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Wisconsin Horticulture partments each month. C. L. be doing things. If we could get 
Kuehner has now been added to the fruit men, the florists, the 

Published Monthly by the the list and will contribute regu- gardeners, etc., all trying to 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society larly. have their interests promoted 

Sey Ceeshington Avenue Our members have shown a_ the most this would be some live 
cia gan ot the Society * Pe . . : 

oe splendid spirit of co-operation. organization. 
H. J. RAHMLOW, Editor When asked for an article on If any one group in the past 

Secretary W.S.H.S., Madison, Wis. some subject they have always seemed to be having the most to 
Mee eee aturen it Sniae, responded. say at the Convention and their 
Prof, J. G. Milward, C, 1. Kuehner. The Horticultural Depart- line was mentioned the most in 

Entered at the postoftice at Madison, ment of our College of Agricul- the magazine—it’s a good goal 

Wisconsin, as second-class matter, Ae" ture has given much help in the for the others to strive to reach. 
postage provided for in section 1103, form of articles and informa- At the next Convention we 
HE GL Letober & Tate, authorized July tion Other departments of the want a large crowd of each 
apailyertising rates made known en College have been more than branch of horticulture to attend 

a SS == willing to help, especially the —so large we can’t put them all 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Department of Agricultural into one hall. We will be glad 

Annual membership fee, one dollar, Journalism, Agricultural Exten- to have a separate meeting with 
eee Wieeon din rortisuitaee weh sion, and Boys & Girls Club good speakers for each group. 

sony Wiser 1 omce or Seeretuzye Modi Department, We want to have a special 
aigemit by Personal Cheek, Postal or _ summer meeting for each 

Te hisenee eifaly It wHAIee we We branch of horticulture. We 
cee idee sti 4 H CLUB PREMIUMS want articles along the line you 

ostage stamps not accepted are interested in, for the maga- 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AOS a full guers of am zine. : 

sete ee ager hae, hom taker advan “Whe want you to try to make resident, Vice-President and Secretary g s the Society o e most benefi 

Vo drupaker 00050001 livashburn Prizes of $10 and $5 for the best 4, your branch of Horticulture. 
H.C. Christensen ...../5..22..0shkosh Boys & Girls Club Demonstra- de . i 
MS) eltowe. 0000 SRR tion Teams on a Horticultural In other words, no group is 
dames Livingstone’ 00... Stilwaukee — Subject. getting too much. Perhaps 
George M. Moseman..2212."Menomonie A few more can be taken on. SOMe Pratl i been oF pe 
J pe sabra ribs Crome ‘The rules are simple. If you ine neglected, but it's not inten- 
H. W. Ulisperger........Sturgeon Bay have two or more Horticultural tional. Help us overcome it. 

ee ———===== Clubs in your County, and they ue pe words, ve aa 
a es = avhiin develop demonstration teams #!ad to put your crowd In—bu 

ONE of me problems ‘which who compete in a public contest, not the other fellow out! 
sary worry before taking over YOU are entitled to the prizes. _ 

this position was—where can in- We can take only 10 counties 
teresting material be obtained to this year. We can also give WOW’s THIS, SPRAY RING 
fill this magazine month after S°me individual prizes of a MEMBERS? 
month, without repetition. year’s subscription to WISCON- . 

We have been agreeably sur. SIN HorTICULTURE to a number The following letter from greeably sur- ; , : 
prised to find that it is a very of counties. Put your request Theo. Ward, Sec. of the Jeffer- 
easy matter. In fact, it has in at once. son Co. Fruit Growers Ass'n, 

given us a little worry to get all a offers 4 suggestion. 
the good articles available into _ This association is a federa- 
the 32 pages we have set as a A ®ORMER member of the tion of the Spray Rings of Je!- 

standard. Last month we held Horticultural Society re- ferson County: 
over two feature articles and marked a short time ago that he “The increase in membership 
several short items, due to lack had not kept up his membership in our organization this year 
of space. This month we must “because a certain group had _ has been particularly gratifying. 
do the same. gotten control’. We feel that this may be due io 

We wish to express our appre- He believed in reform—‘“‘put two reasons. One, the spray 
ciation to those who so freely the other fellow out and my ring members feel the need >of 
give their time and labor with- crowd in”. an organization to carry on 
out pay. Special credit should We have tried to find signs of some of the work formerly doue 
go to the three department edi- any group, or person, trying to by our County Agent. Second/y, 
tors: Mrs. C. E. Strong, H. H. get control of this society. We your special membership propo- 
Smith, and E. L. Chambers, who wish they would; the more the sition has enabled us to offer 
so faithfully keep up their de- better. If they did they would memberships in your Soci til
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and our Association at our reg- GROWING CELERY AT LOW the entire bed and press down 
ular Annual membership rate. COST with a board. 
We hope you may see fit to : : After sowing the seed, a very 

continue with this special mem- OX experience with celery important and simple operation 
bership proposition. has been very satisfactory js to cover the bed with burlap. 

It is needless to say that the 2 far as growing it is con- Rin a gunny sack and spread it 
co-operative buying of spray cerned. Marketing the crop on 6n° the bed and then give it 
materials plays an important ® large scale is another prob- dienty of water. This insures 
part in holding our membership lem ;—one which takes CEDC! I- quick and even germination. 
together. We have just placed ©PCe and a lot of work to over- Of course the burlap must be 
an order for a carload of spray P™M® especially if it must be removed as soon as the seed 
material.” shipped. comes up, or the plants will be 

Yours truly, One of the problems in grow- — gpindly. 

THEO. WARD. ing celery is to do it cheaply, or The advantage of a cold 
the Michigan growers will “run frame is to protect the plants 

eee one ragged”. Several times we from bad weather, heavy rains 
have tried to ona what the and cold nights. If the plants 

ICRE mT pi > yy growers in Michigan receive for ¢ome up too thickly; thin them 
ERT no dene eee IN celery delivered to Northern out. When they are large 

° Wisconsin for less than $1.00 enough to be handled easily and 
REPORTS seem to indicate for a crate of three to four the weather is fit, they can be 

that there will be an in- dozen bunches. Surely not more get into the field. They are 

crease of 11.9% in the acreage than two cents per bunch. planted six inches apart in the 
of potatoes planted this spring At that rate, anyone wishing row. Care must be used not to 
over last year, in the United to produce this crop to sell has set them much deeper than they 
States. the problem of economical pro- were in the cold frame. The 

In Wisconsin, our Division of duction to solve. plant roots must be kept moist 

Agricultural Statistics reports It would not be economy to while handling and must not be 

the intentions appear to be an transplant the young plants exposed to the sun. 
increase of 12% over last year. from the seed bed before setting Celery needs plenty of mois- 
It is important that farmers out into the field, for the main ture, nitrogen, and_ potash. 
consider this fact in making or late crop. Labor is the big Muck soil, fertilized with potash 
their plans for planting this item of cost. Our most success- and nitrogen fertilizers, is prob- 
spring. Last year, in spite of ful and cheapest method has ably the most economical, and 
adverse weather conditions in been to sow the seed in cold the soil most commonly used for 
certain sections, it seems that frames. These were set up each commercial celery production. 
we had plenty of potatoes, as year, using prepared two inch . 
prices were none too high last planks for the frame, and cover- Best VARIETIES 
fall and early winter. ing with hot-bed sash. We would recommend only 

With an increase of 12% in The frames were set up inthe two varieties for main and late 
the acreage,should good weather garden after the soil had been ¢yop plantings: The “Golden 
conditions prevail this summer, carefully prepared for them. Plume” and “Golden Self 
the prediction would be that po- This was very quickly and easily Blanching’. The best strains 
tato prices would be low. done, as the garden had been are none too good. 

Of course weather and mar- plowed and dragged with a The Self Blanching will hold 
ket conditions between now and ‘eam, so all that was necessary up the best in storage, and is the 
dlanting time may change the was to rake it thoroughly by one to use for late crop plant- 
present plans. These reports hand. ing. Golden Plume is the best 
are made so those who desire to The frame was then nailed quality celery we have ever 
make proper crop adjustments together and set on the prepared geen, and should be used when 
based on advanced information ground. The seed may be sown shipping from the field. 
may have something to go by. either in rows or broadcast. 

Reports for the United States Broadcasting requires experi- Se 
pcm increases being planned ence, and may Bok be deena 
or several other crops, namely, Rows two inches apart, made 
barley 23.9% increase; tobacco about one-fourth of an inch deep OUR, COVER PAGE 
15% increase; flax 14%; corn with the edge of a lath, work Our cover picture was sent in 
2.8%, well. Sow the seed into these by Miss Edna Billings, Racine. 

Decreases are reported only rows, not too thickly, and cover It shows candidum Lilies in the 
on spring wheat, 1.5%; oats lightly with soil. A good way is garden of J. B. Simmons, Ra- 
1.4%; and tame hay 1.4%. to scatter a little loose soil over cine.
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About the Home and Garden 
Mrs. C. E. STronG, Editor 

fe 

WHEN WISHES COME TRUE rough so that spring wind and 
7 : . . Mrs. Strons ‘had ‘the :miafors sunshine would dry it out. and 

Wee ge tes | tune to suffer a bad fall this early in March you could plant 
. ’ eee | past month, and was confined to | peas, radishes, lettuce, onions, 
anything very, very much, |) her bed most of the time. In all the things that frost will 
enough so you thought about it |} spite of this she managed to au wie Ings, that LEOst ‘will not 
a great deal of the time, and you contribute to; her, department, tare, eye ES inches of ang 

- * . ic fs li s ye 
just wished and wished—and We hopecodr readers will con- If you did me do this—if vou 
were a fairly good girl, and did tinue to write Mrs. Strong about lid k h . h this 
everything you could to help, a their flowers and gardens. did not know. how :much: this 
very good Fairy would some day _Her address is 80th and would help you to have an early 
VERY suddenly grant your | CEs erent: West Allis.— start, just remember for next 

wish. eos 
I knew this was so because I If you are one of the many 

even got the RED LEMONADE who planned to start their own 

at the circus and promptly the red lemonade—my wish be- Plants in a cold frame, no doubt 
wished I hadn’t wished so fer- £@n to come true. you fixed it up nicely last fall. 

vently for it. It did not taste . Unlike the lemonade the real- then covered it up snugly so 
one single bit as good as it ity is even better than anticipa- When you needed it, there it 

looked. Wishes were like that tion. The letters are so inter- Was. All you needed to do was 
sometimes, but you could not ¢sting, so are the pictures, the put the glass on and let the sun- 
know everything. Any way if Stories about gardens cannot shine thaw and dry out the 
you wished real hard you DID help but aid others in planning ground. 
get your wish. their gardens. Then sow the seeds, carefully 

As years went by, I got over Once more I am saying, “If writing down the name of the 
thinking the fairies granted you wish hard enough, if you seeds and the number of the row 

your wishes, but I still persisted "eally and truly want this, you in a blank book you have for 
in thinking that if you really Will get it, it is so—it IS.” this purpose. 
wanted anything very much you So now I am wishing that Of course you know that the 
could get it if you tried. every week the mailman will seeds must be watched carefully 

Once in a while some things bring more letters about gar- so that they do not become dry. 
seemed almost hopeless, but ens, flowers, vegetables, shrubs, If you did not know about do- 
eventually, sometimes very un- Pictures of gardens, your way ing these things, just remember 
expectedly, “my wish came Of growing plants. We are all for next year. 
true”. interested. Besides, won't it If you are an old experienced 

Are you wondering what this Teally make you happy to think gardener, you know of course 
“looking backward”, is leading You are helping make “dreams that the soil should not be wet 
up to? Ever since I took charge Come true”. when you start to make a gar- 
of this department I have den. If you are a beginner, just 

wished most fervently for let- TT 
ters about gardens, not letters ~ ~ OO 
that I had coaxed people to HAVE YOU? A very fine photo of the 
write, and they had reluctantly 4 pw HiInTs FOR THE VEGE- farm grounds and flower 
consented, but spontaneous let- "TABLE GARDEN * garden together with an 
ters showing interest in the gar- article by Mr. and Mrs. E. 
den work. Letters that told Have you been wise enough to E. Haasch of Wauwatosa 
stories of the writers’ gardens order your seeds early, so the were included in Mrs. 
—letters that held pictures of packages are all ready and wait- Strong’s article. The pic- 
gardens. But weeks, months, ing to scatter their contents in ture was so good we wish 
even years went by and that the cold frame or in the garden to run it on the front cover 
fervent wish seemed farther rows? in the near future. The | 
from fulfillment than in the be- Were you thinking about your article will be published at 
ginning. Almost I began to garden last fall? Did you spade that time. 
doubt, then suddenly—just like up some ground, leaving it a
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remember that, especially if you = anaes = 
have a heavy clay soil. ARE YOU i | 

Soil is just right to work | 
when you can take a handful SATISFIED ° . | 
and squeeze it lightly, and it will With Your Home: White Elm | 
not pack solidly, just crumble At new low prices we offer | 

softly as you rub it through |! yeas wo ofaittauantecane oh Nursery Co. | 
your fingers. Remember a gar- |} drain areas of any size." | | Hartland,, ‘Wisconsin | 
den that is started in soil that is Beautiful specimen evergreens, unequal- | General Line of | 
in a right condition, is much ed for beauty, by the carload. | | o \ 4 Fit 
easier to care for. M. Edwards Company | rnamentals an ruits | 

Graduate Architects | | 

Box 1122 Milwaukee, Wis. | ——EEEEE—————————EEE 

LETTERS FROM OUR _ 
READERS 

Dear Mrs. Strong: I’ve been 
intending for some time to write = eres 
about a little Amaryllis plant I NTI fede Ea ren SS OE nee a ae ae LO 

am caring for. [raised it from (eee Se a 
seed. The plant from which the  RQRETesSp pie statessemiier Sst ees estes or eon NN) 
seed came, had great amber- ow Pues Ke 
golden blossoms, one of the lov- oe Parag | RY 
liest Amaryllis I ever saw. a aN a Nev FY i 

The owner of the bulb let the  #sallieeaaiaiaas er an a 
seed ripen for me—there were $2) 3MReeaRihay Ee 0 h He 
only two seeds—one so small I d ceed & wit out a Be 
had little hopes of its germinat- : a: 
ing, but both germinated and 4 OAC IDE yf 
sent up tiny shoots. The smaller & } 
one died very soon, but the other r boat Vel 
grew and is still growing, has 1 aes FP = ws pe ne - la) z 

its fourth leaf now, it looks so yO o/ / 

thrifty and must have quite a A) 
bulb. i 

j shi i o=- ~ T is essential to use a fungicide all through the grow- I enjoy watching it and am Tipo ce eet an insecticide, but—it is 
hoping for something as lovely 9 never profitable to usean insecticide withouta fungicide. 

as the parent blossom. ORCHARD Start early, using ‘‘A SP’’ Dust, or ‘Dritomic”’ Sul- 
I also-have a dozen small Cy- BRAND phur with the double-dose ‘‘Orchard Brand’’ Arsen- 

clamen bulbs from seed. A bulb Bordeaux Mixture ate of Lead calyx spray on apples, and the petal-fall 

raised from seed by a friend, is i wok Lewd sence sey ve Ne ate ruits. sil tha 
: . rsenate of Lea er! It’s the calyx spray kill that prevents 

the finest Cyclamen I ever saw, DimnieSaich heavy second and third broods of codling moth. Double 
I think it must have upwards of comic. SuIPADE: the dosage now and you'll not need heavy arsenical 
thirty blossoms on it now, a Calcium Arsenate spraying on the growing fruits. 
lovely white with rose colored “ASP” Dust, “ Dritomic’’ Sulphur and ‘Orchard 
center eo Brand’’ Arsenate of Lead are adding thousands of 

‘. . Sulphur Dusis dollars to the harvest value of the crops in every fruit- 
_I raise quite a few bushes for growing district. Clean and full-color fruit commands 
from slips and that is a pleasure all needs a premium. Use these materials and sell at the top of 

too; snowberry, snowball, wei- “Fungi” the market. 
gelia, syringia, spirea, bush cages If you haven't received the 1928 Annual, 
honeysuckle, roses, especially 4g5.15 Cash Crops,"’ send for a free copy NOW! 

climbers. «99-10 GENERAL CHEMICAL COMPANY 
I read one article from a 40 Rector Street, New York, N. Y. 

plant enthusiast, who said he or j St. Louis Los Angeles San Francisco 
she believed that any bush oncno} Sels4 
would grow from slips. "Tl Ir = 

Such work is pleasant any R A R D R A 
Way. fl nae re wan orn 
ALLURA COLLINS HOLLISTER, \(___) SPRAY & DUST MATERIALS 

Mukwonago. 
(Continued on page 208) ———e



Annual Spring Show Attracts Milwaukee People 

Florists Department—Huron SMITH, Editor 

Te. ae ee ek oe 
a, epee ei a) US RR OS Be cake one ana a RECT? teens % wey NASH | Fea Sey PS Tao (a . ge EE ik ld 

es ek ‘ : wapaenaitt io ah ee 
g ‘irs i pee ae a» ie a a 

0" CS _ Ce i a ie ila ae as. Ran 
Bi SEAL een Peet Ratt Te sd Pras as: eR H 

Uh Rae has Lead oe as okey RA te aR dos 
SR Re Vay io a We 

Fo See a GL 46 } ke 

oS as — Sr dl ia —— ie 

SN eae a (ee SR AE age 
et MER oR cy carrenaces coma ReRRORNEMRERESSENe ae ese So, CNRS i, CT NORE RE 

Left: One of the many groups of folinge and blooming plants. Center: Uhe Rock Garden. Right: The “high light" of 
the show—the Amaryllis exhibit. 

Te Annual Spring Flower Angeles, Seattle, New Orleans, Godfrey Callas from Wm. Ray- 
Show at the Milwaukee New York and other cities who ner & Son, Oconomowoc, Wis.. 

Public Museum was the best praised the show. Fifteen auto made the best exhibit of callas 
ever put on. “Bigger and Bet- loads in one motorcade from ever seen here. They averaged 
ter’ well fits the efforts of the Racine, Wis., attended the open- eight inches across. Just 

Milwaukee florists in staging ing day. around this corner was the ‘‘per- 

the event March 15th to 18th. Since it is a city show, the fume section’ started with a 
The show was held under the Mitchell Park Conservatory as- large orange tree in full blos- 

auspices of the Botanical De- sisted by decorating the ro- som, with some fruit upon it. 
partment of the Museum, the  tunda, or entrance. Ina Moor- Sweet peas in profusion, and 
entire first floor being used. ish window, they staged forty mignonette with  gardenias 

Seventy-eight florists contrib- baskets of blooming orchids of helped get the sweet scent 
uted their bit to the ensemble several different species. Other across. Some new_ begonias 
and the result was acclaimed common orchids were placed on were shown, as yet unnamed. 
the best, by all who visited the the tables. Azaleas, cinerarias, but a cross of Chatelaine and 

show. Rehmannia, primroses, wall another variety, were much ad- 

Last year’s attendance at this flowers, stocks and Primula mired. They were the product 
free show was 112,225, and the malacoides edged their exhibits. of a newcomer in the growing 
attendance this year was as A hundred pots of real sham- end, Geo. Knoelke and Julius 
great or greater. rock featured the show on St. Bahrke. In this room besides 

Expenses of the show were Patrick’s Day. In an octagon four tables, were the special 
defrayed by the Milwaukee space four dining tables with banquet table set-ups by James 
Florists Club, the Milwaukee the finest table service, exhib- Fox, Ine. and the Semler—Le:- 

Florist Publicity Association, ited the best of floral center-  diger Co. They were especially 
and the Public Museum. No pieces and table decorations. effective. The largest group of 
advertising was given individu- Tall palms further enhanced the the show occupied the centr:| 
als, but the business as a whole picture, such palms as the part of this room and was i 
gets a big boost. ; _ florist cannot afford to handle. group of foliage and bloomin.: 

Large numbers of out-of- Nine huge hanging baskets of slants staged by the Holton c: 
town visitors saw the show. chinese ivy filled the spaces be- A k me S heir Pots 
The returning florists from the tw the marble columns. unkel Company... oe 

. g - - een | ana Cc eta cineraria: 
National Convention at Louis- The entrance room to the #™M nana compac . 
ville saw it and praised it highly. show was almost entirely filled edging the group were the be 
They were kind enough to say with a rose garden staged by %rown we have seen. Genista:. 
that in quality of stock, with the the C. C. Pollworth Company. 2aleas, astilbes, tulips, hyv 
exception of roses, it surpassed The largest room was the Eth- cinths, various narcissi an a 
the National Show. There were nology Hall. At the entrance a other blooming plants were 
visitors from Denver, Los _ special fine vase of fifty six-foot effectively grouped aroun
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palms and a large variety of His hundred pots of huge Ama- of the show. One flower was 
foliage plants. ryllis were all in perfect bloom pure white, with no trace of red 

A forty foot bench along a and seemed to be the high light or pink. 
hundred foot communicating 
aisle carried a hundred vases of — - 
the best carnations, in the POs oy 2 
greatest range of color seen . ie pO te, 
here, including some likely seed- a oe Li aa BE Ie cement Ry 
lings. Spring baskets stocks Pa Le rer nee en ee magne 
and varieties of snapdragons Te Dare Se 1 NOS, Segoe co riot 
covered the other sides of the ie ef od be cenh ee 

aisle. se Rt EE phos RE ge Se Stag on) OP 
The most beautiful piece of ie is Ose, ‘ly 4 Bee aie ed 

the show was a spring garden Oe pis taee “Wi et ae ie ome ng ee 
with growing tulips and other oy gs aR yl fede Bysii 
flowers, worked out with rustic vA,/ oe 
background and fallen’ birch ~ e 
logs by the Aug. F. Kellner Co., t t t 
who did the entire decorating s poin Ss Oo ques ion 

for the show. We saw nothing 
that touched it at Louisville. Increased Yield 
Spruce and cedar trees 25 feet 
tall were used in the background ° 
to cover up the marble stairway. Improved Quality 

Roses were exhibited in the 
next hall, flooded by spotlights. Greater Profit 
Retail arrangements vied with Th 

vases of the newer roses in gos! HEN you buy mixed fertilizers or nitro- 
quantity. Company Whrrea foe tapalrestngs give these three 

The. best advertised feature Agricultural Dept. important points careful consideration: 
of the show was a large rock New York, N. Y. 1. Will you get the increase in production 
garden in the next hall, ten feet Medina, O. you have the right to expect? ‘ 
by fifty. It was the special care Montgomery, Ala. 2 Will your crop ‘Be of the high, quality a Memphis, Tenn. demanded in discriminating markets? 
of the Kellner Co. who forced a Shreveport,. la: 3. What will be the net return per acre in 
number of wild flowers especi- San Antonio, Tex. dollars and cents? 
ally for it. 150 fabricated rocks Raleigh, N.C. Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia scores on 
by the taxidermy department of Washington, De every count! 
the museum, successfully fooled Ban Francisca Cal Moreover, Arcadian is fine and dry, easy to 
all comers, and reduced the Toronto, Ont apply: quickly javailable; non-leaching—and 
weight several tons, since the low in cost per unit of nitrogen. (Arcadian 

ay , . Sulphate of Ammonia contains 25'4% am- 
exhibit was elevated to a height monia, 2034% nitrogen, guaranteed.) 
of forty inches, and sloped to a Free Sample See your dealer now about your require- 
young mountain nine feet high We'll send you FREE ments for this season. 

at the back. In the same room ee Na mee 
were 24 tables of retail flower of soil, We ia sendy ‘ Results PROVE the 7 
arrangements, and also two (rite iting hee here  @uick availability of the nitrogen in 

very noteworthy groups. This Ae andl adit veligt 
was the exhibit of the Forest ARCADIAN 
Home Cemetery, whose Scotch ‘ 
grower, James McGregor could : 
take a prize any time he wanted Sulphate of Ammonia 
to exhibit at the National Show. ne eee en eee eee eee eee nnn a 

oe : ‘The Barrett Company (address nearest office) Gos Na 
Please send me sample package of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia. I am especially 

KINKADE GARDEN TRACTOR interested in. c.cccecccesccccccscesegsesesvssesssseevsveseavaveeesavevees 
and Power Lawnmower (rite names of crops on line above) 

A Practical Proven Power ke: and wish you to send me bulletins on these subjects. 
tivator for Gardeners,Suburb- 
anites, Truckers,Florists, Nur- catalog Name. 
serymen,Fruit Growers,Coun-| Free ae 
try Estates and Poultrymen. 

Address——__—— 
AMERICAN FARM MACHINE CO. 1085-33rd Ave, SE. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. i]
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J. G. Mitwarp, Editor 

Secretary of the State Potato Growers Association 

POTATO SEED TREATMENT 

R. E. VAUGHAN THE STATE POTATO SHOW Oe a 

ORROSIVE sublimate as a The State Potato Show will : B 

C disinfectant for the control petheld at ice Lake on October ees Mg 
of potato scab was first put Special Community and Indi- BS “ih PENS 
forth by H. L. Bolley of North vidual Potato Contests are be- SY Bow 

Dakota in 1891. Since that time ing planned for the shy ea 
] as 7 i special committee Is now PREY ee a 

it has been widely used in all the working on the details of the ane ees 
potato producing sections of the plan together with a score card ey Se 
country where scab and scurf |) to govern the judging. Details mi 8 
are abundant. The action of will be published next month. es 
the corrosive sublimate is to kill Special prizes will be given pity 

. a3 to communities and individuals ? pee)’ 
the disease producing germs on | based on actual performance aie} 
the surface and allow the records. These special prizes en 

sprouts to grow without compe- will be in addition to those ey 
tition with the fungi given at the shows in the past. it 

7 We look forward to one of Fy 
The recommended treatment | the most interesting and in- a5 

with corrosive sublimate is 1 structive Potato Shows ever 
held. 

ity RR Ee 7 BLACK SCURF ON TUBERS 
es me wna eee _ This dixease is enrried from 

ee, | ~—oounce to 71% gallons of water Man’ *sronr Math" “Caretta 
| (40x. to 30 gals.). Immerse the jablnais' fr ne foraalachza 

ROM erate SNe oY Qt unsprouted tubers in the solu- . . 
Poe eee Sc) ~©6htion for 14% hours. The . . 

‘ Meech ey | strength of the solution is rap- by J. C. Arthur of Indiana in 
n ae ah & idly weakened with use but may 1897, that same year it was ad- 

feat ee aca k “ _ voeated for oat smut by Bolley Peet rr end be kept up to strength by add- $ oN 
Ce Ge ing | VY, chemical f in North Dakota. It was wideiy So EN ee ies ea ing 14 to 14 oz. of chemical for sed. f. : f 
eM, Qe) seach 4 bushels treated. The used for pales treating bet 
ee ee ee a amount to add will vary with some, ten iv a eats Pers nA 
bees ace Me the dirt on the tubers, the more entli ANSEIY CISCAr hi oF ' e 

a da ee fea dirt the more chemical required. Carer f ite lo Su mate oY 
Reais ae ely tae Another method is to immerse C@USe OF 1tS lower elficiency- 
us A ‘Vo es the first lot of potatoes 114 hrs., The strength used was 1 pound 

ee | Be #1) the second lot 134 hrs. and the 0 30 mallong of water. ate un- 
os ~ NAG | third lot 2 hrs., after which a Cut seed was soaked for 2 hours. 
5 ee YK pes new gotution of chemical is pre Hot FORMALDEHYDE GooD 

ie Loch See ea The cautions in using corro- Hot formaldehyde was first 
ou RO {iis sive sublimate are that it is a advocated by Melhus in Iowa in 

Aa 2 ee deadly poison if taken internally 1918. It proved to be somewhat 
ot ala exe. and must be kept and used away more efficient than corrosive 
cee \ 7) NE 5 from farm stock and irrespon-  sublimate, at least under labori- 
soa ai DAWA aie sible children. It should be used tory conditions, did not have tite 

ees Laue ne on uncut potatoes. The potatoes deadly poisonous quality of cor- 
should be dried immediately rosive sublimate and wes 

eee Be Ree Re isee- after treatment. If possible cheaper to use. 
tonin, attackn the stems’ and un- treat a week or more before The cautions to be observed 
derground parts, causing these § planting. in the use of hot formaldehy:ie 
cank: . It ff th kills iy 

the youn moots causing mba Formaldehyde as a disinfect- are that it must be kept within 
crite ee Ones OR on ant for potatoes was first used rather narrow temperature lit-
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The West Allis Garden C, \) 
will meet at the home of M. s 

News From Our Locals J. Lindauer on Wednesday eve. 
ing, April 18th. 

The subject for the meetiig 
will be “Early Spring Flowers ’. 

MEETING OF LOCAL Prof. Vaughan will speak on Miss J. Lindauer is secretary, 
SOCIETIES potato pests and ‘diseases. . —_—_ 

Milwaukee County Horticul- J. A. Hass, Ellison Bay, is The regular meeting of the 
tural Society will meet at the secretary. Madison Garden Club will ie 
Trustees room Public Museum, a held on Tuesday evening, April 
Milwaukee, April 24th, 7:30 10th, at the Madison Public 1.i- 
PM. m OSHKOSH SOCIETY MEETS © prary. 

Subject—Fruit Trees. The March meeting of the Mr. Fredrick Cranefield re- 
Speakers—W. J. Moyle, Union Qghkosh Horticultural society signed as president of the club 

Grove; Prof. R. H. Roberts, was held on Monday evening at at the last meeting because of 
College of Agriculture ; N. A. the Oshkosh public museum, Pressure of. other duties. Mr. 
Rasmussen, Oshkosh. E. H. Ristow read a paper on Cranefield is editor of a new 
ge Krienitz, Secy., “Gladioli,” which was followed an ee cin Fe 

: . ics of interest. Plans for the oes : a 
Anes See ee annual flowershow will be taker pee elected eeaient George 

at 6:30 PM " ‘dl ond useum, up at the next meeting, it was Five Al ce hen 
: . M. April 2nd. — announced. The Monday even- ive flower shows have been 

gy ee ene OMe is ay ing session was largely attended, panne ye the Madison ge 
h. ane of | on pe ing about seventy-five being. pres. Club for the coming spring anc 

Home of'a member in-theconn= St The, weual plenié @uppex SNmne™ ~ was served before the program. se es 
try. 

Miss Agnes Phillipson, Secy., ae LETTERS FROM OUR 
1629—9th St., Oshkosh. 

Snkos SONG OF THE OSHKOSH HORTI- READERS 

Eau Claire—Mr. L. M. Arn- CULTURAL SOCIETY (Continued from page 203) 
old, Secy. (Melody: America the Beautiful) : . 7 

“Rather an informal Garden Oh, dear old Oshkosh, by the lake, a aed oo ‘ror Js 
Club of enthusiastic and suc- Thy virtues we proclaim; leasant. We ti “ll 

we . . We love to labor for thy sake, pleasant. e trust you wi 
cessful flower growers. Our ‘qo hold aloft thy name. come again soon to our circle 
meetings have not been held We love thy gardens at our door, and tell us just how you grow 
regularly. It may develop that Thy fields of waving grain; these plants and shrubs 

, 7 Fant ans wi We praise thy beauties o’er and o'er, ese Denis © SOEUps: later more definite plans will be Forever andagein 
made.” Pe Snes —_————_ 

They put on a very successful We rally here at Nature's call, “ ae | 
Annual Flower Show. In oie anited band, ames GOOD WORDS FOR HORTI- | 

The Eau Claire members wil] And gladly answer, one and all: CULTURE 

find it very interesting to have fete nere wih heart and ind, Doar Mrs, Strong: A. cony 
regular monthly meetings with To join in work we love, of WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE ac- 
local and outside speakers. And here to learn, from fellow-men, cidentally came to my attention 

ss How we may still improve. a few days ago. The first copy 

Brown Valley Horticultural So:may-our motto: ever be; I have ever had the pleasure to 
Society has again affiliated for As Nature’s champions true, read. I have long wished for 
the coming year. Mr. Harry To shield the flower, shrub and tree, just such a magazine and expect 
Brooks, Mindoro, is secretary, ze stimulate ane W 7 to subscribe for it. Enjoyed 
and ant in im membership phe Jove of helde and flowers, your article on “Feeding Plants 
ees this month. And gladden hearts bowed down by for mer Blossoms che 

——. _ toil seems to be so many who are ai 
_The Ellison Bay Potato Asso- Within this world of ours. a loss to know just how to feed 

ciation will hold a meeting at plants. 
Pfeils’ Hall, Ellison Bay, on . . . I notice in your copy you ask 
April 10th. County Agent Rusy Mention Wisconsin :Horticul- for recipes so I am going to for- 
and Prof. R. E. Vaughan, will ture when writing our adver- ward you my recipe for “Mix- 
be on the program. tisers. ture for Asters”.
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a partarwogd ashen SRO ESA Le 
3 Parts Jeet mold i e Ps Ad 5 
1 part fine bone mea * Q part Seach soot (soft coal soot) we fey, Permanent Positions 

part tobacco dus me ° OR a limited nu vr of res- 
are YW ‘\ ae 4 LF , cH ponsible people to el our 

For years we seemed to al- f Cd B complete line of NORTH STAR 
ways have splendid Asters, but ad re ee eo Quavity, Hardy Northern-Grown 
finally they just became a real Cay \ i a me 4 a ol Nursery Stock. .. Write for our 
“fizzle”, no ‘difference how or |i AMR ig oe liberal sales proposition 
where we planted them. Pee Ene 4 eee! = THE TLORTH STAR MURSERU CO. 

The last few years we pre- |Qe A co cae aD Re ee ee nS 
pared the eal wun the above | ian 5 arise ie fi PARDESI WECOTSTR 
mixture and find it very fine. "ee NR iy fh ONG SOLS REO 

I hope to come again and tell ? ey) SW i. Be SASL 
you something about my garden y AS ea 1 
work. ne ‘a ods Leaman aes 

Mrs. W. C. LANGMAN, fi SR oe, Rr ae u | 
Argyle, Wis. |ki2e SO ae) | 

We also hope you will come (tage tutto and rerget-mecnem | Have | 
again Mrs. Langman, you are over them. | 
telling us the very things we You | 
like to hear. We hope that you yellow, rise out of a carpet of |) | 
will tell all your friends about early tall forget-me-nots in the || A | 
us now that you have become ac- other photograph, with the |] 
quainted with WISCONSIN Hor- graceful branches of an English _ || Flower 
TICULTURE—for if every Garden Eglantine bending over them. || 
lover in Wisconsin would pass This combination proved to be a_ |) Garden? 
along a bit of their experience very happy one, and one hard to |) 
to other Garden lovers through repeat, as the season does not | 
the pages of WISCONSIN HorTI- always bring into bloom at the || 
CULTURE—what an interesting same time the groups of flowers | Why Not More 
magazine we soon would have. we see in our mind’s eye at |) . 

a planting time. | Perennials? 
Mr. Simmons’ garden is full 

A BEAUTIFUL GARDEN of delightful surprises like this |) 
One of Racine’s most beauti- at every turn. Many rare and | 

ful gardens is that of Mr. J. B. unusual flowers can be found | Our Northern Grown | 
Simmons. It has the advantage there. Often friends, home from 

of Lake Michigan for a back- distant lands with a “wonderful Plants 
ground. It is framed with find” for this garden, are sur- 
graceful willows, whose spread- »rised to learn that a similar 
ing branches allow glimpses of plant has been growing there 
blue water, passing boats, and for years. Are Always Good 
soaring gulls. All of this, The garden was evolved un- | 
though not part of the garden, der Mr. Simmons’ devoted care |) 
adds much more to the garden- and planning through twenty- Write for Catalogue | 
Picture than garages and back- five years, into the place of |) 
doors, which most city-lot gar- beauty which it now is. Mr. | | 
deners have to work so hard to Simmons believes that a garden |) 
conceal. turned over to the attention of | | 

The photograph of the Can- others can not give the same joy | | 
didum Lilies shows the lake and to its owner as one in which he | Chequamegon | 
the willows in the background, works with his own hands and Flower Gardens | 
as well as the tea-house at the plans with his own mind. Walk- | | 
edze of the bluff. (See cover ing through this garden, ong | V. E. Brubaker, Mer. | 
Picture) Delphinium grows can not but feel that he is right |) oe 
back of the lilies ant 4 few and that his is an individual |} Washburn, Wis. 
Peonies in the foreground. achievement. 

Cottage tulips, in various MIss EDNA BILLINGS, 
Shades of pink, rose cream and Racine. !
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Overcoming Horticultural Troubles 
E. L. Chambers, State Entomologist, Editor 

PLANT REFUSE CARRIES DEEP PLOWING HELPS all the leaves on the ground. a 

DISEASE Where there is an accumula- SPraying program is carried 
R. E. VAUGHAN tion of plant refuse, deep plow- out to protect the new leaves as 

ing is a great help in hastening they develop. . 
Aue the causes of plant decay, not only of the plant tis- . Cucumber anthracnose is cir- 

diseases are found many  gye itself but that of the fungus ried from season to season on 
fungi, bacteria and a few slime tissue also. old dead vines and on the secd, 
molds. When plants die from It is generally much better to Rotation and deep plowing will 

the growth of some of these or- dispose of plant refuse by bury- effectively check the spread of 

ganisms on or in the tissues, the ing than by burning, because the the fungus from the vine refuse, 
dead parts such as leaves, Jatter destroys so much’ vieedeq ‘Dut what about the seed? Since 

stems, fruits, or roots carry the humus. This is especially true the fungus is on the seed sur- 
organisms over till the next sea-_ jn garden soils where baking, face, it can be killed by seed 
son or through unfavorable  fojlowing loss of humus, would treatment. Soaking the seed 5 
conditions. The special fungus jead to crop reduction. , Sore minutes in corrosive sublimate 
structure designed for this pur- times finely ground lime stone 11000 has proved very efficient. 
pose may be a bunch or knot of oy air-slaked lime is thrown _,, Cabbage yellows is a. fungus 
threads as in the case of black over the refuse as it is plowed disease that may be carried with 
scurf on potato, special heavy down. This practice speeds up the seedlings, hence it is impor- 
walled spores as in the case of the plant decay and tends to ‘ant to grow the young plants 
the damping-off fungus, or  peutralize any acid condition where the soil is free from con- 

pockets in which spores may be that may develop. See, ee cca on | 

developed as spring opens as in A ape ent ~ Sou canno e obtained, or 
the eet of Abele scab. cule Te lon i tlce cnt cetonn where the soil in the fields them- 

the dead stems and leaves may pelved han heceme infected, 
Crop ROTATION CONTROLS be raked and burned at the side Dire are fon Seale Oe 

DISEASE of the garden. ‘ orien : standard varieties. 
The organisms causing dis- , The cabbage yellows resist- 

eases in one kind of plant rarely SEED TREATMENT AND SPRAYING ance work was started by Pro- 
cause disease in another plant Just as in human disease con- fessor L. R. Jones when the 
unless it is very closely related trol where sanitation is supple- Plant Pathology Department of 
botanically. For example, the mented by diet and sometimes the College of Agriculture was 
black rot on cabbage does not by medicine and surgery, so in organized nearly twenty years 
damage the potato but is found plant disease control sanitation ago. 
on cauliflower and even turnip is supplemented by spraying, 
which is a close cousin. Farm- seed treatment, the develop- MosaIc Is CONTROLLED 
ers and gardeners can and do ment of resistant strains and Cucumber mosaic or white 
take advantage of this fact in sometimes by elimination of pickle is a so-called virus dis 
plant disease control by practic- some plant or plants altogether. ease that frequently cavses 
ing rotation. Even rotation Cherry leaf spot for example heavy losses to pickle growers. 
within the limits of a garden is jg caused by a fungus which It has now been amply demon- 
a great help in preventing any passes the winter in the dead strated that the virus passes ‘he 
disease that may spread through Jeaves under the trees. When winter in some wild plants !ike 
plant refuse, such as cucumber the blossoms fall in the spring wild cucumber, milk wied, 
spot rot, tomato blight and the fungus develops and dis- ground cherry and poke wed. 
potato scab. charges spores, which, lodging Where these weeds occur in the 

The interval of rotation de- on the leaves start the disease vicinity of a pickle patch, their 
pends somewhat on the nature for another season. If the eradication is a great hely in 
of the plant refuse but usually leaves are destroyed by early controlling the disease. Several 
three or four years is sufficient plowing a large part of the in- communities have worked to 
to permit the disease producing fection will be eliminated. But gether in Wisconsin,  Ilinois, 
organisms to die out. since it is impractical to destroy and Maryland to control pickle
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mosaic. What has been done or two years old and that most and the younger twigs. Aphids 
can be done again. of the old canes should be cut can oftentimes be dislodged by a 

The big idea in plant disease out after two years. strong spray of water from a 
control is prevention because One should have a pocket of hose, or Black Leaf 40 is recom- 
once a fungus gets inside the good soil to start with. The hole mended. 
surface covering of plants little should be about two and one Rose slugs which skeletonize 
can be done. Sanitation by re- half feet in diameter and about the leaves can be fought with 
moving the sources of infection two feet deep. It should not be arsenate of lead, or they can be 

is one of the leading practical right up against the house, for hand picked. Black Leaf 40 is 
ways of supplying plant protec- free circulation of air will be cut also recommended. The rose 
tion. off and you will invite two of leaf hopper is controlled by to- 

the worst enemies of the rose: bacco extracts. It should be 
OO mildew and black spot. None sprayed from below since the 

‘i of the fertilizer should come hoppers are found on the under 
NEW FACTS ABOUT ROSES into contact with the roots of sides of the leaves. The rose 

(Continued from page 199) the plant. If they are planted leaf roller is controlled with ar- 
. . . in the fall then you may expect senate of lead. The rose chafer 

planting, pruning, diseases, and a few blooms the first season, or June bug is mostly controlled 
care of climbing roses. but you won’t get the very best by hand picking into a pan of 

Mr. Huron Smith discussed blooms until the second year in kerosene. Melrosene also_ is 
planting and diseases. He said any case. used. Rose scale is controlled in 
that in the strict sense of the One of the finest mulches for the winter or early spring by a 
word there was no such thing roses is finely chopped up to- spray of lime sulphur. The 
as climbing roses since there are bacco stems, which can be had rose curcullio responds to ar- 

none that attach themselves toa from cigar factories for about senic poisoning, or it can be 
wall or surface the way climb- three or four cents a pound hand picked. It eats holes in 
ing plants like the Virginia The rose is subject to a num-_ the leaves. The rose caterpillar, 
creeper or ivies do. All seem to ber of diseases. The rose aphid a very beautiful little beast 
agree that in the treatment of lays its eggs on the bark of the should also be fought with arse- 
climbing roses one should only rose and does its damage by nate of lead. 
allow the canes to become one sucking the sap of the leaves (To be continued in May issue) 

S Material 
Arsenate of Lead Calcium Arsenate 

e 

Lime Sulphur 
(Liquid and Dry) 

Bordeaux Mixture Nicotine 
(Paste and Dry) (Liquid and Dust) 

Write for Prices and Spray Calendar Now 

Manufactured by 

° e 

Cream City Chemical Works 
766-774 Kinnickinnic Avenue Milwaukee, Wis. 

|
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THE KIND OF ORNAMEN- They also recommended the J>—— Ses 
TALS TO PLANT following shrubs for planting in Strawberry and Raspberry Plants 

The committee on ornamen shady places: Flowering Cur- All Leading Standard Varietie: 
. rant, Alpine Currant, Common Warfield) Dunlap Pocomoke 

tals, appointed by the Horticul- Elder, Ground Hemlock, Hy- | Beaver and Premier 
tural Society, has recommended drangea arborescens, Indian _ |) Latham Red Raspberry 
the following trees for street Currant, Red Snowberry, Maple- || Redpath Strain Mosaic Free 
planting: American Elm, Sugar leaf Viburnum and Witch Hazel. | All plants State Inspected and 
Maple, Norway Maple, Horse- Other ornamentals recom- Send’t True'to pe ~ 
chestnut, White Ash and Pin mended by this committee will |) ype ee eee oe oven 

: . 5 y Year 
Oak. be published in future issues. | Leverich Fruit Farm 

~ | T ru var 

“Strawb Acres”’ 7 rie ‘ ewe 
yi l { <q a | Cc i - 

(ii Dp {| i) HD i [om (all Hh y> a l | | 

se a (RETA A a i F Tae wersfrom“‘R Gate” 
(TSN J eters reece ose Gate” | a l ( Prare ye) | FD V _ A lovely Garden for $2.00 

ey ff N ce i | iH _. 100 Plants (labeled) in’ splen 
en F ~\  . aig variety 92,00) postpaid a | f \ oo | ey eT Oat soge pee 

a oe Oe dee i sé” Tneludes, Salvide, (Teed send Blu 
| NY cna coe a Gynoglosgum: Giant Zinntin 
| eS or, Soe lt) a Marleolls. Asters, Shandraann 

SHH ATRL STEAN ort HAT ERE TT EE € Jas, etc. | . 
Erte ate iattN \Q HT AH HREM Rea HT HI ig : separé Gi s oN sa VA a Most things in separate colors. | 

| I yy /_ Specialty BLUE FLOWERS. 
Ee PNG@-)-0 Fa a cago) Vesetble ana Blower | 
ay SS a Seeds. Prompt service. | 
EU Nu State License—1289. | 

T MISS KNIGHT | 
IE D QUAR’ E RS or “Rone Gate” Victoria Rond 

Edgerton, Wisconsin | 

_— | Tigridia Pavonia 
Grasselli Lime Sulphur . eee 

arge autifu, ower. 

1 Outside petals red, cup shaped Grasselli Arsenate of Lead Ouisids watale and dark Te 
: : : ttled. Multiplies idly. Grasselli Nicotine Blooms from late. July until 

| frost. Supply limited. Order | 

The leading Wisconsin growers prefer Grasselli ay Pee ae 
Grade because they know from experience that M E. F. Appleb 

q brandJname means certainty of protection and ao Katlell PP : y 
the largest yield of first grade fruit. | ° Madison. Wis. ee 

And while protecting your orchard, don’t SSS SSS 0 
forget your truck crops and small fruit— 
they also need spraying at this time. ARLBORO 

M 
Red Raspberry 

THEZGRASSELLI CHEMICAL COMPANY, CLEVELAND | Plants State Inspected 

Founded in 1839 $2.50 per 100 — $29 per 1,000 
Strawberries Senator Dunlap 

2 | $0.75 per 100 — $5.00 per 1,000 
i | Cooper 

$0.75 per 100 — $5.00 per 1,009 

SINS Se Bel GRADE F. O. B. Bayfield 

@ re flG (Que a Vy . S. A. BERRING Cf Standard ‘Held Tigh for 8 9Years | tee wee eee Pare 
| Bayfield, Wisconsin
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS | PATENTED AUG.19, 1907 | 

Page | ’ | | Aisi; Wet Be... Oe | | TOOLE’S COLLECTION 
Back Seed Co. -------..-_ 207 | PERENNIAL SEEDS 

Bahr Nursery ___-----____ 214 4 
Barilani, F. W.---------_. 214 710.1 Pro2 Fio3 | $1.65 WORTH OF SEEDS 
The Barrett Co. _-------_ 205 | 
Beier, Chas. J. _.......... 214 B | FOR $1.00, POSTPAID | 
Big Elk Hatchery__--.-__ 214 | erry Boxes | 

Chequamegon Flower Gar- eee Bushel Boxes For those wishing to try grow- | 
dens _------ --_-______ 209 | and Climax Baskets Ing a perennial garden from | 

H. C. Christensen -____.._ 214 | . seed, I have selected a DOZEN | 
Cleerman’s Hatchery _____ 214 | As You Like Them VARIETIES THAT ARE NOT |} 
The Coe, Converse & Ed- | w tact the Ewaia HARD TO GROW, AT THE LOW 
Wards Company ------- 215 | e€ manufacture the Ewa PRICE OF ONE DOLLAR FOR 

Cream City Chemical_-.--_ 211 | Wood: encor thar ales Hot fatace TWHLVE PACKAGES: OF SH- |[ 
Cumberland Fruit Package | tion. Berry box and crate ma- LECTED SEED. No change may 
Co. 213 | terial in the I<. D. in carload lots be made in this collection at the 
Te . our specialty. e constantly price quoted. The collection con- 

Dawson Bros. _..--------_ 214 oer ab Sy One chines oe tains ONE PACKAGE EACH OF 
Doll Coathe Gardens _____ 214 strawberries or blueberries. No ANTHEMIS TINCTORIA KEL- 

er too small or too large for WAYI; CANTERBURY BELLS, 
M. Edwards Co. ......... 203 | | Pap Pendle: We can ante, the mixed; FOXGLOVE, mixed; 
Eschrich’s Nursery -----_ 207 from Milwaukee. Promptness is SWEET WILLIAM, mixed; HOL- 

| . . essential in handling fruit, and LYHOCKS, mixed; SHASTA 
Fitchett Dahlia Gardens__ 186 me alm to do cur part well A DAISY ALASKA; DELPHINIUM 
Floria Dale Gardens___-__ 198 feeatal oeinge Oar neine Tint” GARRY-NEE-DULE MIXED HY- 

Edw. J. Gardner Nursery_ 207 Cumberland Fruit Package LATA GRANDIFLORA; GAIL. 
General Chemical Company 203 % : 7" F. R. Gifford Co. 215 Company LARDIA:; BABYS BREATH; 

i RETR PERSIAN DAISY; ROCKY 
Gilson Mfg. Co._-------__ 198 Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. MOUNTAIN SALVIA; ORIENTAL 
Grasselli Chemical Co. --__ 212 POPPY. VALUE $1.65 — TOR! 

J. F. Hauser_..........._ 207 - $1.00 POSTPAID TO YOUR |f 
Fred Hecklinger _........ 214 (Continued from page 194) poor. 

Hicks, Howard -_..--..._ 214 In this case, we thought 
High Twelve Hatchery_-._ 214 twice, however and decided that Toole’s Seed Collection For 

> 
Island Fruit Farms Inc.___ 207 we wouldn t need to waste all The Rockery 
j h the time and energy we had put A Dollar Value for 75 Cent 
Jerome John PRESTR TRE or into that tree if we would top ar Walue for fo Gents 

, as graft it. Just before growth The following ten varieties, 
ploge’s Nursery ..------ 198 starts, we are going to get some not difficult to grow from seed, 
{inkade Garden Tractor__ 205 ; >, will give a wonderful start for 
Krueger, John --.-------- 214 ee ee sega the Rockery. $1.00 VALUE FOR 
Lake View Berry Farm_--_ 212 of the branches that are about axe 
Leverich Fruit Farm_.__._ 212 ‘ach inch and a half’ , 
Lothe, B. A...---.---___ 215 an inch to an inch and a half in Alyssum Compactum. 
Mathews, W. L. 214 diameter and put in these scions. Campanula carpatica; 

McKay Nursery Co. ____-- 216 We got Stencil Bulletin No. 62 Cerastinns, Torssentosum: 
McKenney Dahlia Gardens. 214 from the Horticultural Depart- Pgnthue deltoldes. 
North Star Nurseries. 209, 215 ment of the University | which Papaver nudicaule. 
Patters a 3 gives detailed information on Arabis Alpina. 

| “atterson, Emma E.--.-._ 214 how it is done. Platycodon grandifiorum, 
Kasmussen’s Fruit Farm & Saponaria ocymoides. 

| ge preenies So a0 Another bulletin, from the ‘Puniea saxifraga, 
| “Rose Gate” __....-____... 212 College, called “Save the Girdled Send for my illustrated cata- 
| Sisson’s Peonies .. ....... 216 Tree” has come In handy in re- log of Perennials, Rock plants 

| Standard Engine Company 195 pairing some injury by mice and native Wisconsin Plants 

| Stonecrest Gardens ______ 214 which worked under the tree and Ferns Free. | 

The Swartz Nurseries --_ 199 protectors we put on last fall. | 
Terrell’s Aquatic Farm___ 214 Have to check up the test we | 
W. A. Toole...--------___ 218 are making on some of our gar- W. A. TOOLE 
Western Stoneware Co... 186 den seed yet tonight, so more . 
White Elm Nursery__----- 203 letter is out of the question. Garry-nee-Dule, Baraboo, Wis. 

Whitford’s Berry Farm___ 214 Sincerely, | 

— — TOM AND ALEX. Po
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FERTILIZERS FOR BUSH 

The G Mark Tiron c rowers ar et (Continued from page 190) 
Advertisements for this department will be accepted from members : op 

of this society who produce the articles offered for sale. Rate 2 cents per It has been recognized tr 
Word, minimum charge 25¢ per innue. “Adds” of nursery stock und plants years that the effect of lime in 
will be accepted only from those listed by the State Entomologist as hay- Pee Ge S Pa, 
Ing heen Inapected. No discounts from these prices. _ cranberries is extremely unfay- 

Copy should reach us by the 20th of the month. Send cash with order. orable. In fact cranberries 

jJ Et seem to like an acid soil, requir- 

LILIES SHRUBS, PLANTS AND BULBS ing but very little lime. 

REGAL LILY—BEAUTIFUL NEW LATHAM RED RASPBERRIES $2.50 7 7 
white lily, hardy. Four blooming per 100. State inspected-mosaic free. FERTILIZERS FOR GRAPES 

sized bulbs $1.00. $2.00 per dozen, Strawberries $0.75 per 100. Beaver, wae 
H.C, Christensen, 1625—9th St. Osh- Excelsior and Senator Dunlap—inspect- Fertilizer for grapes should 
kosh, Wis, ca. ten Jerome, It. 8, Sparta, Wiseon- 4. otain relatively large amount 
_ a ee) ——— sin. ms E its 
WATER LILI ES—ORNAMENTAL _ wa sae 
pityater Wiants Plants for attracting SILVER AND DOUGLAS FIRS, 12 TO - ise ne 7” joe 
virds, game and fish. Write TERRELL'S 16 ft. English “Delphiniums — and SS Ww 2 ed w 
AQUATIC FARM, 1005 W. Bik. Osh- other perennials. Le. Marechal Foch ee ie WEt) Dalene ith 
kosh, Wisconsin. gladiolus bulbs, $2.50 per 100. Dawson Phosphoric acid and _ potash, 

7 STRAWPERRY PLANTS BEOSn BEAMS UMS, Wise aie ENBD LES af, ia 
| ~—sCHOICE_-~‘DAHLIAS $1 PER DOZEN. s ill pr y, 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS — 200 DUN- Write for catalog, McKenney Dahlin 200 potash will produce hea t N 
pedis. $1.25 prepaid. 100 Premier $1 Gardens, St. Croix’ Falls, Wis. thrifty new wood with strong 
ess by the thousand. hitford’s Berry —$——$$____—_____ — — 3 . 4 . 
Farm, Milton Jet., Wis. GLADIOLUS: Twenty-five different la. buds be produee trong 
— beled varieties: “One dollar, One y s S¢ ore 
ST. REGIS RED RASPBERRY PLANTS hundred mixed: Two dollars.” Dre. SFCeN SMoots and set fruit more 
‘ Dozen. Oe iy PiUnane ds ee Bear paid. Doll Coathe Gardens, Lodi, Wis- heavily. 
rom June unti rost. enator unlap sonsin, <1 i i j © 
Strawberry plants, 25 for 50c. $1.00 9 [OPP ae As to time of application and 
per hundred, — Postpaid. State in- SEED POTATOES—CERTIFIED IRISH rate of application for grapes 
spected. Write for prices on larger Cobblers and Rural New Yorkers. : é 
quantities. Chas. J. Beier, Box, 116 Northern grown seed. No disease. the same precautions should be 
Stoddard, Wis. $2.00 per hundred, F.O. B. Phillips. : case of raspbér- 
Se one ~~ Howard Hicks, Route 3, Phillips, Wis. taken as in the case of raspber 
STRAWBERRY Pl, A NTS — HARDY, ~——________________________ nag and blackberries regarding raised on new land. Beavers, $7.50 BABY CHICKS : 
per 1000, 80e per 100. Reynold’s Spe- eae ee late vine growth resulting from 
cial, $6.50 per 1000, 70c per 100. War- BABY CHIX, STATE INSPECTED AND aay i Portilizati 
fields and Dunlaps, $4.50 per 1000, 50e Necredited, Highest quality, from €Xcessive nitrogen fertilization. 
per 100. John Jensen, Warrens, Wis- high “Utility bred stock.” Our Barred Furthermore fertilizers should 
consin. Rock flock has a yearly record of 208 
TIE FAMOUS HAYFIELD Nw CEES per bird, University of Wiscon- 
THE FAMOUS BAYFIELD, NEW — sin’ strain White Leghorns, Also a 
j ground, strawberry plants. Dune limited supply of qTancred strain. QUALITY BULBS 
aps, state inspected, strong plants, Barred Rocks, 17c. hite Leghorns, Ae di es A 
$5.00 per 1000, 75¢ per 100 postpaid. Ide. Reduced’ prices after May — 1st. Gladiolus--Iris Peonies 
John Krueger,’ Box $82, Bayfield, Wis. Write. for Free Circular. BIG) ELK s— ieties 
—_________ —______ HATCHERY, PHILLIPS, WIS. 100 Glads — 10 varieties, 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS WiscUNSIMCnTn CD wan ee $2.50 
100 sO abode $e-00 horn. Baby Chicks: Bred for” ex- Postpaid, Cash with order 

Everbearing treme; PEE Broductions All matings All best varieties labeled 
Progressive—100—-$1.25, 1000—$10.00 sired by males from trapnest hens with : en 
Moe todo 10088 06 1000 818.00 records of 211 to 307 eggs. Folder Latest Iris varieties, 10c 

Latham Raspberries and prices ‘sent on request. W. L 15¢ each 
100—$2.00, 1000—$18.00 Mathews, Burlington, Wisconsin. . "4 

“ Fred Hecklinger i Ga Choice Peonies for Fall 
7 : ie, Wis. iH TWELVE HATCHERY for bred- : 
i for-production Wisconsin “Accredited delivery 

1 aan aia hee day-old chicks. Single Comb White Fe Ii 
PER Legh Gcuion oor: Leghorns, Barred and White Rocks, Send for price list 

gressive. Blackberry Plants, Ancient White Wyandottes and Single Comb Stonecrest Gardens ; y Reds. We ship only perfect normal : : 
Britton. Snyder, Eldorado, Cumber- chicks, and guarantee 100% live de- Eau Claire, Wis. 
land, No. 1 Plants, Write for prices. jivery.’ Not a large hatchery, but real 
F. W. Barilani, Genoa, Wis. quality Blue Hen hatched — chicks. 

Write for circular. High Twelve —- 
Hatchery, A. A, Brown, Proprietor, 

GLADIOLUS BULBS Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. . 

aoe SN LEEREMAN'S | Csuntra sortie , < ; Standard varieties 
35 blooming size bulbs, ft ae 

$1.00 43 * Quality Accredited Limited number of newer 

“) HICKS ieties | Mixed colors. Prepaid eS varieties | 
1,000 bulbs___----- $18.00 amas Are Money Makers. Place | 

our order wi us an - j i is F. O. B. Monroe ae rok Gourselt, Write for Price List | 
CLEEREMAN’S HATCHERY ny fin r | 

Many fine colors Green Bay, Wis. R25 E E. Patt | Green Bay mma E. Patterson | 
E. B. ROSA WANTED—Lady or gentleman_repre- A ® . 
Monroe, Wis. sentative for nursery stock. Experi- Burlington - Wisconsin | 

ence unnecessary. Bahr Nursery, Man- 
itowoe, Wisconsin. SS_—_—_____—————————
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be worked in as deeply as pos- backbone of a beautiful and _ or shrubs, evergreens and flow- 
sible without injuring the run- hardy perennial flower garden. ers on larger properties. 
ning root stalks of the grape Other good varieties would in- (To be continued in May issue) 
vine. clude Columbines, Oriental ——— 

Poppy, Hardy Pinks, Holly- Menti : : . : : : ention Wiscons = 
LIME FOR GRAPES hocks, Achillea, Shasta Daisy, a we one Horticul ‘ A ture when writing our adver- 

It would appear from data Coreopsis, Gaillardia, Monarda, _ tisers, 
presented in Bulletin 160 by the Lemon Lily, Platycodon, Camp- 
Rhode Island Experiment Sta- anula, Tiger Lily, Sedum, Vero- = 
tion that Concord grapes are nica, Boltonia, and Hardy Fall 
not benefited from liming ex- Asters. A few annual flowers Orchard, Garden 
cept in the case of a soil acidity might be interspersed in this and Farm Supplies — 
of extreme acidity. In the case bed to augment Fall bloom. \ Bean Spray Machines 
of the Delaware variety there To summarize the border Lime Sulphur Solution 
was a pronounced benefit from planting, then, we have: first, |, Lead Arsenate 
lime both on the very acid and the corner groups and_ their Pruning Tools 
the moderately acid plots. The place on small lots and proper- |, Nitrate of Soda 

benefit to grapes was measured ties; second, a hedge, either Write for price : z | prices 
in yards of the new growth of Sheared or unsheared on me- 
vine each year. dium to large properties; third, | F. R. Gifford Co. 

the extended border planting of | 2201 University Ave. Madison, Wis. 
——————— shrubs, or shrubs and flowers, | — a 

IT’S NOT A HOME UNTIL —— — SO O00 Co oo oo 2 

IT’S PLANTED STRAWBERRIES 

(Continued from page 193) _ Sen. Dunlap—100 plants_$1.00 = Grow 
i . . Everbearing $1 m 

Southern Wisconsin, the Wei- . 5 a UY 
2 ; : Progressive ____--$2.00 per 100 8 eS: Xi" Y 5 gelas. These might be placed in Mastodon --2._2_82.50 per 100 o he at OUr =: 

a straight row or staggered in Latha oD 

a scalloped bed. By using | sides ea Own! 
shrubs of high, medium and low _Red Raspberry Whatcanbemnon 
growing varieties in this border, Pa Choice Plants ~~ a ee 3 delicious than, FRESH FRUIT on the tebe a 

. . s sease-F ree, - Bevery da: ur a an Eee wen may ie be orous And Well Rooted EAFALOG tells how you can grow your own 
be t e ah e skyune. may B. A. LOTHE Send for your copy to-day. Its free. 

oo, that you want to hide | - | NORTH STAR NURSERY COMPANY 
some undesirable view from the New: Auburn; "Wis: | Box A-56 Pardeeville, Wis. 
dining room windows. A group — ———— — — AIIM O00 iI oo Oo co 

of small trees or high growing __—<———————— SS :.aQqQqQjjjcjcjcqqqq— 

pheaba in just the right part of | 
the border will accomplish your W . 
purpose. Likewise, advantage Forest inter Apple 

the’, be ae a wood view by | One of the very best winter apples for Wisconsin. 
. USE OF Mecium OF low Srow= | The tree is hardy and a good grower. Fruit of good size, 
ing shrubs. Sometimes good somewhat similar in shape and better quality than Delicious. 

views may be emphasized by W. T. Macoun, Dominion Horticulturist of Ottawa, Canada, | 
framing them in, with dominant | writes in regard to origin of FOREST WINTER: | 
shrubs or trees. | “We have grown this variety for many years. It was one of 

the very few winter varieties that would stand our severe climate.” 

PERENNIALS TO BRIGHTEN THE | We recommend the FOREST WINTER APPLE as one of the | 
BORDER | hardiest, late keeping, best quality apples we have. 

A few perennial flowers in || PRICES: | 
front of this border of shrubs No. i trees, a6 te $1.25 CCR meen amare OM doz. 

will * . « No. 1 trees, 4-5 ft., 1.09 each_________________ 11.00 doz. 
fishin, tt ap soe oe No. I trees, 3-1 ft, 75 each. _________ 8.00 doz. 
dreds of varieties of perennials _ Write for our circular, showing Hardy Fruits and Ornamentals | 

ae are good. In my opinion, in color. | 

ere are four, however, which The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co. 
are indispensible: German Iris, Fei ath Wi 
Peonies, Larkspur, and Phlox. poe tleinson; “Wie: 
These varieties constitute the |
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e e | | . os 

For Spring Planting | ee 
| LF Pa y S : fay 
| QL a Oe yg 

| ae RT ee 
A Choice Line of | comes WN 3 Mercy. : ye "ft 

Shade Trees ff Qe i 8 Pe 
er, epagior, oo aD. is 

Ornamental and Flowering Shrubs | 2 ee a) oS 
ad Ned 2. e? Deane 

z Siets A eed | Bsifay eo ace yw 
Perennials—Climbing Vines | bs ae ce ie "pea | Re 

Fruit Trees of All Kinds 
, ‘ W. A. Sisson W. A. Laws 
Strawberry and Other Small Fruits : , wwson 

* ’ ‘ 
—Catalog on Request— Sisson’s Peonies 

Rosendale, Wisconsin 

Specializing in 

RASMUSSEN’S Peonies—Irises and Gladiolus 

Let us start you in the business or send you 
FRUIT FARM AND NURSERIES additions to your collection 

% ‘ Write or head your auto this way. 
Oshkosh Wisconsin Intersection Highways 23 and 26 

‘Plants That Grow’ Memorial Peony bed at 
Riverside Cemetery, Oshkosh 

HEDGES for ALL PURPOSES 
iG = Bebe *? ee ey - Barberry Thunbergii 

im eee ae, ie A low, dense, spreading bush a . 4 , eer May be trimmed or grown in its 
Ae. iat imei wy. natural form. Has an abundance 

Nem iy” 4 of red berries which cling all 
A ae AGN winter. Foliage turns a beauti- 

Nines wwe Rs, Pag ok NG ful gold and scarlet in autumn. 
wee. ° career Very hardy. 

ey es a TE oa. aa ‘§ 7 Cotoneaster 
, i A dense growing shrub with 
Ves NG ; dark green, glossy, oval leaves 

ae , Resembles | privet ‘and may be 
i j . ? ; used in the north where privet is 

b = ep Bebe a} 4 not hardy. An ideal northern 
i Cay | hedge increasingly popular 

Os Py ieee Very hardy and stands pruning 
Pa Oe a well. 
eR r 

ere see bs ait | Privet A, R. N. 
A Tee aed fee One of the most popular. of 

i sign Sage oe. hedge plants. May be pruned to 
eA < ; rn yo eee Si any extent and cut into any de- 

eR Pea ei * Bc een o eee As sired form. Not hardy except in 
gee ae A Pe eo aa Southern Wisconsin. 
aes Sear t cen ss Ph at” Bee 

a Ff 5 ete ana dN eae SONS Pes. . , . 
hen ena cD oe ee prot 4 eae Bias, Spirea Van Houttei 
es : wt Pee cer an ay & aa: The well known Bridal Wreath 
, Renee toeueewse mae ERE Its graceful drooping habit of 
Peek et uma’ Gea te growth makes it ideal for tall 

eT eT A pe Wes RSE border plantings or — screens 
: Very hardy. 

Amoor River North Privet Hedge 

McKAY NURSERY COMPANY 
Nurseries: Waterloo, Wis. Offices: First National Bank Bldg., Madison, Wis. 

DEMOCRAT PRINTING COMPANY 
MADISON, wisconsin
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7 . , ‘ wt se “ OFFICERS 1 
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al Devoted to better fruits, |} ° i Cod neren eee Bay | t 
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W. A. SISSON 

Rosendale 

Shin crawl around the plants in my where I take issue with another 
vie? Y gardens and work with roots person, later on I may be influ- 

i . i and bulbs and so have learned a_ enced, after due consideration, 
( ; few things. I would not want to do some things differently, 

ff 1 any one to follow my directions making improvements for the 
Fae | ae ae blindly. I would prefer that you better—all due to an_ inter- 

la ig try out suggestions that I may change of opinions. We should 
y 4 7 4 make and take nothing for I believe, keep our minds unbi- 
i q 4 fe granted from myself or any one ased and open to take on or try 
} else. It is just possible that you out anything that looks feasible. 

> | eee do not need advice and that you We are engaged for the most 
AN + know how to do your garden part with expensive stock. 

7 | work. But I have found that While we try to grow the best 

aS 

7 kd Seg, rs urd a 

| - en ¢ 

a), , 4 Fe; %y ' 2 : i _ é 

ae A * ; + / 4 ish 
Sedge aa Biisy Gh, a a 

Irises should be in your garden le ee < ‘ i & may, 
ig Di aE se ot 7A) 

SK most any grower you cs ¥ "8 : y gos / 
know, about Spring care of : aad boa 

eonies and Irises and they will Oe oe a * 
t once offer you complete infor- es ene 
ation covering every phase of os Sere 

he matter. They will tell you e 
n addition that they grow all F 
he best varieties and have had ye 
ears of experience and so are Sie ie 
ompetent to offer expert advice. Se 

I do not like to write and I The Queen of the Spring Flowers 
on’t like to talk, but I do like to Cuts by courtesy W. A. Toole, Baraboo
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of the standard varieties we are deviation from this program washed away so that there is 
taking on and watching the new does not tend for the best. little to be drawn off. 
varieties, which almost invari- If you have prepared your The first thing to do in the 
ably are high priced. I have gardens for their winter sleep Spring is to see that the cover- 
been twitted by men high in you will find your plants and_ ing is intact and is kept so un- 
Horticultural circles about this bulbs ready to put up a success- til the frost is all out of the 
very thing. They ask—‘‘What ful fight with our freezing and ground and it is dry enough to 
is the difference between a fifty thawing spells which usually work. Also keep off your gar- 
dollar peony and a fifty cent occur during early Spring. den until it is dry enough to 
one?” and give the answer as— What we plan to do during work and all danger of freezing 
“Forty nine dollars and fifty the growing season is to keep is over. Then clear away sur- 
cents.” That may seem very the ground well cultivated and plus dirt over the plants and cut 
funny to them but for myself, hoed. This is not done to kill away the old peony tops and re- 
I am not content with yesterday. weeds and grass but to keep the move them from the field. Sce 
I am looking forward and ex- that last Fall’s plantings are 
pect to grow with the age and pare aR TTT aided in sticking their noses 
keep up to date. ee thru when they make their start. 

We never solicit business. ages P ‘| Keep the dirt loose. I like to 
Our goods are on display in our me. AN cy id # mulch over the roots and around 
gardens. The people can decide Sef ile ee eT. the stalks of my choice plants. 
for themselves what are the bet- ee Met ly fee = This conserves the moisture and 
ter varieties. The majority of peti keeps off the hot rays from the 
the people know only the “piny” ee Se sun. 
of our grandmother’s garden La ee The first year after planting, 
and the common field iris, they baat ak, Me Rat the plants need special attention, 
know nothing of the improved foe pik because the roots have not got- 

varieties. raytee, ten hold of the ground. With 
ry the irises, the roots or rhizomes 

BEST PLANTING TIME ee Tee cannot be hilled up or covered. 
Since our stock is valuable we ee Pica) *e Me xs.@e Brush away the dirt so that the 

have certain rules for planting Ree ty Bot eae) «rhizomes are exposed to the 
and for their care. We cannot [& yo ‘es a MG ha Ee sun’s rays. The more they bake 
afford to deviate from rules. <a ay “ae die) the better they like it. Clear 
The time to plant peonies is ea & 8S AE Foam away the dried stalks and keep 

from about September first un- fi the ground stirred up. 
til freeze up. The reason for ; Peonies and irises are natu- 
this rule is because at no other Fa rally healthy and they will keep 
time are the roots in a dormant md healthy if planted in absolutely 
condition. If handled at any as tong as one has a garden, one hax Well drained gardens which 
other time there is damage and 2 future, and as long as one hax x fue have any ordinary soil. More 
loss. The time to plant Irises is , —Frances Hodgson Burnett important than anything else, 
July and August. They are not the soil should be stirred up 
ready to be transplanted until ground stirred up so that it can deeply at intervals and lightly 
this time and if planted any take on air fertilization. This or top cultivated every day. 
later may not have gotten hold is the only fertilizer we use. If With these ideal conditions ex- 
of the ground before freeze-up we can keep the hoe and culti- isting, you won’t need to consult 
and may winter kill. vator in constant work we find any specialist, use any dope on 

On all sides we hear state- We are not bothered with any your plants or have any wor'y. 

ments to the effect that peonies pest whatever. Your plants will be thrifty and 

and irises are planted any time When Fall comes and just be- all the pests that infest the 
during the growing season with fore freeze up, we ridge up our earth will go over to your neizh- 
first class results. I take no rows of plants. This holds the bor’s garden as they cannot live 

stock in anything of the kind plants in position without heav- and thrive except in still dirt. 
and am content to follow rules I ing and keeps the water off the The flowers that we specialize 
have found to be sound and good crowns of the plants. Where in have names and they are ex- 
after giving them years of trial. there is any danger of water actly like persons to us. We 
Anyway, why take a chance. standing, dig an outlet for the know their families, their par 
Nights were intended for our water to drain off. In the ents, their brothers and sistrs| 
rest and sleep, day time for Spring you will find your plants and their ancestors. Until vou 
work and recreation with three high and dry. Much of the know the names of your friends 
meals. You well know that any ridged dirt has perhaps been (Continued on page 238) 

|



Wisconsin Farmers Are Turning Neglected Orchards Into a Source of Profit 

CoNnrRAD L. KUEHNER 

Wisconsin College of Agriculture 

Te co-operative spray ring (Fy, ; — definite times to control the cod- 
has found its place among oti ste yt s ling moth and curculio most 

Wisconsin farm orchardists. [BSB "xo. ke satisfactorily. 
This organization consists, on * ea Our so-called Spray Program 

the average, of a group of 8 to J at. takes cognizance of these facts, 
10 farmers who are near-by s and was devised as a guide for 

neighbors. They buy a power i) our farm orchardists so that the 
sprayer and each one pays for a F important factor of timeliness 
share in the machine. The share can be observed more closely. 

is no higher, usually less, than ne ae: aj 2. Suitable equipment is 
the price an individual farmer : : necessary if the work is to be 

has to pay for a good hand bar- eee geese | done in a satisfactory manner. 

rel sprayer. . A . Elmer Prochnow, Luxemburg, doing a It is possible to do good spray- 
The officers of the ring hire © good job with aseun” ing with a small knapsack 

one of their members as spray sprayer in cases where the 

operator. It becomes his duty . . owner has ample time to do the 
to spray all the orchards in the success of orchard spraying, re- work by hand. Nevertheless, 
group. He keeps track of the gardless of the size of machine few Wisconsin farmers can af- 
amount of material used in each used are as follows: ford to depend upon a hand op- 

member’s orchard each time he 1. Knowledge of the pests to erated barrel sprayer when they 
applies a spray. He also makes pe controlled. When the life have an opportunity to join a 
a record of the time it takes to history of the insect or disease spray ring or when they can 

do the work. From this record js known, control measures can equip their hand sprayer with 
each member’s spray cost is fig- be so practiced as to destroy the engine power. 
ured, and he pays accordingly. pest at a period in its life history Members of spray rings know 

The arrangement whereby when it is most easily killed in that their investment for a share 
one man does all the spraying Jarge numbers. This is true of in a power sprayer is one of 
makes it possible for the share- apple scab control when we ap- their best profit making invest- 
holders to remain at their other ply the spray solution before a ments. This is true, even in 
farm duties while the hired op- rain rather than after the rain, cases where the farmer had to 
erator does the spraying in their and jt is the reason why spray “junk” his hand sprayer when 

orchards. By doing this work applications are made at certain _ he joined the ring. 
constantly he learns to do it bet- 
ter and more quickly than one = = ; a 
who sprays only his own or- es EK BER, ee Rees 
chard. Also there is a big sav- " oe ee : pa gee 
ing to the farmers because the c ae Bo: 4 “se 
cost of material is considerably wey Be to | Zh 
lower. The lime sulphur and Cy Co Be Sal: yo ie 
arsenate of lead are bought in ba RR a 
large quantities and frequently y Be ee: es A gs fa ne 
a saving of 50% is made. Bi 9 Nie. ee 

The co-operative spray ring Sa ‘ais 
has been so successful in Wis- ee 2 ar 
consin and other neighboring be eh fa 
states that hundreds have been ts alte 
formed in the past ten years. bre 
Wisconsin alone has 128 of these s 
organizations and prospects are 
good for a doubling of this num- eRe 
ber in the next five years. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR SUCCESS 

Some of the most important A fine mist spray that covers everything. Mr. Prochnow is operator of a 
factors which determine the Spray Ring in Kewaunee County, organized by County Agent
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PROPER EQUIPMENT must be applied in the form of a __ ida “‘grape-fruit and real-estat..” 
All hand . should b: mist spray to cover every sur- lemons, they have heard of 

it hand sprayers should be face of the leaf, twig and fruit Dromedary dates. Each werk 
equipped Ee The or a une with a thin film of the mixture. the Saturday Evening Post te'ls 
lige poze: ad, ihe angle a ouah Most people do not use enough them that their life and home- 
is better ee pom he Peet material. A medium sized ap- brew depends on California 
een M ph * t “al straig' ple tree may require from 4 to7 raisins. We have read of Sun- 
“hould b ost | aa . Pees gallons of spray mixture before kissed oranges until we have 
shou alee On a a two it is completely and effectively come to think the sun shines 
ougle NEES Oe fh pecause covered. only in California. Is there a 
t eir capacity al au cient to The spray program given in child in Virginia who doesn’t 
supply two fe thee Besides, the supplement to the March is- know that grape-nuts make 
should be « O ee sue of WISCONSIN HorTICUL- brain power? That the Ford is 
BnOU ¢ OB Lo aeE oe f to inch TURE should be used asa guide. the greatest automobile in the 
mum Sh 0 4 is 4 bam world for the price? And that 
bao Ose, vad oath 8h off ———— the great opera singers get their 
al Spray FOG WIth @: SHUL-O voices by smoking “Lucky 
ve aw oon xshould } WHY THE DOCTOR STILL Strike” cigarettes? 

OWEL SPEAY DUMPS SOuld. DE COMES AROUND And yet—not a word about 
equipped with at least fifty feet apples. The answer is “NA 

14 inch high pressure spray HE following is taken from PP es. I > of ¥ inch high p p T TIONAL ADVERTISING FOR 
hose and an orchard gun when the address of Dr. Amos ApppRs.” 
the pump has a capacity of five Dernberg of Pittsburg at the . 
or more gallons per minute at Annual Convention banquet of a 
250 pounds pressure. The gun the Virginia Horticultural So- 
will do good work with a pump ciety. a . 
of this capacity. If, however, In 1926 was the biggest ap- ve ee ie 
the pump is one of less than five ple crop the U. S. has ever pro- 
gallon capacity at 250 pounds of duced—40 million barrels of AN INVITATION has reached 
pressure, the gun should not be commercial apples. And so we this office which was ex- 
used. In this case, the bamboo hear the cry of “over produc- tended to all those interested, by 
spray rods with angle disc tion” or “under consumption” the Reynolds. Preserving Com- 
nozzles will do much better and the apple-growers twaddle pany of Sturgeon Bay, to visit 
work. their thumbs and bemoan the “Cherryland” while the cherry 

3. Every spray outfit, large low prices. It is foolishness. trees are in bloom: 
or small, should be carefully Forty million barrels of apples “Blossom Time in ‘Cherry- 
cleaned at the end of each day’s a year will give less than one- land’ is truly a marvelous 
work. This is done by pumping half of an apple a day to each sight, surpassing in floral beauty 
several pails of clean water thru) man, woman, and childin Amer- and uniqueness anything that 
the pump, hose and nozzles. ica. You call that over-produc- Wisconsin can offer in any other 
Thorough cleaning each night tion? That is under-production. spot. It is our particular pride 
will help to lengthen the life of LIMIT production? That is to lead visitors through miles of 
the machine, avoid costly delays foolishness. Give up, in the face orchards and thousands upon 
and save much repairing and_ of “box-apple” competition? NO. thousands of trees covered with 
trouble. Improve the quality and appear- delicate waxy blossoms white 

Running parts of the machine ance of your fruit and go into with the splendor of full bloom. 
must be kept well lubricated at the box apple business yourself Here is the most concentrated 
all times. for domestic shipments. Busi- cherry section in the world. 

4, The most important single ness is a battle—not a basket- “Our whole community is 
factor responsible for the suc- ball game. preparing to welcome the thou- 
cess or failure of the spray work The national health could be sands of visitors that come an- 
is the “man behind the gun”. improved fifty per cent by a_ nually to Door County in May. 
Thoroughness of application de- greater consumption of apples. Our Company is planning to 
pends upon him and results will But the people don’t know this. serve delicious cherry pie to 
tell whether or not he did athor- The apple grower has had_ every guest, and you know how 
ough job on all parts of every handed to him on a silver-plat- good that cherry pie will be. 
tree in the orchard every time ter the greatest slogan ever You will find Sturgeon Bay a 
he sprayed it. All parts of the coined: “An Apple a Day Keeps wonderfully hospitable city with 
tree must be sprayed both from the Doctor Away,” and yet most excellent facilities.” 
the outside and the inside, if people never heard of that slo- (Signed) 
complete coverage is to be ob- gan. THE REYNOLDS PRESERVING 
tained. Enough spray material Oh, they have heard of Flor- COMPANY.
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: : s drainage becomes very essential. 
Growing Quality Dahlias If the soil is heavy, it may be 

made suitable by the addition of 
GEORGE Morris sand, leaf mold or even coal 

State Seed Laboratory ashes, thoroughly worked into 
the soil in order to break up the 

DES the past few years . wr. aa heavy portion. 
the Dahlia has probably 4, *~ a ihe a The soil should not be pre- 

been improved more than any — * mi ; pared until it is in good work- 
other flower. From the small, | iy Raw. i Biig| ing condition. Never plant in 
hard, unattractive ball Dahlias Sao Z aem| wet, sticky soil. The soil should 
of our Grandmother’s gardens ae ; ay be finely pulverized and is then 
there has been an ever increas- ER PY Pe in the proper condition for re- 
ing improvement, every year |Aega h g ceiving the tubers. It should be 
adding to the long list of won- se dug to the depth of about twelve 
derful Dahlia creations. Such My ; inches. 
Dahlias as Marmion, Elite , ad 
Glory, Hathor, Mariposa and Y,/ PLANTING THE TUBERS 
very many others have been CAsaeee | A ee eases 
produced by careful selection of id The tubers should be planted 

from five to six inches below the the parent plants. ee the soil a : 
The history of the Dahlia / surface of the soil. This puts 

3b ‘k y 5 the first t them down in the moist layer of 
oe het eee Pipa ie id the soil and prevents them from 
plants being found growing wilc drying out and_ becoming 
in the mountains of Mexico. . stunted during the hot, dry 
Time does not permit me to en- Further south planting may be weather of mid-summer. Dah- 

ter into this interesting phase done in February and March. jio0 14 great lovers of moisture 
of the subject. Nothing is gained by planting | d his c 1 t , st ly 

: A “ . too early. It is best to wait un- @2C this can only be constantly . This subject Growing Qual- ti _ d bee . .. maintained at this depth. Dahlias” is one in which til the groun ecomes thor- , ‘ ste ueide 
ity Dahlias ne ough d i is: j 1 Lay the tuber on its side. : ghly warmed, and is in good 2 : every Dahlia lover is interested. ki 4 wae 2 al q Never stand a tuber upright or 
Every dahlia fan wants to know Working condition. If plante roots are pr vi . -. on end, as the new roots are pro- hi t the best fi too early when the ground is © : : 
ow to grow the best flowers cold and damp, the tubers may duced from the junction of the 

and produce the strongest tu- rot : . sprout with the tuber. If these 
bers. Let us assume that you J are not well covered and in a 
have received a shipment of constantly moist situation they 
Dahlia tubers from a grower LOCATION FOR PLANTING will fail to develop the large 
and they have arrived before An open sunny place is the roots which eventually become 

you are ready to plant, how best location for the great ma- tubers. 
should they be cared for? This  joyity of Dahlias. Except ina _In planting see that the eye 
is very important. Upon re- few instances they do not suc- or sprout is turned upwards, so 
ceipt of the tubers do not put eed in a shaded place. Some of that it can grow without hin- 

them in some out-of-the-way the more delicately shaded vari- drance. The eye can be found 
place to dry out and die. Un- ties will do well in partial on the crown end of the tuber. 
pack them and lay the tubers shade especially during the hot- The crown end is the portion 
flat on their sides in a box of  foc¢ part of the day. If there is Where the tuber joined the stalk 
damp earth or sand, taking care {99 much shade the plants run of the old plant from which it 
to see that the sprout or eye is to jong stalks and there are few Was taken. When you have laid 
turned up. Do not use wet or 6) no flowers. the tuber on its side, sprout up, 
oy pe meee oie tahoe and five or six inches deep, cover 
with abou ree inches o is with finely pulverized soil, fill- 
soil and set the box away in a SOIL AND ITS PREPARATION ing the hole about half full, 
cool place until planting time. Dahlias do well in a great pressing the soil firmly about 

The time to plant Dahlias variety of soils. A light, well the tuber, but being very careful 
varies with the locality, as well drained sandy loam is the best not to break the sprout. The 
as with the time you wish the suited. to their needs, but they reason for filling the holes only 
Dahlias to bloom. In the middle will grow and do well in clay half full is to assist the sprouts 
Atlantic states planting can be loam, sand and even in ashes. in getting to the surface more 
done from May first to June fif- The large tubers require a great readily, as the plants grow, new 
teenth. Personally, I prefer to deal of moisture, but wet soil is soil is filled in around them. 
begin planting about May 15. fatal to them, so that good (Continued on page 242)



“Its N H Until It’s Pl d” It's Not a Home Until It's Plante 
A Story on Beautifying the Home Grounds 

(Continued from April) 

E. A, PETRANEK 
Landscape Architect 

N CONTINUING the visual- [gene ara i) p the garage, which is located 
ization or painting of the wy é beGunemum | some 15 or 20 feet to the rear, 

picture of your home, and its |i aera cy Mae | This leaves a nice garden plot 
outdoor ehvironment, consider |i m a, * behind the garage and allows 
whether the size, shape or Na ae Be es for a concentration of all the 
location of your front yard Pet ee Ss Se above service functions into one 
would be benefited by a border yuan dee Be aE, half of the rear yard. The 
planting. Is your front yard | yw other half would then be free to 
such that you want it allinlawn | ; a i :| be used for this outdoor living 
or does it require a border plant- p | b. taf] room, about 25’ x 70’ in size. 
ing to frame the picture? If so, oi 2 To begin with, you would 

eg a set of some zoe cut : an | ‘ Plant a border of shrubs around 
the corners enough to balance ri the margins of this area and 
up the house plantings, or would i ee yee line it on the inside with flow- 
you preter 3 hedge? ee ~» mar) ers, both perennials and annu- 
you wou ancy an extende sie) als. This would close it off 
border planting on either side [="™"™ from service area and also from 
of the lot, with an unsheared | — neighbors’ properties. You 
hedge across the front. Ses: sitar would again screen off undesir- 

Above all, it is well to bear in ~—oe Pee Vite, | able views, with trees or high 
mind that you are beautifying Le me ee | growing shrubs. An informal 
your grounds to suit yourself. or naturalistic scheme for this 
While the various rules and reg- Liat . outdoor living room would call 
ulations on landscaping are of- outdoor living room; where you for an unbroken expanse of . B er can entertain your friends in . : : 
fered as aids in achieving the . -. lawn, like the carpet in your my es privacy. To the farmer, this ee 
correct treatment, after all it is . house, bounded by masses of . would mean a planting to cut off 
your place, and you will get a Some of the direct’ views trot shrubs and _ flowers. The 
lot of fun in making your own th h to th il fn higher growing shrubs in the 

‘ e house to the outbuildings so . 
plans this spring and in carry- far as possible. To the city rear and the lower growing ones 

tI SHE ADE EASES dweller, it means the hiding of i? {vont of these might resembl 
the ighbors’ b ‘ 28 3 ? 

BACK YARD 18 THE OUTDOOR and other undesirable views, Rouse together with smaller 
LIVING Room ‘ things nearby. 

The first function of the aver- T t ter of interest 
Thus far we have been con- age rear yard isto serve, tohar- . this oi ae Sat the in ‘door 

sidering only the front or public bor the garage and drive, the vi us PLCLUTe: (Or ht ou sae 
area. Now let us consider the laundry drying yard, the chil- 1V!"8 ie wat jen ae hicd ba ih 
rear yard or private area. The dren’s playground and the gar- # ol © gar la at h ard ' pal ‘ 
back yard has become more and_ den. In spite of all the ordinary °° ae ares - at the extreme 
more a private place of beauty, service functions required of the T°@? OF te plot. . 
instead of an unsightly dump- rear yard, it is still possible to Possibly you would like a for- 

ing ground. With attractive arrange this area in such a way Mal arrangement of this garden 
border plantings of shrubs and as to make the most economical better. If so, you will lay out 
flowers, it has become an out- use of the rear yard, and at the Some rose and flower beds in a 
door living room, a haven or same time make it an inviting geometrical pattern or design. 
refuge from the street and office, place in which to live. They might be square, oblony, 
a safe playground for the chil- Perhaps you have one of our val, round or various othr 
dren, where they can romp and __ standard city lots, 45’ by 120’ in harmonizing patterns. 
learn to love nature. What size. You have your house lo- Then you would enclose th's 
could be more enjoyable? cated on the center of the lot outdoor living room with a 

A planting of shrubs, trees, and a proper distance from the sheared hedge instead of a natu- 
roses and flowers in this rear front. The drive flanks the ralistic border planting. You 
yard will transform it into an house on one side and leads to (Continued on page 241)
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: *1: . AMOUNT TO APPLY TO ORCHARD Using Fertilizer in the IN SOD 
The need for available nitro- 

Orchard gen in sod is greater than in the 
cultivated orchard. A sod or- 
chard may give good results if 

: properly fertilized. Usually if 
: : "% at it is not giving good results it is 

\ va * Bie. due to lack of nitrogen. 
WeE\ o/h é me ee From three to five pounds of 
sek oN! V3). Y j er.” aan sulphate of ammonia or nitrate 

Halil, i. 2 * of soda should be applied per 
aah a X tree (about 150 to 250 pounds 
1 ge per acre) in the young bearing 

) orchard, and from four to six 
E c pounds per tree (200 to 300 

= a ; pounds per acre) in the old or- 
3 : chard. In rich soils the amounts 
ag ° may be reduced. In fact the 

; amount should be determined by 
vg ed, the extent of growth made the 

aa previous season. 

ie ea THE CULTIVATED ORCHARD 
Tree of unfertilized section of ‘Tree of section of apple or- On fairly productive soil only 

fihen. balers ike “Gee Naw had Hatin Noptl aeawin uae a small amount of nitrogen will 
time pe store np the flecensary stonned: but the Heaven remaln to be needed in the cultivated or- 
carbohydrates for next season's manufacture carbohydrates. chard. Generally two to three 

pounds of nitrate fertilizer per 
tree will be sufficient. 

CID phosphate or potash fer- about three feet from the trunk On less productive soils three 
Arline do not seem to give and extend several feet beyond to four pounds per tree will be 
enough increased yields in the the ring formed by the outer needed. 
orchard to warrant their use, drip from the branches. (Continued on page 245) 
tho they may be of help to the 
cover crop, but nitrogen fertiliz- 
ers give good results. ee aD Ra dee oie: b. 

A generous supply of quickly See ON Re ee fs : a 
available nitrogen is needed be- era Se ar ga : 
fore blossom time to balance up ba este Saree 
the starches and sugars stored ; Ps & 
in the tree by the leaves the fall Peat 5 f 
before. ‘a 

Lacking available nitrogen Me 
the early part of the season, the < 
es will not set a full EROp of Ze aes | 
ruit, nor from a good supply o PEA epee eraser SL Me tered SECS etl | 

fruit buds for the next year. pe a ee} uo =e | 
Apple blossoms begin to form pene) FERTILIZED Freres st | 
almost a year before they ap- <i suifiare A] = 
pear and develop throughout the ae AMMONIA FR see Ss 
summer and early fall, opening ee er ee at = 
in the spring. he de | = if 

How To APPLY NITRATE FER- 

TILIZER Average yleld from fertilized tree on the left and unfertilized tree on 
The nitrate fertilizer may be the right. Variety: Northern Spy. iverane Wicliod 

applied by hand, aneeading Treatment “Apples per Tree 
evenly over the soil occupie vy No Fertilizer .. 0.0.00... 000s cece eee eee ees 11 bu. 

the feeding roots. These start Gane, Perdliners 4 tbe per ree Rt



Observations of Tom Ato and Alex Ander 

Dear Mr. Rahmlow: ;.. the part of the Society is go- 
we ISTORY repeats itself”. “Paper Mulch” Again. ing to depend to a considerable 
H This old statement has Irrigation to Prevent Frost. extent on the support the local 

proved to be true again, for we Club Work For Local Societies. horticulturists give it in their 
see by the press that someone Flower Demonstralion: for 4H communities. We think that 
has resurrected the “paper Clubs. helping put this over is about 
mulch culture” scheme. A num- __ —Sstthe:s~biggest contribution a local 
ber of years ago there was a society oe eel member could 
similar furor about it. We read ae make to the future of horticul- 
that the system was first tried ar ea 8 Bis Hh 8 HL ture in Wisconsin. 
out in Hawaii in the growing of ace 46 Apply enbuEh WateE to We hope that the local socic- 
pineapples, and then introduced others he ” are oKicientl op- ties will all get behind you, Mr. 
into California.. Evidently, arated. Sony the 4 either of Secretary, in this proposition, 
“What’s sauce for the goose” the home or city water system and lend some real aid in the 

isn’t always “Sauce for the gan- In some sections, eoerhead ir- matter. 

Ger ical uy dio BE Or the rigation has been very beneficial ee 

country, and it is doubtful if it eel eed hea eee If one is going to preach, he 
would become any more popular ted whare ‘the entire é uip- really ought to practice at least 
than it was formerly if tried out vent has paid for itself by en. @ little of what = — Of 

now. abling the owner to save his (OUrse, you Want 'o get in on 
. this too, so if you’ll print a few 

SE crop from late frosts. It is a 2 , : 
ato we? zood guess that overhead irriga- suggestions we'll at least have 

Many of us are familiar with tion i : os made a start at practicing. . : ion is going to increase in pop- ‘ 2 
the old saying about locking the larit é only in th z They say you should be posi- 
stable after the horse is stolen, ‘W&@Tlt¥, not only In Fae commer- tive rather than negative, that 
but few of us seem to think that cial garden and small fruit plan- one, in giving instructions, 

tation, but also with the home , on 
the coat may fit us. When d ? should say “do” and not “don’t”. 
there’s plenty of soil moisture gardener, Our experience is that there are 
we don’t spend much time think- a whole lot of “don’ts” con- 
ing that probably before the sea- We're for this garden contest nected with gardening. Here 
son is over there will be times which the Society is fostering are some for the boy or girl who 
when some additional moisture as a Boys’ and Girls’ Club is going into this contest: 
for the flowers or vegetables project. Don’t attempt too much. Se- 
would be very beneficial. Now It’s sort of trite, of course, to lect a few kinds to start with 
is the time to prepare for the say that the boys and girls of to- and learn how to grow them un- 
emergency. day are the men and women of usually well. Don’t pick the 

Overhead irrigation has tomorrow. And in this day hard ones to start on. If you 
proved its worth in many com- when there seems to be a great go into this, you go in to win, 
mercial gardens in the middle tendency on the part of many and while you may like asters 
west and east, and is propor- parents to let the children “come better than snapdragons, you 
tionately just as beneficial in the up” rather than to “bring them will be surer of success if you 
smaller gardens. Where one up”, one might be considered stick to the “snaps”. 
feels that he cannot afford one real old fashioned if he were to As I understand this contest, 
of the regular overhead irriga- recall that “as the twig is bent about the most important thing 
tion systems, he will find the the tree is inclined”. in winning is to put on a good 
oscillating type of lawn sprink- We have a very strong feel- demonstration. That is, to tell 
ler is a very satisfactory substi- ing, however, that if the boys how you grew the products aiid 

tute. and girls become interested in how to use them after you vet 
Rotary sprinklers, or those flowers, and through actual con- them grown. Once I saw two 

which distribute the water over tact with them learn to appreci- girls put on a flower demonst'a- 
a circular area are not to be ate them, there will be fewer tion of this kind. They had hig 
compared in efficiency, especi- homes in the future devoid of card boards on which they had 
ally in the garden, to the oscil- those things which make a house pasted pictures of the different 
lating type. The latter cost and grounds attractive and con- kinds of flowers which thcy 
more in many cases, but they tribute much towards making a grew. One of the girls told jist 
are well worth the additional “place” a real home. why they had selected each kiid 
expense. They water rectangu- The success of this new work (Continued on page 244)
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The Cherry Aphid and Its Control 
A. A, GRANOVSKY 

University of Wis., Department of Entomology 

; APHID REDUCES YIELD OF growth. Heavily infested 
CHERRIES shoots have their leaves bunched 

| The setting of the cherry in clusters and spaces between 

fruit, among other factors, de- the leaves are reduced to a 
pends upon the length of the nae degree. Such shoots 
terminals produced during the W? 1 set only 2 ate any, fruit. 
growing season. It is evident ae spurs. This has a direct 
that the future potential yield is 0€&Tn& on the yield of cherries, 

; governed by the number of which remain thus affected for 

fruiting spurs set per terminal the following two or three 
: mo years. If the same terminals 

are infested several years in 
MW} §=succession, failing to produce 

. the fruit spurs and leaf buds, 
F f| they have a whip-like appear- 

i; ance and are totally unproduc- 
tive. In many instances the 
leaves on twigs, some distance 

: back of the infested branches, 
: turn prematurely yellow and 

often drop off during ihe ie 
i eS summer. This also weakens the 

tree for lack of properly func- 
§ Sig infesioa wlth okeery aentan tioning leaf area. In general, it 

is clear from the above discus- 
. Awe . . sion that the cherry aphid in- 

Tae oe a | jury to chery frees of tre 
(Fab.), proved to be one of the se saad the State bs hea 
oie . ee et ae is considered one of the leading 

able rernount of damage to ge states of sour cherry producers, 

cherry trees year after year, |Page apis pect Henares genet cone 
and inflicts serious losses to the smc 2. - sideration. Intests Ootn, 

: : . Early Richmond and Montmor- 
cherry industry of Wisconsin Two wingless cherry aphids feed’me ency varieties, but usually pre- 
aa ther cherry growing on a small portion of a cherry lent. 640 the former. 

Cherry aphids invariably in- NOY ree. C 7 pi : 
fest the tender leaves of termi- SON MR r¢ PES 
nal shoots either in the center wo SR AN SS ee Vos aS 
or on the outside of the tree. SNe REE DO EF 
They live in colonies often very CORSA BST. NV [Rie ee a Wa 
crowded on the lower side of the : ) J AY ‘s rf £. ce i eon. 4 Bae ee 

leaves, and feed by sucking the \Ag 7 Ee -ofaif | g. ! i] cciceataai 
sap, thus draining the vitality seh imme Cay iad aT aN oe 
of the tree. If a large number Ag? Jiede an ae Se LST a oy 
of aphids are developed on the / fv Re se ) ee. = Ute it hed u i 
infested leaves, as often is the fyaae Sepals Sag 7 AN 7S eee a i Pasha 
case, these leaves become yellow th ons on ia MEY cepa al 
and distorted. The leaves of aa. es Ps er 1 ac ete ei 
Sweet cherries are very badly EE ees Gee Gas Ae a oa 
curled. The infested leaves in Se ARS ae aaa os rt 
such condition cannot function ao : - 

properly and asa tesult the ter- STAY Ing euerey SrenneG ity fhe atlanee, dommant apron, ht thin stm 
minal growth of infested shoots is used to thoroughly wet the whole tree. ‘This. assures better control, 
is considerably retarded. cere neler tone the Insecta: a oe unprotected by foliage and are
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There are two mature forms colonies of aphids and the whole migrate to secondary hosts, but 
of this insect—winged and tree may be literally covered fly to the uninfested cherry 
wingless. Both are small— with them. twigs, where they give rise to 
about one millimeter long, with The first, second, third and  oviparous sexual females. This, 
soft shiny black bodies. The fourth generations are normally however, occurs only rarely for 
young are of a reddish dark developed on cherry, which is the reason that the left over 
brown to black, but soon acquire the primary host plant of this colonies are usually devoured by 
a shiny black color. aphid. The first three genera- insect predators such as the lady 

tions are normally wingless, bird beetle, lace wing fly, etc. 
INTERESTING LIFE HISTORY while the fourth generation be- This, nevertheless, shows that 
The life history of this insect Comes winged. These winged the cherry aphid may propagate 

is very interesting and can be aphids are called spring mi- on cherry trees throughout the 
summarized as follows: grants. They disappear from summer. The males are, how- 

The black, shiny eggs are de- the cherry trees in search of sec- ever, produced only on the sec- 
posited in the fall around the dary food plants such as wild ondary host, so far as is ascer- 
buds and in cracks of bark on PePPer grass, shepherd purse, tained by the present knowledge. 
the small branches. These eggs several species of mustard and Commercial growers are pri- 
pass the winter in a dormant probably other wild plants. marily interested in the efficient 

condition and begin to develop The fifth, sixth, seventh, control of the pest. This cannot 
with the advance of warm eighth, ninth and partial tenth be accomplished successfully 
weather in the spring. The generations are normally pro- Without knowing the specific 
overwintered eggs hatch be- duced on summer or secondary habits of feeding and reproduc- 
tween the middle of April and host plants. The first few gen- tion of the insect in question. 
the early part of May. erations on the secondary host The time of application. the kind 

This is the time when the are wingless, while many indi- and strength of spray, amount 
buds begin to swell and the Viduals of the eighth, ninth and Which should be applied, and 
cherry trees are in the early and tenth generations become Stage of seasonal development 
delayed dormant condition, de- Winged and fly back to the of the tree, are important fac- 
pending upon the temperature. cherry trees in late August and tors to consider. 

The young lice which hatch through the month of Septem- 
from the eggs are called stem ber. These are called fall or re- RIGHT TIME TO SPRAY 

mothers or the first generation. turn migrants and as soon as The cherry aphid can be con- 
They feed on scales of buds and_ they reach the cherry trees, they trolled to a fair degree of suc- 
never were observed to feed on deposit their living young, cess if the orchards are sprayed 
young green leaves which ap- Which develop into wingless sex- against it before the develop- 
pear through the bud scales. ual females. The males are ment of the foliage. This treat- 
They shed their skins four times Winged and are produced on sec- ment unfortunately, is seldom 
and it requires nearly a month ondary host, usually in the considered at that time of the 
for stem mothers to reach ma- eighth and ninth generations. year. Most growers take 
turity. They fly to cherry trees, and chances until later they discover 

As soon as they become ma- mate with the wingless, sexual, that their cherry orchards are 
ture they at once, without mat- or egg laying females. After badly infested. But then it is 
ing, begin to deposit their living mating, the oviparous females extremely difficult, almost next 
young. One female is able to which form the eleventh or to impossible, to control this in- 
give birth to seven or more twelfth generation, deposit sev- sect. It should be remembered 
young per day. These young eral eggs, usually from 4 to 7, that preventative measures are 
crawl to the young green leaves 0n the bark and around the buds more effective than the curative 
where they feed and molt four during the months of September ones. This equally applies to 
times until maturity. They con- and October until killing frost. the problem in question, and in 
stitute the second generation. These eggs overwinter and this the end the preventative meas- 
Upon maturity they, as well as cycle again repeats itself. ures are cheaper. 
all the following summer gener- Although spring migration The first regular spray used 
ations, deposit their living begins with the fourth genera- on cherries is about the time 
young without mating. A sin- tion, about the latter part of when the blossoms begin to fall. 
gle female may deposit as many June and continues until the lat- When a contact spray, such as 
as 80 or more living young dur- ter part of July, a few small “Derrisol’ or “nicotine  sul- 
ing her life time. Each of the colonies of wingless aphids may phate” is added to a regular 
young upon maturity, give rise stay on cherry leaves through- commercial spray, used at that 
to a similar number of young, out the summer until fall. These time against the biting insects 
and very soon many leaves are aphids in the fall produce and fungous diseases,—it cn, 
completely covered with large winged individuals which do not at the same time efficiently con-
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trol cherry aphids. Both “Der- : : : 
risol” and “nicotine sulphate” No Poison ina Tin Can 
are about equally effective at the 
strength of one pint to 100 gal- ASeRT time ago a friend poisonous but if present might 
lons of water, which gives the opened a tin can of cher- form an organic substance 
spray 1 to 800. Derrisol is ries, and being called away left which is poisonous.  Fortu- 
cheaper, however, more pleas- the fruit in the open can for a_ nately, not only is the organism 
ant to apply on account of being short time. very rare, but the poisonous 
odorless, non-poisonous to man On coming back to empty the product is at once destroyed 
and gives a better coverage, for can he was emphatically in- when the food is heated to the 
it has its own spreading agent, formed by one who presumed to  Doiling point. 

although it takes from 24 to 48 know, that the fruit was poi- Ask ten housewives and prob- 
hours before aphids die after soned from being thus left ex- ably nine of them will tell you 
spraying. posed in the tin. By no means “never let anything stand in an 
When cherry trees are should it be eaten—so it was open tin can.” Careful scientific 

sprayed against aphids later in thrown away. research shows that nothing 
the season, when the leaves are Have you had that experience, happens if you do—that is, 
fully developed, the control may and do you believe in the poison nothing different than would 
be quite disappointing for the theory? If you do we are going happen if left in a glass or china 
reason that the insects are pro- {9 shock you by stating it has container. 

tected by large and numerous pow been proven there is no We are not recommending 
foliage. Aphids feed on the sucha thing as ptomaine poison- that you leave things in tin cans, 
lower sides of the leaves and are jing, but don’t throw away fruit be- 
difficult to hit with a spray, and Dr. E. G. Hastings, head of cause it has been exposed that 
they must be hit with a spray in i146 Department of Bacteriol way. Dr. Hastings expressed 
rder to kill th At this t C a eDAT MeN L OF RAClerto ORY. ini ; it mi 
oes ao ais me of the College of Agriculture, the opinion that acid fruit might 
of the vear cherry aphid control states that there is no reason ferment in a tin container and 
is much more expensive, for it why fruit exposed in a tin can not become poisonous. All cans 

takes from 5 to 7 times as much should become poisonous. The are now soldered on the outside, 
fete es ee eee in only type of change liable to so no lead touches the food. 
fully developed and before ‘the take place in acid fruit is alco- There is a type of trouble you 

aphids have reached large num- holic fermentation. Not only may have noticed as a digestive 
hers. and spread all over the that, but he went farther to say disturbance from eating food. 
trees: Naturally the later that research during the past Sometimes it may be at a 
sprays are more expensive be- few years has proven there is chicken pie supper, or again, 
cause they consume TOKE tithe, nothing to the old “ptomaine” something in your own home. 
labor and material * theory. In other words food Investigation shows this to be 

. does ah S00 chemically in con- due to some type of infection. 
. Dine tact with metal. A certain type of bacteria comes 

BAREY SPRAS BESt Bacterial action in the case of — in contact Uae the food while it 
The best time for control of non-acid vegetables is not the js being prepared, and those 

the cherry aphid is early in the same as with fruit. Peas, beans, who eat it get “sick”. 
spring, just when the buds are ete., decompose on exposure to The Department of Bacteri- 
fully developed and begin to air, which can be detected by ology of the College of Agricul- 
open their leaves. smell or taste. This is the sour ture is anxious to investigate 

spoilage which we all ey, this type of trouble. It is be 
However, the presence of tin ally not serious, but may effec 

fn BOLENS would have nothing to do with quite a number of people in case 
apes AS aS it, and if it takes place in tin, is of a large gathering. If notified 
ois SS Re no different than in any other at once and some of the food 

FP does Garden Pow. Se Sa container. Furthermore, poi- kept, the Department will try to 
[nee Beoding, Caltivat: Ieee soning from eating canned food find the cause. ; 
Lawn Mowing—at such eat Daa is very rare—think of the mil- There is usually a lot of un- 
and Snane, Of, time CA Usb) lions of cans used in this coun- certainty about these cases and 
Rents instantly inter. ea. try. Any actual poisoning from many times the blame is placed 

Tools Arched | Axle, | Tool ITZ eating food is due to “botulism”. on the wrong food. 

Powerfal Motor— many. other GNC Ao” It is caused by a specific or- While this type of trouble is 
features, day. a ganism, or germ, picked up by not serious, it is aggravating 
ciLgoN MFG. CO. 4 — 0) the food from the soil or else- and unpleasant. The blame is 

Port Washington, Wis. Sy where. . . . usually placed upon some type 
This organism in itself is not of canned food, whereas prac-
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tically all cases investigated WHAT CROPS NEED LIME? are interesting. No benefit was 
proved the trouble Oe con- D° ALL crops need lime? fons by oe ae apiles, 
tamination of Bonn: cn , having This is a question difficult : anne plums or shade revs, 

nothing to do with the can. to answer in all cases, especially fruit s eat te it trees ill 
THE WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT 8 Tegards vegetables, fruits and 4°" better on a limeston soil 

OF AGRICULTURE HAS Es. flowers. : This experiment indicates that TABLISHED THE FOLLOWING The Rhode Island Experiment EXP! jal 
. . +. - the limestone does not benefit STANDARDS OF GERMINA- Station in bulletin 160 gives the € Probably the benef, 

TION. FOR VEGETABLE SEEDS some interesting figures. These | ost dn < b ther deat Fs 
! may not be correct under all con- ©!4! & “thes, Ele. tf oh py 

Biandards of ditions, but give the Horticul- #8 0M oth Souls: th ¢ ‘the 
Seed ercent.turist something to think about. Increases t aed hel the 
‘Asparagus GO The number indicates the de- trece indine tl woule eM the 
Beans -----------._---.-_ 85 gree of benefit to the crop from ‘Tees Indirectly. 
*Beets—Garden ---.__-___ 75 liming when grown on a slightly Blackberries, currants, goose- 
oe Sprouts ..------- ae acid soil according to the Rhode berries and_ red_ raspberries 

Caraway nn 7\ Island Experiments. -—0 means were benefited enough to make 
Carrot _..___-..____.. __ 60 harmful effects, while 8 means jt pay to lime them. Strawber- 
Cauliflower ~--.--...-.-.. 75 greatly benefited. ries were only slightly benefited, 
Celery nn eo 3 Asparagus 0 Potato while blackcap raspberries were 
Chard. erste sesesseeee 0 Beans 2 Muskmelon tually inj d by limi Chard—Swiss ----------- 75 3 Beets 3 Onions actually injure y liming. 

Citron RTS SET ee 1 Brussels 3 Parsnips 

Co BNO ase ve seateseecnce 0 Sprouts 3 Peppers UALITY BULBS 
Crees weet ~------------ : 2 Cabbage 1 Peas Q - . i 
aes | anaes a 1 Carrots 1 Pumpkin Gladiolus--Iris Peonies 
Dl CR eanenssecssnass a 2 Cauliflower 0 Radish 100 Glads—10 varieties, 
Beep ce 65 3 Celery 1 Rhubarb $2.50 
Endive ---------22--.0-. 75 ; Chery 8 Senet Postpaid, Cash with order 
Welle) cagpenenemmnnnnmnnn 1B -0 Cranberry 1 Squash All best varieties labeled Ko ia i ---- eee. o 1 Cucumber 0 Tomato Latest Iris varieties, 10c 
Lett aan neanannnne------- 7 2 Egg Plant -0 Watermelon 15c each 
Pe LNCe) wecceweeeesenaaene BO 1 Endive 2 Horseradish Choice Peonies for Fall 
Melon Witer e 1 Kale 1 Kohl Rabi ole Seonles FOr 2a 

as 40 3 Leek 3 Lettuce delivery 

ge BB muuns worn Pann | Sand fo ue it 
Parsley 225 The results of the experiment Eau Claire, Wis. 
Parsnip ____---_----___-_ 65 with fruit trees and small fruits : 
Peas __. __-------------. 85 
Pepper ixcnsexcsuacssesewss; (60) = — 
BUMpHIN ssecomee reese: IG. 
Radish __________-__-_-_-. 80 A 
Rhubarb _---_.--.----__ 65 C 1 P 1 
Rutabaga -._.----.-_----_ 80 aro ina op ar 

Spinagh 2s 8-10 feet at special low prices 
Squash __________-_-_-_ 80 

Tomato ------.----------- 80 SPIREA VAN HOUTEI 
Turnip csceesseereeees ss, 85 . 

*The standard of germination for 3 foot specimens bushy, 5 for $2.00 
beets applies to the number of balls 
producing sprouts. e vigor of the 
seed is partially indicated by, the CYDONIA JAPONICA (JAPAN QUINCE) 
number of sprouts which should ap- i 
proximate 140. If seeds in commer- 4 foot bushes at $1.00 each 
cial packets germinate more than 5% | 
below these standards the packets FRUIT TREES—FLOWERS—VINES 
must be labeled with the actual ger- 
mination of the seeds contained 74th Annual Catalog Free 
therein. | 

Kellogs’s Nurser | 
It takes 30 or 40 leaves to y | 

make one good apple, say hor- Box 77 Janesville, Wis. 
ticulturists of the United States 
Department of Agriculture. SS 2.000... 8°
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the canes with dirt and well 
New Facts About Roses rotted manure. In uncovering 

in the spring he found that some 

Rosarians Discuss Varieties and Cultural Methods _ of the canes were still growing 
and it appeared that they had 

I. J. SCHULTE been covered too deeply; also 

(Continued from April) wanted, and then pinch out the that they were not left down 
Powdery mildew occurs on end. The branches which will long enough, for the ends died 

the leaf whereas the black spot form should again be pinched back if they were put up too 

is in the tissue of the leaf. Black ack when they reach the height early before the sap had time to 
spot is the more dangerous of YOU Want them to go. In this circulate to the ends. Last year 

the two. Mildew starts when Way the plant will branch and the climbers were not covered 

there is no circulation of air, so Cover, the trellis much better so much; the canes were pegged 
that free circulation is a good than if the canes are allowed to down and covered with marsh 
preventive. It is controlled best $'OW without pruning. hay. How they will come out 

with finely pulverized and pow- Mrs. Rock also demonstrated this spring remains to be seen. 
dered sulphur. Don’t use the how the rose canes can be lay- Before the canes are laid 

ordinary flowers of sulphur. cette NOW She Propagates bY down they are sprayed with 
ack spot spreads very rap- S. : : 

idly. The leaves. should be Dr. William Hopkinson spoke sees ca amen 
picked off and burned. Preven- on varieties of climbing roses after they are laid down. In 
tion is better than cure; a fungi- and their winter protection. He the spring as soon as they are 
cide should be used before the illustrated his talk with colored uncovere d_ the ground 1s 

black spot appears. Bordeaux lantern slides showing to what sprayed. The result is that they 
is supposed to be good, but it extent he and Mrs. Hopkinson have very little trouble with 

spoils the color of the foliage. had transformed their yard, black spot or insects. 

Better use a mixture of sulphur Which is but a 40 by 120 foot lot The climbers recommended 
and arsenate of lead, ninety per With a house and garage on it, were: 
cent sulphur and ten per cent into a veritable paradise with a . . 
arsenate, sprayed with a dust great variety of roses as well as Yellow: Albertine 
gun. Elbow grease: clean cul- all sorts of perennials and an- Red: Paul’s Scarlet 

ture has a good deal to do with nuals, — . Dr. Huey 
keeping black spot away. For winter protection it had White: Mary Lovett 

Mrs. John Rock spoke on been Dr. Hopkinson’s practice Purity 
pruning and illustrated her talk for some time to take down the Silver Moon 
with a practical demonstration, canes, mound up the earth Pink: Christine Wright 
using a potted rose. She said around the roots, and then cover Mary Wallace 

that the majority of gardeners 
are too afraid to prune with the — : : — ~~ ~ — 
result that the plant becomes Member | 

freee le ecyeeed eae Kenosha Florists and Nurserymen’s Association 

ing need not be indulged in to a Assoc. Member 
great extent, but if you want Illinois Nurserymen’s Association 

flowers you must prune vigor- | 
ously. One’s plants should be 1 
studied thoroughly before any- The Swartz Nurseries | 
Hang is done; then take out the GROWERS OF | 

lead sread, bub beveny ful eee Shade, Ornamental & Evergreen Trees 

After the plant is through Shrubs, Vines and Roses 
blooming in the spring the old | 

canes should be cut down to the Park, Cemetery, and Golf Ground Planting | 
roots. Not more than two canes , , . 
should be left. New growth Landscape Architects 
will then come from the roots 
and you will have a bushy KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 

climber. . Phone 2F4 
If a trellis is to be covered let 

the rose grow as high as is EEE
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Wisconsin Horticulture SUMMER MEETING FOR _ the Board of Managers at their 
BERRY GROWERS AT meeting in April. 

Published Monthly by the SPARTA The time was set for August 
Wi in State Horticultural Societ: e 1th. ty A weoite z Washingten_ avenue © GATURDAY, June 9 is the gpveitn’ writes thot he heen Official Organ of the Society Mae to ae ante the serving these dates and will hel) 

H. J. RAHMLOW, Editor will Ie oe special meeting for make the meeting a pie affair. 
Secretary W.S.H.S., Madison, Wis. trawb d b We In addition to the program 
Associate Editors—B. 1. Chambers, 8 a Tt will be held t Sie erat and field tour, details of which 

Prob, TG Milvend Clo mueknen coo eration swith the aa eta will be announced later, this is 

— Fruit Growers and the Gaunt nie noe pummer: meeting’ of 
Entered at the postoflice at Madison, f . v the society. The Executive Com- 

Wisconsin, as sceond-class matter. Act Agent 0 Monroe County. mittee and Board of Managers 

postage: provided. for in Section. 1103, We will assemble at 9:30 will meet to transact business. 
Act of October 3, 1917, authorizea July A. M. in the Park at Sparta. Reserve these dates for your 

'\Qvertising rates made known on The forenoon will be devoted to vacation. 
application. talks by some of our leading 
Wi in State’ Horticultural Sodiet small fruit growers. 

Annual membership fee, one fotlan, Lhe State Bureau of Markets MICHIGAN TOUR FOR Hor. 
which includes fifty cents,’ subscription Will give a demonstration on the TICULTURAL SOCIETY 
Bneallar tooliee Be'Seerataey: akedi? grading of strawberries under MEMBERS 
Son. Wis. personal Check, Postal or the new ruling. rui rs 
Express Money Orders Adonlar bill Mr. E. L. Chambers, State a =a oe Penis oes 
may be sent safely if’ wrapped or at- Pytomologist, and Professor A. our Of, We ga tached to # card, MLOMO10B184,: a. have materialized. The cost will 

Postage stamps not accepted J. Riker of the Pathology De- be less than expected 
partment will discuss diseases The Door County Fruit Grow- 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTER and insects of small fruits. gg’ Union is arranging the de- 
Ex Officio At noon there will be a picnic tails of the trip, to take place 

President, Vice-President and Secretary dinner. Bus 0: e P, p A. K. Bassett.................Baraboo . “ the latter part of June. The 
V. BL Brubaker 22200012222.) Washburn The afternoon will be devoted State Horticultural Society is 
H.C. Christensen 2002.51.52. Oshkosh t isiti f th ate Horticultural society 1s M. B. Goff... -...........Sturgeon Bay 10 @ tour, visiting some Of the cooperating with them. All 
James Livingstone 00, Meanesvile big strawberry and raspberry members of the Society are in- Wm. Longland ....//.//./fake Geneva Plantations. Here the variety vited to tak t in this tour George M. Moseman....:...Menomonie tests will be discussed. Several V!%¢4 t© take part in this tour. W. Be Spreiter. 0000.2. La. Crosse SUS h s hi, h as twel A special rate has been ob- 

H. W. Ulisperger. 11) i iStuneeon Bee BLOWERS Mave as ugh as twelve tained from the Carferry Com- 
un —* varieties under trial. This fea- any, from Sturgeon Bay to 

a ture will be worth the trip alone. Frankfort Michigan The rate 
Our cover picture this month Results of fertilizer trials, dif- is $3.00 for A round trip, pro- 

shows a desirable border plant- ferent methods of covering, soil \iding 75 tickets are sold. Mr. 
ing. It was furnished by the conditions, diseases and pests Ullsperger, manager of the Door 
McKay Nursery Company, Mad-_ will be explained. . County Fruit Growers’ Union, 
ison. Probably some of the berries j,¢5ms us that there will be 

It illustrates some of the will be ripe, and at least we can coventy-five from Door County 
points brought out in Mr. Pet- have fresh strawberries for din- alone in attendance , 
ranek’s article “It’s not a Home ner. This is the best time to see Details of the trip will be an- 
until It’s Planted”. the results of different cultural nounéed inthe Jure issue 

methods, diseases, etc., as the As stated here before, Profes- 
—_— berries will be ape full size. 59 Gardner and his associates 

TO LOCAL SOCIETIES ee Bee — ars Huet have promised to conduct the 
8, rta, na 5 ssure 

Tom Ato and Alex Ander say, cal arrangements. In case of ag iniereauin an “We think that helping put over rain the meeting will be held in structive trip The trip will last 
the Boys and Girls Club project the Courthouse, which will also two days . 

Seat eee Soon senor I Intereste, we suggests 
make to the future of Horticul- ————— write us of your intentions. We 

ture in Wisconsin” will then send you detailed plans 
eye : ‘ SUMMER MEETING AT by mail, and make reservations. 

By writing the Boys and Girls LA CROSSE 
Club, Department College of Ag- 
riculture, Madison, full infor- [4 CROSSE was chosen as the Mention WISCONSIN Hort!- 
mation may be obtained on how location for the official sum- CULTURE when writing our ad- 
to organize 4 H Clubs. mer meeting of the Society, by  vertisers.
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WHAT WE MAY SEE ON_ ations of strawberry, raspberry, SOCIETY SECURES TELE- 
_ THE MICHIGAN TOUR and blackberry growers, voted GRAPH WEATHER FORE- 
Just aS We: #6. tO prESS, we po alate at our special mem- CASTS FOR KICKAPOO 

have a letter from Professor Thic extends ourainembeérshi At THE request of a number 
Vy. R. Gardner, head of the De- to: ‘the two larcest small frudt of Gays Mills fruit growers, 
partment of Horticulture of the cections in the Tate At War. the State Horticultural Society 
Michigan Agriculture College, rens as hich aS ea ht carloads obtained daily fruit spray fore- 
relative to our proposed trip to of Strawhoriies evs b een casts by telegram during the 
Michigan. The following are shipped in ‘one da 1928 fruit spray season for this 
some of the places he suggests Why not edeat the slogan “A section. The following letter 
we visit taking in as many of Horticultural or: anization in was just received April 20th 

them as we have time for: each live cOmRALANTE in the state, from Mr. H. J. Cox in charge of 
“The large cherry orchard of Each local a me nber of the the U. S. Weather Bureau. 

A. J. Rogers near Beulah; the State Society.” ' Dear Sir: 
Crystal Lake apple orchards y: “T am pleased to advise you 
which are located only a couple that your application for daily 
of miles from Mr. Roger’s It afford . . fruit spray forecasts by tele- 
cherry orchard; the apple or- ), JBILOEGS Ine ql ret eal. of graph during the 1928 fruit 
chard of Mr. A. L. Hopkins at Pek of ie Wat Kosh erewit spray season, to continue until 

Bear Lake; one or two of the Club fs ue 1 aukesha Garden approximately August 31, has 
large raspberry plantations and us b or, & a 0 bang paid UP heen approved. We shall be 
the packing house of the Co- hoe ership fees for 51 mem- pleased to begin these forecasts 
operative Fruit Growers if pos- ?°TS- . 1 3 «op aS soon as they are needed. 
sible at Onekama; a very large nes oF planning areal Please send notification through 
apple orchard, one of the largest 4 Ant and as nan as el ae our Milwaukee office. We shall 
in the state, near Manistee; a Le nite materializes wi »e notify the telegraph office at 
couple of large sweet cherry and &!ad to pouice YOU. | 1 Gays Mills to make delivery to 
sour cherry orchards in the eee Mad truly, Professor Miller, as indicated in 
vicinity of Hart, Michigan; the oS Sieea your letter of April 17.” 
packing house and storage plant Waukesha T. Cid Chat Respectfully, 
at Shelby; a couple of apple or- aUkesia: LOW Garten Olds (Signed) H. J. Cox, 
chards and storage plants in the OS Senior Meteorologist. 
vicinity of Casnovia and Kent ; -ofessor Miller i ted 
City; our horticultural experi: CUTTING DOWN ACREAGE se de wien pathology De 

mental substation a couple of 7 HAT good does it do to talk partment at the College of Ag- 
miles outside the city limits of about cutting down crop yicul dia stationed at 
Grand Rapids; several apple, acreage anyhow? ee poe Mille Pare Boas 
pear and cherry orchards in the Early in April the Arkansas 9 ic oe i ws ck an S are 
vicinity of Fennville; the cherry strawberry crop was forecasted Pick ee the G Mill on 1 
and peach orchards in the vicin- gg 34,000,000 quarts compared , ight. 4 t ays tel Ls © 

, ity of South Haven; our South 9 20,000,000 quarts for last ay aoe h uate — Sea al 
Haven experimental substation; year. ’ By the end of the second line to: his i have heen i 
several vineyards, melon fields, Week in April low temperatures Soe hin ae ; ie tlh rea . 
pear, apple, peach and plum or- had occurred in the Ozark re- for ‘hs el phon ot the fruit 
chards in the vicinity of Benton gions and now the opinion is = om Y P Sea eatn Hi © This 
Harbor; the Benton Harbor {hat there won’t be any more Sat cnabl oir. o Miller t . 
public market.” than last year. we ee th a th * fore vast 
Watch the June issue of W1s- Sometimes we hear discus- put. aoe ve mend: tions to 

CONSIN HORTICULTURE for full gions that farmers should organ- the prox Se aattorspye one oper 
detail of the trip. ize and stabilize their produc- ee nee Be ° Spraying oper 
— tion the same as manufacturers ew 

eae eee bee eae Onions should not be planted 
WE CONTINUE TO GROW to ae, REASON WY HOBICESD CARY on ground that is not free from 

DURING April two more or- weeds. A good onion grower 
ganizations voted to become near Fargo says he would not 

members of the Horticultural The National Horticultural think of planting onions with- 
Society. Magazine says that applying out at least three years’ prepar- 

The Sparta Fruit Growers, lime will sometimes prove asur- ing the ground for the crop.— 
and the Warrens Fruit Growers prising stimulant to lilacs that North Dakota Horticulture 
Association, both large organiz- are not flourishing. Items.
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About the Home and Garden 
Mrs. C. E. STRonG, Editor 

GARDEN CLUBS See I have heard it said that the 
z 5 Interest in this department State Society gives most of its 

I T IS becoming quite the is growing every Tonth: time to the Fruit and Vegetable 
fashion nowadays to have a If you are interested in a rowers. If that if t¥ué. per. 

garden—and decidedly the Garden Club or Flower Show, P 3 the x is there ! a 
proper thing to belong to a Gar- don’t miss this article. Inci- aps e jet prese ‘ t th et oe 

den Club. We old fashioned dentally, you will read why it’s || ore people present at the meet- 
d lovers are extremel a good thing to belong to the ings who are interested in these 

garden 10 e extremely State Horticultural Society. subjects. When there is a de- 
thankful that fashion deigns to Lest you forget to write we 3 th rt of the members 
follow such a delightful and will repeat Mrs. Strong’s ad- actin pa ° € =e. os worthwhile trend dress —80th and George St., || for more talks on beautifying 

de: & P West Allis—Editor. || the home grounds, on special 
Because of this interest in || varieties of flowers, shrubs, 

gence tone ibe, — — bulbs, trees, etc., that program 
q ns ar 1; SKE j 

about Greanization, ee urging them to be present, also we ie there re shen desive of 
to come prepared to give sug- 4) an a of the St st ‘Soci at 

How To ORGANIZE gestions on what work this pro- eo to th c Ba © cn 
posed Club might be able to do. $0 &!ve to the members presen 

Must we have a formal organ- dae wie they most wanted and 
ization? i needed. 

ls it adviewblerts alfiliate with 7 = HoPmewurveat Sociery —" 
the State Horticultural Society, It is advisable and beneficial Be ene ‘ 
and what benefit would this So. to belong to the State Society, Then through the pages of 
ciety be to us? for this Society is made up of WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE, 28 

Should a Garden Club give 
Flower Shows? Our Club is so a  aacoanlillias oa 
small we would not be able to i a Pg : B 
make much of a showing. a J é . (wa ' 

Must a Garden Club do civic aed wax. Jt Eo aan 5 ft He 
work in order to be a real worth — wi ; 1 gy || 
while club? oP te ba = : 

Do you think all Garden Clubs Ba ie ft aa } sug oS i fl 
should devote part of their time " s hy ae Ps 
to the interesting of children in aan eee Sn Daly i 
gardens? 5 = 5 

There really are no hard and ira exe neat er ae 
fast rules about organizing a eee 4 De release 

Garden Club. You may meet Farm home of E. E. Hansch, Wauwatosa. From a sodless hill to this in 
informally, agree to form a ” * "3 years 
Club, elect a President and Sec- 
retary and then plan on doing people from all over the state magazine that is devoted almost 
the things that interest you who are interested in the very exclusively to Horticulture in 

most. things you are. Asamember it this State, you are kept in touch 
Or, you may send to the Sec- will be your privilege to ask for through the year with what is 

retary of the State Horticultural help in any of the problems that being done along Horticultural 
Society for sample copies of are sure to come to all gar- lines. It tells you what other 
Constitution ana by-laws, also. deners. Clubs are doing, which may he!p 
asking for the presence of the Not only may you ask, but you. If in turn you send in a 
Secretary at your first meeting, you may be sure of the help. report of your Club’s activities, 
as he will be able to help you It is a privilege to attend the this will help some other Club. 
with many suggestions. winter and summer meetings of WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 1 

You may send notices of this the Society. There you may lis- we know, a small magazine, bu! 
proposed meeting to the papers, ten to and participate in the dis- it is in a healthy growing condi- 
also give personal invitations to cussions on better gardens, flow- tion. With proper care an( 
those you know are interested, ers, vegetables and fruit. feeding, there is no reason why
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it should not increase in size Because I believe that chil. [———————"""*""] im 
and fruitfulness. dren are very important, I think a 

We are assured of the care— all Garden Clubs should devote 
the feeding must come from a part of their time to children’s 
those who are interested in garden work. White Elm 
growing things. It is now and There are so many ways of in- 
will continue to be worth read- teresting the children in garden- Nursery Co. 
ing by every member of a Gar- ing. Offer prizes for the best Hartland, Wisconsin 
den Club. garden cared for by a child of a G LLi f 

FLoweER SH certain age, also for the best es- SSS! EAN: © . 
R Ows say on growing flowers or vege- Ornamentals and Fruits 

In answer to the question, tables or both. This means pre- 
“Should a Garden Club give paring the soil, planting the — 
Flower Shows?” I would say seed and care of plants. 

aes also ae ae eee Encourage School Herat —— —<—<_—_ 
shows as well, if you have mem-__ tural shows and have the mem- 
bers who are interested in grow- bers of your Club talk to the OUR GARDEN 
ing these things. There is no children about gardens. Dear Mrs. Strong: This 
better way to interest people If you have any time or en- photo taken August 28, 1927, of 
and spread the love of garden- ergy left after doing any of our annual flower garden, illus- 
ing than through shows. No these things, and caring for trates what can be accomplished 
matter how small a Club you your garden, you may aid in in the short time of three years, 
may have, you can put up an ex- making the parks more interest- from a bare sodless hill, very 
hibit that will be of interest to ing. Establish a wild flower poor soil and full of quack. 
all who see it. You need not garden in some park where Transformed into a spot of 
dignify this display by the these lovely flowers may be ad- beauty and joy to ourselves and 
name “Flower Show”. Ask per- mired, but not destroyed. This our friends, as we share our 
mission from the officers of your would be a worth while project flowers with our friends, those 
bank, and show your flowers’ for any Garden Club. who are sick and the shut-in, 
there, in attractive arrange- I cannot close without a word also the various institutions. By 
ments, carefully labeling them to those who hesitate to join a so doing we feel we are doing 
with the common and also. Club, because, as they say, “we something for a good cause. 
botanical name. If possible have have no time for any outside Last fall Mr. Huron Smith 
one or more members present to work, we can care for a garden, urged the members of the Mil- 
talk to interested persons about but that is all.” To these I waukee County Horticultural 
the exhibits, also about your would say: when you paint a_ Society to try and make entries 
Club. This is an excellent way living picture with trees, vines, in Flowers and Plants at the 
to get new members. shrubs and flowers, that pleases State Fair, thus helping along 

The Public Library is another the eye of every passerby; when the work being done by Mrs. 
excellent place to display flow- you encourage others to do like- Strong. 
ers. Here the children will soon wise, by gifts of seeds, plants Because we felt this work was 
become familiar with the names and kindly advice, you are doing deserving of all the help that 
and will ask questions that will your share to make Wisconsin could be given, we gathered the 
be of help to them later on. The beautiful. We need such mem- choicest of our blooms. Along 
more people seeing the show bers in every Club; we need with the pleasure we experi- 
without any special effort on such members in the State Hor- enced in exhibiting (for it is a 
their part the better. After they ticultural Society. pleasure to exhibit, to see the 
have become accustomed to see- In every community there is interest shown by the visitors at 
ing them they will go anywhere need of a Garden Club. You who the Fair in blossoms that were 
to see them—it becomes a habit. love a garden, YOU be the one new to them, and to be able to 
Soon your Club will find they to start, never mind whether tell about them, and the best 
are really putting up a very fine you think some one else could do way to grow them), we also had 
Flower Show in spite of their this work better or not; perhaps the pleasure of winning 9 first 
fear of not being able to do very those same persons are thinking, and 2 second prizes. 
much. “some one else could do better This means that plans for our 

Sometimes we need to remem- than I could,” and so nothing is 1928 garden are many. We are 
ber that it does not make so done. looking forward to a more beau- 
much difference how sure we OS tiful garden and a better and 
are that we can do a thing well, bigger exhibit. 
as how willing are we to try to Mention WISCONSIN HortTiI- MR. AND Mrs. E. E. HAASCH, 
do the things that need to be CULTURE when writing our ad- Wauwatosa, Wis. 
done. vertisers. (Continued on page 246)



Identification of Plants by Museum 

Florists Department—HuRon SMITH, Editor 

‘ stocks, callas, freesia and sweet 
" oy Tag F, peas were furnishing the bulk 

A . 2 eee of the cutting. Gladiolus were 
: eg es ae \ about ready for the first cutting. 

. ny kal ° The store has just been re- 
rhs : “J 3 F ' arranged to give more selling 

on DN ', 4 & ~U eg space. A new four-door Mc- 
reef nee <4 ag? rn Cray refrigerator partitions off 

: eo 8 Me y] the work room in the rear. It is 
mf py ‘eee Te en r flanked by a storage refrigerator 

bai | ea ry = M te of the same size, opening to- 
. ee ane 5. f ee : wards the rear. Both are cooled 

‘i ae i ao by Frigidaire. The store is 21’ 
ee 5 =, ee by 102’, with two large entrance 

ime a oo S z_ show windows. The front and 
ae“ ae 2 back of the store are equal in 
em ae space. 

, Nes . ‘ — 

Interior DeClere flower shop, Green May IDENTIFICATIONS 
‘ ‘MY AUNT'S sister told my 

Loran W. DECLERC seems for the past week showed an in- cousin’s uncle that his 
to find Green Bay, Wis., a crease over the preceding one Drother’s sister-in-law saw a 

very good town which he has re- and the average sale proved to Plant once somewhere in south- 
discovered since graduating be exactly $4.84. Employees ¢m Oregon that looked like a 
from the florists’ school at the vowed an attempt to raise the turnip gone wrong. Why did it 
University of Illinois. Twenty general average to $5.00 even. 00k that way? . ta 
years ago, the firm was DeClere Considering the large number ,, Such requests for identifica- 
and Gaffron, situated on Adams of potted plant sales at $1.00 tions are common to the botani- 

Street, Green Bay, but Chas. De- and their Saturday special dol- al department of the Milwau- 
Clerc bought out Gaffron about lar day sale, we thought that a kee Public Museum. The in- 
that time. In 1918, Chas. De- fine average for a city even uirer is usually certain that we 
Clere moved the business to the larger than Green Bay (35,000). can’t know much if we do not at 
present address, 213 N. Wash- The DeClercs live at the edge once recognize the plant in ques- 
ington Street (the main busi- of Green Bay on Velp Avenue, tion. . 
ness street). He died shortly where they have a small range It is reminiscent of the ento- 
after the move, leaving his wife, of seven greenhouses. These, Mological students at college, 
Mrs. E. DeClerc, young Loyal Mr. DeClere considers rather who took the body of a caterpil- 
and his half brother, William more as a service adjunct to the lar, and carefully glued upon it 
DeClere. Mrs. DeClere carried store than a serious source of the antennae of a moth, the 
on with good success, giving cut flowers in this northern wings of a grasshopper and the 
Loyal his education at Urbana. country. They do turnout some feet of a beetle. When they 
He is now active as business nice blooming potted plants took it to the bug professor for 
manager at the store, trying out such as giganteum and Harrisii identification, he recognized it 
his teaching. 1927 justified his lilies, cineraria, bush roses, hy- aS a curiosity and asked the 
labors by giving him a twelve drangeas and bulbous stock, but leader if they had observed it 
per cent increase over 1926. most of the cut flowers are making any noise as they cap- 

The writer sat in with the shipped in. Wm. Van Langen- tured it. The leader replied 
sales force for one of the don has been their grower for that it “hummed like anything.” 
Wednesday sales analysis meet- the past 14 years, assisted by his “Then,” said the Professor, “it 
ings at the close of day, and dis- brother, Frank Van Langendon, must be a humbug”. 
covered it to be a fine means of Joe Coopman, Wm. DeClere and Our latest query is from a 
attaining an interested sales Ed Melotte. Their houses were member of the Horticultural So- 
force. Weekly graphs and _ in good shape for Easter. Car- ciety, who encloses the follow- 
charts were analysed and dis- nations were doing the best they ing description of a plant from 
cussed. The average of all sales have this year. Calendulas, an Indian:
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“Perhaps Prof. Huron Smith be strewn over the floor of the tive flora, cultivated annuals, 
will be kind enough to give us mail car. . perennials, bulbous plan ts, 

the name of a shrub which I We are constantly identifying shrubs, both native and culti- 
will describe. While gathering ll sorts of plant specimens, na- (Continued on page 247) 

flowers for a wild flower bed, I oo — 
found what I thought was a AE ERGORB 
yellow violet. The blossoms and LIEU sth hag Eo 
leaves looked like that, but the SSS he Ries ne eae Z ou 
root was a tiny straight thing “jon Se 3 (Ea ee Ei 
like a young carrot. After Be MN Fy CP poste Set 
shading and watering it for a aL eee Zi?” AS Bias, Mac Tate Nae 
time, it grew to be about eight ar Te i CPi an Bo Re ae in ia eS 
or ten inches high with a thick “ee er pl) | ese tee ey a ny 

: i, her BNI) ih [REE ig A, 2 SO SU CO stalk and many branches. The vi Lig sages I! y \ ar ee ei 

blossoms were bell shaped and Ay 7 4 as 
about as large as a thimble with 
colors ranging from white to e oe 

pink, bright red’ and vetow =» J) POints to question 
(Some Range), all blooming at 
the same time and remaining ° 
very long. The mystery and joy Increased Yield 
of it has remained with me all l d li 
winter. I would not exchange mprove uUalit 
it for a diamond”’. p Q 2 

Let me say to start out that G fi 
the Museum has an herbarium reater Pro t 
that includes every native wild The gan 
flower, shrub and tree in the Company W JHEN you buy mixed fertilizers or nitro- 

state of Wisconsin. Except for Agricultural Dept. | impoee ne erin chal vontideration, 
colors and the use of the word New Yorks A Y. 1. Will you get the increase in production 
shrub, I would say that the hilanca, 2: you have the right to expect? 
plant in question is a Bellwort Montgomery, Ala 2. Will your crop be of the high quality 
(Uvularia perfoliata) belong- Memphis, Tenn. demanded in discriminating markets? 
ing to the Lily Family. But ao lrgreporn La. a 3. What wil Be the net return per acre in 

inti an Antonio, Tex. lollars and cents? 
Caer oe that would wyhgleiehs N.C Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia scores on 

ee ashington, D.C. every count! 
The proper thing to do when San Francisco, Cal. Moreover, Arcadian is fine and dry, easy to 

seeking an identification of any eee apply, quickly available, non-leaching—and 
plant, is to send the specimen by * e low in cost per unit of nitrogen. (Arcadian 

mail with care to see that either Sulphate ee contains a" am- 
by *. monia, 20. nitrogen, guaranteed. 

flower or fruit are present, if Free Sample = See your dealer now about your require- 
possible, for upon these features , - ments for this season. 
identification depends. In case eneugh Aendiee Salohore of : : 
a number of specimens are sent, Stare wa tee aa yeu Results PROVE the 
then number each specimen, re- free bullerins by leading a quick availability of the nitrogen in 
serving a duplicate at home use Arcadian. ‘Just fill in the 

Mire thatthe Samper ae no ARCADIAN sure that the number cannot 
become detached. The identifi- . 
cation will then be returned by Sulphate of Ammonia 
number. This service is free. ee 
ihe specimen may be a dried The Barrett Company (address nearest office) fs i a NO 
erbarium specimen or fresh Please send me sample package of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia. I am especially 

material. If fresh, some effort . a 
+ int St PCO m eer r errs resem cress eesesesesseeeeeeeeeseeseserseseses 

should be expended to keep it sree (Write names of crops on line above) 

fresh = me that is, pack it and wish you to send me bulletins on these subjects. 
in m $, or mois- 
feild fawrepapes, and securely I gm 
wrapped so that most of the PG 
contents will reach us and not a
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Potato Growers Department 
J. G. Mitwarp, Editor 

Secretary of the State Potato Growers Association 

THE LOUISIANA POTATO _ ered three Parishes west of New Grande Valley in Texas, which 
TOUR Orleans ion Le Fourche, will be published in the June 

. Terreboune and Alberia. About issue. 
PREMIER Pays ENENT OF THE g0 cars of certified Triumphs ———_——_——_. 

were distributed in this terri- , 
To writer has just returned tory by the Louisiana Farm Bu- ee 

from a two weeks’ trip  reau, practically all grown in 
through Louisiana and Texas. Nebraska and Montana. A few We have received a_ small 
A detailed report on the trip fields were planted from seed supply of two bulletins from the 
will be reserved until a later is- grown in North Dakota and JU. S. Department of Agricul- 
sue of “WISCONSIN HORTICUL- Wisconsin. ture on Roadside Planting. 

TURE. This statement will re- Although the cool season has Probably the better one for Wis- 
late mainly to the Louisiana  yesulted in retarding the crop in consin conditions is entitled 
Potato Tour covering four par- Louisiana this year the fields “Planting the Roadside”. It 
ishes during the weeks of April visited were in excellent condi- has a number of. illustrations 
16-20. tion. Prospects for a good crop and plans for roadside planting. 

Wisconsin growers would find in southern Louisiana are favor- Some of the chapters are as fol- 
many points of similarity be- able. lows: 
tween Southern Potato Tours Low temperatures for several Planning for the trees; spac- 
and our own state tour held an- days preceding the tour pro- ing the trees; arrangement of 
nually in August. vided ideal conditions for ex- shrubs and perennials; kinds of 

The Louisiana Potato Tour pression of mosaic. As a rule, trees to use; planting the trees; 
under the direction of Professor mosaic counts ran very low in- Pruning the trees; and, later 
G. L. Tiebout has been unusu- dicating a high quality of seed care. o. . 
ally successful in drawing upon is now being furnished to Lou- Another bulletin is entitled 
the attendance of representative isiana growers. “Trees for Roadside Planting”. 
groups from practically every Wisconsin growers generally This is a rather general bulletin 
section of the United States. are familiar with the malady, describing different species of 
Professor Tiebout at one of the Rhizoctonia (black scurf), caus. ‘ees. Some of the chapters 
field programs announced that jing mal-formation in vines and 4?@?, . . 
thirty-three states were repre- aerial tubers. A similar condi- Kinds of trees suitable for 
sented in the field. These men tion was found in several Louis- the roadside; regions of adapta- 
and women included growers, jana fields this year with evi- Pility; trees for special pur- 
shippers, seed distributing agen- dence of disease on underground Poses; and, descriptions of road- 
cies, railroad men, state and stems and roots. This condi- Side trees. . : 
government officials, represent- tion, in the south, is known as, These bulletins will be. sent 
atives of northern and western “Haywire”. free of charge, to anyone inter- 
seed inspection departments, The Louisiana Potato Tour is ested, while the supply lasts. 
agricultural colleges, the agri- known as the premier potato 

cultural and general press. event of the south. Preceding . j 
Questions relating to seed po- the tour this year, a conference (Continued from page 220) 

tato inspection were given prec- of southern interests was called and the people you associate 
edence at programs and confer- at New Orleans to organize an with daily, you won’t care any- 
ences. Extensive plantings all southern seed potato buying thing in particular about them. 
were inspected and in each in- pool. Wisconsin Triumph grow- The first thing you ask of a per- 
stance the owner of the seed ers will be especially interested son you meet is, what is your 
stock was designated. In this in this conference and arrange- name please. It’s exactly the 
way inspection officials were ments for an authentic report same with flowers, you will 
able to offer much interesting will be made in the next issue of never get to know them or cal: 
information relating to the rec- WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE. for them until you know their 
ords of the seed in northern and Wisconsin growers will also names. But this is anothe! 
western producing states. be interested in a brief report of | story for some other time if you 

The 1928 Louisiana Tour cov- conditions in the Lower Rio would care to hear it.
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SUNRIDGE ORCHARDS OR- KANSAS SUFFERS FROM Some vegetable crops which 
GANIZED SPRING FREEZES are sensitive to acid soil are 

Dear Mr. Rahmlow: A letter from the Kansas conte ee agus, 
Am writing to let you know State Horticultural Society re- onions pests cele: lettuce 

that the property and business ports a great deal of damage and s inach ” % 
of the Weston Orchards at from spring freezes to the fruit P . 
Menomonie have been taken _ prospects of the state. The fol- eer 
over by a newly organized cor- lowing is the report in part: 
poration, the Sunridge Or- “The peach crop will be a to- HARDY PERENNIALS 
chards, Inc. Officers of the tal failure, except in the north- 
new firm are C. T. Bundy, Pres., east portion of the state, and | New & Standard Varieties 
Paul Grant, Vice-pres. and man- possibly in some localities in the |} 
ager, J. D. R. Steven, Sec’y— southeast portion of the state. |} 300 Kinds 

Treas. Pears, except in the above sec- | 
To the 160 acres which orig- tions of the state will also bea | Strawflowers—All Varieties 

inally comprised the Weston total failure. Cherries have 
Orchards, the new company has’ been but slightly injured. | J. F. HAUSER 
added 80 acres, giving a total of Grapes so far have escaped in- Bayfield, Wisconsin 
240 acres. . jury. Some damage has been || Send for Price Li 

I hope that if you are in this reported to the early strawberry | end for tirice List 
part of the state this season, bloom.” os 

that you will drop in and see us. Damage to the apple crop is __ a __ 
Yours truly, reported serious in some places 

PAUL E. GRANT. tho 50% of blossom killing does Cabbage and Cauli- 
not mean a corresponding loss SSS of fruit flower Seeds 

“ETHYLENE GAS” INFOR- es The Most Petiect and Dependable 

P f L O. Teens b 1 U % a eS OnE Offered at Reasonable Prices 

rof. L. O. Regeimbal, Uni- r en writing our ad- a. soy Wakefield per poune Sion 
versity Farm, St. Paul, writes vertisers. Golden Reve, Genuine Baris nal i:00 

in regard to additional informa- Enkhuizen Glory. Selected 233 
on about the use of Ethylene AlSeasone Selected. nn — 2:35 

ae or , Short stem. elected... 2.5) 

aS: PEONIES, IRIS, PHLOX Danish Ballhead, shortatem, Selected =. 2/25 
I do not know whether or Danish Ballhead, tall stem. ‘Selected. 1 ___ 2125 

not I have further information Other Hardy Perennials Perry's Hollander, Own Strain Genuine, 
on the use of ethylene. It is Gladiolus and Dahlia Suttd medium alee Heade  e” 2260 
possible that if you could pass Bulbs Back’s Hollander. Own Strain. ‘The most 
me some of your questions I Backes American Shipper, The Best “aig 

ous panes eee It pene Catalog Free Wisgonsin Hollander. "Yellows Resistant 00 
ha’ ere are always a lot o eason. Yellows Resistant. The Famous _ 

minor details which we do not Edw. J. Gardner Savoy, Cabbaye Danish Perfection. ~~ 2". 2.30 
oe So ee and which, Nursery Danish Dari ed Stinchend. ooo 2:80 
altho clear to the majority o 4 ; Danish First Prize. Best Dark Red. °._-.-_ 3.25 
people, are not quite Mtleay to West De Pere, Wisconsin Ounce at one tenth of pound price 

Supreme Cauliflower Seeds 

some of the readers. I would be Direct from The Champion Cauliflower Seed Grow. 
Se Re a timers vear alter yea? bythe Dash Bapergental Sta 
juestions either personally or Ever tions. There is no better Cauliflower Seeds to be 
collectively to you so that you ve green Trees Ekta Early Dwarf Erfurt Earliest New Snowball 
can pass the information on to Fruit and Ornamental Danish Giant or Dry Weather. 14 Oz., $1.00; Oz, 
your readers”. Trees When Jou really want ‘the Bist!Seeis let me fur- 

If any of our readers have R pay Pees Cabbage and Cauliflower Seeds has been my spec- 
.: ii i e 3 il e 0 ote you o questions on the use of Ethylene oc ANTS, THCC ECS, | ing other aecda and you can be certain thay ura the 

Gas, write to Wisconsin Horti- Hees ae Cumbine: Vines. highest grade obtainable. 
+ * ar: isconsin rown The Rest for Wisconsin 

culture, and oo questions and y stock & Growers of Capes’ snd (Cauliflower Seeds 
ers will be printed here. : Since 1903 

Ask for our illustrated 
ane catalog and prices Back Seed Company 

Mention WISCONSIN Horm!- Eschrich’s Nursery Raste  wieconslii 
CULTURE when writing our ad- North Milwaukee, Wis, Visitors always Welcome 
vertisers. Home of Yellows Resistant Cabbage
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po INTERESTING PROGRAM 

News From Our Local FEATURES MONTEL! SH 
ews rom ur ocals HORTICULTURAL SOCI. 

ETY 

PROGRAM AND DATES Madison Garden Club—Regu- , The April meeting of the Osh. 
lar meetings of the Madison kosh Horticultural society held 

LocaL SocIETY MEETINGS Garden Club are held the second at the museum Monday evening, 

Lake Geneva Gardeners’ As- Tuesday of each month at the brought out a good attendance 
sociation—Meetings Wed., May Public Library. Time, 7:30 0f members. The usual deli- 
9th and Wed., June 13th, at P.M. cious picnic supper was served 
7:30 P. M. The club has secured the per- @t 6:30. The Misses Anna and 

Meetings held at Horticultu- mission of the Park & Pleasure Agnes Phillipson were hostesses 
ral Hall, Lake Geneva. Drive Association and is plant- at the meeting. 

Program on Practical Gar- ing flowers in the Parks. Mem- ,, The meeting was opened by | 
dening. bers are furnishing plants and the singing of the Horticultural 

HENRY WEST, transplanting them free of Song, after which Master Rich- 
Secretary. charge. aye Hansen, son of My, pad pits 

arry Hansen, innebago 
—_—_ a street, gave two vocal solos ac- 

eee ee sop Me. UNION MILLS HORTICUL- Gampenled by Mise Mn 
At home of some member in TURAL SOCIETY A paper entitled “Our Flower 

country. . THE Union Mills Horticul- Garden,” written by C. Phillip- 

Plans for flower show will be tural Society held their reg- Son, was read by the secretary. 
taken up. ular meeting Tuesday evening, James E. Taylor gave a talk on 

Miss AGNES PHILLIPSON, April 3rd at the Stevenstown the arrangement of flowers, and 

Secretary. hall. The meeting was called to demonstrated by arranging sev- 
ae order by the president. Min- ea pases te flowers. At 

8 of ‘the last. méétin sion, names were 
Waukesha Garden Club— ue by de core dion the drawn for the winner of the 

Meeting June 4th, at 8 P. M. business meeting the following !ovely basket of blossoms he pre- 
Place, Y.M.C. A. program was put on by the pro- Sented to the society, and Mrs. 
G a tt program being ar- gram committee. : setae Gruenewald was the re- 

ranged. cipient. 
Miss MARY GIBSON, Piano Duet by Mrs. Elex Plans were made for the 

Secretary. Dahlby and Miss Thelma Dahl- flower show to be held this sum- 
by. mer. Miss Merle Rasmussen 

Violin solo by Ernest Skogen was elected chairman and she 
MILWAUKEE HORTICUL- pone im piano by Mrs. a ppyony a committee to as- 

ogen of Holmen. sist her. 
TUES! se . Song, “How Do You Do” by It was decided to hold the 

THE May meeting of the Mil- Misses Ryder, Barclay Fischer May meeting at the museum, 

caval’ Hoey Will be bela nd Londrickson simimee Tmactines ‘will be bel : “ summer meetings will be hel 
May the 22nd in the Milwaukee ms Ei by Vernon Becdvige: out of doors. Mr. and Mrs. C. 
Publis Muesttty ou fi son R. Fiss will entertain at the May 

e topic for this meeting ~~ \; ‘i ays meeting. 
will be “Hardy Lilies and Sweet, Yodeling by William Skoy of . 
Peas”. The speakers will be Holmen. 
ers will be Mr. J. H. Burdett, Reading, “One Hundred and In sowing fine seeds, mix 
Mr. J. H. Burdett, seed expert One Stitch”, by Ieen Fischer. them with dry sand to avoid 

from Vaughan’s Seed Company, Music by Miss Myrtle Hend- Planting too thickly. All hardy 
who will speak on Hardy Lilies, rickson. perennials do better if sown in 
and George Ball, Glenview, Ill, the spring than later in the 
on the subject of Sweet Peas. After the program lunch was summer. 

served in the dining hall. This gives them a_ longer 
TT Our next meeting will be held growing season and the young 

Mention WISCONSIN Horti- May Ist. Everyone welcome. plants will be stronger and bet- 
CULTURE when writing our ad- JOSEPH GAVIN, ter developed before cold 

vertisers. Secretary. weather sets in.
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MILWAUKEE SOCIETY DIS- IT’S NOT A HOME UNTIL CUSSES FRUITS IT’S PLANTED EU. YER LEST YER LIS 

Tee se Program was (Continued from page 224) Permanent Positions 
i ure Poem, j . z a 

entitled, “Almond Blossoms” by ight have a sun dial, bird bath Cpe a limited number of res- 

Edwin Arnold which was read © pool in the center of this for- popm ie pee (0 mal ou 
by Mrs. Mary Kramczack. Mr. mal flower garden. You could Quatity, Hardy Northern-Grown 
Walter Arndt also read a poem still have a pergolla, arbor or Nursery Stock. .. Write for our 
which he clipped from one of Seat in the rear of this garden. liberal sales proposition. 

the local newspapers. In such a formal garden, you THE NORTH STAR TLURSERY CO. 
The first speaker of the even- Could have perennial flowers, Lock Box B 4321 

ing was Mr. N. A. Rasmussen annual flowers and roses to PARDEEViLLE, WISCONSIN 
of Oshkosh who gave a very in- Your heart’s content. There (pp rere ey 
teresting talk on small fruits, pout be Sowers a= ony eo cee: Le SO OSs He uee: 
discussing in detail the follow- beauty as well as for cutting 
ing: strawberries, raspberries Purposes. Of course, the natu. —- 
and currants. His choice of Yalistic arrangement would give 

strawberries is the Oshkosh, of you flowers too, except that 
raspberry, the “Cuthbert”, of Since all of the center is left in 

currant, the “Perfection”. This grass, there would be less area Have 

discussion proved very interest- devoted to flower beds. This 
ing. latter style, however, is more in- You 

Professor R. H. Roberts of formal, resembling the work of 
the Department of Horticulture nature. It gives you a feeling A 
of the University of Wisconsin of freedom and restfulness, for 
was the next Speaker. His open- there is a certain enjoyment and Flower 
ing remarks were to the effect relaxation in getting out among Garden? 
that he did not suppose a Soci- growing things. That is the ‘ 
ety whose members were mostly reason we are drawn out to the 
interested in flowers could be woods and parks in the spring. 
entertained on a supposedly dry A discussion of this kind, of 
folieet suclt Bs gople aes ane course, is necessarily inadequate Why Not More 

at he would tell us some things jn outlining a landscape course sale? 
i Pie rg Zouna e books. to fit a particular problem, for Porcaninis? 

1S WOETATIC method of making general situations and the usual 
the audience furnish the answer . i . 

3 aes s desired effects must be consid- 
by questioning proved very con- a 1 do hi h . 
clusively that his topic was not CTe¢: © hope, however, that Our Northern Grown 
a dry one, but possessed unusual 1 may have conveyed an idea P 
interest. Everyone enjoyed his here or there that will prove lants 

splendid talk and were im- helpful to you, or one that may 
pressed with his vast knowledge start you to thinking, planning, 
upon this subject. and acting in the enjoyable task 

Mr. W. J. Moyle, of Union of making your home grounds Are Always Good 
Grove, Wisconsin, followed Pro- even more beautiful. 
fessor Roberts and gave a very 
short and interesting talk on Write for Catalogue 
peat and plum trees. The even- 
ing furnished so much of inter- | 

est that Mr. Moyle did not have SETTING THE PACE | 
as much time as I feel he should Janesville, Wis.—(AP)—-The 

have had and we will look for- school board has set out on the Chequamegon 
es hee both Mr. Moyle gyounds of the Janesville high 1 

an e above two speakers at <cnool 192 shrubs and 12 Lom- Flower Gardens 
some future meeting. bard lar trees ae . 

FRANK P. GILorH. ard poplar trees, as its contri- V. E. Brubaker, Mgr. 
bution toward beautifying the . 

—_—_——_ city. It has also authorized the Washburn, Wis. 
Mention WISCONSIN Horti- expenditure of $200 in land- 

CULTURE when writing our ad- scape work on the school 
vertisers. grounds. Ls)
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es heat, time. L omaagene deep, ae ot colorate ate “Sheli- good whites are not plentiful 
wo to three inches, and con- off, bo ecorative. or pro- —Snowdrift, Giant Edelweiss, 
tinue until the plants begin | to fusion of blooms, but small flow- Queen Wilhelmina and Alpine 
bloom ; then stop as cultivation ers, Rene Cayeux, a cactus is Wonder are good, 
will now do harm. | good. In pinks and lavenders The best yellow dahlias are 

Wien vue Dahlias need wa- we find Margaret Masson, a high priced and there are many 
ter, soa the ground at least a truly wonderful flower ; Million- very wonderful yellows. Com- 
foot deep, then cultivate as soon aire, large but inclined to fade; stock is one of the reasonably 
as sufficient drainage has taken Sanbicans Rose, Frances Lob- priced yellows. Of the autumn 
place, and do not water again dell, Mariposa. If you grow only colored Dahlias we have Amun 
until necessary, which will be a one Dahlia, grow Mariposa. Ra, Talisman, The Oriole, Lotus, 
week or more. . Mrs. Carl Salbach is also a very Billionaire, Laura Barnes and 
; i ose ils A cate fine pak and is reasonably ad other pen fine varieties. 

bushes, and sprinkle the surface priced. mong the variegated Dah- 
of the ground with water every 
night or so, for this will only ~ 7 
pack the surface, preventing air 
circulation and causing the SOil jesppa cy oop prayse: cig deren ection atthe eM gl ope ot z 5 1 ¥) FIFE LS GOA Et RAE Se RT aM SRT eS I LAIR oD 820 RNS 
to crust and dry rapidly in the Pe PRR AA Ie cae ee memes TN ag I) 
guasiing. ‘This also draws the See aR e (uh Ged 
feed roots to the surface, to be EAS 2 ry 2 aes BEY 
sickened by the heat of the sun’s Ses 7 1s Xdek PA Ack be 
rays. The flowers obtained are A i nase Wy d ie 
soft, and the roots developed “=” The yy [CE Cae Sa 
very poor, low in vitality, and #& E P y (Z » a 

hard to winter. ty E Au D Le) i 
The question of fertilizers for ai aT \ és 

dahlias is one that is much dis- a re net 
cussed and too often misused. “ | Pili 7 =— =| 
There are several good dahlia sive!" ie — 
fertilizers but probably one of a SF oS ay 
the best combinations is as fol- YI res 
lows: - 

- Pe i a & 18 gm O* LY asmall fraction of acent per pound 

10 pounds unleached wood ashes, or A or per gallonof material yet it may mark 
1 pound muriate or sulphate of pot- ois the difference between establishing or failing 

ash (not both) to establish control of insect pests and fungus 

Bone ‘meal may be doubled: if ORCHARD infections thacwill reduce the value of the whole 

soil is very poor. This combina- BRAND rut crop. 
tion should be sown broadcast Lime Sulphur “Orchard Brand” Quality in spray and 

after spading and mixed thor- Solution dust materials means so much in results ac- 

oughly into the top soil to every Oil Emulsion complished that, even at a fractional price 

100 square feet of ground or to Bordeaux Mixture difference, it costs least in the season’s final 
ay Hee sale oe AY t Arsenate of Lead accounting of loss or profit. 

ys 3 -“ 
scatter broadcast over Phe Arsenite af Zine Send us a postcard request for your copy 

ground not closer than six Dritamie Sulphur of the 1928 Annual ‘*Cash Crops”’ 
inches nor more than 18 inches ~ 
from the stalk, and rake in to Sulphur Dusts GENERAL CHEMICAL COMPANY 
every ten hills: for all needs ite 40 Rector Peresty New York, Nv 

it. Louis os Angeles jan Francisco 

1% Pounds raw bone meal GCh-y 
4 pounds pulverized sheep manure == 
5 pounds unleached wood ashes, or in » 

% pound muriate or sulphate of pot- | D 
ash (not both) ORCHARD | 

Goop VARIETIES [BRANDI =e A > = 

peed varieties for the home gar- yy, " 
en might be in order. In reds \ yy IDES UN ES 

will be found good varieties like a INSECTIC. oF GICID
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lias are found Our Country, Don’t plant too early. IN ORCHARD AND GARDEN 
Gorgeous, Oregon Sunset, San Don’t use the sprinkling can to water - . 6 
Mateo and others. your dahlias—use the hose once a (Continued from page 226) 

a bes week when pamegent aan and where they had planted it in 
DAHLIA DON’TS Don’t plant your Dahlias in the shade. the garden. They had tall 

Don’t grow trash, good varieties are Don’t plant the whole clump, one tu- plants for the back and smaller 
more satisfactory. ber is better. ones in front of them, and the 

Don’t buy cheap stock, get a few good Don’t plant your Dahlia tubers on little short ones for the very 
ones to start. | . end, lay them flat. front of the beds. After they 

Don't over fertilize. | Don’t buy high priced varieties to be- got through telling about how 
Don’t use nitrate of soda at any time. gin with. they grew the flowers, they 

Ss = = = = ——______—+___———— demonstrated how they used 

> Wg WT ANTI] brat hie tote ct wT TM STOLL and dining table. ey told just 
(4 Dp A| fil <' Ss l i Hl I how the flowers should be put in 

je ai om | uu} || the vases to be most attractive, 
SS Ta he ae Dae =what kinds were best for bou- 
a. oo. 4 ass 1 N (| | |. quets for the living room and 

7 (ir @ li WY | for the table. 
aS —\ | Believe me, they knew more 

| | Fah hoo 9 ) | about how to use flowers than 

ve 4e"ea. } mast grown ups. Qne of the 
oe WA eee A, CC Biiris couldn't have been more 
oo,” (WN Af =| than ten or eleven years old, 
i | A NI WV A either. Isn’t it just wonderful 

ANS? ( to know all about such things 
yy SS a and to be able to tell other folks 

~ how then can get the most en- 
EAD QUAR I ERS or joyment out of flowers? Even 

though one might not win the 
prize, one who does a stunt of 

Dbray O UCKS this kind has gotten something 
which is going to give him big 

. . pay as long as he lives. 

Grasselli Lime Sulphur 

Grasselli Arsenate of Lead Well, my enthusiasm for this 
: : : contest kind of got the best of 

Grasselli Nicotine me and if I’m not careful this 
letter is going to get too long be- 

The leading Wisconsin growers prefer Grasselli fore I get around to suggest 
Grade because they know from experience that some good plants for the begin- 
brand name means certainty of protection and ner. Here are some which I am 
the largest yield of first grade fruit. sure any boy or girl could grow 

successfully, and most of which 

And while protecting your orchard, don’t will make good material for a 

forget your truck crops and small fruit— demonstration in making bou- 
they also need spraying at this time. quets and table decorations: 

Annual phlox, bachelor’s but- 
ton, calendula, cosmos (dwarf 

THE GRASSELLI CHEMICAL COMPANY, CLEVELAND or early flowering kinds), lark- 
Founded in 1839 spur, marigold, nasturtium, 

scabiosa, Shirley poppy, snap- 
- dragon, stocks, verbena, zinnia. 

These are nice for low flowers 
GRAS Soleo GRADE along the edge of the garden 

and for around the edge of the 
A & ral kG hes enn ey Neen bowl holding low _ bouquets: Cf Standard Held High for 8 9 Years rol ee oR cenutalye 

sum. 
By the way, it just occurred
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| INDEX TO ADVERTISERS | AATENTED AUG.19, 1909 

| Page ’ 
Back Seed Co. ....-..--. 239 TOOLE’S COLLECTION 

Bate Nursery. 2-22 246 PERENNIAL SEEDS 
| 2 ‘ ~~ Gg 

The Barreti Co. aa | | 07 poz as $1.65 WORTH OF SEEDS 
Chequamegon Flower Gar- 

dens _____------------- 241 Berry Boxes FOR $1.00, POSTPAID 
H. C. Christensen __-----_ 246 
Cleerman’s Hatchery --_-- 246 Crates, Bushel Boxes For those wishing to try grow- 
The Coe, Converse & Ed- and Climax Baskets ing a perennial garden from 
ae omen qe a seed, I have selected a DOZEN 

Cumberland Fruit Package — As You Like Them eS oN ae Nor 
Co, -..---------------- 245 We manufacture the Ewald PRICE OF ONE DOLLAR FoR 

Eschrich’s Nursery -----~ 239 Patent Folding Berry Boxes of TWELVE PACKAGES OF SE- 

Fitchett Dahlia Gardens __ 218 weet Boner that give. satiee: LECTED SEED. No change may 
Edw. J. Gardner Nursery. 239 terial in the K. D. in carload lots be made in this collection at the 
Gelbke, C. A. & Sons_-.--- 246 || our specialty. ‘ We constantly price quoted. The collection con- 

cen coer Ga, PITY Set | | Regewereney Masser ee | || Shiuems” wincrowa cnet he es ri r or blueberries. oO aMIs NC" EL 

Gilson Mfg. Co, __._------ 229 order too small or too large for WAYI; CANTERBURY BELLS, 

Grasselli Chemical Co. -..- 244 Oe BOGE and sites TLIC mixed; FOXGLOVE, mixed; 
Je By Havser soc cecscen sou 289 from Milwaukee. Promptness is SWEET WILLIAM, mixed; HOL- 
High Twelve Hatchery — — 246 essential in handling fruit, and LYHOCKS, mixed; SHASTA 

Jensen, John -..-........ 246 re aim £000, our Bart wel DAISY ALASKA; DELPHINIUM 
Kellogg’s Nursery -..-.--. 230 A postal brings our price list. GARRY-NEE-DULE MIXED HY- 
Krueger, John ____-.----- 246 ¢ BRIDS; COREOPSIS LANCEO- 

Lake View Berry Farm___ 247 Cumberland Fruit Package LATA GRANDIFLORA; GAIL-~ 

Menomonie—Eau Claire Compan LARDIA; BABYS BREATH; 

Nurseries, Inc. -- ---.. 246 pany PERSIAN DAISY; ROCKY 

North Star Nurseries__241, 247 Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. MOUNTAIN SALVIA; ORIENTAL 
Rasmussen’s Fruit Farm & POPPY. VALUE $1.65 — FOR 

Nurseries. 2 sscs22ece== (248 $1.00 POSTPAID TO YOUR 
ne DOOR, 

Reynolds. Mz eG; We eee nae and system of culture. The 
Sisson’s Peonies ____-____ 248 tree should make a_ terminal , . 
Stonecrest Gardens _____-- 230 growth of six to ten inches per Toole’s Seed Collection For 
The Swartz Nurseries ___. 231 year. The Rockery 

W. A. Toole --.—---.----- 245 The Maine Experiment Sta- A Dollar Value for 75 Cents Western Stoneware Co. ___ 248 . . : “ 
White Elm Nursery _.____ 235 tion in bulletin 322 states: “The ; 

White, E. L. . ._------- 246 use of twenty cents worth of net atiiidie te wre Gon cece. 

Pos} sinitrate fertilizer per tree re- will give a wonderful start for 
sulted in an increased yield of the Rockery. $1.00 VALUE FOR 

to me that Wisconsin Circular more than one barrel of fruit 18: CENTS; One ‘regular’ ‘packet 
212, “Outdoor Flowers for the per tree.” .. of enen of: 
Home”, which can be secured by Nitrogen fertilizers should be Alyssum Compactum. 

writing to the Agricultural Col- used with some caution how- Campanula carpaticn. 
lege, Madison, tells a whole lot ever. Good results in the be- pe Saami oa 
of things about growing flowers. ginning may lead the orchardist Linum perenne. 
They also have a bulletin for to become enthusiastic and ap- Papaver nudicaule. 

those interested in growing veg- Ply large amounts, which would Arable Alpina. 
etables. cause underproduction. P batysoden Srandiorums 

5 re isn’t 1 There is evidence that 1 Bivicc aacitauae Guess there isn’t room enough nerve at large Tunica saxifraga. 
to say anything more than applications may cause winter . 
good-bye. killing. Manure is slowly avail- Send for my illustrated cata- 

TOM AND ALEX. able and slow acting nitrogen log of Perennials, Rock plants 
may produce late growth. and native Wisconsin Plants 

Nitrogen fertilizers should be and Ferns Free. 
FERTILIZER FOR THE quickly available and should be 

ORCHARD applied early. W. A. TOOLE 

(Continued from page 225) ee © e 

In general, the proper amount Mention WISCONSIN HortI- Garry-nee-Dule, Baraboo, Wis. 
will depend on the natural fer- CULTURE when writing our ad- 
tility, age and size of the trees, vertisers. en
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a spend happy hours among my 
flowers. 

he Growers Mar et I was interested in the letter 
avert tw for thin department will b tea tro bern on seedling Amaryllis, as it was 

Advert is department w. e accep pm membe' . o 
of this society who produce the articles offered for wale. Rate 2 cents per written by one of my mother’s 
word, minimum charge 25c per issue. “Adds” of nursery stock and plants teachers. I wonder if she, or 
will be accepted only from those listed by the State Entomologist as hav- « 2 
ing been inspected. No discounts from thexe prices. some one will tell me how to 

Copy should reach us by the 20th of the month. Send cash with order. make Amaryllis bloom I have , 
J > $$$ $m! six pots of them and not a single 

LILIES BABY CHICKS flower this winter. They are 

REGAL LILY—BEAUTIFUL NEW BADGER STATE. ACCREDITED supposed to be Equestre, two 
faite ily: hares: ont blooming Chiks: Your : next. winters, eB shades of red and a hybrid pink. 

sized bulbs | $1.00. 00 per dozen. crop depends upo ne quality 0 : 
H.C, Christensen, 1625—9th St, Osh. chicks you invest in now. You can. I have a Hoya Carnosa grown 
kosh, Wis. t go wrong when you buy BADGER aj j j j kosh, Wis, Rt go Wrong when you buy BADGER from a six inch cutting made in 

SHRUBS ren White Leghorns, Buf Leghorns, 1924. It bloomed last year and 
————_____________________ Barred & White Rocks, R. LL.” Reds, . . : sie 
SHRUBS — ORNAMENTALS — ASPA-  Minorcas and Buit Orpingtons. Speelai this year it has eight clusters of 

ragus Plants. West Park Nursery, offers. Send for catalog. buds. I was told to put it in a 
c. A. Gelbke and Sons, Appleton, Wis. Badger Hatchery, 1716 Calumet ll 1 a 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS _—DTFive, Sheboygan, Wis. small pot, so planted it in a 

—— eprencup EGGS AND BABy Paint can about the size of a tea 
Siised on haw land ie ween are Chicks. Handsome, good layers, dif- cup. This winter I repotted it raised o ’ . Beavers, $7.51 oar tom & ty beesan Ge . “ 
er 1000, Soe ner 100." Reynolds Spe- ferent from all other preeds of pouty: for the first: time and feared 

al, $6.50 pe , e ; ar- are S. L, White, R. 3, x 47, i 5 
ficlis and Dunlaps, $450 per 1000, soe Buttercups. HL. White, Ro 3 Box 47, that with more root room 
per 100. John Jensen, Warrens, Wis- ee —sogrowth would result at the ex- 
consin. HIGH TWELVE HATCHERY for bred- 2 
—— — Nateproduetion Wiscousin Acereditea Pense of bloom, so am glad to see 

THE AMOUS HAYFIELD. NEW aayvold'ehfeks, Single wcomb White the buds, 
jaf atte tnrsted, Sera punts, REROTNE., titel, fad, YUM ASSES, “My. geraniums which I tried 

oe per . oc : SEPA: Reds. We ship only perfect normal i 9 

John Krueger,’ Box 382, Bayfield, Wis. chicks, and guarantee 100% live. de- dead. My aah Rellee poe 
an = , =e No x livery. Not a large hatchery, but real . s rm 
STRAWBERRY | DUANTS_ BEAVERS, quality Blue Hen hatched chicks. ter them in fine condition, won- 

ae ee CSOD TBs nemplon. feat. Write” for circular. High Twelve H , 
greene: Blageperty Plants, Ancient Hatchers. AS "A! Brown, Proprietor, der what T do or don’t do. 
land. No. 1 Plants. Write for prices. |tke Geneva, Wisconsin. Then my plants up stairs here 
F. W. Barilani, Genoa, Wis, SSS ETS 
lalla ceased - OUR CHICKS PAY have a small fly like a house fly 
STRAWBERRIES: PROGRESSIVE $1.50 ’ only smaller. What is cause and 

per hundred. Reynolds Special $1.25 . : 

ner hundred postpaid. Write for’ ad- 3, LEEREMAN S remedy? 
litional information. | Mrs, C. W. Rey- eS Fe Quality A dited nolds, "Tomah, Wis. ‘ ra ae a oP ae ALICE ONISCH, 
WANTED—Lady or gentleman repre- eS g iI I Cc IK S Mukwonago. 

sentative for nursery stock. Experi- iy x : 
ence unnecessary. Bahr Nursery, Man- 4 fe ene ae a ae Thank you, Mrs. Onisch for 
itowoe, Wisconsin, cide for yourself. the kindly words of apprecia- 
ABOUT TH BOM ARD Green dan Win) UATEHERY a tion. I just had to include a few 

oun a oof them in the letter sent in. 
GARDEN . . What a splendid slogan you 

(Continued from page 235) me ever so much. I grinned in have, I hope you will send a pic- 
sympathy with the wish that ture of the flower garden that 

We surely thank you for the you had not wished so fervently grows where once grew  bur- 
real appreciation and help given. for some things, for I have had docks. 
Readers of HORTICULTURE, as some experience along that line You did not say how you 
well as State Fair visitors will, myself. 

I am sure, be glad to get some And I too believe that dreams aan 
of those helps to grow prize come true, especially if you do WANTED 
winning blossoms, as well as the all you can to help along. : | 

pein ee i pane the When we moved here bur- — parnan ae ade, | 
arren hi oom like the rose’. docks grew in every corner of v ee ame ig a 

ae cae the yard—front yard as well as Pe ern ' ro _ tock. 
* ermanent position 1 you are 

“A HOLLYHOCK FOR EVERY back yard. At first the babies | a hustler For particulars 

BURDOCK” kept me busy, but as soon as . 
possible I took a turn with the write, 

Dear Mrs. Strong: WISCON- burdocks. I adopted a slogan: 
* MENOMONIE-EAU CLAIRE SIN HORTICULTURE came today A hollyhock for every burdock. NURSERIES, - 

and I turn to the Home and Gar- The burdocks are just about ex- pone. 
den section first. Your, “When terminated and where the weeds Menomonie, Wis. 
wishes come true,” appealed to grew the tallest, is where I Jo
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. s sa, bh gt s ‘Shae x: : s 

+ ete. 8 For Spring Planting 
ay a " ft. gel 

ee Sees | weed ice Li 
\ “ae ESR ae? PA A Choice Line of 

set Sal a Q on ba Shade Trees 
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A Sanctuary for the Native Plants and Birds of Wisconsin 

bes 7 tures to be seen. The estate ov- 
op we erlooks wonderful Lake Geneva 

c eee ves and the shoreline is much as it 
a ape . , . must have been when the Red 

. — coment Man was the only one to see it, 
re re excepting that more wild flow- 
j eee ers and plants have been added 

ans > ececeeil , and low spots filled in. Set 
ry LT) . back from the lake is the sum- 

Bs ae id oir re 13 mer home and garden of Mrs. 
«eee ee aes Hutchinson, very interesting be- 

s 4 cause they are like the house and 
oes ee li garden of Wm. Shakespeare. 

De, ae But we must come back to the 
be tae, tare pera > flowers to be seen throughout the 

5 Me SS ea ny forest. We followed Mr. Long- 

Phos ae ea a land along the long winding 
£ ee as eee ae al paths covered with velvety na- 

f oh ea et asi bet aA awa a ae tive moss, being careful not to 
‘ et ee tie a oe step on the young plants which 
ee = REIT Oe . aa f . o Pra 

eer a a Pa an 3 aa, 9.4 may later have beautiful blos- 
PR Se REE Se eS a Rigen SS AN et le soms. The following were in 
a te eR oP en bloom: 

The Hutchinson Home at Wychwood, Trilliums—white, red. 

Violets—Crowsfoot, common blue, 
ON by seeing them can and caring for the estate, very wood, yellow, variagated, white. 

one appreciate the beauties kindly conducted a tour of in- pusen Hollworth. ee BawettD 
of wild flowers, ferns and fungi, spection, describing and naming Narcissus Tulips, MSR 
mosses and grasses growing in the different species. Anemone. 
woodland preserved in its na- Wychwood is called “A Sanc- Pepper root. 
tural state. And when one can tuary for the Native Plants Spring. beauty. 
see thirty different varieties of and Birds of Wisconsin. Mrs. Bunch bere 
flowers in bloom at the same Longland, who is as interested English Primrose. 
time in one bit of woodland it is in plants and birds as her hus- Buttercup June. 
indeed impressive. band, has mounted and classi- Lithospermum or Puccoon. 

That is what the editor saw at fied hundreds of plants, and last Wild’ geranium. 
“Wychwood”, Lake Geneva on year kept a record of 120 differ- Yellow Ladyslipper. 
May 16. Mr. Wm. P. Longland, ent species of birds she saw at Jack in the Pulpit. 
gardener in charge, who has de- Wychwood. Euep le. avers 
voted about 27 years to gather- The trees, flowers and plants Mandrake . 
ing different Flora of Wisconsin are not the only interesting fea- Acquilegia or Columbine.
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Bhlee Divaricata. THE FINAL AIM ist, one an eminent ornithologist 
y 1 otar. 

Polomocia Repens—Jacobs Lad- As the years went by and we hg ong & business ectained 4g 

der. began to see the results of our pjirector : “ 

The following taken from a experiieu, be the iemadieis Now our ambition is to have 
booklet just printed, written by CUM yin das the sw. and a card catalogue of every mani- 
Frances Kinsley Hutchinson, Di- ™O0re drai 4 a th " ade cul. festation of Nature on the place, 
rector, will give a better concep- tivat done an) t e helds cul- not only in the botanical depart- 
tion of Wychwood: HV ALCO, ain Seventy acres 8reW ment but also in the animal king- 

more:and more; precious, dom from the smallest slug to 
How THE IDEA STARTED . the big raccoon who introduces 

his youngsters to our vegetables 
One brilliant Autumn day in each summer. 

1900 while my husband and I x A herbarium has already been 
were strolling with friends along yy Ps started. 
the shores of Lake Geneva, we / a A working library of about 
came into a bit of woodland that i, . ; three hundred books has been 
from the beginning had remain- ‘ catalogued. 
ed in its natural state. * A record of seeds planted in a 

Here was an ideal opportunity special nursery has been begun. 
for the cultivation of native ; A water-garden, fed by a na- 
plants and we seized it eagerly. me \ aed tural spring is in process of 

Our very ignorance encour- x. i th formation. 
aged us and our daily exercises . ; —————— 
gave a new zest to life. << 

We named the place Wych- (Cog Be GENERAL INFORMATION 
wood after the wych-hazel which i Wychwood is in no sense a 
we found growing in abundance eh £S ‘ public park. . oes 

throughout the woods. At : Visitors are admitted only by 
we permission to be obtained by 

How THE IDEA DEVELOPED R ae writing or telephoning to the 
Under the guiding hand of : . Gardener in charge, William P. 

ter ‘i g g& a The Stemless Lady Slipper. Longland, Lake Geneva, Wiscon- 

that distinguished leader in Hor- sin: teleph , : . : phone number, Lake 
ticulture, the late Prof. Charles It was an expression of the Geneva 449W. 

Sprague Sargent of the Arnold yea] wilderness surviving from (Continued on page 279) 
Arboretum, we planned our work the Indian days, with its animal ° “ee 
and each year added new mate- life, its varied trees, its berries 
rial, being careful to follow Na- and blossoms, its ferns and fun- Tha eae 
ture in the arrangement of the gi, its mosses and grasses. 2 ee ww exes e. t, 

planting. Man’s life is ephemeral but, if } it ea a fs = i 
Finally we decided to confine not disturbed by human hands, |’ Sy SSS Be dah eee 831. 

our efforts to the Flora of Wis- a woodland goes on forever. SiS Die ss.) | 
consin and the selection of na- Could we save this special |‘! 2 a etl ISP 92 

tive plants for all purposes tract for future generations to ‘a. peaee x EA eRe 
proved a stimulating occupa- enjoy? tos \ a ‘Wid 

tion. After studying the question, | a es wv 
To attract birds and provide after visiting many reservations |g" ee 7 

them with food we planted a va-_ in different parts of our country, |. _ 7 ne 
riety of berry-bearing bushes after consulting with scientists, a, \ ae aed *f 
whose fruit lasted during many it was decided to leave the prop- : i § g 
months. These birds not only erty toa self-perpetuating Board a Z 
delighted our senses but they of Trustees with a_ sufficient / 
made away with all sorts of fund to endow it. “ 
harmful insects. They also Accordingly in 1926 the prop- iy 
served us in another totally un- erty known as Wychwood was F 
expected manner, for they took formally deeded to this Board rc 
an active part in the planting with full power to administer it ES 
and it is to them that we owe forever. It was arranged that 1 
many of our most interesting the Board should consist of three b : 
effects. members; one an eminent botan- Jack in the Pulpit.



Varieties and Methods in Wisconsin's Well Known Gardens 

MRS. W. A. LAWSON—Elmway Farm, Rosendale 

Wit a beautiful sight. has the great advantage of be- rare and expensive kinds. In the 
Isn’t that the loveliest pic- ing hardy, will grow in almost ten years, he has built not only 

ture? Did you ever see any- any soil, and will thrive in one a reputation as a grower of fine 
thing more beautiful? These spot for a generation. It in- flowers, but has made it pay, and 
and other exclamations of de- creases in beauty year after is beginning to be known by all 
light burst forth from hundreds year, and rarely, if ever, is the big growers in America. 
who visit our gardens when in troubled with insect pests or dis- Upon his mother’s death, he 
full bloom. No wonder they ex- eases so common to most plants. brought his peonies to the home 
claim: for it is a long way from Thousands of new enthusiasts of a sister in the little village of 
the old fashioned ‘“‘piney” of our are beginning to grow this most Rosendale located about centrally 
grandmother’s day to the mar- lovely flower, and the demand between Ripon and Fond du Lac 
velously beautiful blossoms of seems to grow each year as new on Highway 23 and between Osh- 
to-day, with their variety of ex- varieties are introduced. kosh and Waupun on Highway 
quisite coloring. Before I tell something about 26. He hopes this little village 

The peony is a universal favor- these gardens of ours, I must of about 300 will be on the map 
ite. It appeals to every type and tell something about Mr. W. A. as a home of fine flowers. (We 
class alike. We realized this Sisson the owner and manager know that it will.) It has a 
fact during the last few years of “Sisson’s Peonies”. Through reputation now as a place of fine 
when the people who came _ the influence of a sister, he took cattle being the home town of 

ranked from the humble work- up the peony, about ten years Scribner, Gillett, and Hill, all of 
ing man in his overalls to the ago, and gave up his position as_ them nationally known men. 
millionaire. Each one enjoyed manager of the Western Union After a couple of years he had 
the flowers equally and I really Telegraph Company in Ripon, to “spread out” as the town gar- 
must say I never enjoyed anyone Wisconsin, to devote all of his den was too small. He then es- 
more than an old man just from time to them. He made a mis- tablished the “Farm Garden” at 
work who came to enjoy the take of beginning with the ELMWAY the home of his 
“pinies” and who just reveled in cheaper varieties, but soon found nephew and namesake W. A. 
their beauty. that to enter the commercial Lawson. This comprises sev- 

In color, fragrance and form, world, he needed the finer varie- eral acres and is a_ beautiful 
the peony rivals the rose, and_ ties so began specializing in the sight during the blooming sea- 
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‘The Peony has Few Rivals in the Herbaceous Border, 

Cut by Courtesy W. A. Toole.
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son. This garden is on High- carpet captured from the Per- bright pink and silvery reflex; 
way 26 about a mile north of sians by the Saracens which was E. G. Hill very large and very 
Rosendale. a mass of gems, only the garden showy, our best dark pink seller. 

The finest thing about “Sis- is more wonderful. Among the reds, Karl Rose- 

son’s Poenies is the wonderfully field, takes a strong lead having 

fine things he has done with Most PopuLar GaRDEN Varte- large double blooms of rich red 
them. He gave a collection of TIES color and probably the best sell- 
250 varieties to Galt Ontario for : ing red in commerce; Lora Dex- 
a trial garden in honor of his _ Pages could be written about heimer the brightest red peony 
friend Mr. Webster formerly of Te, Varieties of peonies, but T valuable for cut flowers; H. F. 
Ripon. He gave enough to think that it will be more inter- Reddick, tall with yellow sta- 

beautify the grounds of an In- ¢Sting to hear about the most mens and very showy; Felix 
dustrial School for girls at Popular kinds in the garden. Of Crousse, the old red and fine for 

Mountain View, Kentucky, and Course I mean the best sellers cutting. We must not forget 
has given hundreds of plants to 2t a moderate price. People Rubra Superba the latest bloom- 

schools in the vicinity of Rosen- Who buy from our gardens while er; Ben Franklin; Pres. Roose- 
dale. Perhaps his finest gift Visiting usually want just a few velt; and Midnight, the lovely 
was to Riverside cemetery at Plants, and prefer the cheaper dark one. 
Oshkosh as a memorial to his Varieties for these are not less I have mentioned just a few 
Father and Mother. He fur- /0vely than the rare ones. of the beginners collection and 
nished 56 of his rarest and most When people are buying sev- now I would like to tell about 
expensive plants which are eral kinds we always advise the some of the other lovely things 
planted in the shape of a mal- eee a ae ae in the garden. 
tese cross, and it is a beautiful Start with, namely: s / Le Cygne comes first. Firs 

spot in a well kept cemetery. MAXIMA for white, EDULUS Because has the highest rating 
Hundreds of sick have been SUPERBA for pink, and FELIX of any peony and is considered 

cheered by his gifts of flowers, CROUSSE for red. There area the best peony in the world. It 
as he makes a business of send. f¢w splendid whites that come is a pure white in curved petals 
ing blossoms to the hospitals and after Festiva Maxima; Duchess anq when perfectly grown looks 
to homes where there are shut @e Nemours; Avalanche, with as if the petals were carved of 
ins or illness. fine creamy center and with marble. It stands erect and 

And now about some of the Stripes of carmen, Baroness graceful, and produced huge 
varieties in our garden. Many Schroeder, ; beautifully _ formed blossoms last year; Kelway’s 
of our visitors ask. How many 8d one of the finest in exist- Glorious ranks next as a flower 
varieties have you, and what col- ence; Mons. Dupont, sulphur of excellent quality with a won- 
ors? When I answer that there White, tall and robust; Mme. gerfyl fragrance and lovely 
are about six hundred kinds out Emile Lemoine with lovely full quality of petals. It is thought 
there they are perfectly amazed. blooms wins much admiration; py some to surpass Le Cygne. 
ANAMOLA with its moss like Courronne D’or, a solid tall As “Nina Secor” grows near the 
foliage and its scarlet blooms is White with a yellow reflection, ther two lovely whites, I must 
the first to blossom. The Tree Which took first place in our sale mention it here. It is a late va- 
Peony follows. In eight or ten Of whites last season. riety, very tall and with its 
years it may reach a height of Among the light pink are Sa- beautiful perfectly white blos- 
four to six feet and its flowers rah Bernhardt, lovely as its soms causes much comment. We 
are of immense size and lovely name and lasting in quality; visited the home of “Nina Secor” 
color. Next comes the Fern Grandiflora, one of the most in Forest City, Iowa, two years 
peony with its fern-like leaves of beautiful of all peonies; Mme. ago. We had a delightful visit 
both double and single varieties, Emile Galle, a showy flower; La with Miss Secor for whom this 
but the double is the most desir- Perle, as lovely as any rose when lovely white peony is named. 
able. OFFICINALIS comes next half opened; Marguerite Gerard, Therese, comes right down the 
and is the “Piny” of our grand- which has gained in popularity line with the highest rating of 
mother’s day. It blooms about this year. any pink peony and its blossoms 
Decoration Day. The others Among the deep pinks, Claire are deserving of this honor, be- 
follow in quick succession and Dubois, is one of the finest cut ing huge and of lovely coloring; 
last about three weeks. flowers; Edulus Superba com- Tourangelle, which is as nearly 

The garden is “like a sea of pletes any garden and is so like some lovely china cup in 
glory”, and one writer has said fragrant, early and good; Mons. shading, was deemed the finest 
“that a field of 50 to 100,000 of Jules Elie almost perfection and peony in the 1927 Peony Show. 
these flowers transcends any- more loved perhaps than any It is a lovely salmon pink shad- 
thing we have ever seen”. One other; Reine Hortense always a ing into white. Words cannot 
is reminded of that wonderful sensation; Madam Le _ Bon, (Continued on page 276)
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: How did they come through the Outlook for a Fruit Crop winter? 
: Most of them are more or less 

Reports from Growing Sections on Apples, smothered with the ice of last 
Cherries and Small Fraits winter, some patches as bad as 

d 50%. 

W HAT are the prospects for What are the prospects for this ee crop outlook for this 
a fruit crop in Wisconsin year? Years 2 

this year? Fairly good at present. The prospect is for a short 
In order to give our readers berry crop unless the plants that 

this information, and to get ac- W. E. Spreiter of La Crosse 27 left out-do themselves. The 
quainted with acreage, varieties reports on apples and cherries !°° thinned out the plants so 
and trend of fruit growing in as follows: hat i wi give aie week a eyed 
‘ f the larger commercial . . chance wer e ole pate 

sections, we ached some of our Acreage of apples and cherries: wasn’t killed outright. 
members to report. 75 acres. This is only a — 

Here are the replies: rough guess as we have only Door County Crop Goop 
W. H. Hanchett, Sparta, re- conan farm orchards, all Moulton B. Goff of Sturgeon 

ports on strawberries and rasp- smal. Bay reports on the Door County 
berries for the Sparta section. — 779). did they come through the Crop: 

Approximate acreage: winter? . Approximate Acreage: 
60 acres of strawberries. __ Fairly well. Some fruit buds We have about 4,000 acres of 
15 acres of red raspberries. injured. cherries in bearing and 2,000 

_ Practically no black raspber- What are the prospects for this acres of apples. 
nes. year? How did they come through the 
Predominating varieties: Good now, if we do not get an- winter? 

pirawhereies Pesan, Wars other hard frost. Both came through the win- 
field, Dunlap and Pocomoke. Wy sarieties of e ‘o ;. ter in very good shape. While 

Red Raspberries: Latham. W re eee of each predomi- there is some damage in Early 

Are new varieties coming in? Wealthy, Northwestern Huetands, there are enoues 
Why? Greenings, Duchess, Snow, Sa- po u a ta promise a he ears 

‘ In ptcaniligniet Beaver and lome and a lot of very inferior look wood. the late cherries 
remier are being largely plant- varieties. . 

ed to the exclusion of the old |, ks: What are the prospects for this 
standbys Warfield and Dunlap Remarks: — ; year? 
mainly on account of size of , At this time the prospect is Prospects for both cherries 
fruit and healthfulness of plants. for a fair crop of fruit. and apples are good. 
Oshkosh, Pearl, Mastadon and a . as . varieties of © “A - few others will be tried out by oe Pulisan of Taylor re- Whad suprjatiies of each predomi 

some of the growers in an ex- 5 a8 =s Cherries — Early Richmond 
perimental way. Approximate acreage: and Montmorency. " 

The Latham raspberry has There are about ten acres of Apples — Wealthy, McIntosh, 
practically superseded all other strawberries around Taylor and Northwestern Greening, Snow 
variet: : t of it: li- frand praductivanset its qua about two acres of raspberries. and Duchess. 

How did the sha h th Predominating varieties: Remarks: 
Winter? conte: FLTOUGH Vuh? In the strawberries, Warfield Blossom time about decoration 

- and Dunlap are the principal day—a fine sight for all. 
qos came through yarieties, but there are getting = 

e winter in good shape where { he quite a lot of Premier. A. K. Bassett of Baraboo re- 
Dapis wiitee Biavechion i ae There will be a lot more Pre- ports as follows: 

dahaged where Aa were Wee miers next year. Approximate acreage: 
given. Are new varieties coming? ie ee eae 
Latham was damaged at least Why? , : . - 

one half where given no winter The Premier has been doing ‘ically no cherries. 
protection. It certainly does fine in this locality and sells for How did they come through the 
not pay to raise even the Latham a premium over all other ber- winter? 
without covering it for winter ries. The Beaver on account of No winter damage. Appar- 
in this section. its great canning qualities. ently came through fine.
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What are the prospects for this Approximate acreage: How did they come through the | 
year? 850 acres of apples—50 acres winter? 

About one-half a crop of bloom of cherries. Very good 
at present indications. No doubt : : 
all danger from frost is past and 407 a they come through the What ore the prospects for this 
most likely we will get half of WHET: year: 
a full crop of apples. One-third _ There is some winter injury Too good. | 
of the trees will have no apples. @Pparent in the early cherries, What varieties of each predomi 

. _ (approximately 25% reduction) . nate? . 
Whar ca seesee of each predomi- a epee fave come through Duchess, Wealthy, Northwest 

ite? e winter O. K. : Fe , we 
I find the most bloom among ern. Greening: 

the Duchess and Northwestern 0 are the prospects for this Remarks: 
Greening. Scattering bloom in year? Prospects of a very good crop. | 
Snow, McIntosh and Wealthy. The prospects are good for I have used about 5,000 gallons 
Very few Tolman, Russets and both an average apple and cher- more material over my spray 
Lowland Raspberry. ry crop. route than I did last year and 

Remarks: What varieties of each predomi- 30" the cherries set very 
In the spring of 1927 the nate? ; j 56 SHG a 

weather was very wet, cold and “oe — Early Richmond, good. The apples should. 
cloudy which was very favor- ontmorency. 
able for the development of Apples — McIntosh, Dudley, Mr. Ralph Irwin of Lancas- 

scab. This, followed by hot, dry Fameuse, Wealthy, Northwest- ter reports that the cherry crop 
weather in the summer, near- ¢! Greening. will be very light owing to the 
ly denuded the trees. This is ~ a two blizzards and cold waves 

probably the cause of the light BAayrieLD Has BEST PROSPECTS 4) April. | Weather conditions 
showing of bloom. IN YEARS through the blossoming time 

5 ML Bleck & have been favorable and every 
—_ . M. Black, Bayfield reports live blossom expected to set a 

GREEN BAY SECTION Looks 2&8 follows: cherry. 
Goop . PB ts f 1 

Approximate acreage: rospects or an ‘apple’ crop 

C. J. Telfer of Green Bay re- 300 acres. y are very good. 
ports as follows: . a Cherries will start ripening 

. What varieties predominate? the latter part of June. 
a ecg ure A Pat homnah, Red raspberry. ———s 

. cherrles— . ap- unlap, strawberry. “BIG ELK” JUNI ples. OR FOREST 
“e > varieties ing 4 RANGE 

Haw dia they come through the Are Why rietes coming in? R ‘ ACTIVE 
Vinter? N * ‘ OBT. PARKER, 

All in good shape except early wee extent—only being Phillips, Wis. 
cherries. — jae a wonderful month to 

What are the prospects for this “"°" ia ee come through the =! study nature. A hike through 
? ion e d i 

far crop except early Rich- All tpoit. came through tn good study spring flowers birds and 
monds which will be about 50%. shape. trees. A chance to realize how 

. re a. What is the look for this important is the prevention of 
Ww thieves alia of each predomi- year. erp outlook Jor this forest fires. Nature calls every 

Cherries—35% —early — 65% Best it has looked for years. Junicy Bones). Hangs to enjoy 
late S month. 

: Remarks: The seeds obtained from pine 
we ae ttt North- There will be a larger acreage cones gathered last fall have 

g and snow. of “Reds” planted here in the been planted by the boys. Sur- 

Remarks: . future. plus trees will be planted on land 

Apa aes i ae apa May 21. D ——= eis by the city. This work 
s about May 25. ANE COUNTY LooKs Goop as created an interest in beauti- 

: fying their home grounds as scv- 
——— E. H. S - 

THE KICKAPOO WILL HAVE sae Stoeber, Madison, re- eral of the boys have planted Fam Crop . shade trees on boulevards and 
Bani We NG . Approximate acreage: ornamental shrubs around their 
‘au . Miller, Gays Mills re- Cherries, 5 acres. Apples, 65 homes. 

ports as follows: acres. (Continued on page 274)
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. = town you will see an unbroken 
Blossom ‘Time in Cherry-land mass of white lying against a 

hillside directly ahead. This is 
Kari S. REYNOLDS, the southermost edge of the 

Secretary Door County Chamber of Commerce Martin Orchards, largest of its 

TS delicate beauty of snow ae t eves pie we coe look 
white blossoms covering ae noes atdtavanan aw trtne head 

thousands upon thousands of aurrsland"tBlottom Tine headland of Government. Blatt 
cherry trees is drawing an ever visit it later when the fruit is (An afternoon drive at this point 
increasing throng of visitors to ripening. This article will guide is articularl. beautiful, in 
Door County, the Land of Cher- you in seeing the world’s most fe Pa Y d a later af 
ies, Each season, during the concentrated cherry belt. act, we recommend a later al- 

month ae May, Spring ‘ans ternoon tour on this route in or- 
’ —————— der to get the full beauty of the 

forms the dormant orchards . . 
from the red brown of Winter reach the arterial at the first places of vantaney al, several 
to the marvelous waxy white of principal street intersection af- 9 through the Martin Orchards 
full bloom. Just as the beauti- ter crossing the bridge. There following the Cherryland Route 
ful butterfly or moth emerges you may receive detailed infor- arrows, to a point a mile north 
from its dull cocoon, so each per- mation about roads, hotels, dis- where? you should pause for 4 
fect blossom unfolds from its tances, ete. An excellent new view of 15 000 trees in one tract 
bud and pushes forth with all county map will be distributed. lying at your feet. This is a 
its beauty into the Spring sun- Every consideration will be part of ‘the Cherr 1 d 0 
shine. Tens of thousands of shown, and we urge you to ac- chards of the R yian i 
blossoms on each tree, hun- cept the conveniences we have + eC o. Half eynolds Preserv- 
dreds of thousands of trees, mil- provided. ing ooh alf a mile further 
lions of blossoms to greet the For those whose time is lim- ae toa a ne factory, one 
eye and put wonder into the ited the most beautiful short Or- he busy int . county that will 
heart—truly a sight once seen chard Tour is that along the setae ih delicio en pre- 
never to be forgotten. CHERRYLAND ROUTE. plosghee neonheac'® fruit these 

To fully appreciate this beau-. marked with arrows. From the the nig ae oe It has been 
ty, however, one should not at- Chamber of Commerce office fol- serve Bing o 1G concern to 
tempt to see it all in one day, low Route 17-78 for about half itn ¢ ae Ime _ visitors 
nor should one expect to see the a mile to the point where the 4), ree Se pie and show 
really concentrated orchard sec- concrete highway swings to the {; ne cy ay ind epicting the en- 
tions by travelling on the main right. Here avoid the concrete “'@ cherry industry. . 
highways alone. There are and continue straight ahead on From here you have a choice 
three more or less distinct or- a good macadam and gravel Of routes. A mile to your right 
chard sections in Door County, road. You are now on the Yu can rejoin Route 17 to con- 

first of which is Sturgeon Bay Cherryland Route—take your tinue the trip up the county, or 
including both sides of the bay time—drive slowly—look to both by turning to your left you can 
and extending for a radius of sides—you are entering the Yeturn to Sturgeon Bay via the 
about six miles. Here is located world’s most concentrated cher- beautiful Bay Shore Drive, a 
50% of our producing acreage, ry belt. Within the next 8 miles ¢ombination of water and sylvan 
constituting without question the you will drive through the three Scenery seldom if ever equalled 
world’s most concentrated cher- largest pie cherry orchards in in Wisconsin. This latter route 
ry belt. Then, 15 miles north the world, one with 65,000 trees, leads you through a portion of 
on Route 17 lies the Egg Harbor another with 40,000 and still an- the 400 acre orchard of the Stur- 
section, and 15 or 20 miles still other with 30,000. Adjacent geon Bay Fruit Co. Turn right 
further on the same road the and linked to these larger or- at the first main cross road and 
Sister Bay—Ellison Bay section. chards are numerous smaller Wind through a tract of orchard 
Being the most convenient and plantings, all forming a huge and meadow to the brow of the 
concentrated, the near-by Stur- continuous orchard which flanks bluff overlooking Green Bay, to 
geon Bay section is of greatest both sides of the road for 8 miles View one of the most beautiful 
interest to the average tourist, and stretches back into the coun- Scenes in our county. Below 
and as such will be considered try for a half mile on either side. lies Little Harbor with its group 
here in more detail. Notice the soft blue or green- Of cottages nestling in the shel- 

Upon arriving in Sturgeon white appearance that the trees ter of a rocky point, across the 
Bay go directly to the Cham- present as a mass. There are bay to the west scarcely 15 miles 
ber of Commerce office, a small no large leaves—they will come distant can be seen the twin 
bungalow type building plainly later after the blossoms have Cities of Marinette and Menomi- 
marked just to the left as you fallen. About 8 miles from (Continued on page 278)



Observations of Tom Ato and Alex Ander 

Dear Mr. Rahmlow: years old; for the best flower 

ae spring a_ busy time? Home Grounds Improvement garden; best vegetable garden; 
There’s so much to do with Contest. best combination garden; best 

the flowers, vegetables and fruits co eatitying the Cheese Fac- let and the pest yore’ and 

hat letters almost get left out a ee 3 - window box. ere IS also a 
Mee program: Phere are two Roatan Sinn and Villages. grand prize offered for the best 
or three things, however, that An Opportunity for Local So- garden, any type. . . 
we feel sure you will be inter- cieties. Here’s a tip to all of our cities 

ested in. Speaking of flowers _ and villages. Oregon put on a 
reminds us that the signs of the ~ hind _eeertl content et this 

time point to the fact that our g go onterpris . <ind Jast year, under the aus- 
average citizen is taking more See ee other pices: of one of the local banks. 

interest in the appearance of . Here’s a tip for the banks. 
his grounds. Four real favor- ae | —— 
able signs have come to our at- WHEN ved abo on here you FeARLY last month the Friends 
tention recently. The Horti- . remarked a oe jeu of Our Native Landscape 
cultural Department of the Nae Supraee 9 - Se. eese staged an advertising clean-up 
University announced the other the oih ray th hi earned on State Trunk Highway 19 be- 
day that a home grounds im- tier Oener’ Gay that this condi- tween Madison and Milwaukee. 
provement contest was under raat 18 fe a to be 7 thing of the A large number of farmers co- 
way in La Crosse County. This a iD ate the Mar- operated in removing the signs 
contest is a part of the follow- M ei airy potmatonies, of calling attention to candy, 
up work in the Farm Home 5 ac180n), re oO Abe Some very smokes, shaving soaps, gasoline 
Grounds improvement project [2° issn ta e best es heer which were detracting from 
which the Department in co- Wis CHeEse Tee is ded the appearance of their premis- 
operation with Mr. W. E. Sprei-_ : is four di ; ict Gort Ivided es, or caused the side of their 
ter, La Crosse County Agent, has offer af i ah okt cen are barns or other out-buildings to 
been conducting in the County 9 ec or eat pabreh, h pene look like a ragged, worn out 
for the past three years. State che, SO ier hes prize a the best crazy quilt. A number of farm- 
Trunk Highway 29 from La State. This ated Ss in the ers vowed that they would not 
Crosse to the east line of La Ma eo J M Schall > stamps again be inveighled into permit- 
Crosse County was selected for f th ME hall 5 » EEODY ete ting such advertising upon their 
the contest. About $100 in o Ene; MMArSC: al oy ah sted premises by a promise of a few 
prizes, donated by local civic or- rodicidanl’ e pu . ic spirite bars of soap, a box of candy, or 
ganizations, are to be awarded. /2C}V! hips i a “this sort of a couple quarts of motor oil. It 

Two sets of prizes are offered. eee tRe ¢ ay, this would be jis encouraging to observe that 
One for the farm home grounds ‘ a 1 eon OF AO ot te: im- it doesn’t take the average 
showing the greatest amount of te we ald “not hu ‘ the ans Abe farmer long, when it is called to 
improvement during the season. /* Wou dine _lurt te grounds his attention, to see that such use 
The other is for the farm home he imp ee WE ot his property detracts from 
grounds having the best appear- th remment. 0 ainisn it and lessens its actual value to 
ance at the final judging. Pro- e momentary incentive? say nothing of the chagrin which 
fessor Aust tells us that a score ——— he must feel when he compares 
card was prepared by the Hor- LIVING in Madison, you have his farm buildings sporting a 
ticultural Department to be heard of course, of the home motley array of signs, in all 
used in the contest. The grounds grounds improvement project stages of delapidation with the 
of the thirty contestants were fostered by the East Side Busi- spick and span buildings of his 
scored by Professor Moore of ness Men’s Association. They neighbor. 
the Horticultural Department have been having these contests ——. 
early in May. At the same for three years, each year offer- IN JEFFERSON County, 
time, Professor Aust made sug- ing several hundred dollars in County Highway Commis- 
gestions to the individual con- prizes to “East Side” residents sioner Grehl is sponsoring road- 
testants as to how their grounds in an effort to make and keep side planting of trees and flow- 
could be improved. The grounds the east side the most beautiful ers and opening vistas along the 
are to be scored again the latter part of Madison. Prizes are Rock River so as to enhance the 
part of August when the winners given for the best home grounds _ beauty of the drive between Fort 
will be picked. of homes started since January Atkinson and Jefferson. There 

We just wonder if this isn’t 1, 1927; for those not over five (Continued on page 269)



Taming the Wildings 
Wild Flowers Will Thrive in our Gardens 

HURON SMITH—Milwaukee Public Museum 

Th miracle of the re-birth of — ~~~. ¢hildren, and your choicest op- 
the wild flowers is with us Interest. in Wild flower portunity this spring is in tak- 

again! sPeservation if growing ing some child to some spot 
With Shakespeare’s King avervwhere In this article where the wild flowers grow. 

‘ : ; , Sa . . 
Richard the Third, we proclaim which Mr. Smith gave over How can we save these wild- 
“now is the winter of our dis- the radio recently, he tells lings? Appreciation along the 

content made glorious summer a lines of wild flower eserva- 
: : ” how and where wild flowers pr 2 

by this sun of York. When- . tion helps. When one under- 
ee ink of Swe , may be successfully grown. I n one | 

ever we think of Spring, we stands the precarious existence 
think of flowers, and our best —______————_———————_ of the spring flowers,—sees how 

loved poets have always sung of y few insects there are to do the 
the two together. F elecia He- task of cross-fertilization, and 
mans in her “Voice of Spring what a short time our spring 
said: flowers have to mature their 

“I come, I come: ye have called me ~ seed-children, he is more con- 
long. ) siderate of their rights. A thou- 

I come o’er the mountains with light Ps sand may enjoy a wild flower in 
and song: 2 its native haunt, but the one who 

Ye may trace my step o’er the . — picks it robs countless others. 

wakening earth, a a However there is a way in 

By the winds which tell of the vio- . m4 which wild flower lovers may 

let’s birth, preserve at least some of our 

By the primrose-stars, in the sha- eatin flora. That is by trans- 
dowy grass, p anting and seeding them in 

By the green leaves opening as I private gardens. It is not the 
pass.” easiest thing to do, but do we 

fer appreciate the things that come 
In the leafless or half-lit bt to us easiest? It can however 

woods of spring come the most 
delicate and fragile children of = 
Mother Nature, — the early uum poew Well in the Gard ~ 
spring ‘flowers. Delicate fra- he ‘Trillium Does Well in the Garden, +S 

grance and fragile forms are " oe 
theirs,—of the earth, yet seem- 95 “3 

ing unearthly. Spring flowers - . a 8 < 
are the rightful heritage of > 

Ie ‘SS eS 
2 ‘ =e, RLS | 8 ay <4 \- as 

ms A PALS peti: SS A ae P Wy) Ny 

Xe ani eae retide aes ! . A 

si, eS | ini il. We We ot 
Pa NE a Aa f\ ee } an X 

in r aes ae iy ; wr ; RE ORK ee oe y . OY: \ aan SL ree | 

< e Na ee FA a «.) 
My oe SOS. ae Eg oN 

ag a eS 
on fe ee 

a ge Fs Ne Se 
ma): % y iy 7 ths | a Mettensia or Bluebells also called Virginia 

ry f i . o ‘ 
ae “ ° NN ‘These are among our most beautiful wild dow- 

Yellow Ladyslipper, Yellow Slipper and Brown Purple Petals, ers. 
Cuts Courtesy W. A. Toole.
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be done in Milwaukee or any when planted in our gardens. list the blooming periods very 
other place and has been done There is no lack of material. carefully, note the approximate 
right in our city limits very suc- We have 767 fit subjects right height of the flowers you want, 
cessfully. in Milwaukee County, that cover to avoid incongruities, and plant 

Unnumbered generations and the entire growing season, or witha very definite plan. A ten 
eras of flower growth have rather we did have a half dozen year program may be about 
formed the habits of our wild years ago. Now, it may be nec- right for you to get everything 
flowers. They resist taming in essary to spread out fifty miles you want, and in the shape you 
the sense that they are unlike in search of the ones we want. want it. We learn to do by do- 
our cultivated flowers. The But they had better be in your ing. 
habit of years of certain envi- rock garden and in your yard Do not try to cover the entire 
ronments and soil requirements than plowed up from their wood- flora, but become a specialist in 
are too great to be overcome land home to make room for a some related groups. You will 
within the lifetime of most of cabbage patch, no matter how be surprised how some of the 
us. But we can observe the much your mouth may water at wild flowers will respond to cul- 
way they grow in nature, and the thought of the succulent tivation. In normal conditions 
simulate their environment and sauer kraut. many of them have to struggle 
requirements, by choosing the Wild flowers, native to our to hold “their place in the sun”. 
ones that like what we have to state, have given it a reputation There is a very definite reason 
offer in the way of a home. Up- for beauty that is ever growing. why they must have the sun. 
to-date methods of soil-testing They are a part of the reason Sunlight is their life. Without 
will tell us many things we why Wisconsin has become the jt they could manufacture no 
want to know. “Playground of the Summer”, food to live upon. Their little 

“The North Woods of the Na- chlorophyll grain (the green 
WILD FLOWERS FIT IN THE tion”. Without them, we would coloring matter of plants) can- 

Rock GARDEN be indeed poor. Then why not work without the stimulus 
above all search the earth for of the sun. Their leaf is the 

Nearly all of our native wild foreign seeds to sow in our gar- grist mill, the carbon dioxide is 
flowers will fit in a rock garden. dens and rock gardens? We can their raw material, the chloro- 
Rock gardens are captivating not tell from a package of seeds phyll grain is the milling ma- 
our citizens by leaps and bounds. what sort of a home the plant chine, water is mixed with the 
For a long time on the conti- had. . _ raw material, but unless the mil- 
nent of Europe they have been Often our northern climate is Jer (the sun) is on the job to 
considered the most effective too harsh for the plants we im- get the factory to work, there 
types of flower gardens, and port. They die in the winter be- will be nothing made. You help 
now they are becoming the fore we even have a chance to nature remove competition and 
vogue in this country. The see what the flower is like. Not oftentimes the result surprisc 
back-breaking lawn mower is un- so, our native wild flowers. you. Plants grow rampant, tha. 
necessary in a rock garden. A Through long years, they have re held in check by limiting fac- 
rock garden properly planned learned how to be at home here. torg in nature. 
gives us the brightest flowersand Some of them even survived the It is a fascinating study, and 
the most interesting foliage the glacial ages. Successful envi- an almost: untiied Feld Bansy 
year around. It blooms the ear- ronment is ours to start with. O'Toole of Baraboo found it <6 
liest and lasts the latest in the Chances are all in our favor Burbank found it.86, ‘and nearly 
season. Probably all of our when+we work with native stock. ever lant lover has the caine 
spring flowers can be made at Let the nurseryman accumulate 6 oebanit they had. It is not 
home in a rock garden. the experience with foreign atteld for the plant breeder. but 

Getting down to cases,—the things,—he is in that business O16 for the plant selector. ‘One 
hepatica, the spring beauty, the and can more efficiently afford to who can recognize the good 

false rue anemone, blood root, take the losses. traits, select and sow the seed 0 
early meadow rue, and trilliums We-hope only the flower lov- the superior flowers, can ac 
are early spring flowers that do ers will follow our suggestions. ¢omplish something quite wort! 
well. The snow trillium will None but the flower lover will while. 
make good in the caaly eon succeed. Growing wild flowers 
Greek Valerian, or Jacob’s Lad- is not a matter of luck, but care- 
der, Pennsylvania Sedge, early ful and loving attention to de- How vo WILD 
blue violet, wood anemone, tails, and plenty of hard work. . 
Dutchman’s Breeches, Shooting Genius for growing good flowers The materials for starting | 
Star, Showy Orchis, wild blue is seven tenths perspiration, this hobby are quite few an 
phlox, and Solomon’s Seal have and the rest flower lover sense. simple. Nearly everyone al 
all proved that they thrive here Study the flower manuals, and ready has them. Some news
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papers and twine, some tags for SUMMER CARE OF on floor ot vegetable cellar. If 
labeling, and an all-steel trowel DAHLIAS after a few weeks they seem to 
are all that one needs for col- be too dry the roots may be 
lecting. Tie up the root ball J. T. FITCHETT . covered with papers or sand. Do 
with natural earth still is plate Janesville, Wisconsin not divide clumps until spring. 
with some newspaper to keep : 
the earth from drying out. This Prarie megden oe wie TTT 

rived rectly Some canoe, cil beside each plant. It’s half © WHAT, THE COUNTY 
They will need to be tagged care- the fun of growing them. ‘to AGE ee 
fully and permanently with a know their name when they DOING 
paper tag or a wooden stick, and a th a ti hl GEo. M. Briccs 
visited later when they have set ane Seating . meen 5 . their seed and are no longer ten- as soon as planting is comp ete CouNTY Agent Omernik of 
der. Then they may be moved and repeat this raking every Antigo, Langlade County, 
before a freeze, and during the week until plants are large conceived the idea of getting 
winter-they will adapt their roots enough to shade the ground. If more good fruit in the city of 
ts the few environment and be the season is dry, water thor- Antigo by making arrangements 
all. ready for business next oughly at night once a week and with a local farmer horticultur- 
sprifig. * rake a ground the ae sige ye to spray ou the a ed 

. en itataadhte ine owers are produced on ose people who would list the 
a and eee goal chal En the soft growth, and if through same with the county agent’s of- 
repaid for I personally know neglect your plants have become _ fice. Through the school system 
frota ” senerioncel that their hard and woody, better cut a Mr. Omernik got the names of 
pleasure will last for many years part of the top off and start over all the people having fruit trees 
in this delightful hobby, the again. in the city. To each one of these 
“taming of the wildling.” , Fertilizer may be used to people he wrote a letter telling 

‘A little thought from the:Son- best advantage around plants of the possibility of getting bet- 
nels and, Stanza of Words: just as they begin to bloom. It ter fruit by spraying, and that 
worth ‘seems appropriate in tends then to promote the such a spray could be put on at 

closing: growth of flowers rather thana a nominal fee providing a suffi- 
° . rank growth of foliage. cient number of people in the 

“Would that the little flowers were One of your worst pests in a city cared to have it done and 
obo to live if the pl -e which dry season is the Leaf-Hopper, would list the number of trees 

ene eee the pleasure which 4 very small insect which sucks they had at the county agent’s 
That to this mountain daisy’s self the sap out of the under side of office. 

were known _ the leaf and flies away as soon As a result of this little effort 
The beauty of its star-shaped shad- as you brush against the plant. fifty or more city residents took 

| oe surface of this naked The leaves appear mottled and advantage of the opportunity 

stone.” : . tips turn brown, same as potato and the county agent cooperat- 
vines with the “hopper burn.” ing with this farmer horticul- 

—_—_——_ We have used Derrisol-sprayed turist, completed arrangements 
on under side of leaves—with and such sprays are now being 

An ice pick will prove useful Tome Bupease. ale Leaf applied as are necessary. 
1 a ine a 7 Ss. an olc. are also recom- ss 

i the spring: warlonidandelions mended. BUT, ‘Get ’em early.’ ” County Agent Thompson of 
~~ ea flowers early in ey if Burnett County has gained a 

possible, trim off surplus foliage fine contact with rural dairy 
fn* BOLENS and put ends of stems in HOT factories in furnishing them a 
pee hin aR eG water for a minute, after which landscaping plan in cooperation 
(oo EN - they may be put in cold water with the College of Agriculture. 

Does Garden Pow Se SN in the usual manner. Fresh One of the creamery grounds 
ing, Seeding, Cultivat; Pro flowers treated in this way last was used as a model. The 
Lawn Mowing—at such ena eas much longer and wilted ones are creamery board gladly cooper- 
and ‘cnarey. attnen, CREA Sae7 much revived by it. Do not get ated with Mr. Thompson and is 
Bisnts fnstantly inter ced’ the hot water on flowers or buying the necessary shrubbery 
Tools. Arched Axle, Tool eT leaves. a yearly to fit in with such a Jand- 
Powerfal. Motor—many other (47 After a killing frost, let the scape plan. This not only 

features. lay: i roots ripen for a week, then cut serves as a demonstration for 
GILSON MFG. CO. ff) off tops and dig the clumps of other creameries and cheese fac- 

Port Sethe wis. & Saee | roots carefully. Label each va- tories but also for country 
d riety and pack clumps in boxes homes.
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be PREPARING TREE ROSES FOR 

Tender Roses Survive A WINTER 
\ Ts Mr. Potter did not lose any of 

Hard inter his tree roses; in fact, the ma- 
jority of them had the leaves of 

I. J. SCHULTE last year green and alive this 
Sec. Milwaukee Rosarians spring when they were dug up. 

. — . Tree roses must be dug up in the 
Atm the most unusual win- ing soil is not porous it should fall and buried completely. Mr, 

ter in many years it was be made so by the use of rotted Potter dug a trench about two 
timely that the May 8 meeting manure or preferably granu- feet deep and laid the tree roses 
of the Milwaukee County Rosa- lated peat moss. Sand or finely in the trench. The roses were 

rians should be devoted to a dis- sifted coal ashes could also be thoroughly dusted with Massey's 
cussion of the experiences which  jjgeq, mixture (nine parts powdered 
some of the members had with After mounding up with soil sulphur, one part arsenate of 
their roses. as Mrs. Hopki did Mr. Pot lead) for the purpose of killing E . as s. Hopkinson di r. Pot- : . 

Mrs. Hopkinson spoke about t dded about six ineh off any mildew that might be 
the manner in which they cov- ‘CF acded about six methes or dormant over winter, preventing 
ered their roses last fall, She ™ore of peat moss all around, the formation of black spot early 
said they waited until the ground So that if there is any moisture jn spring, the theory being that 
was almost frozen, at which time the peat moss will hold it in- the black spot apparently comes 
soil was mounded up for about stead of permitting it to get from the soil, the spores of the 
eight inches around the roots of down into the soil. On top of diseases lying dormant in the 

all their roses, including climb- the peat moss it is advisable to soil, the mixture also keeps off 
ers. Then a covering of straw cover with tar paper, making it the rabbits and mice. 
and hay was used to prevent funnel-shaped for each rose, so Soil was then packed around 
thawing and freezing in the that any moisture will be shed. the roots solidly up to within 
early spring. They uncovered It was also suggested that in about a foot from the budded 
about the middle of April and spring planting of roses the bud portion. At that point a piece 
found that all of their roses came should be left at least a half inch of oil cloth was laid and enough 
through in good shape. After above the ground. Planting in peat moss poured in to cover the 
uncovering, the climbers were this way would insure better roses thoroughly for about a foot 
were laid on the ground for a pyowth during the summer, keep anda half. Tar paper (not the 
couple of weeks to give the sap the bud dry, and prevent killing brittle kind) was then used to 
ti chance to oe uae pines i back in the fall through excess- cover the whole top and _ peat 

e canes are tied u s ov $ . ontini e275. 
the tops often die back. They AVE: MOISHUEE (Continued on page-275) 
found, however that mice had -——————————————— ————SSSSSSSS sss 
chewed some of their alin ere 
down to the ground, so tha ° 
there would be no bloom this Carolina Poplar 
year from those roses that had . . | 
to form néw wood. 8-10 feet at special low prices | 

It was suggested that in the | 
fall at the time the climbers are SPIREA VAN HOUTEI 
covered they be dusted very : | heavily with arsenate of lead 3 foot specimens bushy, 5 for $2.00 | 

and powdered sulphur, which would attectively Keep the mice CYDONIA JAPONICA (JAPAN QUINCE) | 
and rabbits away or destroy 4 foot bushes at $1.00 each 
them before much damage had 
been done. | 

Mr. Potter stated that it was PRUE TREES —ELOW ERS —VINEe 
his belief that any rose, if it 74th Annual Catalog Free 
makes sufficient growth, can live 
through our worst winters and 9 
springs if proper care is given. Kellogs S Nursery 
It is necessary to keep water 

away from the plants during the Box 77 Janesville, Wis. | 
winter and spring, which can be | 
done in this way: If the cover- ||
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H M le FI B rich, some sand to loosen it, if 
OW to ake a ower OX the garden soil has too much 

. . clay. To make it still richer I 
Demonstration Given by 4-H Club Member. am adding ; Hence of bone 

. : wiw 
Suggestion for Garden Clubs ne ce EEE SE 

HIS is an individual demon- Ernest dumps the garden soil on 

T'stration and Brest sta0s rua, gamgntration abit: aia em, 
behind a table with the soil he ted by Meek Coon, Woet Allie: the bone meal. Mixes the soil. 

is to mix in boxes at his left. Mr. Coon has charge of Gar- “ . ar 26 
The flower boxes are in order den Club work in West Allis an Ses What - bone 
at his back. At his right he has and has trained many success- mealt. gClly lve girl, bone he flowers i ts that he is go- ful demonstration teams. This meal isn’t from folks, but is. the 
the ers in! Po! g' demonstration outline will serve ground up bone of animals killed 
ing to put into the flower box. as a suggestion to other Horti- for meat and makes a fine plant 
He is not using a formal intro- cultarall club leaders. . toad. net only fos Loos but for 
nee but starts talking as fol- by Trieet Daron eee tee gardens and lawns. 

“Just why do we have love — iii Showa the bone’ meal; 
box demonstrations? Well, that “Now that we have the soil all 
is a good question to bring up some time. This prune box mixed let’s fill the box. Of 
and here are some of the an- from the corner grocery saves course the dirt should not be too 
swers. We want to show oth- the time and expense of making dry, nor so wet that it will be 
ers who do not know just what abox. A coat of green paint to sticky. This is the gardener’s 
to do to make a beautiful flower cover up the rough boards is test, squeese a handful. If it 
box. It will help those who do used. holds its shape, it is wet enough. 
know how to learn more about Ernest has been holding up the box- If it crumbles when I push on it 
this line of work. es for inspection. He places them with my thumb, it is dry enough. 

“But why have a flower box? P2¢k out of his way. This is about right isn’t it? We 
What good are they?’ These “That dignified lady is won- fill the box a little over half full 
are some of the questions that dering what we are going to and pack it down with our fin- 
will arise in your minds. I must have in the boxes. Oh, that gers like this. 
say that there are many reasons. Will be easy to explain. First I Shows the crumble test. He is 
For example, there are many am taking 2 pails-ful of com- filling ihe pox with dirt Packs it 

flower loving people who have mon garden dirt to give body “W" With his Knuckles. 
to live in apartments. To them and to hold the water. One pail “ “But, where are the flowers?’ 
a flower box is like a garden. of rich woods dirt or green-house asks the boy with the dirty face. 
In our small city yards, window _ soil to make the dirt mellow and (Continued on page 273) 
and porch boxes make our 
yards seem larger. From inside ae — 
and out they add a touch of | 
beauty that we are all hungry | Member . 
for. Flower boxes decorate the Kenosha Florists and Nurserymen’s Association 

home much better than cut flow- Assoc. Member 
ers. Illinois Nurserymen’s Association 

‘ Note: while Ernest has poeen . 

aden een getting the Boxes The Swartz Nurseries 
wet little girl witli ie big GROWERS OF 

ribbon is going to ask, ‘Mister, 
what are you going to plant the Shade, Ornamental & Evergreen Trees 

flowers in?’ Any kind of a box Shrubs, Vines and Roses 
will do, wood, tin, or stone. They 

can be purchased ready made as Park, Cemetery, and Golf Ground Planting 
fancy as your pocket book is . 
deep. This box was made from Landscape Architects 
a 12 ft. board 8 in. in width. 
Boxes should be 6 to 8 in. deep KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 
and may be 6-8 or 10 in. wide. Phone 2F4 
Do not make them too big. You 
may want to lift one of them |
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Wisconsin Horticulture THE MICHIGAN TOUR Michigan trip, for those who do 
‘ F ; not wish to take their own cars 

Published Monthly by the eeu Growers Will Tour Fruit Belt over, at a reasonable cost. 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society We suggest those who plan on 

Oticiai Organ UF the Sectety JUNE 28 and 26 are the dates going drop a card to either Her- 
set for the fruit growers tour man Ullsperger, Sturgeon Bay, 

of the Upper Michigan fruit or to this Society, so we can 
Heid: RABMLOW, Balto belt, under the auspices of the keep you posted on further de- Secretary W.S.H.S., Madison, Wis. D C ty Fruit G P you pi e 

Associate Editors—K. L. Chambers, oor County ruil rowers velopments. 
Mrs. C. KE. Strong, Huron H. Smith, Union. 
Prof. J. G. Milward, C, L. Kuehner. All members of the State a 

~~ Horticultural Society are invit- 
materea ae he bostoffice at Madison, ed to join in the trip. 

ceplance for maling st apecairatect Here are the details: Em- ANOTHER MEETING 
Ket of october s 1917, authorized July bark the evening of June 27th, A TREAT FOR GARDEN CLUB 
AB OLE : : fe i arrive Frankfort, Michigan MEMBERS 

Advertising rates made known on 7 applicetion: morning of June 28th. 5 
ee Northern Wisconsin parties ee eenaed ieee 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society C@N embark from Menominee, ill bofor ag aden el bi ‘1 one 
Annual membership fee, one dollar, Michigan with or without their Wl!) De Sor garden club members, 
ce ee, §gutos. Southern Wikeonsin par- 90d will be held at Lake Geneva 
one dollar to Office of Secretary, Madi- ties can embark at Manitowoc, !" daly. \ b f 
son, Wis. i : < i 

Femi oy: Bi > Wisconsin, with or without au- © Nave: a: Jarge number 0 
xpress Money order," Avaotar bil tos. Anyone wishing to go garden clubs affiliated with the 
tached tone eaca yf Wrapped or at- Without taking an auto can also Society. The members are in- 

Postage stamps not accepted embark at Sturgeon Bay (there tensely interested in gardens, 

_ is no dock for loading an auto flowers, and landscaping, and 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE there). Lake Geneva offers an unusual 

x Ometo Fare: $3.00 round trip per opportunity for their study. 
President, Vice-President and Secretary Person. The Secretary arranged for 
oH Brubaker °200000.0. washers Autos: $6.00 round trip. _ the meeting with Mr. Axel John- HEC Christensen ....--7.¢- Oshkosh Passengers also have the priv- 0n, Secretary of the Gardeners 

M.S. Kelloge....000... )-Janesville  ilege of returning at any time Club, and Mr. Wm. P. Longland, 
Wine Longiagd neo craulliwaukee on any Ann Arbor line boat. gardener of “Wychwood”, de- 

George M. Moséman.:11.."Menomonie Sleeping accommodations $1.50 scribed on another page of this 
JR Swarte 00 0000001..Mkenosha per berth, $3.00 per State room. issue. The detailed program 
H. W. Ulisperger.).2////Stirgeon Bay will be published in the July is- 
a sue. The general plan is to 

dee ig meet at 9:00 A. M. in Horticul- 
Our cover picture shows a We will arrive at Frankfort ture Hall, Lake Geneva. The 

beautiful spray of cherry blos- early in the morning and after forenoon of the first day will be 
soms. It was sent in by Karl breakfast start for Beulah, devoted to getting acquainted, 
Reynolds of Sturgeon Bay. Northport and Glenn Lake and a talk by some authority on 

winding up in the evening at a garden topic. 
a Traverse City. In the afternoon there will be 

The tour the second day may a tour to several of the beautiful 
ANOTHER CLUB AFFILI- be divided, as some may wish to estates on Lake Geneva, where 

go south to the grape and small the gardeners in charge and spe- ATES WITH THE STATE : : cna : et : 
SOCIETY fruit section at Hart, Shelby,  cialists will explain in detail the 

and Benton Harbor. Some _ features of interest. 
WE ARE glad to announce may wish to spend Saturday and The second day will be much 

that during the month of Sunday touring, made possible the same as the first. It would 
June the Sum-Mer-Del Garden by the privilege of returning at be impossible to do justice to 
Club of Waukesha County affili- any time on the special rate what may be seen and learned 
ated with the State Horticultur- ticket. at Lake Geneva of flowers, gar- 
al Society. This club has mem- Return tickets are good only dens and beautifying the home, 
bership at Hartland, Delafield, through Frankfort, Michigan. in one day. 
Nashotah and Oconomowoc. You may land with auto at Man- The garden clubs of Lake 
Thirty-five members are includ- itowoc or Menominee, also with- Geneva will have charge of the 
ed in the list that have affiliated. out autos at Kewaunee. local arrangements. WATCH 

Mrs. W. H. Hassenplug of Na- Arrangements have _ been Our JULY ISSUE FOR THE PRO- 
shotah is Secretary of the club. made to use school busses on the GRAM AND DATE.
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ORGANIZATIONS AFFILI- OFFICIAL SUMMER those who requested them dur- 
ATED WITH THE SO- MEETING ing the month of April. 

CIETY August 10-11 As we anticipated, this will 
At the present time the fol- save the Society a lot of ‘money 

lowing organizations are affili- _ Plans for our summer meet- because wh macy ah print re: 
ated with the State Horticul- ing at La Crosse are progress- then or those who do not want 
tural Society : ing. W. E. Spreiter, County ‘A - h looked 

; - Agent of La Crosse County and B Some may Nave overooke 
Belles Cooley Horticultural Society. , iny, sending in their order, we are 
Brown Valley Horticultural Society a member of our Executive havi fi hundred t 
Door County Fruit Growers Union. Board, is arranging the tour to aving @ ted undred extra 
Dunn County Horticultural Society. be held on August 11. Oe eth ° fi tak d 
Eau Claire Garden Club. . The Executive Committee will © Will ChererorestaXxe: OFCers 
Ellison Bay Potato Growers Associa- 4 - for these extra copies while 
tion meet at 1:30 P. M. August 10. they last. Just d + 

German Settlement Club. A very interesting program is a eth us ie us a be 

Jefferson County Spray Ring Federa- being arranged. mailed ith the J i we f 

tion. as . The Minnesota Horticultural Ma@ve¢ Wi e ouly Issue 0 
Kenosha Horticultural Society. Society will hold a summer Wisconsin Horticulture as they 

2 3 tieult Society. = * a eee 
Madison Garden Club. Mar RSIELY meeting at Duluth August 7-8. are on the press now. 
Manitovmne County Horticultural So- We are invited. They may at- 

Milwaukee County Horticultural So- tenn ie meen at thine 
iety. @ s page ne: 

Hindeco Horticultural Society. for details. WHY HAVE A GARDEN 
Sum-Mer-Del Garden Club. CLUB 
pehkpeh Hor ueutural Society. 
acine Garden Club. E HAVE a number of worth- 

Sauk County Horticultural Society. W : i i i Sparta Fruit Growers Association NEW BOOKS OF INTEREST while Garden. Clubs in. Wis 
State Potato Growers Association. . consin. Their work is mani- 

Warrens Fruit Growers Association. MANY of our readers are in- fest in many ways, and a city 
wyaukesha. Garden Club. terested in selecting books without one is unfortunate. The 
Wisconsin’ Cranberry "Growers Asso- on Horticulture for their home State Horticultural Society is 
ciation. : library. In this issue we have anxious to help organize such 

an “add” from the MacMillan clubs. 
——— Company listing several new What is the function of a 

books. . Garden Club? The Ladies Home 
OSHKOSH SOCIETY HAS We suggest our readers write Journal in an editorial, brings it 

GOOD MEETING for their catalog of Horticul- out very well: 
HE Secretary attended th tural books. Among those listed “The first function of a gar- 

T meeting | ae the "Oshkesh of interest are the following: den club is to give, not to its 

Horticultural Society on May 6 Trees in Winter—Blackeslee & Wn circle but to others; to work, 

It was ] ti by Jarvis. not alone for itself but for its 
: was a real meeting put on by The Cultivated Evergreens—Bai- community; to enrich, not only 

a real local Society. ley. its own gardens but the gar- 
We suggest representatives The Rose in America—McFarland. * & hole t oh 

fr ther localst isit to h- The Book of Bulbs—Rockwell. dens of its whole town. e 
om other locals to visit a sn- Evergreens for the Small Place— gardens of the members, yes— 

kosh. The social feature of Rockwell. but also the gardens of its 
this club is no doubt one reason Gladiolus—Rockwell. neighbors need its discriminat- 
why they have such a good at- Rock Gardens—Rockwell. . ine aid 

New Creations in Plant Life— ng ald. 
eames, antl ey the members Harwood. “The garden clubs can work 
ow eacn other so well. aa fe + » marvelous changes. They can 
A cafeteria supper is served There is also a long list of Take over the face of America 

at 6:30. The “eats” committee other Horticultural books. —they can bring beauty to 

arranges with certain members blossoms in the door-yards of 
i being certain dishes. Those the land. They can adopt an 
who do not bring food pay 50c. 7 ideal for their town; they can 
During and after the meal the THE ANNUAL REPORT arouse civic pride; they can en- 
members have plenty of time for IX THE April issue we en- courage the spirit of competi- 
a social chat and exchange of closed a supplement order tion; they can distribute seeds, 
garden experience. blank for the 1926-27 and 1927— bulbs and roots to the unfortu- 

The meeting begins on time, 28 report of this Society. nate. They can make their com- 
everyone feeling fine, which The supplement stated the re- munities lovely. They can be 
gives “life to the party”. ports would be sent free only to worth while.”
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About the Home and Garden 
80th and George St., West Allis 

GARDENING, A GOOD WAY TO few in my border, as I am no 
us a . at longer able to take long trips to 

Bending or stooping over your flow- ster om ead a the woods. . 

Every day for a couple of hours, Everywhere interest in  gar- I have such a dear little bed 

Is the pleasantest way of taking off lens and garden clubs is of wild dicentra, cousin of the 
i fats for tinted airs. Strong will weleome Bleeding Heart, often known as 

now tor ried 1t— oe 7 S 2. 3—t Je- 

So that’s all of that. your garden letters. cue Hreacliee ihe ave 

Now don’t forget, my too plunp — early in the spring; then I have 
maid, quite a bed of Shooting Stars and 

If you would Join the thin: parade; I began many years ago to a big bed of wild Violets, blue, 
Before a hoe anda garden spade, Start slips of currant and goose- white and yellow, also wild But- 

berry bushes and grape vines, by _ tercups. 
Ss putting cuttings of new wood I have several varieties of wild 

GARDEN REMINDERS into the ground in the fall and asters, two varieties of Golden 
leaving them there for a year, Rod, some fine plants of swamp 

Do you want some specially 
fine Peony blooms? Then do not _ —_ 
forget to disbud, even though it “i a | 
is a bit late—it will still help to ‘ a ee 
remove some of the smaller buds. ee ‘ae + 

It will help considerably to cul- 7 ts, 
tivate constantly and feed with fe ye 
liquid manure. If the ground is . . : a, 
rather dry, a good soaking, be- me _ f a i 
fore giving the fertilizer, helps. is. id= 80 hed j : . > ee eS , Be j 

Try having a few nice annual . ‘ j 
plants in the cold frame or some a if ae 
out of the way corner, to fill in P 
the bare spots we are sure to s i al 
have in our borders later in the ; 
season; Larkspurs, Calendulas, £ | eee od y ave titi 
Snapdragons, are easily moved Ee ee I We nm : ; 
and make splendid fillers. Te ae Pah 

Press the straggling branches Seed, ee LPM RNS 
of Alyssum saxatile into the |». SS32n6°om--rpSemnineaiimiOi iss aaa 
ground. They will root, and you — |i ive tau ollie sei ai : 
will have nice thrifty plants next A ee a ee ee ae sa 
spring. TO 

If you cut the Alyssum plants The Home of F. W. Stuehmer, Wisconsin Veterans Home, 

back after blooming, the plants 

will be MORE compact and you then transplanting all rooted Milkweed and wild Columbine. 
will get a second crop of bloom ones to a permanent place. Ido Wild clematis climbs over our 
in late summer. the same with shrubs, except back porch and is loaded with 
— roses—those I often take the new its dainty blossoms every Au- 

> green wood—say, a spray of gust. 
LETTERS FROM OUR blossoms, cut off the roses and ALURA COLLINS HOLLISTER, 

READERS put the stalk in earth, perhaps Mukwonago, Wis. 
covering it with a glass so it may 

SUCCES WIT CORTINGS be sure to stay moist. Nearly No one should say “I cannot 
Dear Mrs. Strong: I ought everything I’ve tried roots quite afford to have a Garden”, after 

to have responded sooner to your _ easily. reading this letter. Come again 
request for method of procedure I am much interested in our Mrs. Hollister with your helpful 
in starting slips of shrubs. wild flowers and grow quite a_ letters.
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MAKING THE HOME BEAU- comes to cut our grass said he [7 
TIFUL bad never geen such Sweet Peas. ee 

. . . ust one thing we regret—we 
Dear Mrs. Strong: I am Gould not send any home. 

sending a picture of my place, — White El 
perhaps it would do for a cover we ee ee ee eee N Ite Go 
picture. When I came here May, We 8re , urse : 
1921 there was nothing but the have nice plants. Oh, I forgot Hartland ty oe 
plain house and the trees. I that you did not know we had , * 
added the porch and bay window, mowed 728 Ebow we wane vee General Line of 

drive does not show in the pic. found a nice little bungalow, |/ Ofmamentals and Fruits 
ture, when we decided to stay anoth- 

The round flower bed is made & year, So we could garden all SSeS 

up of colossal Cannas, sweet W® wished. Cee 
Alyssum, and Verbenas. The Besides the front lawn with 
shrubs are bush Honeysuckle shrubs and plants, we have a dreamed there were so many 
and Spirea, with perennial Space fifteen by thirty feet to colors. There were squares of 
Phlox. “play” in. perhaps fifty feet, all the differ- 

I also planted about 300 Peo- There were four Rose bushes ent shades in separate blocks. It 
nies in a bed. here and we bought four more; looked as if patches of cloth had 

F. W. STUEHMER, have had quite a few blooms, been cut and spread on the 

Wisconsin Veterans Home, Wis. Some cuttings I made in Novem- ground. And the fragrance! 
ber are in bud. I am anxiously These are raised for market. 

We are glad to welcome Mr. waiting to see if they will be as | At the Dahlia show at the Bilt- 
Stuehmer and his garden, and beautiful as the parent plants. more Hotel, I nearly lost my 
would surely like to see those We also have two dozen Shas- mind. Stems three feet long 
300 Peonies in bloom. Tell us ta Daisies, a large red Penste- and flowers nearly as large as 
about them some time, what va- mon that blooms constantly, and a dinner plate. 
rieties, and how you care for twelve Dahlias. We brought Beverly Hills held its first 
them. some Snapdragon seed with us Flower Show last fall and it was 

ee from the home garden, which levels Mavie you read of the 
we also planted. It is coming esert garden which was dis- 

Te CALI- into bloom just beautifully. We played at the New York Flower 
are also putting in quite a few Show this spring—the same dis- 

Dear Mrs. Strong: We want Chrysanthemum cuttings, they play that we had here was taken 
to tell you that we enjoy read- grow beautifully here, nearly as_ east. 
ing Wisconsin Horticulture so large as the ones grown under You wouldn’t think that sand 
much way out here in Cali- glass. rock and cactus could make any- 
fornia, we feel we still “belong” We also have six plants of thing of a display, but it was 
to you and the Garden Club. Bachelors Buttons nearly three beautiful. 

We are sure the Garden Club feet high. They are full of buds, Just now the Roses are bloom- 
would not be ashamed of us if so Hattie will have plenty of her ing—in Exposition there are fif- 
they could see our Sweet Peas— favorite flowers. teen thousand bushes—and you 
nine and a quarter feet high. We also have onions, chives, can imagine what a sight that 
We planted them October seven- mint and parsley. Two volun- was when they all “got going” 
teenth and in a week they were teer Tomato plants are covered right after Easter. Just a sea 
up and by the middle of Janu- with buds; I need not tell you of Roses, that is all! 
ary we started picking. We that I have a plant for every We had a wonderful trip to 
started to count the blossoms we corner, you know me_ well Death Valley right after Easter 
picked during April—four thou- enough. —nothing but sand and Cactus. 
sand. I am sure we picked as But I want to tell you that one We brought three plants home 
many if not more during Feb- thing, there are bugs and worms for a woman who does not have 
ruary and March. The row was of all kinds. I say there is a a chance to go and get them and 
only fifteen feet long and single pest for each leaf that grows; is a lover of this family of 
at that. slugs and snails and what not, plants. 

Stems were ten to fourteen but we have been lucky with the The State is trying to pass a 
inches with three to four blos- Peas, not even aphis—and you law prohibiting the digging of 
soms and such lovely colors. know how they love them. Cactus. I really do not blame 
We feel proud of them, for they Now I have talked enough them—you know some people 
were the envy of the neighbor- about ourselves. We went to dig up everything in sight and 
hood. Even the gardener who see the Freesia farm. I never (Continued on page 277)
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Overcoming Horticultural Troubles 
E. L. Chambers, State Entomologist, Editor 

THE LATER SPRAYS ARE We have found that the moth peas, and beans, while the onion 
NECESSARY FOR COD- does not begin to hatch until has a species which takes de- 

LING MOTH CON- nearly four weeks after the calyx light in feeding almost entirely 
TROL application. Because of scab on it and cabbage. Cauliflower 

C. L. FLUKE control, however, the first spray and radishes are attacked by the 

ou after the calyx is put on in about cabbage maggot.  _ 
HERE are many fruit grow- 10 days. For commercial or- In all cases the injury is done 

T ers who think that after the chardists, it is recommended by the young larvae, better 
pink and calyx sprays are over, that, if this spray is applied 10 known as maggots, of a fly of 
the job is done. There are also days following the calyx, it the general appearance of the 
some who think that the codling would be ideal to put on another ordinary house fly except for its 
moth begins its work at the application 10 days or two weeks being smaller. This group of 
time of the calyx spray. Most later. This would bring the ap- flies which cause us so much an- 

growers however, are well aware plication between June 10 and noyance, are among those insects 
that the calyx spray is put on at July 1, depending upon the sea- Which were imported from Eu- 
this time to get the arsenate in- son, and would catch most of rope with food stuff. They win- 
to the calyx cups before the the first brood of the codling ter in the ground in what is 
lobes close, as about 50% of the moth. The last spray should termed the pupal stage, and with 
codling moth larvae go into the then be applied not earlier than the beginning of growth in the 
apple through the calyx end. August 8, nor later than August Spring emerge as adult flies, 
This spray then, is effective 15. In case the 10 day spray laying their eggs about the base 
throughout the rest of the sea- could be delayed ten days more, of promising host plants. | 
son, but does not get any of the it would be best for codling moth Various methods are prescrib- 
worms which enter through the control and would eliminate the ed for controlling these mag- 
sides of the apples. necessity of an extra spray. In gots. Corrosive sublimate used 

The codling moth has been Certain years, however, it is quite at the rate of one-half ounce dis- 
very thoroughly worked out at Necessary to make this applica- solved in five gallons of water 
Madison, and 2 tew interesting tion within a week or 10 days and applied at the base of the 
points have been discovered. after the calyx spray to control plants, seems to be tha most = 

‘ , * scab; ective means in use. In case 0 
be ge lee eee Spaleane and It should be remembered that cabbage and_ cauliflower, the 

place, we find that the moth has these notes apply to conditions poison is applied at the rate of 
two distinct. generations thus at Madison. Farther north, the one-half a teacup per plant, 
there: iare twee hatches of eggs dates would be correspondingly whiie web Hacer or Se 

s : s later. is poured along the row at the 
hatching. During an early or rate of a gallon to each thirty- 
fast developing year, eggs of the five feet. For early cabbage ap- 
Helinet jet hatching | (at MAGGOTS REPORTED ply soon after setting out, and 
hatching’ G te 7 iy IE cont the SERIOUS for radishes it should be applied 

ee y 0 low! ‘th e when the plants are well above 
begin h ‘chine J i. a 4 oe T# large force of crop pest the ground. Tar paper disks 
tivne t A Ne t vo ath con- reporters throughout the are sometimes placed at the base 
nd. b 0 4th: : will hatch State, are sending in many com- of the plants to discourage the 

fear "A ot Bie. fo b a 30 plaints of injury to garden crops flies from laying their eggs, but 
durin Ae earl 0 oak em aA from maggots. These are usu- this is even more tedious and ex- 
at is to October 4 du ; u- ally among the first pests re- pensive than the corrosive sub- 

Ee » during @ ported each season, and in- limate treatment, and is not as 
ote year, dications to date seem to indi- effective. 

It will thus be seen that sprays cate that they are to be a real __ Since the adult flies feed free- 
which are put on 10 days after problem again this Spring. ly before, and during the egg 
the calyx application, and then These insects which attack early laying period, a poison bait spray 
again about July 25 for the sec- garden crops, include several is sometimes used, consisting of 
ond, are entirely wrong for cod- species. The seed corn maggot one-fourth ounce of white ar- 
ling moth control. attacks principly sweet corn, senic or sodium arsenate dis-
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solved in one gallon of water, to Guess we spent too much time things we were going to say un- 
which is added a pint of some on this beauty proposition and til another time. 
strong smelling molasses. This will have to leave the other TOM AND ALEX. 
mixture is sprayed in coarse _ . _ - 
drops in strips across the field. 
It is not necessary to cover the BN 353 
entire field. This repeated twice . in wy ‘ LOE 7. 
a week from the time the onions FSag cg aS Te ig omen insu 
show until the middle of June Sa ae cere ee ee eT 
has been found quite effective by Se Bip if REO SEE 
some growers. Tie ofa “A fe pei, gg ny SMU Sa 

Other growers plant cull on- Eee i) Ke Co sge!| tig MEG Sia cen ua 
ions a few weeks in advance of Tt GIGS Oc fi gill gt ie ORT eae 
their regular plantings, which OO pags ei ih, PE oe te ae eigen e” 
serve as a trap crop attracting oD ee Tay Mi aes ees shalt 
the flies to them. After they vA / ey Ee 
have laid their eggs they can be e 
destroyed by applying crank case t a 
draining oils. Those who have points to question 
used this method report no ill 
effects to the soil from the oil. Increased Yield 

——— Improved Quality 
IN ORCHARD AND GARDEN G reater Profit 

(Continued from page 258) Th tt 
1e 

are many highways a long Company W JHEN you buy mixed fertilizers or nitro- 

streams and lakes in Wisconsin Agricultural Dept. 7 gen for top-dressing, give these three 
: New York, N.Y important points careful consideration: 

where a little thoughtful plant- op rob N.Y 1. Will you get the increase in production 
ing or cutting of vistas would Madiag oO. you have the right to expect? 
increase the pleasure of the Montgomery, Ala. 2. Will your crop be of the high quality 
passer-by immeasurably. Memphis, Tenn. demanded in discriminating markets? . 

: : : Shreveport, La. 3. What will be the net return per acre in 
_ The American Legion is plant- San Antonio, Tex. | dollars and cents? 
ing the triangles in intersecting auilcien: N.C, Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia scores on 
highways with Flanders Poppies eanaton, D.C every count! . 
which will be a very acceptable TwCowada Moreover Arcailian is fine and dey, easy © 
substitute for the weeds: which Toronto, Ont apply, quickly available, non-leaching—and 
. ee s z ‘ low in cost per unit of nitrogen. (Arcadian 
now so frequently occupy such Sulphate of Ammonia contains 25'4% am- 
areas. monia, 2034% nitrogen, guaranteed.) 

These are all signs which, in Free Sample See your dealer now about your require- 

our opinion, point in the right ool Sere iure,, Si tbe the Heston, 
direction. They seem to indi- Sanit Weil ake cond ye Results PROVE the 
cate that in the future when we free bulletins by leading =~ Quick availability of the nitrogen in 
sing “America the Beautiful”, sue Arcadian, Juss BIL jn ee . oct cutie SE ARCADIAN thoughts to the beauties which 
Nature alone has provided, but Si | h ‘A ‘i 

that we will be able to include u Pp) ate of. mmonia 
the handiwork of man as well. wennnnnnnn-- nee eee 

If our local horticulture socie- The Barrett Company (address nearest office) Gras NJ 

ties and their individual mem- Please send me sample package of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia. I am especially 

bers enthusiastically support INES Mis scsawegsameenensiesn ponmuaUNeRN aus sR NeNelRSNNREN ETS GIR a0’ 
these enterprises, it will speed and wish you to send wm ee names 0 rab Hine aber) 
the day when we shall realize isn ye send me bulletins on these subjects. 

our ideal of unsightly or repul- Name _____ 
sive views changed to places of Address 
beauty and attractiveness. EES SE)
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nerve ergo On re re vu rE OE on 

Potato Growers Department 
J. G. Mitwarp, Editor 

Secretary of the State Potato Growers Association 

a 

WISCONSIN POTATO = mend that a better organized 

NOTES Prof. Milward reports on con- plan should be made. to test 

‘ ditions and results of meetings these strains in fair, impartial 
Antigo, May 18. The plant- in the northern commercial po- trials on a field in the South 

ing agen fg late at eakige has tato sections. we oe Ber ak een 

been e most satisfactory expe- mportant announcements are * * ‘ 

rienced in recent years. "A trip made te growers: Winonsts on was lot » geal 

i ho ae  — thoilld proves glcad moaterial 
growers planting throughout About forty growers assem- In. addition to mosaic, other 
this territory. Unusual favor- pled at Antigo, Friday evening, index and field records were re- 
able weather has enabled them to consider plans for organized ported upon, including Spindle 
to fit land in excellent shape for summer work with special refer- Tuber, — uniform stand, — ma- 
the fertilizer and seed. ence to seed potato inspection. turity, type of vine and tuber 

Several two-row planters were Rhinelander, May 19, 1928. Those in attendance on recent 
in operation. In many of the ‘hat interest in seed potato im- Southern Tours called attention 
large fields, several growers are provement is not lagging was to the changing Southern haz- 
applying fertilizers in two-row very evident judged by the spir- ards from season to season, es- 
distributors operated just ahead jted discussion aroused at the pecially as might relate to the 

of the planters; from 500 to 700 conference of Oneida County expression of mosaic and spin- 
pounds per acre were being ap- Growers held in the Court House dle tuber. 

plied. at Rhinelander on May 19. Yield of marketable potatoes 
Professor Musback and the The whole question of seed po- js the final test in relation to 

County Agent Omernik, have tato inspection was presented various strains and this must be 
arranged a most complete set of and the fullest possible freedom determined in connection with 
fertilizer tests on the Krier farm of expression invited on all the various disease hazards that 
at Antigo. Several combina- phases of the service. reduce the cro . 
tions of Ammonia, Phosphoric Five men were in attendance The Counties where large 
acid, and potash have been who had participated in recent blocks of improved Triumph 
worked out with great care and Southern Tours. Many import- seed will be available for in- 
include many interesting varia- ant inter-state seed plot prob- gpection this year are: Mari- 
tions that should provide valu- Jems were reported upon from nette, Oconto, Forest, Langlade 
able ue or ae Pee SEE all angles. Oneida, Vilas, Price, ‘Washburn, 
practice adapted to the commu- 

nity. Mr." Omernik reports MOSAIC 18 ImportaT PROBLEM  QUTNCO cute ave concentrated 
growers take an unusual inter- Wisconsin interests fully ree- this year largely in Sawyer 
est in these experiments. ognize “Potato Mosaic” as a ma- Vilas aed Oncide Counties ye 

Several growers are using the jor hazard to the southern , . 
Mercuric compounds in seed po- planter. In this connection, the POTATO INTERESTS ORGANIZE AT 
tato treatment at Antigo this amount of mosaic to be found in RICE LAKE For STATE Po- 
year. An opportunity will be the strains of seed to be planted TATO SHOW 
given to compare this treatment this year—1927-1928—were re- , . 
with the Hot Formaldehyde and ported to growers varying from i At a conference held at Rice 
Corrosive Sublimate methods in practically no mosaic up to fif- ake on Tuesday, May 22, the 

1928. ty-six per cent. Several large ae ee was per- 
It is encouraging to note a blocks of seed were reported Sh © t oe on aie ne 

general advance and unusual upon, showing greenhouse 0 eb oo 96. a IGS lakes 
healthy condition prevailing in counts from 1% to 8%. Field CLODER e205 19 8. 
Langlade county this year as records indicate that these su- General Convention Chairman—C. A. 
relates to the quality of seed perior strains of seed showing Chaireen of Publicity —A. F. En- 
planted, increased attention to 8% of mild mosaic in the green- der, Publisher, Rice Lake. 
soil improvement, and general house may show a very much Chairman Local | Exhibits—G. E. 
interest in improved seed hand- reduced percentage in the field. cnereeront,_ Seo ee aonry 
ling operations. Wisconsin growers’ recom- Snyder, Rice Lake.
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SEED POTATO INSPECTION arranged jointly with these [— | 
ANNOUNCEMENT meetings. Special notice to be HARDY PERENNIALS 

The Horticultural Department mailed to potato growers. 
has completed a schedule of con- ———————_—_——- New & Standard Varieties 
ferences in the important certi- 
fied seed producing sections of SPRAYING VERSUS DUST- 300 Kinds 
Wisconsin. ; : ING 
stort Seco tua THe a of ary dust for po- Strawflowers—All Varieties 

increase ‘in. certified acreage of ly <u  ee J. F. HAUSER 

a ot DEE change in especially true if only an acre Bayfield, Wisconsin 
the nervive Wischiesed Oe the or two are grown, in which case Send for Price List 
above conferences involved the the farmer cannot afford to buy YL 
official shipping tag for ‘“Bad- a ine ya oP te cate ch 

ger State Brand”. In this con- water in Betoall sprayer w Spray 

ren thee rere meeeae the even an acre, and so we were | PEONIES, IRIS, PHLOX 

ine of the tag and also plans to Pease te Team of the corel | Gray stardy Perennials 
pene Gumibee i eat ecieyee of “Spraying Versus Dusting” Gladiolus and Dahlia 

date. thé aepartwent hae, been #8 Published in Wisconsin Bulle- Bulbs 

able to trace back car lot ship- mn py one _ Dudley, Jr., Catalog Free 
ments from the certificate num- Th oll fie: ave: Hieccondlu 
ber issued by the Department of ,, ~ 20 /OUoOW1ngs are the conclu- Edw. J. Gardner 
Markets in connection with the ‘ions they reached: N 
loading point inspection. This Scientific workers are gener- ursery 
has not always proven satisfac- ally agreed that the use of Bor- West De Pere, Wisconsin 
tory to the buyer of seed, and the deaux mixture on potato foliage 

system of placing the growers’ Teen (ett per is prob- 
aa ie ence no doubt ably the most injurious insect Were always increased by spray- 

Application Blanks Will be in Pest of the potato plant, and it ing and dusting. 
the Mail by June 1 Growers regularly causes serious damage The average Increases — for 

are requested to return these ap- in Wisconsin. : epraying end dusting combined, 
plications on the earliest date Spraying and dusting experi- varied irom 22. bysbels per acre 
possible. The last date for filing ™ents were carried on in com- pte ewe pearaat Wis Nopper 
application blanks is July 15, Mercial potato fields of Wiscon- burn to 59.3 bushels per acre in 
An early return of application Sin for four years under regular aes Se years of heavy hopper- 

: A _ farm conditions. “ : 
eee tite Sa ecient toning The object of these investiga- The average yields of all 
first inspection. Do not wait, tions was to find out the cost of Sprayed, all dusted, and all check 

File your applications, if possi. each treatment and how much _ Plots when compared, show the 
ble 40 Juhe ” * each treatment increased the to- following distinctive results: 

. , tal yield and improved the All sprayed plots___167.9 bu. per acre 
grade. All dusted plots____163.1 bu. per acre 

____ z — All check plots _..--136.4 bu. per acre 
Five varieties of potatoes were 

SPOONER STATION DAYS included in the experiments: Computations show the cost of 
Triumph, Green Mountain, spraying and dusting for four SCHEDULED ‘ : vane 
Early Ohio, King, and Rural applications per acre to be: 

Prof. Delwiche has announced Néw Yorker. . Spraying $11.26; dusting, 
two sectional Spooner Station A definite increase in the per- $11.97. 
Days. centage of No. 1 potatoes was The yields from dusting and 

July 26. For Douglas, Bay- secured both by spraying and spraying were equal within the 
field, Sawyer, Washburn Coun- dusting. limits of experimental error. 
ty group. . The average increase of No. 1 The cost of dusting was little 
_ July 27. All other Counties potatoes in the treated plots was more than that of spraying. 
interested. 6.1 per cent greater than in the The Potato Beetle can easily 

The annual Potato Day Pro- check plots, which equals 8.4 be controlled with the duster by 
gram for potato growers on the bushels per acre. using prepared dust, usually 
Spooner Branch Station will be With one exception, yields Calcium Arsenate.
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weeds and improvement of high- 
L | S . ways. 

It was decided to accept the 
oca ociety News invitation, and affliation with 

a State Horticulture Society. 
apers were prepared and 

MADISON GARDEN CLUB children be charged, children read by members, topics being 
HAS CHICKEN SUPPER with parents being admitted aoe va Supply Gaps in the 

. free. There will be music fur- arden Caused by Winter Kil- 
Ch eben pene nished both afternoon and ev- De We We, Bergwall; 

Club met at the home of Mr. and omg decided that th P ee € ae 7 a eos 
Mrs. J. Gilbert about two miles t Bat ae ed that those who The S an Boneh ial Visit Tol 
west of Madison for a chicken sho tat. prizes wae fows «Ri , 4 OE nO eG aettats 

CoE nnn ihe achingtes ee a eae re ee ay eae 
school gave a very beautiful May jose Shep xo, Mise pesmi noe FS Sadiolt and Nae 

fete which was greatly enjoyed vh ec cont bene an any a ers aveveren tical wen a wile 
by the members. who mig! e wi ang + offer a ee prac ita gost ration 

The proceeds of the supper Dies can notify Miss Rasmus- a ee rowing Seeds 

val eae te TG OxnENRES OF We had Mas us as guest and ee Lae a were 

show. A number of members ah, ‘0 °s ' S sy of the a cWild Flower ‘4 Shr be How 
furnished most of the food, Mrs. *@ een acalturel % oe ' i . ee an, ae S, HOw 
Gilbert of Nakoma furnishing Madix sho a Ural Dociel va ns HO ‘ Shrubs th Pe 

The club is looking forward to © nai ; 4 by the Yount 0 ities, M * on le © a : by 
having some special meetings at not e tn Me OCA SOCIEUES; ta . ? Rot er, fro of the Cu- 
the homes of members having ot o#ly in thelz own communi rators af Botany from. the Mil- 
flowers in bloom. y ut pice in star ne singe waloa 2 ne tee Also 

The next regular meeting will a UPS An LOWS nolo. ye ted ah a A wWeoR OEne oAe ens of 
be the second Tuesday in June in boys and. is oa de Oras TS. 4 to th oevild Life Pre. 
which will be June the 12th. Fe ee eee nee ete RG eee ene ee ee ode 

Polkon in a. Tin Can.” ome’ Take Govese and ie the Clase 
MILWAUKEE ROSARIANS AGNES PHILLIPSON, Houses of the Crane Estate 
The next meeting of the Mil- Secretary. with a view of the newly “cre- 

waukee Rosarians will be held —_——_ ated”  snapdragon “Geneva 

Tuesday evening June 12 at the AN ACTIVE GARDEN CLUB Pink”, and a flamte-eolored bits. 
Public Museum. It is expecte soming begonia and_ rambles 
that a number of members will SO ae DE oe fae about the Uihlein Estate at 
have roses to display. The composed of parts of the naines Fontana. 

program will be on the growing of the towns in which charter The June meeting will be at 
and care of ross Ss members live, Summit, Merton the home of Mrs. Roy H. Far- 

. J. SCHULTE, and Delafield) held its May and, Delafield, and will be large- 
Secretary. qieeting at the, heme of Mrs ly of a social nature. Some 

— Henry Barnard Hitz on Pine members of the club accepted an 
MAY MEETING OF OSH- Jake’ invitation of the Public Muse- 

KOSH SOCIETY While the club was started them oe en sae 
MEMBERS assembled at 6:30 last autumn, organization was tt Mi ti e Rie 3 ond eo 

for the usual supper, after not fully effected until this meet- neh ofice, . ae the clut sae 
which the business meeting was ing when the Constitution and SIOHICEES 0 fe CUD are: 
held. This was opened with the By-laws were adopted. The ob- Mrs. H. G. B. Nixon, Hart- 
Horticultural song. jects of the organization were land—President. 

Minutes of the previous meet- stated to be: “The advance- Miss Mary A. Lowerre, Dela- 
ing were read and approved. ment of gardening; develop- field—Vice-President. 

Miss Merle Rasmussen gave ment of home grounds and civic Mrs. H. E. Salsich, Hartland 
the report of the committee on beautification; to stimulate an —Treasurer. 
arrangement for the flower show interest in cooperative garden- Mrs. W. H. Hassenplug, Na- 
to be held in June, and it was ing; to aid in the protection of shotah, R. R. 2—Secretary. 
decided that an admission fee forests, wild flowers and birds; Reported by Mrs. W. H. HAs- 
of 25c for adults and 10c for the extermination of noxious SENPLUG.
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HALES CORNERS CLUB An inspection of the garden 

FOSTERS CONTEST FOR followed the business meeting. ESR Ken 
LS Mrs. Paul has a beautiful dis- oye 

HE May meeting of th play of tulips, very artistically Permanent Positions 
T Hales Corners Greden cl L grouped according to colors. OR a limited number of res- 

was held at the home of Mes, Reported by Mrs. A. W. JoHN- aT rom eerioe sistas Se complete line 0) Al 

J. H. Paul on the afternoon of SON. Quatity, Hardy Northern-Grown 
May 24th, 1928 Mrs. C. E TT Nursery Stock. .. Write for our 

Strong and Mrs. J. Hyatt of the HOW TO MAKE A FLOWER [srl sles proposition 
West Allis Garden Club were BOX THE TlORTH STAR T1URSERY CO. 
guests of the meeting. . Lock Box B 4321 

Mrs. Strong urged that the (Continued from page 263) PARDEEVILLE, WISCONSIN 
Secretary of the club send to Oh yes, now comes the big event. 
Wisconsin Hort ic u ltu rea Bring on the flowers. First we KRESS FG CLR RS 

monthly account of meetings. pick out 2 blood-colored gerani- © ———— 
The club agreed to hold a ums with the deep color in their 

contest for the best flower bed _ leaves. 

aoe ee tween the ages of ming ehaiclis yr, the, fowers, then packs Hy s em in ne box, 

and _ twelve. Mrs. Paul very Then a Clayton fern. This ave 

graciously donated five dolltts fem grows out of doors in New | YOU 
lars for first prize and two dol- England and, “will be io hardy A 
lars for second prize. Boys or Seepage poe Ler aoe the ou ean Lg” ern in the center an e gera- 
girls wishing to enter this Con’ ‘niums on each side, like this. Flower 
es a Se iS Stan avs Now 2 tall young fucias that are > 

I pa. 5, , Ptrong, S- to hang their flower bells above Garden: 
Paul and Mr. Keiler will act as 4, : ‘At th d 
judges of the contest. ie SeranuMis. e ends We 

; Mrs. Strong gave all members pal! put. these a Vesuvius Co- ieee , i. eus. Next to the front go 4 
ped 08 De Boom 4 a snow-on-the-mountain vincas. Why Not More 
was a gift of the West. Allis We must pack the soil about the Pexenniais? 

‘ s en ? 
Garden Club who had received n00tS. . © 
more seeds than they cared to Packs extra soil about the plants. 

plant. The seeds were gladly ‘ters them. 
received by our local club as the Do not forget the water. Give 
plant is unknown to us. them all they will drink. Leave | Our Northern Grown 

Plants 

Home Flower-Growing, 

By Emil C. Volz, Professor of Floriculture, Iowa Are Always Good 
| State College. Answers the amateur garden- 

er’s every question. (Rural Science Series, . 
Edited by L. H. Bailey) ----------------$3.50 | Write for Catalogue 

Spraying, Dusting and Fumigating of Plants | 
By A. Freeman Mason, Department of Horticul- | 
ture, University of Maryland. A popular hand- tod 
book on crop protection__~---.------~--55.00 | Chequamegon 

(Booklet describing our many other horticultural books mailed free on Flower Gardens 
request) 

V. E. Brubaker, Mgr. 

The Macmillan Company Washburn, Wis. 
2459 Prairie Avenue - Chicago 

oe _ ee =a) a a
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them in the shade for a day or Also Robin Hood Oaks, Sher- that these boys have actually 
two and then they are ready for wood Forest, England; Napoleon planted trees it is not likely that 
their post of duty. Water them Willow, France; Babylonian and they will ever destroy a tree 
twice a week—all they will take. Welch Willows. needleslly in the future. They 

“This, my friends, is an ideal Each tree is charted and take pride in what they have 
flower box. Isn’t it pretty? I marked. done. To commemorate their 
am expecting each of you to This year an American Linden work we will mark each row of 
make one now. tree was planted and dedicated trees with a metal slab inscribed 

Tips the box so it can be seen bet- to Francis Willard. The cere- with the name of the students 
ter. Answers questions. mony was conducted by the Rock who planted the rows. With this 

“This concludes my demon- County W.C.T. U. trained crew we hope to aid in 
stration. I hope you have en- Francis Willard’s early home the planting of trees at other 
joyed it. I thank you.” was on a farm near Janesville. places in the county.” 

The Linden tree was presented —Milwaukee Journal. 
. to the W.C. T. U. by M.S. Kel- —_ 

THE FOREST OF FAME logg, whose farm and nursery is JUNIOR FOREST RANGERS 

OUNT VERNON — the near the Francis Willard home. ACTIVE ou“ 

M name is known to every Mr. Kellogg is a member of the : ‘ 
American as the home of George Executive Commis of the (Continued from page 256) 
Washington. State Horticultural Society. ne - 

Mourt Vernon; Wisconsin, is John §. Donald, Madison, was When the birds arrived each 

. d « ‘ . . boy had a bird house up ready situated on a branch of the Su- in charge of the program. for'them to'take possession 
gar River the same distance and — We generally open our meet- 

direction from the State Capi- sTUDENTS START 4-ACRE ings with a lively song and close 
tol, as Mount Vernon, Virginia FOREST by singing “Taps”. Right now 
is from the National Capitol. y et gaps lk tune 

It is here that the “Forest of TECHNICAL H1GH ScHooL Boys Words to some well known tune 
Fame” was established, and PLANT TREES IN COUNTY fon thei jown club: SONG 

: a TRACT We have invited the “Park 
George Washington trees set out Falls Rangers” to our next meet- 

on Arbor Day, 1916. Two years Armed with grub hoes, 60 stu- ing * This will be “stunt night” 
later elms from the birthplace of dents of Boys’ Technical High ‘phe boys aa the Club are divided 
Abraham Lincoln, Hodginsville, school set out on the task of mak- jy, groups : a ane : , in groups of six and each group 
Kentucky, were planted. ing a pine forest out of a barren has a stunt, something original. 

In 1919 one of the five spruce potato field in the county’s The High school had planted 

trees, which had been taken Brown Deer tract at Cedarburg . oy about seventy-five shrubs around 
from Gen. Pershing’s A. E. F. and Good Hope roads. the grade school building this 
Headquarters, Chaumont, Under the direction of O. C. gpring and the boys have taken 
France, was placed here and the Strothman, member of the high yeal interest in helping with 
idea of the Forest of Fame took school faculty and a forester of this work. _ 

root. seven years’ experience, the (Note: Mr. Parker is Smith 
Trees from the birthplaces or boys planted close to 6,000 pine Hughes Agricultural Instructor at 

homes of the following illus- seedlings on four acres. the Phillips High School and has done 

trious persons have since been The seedlings were planted six some) oursene ns work ‘with Junior 
planted: feet apart. The crew was di- Be AURDES 
U.S. Grant, Galena, Illinois. vided up into teams of two each. . 

Rutherford B. Hayes, Freemont, Some of the boys drove stakes MILWAUKEE OF ae 
Ohio. . and laid out the rows. Then, TURAL SOCIET Z 

Wm. McKinley, Canton, Ohio. et . . OFFICERS 
Gov. Lucius Fairchild, Madison, Wis- working in a stagger formation . 
consin. 2 , across the field, came the plant- At the May meeting of the 

Gov. Jeremiah M. Rusk, Viroqua, ing teams. One boy dug the Milwaukee Horticultural Society 

Wisconsin. ; . hole with a grub hoe and the the following officers were 
Witiam |p. Hoard, Ft. Atkinson, other took the seedling from a elected: 
Joan of Are, Domrey, France. pail of water and set it in the Huron Smith—President. 
Gov. Farwell, Madison, Wisconsin. hole. Earth was _ stamped Frank P. Giloth—Vice-President. 
Gov. Washburn, Madison, Wisconsin. tightly around the seedling. Miss Martha Krienitz—Secretary and 

Gay, Taylor, Cottage Grove, Wiseon- “At noon the boys had a picnic path. ouig Potter, Mr 
Theo. Roosevelt, Long Island, N. Y. lunch. . William Hopkinson, Mrs. Robert 
Rob’t M. La Follette, Mt. Vernon, “As a result of this day’s Malisch. 
Wisconsin. . work we now have a partially The next meeting will be held 

Thomas settersany Men ew trained crew of young forest- June 26 at 7:30 P. M. in the 
Hampshire. , ers,” Mr. Strothman said. ‘““Now Public Museum.
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ROSES seeds, and does not harbor any an interest was shown by those 
Continued fr — diseases such as are found in present that it is planned to con- 

(Continued from page 262) most fertilizers. It is treated tinue this feature of our meet- 

moss poured around the creases before it is baled and is in per-_ ings. 
and cracks, soil being used to fill fect shape for use. It is slight- Our next meeting will be held 
in, which was stamped down. ly acid, but it would take a long on June 12, at which time it is 
As soon as the ground was froz- time before it would affect our probable that some of the mem- 
en a few inches of marsh hay Clay soils very materially. The pers will have roses to display. 
were used for the top covering. acid reaction is enough to pre- 
When these tree roses were Vent any of the sweet soil weeds 

dug up about the latter part of from coming up, especially dan- 
April the buds were swollen but delions. It is just the thing for . 
had not started, some of the breaking up heavy clay soils. Mention WISCONSIN HortI- 

leaves are still green, the peat A half hour was devoted to CULTURE when writing our ad- 
moss was as dry as when it was questions and answers, and such _ vertisers. 

put in, and every one of the roses - — 
just as healthy as when they 
were buried in the fall. _ SS 

SSS OO SSS SaaS 
FALL PLANTING BEST —} UT ov ——— —=— 

Fall planting is by all means #4 SSS 
preferable to spring planting, Ur eis 
and if roses are received in the eo WY Rant 
fall for which the ground has ae KAREN a 
not been prepared they should ne a Ae 
be buried until spring. Roses S the thing that pays- N (2) 
received in the spring do not TR ky Drape <. 
have as fine rootlets as those re- Miley? need r | cure ee = G 
ceived in the fall. If spring mie When Ne t Lave Bie 
planting is necessary the soil Pay ‘i royyy la e [4 SS 
should be hilled up around the yy PVC hg ad a 

| plants after they are set in, and its reg z vl Gv 
the ground should not be taken y ee sete 
off for at least two weeks. The al = i412 
spring winds are very destruc- el =e 

dnving wp mate — the Bordeaux Mixture Whether You Spray 
Mr. Smith explained that the Arsenate of Lead or Dust 

lone and et he ic wenn Calcium Arsenate Yor. are investing material 

not formiant a adh It is dur- Assnite of Zine plus labor. You must have 
ing the winter that the roots are i forming ‘hel’ feeding yebleis Dritomic Sulphur results or you will lose not only 

for their next season’s work. ow your money spent but crop prof- 
Mr. Smith stated that roses sanKax Dest its, too! Play it safe and buy 
planted in the fall are several “‘Orchard Brand’? Materials. 
weeks ahead of roses planted in 
the spring. He also said that J They are the standard of de- 
there was nothing better than [oncuaRD pendability. 
peat moss for use in germinat- 15! [ 
ing cuttings, and that the per- SPRAY DUST GENERAL CHEMICAL COMPANY 
centage of germination in peat KV 40 Rector Street, New York 
moss was considerably greater SA St. Louis Los Angeles San Francisco 
than in sand or soil. He had a ocr 
Lit of peat moss and showed => 
how finely it could be pulverized O HAR D 

| and what mandenial humus it we wan cer 
made. One bale of peat moss is - U.S. 9 g 
enough for the ordinary back- SPRAY & DUST MATERIALS 
yard garden; it is much better 

| than manure, contains 1 VC ST
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PEONIES eiralty snes all oe of but each blossom makes a lovely 
. . or weather and is a popular seller. bouquet. Luella Pfeiffer  at- 

(Continued from page 254) Georgiana Shaylor, a huge tracted much attention being tall 
describe it. Solange is a late double pink attracts more than and able to withstand all sun and 
blooming variety and is a pecu- its share of attention. Jubilee weather conditions. Martha 

liar pink, the petals so tightly ie one int AEG get a oe Bullock, a VERY ae deep mink 
_ . , as uge showed wonderful flowers this 

placed that it looks compact. It feathery white blossoms often year, and held its lovely color 
attracts much attention. Cherry measure ten inches in diameter. during the season. Lewis 
Hill, considered the best red Its blooms are so heavy that it American Beauty, a compara- 
landscape variety stands tall and has no value for landscape work, tively new red, gave its first 

--—~ - —_— ——= — _ blossom after five years’ growth. 
) F - 7 It was ae most beautiful 

oN eal eel red peony I have ever seen, be- 
(4 Dp | fil {Ss I a) | tail ing tall with a strong stem hold- 

. pr nl uy ing the blossom upright. 
SETTER merase” Ur permet Phyllis Kelway is a decidedly 
geet Tr REE Hi HH gusty hie Tui Z 3 

 frsinNn | | eee 
oe . a Gré ryt) (|. pared to a delicate flushed pink 
HER HNHTHT HG sat An HE THT REE ar j ety, 

Ee fe e ( crepe de chene, with strong 
Ol WAS |. stems, fragrant, and of good 

eee i lasting qualities. = Wm. F. 

| |) Wee aaah fA. | taking its place in the flower 
8 AN OYA = world. Philippe Rivoire is con- 

a cH ERE REET NN p= 4?) a ee oa ” 
ANG PRO Ca sidered by some to be the best 

ee i et i red peony in the world to-day. 
oA <i It has a long blossoming season, 

EAD QUAR I ERS or is fragrant, and has good last- 
ing qualities. 

One of the outstanding varie- 

bray oducts ties in our garden that attracted 
more attention than any other 
was Nancy Dolman which was 

ie introduced by Judge Vories of 

Grasselli Lime Sulphur St. Louis. I have never seen 
‘ such a huge blossom on a per- 

Grasselli Arsenate of Lead fectly straight stout stalk. As 

Grasselli Nicotine it is comparatively new, one can- 
not say much about it, but if it 

wn 

The leading Wisconsin growers prefer Grasselli Pi uue cordon aa type show 
Grade because they know from experience that sensation in the peony world. 
brand name means certainty of protection and H. P. Sass one of the new intro- 
the largest yield of first grade fruit. ducers of Washington, Neb., was 

. . made famous by his peony Flor- 
And while protecting your orchard, don't ence McBeth, a very fine light 

forget your truck crops and small fruit— pink. He also originated Grace 
they also need spraying at this time. Batson, a deep pink, which will 

be heard from later. 
We have all of the good things 

THE GRASSELLI CHEMICAL COMPANY, CLEVELAND in Japs and singles in our gar- 
Founded in 1839 den and each year our sales of 

these landscape varieties grow 

- larger and larger. Ama _ n0- 
ol sode; Tomatbako; Some Ganoki; 

RASSELLI RADE Mikado; Pure Love and Kel- 

een eC Tee pase meee , ye & Pes ; % oe ® onors. shou a na C4 Standard ‘Held High for 8 9 Years Helen. introduced. by Thurlow 
is the finest pink single. 

I have just mentioned a few
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS fan teasAus-serseee 

Page TOOLE’S COLLECTION 
Badger Hatchery --------- 278 
Bahr Nursery... 278 PERENNIAL SEEDS 
Barilani, F. W. ----------- 278 
The Barrett Co. _--------- 269 Fio.t Pr0.2 Fia3 $1.65 WORTH OF SEEDS 

Chequamegon Flower Gar- 
dens _.---------------- 278 Berry Boxes FOR $1.00, POSTPAID 

| Cleerman’s Hatchery ~-_-- 278 
The Coe, Converse & Ed- . 

wards Company __----. 278 Cates, Piushal Baca: ' For those wishing to ty Brow- 

Cream City Chemical _--. 279 " —— seed, 1 Rave iaciecied. a DOZEN 
Cumberland Fruit Package ‘ Fo dag tania By 

Co. TT As You Like Them HARD FO GROW, AT THEILOW 
Fitchett Dahlia Gardens___ 250 PRICE OF ONE DOLLAR FOR 
Edw. J. Gardner Nursery-_ 271 Patent manta UTe ne et TWELVE: PACKAGES OF sE2 
Gelbke, C. A. & Sons___--- 278 wood veneer that give satisfac- LECTED SEED. No change may 

General Chemical Company 275 ety ERS eo te ane tote be made in this collection at the 
F. R. Gifford Co, ----.--.. 279 bur apecinity: We Eee ate price quoted. The collection con- 
Gilson Mfg. Co. __--_-__-- 261 carry in stock 16-quart crates ail tains ONE PACKAGE EACH OF 

Grasselli Chemical Co. .... 276 made up ready for use,-elther for ANTHEMIS TINCTORIA KEL- 
J. FP. Hauser =----------- 271 order too small or too large for WAYI; CANTERBURY BELLS, 
Kellogg’s Nursery —------ 262 us to handle. We can ship the mixed; FOXGLOVE, mixed; 

Maemillan Co. -_-----__-_ 273 folding boxes and crates In KD. SWEET WILLIAM, mixed; HOL- 
Niagara Sprayer Co., Jas. essential in handling “fruit, and LYHOCKS, mixed; SHASTA 

Dance oes see-= 280 we aim to do our part well. A DAISY ALASKA; DELPHINIUM 
North Star Nurseries__273, 279 lates discount for early orders. GARRY-NEE-DULE MIXED HY- 
Rasmussen’s Fruit Farm & postal einige: Suni Peres: bist: BRIDS; COREOPSIS LANCEO- 

Nurseries ~_.---------- 280 Cumberland Fruit Package LATA GRANDIFLORA; GAIL-~ 
Reynolds, C. W. --------- 278 LARDIA; BABY’S BREATH; 
Sisson’s Peonies ____.-___ 280 Company PERSIAN DAISY; ROCKY 
Stonecrest Gardens ______ 278 Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. MOUNTAIN SALVIA; ORIENTAL 
The Swartz Nurseries ____ 263 POPPY. VALUE $1.65 — FOR 
W. As BOB ere _ au SSS $1.00 POSTPAID TO YOUR 

estern oneware Co. __ 250 = DOOR. 
White Elm Nursery -_____ 267 ABOUT ee HOME AND 

ARDEN : 
a | a Toole’s Seed Collection For 

(Continued from page 267) 
so ee g The Rockery 

— never take care of anything K Dollar'Valnefor'75°Cent 
e : . ollar Value for /o Cents 

of the many varieties. Many When they get them home. 
will wonder how much care is .. /he People out here have very The following ten varieties, 
needed to k th d ‘ few house plants, perhaps be- not difficult to grow from seed, 
eeded to Keep the gardens In ¢ayse there are so many out- will give a wonderful start for 

shape. Mr. Sisson, with one doors. But I must have a few the Rockery. $1.00 VALUE FOR 
helper, ke th d bso- a * : 75 CENTS. One regular packet 
i per, Keeps the garden abso- or else I do not feel at home. Of tench: Of: 

lutely weedless. This may seem The Begonia and Sanseveria, I . 
impossible if one could have seen brought with me are doing fine; Pienaar 
the bed of quack grass that used then we have a Fern and an Cetanthunk Posnentosiini, 
to be where the flowers now Ivy. Dianthus deltoides. 
thrive. Sheer work with a hoe | We always think of the garden Linnaiiperenne® 
and a horse cultivator has eradi- friends at home when we see Able Alsing. se 
cated every trace of quack grass @nything beautiful, so hope they Platycodon grandiflorum, 
or any other weed. Mr. Sisson do ae forget. a Sopanarinioeymolses: 
works early and late tending ee AND ATIE , 
carefully each tiny plant, shad- ae ‘ « Send for my illustrated cata- 
ing them when necessary and Beverly Hills, California. log of Perennials, Rock plants 

guarding each one. fs ve ee glad to moet ee the a pane Wisconsin Plants 
eautitul gardens In California, an erns Free. 

ade those who love flowers but still more glad to know these 
th ave veh Glecsnre peonles, friends remember the friends 
Thee is much pleasure in store. and gardens of “home”. We W. A. TOOLE 

hey are by nature a Northern hope they will be with us again , 
flower, require little care, and some day, raising Sweet Peas Garry-nee-Dule, Baraboo, Wis. 
richly reward anyone who gives full ten feet high, with just as 
them a place in their garden. beautiful blooms. |
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OOOO tions and in times of peak 
Th k crowds, private homes are 

e rowers arket thrown open to care for our ex- 
Advertisements for this department will be accepted from members tra guests. All Door County is 

of this society who produce the articles offered for wale. Rate 2 centy per a hostess and we want you to 
4 ly charge 25¢ pe Issue, : ” el t - 7 j - 

will be accepted only from tuose Mated by the ‘State Eiatoniolopiat 6a, hace feel that a personal invitation 
ing been inspected. “No discounts from these prices. _ has been extended to come and 

Copy should reach us by the 20th of the month. Send cash with order. . . : 
enjoy our beauties, our climate 

oo sss0900ooouououaAA_—™_ and Our harvest with us. 
SHRUBS - 1928 promises to be a good 

SHRUBS <-> ORNAMENTALS. Nases, 1 Doz. fine Iris roots for $1.00 Sey eae eae Ate 
5 eee abo Twas re? production o 0 20,- GAL Gelbke and Sons, Appleton, Wis: 1 Doz. fine Pe roots for $5.0 I , , 0 40, ‘ RAWGRNY TS ozs fine Peony roots for'g5:00 000,000 pounds of the delicious 
____ STRAWBERRY PLANTS | wick delivered in July and Au- red fruit. Thousands of pick- 
STRAWBERRY PLANTS—BEAVERS, ae i 1 r ERRY, E . ers will be required to harvest Dr. Burrill, Coopers, Champion, Pro- | soni: : so : 2 oj 
gressive, ilterberry” Plants, cancion Ben mes, Getivered in Septem- this crop, and in addition to our 

ritton, Snyder, eldorado, umber- a r. : 
land, No. 1’ Plants. Write for prices. || a local people we can give employ- 
IX. W. Barilani, Genoa, Wis, | All fine varieties tagged, as- ment to 5,000 workers from 

STRAWBERRIES: PROGRESSIVES 50 | sorted colors, Sent by express, other sections of the State. As 
pe iundred. e olds Specia 25 = - . oe & per hundred ‘postpaid, Write for’ ad || fast as picked the fruit i parked 

ditional information, Mrs, C. W. Rey- || by two organizations that han- 
holds, Tomah, Wis, Stonecrest Gardens dle the echea crop. A consid. 

__ BABY CHICKS | Eau Claire, Wis. erable quantity of cherries are 
BADGER STATE ACCREDITED | shipped to market as fresh fruit, 

Chicks. Your next winter's ese e 
crop depends upon the quality of but by far the greater share of 
chicks you invest in now. you can- © iste a as > is 7 . hot wo wrong when you buy BADGER Bay. The total distance has the crop is preserved by can- 
BRAND Chicks. | Tanered & Tom Bar- been 15 miles. ning and cold-packing. _ Distri- 
ren White Leghorns, Buff Leghorns, ee : 
Barred & White. Itocks,. It 1 Reds, Door County people are al- bution is made all over the Unit- 
Minoreda, and [iuft Orpingtons. Special ~ Ways eager to welcome visitors, ed States and recently an addi- 

pygtdeer Matehery, 1716 Calumet whether the occasion be Blos- tional outlet has been arranged 

| Shhebovean. som Time, Cherry Harvest, or in England and Scotland. 
OUR CHICKS PAY Indian Summer. We have so Further information as_ to 

= LEEREMAN’S much to show you that it is a roads, accommodations, employ- 
Y Gualicy xecreanea real pleasure to direct our ment, ete. will be cheerfully 

Es. friends to the many spots of un- given by the Door County Cham- 
Ly JA I Cc K Ss usual beauty. Hotels and _ re- ber of Commerce, Sturgeon Bay, 

(Oo Neevgg Are Money Makers. Place sorts offer excellent accommoda- Wis. 
% your order with us and de- 

cide for yourself. 

CLEEREMAN’S HATCHERY = _ = = — 

Green Bay, Wis, R25 | 

WANED _ Wi A | 

ae) YEAR OLD STUDENT WANTS Forest inter pple | 
work on nursery or truck farm for . . . 

summer, Write Room 542 Y. M. GC. Aw One of the very best winter apples for Wisconsin. 
Alnaison, (WB, cet : The tree is hardy and a good grower. Fruit of good size, | 
WANTED—Lady or gentleman repte- | somewhat similar in shape and better quality than Delicious. 

Be ee eee ee ans | W. T. Macoun, Dominion Horticulturist of Ottawa, Canada, 
itowoe, Wisconsin. writes in regard to origin of FOREST WINTER: || 

— OO a “We have grown this variety for many years. It was one of | 
BLOSSOM TIME IN CHERRY- the very few winter varieties that would stand our severe climate.” | 

LAND | We recommend the FOREST WINTER APPLE as one of the | 
* hardiest, late keeping, best quality apples we have. | 

(Continued from page 257) : pine? a vy aeP | 

nee. Green Island is straight PRICES: | 
ahead and Chambers Island up No. 1 trees, 5-6 ft., $1.25 each_________-_____--$14.00 doz. 
the shoreline to the north. || Fite [bree Ao Chen 0. Raehtevaeweawen—weeae: HED doz. 
Sturgeon Bay lies south. De- || . ee ° Toners esse ereses es . | 
scend the bluff along the oblique _ Write for our circular, showing Hardy Fruits and Ornamentals | 

roadway on its face, turn left in color. 

at the bottom of the hill, and The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co. 
follow the shore line along a . . 
road of ever changing scenes for Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 
ever: rriiles back: to: Sieve Vai ss |
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WYCHWOOD wood will soon be issued and will. (> 

(Continued from page 252) aoa ihe Cutagee book-stores eineliaed, Pardes 

School Classes accompanied an arm Supplies 
by teacher, and Garden Clubs TT Bean Spray Machines 
may obtain permission in the Lime Sulphur Solution 
same manner. APPLE GROWERS ATTEND Lead Arsenate 

Every visitor is requested to HEARING Eruning Tools 
register at the Cottage on ar- A HEARING was held in the Nitrate of Soda 
rival and is especially asked NOT office of the State Depart- Write for prices 
to gather leaves, flowers, roots ment of Markets, Madison, on F. R. Gifford C 
or seeds or in any way to inter- May 22, 1928, to consider amend- — IITOR 0. 
fere with the natural growth. ing the present Wisconsin apple 2201 University Ave. Madison, Wis. 

In order to prevent fires, grades to conform with the U.S... ——————————————cK“— 
smokers are begged to be ex- grades. ea 
tremely CAREFUL. Door and Crawford Counties 

Picknicking is not allowed. were represented at the hearing, °@==o 00 0ocx==<=”7000q=00™a 

Wychwood is an Experiment Only a few minor changes were 
and Research Station for the use necessary to have them conform ie Grow 
of students under proper restric- to the U.S. Standards. The ae 
tions. standards will be printed in a oh Your a 

Students desiring to work booklet form and ready for dis- 5 sea i ee - ae a 

there should apply to the Direc- tribution after July 1. Copies - P O ! 

tor or to a member of the Board Will be sent on application. id wn! 

of Trustees for permission. . What can be more 
No provision is made for liv- SS Feit a RPEANTERS GUIDE AND 

ing on the place but the village CATALOG tellthow you gansgrawyoutown 
of Lake Geneva is a scant three Mention WISCONSIN HortI- | oid fer sour copy today. ls fee 
miles away. CULTURE when writing our ad- NORTH STA AP ANY 

A detailed history of Wych- vertisers. FN celle Wiss U 

S Material 
Arsenate of Lead Calcium Arsenate 

Lime Sulphur 
(Liquid and Dry) 

Bordeaux Mixture Nicotine 
(Paste and Dry) (Liquid and Dust) 

Write for Prices and Spray Calendar Now 

Manufactured by 

e e 

Cream City Chemical Works 
766-774 Kinnickinnic Avenue Milwaukee, Wis.
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aca seo Has a Bie 5) F S e Pl e 
Spal aE le a 3 a a Oh. or Spring Flanting 
ee a Boighos, gt O49 
eed NEY er ee: eiyt hoy Sees 

aN hats cei fy Benak A Choice Line of 
‘> OM oe GS a ae ae, Sie Shade Trees 

ate | Ne No a cm ilk Ornamental and Flowering Shrubs 
or aC ae racy a a . . . te sad ce Ba hor Perennials—Climbing Vines 
ek Eo ae ‘ , 

= - = Fruit Trees of All Kinds 

W. A. Sisson W. A. Lawson Strawberry and Other Small Fruits 

Sisson’s Peonies —Catalog on Request— 

Rosendale, Wisconsin 

Specializing in 

Peonies—Irises and Gladiolus RASMUSSEN’S 

Let us start you in the business or send you 
additions to your collection FRUIT FARM AND NURSERIES 

Write or head your auto this way. + + 
Intersection Highways 23 and 26 Oshkosh Wisconsin 

Memorial Peony bed at ‘Plants That Grow’ 
Riverside Cemetery, Oshkosh 

| Potato Growers Everywhere Use— 
| 

; DUSTS | | 
and 

To Kill Bugs - Prevent Blight - Control Leafhoppers | 

Dusting is the modern method of crop pro- 
) tection. This method is now used by the | 

i leading commercial potato growers throughout 
ins 4 PN the entire country because of the great sav- 
—— Vy A Mi ing in labor, the ease of operation, the re- 
Fi Tl SelB) 7 liability of control, and the low cost. | 

\\\ cae AL | Ssh Ay ei By) Dusting materials come already prepared, 
, ea mar f eA CS =i IN no water, no mixing, no measuring, no weigh- 

“Mar ees A jullaf BY Ze y) , ing, no waste, and no bother; simply fill the 
PPR ee ee Le PRL Ye We oe hopper, set the machine, and you are ready to 

™— ie: Hs ye ON wht yy dust. 
Magara “ag AG «. at Send for information to 

ye Tay 2 RZ JAMES H. DANCE | 
DUSTS and DUSTERS th ; aig ZZ Wis. Representative 

Nee er Waupaca, Wis.
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COMING EVENTS 

Garden Club Convention—Lake Geneva, July 19-20. 

Summer Meeting—La Crosse, August 10-11. 

State Potato Growers Tour, August 13-18. 

Details in this issue. 

SR
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in distinctive designs and colors 

“CARDINAL BRAND” FLOWER 
POTS are praised by leading Florists 

as the best growing pots they have 

ever used. 

Write for descriptive matter and prices 

of Garden Ware and Florists Pots. 

Western Stoneware Co. 
Monmouth, III. 

| P. O. Box G-126. . 

| ee
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WY State Horticultural Society J. BE. Leverich, Sparta i> 
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Mi Devoted to better fruits, f | Ord: oe Green Bay ¢ 

i Howare iand ‘vegetables; |Is¢""|| 3 H, J. Rahmlow, Madison ‘ 
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“rv 

Meeting Draws Large Attendance. A New Venture for Horticulture 

Society. Important Problems Discussed. 

Ov first summer meeting The weather turned so cool ing a crate of strawberries which 
proved to be a great suc- that the outdoor meeting as had been brought in by Mr. 

cess. 186 strawberry and rasp- planned on the courthouse lawn Frank Kern, manager of the 
berry growers attended the Wis- was undesirable so it was held Sparta Association. He made 
consin strawberry day at Sparta in the courtroom, which was samples of each of the five 
on June the 9th. The growers crowded to capacity. grades, namely, extra fancy, 

fancy, standard, No. 2, and un- 
7 ; ey 5 graded, and passed them around 

é, ee a” Pa so that those in attendance 
ae) Ge, Pan . might see how berries are of ¢ a ar A aa : 
te 4 7 ae ret classified. 

7 aig Yoon He told the growers about the 
, “die different grades and explained 

p ed that they are optional this year. 
Anyone who does not wish to 

sf use them need not do so. He 
- said, however, that grading will 

help the grower obtain better 
rear prices and will help an organiza- 

ll sia tion to establish a better reputa- 
aaa tion. 

sad ce = Mr. J. E. Leverich, president 
of this Society, acted as chair- 
man. In his opening address 

| he told about strawberry grow- 
Mf ing at Sparta some forty years 

ago, mentioning that Mr. Thay- 
er, one of the early pioneers, at 

: that time had twenty acres of 
wihree, pioneer wtrawberry mrowern. Left to sents J. W. Levertch and berries and that the Shipping 
faring the Stramperry four, Me. Harris exhibited spcclneny, Chaucrist Association shipped from ten to 
sae eee ee riratbection tn tne alate, producing Many HerEN Gach year. twelve cars per day. He men- 

tioned a number of other pio- 

(ame from Sparta, Warrens, Strawberry Grades Demon- neers, among them Mr. Wells, 

Neillsville, Alma Center, Cash- strated is re Banoo, Me Ripon 

ton, Black River Falls, Cataract, cneei anche on an r. J. W. 
Taylor, Tomah, La Crosse, Tun- The forenoon session was OP- Leverich, all of Sparta. 

nel City, Oshkosh and Menomo- ened by Mr. A. W. Pommerening In fact, there were more ber- 
hie. of the Bureau of Markets grad- ries produced forty years ago
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earnestly requested to establish 
e fertilizer experiments at the 

; DP Station and in the field of the 
Ogu era Lee strawberry section and also test 
Sa ] tk out all varieties both at the sta- 

oaeseeee ee tion and in the field.” 
i em re Signed, N. A. RASMUSSEN, 

eis ao SS Ree iy de a. Oshkosh, eS ara ER F oe PA 
a AT eto ys apa | te ae a rae" Wm. HANCHETT, 
a Re ey em ie 5 ee albea { Sparta, 

; , i J. G. SEIDEL, 
ie 5 Warrens. 

Sk eae e This resolution was unani- 
mously adopted by the growers. 

Part of the crowd on the Strawberry Day tour at Sparta on June 9th. Mr. Rex Eberdt, manager of 

. . . . the Warrens Association, and 
than there are today in the dif- resolution asking the Experi- Frank Kern, manager of the 
ferent commercial sections, and ment Station for help. Mr. Le- Sparta Shipping Association, 
the strawberry growers now  verich appointed Mr. Rasmus- talked on the harvesting and 
have problems that the early sen, Mr. Hanchett and Mr. Sei- marketing of strawberries. Mr. 
growers did not have to contend del. The following resolution Eberdt stated that “the public 
with. Organization is necessary was presented: buys with their eyes”. Varie- 
both for marketing and solving “We, the strawberry growers ties must attract attention by 
the production problem. of Wisconsin, in meeting as- their color and size. They must 

Mr. N. A. Rasmussen of Osh- Sembled at Sparta this 9th day hold up well under shipment 
kosh was one of the principal of June, 1928, realizing that and have a good flavor. 
speakers. He said that the there is but very little informa- 
strawberry growers have many tion available on commercial fer- Growers Invited to Meet At 

unsolved problems. One of the tilizer with strawberries, and Warrens 
most important is the kind of That no definite information 
fertilizer which will give the best a8 to the merits of the different Mr. Eberdt, who is manager 
results. There is very little in- Varieties, especially new varie- of the Warrens Association, ex- 
formation on this subject. ties which are being introduced, tended an invitation for the 
There are also many new varie- iS available. State Horticultural Society to 
ties coming in each year, and Be it therefore resolved, that hold a meeting of strawberry 
their merits are not known to the Horticultural Department of growers at Warrens next year. 

the average grower. Thefarm- the College of Agriculture be (Continued on page 307) 
ers cannot afford to run experi- 
ments and Mr. Rasmussen’s TT 
opinion was that the State Ex- i BS 
periment Station should carry o & 4 \ 
on this work. He also said that ~ - fay eS | 
growers should join the State A - 7 S. vy . 
Horticultural Society and iN ie j- a A 
through their organizations ask a és ns Bees 
for help. ites ae: \. ne 

The question was raised as to Cy ae ea eae t 
the value of lime on strawber- Pes Bi = es ats 8 

ries. Mr. Rasmussen’s opinion 3 ote If if ee iid 5 , 0 
was that strawberries do not rs Me Fe J ‘ail ao | = fe BN L 
care whether they are grown on a 1 4 My Pie ge 0 
sweet or acid soil. He said that Bon’ i \ ¢ S| on 
many good crops have been ey eo a | i] fn 
grown on soil known to be sour. , ~ { | 

« or ‘ 4 C 

Growers Ask for Help s - | i 

As a result of Mr. Rasmus- — shtt® Sea nScrar ia Reg nant dne Rte men Te” LovatSttan’ Mb 
sen’s talk a motion was made BB Harri. Secretary Warrens Ansociation; Mr. N. (A. Ranmunnen, Oxh~ Jp 
that the chairman appoint a mussen, Oshkosh; Bottom Row. Mr. A. W. Pommerening, State Bureauo! ff oy 
committee to draw upa suitable Markets) Dr. Hine wee County Agent L. G. Kuenning and son. «



Apple Thinning Pays 
July is the Time to do the Work 

By ALTON H. FINCH, 

Wisconsin College of Agriculture 

T°? THIN or not to thin—a [——— —————————— lar bearing trees. During their 
question now confronting Will it pay to “Thin” our ap- fruiting year they present the 

the Wisconsin apple growers. ple trees? How much will it most serious need for thinning. 
Thinning time is here and if it |) cost? How should thinning be Thinning experiments have 
is to be done at all, it must be done? ahese, are: some of the shown that with biennial trees, 
soon. The rule is to, “do it oo Me Finch has “carried on thinning will increase the value 
soon after the June drop”. some careful experiments along of the fruit harvested by sev- 

The “June” drop comes late this line, and in this article an- eral dollars per tree in years 

in Wisconsin. There are few | Guectiong © °f the Practical | such as 1927 when the larger 
localities where it will be over - size fruit sold at 50 to 75 cents 
much before July first, and in : 2 per bushel more than the smal- 
many, not until the tenth. Thin- __ er. 
ning must be over the latter oe «git Tae : 
part of the month, or in the lat- ss A ar ae: How to Thin 
est sections by the first of Aug- ff wit Ss The best practice appears to 
ust. Shall we, or shall we not |i | é ; be to thin all clusters leaving 
thin? ! ei ie Bhs Je only a single fruit in a place. It 

The advantages of thinning p °4 Pre td : a goes without saying that the 
are not so easily seen under such A No prey i largest fruit in each cluster is 

conditions as obtain in Wiscon- |i aaDaianEs , Oe the one that should be left. Meas- 
sin and other districts of the aera yn a * urements of the diameter of sev- 
middle west. There is not such ey Ce | ac a = eral hundred apples early in the 
a great difference in price in fa- aor ON Ae ann 7 * season and again at harvest time 
vor of, say—for purpose of illu- 4 / Sa Be : have shown conclusively that the 
stration—the 214’ apple as a ae 7 e largest fruit at thinning time 
against the 2’’, here in the mid- Ne at “ will be the largest fruit at har- 
dle west even when the larger y vest. eae Be jue fruit 
one is better colored. Should “3 should be picked off. inning 
the thinning be done a little too 1 the clusters to individual fruits 
heavily the yield can be decreas- = insures a bauer ene of 
ed enough to offset any ad- the fruit in the fall. is is 0 
vantage gained from an increase S particular value to the Wisconsin 
in size and color. Thinning — overtonaed Weatthy tree in orenara 8TOWer since one of his big properly done will not reduce Joe. Morawetz, Went Bend. It pays problems is to get fruit that is 
the total-yield and will material- en a Ea well colored. One grower re- 
ly improve the quality. marked when seeing some thin- 

fata as are apples. Any pro- ned fruit go over the grading 
ss : cedure—of which thinning is table that, “It might be a good 

Thinning Will Pay one— that contributes to quality idea to thin enough trees to pro- 
Actual trials have been made in the product will undoubtedly vide facers for the baskets”. 

the last two seasons. The re- reflect in a more lively apple The distance to which individ- 
sults indicate that under many market. Thinning offers an op- ual fruits should be spaced is de- 
orchard conditions thinning will portunity to eliminate the poor- pendent upon the vigor of the 
pay in direct returns from sale er grades, and at the same time tree. Five to eight inches will 
of the fruit in the fall. This is to strengthen the better grades. usually permit each fruit to size 
not the only benefit from thin- All trees do not require the and color well. Jf the tree is 
ning. There is an indirect ad- same amount of thinning. This growing well it will size more 
vantage that should not be over- brings us to the question of fruit than if little growth is be- 
looked. The Wisconsin grower, what trees to thin. Let us con- ing made. In the latter case, 
along with the entire apple in- sider first the biennial bearing leaving more space between the 
dustry, would profit if only the trees which load up heavily with fruit will partly overcome the 
better fruit were put on the fruit every other year. They difficulty. The best remedy is to 
market. There is, perhaps, no are common in Wisconsin and _ get the tree growing better. This 
one fruit offered for sale to the represent a distinctly different can likely be done in a few years’ 
‘consumer in as unattractive a thinning problem than do regu-_ time by a suitable change in the
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fertilizer, cultivation, or cover could be formed as a result of pounds of commercial nitrate 
crop program. Theamount and thinning the fruitin July. Thin- fertilizer on their fruit trees, 
kind of pruning materially af- ning of a regular bearing tree The number of trees fertilized 
fects the growth of the tree and may have some slight influence, in each of these orchards varies. 
the quality of the fruit. tending to keep the tree regular. Those who used some of this fer- 

It appears that under Wiscon- tilizer in 1927 applied it on most 
sin conditions regular bearing Cost of Thinning of their trees this year, while 
trees of most varieties will need Any defini f thinni those who had not used it before 
thinning. Since they are not dew efinite of t ditions applied it on 5 to 20 trees at the 
heavily loaded as a rule, the UnGer eevee al Tons rate of 5 to 7 pounds per tree n 
fruits in a cluster will size quite canny © ovine uP h the their mature orchards. It pays 
well. Nevertheless, the fruit aren a particu ary wilh ~a to fertilize generously. : 
will color better and the injury een 9 6 ae ain : Two farmers are also carrying 
from side worm and codling bviously a heavily loaded tree on some commercial fertilizer 
moth will be less if the clusters ae be ar Gade thet e thin. demonstrations on their rasp- 
are thinned out to one fruit in a him an th n fo it rum. berry and strawberry planta- 
Place. Records of the yield by bushel of Harvested #8, aie nee 
grades of regular bearing trees the work that the writer has i i | of biennial “on” trees indicate gone he feels that ordinary hel New Spray Rings Organized 

that almost as large returns can Should be able to thin six heavily | this Spring 
be expected from a regular bear- Ioaded trees a day per person. The co-operative spray ring 
ing tree each year with only a Estimating ten bushels to the idea is growing among Wiscon- little thinning as from a bien- ang * 7 a . 2. : tree, this would make a cost of sin farmers. County Agents re 
ne en hen ee other about five cents a bushel. port spray rings as follows: 

, vo, It is hoped that some ideas N To- 
te eoentin who has fairly may have been given which will Rings tal 
gular bearing Wealthy trees help each grower to decide if he Ozaukee Co.---G.S.Hales 6 10 

finds that it pays him to thin. should thin or not. After all is Rock Co..-.---R.T.Glassco 3 8 

pi trees are not heavily over said and done the only satisfac. W@ukesha Co. Fi Thomas 1 10 
be fa pny One sean. ec it is a tory way to find the cost and re- Milwaukee Go. -.---------- 
relatively short and inexpensive ward of anything is to try it. scutenncesseR. Bi Pallett, 2 5 
task to thin. About ninety per For those who feel after read- Outagamie Co. ---_----_-__ 
cent of his fruit will pack out jng what has been said that their pec Go7RODK Amundson 1 } in the “A” rad A es a = Racine Co.----H.G.Klumb 2 7 

ho h grade. nother conditions warrant giving thin- Green Co. _._..-E.L. Divan 1 1 
grower who has the same varie- jng a trial, the following points Kewaunee Go. ------------ 
ty has adopted such cultural and are given: H. R. Lathrope 1 and 9 new power 
pruning methods that his trees 1. Thi fter the J Sprayers 
bear regularly. Almost as high . in Soon! .atber Wie «une Aft g i d 
a percenta: i “i: «ays drop. In Wisconsin this brings ew spray rings and com 

ge of his fruit is “A oe : i hardi failed t d : : the thinning season sometime mercial orchardists failed to grade. He has never tried thin- ; - = i nin Vv : . in July, depending on latitude get the first spray on their trees 
ge ery likely it would not ae lez be fitable f ‘ and location. because they neglected to clean 

trees af “his a him. Wealthy 2. Thin heavily loaded trees the spray machine at the time 
mon ype are not com- 41st it is more important that it was stored away for the win- 

. . . they be thinned. ter. They repaired their ma- 
_Among other claims for thin- 3. Thin the clusters to single chine while others sprayed their 

ning, it has been maintained b : i re doth that thinc: Y fruits. orchards. Scab will be scarce 
ing ue oil mane beer 4. Space single fruits five to in the orchards which were 

o bear y : on : . 
some fruit the next year, in Bight inches wert: EEE Gh "ENE WE HET 
other words, make a_ biennial ee 
tree bear regularly. This may Where to Put Manure 

be seriously questioned for most HORTICULTURE BEING Many of our spray ring or- 
localities, certainly for Wiscon- PUSHED BY COUNTY chardists have learned that ma- 
sin. With a growing season AGENTS nure should be spread under and 
such as we have in Wisconsin, “ - 7 between the trees instead of | e- 
the removal of the fruit from By'C. L. KUBHNER ing stacked around the trunls. 
heavily blossoming trees as early Milwaukee County—R. B. Pal- They know that the feeding rocts 

as the late petal drop stage is lett reports that: of the tree are under and beyond 
too late to induce fruit buds to Twenty-nine Milwaukee farm the spread of the branchis, 
form for the coming season. It orchardists, mostly spray ring hence, this is the logical pla-e 
is hard to see how fruit buds members, used from 25 to 700 for the fertilizer and mulch.



By HURON H. SMITH, 

Curator of Botany, Milwaukee Public Museum 

“What's this I hear ’ ———————_—_————— . 
About the new Carnivora? | | Why Plants Feed on Animals 
Can little plants | This is the second of a series The plants we wish co describe 
Eat bugs and ants | of articles by Mrs Smith given here have developed a method 
And gnats and flies? action af ithe plants described . Spee a Porien of their 

ere wi i oo s 

(CONSIDERABLE ¢ pecu- | out renders, of interest to all | than that. of soil-and atmos. 
ation has ever been rife Another article “Plants That i 3 soi 

when folks hear the statement Attract Birds” will be given in Sa wee onda. orien 6 he 

that plants eat animals. Of {|| the near future. uation where the roots cannot 
course, plants do not really eat —$$— =! absorb the food because of an 
animals, but do entice and en- 
trap them, deriving necessary oa 
nourishment from them. We SE 
are constantly reading wierd 
tales about monstrosities in b 
plants. A favorite place to find ¥, 
these stories is in Sunday-school 
story papers. . te29 

Some of the tales remind one My BOS 
of “Little Orphant Annie,—And ra a ire 
the goblins ’ll get you, if you ' BN ) 
don’t. watch out”. Only this \ aM 4 
week a man asked me if it was Ne oo ey 

true that there is a plant that aes 4 4 
eats men. You will notice when is a ar . 
you read about these wonderful a Ee 
plants, that they are usually lo- ce f 
cated in some very inaccessible 2 ue 
place,—like a deep swamp in ; Ah. ot ad 
Nicaragua, where the natives ; a a e 
are afraid to venture, or in some i) fe es) i i y : 
fetid, tropical swamp in Java, = . ol a t 
where you are unlikely to jour- & ea | ean ~ ie 
ney to check up on the story. y eh. a) ns 
The light of science dispels these y \ | Doe ee a 
fearsome fogs of superstition. | ee ae is 
The deadly Upas tree is planted . ‘ \ | es Gere : 
in botanical gardens now and . ah. es : 
fails to live up to its reputation. \ Niet e x ‘ 

Yet, there are plenty of X \ a Bian fese 
strange plant food habits, with- bs Al: heed ow. 
out making any attempt to ex- BN. ALL fa ‘ 
aggerate. Truth is often hs . | a a. 
stranger than fiction. Even in A 3 eB eri " 
Wisconsin, we have plenty of roe ee : ‘ 
plants that have very interesting y . 1 es & 

life histories. ; r ae Fe | 
Most everyone understands ] = 1 | : 

how ordinary leafy plants live, fe a} | : 
by absorbtion of carbon diox- : | ae pa 
ide and mineral nutrients bh e i ; 
through the roots. Besides _ 4 A | hed 
these there is a great host of ~ » a 
plants that live parasitic lives ie. : , ! 
on other plants, while another “Shen, i é 
large group like the fungi, live - 
upon decaying vegetable matter. The Leaves of the Pitcher Plant are traps for insects,
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acid environment, like swamp drowns, decomposes and absorb- ed how the Laplanders used but- 
water. They must have nitro- tion cells gather in the nitrogen. terwort to curd their milk. Two 
gen, so they have evolved modi- That takes care of the flying centuries ago, the Alpine shep- 
fications that enable them to at- insects, and the broad ridge herds used butterwort to cure 
tract and capture, insects, small along the petiole, delineated the sores upon the udders of 
invertebrates and even young with nectar-like lines, invites the their cattle. 
fish. They have evolved special wingless ones like ants. Strange 
absorbant tissue that enables to relate, a moth and the grubs You Can’t Fool the Sundew 
them to take the nitrogenous of a blow-fly live in the pitch- T , ft th dew 
parts of their prey. There are ers. But they are equipped for wo species of the Sundew 
approximately 500 such plants, the job,—they have a special foot #@ found within easy reach of 
and they depend upon three structure with a long claw and ia ae forty Seen aa 
methods of obtaining their food, a sole-like attachment lobe that found i t he country. _ These 
—first, by chambers, which per. fits in between the hairs of the tiny plants have a round or an 
mit entrance but block escape; pitcherplant. They might be oblong leaf, beset with tentac- 
second, by definite movements of said to have spurs like a tele- es and covered with glistening 
parts to capture; and third, by phone lineman. When they fi- @rops which look like, but are 
exuding sticky substances, which nally emerge, they cut a hole in 10t, honey. These tentacles 
ensnare. the pitcher and let all the water Move clockwise, assuming an 

In the first group, we will ex- out. angle of 45 degrees in, two 
plain three kinds,—bladder- Our native pitcher plant is not Minutes and 90 degrees in 10 
worts, pitcher plants and scale- so voracious a feeder as some of Minutes. You can’t fool the 
leaved plants. The bladderworts the tropical Nepenthes varie- SUndew upon food. A lead pen- 
are quite common hereabouts, ties, such as we see in Mitchell Ci! touch causes no movement, 
some within twenty miles of the Park Conservatory. I have but put a piece of hair .2 m.m. 
City Hall. They have a beauti- seen them with 20 inch cups and Jong and weighing one-two mil- 
ful yellow flower rising from four inch openings, sufficient in lionth of an ounce upon the leat 
the ‘submersed leaves in the size to hide a pigeon. At the nd it will cause movement, be- 
swamp. The bladders upon the greenhouses of the botany de- Cause that has nitrogen in it. submersed stems perform a partment of the University of The tongue is the most sensitive 

triple purpose of floating, aer- Pennsylvania, I have watched Part of the human body, but 
ating, and capturing food. Each them put large rats and mice in SUCh a piece of hair is entirely 
pear-shaped bladder has an ori- the pitchers, to feed them. unperceived upon it. Less li- 
fice, shielded by bristles, and Those plants with scale-like vids by weight than this piece 
closed by a valve which only leaves, which fold over and en- of hair will cause movement in 

works inward. A very slight trap such miscroscopic organ- 2 Sundew. : 
pressure permits ingress, but isms as amoeba and infusoria, Another example of definite 
there is no escape for the tiny need no secretions, as their prey ovement is found in the Venus 
water bugs that flea there from takes refuge there naturally. Fly Trap, existing only in a nar- 
the minnow that chases it. In- row strip of country from Long 
side the bladder, there are di- The Butterwort “Catches” Island to Florida, near peat bogs. 
gesting cells in sets of four, rod- Insects ‘ It has an expanded leat-sta’k like, and 24 to one bladder. In . . and a rounded blade, with 12 to 

a : Perhaps the most interesting 20 teeth upon both blades, but 
from one to six days, the insects “ - - . 
die and are digested. plants in this discussion are no glands upon the teeth. It 

those that ore definite does not respond to rain nor 
. movements. The butterworts shock. The upper surface of the 

How the Pitcher Plant Feeds are not found here but are na- blade is the a sensitive por- 
Pitcher plants are equally well tive to Michigan. There are 40 tion. An insect can walk safely 

known and common to our re- species. Their leaves curl in- over the teeth, but let it but touch 
gion. Here the leaves are the ward and hold the insects in a a part of the glandular blade, 
traps,—the hollowed out leaf- trough lined with mucilage. The and in 10 to 30 seconds, the Fly 
stalk for the pit, and the bright- digestive glands average 62,000 Trap is on the job with teeth all 
ly-colored blade for the attract- to a square inch. Sand upon set and folded in with a death 
ing device. Did you ever notice the leaves brings no response. grip. Then a slimy, colorless, 
that the little leaf-blade is the Nitrogenous organic bodies only highly acid juice containing 
color of honey? Honey catches ring the bell as it were. The ab- pepsin, proceeds to digest the 
more flies than vinegar. Within sorbtive juice is much like the body in from 8 to 20 days. Here 
the petiole or cup of the leaf, gastric juise of the stomach. It is we see a division of labor, with 
the hairs all point downward also similar to rennet from a mechanical teeth for capture 
and it is a slippery and easy calf’s stomach. 150 years ago in only, as they carry no glands. 
descent. Once there, the insect Scandanavia, Linnaeus explain- (Continued on page 310)



By I. J. SCHULTE, 

Milwaukee 

ye a ‘ 5] ————————] +~blackberry lily (belamcanda 

i oe Pe Rees : Interest in the Iris is increas- | punctata) is a native of China. 
aS : | ing and it promises to be one of | The modern Iris, sometimes 
: aah BPR iSite | our, moet important lowers. | more than four feet tall, with 

ee Pa oy a creations and “peautiful. colors | huge flowers and branching 
a ae] A RN ch | of the Iris make it one of our || Stems, is a product of the last 
Ne ee mm Be I a s most interesting flowers for | twenty years. We are chiefly 

bs ok : study. indebted for the improved types 
A 3 | Among our garden club mem- | of [rises to Sir Michael Foster 

os  * | bers it ranks at the top in fa- | h - as , 
- > | vor. In this article Mr. Schul- || WhO was professor of physiology 

Es Var ° i A. | te ably describes the different | at Cambridge University. Fos- 
id x og Ci ee | species and classes of this beau- | ter died in 1907, but other Eng- 

# Wp NO | |) ful lower. | lish and French and American 
Nei! . nN a — ————! plant breeders have continued 

ff ea the work that he inaugurated. 
é tae because if haw a. sword! for iis manny the foremost breeders of 
& ea - a a the last decade are Vilmorin of 3 ; } é leaf and a lily for its heart. France William R. Dykes A.J. 

a ‘ ah j iss, and George Yeld of Eng- 
/ f ; Iris Used for Freckles land, and Bertrand H. Farr, Miss 

f | Commercially, orris root has Grace Sturtevant, E. B. William- 

“A sword for its leaf and a lily for itsx been made for centuries from the son, and Ww. J. Fryer of the Unite 

heart.” “rhizomes of the wild iris of the ed States. . 
hills around Florence, and vari- The Iris as a genus is confined 

Théw: avé the: Inis. fai he OUS perfumes and drugs were to the Northern Hemisphere; it 
ue pet wte Tms,, fale among the made from other irises in dif- is not found south of the equa- 
Who, armed with goldenrod ferent parts of the world. The 

And winged with the celestial azure, seeds of the wild iris of France 
tee axe if dine Goa were at one time used as a sub- year 

ae —Longfellow. stitute for coffee by the English. a 7: 
It was written in the sixth cen- res 4 

HE word Iris is derived tury in the Codex of Dioscori- { a na 
T from the Latin and the (des that the iris was a source of x a 
Greek, the Latin word meaning @ drug to remove freckles, and f 4 i 
goddess and the Greek word @ thousand years later the phy- ian Bi: : 
rainbow. So the Iris is the god- sicians to the Duke of Somerset JA he : F r} f 

less of the rainbow. It has also recommended a broth made of Can. 
been called a messenger of the the Iris as a mouth wash. 2 aed 
gods, for Shakespeare in Henry Botanically, the iris family, si \ a - 
IV says “Let me hear from thee; Iridaceae, includes not only the \y V a) i 
for whereso’er thou art in this Iris, but the gladiolus, the cro- ¥ ay 
World’s globe, I’ll have an Iris cus, freesia, as well as such wild oe ri 
that shall find thee out.” The flowers as the blackberry lily, oe a { 
Word was given to this group of blue-eyed grass, and our native ; Aj — LF « 

blants by the ancients. wild iris, Iris versicolor, which Bx «3a W E 
The written history of the Iris we call the blue flag. It is said a 2 > P 

tovers a period of thirty-five that it is called a flag because it ne peed a 
tenturies. Appreciation of the attracts the bee by waving its ‘aie oa oe 
kuperb coloring and evanescent favorite color. Blue-eyed grass f , oe 
beauty of the flower is not con- (sisyrinchium graminoides) is : i Ki . 
ned to our day. found in meadows and moist p, SS i} “f 
The fleur-de-lys, adopted as fields. It is the “little sister of J a 7 

he royal French emblem in the the blue flag.” Its flowers open ise 
lays of Louis VII in the twelfth foraday only. It closes its eyes H 
entury, was suggested by the as soon as picked and no coax- ] j 
tis. Ruskin said that the fleur- ing but the sunshine will open ‘ 
e-lys was the flower of chivalry them again in water. The “phe Goddess of the Rainbow.”
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poe it is found as far north i 
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a e edge of the Arctic Ci ‘ell in gardens in this count 
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and as far south as the t ircle come from the sh ntry. They its memb 

me centers of origitial location diterranean and owe of He Me- flowered of the Tri of the largest 

em to have been nin our climat not hardy some of rises, as well as 

southern Eu central and fied ate. They are classi- wi of the most beautiful 

ee fh Rubope nd ete ate Jes the Jono Gone, 
They wae sell AVE OF tone etey | 

ide istributi 
: IS ar 

ost gardene: 
° . 

. 

gifforent Torna. ers be way an ee 
inoyble neces. 

ae pegele, Greun is closely 

ere are probably several an Dutch m in health. easi ncocyclus and is 

dred species wi y several hun- tch plant breeders 
er to manage. It i is 

G8 s with thousand 
sponsible for s are re- after Dr. R is named 

varieties. 
sands of varieties most of the garden ti - Regel, who at 

< Ss grown under th 
ime was directo 

> one 

of Spanish 
; enames Peter: 

r of the St. 

Classifying the Iris Iris, panic), Enel, 
and Dutch and rE 

Garden 

In order to k sat go on the TROvEALION | embar- into cultivation “t enniy pleas 

aggre eee 
NE Bole ec oe oe Asia. 

rom ‘Central 

must necess 2 assification uced in this count PrOo~ The Oncoc 

meats (asin ett ty real oan th he elo re 
etailed refinement: 

into the..." iffeultias: of Classific uce hybrids which 0 pro- 

tinguish certai nts which dis. tion of the rhizomat classifica- vigorous and ch ake more 

ps ‘ypes in types from oth- bulbous are verv wach oreniee oe parent ae 
ee 

i ie first distinction to be balsous, else eon of the erage prs cultivation. ‘They 

ous . ieee is between bulb- 8° easily dens pee are not Bosedal | been crossed with 

san _ Ub an ned as : ri « 

Each of these Sua 
Irises. the bulbous. 

as they are in are sold in this ena hybrids 

ae its turn into viieeal eae a ane zara ane irises may in oneyelus. P as Ge 

sions, whi 
° a 

Ss ma} e ak 

be oath Rubdivided may two clasea De: separated Inte BE the largest. prot Berge 

groups. ‘The non-bulb ie (1) Pogoniri 
To mca, ie eke tise 

aut yen have hicomes: ae 
Ts. ke Bearde fas is not expecially signi 

ped by certain st ct (2) Apogo 
since very few irises . 

characteristi 
structural 

pogon or Beardles found wild i w irises are 

and of the “hi of the flowers Some of th . ness: those that in Germany, and 

ous are senate The bulb- other reaperia seer 40 which in country tia tae ve of that 

ed i 
spects seem 

Y 

groups; those that have si two the Apogon Group have a to the plants now ae parents of 

bulbs and those that he a ee ue of the fall a pus or onee ies Irises. The cp ae 

eral thi : ve sev- Which und 
: escence lies in th 

anation 

oe ick tapering fleshy roots. ¢omes dis er the microscope be- speakiri e fact that roughly 

simpl the bulbous, those with _ B tinctly a beard. 
under a the Irises comprised 

ee 
eae into me ibe oe oe and the growth and i neserabie “in 

: 
- 

d fro 
sily distinguish- 

purple flag, of whi e common 

(1) The Xiphi 
s m the Evans 

Sa g, of which the b 

phium G group i : sias, a small 1¢al name is Tri e botan- 

(2) The Reti roup. 
p in which the b § 

s Iris germanic 

The Xiphi eticulata Group. Dee by a crest. meat is Fe een German Iris is a hybrid 

the on iphium Group comprises a“ is a native of Asia Th the wild from_a cross between 

e Spanish, English, and D principal species found i e iris of Italy, Iris palli 

Irises. This apecies i utch United Stat ound in the and the wild iri pallida, 

terized by slender pia nt cnaey dwarf variety = cristata, a Iris variegata vhs ak une 

are chiefly cultivat nts. They zome and br creeping rhi- 2 pioneer nurse! ly as 1823 

cific Co vated on the Pa-  gracili oad leaves; Iris York catal yman of New 

though =. ape in the south, al- gractipes; alse 
a Pee with forms, walogued Hery 

dishing 

florists 
A ommercial rum, whi Sa, Bil ris tecto. Sands of «oti ime thou- 

in eae 
Irises ous pebich Bas a more gonay iene general tyve but of ne same 

The Reticulata Gro 
The crested irises are. two. OFS have been na erent col- 

ted bulb a Group has net- hard a irises are semi- No scienti med. 

Bae Hy Srey sue’ SAME fork ih entific breeding was st 

grower. In type th e average Another wae 
ichael Foster, f: me of Sir 

what similar t ey are some- mysteri subdivision bears the 21907- 
, from 1890 to 
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alifornia. Tri purposes German 

cyclus counts a ses are generally divi 1 

mong grouped 
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ped according as they most
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resemble one or the other of cer- the known varieties, has been to become established after 
tain supposed wild species. Or formulated by E. B. Williamson. transplanting. 
they are sometimes classified ac- There are six principal divisions 4. The California Group. 
cording to a system of color representing the most obvious These are native to California 
grouping. The following classi- color of the flower: white; yel- and are dwarfs for the most 
fication, which seems to have fea- low; lavender; blue purple; part. They are somewhat diffi- 
tures of both of these systems, pink; red purple. Each of these cult to manage in gardens and 
although it leans toward the _ is subdivided based on the modi- are not successful in any climate 
color classification, is taken fying or less prominent color of where winter cold destroys the 
from W. R. Dykes: the flower. evergreen foliage. 

1. The Germanica Group. In addition to the tall bearded 5. The Water Irises. These 
These are of a medium height iris the dwarfs and intermedi- may belong to the Sibirica Group 
and are the earliest of the Ger- ates should be mentioned. The because of their water-loving 
man Irises to bloom. They are dwarfs are natives of the Alps propensities. They include Iris 
of a purple tint. and are the earliest of the beard- pseudacorus, the common yel- 

2. The Pallida Group. This ed variety to bloom. The dwarf low flag of Europe, and Iris ver- 
group takes its name from some irises are represented freely in sicolor, our native blue flag. 
south European plants, which, Iris pumila and Iris chamaeiris. Both of these are considered too 

as compared with the Germani- The intermediate iris repre- Coarse for garden purposes, but 
cas, are paler, both as regards Sents a crossing of the tall with are excellent for landscape ef- 
flowers and foliage. Most of the dwarf bearded. These come fects. They grow readily from 
them have large flowers with into bloom after the dwarfs. seeds. 

tall flowering stems. The flow- 6. Two or three other groups 
ers are fragrant. The Beardless Type of Abtep een Dey miles: E inices oF 

3. The Variegata Group. The The bearded or Pogoniris oc- the south and those of the Pa- 
wild iris variegata is found cyrs naturally over only a com- cific Coast, which are classified, 
chiefly in Austria and has clear paratively small portion of the respectively, as the Hexagona 
yellow standards and falls that world’s area, whereas the beard- Group and the _ Longipetala 
are more or less completely cov- jess, or Apogon, is very widely Group. Of lesser importance is 
ered with dark red-brown veins. istributed. The principal spec- the Tripetalous Group, the 
4. “ smoarn romp. ane ies of the beardless type are: members of which have stand- 
aes of which the standards ore 1. The Sibirica Group. This ards that are almost non-exist- 

pure white while the falls are of STOUP is familiarly known as Si- ents . se 
some shade of blue or violet berian Iris. They have grass- __ Aside from the main subdivi- 5. The Neglecta Group The like foliage and the flowers are sions there are various miscel- 

characteristics of this group are borne on tall stems. The prin- laneous species that seem to be- 
standards and falls of some ¢iPal members of the group are long to neither, that is, they 
shade of blue, though the color Iris sibirica and Iris orientalis, have neither a bulb nor a rhi- 

of the standards is always light- which are similar in most re- zome for their rootstock but a 
er than the color of the falls spects except that Iris orientalis mere bundle of roots attached to 

6. The Squalens Group This is stouter in all its parts and its a growing point. 
prouip comprises some of the flowers are borne on stems that This does not by any means 

most richly colored and also scarcely top the foliage. There exhaust the classification of 
some of the most sombre of the @%¢ @ number of others in this species. _ The wide distribution 

German Irises. The standards %%0Up but they all resemble the of the Iris has brought more and 
seem always to have yellow and sibirica in a general way. mons Bpeuies Sue more ley. 
purple of various shades strug- _ 2. The Laevigata Group. This edge, also ad paren 
gling for mastery. Falls are group comprises the Japanese ane fi Sean Oil water e ae 
darker of some shade of purple ieee, ee ne eps ee panaten gardeners a  onfined| 

a Pn Plicata. Group. This ese Iris is a flat bloom, giant in principally e the beevied je 

group has white flowers with a size, and gorgeously colored. It he. ‘les on two warmenes oh tne 
beautifully colored frill-like delights in water when in bloom —D&and’ess. 
margin. but not at other times. TT 

With the constantly increas- 3. The Spuria Group. These We have learned that there 

ing number of hybrids it is prob- are tall and resemble somewhat are some satisfactory Creeping 

' able that this classification may the bulbous Spanish Iris. The Bent lawns at Dickinson, North 

| not be adequate. flowers are much more open and Dakota. This should settle the 

A simple color classification, delicate than the sibiricas. They matter of hardiness provided 

| to which can be assigned all of are later bloomers and are slow _ there is sufficient water.
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: : building was given over to rock 
The National Iris Show and water gardens, with sever- 

al pools and running water. 
By HURON H. SMITH, Plenty of wild flowers in bloom 

Editor Florists De were used in connection with 
REDE RASUEIS ePREUMERE the usual alpine plants. This 

Te American Iris Society most of the other states and type of exhibit was rather bet- 
held their national Iris even two from Scotland. ter done than similar exhibits 

Show and Annual meeting, Wed- The officers of the Society we have seen at Louisville and 
nesday and Thursday June 6th are: John C. Wister, German- Chicago. One could well be- 
and 7th, in the Odd Fellows Tem- town, Philadelphia, President; lieve that six months of thought 
ple at Freeport, Ill. Freeport, E.E. Williamson, Bluffton, Ind., had been expended upon them. 
the historic place of the Lincoln— Vice-president; John P. Wal- The iris exhibits were con- 
Douglas debate, is one of the lace, Jr., of New Haven, Conn., centrated on the street floor in 
oldest cities in Illinois, as the secretary; Richardson Wright, three tiers of shelves, making 
huge old trees there will attest. of N. Y.City,treasurer,andR.S. 386 shelves of exhibits. All of 
It is the center of iris enthusi- Sturtevant, of Groton, Mass., the rarest and finest iris were 
asts and the home of the Quali- Editor. Judges were: John C. there. Two other exhibits were 
ty Iris Gardens, of Mrs. Douglas Wister, Dr. H. S. Jackson, Pur- on this floor,—the “Perfect Bou- 
Pattison. These gardens were due University, LaFayette, Ind.; quet’” and the table arrange- 
one of the attractions of the C. P. Connell, Nashville, Tenn.; ments. First prize in dining 
show as well as the garden pil- Mrs. A. S. Peckham, Rochelle, tables went to an arrangement 
grimages offered members, to lo- N. Y.; Mrs. J. Edgar Hires, of stocks and annual larkspurs 
cal gardens, to the iris gardens Ardmore, Pa.; Mrs. G. W. Du- in an ivory wedgewood bowl, 
of A. G. Boehland, of Rockford, mont, Des Moines, Ia., and Mrs. with wedgewood service plates 
Illinois, and those of Mrs. Azro C. F. Harris, Chicago. W. A. and crystal glasses. 
Fellows, in Belvidere. Toole of Baraboo was one of the The balcony on the stairways 

The attendance was around judges of exhibits other then carried the window box contest 
eight thousand, with members Iris. entries, while the second floor 
from California, Oregon, Wash- The I. O. O. F. Hall proved housed the shadow boxes. These 
ington, Texas, Alabama, Penn- quite adequate for the National were especially interesting be- 
sylvania, Washington, D. C., Show. The basement of the (Continued on page 311) 
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Exhibition of the American Iris Society, at Freeport, Il. 

(Cut Courtesy Florists’ Review)
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1 o£ s few tree-bordered roads left Legion Beautifies Highways | attoss'any state 
; . Ashland county officials are 

By ESTHER FOSSHAGE co-operating by donating nut 
Mt. Horeb trees. These are given to farm- 

- ers, who must plant them and 
. . : + care for them for two years. 

__ # ie Bie * they ae placed between the 

| ea” 3 elms and give a bushy effect to 

ae. en 3 iw y M3 the whole planting. Moreover, 
lee ae iL ‘ a rs these nut trees will yield and 

SS ig Nes nl é i Pes ~ Fi prove worth having on any farm. 
j Ped The nut tree plantings are 

on N He ‘ especially interesting because 

. 7 5 aff A they presumably are placed on 

(Viiec’., SE §) em cf i } the farmer’s own property, be- 

7 ‘8 m iL 1 i. 3 yond the highway line. That, 

" i \ Ow a Cae probably, is the proper place to 

a rs fi ei t plant trees. Perhaps the elms 

F y - ae Bs ought to go there, too. For we 

A Pri = i - i ae not yet regulated public 

American Legion Pos ount Horeb on the utility companies sufficiently to 
A rien Legi Post at M it H t the job. be sure that a row of trees on 

NEW idea in landscaping first from John S. Donald, of the highways may, not be slashed 

A has been pioneered by the the University Agriculture De- by the first crew of linemen that 

Frank E. Malone Post No. 113 partment, and Anton Ruste, a comes along to string new wires 

of the American Legion at Mt. Mt. Horeb Legionaire and land- or change the old. Many a 50- 

Horeb, Wis. scape gardener. Mr. _ Ruste, veer -old elm has been butchered 

Plans to beautify the small tri- who is an alumnus of the Uni- ty Wacqonsin because some utili- 

angles of land cut off by round- versity, drew the plans for the ih wanted 19 run a wire through 

ing or relocating state and coun- plots. The work, however, has en ee qonOwE k 

ty highways, have been perfect- been done by the entire Post, }, Cede Werdo) ee yet now 

ed and the work has begun on each man responding to do his OW ly e our highways ul 

ee tke bit in the undertaking. pe a Li = forianie tress 

embers of the legion have re- The Post has received the co- ok far ¢ . ‘ 

moved all rubbish, graded the operation and oe of the ook Dee eneuee to Ne sure that 

soil, and seeded the plots with State Highway Commission and ot de af 1g) ther widening wl 

white Dutch clover mixed with the Friends of our Native Land- sO eee eee 

the symbolic Flander’s poppies. scape. Letters are being re- The work of the Ashland and 

Three Lombardi poplars have ceived each week from other Mellen posts ought to be taken 

been placed in the center, and Posts in this state and other YP by the other legion posts. 

each triangle will be bordered states, asking for suggestions What more effective work could 

with low-growing shrubs. Na- and co-operation, in order that they do for Wisconsin in the 

tural stone markers with ap- the work may be carried on by Counties that Highway 18 cross; 
propriate inscription will be other Legion Posts. es, than carry out this project? 

placed within the triangle. What better work for other 

The two plots seeded by the — roads in Wisconsin, than memo- 

Mt. Horeb Post are located very rial elms or any other kind of 

near the village, one on the junc- ON, WISCONSIN! ee on nae ame in a 

tion of Highway 81 and tempo- . planted by the legion posts? 

rary 18 north of town, and the The Legion Plants Trees Some day Wisconsin will be 

other south of the village on The American Legion posts at heartily sick of barren highways. 

Highway 92. Méllen and Ashland will continue Her people will realize that there 

The project is an original one planting elm trees on Highway is more to a highway than a slab 

and is being worked out with 18. They want to have a great of concrete. When they do, 

but one intention—that of mem- double row of elms all across the they will thank men who planted 

orializing the ex-service men of state, from north to south. If trees; and they will go and do 

the World’s War, and rendering they do, they will make High- likewise, to cover over the deso- 

a creative service to the com- way 13 one of the most beauti- lation we have made on most of 

munity and state. The idea for ful and perhaps famous high- our roadsides. 

such a project probably came ways in America. For we have —Milwaukee Journal. 

|
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: ss s $ MILWAUKEE HORTICUL- 

Fruit Growers Visit Michigan “trav socry pLans 
FLOWER SHOWS 

Orchards TH June pestise i 
ilwaukee County Horticul- 

N June 28 and 29 about ples it was found necessary toin- tural Society was held Tuesday 
O seventy-five of our promi-  troduce bouquets of flowersfrom evening, June 26th, at 7:30 
nent cherry and apple growers other varieties in addition to the PP. M., in the Trustee’s Room of 
made a tour of the northern bees. the Public Museum of this City. 

Michigan fruit section. It was Mr. Hootman has promised an Mrs. Malish opened the Pro- 
one of the most inspiring and in- article with photographs for gram by reciting, James Whit- 

structive tours we have yet at- Wisconsin Horticulture on this comb Riley’s Poem, “Knee Deep 
tended. subject in the near future. in June.” 

On landing at the Frankfort 2. The application of nitrate This was followed by a talk on 
dock, a group of Michigan grow- fertilizer and humus in addition the kind of Programs for the 

ers with autos greeted the party to bees was held as the reason meetings to be held during the 
and conducted us to the Gus for the very heavy setting of ¢oming winter months, and af- 
Rogers farm at Beulah. Mr, fruit found in the best orchards. ter an open discussion it was de- 
Rogers is one of eleven men Heavy production requiresheavy cided that the majority of the 
awarded medals last year for his feeding if the tree is to be kept meetings would be devoted to 
contribution to scientific farm- in bearing condition. Symposiums such as were held 
ing. His orchard of 130 acres is 3. Professor Gardner stated a year ago in which one or two 
considered one of the best in the that cherry pruning reduces the flowers were discussed in detail 
country. total yield of fruit and conse- by members of the Society. 

At noon the tour stopped at quently the profit. An orchard It was then decided by the 
Benzonia Community Hall for in which every other tree in cer- jambers to hold a Flower Show 
dinner and a short program. tain rows had been pruned was 4. July gth to be held in the 
The afternoon was spent visiting inspected. Each unpruned tree ty - Ro ° Public Lib 
orchards near Traverse City had from one to two dollars FUSES OOD iaanken Gh worth of cherries more th he and to ask the Milwaukee Ro- 
where a banquet and excellent e than t cari 5 : displ program was given in the even. pruned trees. Professor Gard- sarians to join us in our display. 

ing. mee emphasized, howeney, cual oe to ore ey amet et 
. under isconsin conditions, Yain 1t was de a 1S antag cian das wae sent 2 Pruning might be necesary {6 & general Flower Show instead 

ber of fine orchards and experi- prevent winter injury of the of a Peony Show and a Rose 
ments were inspected. Time fruit buds due to cold weather Show which were held separate- 

and space will not permit a de- i” Winter. Apple trees must be ly last year. 
tailed account of the interesting Prwned, however, or quality fruit The Hales Corners Horticul- 
experiments and demonstrations C@nnot be produced. tural Society invited the mem- 
being conducted by the Michigan 4. Cherry trees are being hers of the Milwaukee Society to 
Experiment Station and Horti- Planted one rod apart. This qisplay their flowers and com- 
cultural Society which our grow- Means more trees and more fruit pete for prizes in a Show to be 
ers saw. More will be given in per acre without any evident bad jolq in the Bank Buildin : : g at 
the August issue. Briefly, the effects. one Hales Corners, June 28th and 
outstanding features were: ; winter pling jue 2 Poor ooth y 

- ocations, leaf spot due to poor : . 

Hootmon, Suvetary at the Mich. spraying, and tree injury from Our President, Mr. Huron 
igan Horticultural Society, inthe ack of care and plant food were Smith, gave an interesting talk 
pollination of apples and cher- #iven as the reason for cherry on the National Iris Show which 
ries. By caging trees they have trees being short lived. The re- was held at Freeport recently. 

proven that bees and insects are ult is that the increase in fruit A formal discussion was then 
required for pollination, there Tee aa cane oo Sais held on garden problems in gen- 
being plmost ae at on the trees would indicate. eral, and as usual the members 
cage eS. ere bees were spent an enjoyable evening. 

introduced into large blocks of —_—_— Our next meeting will be held 
trees a marked increase of fruit Jul h hich the Public is 
setting was noticed. Mention Wisconsin Horn July 24th to which the Public is 

Where the grower had a large CULTURE when writing our ad- ©0'dially invited. 
block of a single variety of ap-  vertisers. Frank P. Giloth.
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: ‘ : ‘ C How To Thin 

Thinning Eliminates ulls 1. Shake the tree to remove 
By C. L. KUEHNER “June drop” apples which have 

Se eee not yet fallen. 
4 UE aye? ee 2. Remove all wormy, scabby 
ot 4 me ‘ i De ’ and injured fruits, leaving only 
¥ : a3) Me haa es the largest sound fruit on the 

OE RD 5, ght ay ot ff" spurs. 
ba! Ee aR ca AR ce: Gee 3. Thin clusters to a few of 

i ee St a FB ee ue Se Ke the best fruits. 
Wik SHA GC ane late on ei Saeed, x caer a ee) 4 4. Remove the apples with 

oll Leal e an Fg Sa <a a fingers and thumb. Learn to 
ea eg Me IL Oia OP a. Se use both hands. 

Vif bi ah data ak Sis eRe ak aes ao APs, - Precaution: Avoid injury to 
. Peano Sn eae ae io greens 71 @ { spurs and fruit which is left. 

ao 5 a ieee ay on. 

thon : 4p ang P el ie A s When To Thin 
A : = eS 

[i ers f ; 0 OA : 1. Thin immediately after the 
ad ao as y Ce | “June drop” when apples are 

oll ger ae afisk a oe about the size of walnuts. 

What To Thin 

Dutchess apple tree in Winnebage County Sprayzing orchard, Received 1. Trees of best marked va- 
some thinning, still too londed. rieties with a heavy set of fruit. 

ss ‘ ¥ ag h 

UR Sprayring members have | ——=— : Try ut On, 18 few trees of the ame Wealthy variety. 
found that apple thinning Wisconsin Sprayring mem- 

pays. It pays because it results bers have found that thinning TT 
in larger fruit of more uniform pays. Not only are they spray- “Planting the Roadside” is 

grade, improves the color and ee fruit, bot thn mbegranee the title of a very helpful bulle- 
quality, eliminates culls, reduces prove the size and color. tin on the subject of planting 
packing and grading costs, helps TT SCéttreess along our Highways. It 
to prevent limb breakage, and . gives a summary of the laws of 
increases the total yield of mar- fruit sells more readily and at a different states relative to the 
ketable fruit per tree. better price than low grade subject, with many illustrations 
There is a place for some fruit. and suggestions. 

thinning in most of our spray- as —— 
ring orchards. Those who | 
have given the practice a fair Member 
trial are satisfied that it pays. Kenosha Florists and Nurserymen’s Association 

Mr. Walter Yahr of the Wau- Assoc. Member. 
beka sprayring, Ozaukee Coun- Illinois Nurserymen’s Association 
ty, tried it last year. He says, 
“T thinned my McIntosh and se- ; 
cured fine results. I shall do The Swartz Nurseries 
more next year because it pays GROWERS OF 
to do it on trees of good varie- 
ties which are heavily loaded.” Shade, Ornamental & Evergreen Trees 

The work of thinning is not Shrubs, Vines and Roses 

expensive for there is practical- 
ly no cull fruit to pick and Park, Cemetery, and Golf Ground Planting 

handle at harvest time. This Landscape Architects 
offsets most of the cost of thin- 
ning. Nearly all of the fruit KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 
on thinned trees will be either Phone 2F4 
Fancy or No. 1 grade and every 
grower knows that this kind of }e SSS
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Wisconsin Horticulture Convention of Wisconsin Garden Clubs 
Published Monthly by the ‘ ‘ : 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Auspices State Horticultural coger and Lake Geneva Garden 

Som Seathingten, Seents ” 
otal Oneemien ne Soetety July 19-20, 1928 

H. J. RAHMLOW, Edit: 

Secretary W.S.H.S., Madieon, Wis. THURSDAY, JULY 19, 9:30 A. M. 

Mis. Ob Strong, Huron ft"Smith) Address of Welcome—Mr. William Pelouze, Lake Geneva. 
Prof. J..G.. Milward... Ls Kushner. Response—Mr. Jas. Livingston, Milwaukee, Member Executive 

Committee Horticultural Society. 
wwhntered at the postoffice at Madison, Wild Flowers—Mrs. Chas. L. Hutchinson, Lake Geneva. 
ceptance for mailing at special rate of Garden Clubs of Illinois—Mrs. Frederic Fisher, Lake Bluff, Illinois, 

hostage provides for in Becton, 1103, President Illinois Federation of Garden Clubs. 
15, 1918. Dinner. 

Advertising rates made known on 
application, 1:30 P. M. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Tour of Outstanding Gardens and Wild Flower Sanctuary near 
Annual membership fee, one dollar. Lake Geneva, under auspices of the Lake Geneva Garden Club 
price to Wisconsin Horticulture. ‘Send and the Gardeners Association. Demonstrations and discus- 
one dollar to Office of Secretary, Madi- sions will be given at each place. 

_Remit by Personal Check, Postal or Professor R. E. Vaughan, College of Agriculture, will discuss plant 

xpress Money Order. A aoliar will diseases and troubles. 
tached to a ecard. 

Postage stamps not accepted 8:00 P. M. 

vee a Illustrated talk on Landscaping by a widely known landscape 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE architect. 

Ex Officio . : * 
President, Vice-President and Secretary Hllustrated talk on California Gardens by Mrs. Edwin Frost. 
As iy, BASQ6tt 0:00 ecwinie:e <::0 iei90 BALE DOD: 

Vv. BE, Brubaker .............Washburn sa aciaciieatl 
H. G. Christensen... os 000e0s 1s Oshkosh 

M. B. Goff.......00000/ sturgeon Bay , 

ene ce cee eels FRIDAY, JUNE 20, 9:00 A. M. 
Gece Me Munenient@7  - euee  Genets Some Soil Problems of Gardeners—Professor J. G. Moore, Wiscon- 

ype Beate irc Sormnonn By Crenge sin College of Agriculture. 
H. W. Ullsperger........Sturgeon Bay How Our Garden Club Operates, 10 minute discussion—Huron H. 
———_— a——=— Smith, President Milwaukee Garden Club. N. A. Rasmussen, 

F President Oshkosh Garden Club. Mark Troxell, President 
Our cover picture shows the Madison Garden Club. 
ouo ie ya oe out In Union There is Strength—Mrs. C. E. Strong, West Allis. 

Wi oulder hake. Vlas County, 4 New Venture by The Horticultural Society—H. J. Rahmlow, Sec- 
isconsin. retary of Wisconsin State Horticultural Society. 

Demonstration on Arrangement of Flowers—West Allis 4H De- 
_ monstration Team. 

SOCIETY GIVES BOOKS As Pinner. 
PREMIUMS 1:30 P. M. 

SECRETARIES of Local Clubs Boat ride around Lake Geneva inspecting the gardens and estates 
have been notified of our from the lake. The crowning feature of the meeting. 

plan to give either books or sil-  — 
ver trophies as premiums to 
flower, fruit or vegetable shows. THE GARDEN CLUB MEET- what the garden clubs of Illi- 

So far the call has been en- ING nois are doing. Perhaps we can 
tirely for books. We have pre- , s organize in Wisconsin alony 
pared a list of good books We ee tact to be the  gimilar lines. 
which may be obtained on re- pes fie. e We also Arrangements for rooms in 
quest. A suitable inscription Meeting o e year. We also private homes or hotels can be 
will be written in each book, so expect that the future benefits made in advance by writing Mr. 
all requests should state the of this meeting will be worth a H. West, Secretary Lake Geneva 
prize for which it is being of- great deal to the state. Gardeners Association, Lake 
fered. You will be interested in Geneva.
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OFFICIAL SUMMER MEET- 11:30 A. M. Horticulture in ment Station at Cloquet where 
ING te Sever 8 Miscan ee —tise, Professor Hansen says there 

Moseman, Menomonie. are many things to see in the 
La Crosse-August 10-11 11:45 A. M. What the Society forest nurseries of the wood- 

AN INTERESTING meeting is Doing—H. J. Rahmlow, using industries in Cloquet.” 
has been arranged at La Madison. _ 

Crosse. The first day, August 12:00 M. Dinner. . 
LOR, will be devoted to the ae e uM bg eed coed W. BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS 
usiness meeting of the Execu- - Spreiter, County Agent. ‘ 

tive Committec, The Minne. Visit Rural Planning Contest-- GEVERAL Smith Hughes 
sota society has its meeting on ants on Farms near La Agriculture instructors have 
August 7 and 8, and we expect Crosse. stated that one of the best types 
some of their members and offi. Discussion of Rural Landscap- of boys and girls clubs_ they 
cers to meet with us to discuss ing and the contest by Pro- have yet organized is the “Home 
plans for the promotion of hor- fessor J. G. Moore and Franz Beautification Club. , 
ticulture in both states. Aust. A number of boys and girls 

Ov ‘Satiivda August 11th who do not live on farms take 
we eR to haut arith Se nenie eect the Agricultural course in High 

hers of local societies, especially SUMMER MEETING MINNE- fi 00S. the Home Boantifica 
from western and northwestern SOTA HORTICUTURAT Tk als ‘iene ayy opportunity 

Wisconsin. The tour will be of SOCIETY for Horticulturists to help. 
unusual interest, taking in luth—A 7-8 
farms on which a landscaping Duluth—Aug. 7- — 
contest is being conducted. The E HAVE been invi b a ‘ ‘ 
following is the program: W Professor R. 8S. aed PY YO ee oe to Horticul- 

: turists are the items which 
. tosh, Secretary of the Minne- appear every month in the news 

Friday, August 10 ae ioe Herve lore pore letter sent out by Professor A. F. 

1:30 P.M. Bxecutive Commit. {9 attend the summer meting Yeager, Secretary of the Noth 
tee Meeting. Discussion of ty turn we have invited them to D2kota State Horticultural So 
the welfare of the Society. .” : ave fe eae 10 ciety. 
Reports. Plans for Annual ™eet wie ae ee ak as The following are a few that 
Convention. thet meeung closely _tollows apply to Wisconsin conditions: 

Talks by Delegates from Minne- theirs. ve urge sible to . A new bulletin of interest to 
sota. tend ers aS possible to at- ose lovers ee Bull a 

4:30 P.M. Tour of City. The following from Professor? 7 ene OY one: 
6:15 P.M. Picnic Lunch. Mackintosh tells about the meet- trol miner “Ceakes ati Lon 

ing: 
“The Minnesota Horticultural x . . 

Saturday, August 11, 9:30 Society has been invited to hold Are parsnips left in the 
A. M its summer meeting at Duluth, ground over winter good to eat, 

= Tuesday and Wednesday, Au- asks a member. Yes indeed. In 

Chamber of Commerce Building gust 7 and 8, 1928. This is the fact they are much better now 
first time a Society meeting has than they were in the fall. 

9:30 A. M. Welcome by the been scheduled for Duluth. While parsnips that have made 
Mayor. Thousands of our people go to considerable growth are popu- 

Response—M. B. Goff, Stur- Duluth each season to enjoy the larly supposed to be poisonous, 
geon Bay. iron mines, the lakes, the pines, 1 have no personal knowledge of 

10:00 A. M. Results with and the north shore drive. anyone having been injured by 
Strawberries—J. E. Leverich, At the present time it is them. 
Chairman. planned to start from Duluth at —_—_ 

10:15 A.M. Discussion—N. A. 8:30 Tuesday morning to visit What can be done with the 
Rasmussen, Oshkosh. farms, orchards, and green- tiny bulblets which form round 

10:30 A. M. Horticulture in houses north of the city and to. the base of hyacinth bulbs? In 
Minnesota by member Minne- have dinner at Meadowlands. Holland or in the bulb produc- 
sota Society. In the afternoon to see some of ing regions these little bulblets 

11:00 A. M. Perennials—V. E. the truck farms on the return to would develop within a few years 
Brubaker, Washburn. Duluth. Wednesday morning to blooming sized bulbs. How- 

11:15 A. M. Pointers About we are to go to the Northeast ever, people growing hyacinths 
Vegetables—H. C. Christen- Experiment Staticn and then in pots had best just forget 
sen, Oshkosh. turn toward the Forest Experi- about these.
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About the Home and Garden 
Mrs. C. E. StronG, Editor 80th and George St., West Allis 

FLOWER DEMONSTRATION ;... J that all Poppies will keep for 

Outline for Boys and Girls An outline for 4 H Demon- | Several days if their stems are 
Demonstration Team on stration teams. plunged in boiling water for an 

Picking and Arrang- A Flower Arrangement Dem- | inch or two, or singed over the 
: onstration is one of the most | flame of a gas or oil stove—or 
ing Flowers popular types for Club Mem- : : : 

_o. bers. | even with a match like this,— 
Abs about this time of the (He holds the stem of the Pop- 

Giuby are thinking abou demon, Slee GIREIR TORSHICE BE HN 
strations. I wonder if they ones in the pan, and the long vat the loner sie) flame ‘to 
would be interested in this one: stemmed ones in the pail. Sear’ tie ower stems atapanith 

“How to pick, care for and ar- By having the water right Then I put them in water wit 

range flowers.” there in the garden I could take we ee of a flowers; I treat 
: ati ¥ as long a time as I wished for ahlias in the same way, care- 

call Jimmie, and 8 girl, to whom of them wilting. reaches them, searing the stems 

will be given the name of Mary. - - 

They have a garden and en- eee Aa y 
joy cutting flowers for the home, aT iad io fe 
school and church. ar 

In giving this demonstration, F Te ae ; 
which is a very simple one, they ‘ AL ; Poe 
are standing behind a table on : SS Ney Te. 
which are the flowers to be used, i : E xs . 
vases in variety, with different 4 a (a 
insets to hold flowers in position. % ii 

Jimmie will tell how and Ss. at , 
when to cut the flowers, how he es user id 
cared for them so they would be eS hee te 
fresh when they were wanted to ce ae est a mm oe , a 
fill the vases. Rene uy cawT se oe mn 

Mary will arrange them and La ae ere nre es 
give some of her favorite color [ij j eae 
combinations. ae < : 2 om 

Jimmie: ‘Mary and I have Bae, . oe eg 
a nice flower garden in which ‘ Sa i eee C4 
we enjoy working. One of the iad 
reasons why we grow flowers is 
that we may cut them and make 
our living rooms beautiful, also 
decorate the school room and Most of us like flowers on the table. They must not be obtrusive, 

the church. We give flowers to 
our friends as well, but they us- After I had all the flowers I and keeping in water in a cool 
ually arrange them as they like wanted, excepting the Poppies, place until ready to arrange. 

best. . . I took them to the basement Then I bring in the vases and 
Early this morning before the where I left them standing up water, —and sort the flowers for 

sun was up, I went to the gar- to their necks in cool water, Mary to arrange.” 
den, taking with me a sharp while I went back to the garden <. €easee.. & 
knife, a pail nearly full of wa- for Poppy buds—all ready to Mary speaking: “This is one 
ter and a pan also filled with wa- open as soon as the sun came Of the nicest things about hav- 
ter. Just as soon as I cut a out. I cut enough for a vase, ing a flower garden. I love to 
handfull of flowers, I put them but did not put them in water arrange the flowers in vases 
in water, the short stemmed right away, for we have learned that suit them and place them in
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our living rooms, in the’ school a bouquet he likes to bring his [= 
room or our church. favorite teacher. ——sSsSssssssssssss 

Mother loves a Rose or two on Grandmother likes the real 
her desk. Roses have such beau- ld fashioned flowers arranged 2 1 
tiful stems it would be a shame jpozelyy fn a. big Bhue, or prown White Elm 
to hide them, So we will put these ee or two flowers “stuck”, as Nursery Co. 
two beauties in a tall slim glass spe expresses it, in a flat bowl. Hartland, Wisconsin 
vase. Father says he likes But you just bring her a big jar ; 

flowers on the table, but does of Jarkspur, calliopsis, mourn- General ‘Vine of 
not want them to be obtrusive, jing bride, feverfew and some Ornamentals and Fruits 

so I arrange table flowers in sprays of Amaranthus (kiss- | 
low bowls, like this grey pottery me-over-the-garden-gate), and ——————— | 
one for instance. But first I _| 
take this ue piece of wire net- = —— 
ting, (holds up netting) and mS os . 
press it in the top of the bowl ‘ Pay . But siberian Tris and. Lemier 

(holds up bowl). You see it orate le \ lilies with Ribbon grass in a _ 

fits tightly in the top. This is Sead 3 Cin, green pottery onal a mabi ° 
the nicest thing to hold flowers fe eG aa } green glass, is a royal combina- 
in their places, without being F ve ee) tion. = lace a vase or 
stiff at all. I have pieces to fit "i perine Kn FF . If you wish to p age B Nyse ie 

all the other vases and jars. er y ag Be jar of flowers in a window, be 
Where they are deep I use two ad ete sure to arrange loosely, so every 
and sometimes three pieces, es- Ve Cap ; blossom shows against the light. 

pecially when the flowers are A {io There really is no a ow 
heavy like Peonies, Dahlias and Mt; arranging flowers. us 
Gladiolus. 7 - kind of flowers you like, ar- 

{ ranged loosely in suitable vases 
But to go back to our table TR a with plenty of foliage just as 

bouquet, after filling the bowl eee they grow, always remembering 
with water we will try a combi- (geese not to crowd 
nation of blue bachelor buttons are We thank you 
with pink Poppies and a bit of : . 

meadow rue for green. Now re- Club members enjoy arranging flowers. == 
ally peau your breakteat . 
taste better if you saw this while ss bla . 

you were ealing? "Sometimes Ut iam the table beside her, LETTERS FROM OUR 
we fill a-similar bowl with Pan- “Now, that’s what I call a bou- READERS 
ee es ee ees quet; reminds me of my first Trouble With House Plants 

Poppies—or a glass bowl like anne. Joenee boutuch de Dear Mrs. Strong: Refer- 
this with Love-in-mist (blue Ni- Hiters would call this “crude” ring to your recent article in 

gella) and the midget rose Zin- put it suits my taste.” ’ Horticulture, “When dreams 
nias.—There are so many pret- Runt Julia likes Tiger lilies come true”, I wish to say that it 

ty combinations, you can suit all and Veronica in a big copper actually has happened, and, at 

tastes. When one friend visits }o,y) least so far, without any un- 
us I use pink Phlox drummondi While Uncle Harry says: pleasant after effects, in my 
with a bit of green. .Another’s «yr6 for color”. He likes scar. C@S¢- 

favorite is midget scarlet Zin- je Lychnis with baby’s breath, Now it is up to me to prolong 
nias with baby’s breath. It is 4 big green vase, with plenty of this reality of long dreaming, 
a real compliment to your guest the Lychnis , and to this end I wish to enlist 

you know to have their favorite The bouquet the minister and your kind assistance and per- 
flowers and color combinations. nearly every one else liked best, haps that of some of our like- 

_ Sister likes pale blue Delphin- was, tall spikes of Delphiniums, minded nature loving friends. 
iums with creamy white Spirea with sprays of Madonna lilies, Last year in building a new 
in a pale green glass vase be- jn Grandmother’s old stone home, I have come in possession 
fore a mirror. She says that is churn. of a nice 7-27 sun parlor with 
“perfect’’. We all like Peonies arranged southern exposure. Now I 

Jimmie likes Dahlias, pink, in big jars, also Iris. We never would like to make the best use 
bronze and yellow, in a big put any other flowers with these of it for my wife and myself, 
brown jar. That’s the sort of two, just their own foliage. and wonder if you could give us
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a list of plants that would do years without any trouble, felt Changing a Lawn Into a Rock 
for indoors the year round. rather puffed up over it too. Garden 

I have Geraniums, Fuchias, Then they froze out over winter, . a 
Jap, Jade and Asparagus Spren- —and they have continued to do _Dear Mrs. Strong: This 18 3 | 
geri. I would very much like this. I am quite positive now Picture of our “rock garden : 
the plant for a hanging basket, that I do not know one thing We were tired of mowing the 
which I find in a book under the about keeping Foxgloves. rather steep slope of lawn and 
name of Saxafraga Sarmentosa. Won’t someone who has been We also had a rather strong de- 
I know the plant from the old successful in keeping them tell sire for more flower space, so 
country but have not been able us what to do? we decided to use the entire 
to find it here. I think you will find that list west slope. 

I have tried several times to of “fancy” plants very good in- Stones and some small shrubs 
raise Cinerarias from seed, but deed, if you try them out. Iam_ keep the earth from slipping, 
while transplanted they gradu- sending some addresses to you while Iris and many other per- 
ally died off. by mail. If you send for the ennial plants make this corner a 

My wife would very much like 
to have some Foxgloves. I ec oe 
raised a nice lot of plants from RES as BO 
seed last summer, but did not Oo ha TR RE ae a | 
have a plant left in the spring. ; ieee rs. Laer. | 
What is the care of them in the eS oe sae a | 
winter? iia: Shai ey Cea . | 

I read the list of those fancy ee ; ; eo ae tee. 
plants you gave us, but most of hm G ae 
them I could not get at our lo- ae i 
cal green-houses. eit NX RR 

Now for something different. ss pS dale 
—I noticed in one of the issues i ¢ 
that the Editor is not always ae ; 
over-stocked with material and call d H 
would like some help. For such a r 
occasions I would suggest pro- ae 
curing a list of things we use : Pte - 
daily, but know little of how | m saa 
they are made or where they are eo TT ae 
produced. : ere cee guetta canis 

aay cae et ee ee Lawn changed into rock garden. Home of Mrs. J. F. Schipper, Milwaukee. 

ay years ago in the old coun- patalogs, yew mall be able — joy ‘9, oun and neighbors, 
4 e plant asked for, as well as as well as to the passer by. 

AuGuST aoe many others that I named. We have found that Iris do 
pene . I would like some of our read- exceptionally well on the slope, 

We are glad to welcome our ers who grow house plants to so are gradually replacing some 
neighbor from Illinois and to give the names of plants that of the commoner less beautiful 
know they read Wisconsin Hor- have done well for them. varieties with the newer lovlier 

ticulture. We will be very sorts. 
pleased to have you write and Mrs. J. F. SHIPPER, | 
tell us all about producing linen Michigan Agricultural College : Milwaukee, Wir. 

on the seed to the finished reports that the principal prun- This garden is indeed a “joy” 

product. ing which red raspberries should 4. passers by. After seeing this 
Cinerarias need to be grown receive is the thinning out of the . ms . ers transformation, one wonders 

cool, as the florists say; this is canes. They found that the 5th why more of these steep, hard 
quite difficult sometimes during to 10th buds on raspberry canes to ow 1 pairs meroe : places are not made int» 
the warm weather. When I see are the most productive and that ardens. 
all the troubles the florists have beyond the 15th bud the yield 8 7 
with aphis, spiders and heat, I produced was very small. eee eee 
am perfectly willing to let them Heading back is principally 
grow Cinerarias for me. beneficial in preventing canes “A Score of Easily Propa- 

Foxgloves are a rather uncer- from becoming top heavy. gated Lilies” is the name of cir- 
tain plant in my own garden, I Heading would also tend to in- cular No. 23 of the United States 
grew them for a number of crease drought resistance. Department of Agriculture.
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THIRD ANNUAL FLOWER often seriously damaged by deep was reduced from 61 to 31 crates 
SHOW cultivation in summer which cuts per acre by disking just before 

West Allis School Garden Clubs the roots. In one case the yield ripening season. N. Dakota. 

Held at the First National 
Bank, Greenfield at 62nd Ave- BO 93 

| nue, Friday and Saturday, Aug- voit Ss ~My OD Ee. 
ust 17-18, 1928. Sea en Rega ae op Simafict 

The Judge—Mrs. C. E. Strong. Sy GE ee SEE EEE TEE 
Ribbons to be furnished by the SiMe ooo ool ie TAS Ng 5 eo eug e 

Woman’s Club. | it poor eal “Ve re Tage See een oN 
One dozen tulip bulbs will be Sn A ME jai tens RE SE ig ee Ny 

. : : ee GK fi. 3x ise ASR ia te awe Uy 
given with each blue ribbon and i GRE! Egy ifn sr, MACE gee Scr 

| one-half dozen tulip bulbs with oy O Sa CHANT peicrteiiie Rw al 
each red ribbon winner. ot le i ny t Yates etl 

The tulips will be given out vA IN ye 
the last of September for fall e 
planting. A tulip show will be t t ti 
held in the spring of 1929. poin Ss oO ques 10n1 

Premium List Increased Yield 
CLASS I—MIXED BOUQUETS “ 

1. 2 or more varieties of flowers. Improved Quality 
2. Special. The women of the West 

Allis Garden Club will give prizes of 
valuable perennial plants to the six Greater Profit 
most artistic bouquets in this class. th 

ie 
| G \ X JHEN you buy mixed fertilizers or nitro- 

CLASS II terieut ey gen for top-dressing, give these three 
1. 4 or more stalks of the following x York. rats important points careful consideration: 

flowers is an exhibit: Ndanta’ Ga 1. Will you get the increase in production 

1. Asters 9. Delphinium Medina, O. youhaverthe:righttovexpecd . 
2. Larkspurs 10. Nasturtiums Montgomery, Ala. 2. Will your crop be of the high quality 
3. Pinks 11. Cockscomb Memphis, Tenn. demanded in discriminating markets? 
4. Roses 12. Daisies Shreveport, La. 3. What will be the net return per acre in 
5. Calendulas 13. Pansies San Antonio, Tex. dollars and cents? 
6. Marigolds 14. Pinks Raleigh, N.C. Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia scores on 
7. Celosia. 15. Mignonette Washington, ar every count! 
8. Petunias 16. Other varieties an Francisco, Cal. Moreover, Arcadian is fine and dry, easy to 

att Conace apply, quickly available, non-leaching—and 
CLASS III—SPECIAL FLOWERS Orono, Vat. low in cost per unit of nitrogen. (Arcadian 

' Sulphate of Ammonia contains 254% am. 
4 to 8 stalks of the following: Free Sample monia, 2034% nitrogen, guaranteed.) 

1. Gladiolas 4. Snapdragon See your dealer now about your require- 
. Nerbenas e annual Phlox Weil jens you-FREE— ments for this season. 
Oe as De Ss enoug! readian Sulphate of 

Ammonia to fertilize 25 sq. ft. 

Class III in order to encour- ofall ie spill ales end you . Results PROVE the . 
age the growing of these 6 va- thors Fling no te quick availability of the nitrogen in 

rieties of saws the inet Na- coupon and mail ie—today! 
tional Bank will give cash pre- 
miums of 75¢ for Ist, 50¢ for 2nd 5 

and 25¢ for 8rd place. This is of. ° 

in addition to the tulip prizes. ulphate g Ammonia 
Mr. Coon will supply gladiola manent enn nn nnn n nnn nnn nnn nnn sn nssse se scesecn ns 

and dahlia bulbs at wholesale The Barrett Company (address nearest office) maa Nd 

prices. Giant Snapdragon and Please send me sample package of Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia. I am especially 

Giant Zinnia plants will be fur- ItRIEStEd Il soca pews eaansauremegumiee yesE Rey eRR ae eee eee eRe aaRwER RN eRS 
nished at 10¢ a dozen. (Write names of crops on line above) 

and wish you to send me bulletins on these subjects. 

Wisconsin Horticulture quotes ag J 
Professor Gardner of Michigan Address 
as stating that raspberries are >> —————— ee
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POTATO INSPECTION sometimes become very numer- [—— 
NOTES ous on the early varieties. HARDY PERENNIALS 

A LARGE number of early ap en aah aa . the 

plications are being received plied te better the results, ee New & Standard Varieties 
ee ar We pecially for control of the leaf- | . 

J . isuaily active hopper. For an average year, | 300 Kinds 
season in certification, four applications are needed; al- . 
ond aetennon! ection ot though some years three are | Strawflowers—All Varieties 

possibly exceed the average for Sulneient; J. F. HAUSER 
any previous year. Bayficld, Wisconsin 

The Inspection Service will NEW GARDEN TOOL | Send for Price List 
make a preliminary inspection The LG. B - Mtg. C | eens, 
and survey in important pro- F nd le Mi ivan 4 ge Ga 

ducing sections prior to the first feat a8 f 1eMBan,, BEE rnaden 
inspection which will begin acturers of a variety of garden 

bout July 15. tools that will be of interest to 
anen y a any large grower of vegetables PEONIES, IRIS, PHLOX Send in your applications : 
earl or other plants. We have tried Other Hardy Perennials 

y: their weeder, designed for tak- Gladiolus and Dahlia 
ee ing out weeds between plants in Bulbs 

ie co anil Savors nle _ 
itions the machine will actual- 

BE ly remove the weeds in a row of Catalog, Free 
POTATOES onions or crops of similar type Ed 

By C. L. FLUKE If interested, we suggest that Yireotner 
THE arrival of the 4th of July you write for their catalog. ; . 

is always a signal to Wis- pac West De Pere, Wisconsin 
consin potato growers that it is 
time to check up on the insects SOUTH DAKOTA PLANTS 
present and be prepared to spray MORE CERTIFIED _ “Evidently our short article 
or dust. . . TATOES in our last issue on Rio Grande 

If you have spraying equip- _— A letter from the South Da- fruit raising attracted some at- 
ment, spray; if you have dusting kota Agricultural Department tention. Our office had a letter 
machinery, dust! The import- jndicates an increase in the acre- from a prominent member of the 

ant points to keep in mind are age of certified seed potatoes Legislature of Wisconsin in 
promptness and thoroughness of planted there this year. The re- Which he calls attention to the 
application. oo port says that approximately fact that in his town one man 

For the first application, when 400 acres were grown last year invested $35,000 in Rio Grande 
plants are only 3 or 4 inches and the total this season is ex- !and and another bought 52 
above ground, it is usually nec- pected to reach about 600 acres. acres at $400 an acre. Both 
essary to use only an arsenical Their last year’s crop of Consider their investment a dead 
such as calcium arsenate. At Trish Cobbler seed was market- loss. He says, ‘They get the 
this time, usually only bugs are eq in Virginia and the Triumphs ‘Suckers so excited on the trains 
present. Use at rate of 5 jn Texas. Price on Cobblers av- %0ing there that they actually 
pounds to 100 gallons of water eraged about 1.10 while the telegraph orders for land from 
or 20 pounds to the acre if price on Triumphs was about the trains. 
dusted. The dust, of course, is $100 per bushel. When they get there they are 
a mixture containing only 25% herded up in a tent and get no 
calcium arsenate. oo TT chance to investigate. If they 

For the later applications, WHEN FAR OFF FIELDS did, they would learn that they 
and these should come at about ARE NOT SO GREEN could buy improved land with 
ten day intervals, use a Bordeaux buildings and tools for actually 
with the arsenate. The Bor- [XN THE Press Bulletin of the one-fourth what they pay for 
deaux dust can be purchased State Department of Agricul- wild land’. 
with or without the presence of ture Mr. Gunderson, in charge “Better follow Wisconsin with 
the poison. of the Immigration Department, her safe and sane diversified 

If the tiny black flea-beetles writes the following, which may farming and dairying than the 
are present when the first appli- improve the feelings of those  will-o-the-wisp beckoning in the 
cation is made, Bordeaux should who are sorry they haven’t gone South. Better be safe than 
also be used. These beetles south: sorry.”
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MADISON GARDEN CLUB 
. HAS OUTDOOR MEETING 

Local Society News AND RHONY SHOW 
‘T HE June meeting of the 

Madison Garden Club was 

MINUTES OF JUNE MEET- MILWAUKEE COUNTY RO- _ held on the farm of C. F. Felton 

ING eee Se PIL- ter the picnic supper, Mrs. Fel- 
ton took the members on a tour 

THE June meeting held on the WE ARE planning a number of inspection through her gar- 
evening of the 4th, took of pilgrimages to the rose dens. Eighty varieties of Iris, 

place at the home of Miss Flora gardens of our city and coun- mostly in bloom, proved of much 
Morgan, at Sandy Beach, south try members during June, July interest. . 
of Oshkosh. and August so that we may study Reports were given by Mrs. 

The members assembled at their roses and how they are Felton, Mrs. McLean and Geo. 
6:30 at the cottage near the cared for at first hand. Morris on_ the National Iris 
Lake, where a picnic supper Furthermore, anyone who Show at Freeport. Plans for 
was served. There were a joins our Society is assured of the Peony Show were perfected. 
lange number in siendanee. dente help jn getting ae _ . 

After supper, all went up to with roses, for we wi o the 
the home of Miss Morgan, near actual planting for them and EONS ite CAPI- 
the cottage, for the business pay frequent visits to their 4 
meeting, which was opened with gardens to see that proper care A SPLENDID exhibit of 
the singing of several well is given. peonies, iris, columbine and 
known songs, including the Our membership is growing roses filled the Capitol Rotunda 
Horticultural song. and we feel that before long we at the Peony show held June 

Minutes of previous meeting shall have a real aggregation of 16-17. 
were read and approved. Miss “‘rose bugs” in Milwaukee. I Practically all classes were 
Merle Rasmussen read the list shall tell you about our first pil- filled and the display was con- 
of prizes which had so far been grimage shortly. sidered one of the best ever put 
offered for the flower show to be I. J. SCHULTE, on in the city. 
held the latter part of June. Secretary. The next meeting of the club 

Hesse was gene ioe edaniey ——— will be held July 10 at the cot- 
al prizes, and several were ot- tage of H. R. Briggs at West 
fered at the meeting. WISCONSIN STATE CRAN- Point on Lake Mendota. : BERRY GROWERS AS- 2 : Master Richard Hansen ren- SOCIATION MEET A number of members will at- 
dered several vocal selections tend the garden club meeting at 

which were greatly enjoyed by THE Wisconsin State Cran- Lake Geneva. 
all, after which Dr. E. F. Bickel berry Growers Association A fall flower show is being 
gave us a talk on food values of will hold their summer meeting planned for some time in Au- 
the various vegetables and at the Pavilion near Nekoosa on gust. 
fruits. i amt sure ae Tuesday, August 14th. —_ 

present, after hearing this talk, The program is not yet com- 
will realize more than ever the plete a We hope to hove such HALES CORNERS CLUB 

great value of a vegetable and prominent speakers as State En- MEETS — 
fruit diet. tomologist, E. L. Chambers, Dr. Will All Attend Lake Geneva 

The next meeting will be the Neil E. Stevens of Washington, Meeting 
strawberry festival, which will D. C., our field man H. F. Bain . 
be held at the home of the Presi- and his assistant D. McClain, “| HE June meeting of the Hales 
dent, Mr. N. A. Rasmussen. The also our county agent R. A. Pe- Corners garden club was 
date will be announced later, as terson. There will be discus- held at the home of Mrs. Earl 
it will be governed by the straw- sions of problems peculiar to the Miller. Mrs. J. Sherwood and 
berry season. cranberry industry in Wiscon- Mrs. C. Staub of Milwaukee 

Miss A. PHILLIPSON, sin. were guests. — 
Secretary. CLARE S. SMITH, Communications from several 

Secretary. ogee who ee is Ae 
—_—_—_ . e flower garden contest bu 

were above age limit, were dis- 

Mention WISCONSIN HortTI- Mention WISCONSIN Horrvi- cussed and the ages for entering 
CULTURE when writing our ad- CULTURE when writing our ad- were raised from 8 to 12 to 8 to 
vertisers. vertisers. 15 years.
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The club agreed to hold a Geneva; to the Crane Estate 1. Asters 9. Delphinium 
flower show Thursday, June gardens and glass houses; to the : Harkepurs th Nastuetiunts 
28th in the lobby of the local Ehlein Estate at Williams Bay. 4 Roses 12. Daisies 

| bank. Four first prizes of one They also reported the meeting 5. Calendulas 13. Pansies 
dollar each, and four second of “The Friends of Our Native e Marigolds ie eink fies 
prizes of fifty cents each are to Landscape Association” near ¢° petunias 16. Other varieties 
be given respectively for roses, Madison. ‘ ‘ 
peonies, delphiniums and mixed This meeting was largely at- re 
bouquets. tended as it was on the 97th an- CLASS II—MIXED BOUQUETS 

Mrs. John H. Paul, a member niversary of the rescue of the 2 or more varieties of flowers. 
of the Hales Corners Garden two white girls from savage In- ppecial one momen af the yest oe 
Club, won first prize at the Iris dians. A portion of this pro- valuable perennial plants te the Bix 
show of the Milwaukee County gram was a delightful mask most artistic bouquets in this class. 
Horticultural Society on June just at the twilight hour pre- (Continued on page 309) 
10th. The variety was “Lent A. sented by Madison talent, an un- 

Williamson”. forgetable bit of realism. The ———————— 
An order for ten each of thir- meeting then resolved into a so- || 

teen different varieties of highly cial gathering and a visit to 
rated iris was placed. Victory Chapel on St. John’s 

A communication from the Military Academy Campus, a Have 
State Horticultural Society was memorial to the former students 
read regarding the meeting at who participated in the recent You 
Lake Geneva in July and all war. Chatting and_ refresh- 
members of the club will go for ments completed the afternoon. A 
at least one day. The club was made acquaint- 

The meeting adjourned. ed with the generous offer of Flower 
Lunch was then served and an_ the State Horticultural Society 
inspection of the garden fol- to help in any exhibits or shows Garden? 
lowed. A very beautiful yellow it might give by its donations of 
rose in full bloom attracted gen- premiums in form of garden 
eral attention. books or silver trophies. 

Mrs. A. W. JOHNSON, Mrs. C. S. HASSENPLUG, Why Not More 
Secretary. Secretary. 

——_____ Perennials? 

SUM-MER-DEL CLUB HAS 
INTERESTING MEET- FIFTH ANNUAL GARDEN 

ING EXHIBIT Our Northern Grown 
‘THE June meeting of the Sum- West Allis School Garden Clubs 

Mer-Del Garden Club was a . . Plants 
held at the home of Mrs. Roy F. Exhibit held in High School 

Farrant of Delafield, who is our Gymnasium. _ . 
president. Mrs. Nixon acted as A program in the High School 
chairman of the meeting. Auditorium. Are Always Good 

Features of the meeting were: 
the correct pronunciation of Bo- Thursday and Friday, Sept. 

eel names of poner by Mrs. 13-14, 1928 Write for Catalogue 
. M. Day an iss Lowerre. . : 
Mrs. Hassenplug and Mrs. it The at and 2nd ay th erie 

Hitz gave resumes of trips the National Bank, Si tard e Sent 
club had taken to the lovely pro- 15 p SAlUrday,. SEPL- 

tected woods on the Martin Premiums, blue ribbon 1st, Chequamegon 
farms at Big Bend, Waukesha red 2nd, white 8rd, pink 4th 

County, to the gardens of Mrs. “Ribbons given by West Allis Flower Gardens A. J. Rogers a conomowoc 4 
eal Resort with its talipe, Woman's Club. V. E. Brubaker, Mgr. 
ilacs, narcissi, etc. in fu . ‘ 
bloom; to the lovely rock gar- CLASS T—FLQWERS Washburn, Wis. 
dens, pools at the Hutchinson Mrs. C. E. Strong, Judge 
Sanctuary for the Native Plants : 
and Birds of Wisconsin at Lake flower. ie an sta the following J
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Overcoming Horticultural Troubles 
E. L. Chambers, State Entomologist, Editor 

NEW NURSERY INSPEC- spections will be based on the tificate will be issued until the 
TION FEES actual cost but shall not exceed full amount of the fee has been 

T A hearing held at the $2.50 for the first acre or frac- paid. In case the nursery fails 
A office of the Commissioner tion and 50 cents per acre for to pass the inspection the mini- 
of Agriculture, Mr. W. A D ff each additional acre or fraction. mum fee filed with the applica- 

al & this Soring. atte “ded ae Such growers will not be issued tion will not be refunded but no 
hureer men Pron man y nursery certificates but tags will additional charges will be made. 
tions oF the state a fee D ce de. be issued to them as they are The fee for additional acreage 
id d u d adopted, f needed. A reasonable number of actual nursery stock shall be 

cided upon, oti a sah 4 , has of these permit tags will be fur- as follows: 
heen Charred for otter ae ilar nished gratis where a fee has A. Strawberries only, fifty 
ves «at ee vite i the d m t been paid otherwise a charge of cents per acre or fraction there- 
yp + since the d n ai on ~ ten cents will be made for each of. 

vatabliched e department was tag issued. No postage stamps B. All other nursery stock, 
we The cock of inspecting some °2” be accepted. or other nursery stock and 

five hundred nurseries Wis, _ The charge for special inspec- strawberries, $1.00 per acre or 
consin during the past year was tions at the request of the grow- fraction thereof for the next 

approximately five thousand ¢* may be an amount sufficient Ten res end 0) Ceres per seme 
dollars. Since the budget al- ‘0 cover the actual traveling ex- for all additional acres. : 
lowed by those in charge of the Penses of the inspector. Cee some so 
state’s finance for this work was, No fee will be charged for the | such as native trees in ‘woodtots, 
only twenty-five hundred, it ‘ispection of nursery stock for- aquatic plants, etc., may be 

was necessary to meet the deficit Warded, prepaid, to the office of chasved 20e #6 tite Pate Of 91.0 
by requiring those who directly the State Entomologist. Pos- Por each sen aeres Mnepediad. 
benefit from the inspection serv- ‘a! authorities and express Tireporiation Deuveen. aif 
ice to stand half of the expense gents will accept nursery stock ferent plots of a nursery, sepa- 
and the state the other half, Without a certificate when so ad- rated by one mile or more if not 

This service affords the state in- ressed. Before attempting any furnished by ‘the nurseryman 
direct service by protecting its imterstate shipment of nursery May be charged for at the rate 

public against the spread of dan- Stock, write to the State Ento- of 10c for each, mile oan 
gerous insect pests and plant M™ologist for information re- traveled | hag stay) pe tay at 

diseases. garding the specific shipment dition to the regular fee. ; 

In order to provide this pro- ¢Contemplated. An inspection The charge for special inspec- tection intended by the stat- in the field is required for rasp-_ tions at the request of the nurs- 

utes, and charge it to those who berries and certain other plants. eryman may pean amount aut 
were deriving the benefit, the These cannot be inspected in cient to cover the actual travel- 
following schedule of inspection transit. ite Gx peupeengs a6 jiepe ovr EO fees was adopted. addition to the regular fee. . 

Fees for Nursery Certificate No fee will be charged for 
Permits . second inspections, packiny 

The minimum fee for all nurs- house inspections, etc., made at 
Permits for the local distri- eries applying for a certificate the convenience of the inspec- 

bution of plants by growers who is five dollars ($5.00). This tor, unless made necessary by 
are not nurserymen and who do_ fee covers the inspection of one the negligence of the nurser;- 
not advertise the plants in any acre or less of nursery stock and man in carrying out the instruc- 
publication may be issued pro- it must accompany the applica- tions of the inspector. 
vided the plants are free from tion which the regulations re- . 
dangerous insect pests and _ quire to be filed before June 1 
plant diseases. Application for of each year. The remainder We have learned that there 
such permits should be made be- of the fee, if any, must be paid are some satisfactory Creeping 
fore the first of June of each by October 1 at which date the Bent lawns at Dickinson, North 
year and the inspection will be certificates are issued, or as soon Dakota. This should settle the 
made at the convenience of the thereafter as the amount due matter of hardiness provided 
inspector. The fee for such in- has been determined. No cer- there is sufficient water. N. I).
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STRAWBERRY DAY strawberries on soil that has been top dressed on the old bed 
‘ . ad been limed. His opinion was this spring but no results could 

(Continued from page 284) that liming has been of some be seen. The season has been 
At the close of this talk a mo- benefit though the field several very dry so far and one would 
tion was passed that the Society years ago produced an excellent not expect commercial fertilizer 
hold a meeting at Warrens crop when it was in acid condi- to show any results this early. 
sometime next summer. tion. He likes the Beavers, but It was emphasized on the tour 

Mr. Kern emphasized the nec- prefers Premiers. that it is best as a rule to apply 

essity of getting berries into the The next stop was on the the fertilizer on the crop the 
car in good condition for ship- farm of Mr. Will Huddelson year preceding bearing so the 
ment. He said that probably the Where Beaver and Premier plants will get the most benefit. 
growers would find difficulty in strawberries were seen on a Fertilizer should always be har- 
grading their strawberries this heavy soil. The crop was very rowed in. 
year because pickers are hard to good. 3-12-6 fertilizer at the On the farm of Mr. M. M. 
get and hard to train. He ex- Yate of 500 lbs. per acre had Haney, winter killing on Latham 

pects, however, that good results — a _ _ _ 
will be obtained in the near fu- 

ture. SSS oe F ess eee EEE ES 

The Secretary explained how SS SSS LL 
growers can join the State Hor- === — MAXIMS —— 
ticultural Society by affiliating me = 
their local organizations with the i — i xs 
State Organization at a reduced JAe5 Mima 

BE yy TONGAN | 
rate. A large number of those Bem K Vas oe NS 
present availed themselves of = P th ri 5 ZN ENE) 
this opportunity. QO h 9 r:} r OA ex ~ 

Mr. Chambers, State Entomo- Pa iY t As tire P a Daten ews 
logist, told about the work of (Ray ri | ema ho No — 

ey 1 4 NP A the Department of Entomology. pay When MAU rT eed Ms 

He outlined the fees being -R rcoye) E RSS 
charged nurserymen and plant Tk always 7 [~] 4 
growers for inspection. The in- i S ee re Kw 
itial fee is $5.00 with a small y en ee 
fee per acre. Growers who 2 . ae 2 
wish to sell only a few plants ae 

ana, do not aavertise, may have | soreaxMinwe | Whether You Spray 
duced rate. Arsenate of Lead or Dust 

Som cue Gee qransport Calcium Arsenate Yor are investing material 

place to another in Wisconsin. Arsenite of Zine plus labor. You must have 

Growers who wish to sell plants a results or you will lose not onl 
or even give them away should Dritomic Sulphur y ii Z 
apply for inspection. This law ons your money:spent ut crop prol- 
is necessary to prevent the seamac Darts its, too! Play it safe and buy 
spread of disease in the state. me “Orchard Brand” Materials. 

At noon the ladies of the I h 
Methodist church at Sparta — They are the standard of de- 
served a very fine luncheon in- [oncuARD| pendability. 
cluding strawberry shortcake, | BRAND| 
the berries having been furnish- SPRAY RUST GENERAL CHEMICAL COMPANY 

ed by the Sparta Fruit Growers k= 40 Rector Street, New York 

Association. WH St. Louis Los Angeles San Francisco 
GCI 58 

Fine Fields Seen on Tour ORCHARD BRAN 

County Agent L. G. Kuenning = 
was in charge of the tour. The RE SHUsS: PAT ORE 

first stop was at the farm of SPRAY & DUST MATERIALS 
Mr. Kohler near Sparta. Mro 
Kohler has a fine field 0f Bevel == eS
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raspberries was noticed, prob- the “Hill System”. He lays the and Cuthbert. He stated that 
ably because they had not been canes down toward the east, he had never pruned his plants 
covered correctly. Several of and mulches with hay. and they were very tall, being 
the growers said that raspber- On the farm of Mr. M. Pow- well over five feet. Some of the 
ries and blackberries should be ell a large number of different growers were of the opinion that 
layed down lengthwise in the varieties of raspberries and _ larger and better quality berries 
row and not crosswise with the strawberries were observed. and stronger canes would re- 
row. In this way they are bet- The crop was in excellent con- sult from pruning them down 
ter protected and will hold the dition. All varieties did well. several feet. Mr. Powell is very 
snow. . : Mr. Powell’s preference in rasp- careful about covering all of his 

Dr. Seidel of Warrens likes berries seemed to be Marlboro strawberries in the winter time 
poe - _ see ———___..— which probably accounts for a 

tu } ni i I UT i } mh | Ha eon “the a of Mr. Sonday, 
(|| Dp fill lin Uy i hi I i Hy | i the next stop, a good crop of 

, | d is eee uh am mu WN} | §=Latham raspberries was seen 
Ft a a ae hich had be arefull ed 

| RS tor mosaic. They were quite 
 £Grsscik , free from disease and in excel- 

tl US yo | The next stop was on the farm 
ONS) | of Mr. Will Hanchett who has 

= =\ESOETS) ———C—C#(Cltatham raspberries and Beaver 
| | 9 Chat 6 y | strawberries. He had applied 
NZ, —_—_____ 10 20 fertitizer at the rate of 
oN WA 100 tbs. per acre on the raspher- 54 a S per ie . ; oa == l@ ry patch two years ago and 200 
Z # Ibs. last year in addition to 

EADQUARTERS for ]} 22.cttnit sont strawberries, which variety he 
said was the best he has tried, 

Hbray oducts were grown on limed soil. On 
his new bed he is applying 2- 
12-4 fertilizer at the rate of 250 

Grasselli Lime Sulphur Ibs. per acre which was har- 
rowed in. 

Grasselli Arsenate of Lead Leverich Tries New Variety 

Grasselli Nicotine “Oshkosh” 
The last stop was on the farm 

The leading Wisconsin growers prefer Grasselli of our president Mr. J. E. Leve- 

Grade because they know from experience that rich. He had a large number of 

brand name means certainty of protection and varieties and we observed the 

the largest yield of first grade fruit. Wartel, Dunlap, Pavano, 
eaver, remier an 'S. OS. 

And while protecting your orchard, don’t side by side. Mr. Leverich said 
forget your truck crops and small fruit— that in his opinion the Pocomoke 
they also need spraying at this time. had given excellent results being 

a heavy yielder and_ fairly 

THE GRASSELLI CHEMICAL COMPANY, poe a now of the Oe 
MILWAUKEE, WIS. seen. 

Canal St. and 16th St. Viaduct variety was originated by Mr. 
Founded In 1839 H. C. Christensen of Oshkosh 

= and is strongly recommended by 
as Mr. Rasmussen. The _ plants 

GRAS Na eel GRA DE looked exceptionally strong and 
vigorous and had a splendid set. 

TAY Wee aes Onn Sa Van re Mr. Rasmussen stated that they Cf Standard Held Tigh tor 89 Years Sp noe gece ace 
any other variety on his field at 
Oshkosh.
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Niagara Sprayer Co., Jas. Corry | ue BLOG rauarticrates 8. tains ONE PACKAGE EACH OF 
Dance _...------.----. 312 mage ue wendy, For use. ener ter ANTHEMIS TINCTORIA KEL- 

North Star Nurseries _.__ 311 | order too small or too large for WAYI; CANTERBURY BELLS, 
Phillips Garden Co. -_-_-__ 310 us to handle. e can ship the mixed; FOXGLOVE, mixed; 
Rasmussen’s Fruit Farm & folding boxes and eee ee Ds SWEET WILLIAM, mixed; HOL- 
Nurseries ____-______-___ 312 onsen tla] in handling fruit: and LYHOCKS, mixed; SHASTA 

Reynolds, C. W. --------- 310 we aim to do our part well. DAISY ALASKA; DELPHINIUM 
Sisson’s Peonies -_....... 812 A Beata beings our Brive tise GARRY-NEE-DULE MIXED HY- 
Stonecrest Gardens -___-_ 310 . BRIDS; COREOPSIS LANCEO- 
The Swartz Nurseries _.__ 295 Cumberland Fruit Package LATA GRANDIFLORA; GAIL- 
W. A. Toole ------------_ 309 Cc LARDIA; BABYS BREATH; 
Western Stoneware Co. ___ 28° ompany PERSIAN DAISY; ROCKY 
White Elm Nursery ------ 299 Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. MOUNTAIN SALVIA; ORIENTAL 

oo POPPY. VALUE $1.65 — FOR 
——- SSS $1.00 POSTPAID TO YOUR 

: bDooR, 
Mr. H. H. Harris of Warrens Dr. Riker stated that plants ef- 

had brought over a box contain- fected with mosaic usually _be- , . 
ing four different varieties of came smaller each year until fi- Toole’s Seed Collection For 
strawberry plants among them Nally they were dwarfed and The Rockery 
the Oshkosh. In his opinion, did not yield a crop. ; A Dollar Value for 75 Cents 
the latter variety was the best The leaf roller and the leaf 1 2 2 : s spot of strawberries was als The following ten varieties, 
of any. of them. Spot of strawberries was also not difficult to grow from seed, 

The Beaver variety seems to Observed. Growers were _in- will give a wonderful start for | 
be especially favored by the can- Structed to carefully mow off all the Rockery. $1.00 VALUE FOR | 
ners which accounts for the the old strawberry leaves as iB cENt S One regular packet | 
large acreage put in around soon as the picking season was BE EKER SE 
Sparta. over and burn them as the mo- Alyssum Compactum. | 

The Premier is a very fine Saic can only be controlled by Campanuin carpaticn. | 

berry and a good yielder. How- Planting healthy plants and cut- Dionihue iieligitess | 
ever, the question was brought ting out the diseased canes. Linum perenne. | 
up as to whether it would stand Mr. Riker found spur blight Papaver nudicaule. | 
up in hot weather and under on canes growing in a dense See ena asain | Pintye 
shady conditions. It seems to Yow. He recommended open Saposncis ovpmoldess | 
be especially adapted for a cool pruning and removal of diseased Tuniea saxifraga. 
climate but gets soft if shaded canes as good air circulation sana t - 
too much or if the weather is help to control the disease. end for my illustrated cata- 
too:hot log of Perennials, Rock plants 

: am ayy and native Wisconsin Plants 
Control of Diseases and Insects WEST i an and Ferns Free. 

On the tour, Mr. E. L. Cham- _ 
bers and Doctor A. J. Riker of (Continued from page 305) 
the Plant Pathology Depart-  ¢yLags m1—_SPECIAL FLOWERS W. A. TOOLE 

ment, demonstrated the differ. 4 to 8 stalks of the following: Garry-nee-Dule, Baraboo, Wi ent diseases we encountered. Of 1° G?adiolas 4. Snapdragon ° OOOO 
these raspberry mosalc was 2. Verbenas 5. Annual Phlox 
probably the most important. 3. Zinnias 6. Dahlias ———
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PLANTS WHICH FEED UPON 

The G Mark sed from e€ rowers ar et (Continued from page 288) 

of thin noclety who produce the articien offered for wale. Rate 2 centn mer Nature Produces Flypaper 
word, minimum charge 25c per issue. “Adds” of nursery stock and plants 

Will be accepted only from thoxe listed by the State Entomologist ax hay- In our last group,—plants 

*S Copy should reach un by the 20th of the month. Send eash with order. with adhesive apparatus,—we 
find the fly-catcher. It is native 

; ae to Portugal and Morocco. It 
SHRUBS LC EPHINIUM has glands like the butterwort 

SHRUBS — ORNAMENTALS — ASPA- Belladonna, light blue and Bella- and secretes an acid. It is very 
ragus Plants. West Park Nursery, mosum, dark blue. Fine 2 year old . % 

CA. Gelbke and Sons, Appleton, Wis) plants.” Dozen 9c.” Per hundred $6.00. viscid, but the glands do not hold 
——HAWNERRY Plants Cullis Garden Co., Phillips, Wis’ the insect fast. The insect 

STRAWBERRY. PLANTS—BEAVERS, —____WANTEP drags about but cannot escape 
Dr. Burrill, Coopers, Champion, Pro: WANTED—Hear érom owner good and is finally digested, just the 

zressive. a ar) or sale. Cas ice, particu- i Britton, Snyder Bldorado”’ Gumbers lars. Dl, Bush, Minneapolis, Minn. same, At Oporto, the residents 
land, No. 1 Vlants.’ Write for prices. WanTep—Lady or gentleman repre- hang up the plants for flypaper, 
Perret sentative for nursery stock. Experi. and tanglefoot is not in it, with 

STRAWBERRIES: PROGRESSIVE $1.50 Teowoe, Wisconsin. them. «= Sir Francis = Darwin 
per hundred postpaid. | Write for ad- {7 made an interesting experiment 
folde “roman, Wis. BS Wey | 1 Doz. fine Iris roots for $1.00 upon “fed” plants and found 

| 1 Doz. fine Peony roots for $5.00 that pares plants cis 

In order to encourage the Tris delivered in July and Au- prived ot neers Pro uce 
growing of these 6 varieties of | gust. spose wile the eee pro* 

flowers, the First National Bank | Peonies delivered in Septem- GRAND? . Bn atu? 
will give cash premiums of 75¢ ber and October. . 
for 1st, 50¢ for 2nd and 25¢ for | All fie. vavieties ‘ta Be Sige ore s tagged, as- ‘ 
8rd. This is in addition to the sorted colors, sent by express, %, What can be done with the 
tulip prizes. charges collect. tiny bulblets which form round 

One dozen tulip bulbs will be the base of hyacinth bulbs? In 
given with each blue ribbon and Stonecrest Gardens Holland or i oe yup am 
1% dozen tulip bulbs with each Eau Claire, Wis. ing regions these little bulblets 
red ribbon winner. The tulips || _ would develop within a few years 
will be given out the last of Sep- 5 to blooming sized bulbs. How- 
tember for fall planting. A Mention WISCONSIN HorTI- ever, people growing hyacinths 
tulip show will be held in the CULTURE when writing our ad- in pots had best just forget 
spring of 1929. vertisers. about these. N. Dakota. 

CLASS IV—VEGETABLES OT 
Mr. H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Judge é 

% dozen gladiola bulbs for each P 
blue ribbon: e O n 1e S 

3 Tomatoes, green 
3 Potatoes 
3 Carrots | FOR FALL PLANTING 
3 Winter radishes 
3 Cucumbers, green . Any $6.00 Collection for $5.00 
8 Cucumbers, pickling size : 
1 Pepper, ripe / Send for Our Peony List 
1 Exhibit of some other variety 
1 Squash ee 

8 Tomatoes, ripe 

8 Beets IRIS ASSORTED COLOR: 3 Onions S 

# Cucumbers xine $2.00 per Dozen Postpaid 
3 Rutabagas, turnips or parsnips 
1 Pepper, green SS 
1 Cabbage 

—— Kellogs’s Nurser 
Mention WISCONSIN HortI- . y 

CULTURE when writing our ad- | Box 77 Janesville, Wis. 
vertisers. ee
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NATIONAL IRISH SHOW seal they make a Batt growl: Dr. H. P. Traub, of the Uni- 
, . and do not mature well enoug versity of Minnesota, sent in Jontinue 2 29.2 : sota, § 

CC nIa EE AONE HE ) in the fall to be fully hardy. the following recipe for the use 
cause different. Heretofore all of the purple ground cherry. 
entries had been replicas of pic- ——— Accompanying his letter is a 
tures with the original mounted sample of the marmalade, the 
alongside, but this year all were WHEN DAHLIAS FAIL TO quality of which we v ‘ re in ane ouch for. 
original compositions, divided BLOOM His recipe is: 4 lbs. berries, 1 
into three types,—Old Masters, lb. PDE: Ise S. REFEes, 
Japanese and Modern. OUR readers may have had . raisins, 2 Ibs. sugar. Chop 

On the third floor was the this trouble. The U. §S._ the raisins and cook a few min- 
wild flower exhibit and commer- Department of Agriculture lists utes in enough water to keep 
cial exhibitors. One interest- the following: . from burning. Cook berries in 
ing exhibit was that of Toole’s This is often the result of dis- their own juice for fifteen min- 
rock garden plants from Garry- ¢ase, but sometimes it is due to utes. Add sugar and raisins 
nee-Dule, Baraboo, Wis. The Cultural conditions. Mrs. Hard- and cook until thick and rich. 
many native orchids, pitcher ing lists the following. as con- 

plants and other regular rock tributory to shy blooming; (1))° —————__________ 
garden stock was new to most Toots reaching the end of _ use- ; 
TisitOre. ful existence after previously || For Potato Bugs Blight and Leaf Hoppers 

A large delegation of Wiscon- having bloomed; (2) transplant- Potato mixture powder 
sin people attended the show. ing large roots without dividing Bordeaux dust 

them—this applies only to 3- Bordeaux arsenate dust 
————S—— year roots or older; (3) recent Calcium arsenate 

transplantation, especially of Nicotene dust 
REGAL tae eee certain varieties, or of divisions Nicotene sulphate 

+ from roots that are too old or Derriaoly Volek 
MANY people have had _ too small; (4) too deep plant- Write foribeciees 

| trouble getting Regal Lillies ing; (5) excessive shade, espe- . 
| to bloom. Mr. Longland ex- cially in the dry soil under large || ,,,, FR, oi foxd c 0 wi 
hibits a bed at Wychwood about trees, or soil that is water- iy Ave. adison, Wis. 

7 years old that blooms every soaked; (6) late frosts; (7) dis- ———___________— 
year. eased plants or infested soil. 

The bulbs were planted 6 — — — 
inches deep on a gravely spot ed 
where the soil is unfertile. They ” a THE 
are never dug up and seem to be Mention ISCONSIN HortI- 
very hardy. Mr. Longland ex- CULTURE when writing our ad- NORTH STAR NURSERY 
pressed the opinion that on fer- vertisers. 

COMPANY 
Pe | | PARDEEVILLE, WISCONSIN | 

| Home Flower-Growing — | 
| By Emil C. Volz, Professor of Floriculture, lowa | G | 

State College. Answers the amateur garden- rowers‘ of | 
er’s every question. (Rural Science Series, | Dependable Nursery Stock 

| Edited by L. H. Bailey) ____-----_-----_$3.50 for Wisconsin Planters 
i ‘i 5 | | 

Spraying, Dusting and Fumigating of Plants | — 

By A. Freeman Mason, Department of Horticul- | Write for our illustrated cat- 
ture, University of Maryland. A popular hand- | alogue of hardy stock | 
book on crop protection__--------------$5.00 | 

(Booklet describing our many other horticultural books mailed free on — 
request) | 

| Our Motto 

| : lity - Service - Satisfacti 
The Macmillan Company | Rael Rendinens Gatiataction 

| Landscape Contractors | 

2459 Prairie Avenue - Chicago Builders of Beauty | 

EE ————— cares eeeE
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Sie ea ee 

eas ae Dependable— 
ae ek 

ia | 4 Crea hae Mek That is a quality we constantly strive for; 
a ae: aes O ans we want every customer to feel confident that Es e 5 ee Pe : ‘ ; 

gem Cis) py his orders will be cared for in a dependable | 
ye ay. EE ike Ses manner, and that the plants he receives will be 
ide | PA a tiie weep as SH of highest quality and absolutely true to name 
a bail a oe and description. 
BP i ies I ‘ : We grow a complete line of fruit and shade 

W. A. Sisson W. A. Lawson trees, ornamental shrubs, perennials, climbing 
. ‘ . vines, berry plants, etc. consisting of the best 

Sisson’s Peonies varieties. 

Rosendale, Wisconsi 
ae a” —Catalog on Request— | 
Specializing in | 

Peonies—Irises and Gladiolus Visitors Always Welcome | 
| 

Let us start you in the business or send you | 
additions to your collection RASMUSSEN’S | 

Write or head your auto this way. | 
Intersection Highways 23 and 26 FRUIT FARM AND NURSERIES 

Memorial Peony bed at Oshkosh Wisconsin 
Riverside Cemetery, Oshkosh 

| Potato Growers Everywhere Use— 
| 

| . DUSTS 

| To Kill Bugs - Prevent Blight - Control Leafhoppers 
i 

Dusting is the modern method of crop pro- 

| ay tection. This method is now used by the 
| Cs leading commercial potato growers throughout 

be dyn the entire country because of the great sav- 
t& by SE y ing in labor, the ease of operation, the re- ee Ai \\ 7 Lome AN W aN liability of control, and the low cost. 

\ Sh id Pic) o>) i Dusting materials come already prepared, 
wi tLe ale NS Ae EK no water, no mixing, no measuring, no weigh- 

EG, ape B We fe W¥ s Ze ing, no waste, and no bother; simply fill the 
ONLOAD en a ee amet YL hopper, set the machine, and you are ready to COME, TC he NY dust bi 7 "4 byt yY : lust. . . 

“i Gy ce woo Send for information to 

Niagara a3 Sa . 3A JAMES H. DANCE DUSTS and DUSTERS 3 alg Zz Wis. Representative 
rene se Waupaca, Wis.
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Summer Meeting—La Crosse—Aug. 11 
Wisconsin Potato Tour—Aug. 13-18 

Vol. XVII State Fair—Aug. 27-Sept. 1 No. 12 
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Garden Urns, Oil J 4 & arden Urns, Oil Jars a 
“ st al, 

and Vases cw | 

a in distinctive designs and colors 

| aca “CARDINAL BRAND” FLOWER 
| ul ay POTS are praised by leading Florists 

HT ; as the best growing pots they have 

| ; | a ever used. 
Bf ae 

ea Write for descriptive matter and prices 

FS q of Garden Ware and Florists Pots. : 
“ uA isi 3 

| 
Western Stoneware Co. 

Monmouth, III. 

| P. O. Box G-126.
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Members Enjoy Good Program, Interesting Tour and Boatride 

‘ “es is a day I shall never The meeting was opened on taught in our public schools so 
forget.” Thursday, July 19th at 10:00 that our children would learn to 

“Wasn’t it a wonderful trip.” A. M. by Secretary H. J. Rahm- love them and have a desire to 
These were a few of the expres- low introducing Mr. Axel John- preserve them. A list of the 

sions heard at the Lake Geneva son president of the Lake Ge- wild flowers of the State should 
Garden Club Convention under neva Gardeners Association who be put in every school and 

wherever possible colored pic- 
tures also. 

She also mentioned the prac- 
tice of mutilating trees by 
Power companies and it was 

Pe ose, PC ee | Sa brought out that the farmer has 
; a Pa i ee ihe Na ee Ome control of the roadside adjoin- 

alee my aes Se hes ea pte CIN ek - ing his farm and should not al- 
Fy eo | me Se OO Ve Os 4 low any mutilation on his 
ln Fase gle iar D - property. 

res) Mi ad pe ob by, ea a e Investigations are being car- 
Be a5 poy ei wee sh ee Gi ried on in four of our great Uni- 

oe SS ‘2 yt Ry Ti ee versities to find out how to grow 
7 ae / oud M ie wild flowers from seed. There 
Lee’ PAF fey fe - is considerable enthusiasm in 

oy aad i ; Dy this work and it is hoped that 
| a ee ae | in a short time our nurserymen 

may be able to grow plants or 
Club members present at firat morning program, Horticulture Hall, furnish seed. 

the auspices of the State Horti- acted as chairman. Mrs. C. L. What oe Clubs Are 
cultural Society and the Lake Hutchinson of Wychwood was ong 
Geneva Gardeners Association, the first speaker. She gave a Mrs. Frederic Fisher, Lake 
on July 19th and 20th. Andin- fine talk on wild flowers and Bluff, Illinois, president of the 
deed, we believe the remarks beautification of highways. She Illinois Garden Club Federation 
were justified. emphasized the need of preserv- Was the second speaker and 

The talks during the forenoon ing our woodland by protecting told what the garden clubs of 
program were fine, the auto tour the ferns and wild flowers and Illinois have been doing. 
to the estates on Thursday’ wherever possible planting wild They have fifty-eight clubs— 
afternoon was a success, not flowers in wooded places and with 3000 members in their or- 

only in the number in attend- surrounding them with bram- ganization at the present time 
ance but also in the interest bles. Signs should be put up with sixteen more coming in. 
shown, and the boat ride was a asking the public to preserve They expect to have one hun- 
real treat. them. Wild flowers should be dred clubs before Christmas.
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, preserve. Space would not per- 
reas } mit a discussion of all of the 

Cs) a A.* ~~ ‘ beautiful flowers and _ plants 
‘ae on seen along the paths on this 

: P wonderful estate. Mr. Long- 
Or Gee » Pal land, the gardener, did his best 
ww, % eae, aad dj y to answer the questions of the 

Ne AR visitors as to varietal names 
Fy hs A \ } i 8 etc. One could easily spend a 
F F oN, full day here with profit. 

7 i} = Considerable interest was 
p mM ot, f shown in the Illinois rose which 

| ey h y was in full bloom, and also a ! F s na eee, F wonderful lot of regal lilies. 
< «& . The tour then drove on to the 

na e' peo Crane estate where a fine grap- 
= ery with large bunches of dif- 

The demonstration team and coaches. Left to right—Mrs. C. ferent varieties of grapes, as 
E, Strong, Frances Mellonig, Esther Herrick, Mr. F. B. Coon well as several sections of green- 

house devoted to plant and 

Mrs. Fisher emphasized that plays “Hot Time” and other flower growing brought many 
one of the requirements of their live tunes. pec ons Gk se crn 
organization was that each gar- In Chicago there is a garden son, : ner 
den club must be a real garden club consisting of 1,000 men nek led oe ee phe jake 
club—discussing garden prob- who meet during the noon hour le ore “a k AG 1c SA Ke 
lems and doing things. at definite intervals. There is @W? ane landscaping could be 

: . Jae seen and from there to the 
The Federation has an annual also a young girls club. Both fl a : 5 i ower garden where about fif- flower show at Chicago. Two the children and young girls teen minutes were: spent by the 

years ago there were only club have done considerable in members tryin tee dae. the 
twelve clubs that took part. teaching others to preserve wild man varievien almost: ‘over. 
The women have learned to _ flowers. wheimin "i - ee 

. . g Mr. Johnson with 
work together and the show has Mrs. Fisher urged the Wis- questions. It was with great 

taught them how to accept de- consin garden clubs to federate  yeluctance that the crowd finally 
feat and stand back of their and do things in an organized broke away and proceeded to 
judges. way. Asa result of her sugges- the next stop. 

At their last flower show 510 tion a special meeting of a At Yerkes Observatory the 
women were working on the representative of each of the ontire group of about 180 
floor at the same time, being di- garden clubs was called for Fri- people went up to the Observa- 
rected through a megaphone. day morning, at which plans tory tower where the large 
Every club has had a local for such an organization were telescope is located. Dr. Frost, 

flower show. discussed. in charge, gave a short talk 
A garden contest is one of It is felt that because of the on the operation of the in- 

the big features of the summer service which the State Horti- strument and equipment. Per- 
work of the organization. Last cultural Society can render such haps the best view of Lake Ge- 
year there were 2889 gardens clubs, it would be desirable to neva was obtained from the bal- 
in the contest divided into seven organize in such a way as to af- cony on the outside of the Ob- 
districts. In some cases whole filiate with the State organiza-  servatory tower. 
neighborhoods have been up- tion. The officers are now The fourth stop was on the 
lifted by this contest, stimu- working on the details of such estate of Mr. Bartholamay and 
lated to take better care of their a plan. Mr. Schmidt. Mr. Barthola- 
home grounds. . may led the way through the 

The Oak Park Garden Club Tour Brings Out Large Crowd flower garden and then along: 
put on a contest to clean up the The auto tour on Thursday’ the paths leading through some 
back yards. During the sum- afternoon proved to be larger very wonderful evergreen plant- 
mer a parade is put on consist- than expected. Over sixty autos ings consisting of spruce and 
ing of floats representing gar- were counted in the procession pine. Mrs. Bartholamay ani 
dens. This parade travels down but were handled skillfully by Mrs. Schmidt then served some 
the alleys of the city. Wher- attendants at the estates vis- delicious. refreshments on the 
ever they come to a back yard ited. The first stop was Wych- veranda of their spacious sum- 
that has not been cleaned up, wood, the home of Mrs. C. L. mer home. They were given i 
the parade stops and the band Hutchinson, which is a wild life rousing vote of thanks and the
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crowd then went on to the last watomi. His description of the ganic matter. The heavier the 
stop, the Mitchell estate. life and suffering of the early soil, the more careful the gar- 

Here Mr. A. L. Smith, vice- White settlers was very well dener should be in handling it. 
president of the Gardeners As- brought out. It should not be worked when 
sociation who is the gardener in wet. Supplying organic mat- 
charge told about the plantings Professor Moore Discusses Soil ter constitutes one of the big 
of the estate and that the home Problems problems in gardening. The 
had been brought from the Chi- The Friday morning session addition of commercial fertilizer 
cago Worlds Fair. It contains opened at 10:00 o'clock. Pro- will not help and the organic 
many valuable woods and is a fessor Moore gave some very matter must be applied in some 

very beautiful structure. helpful information on the han- Other way. Humus is _neces- 
It was well after 6:00 P. M. dling of soil for gardeners. S&y for the conservation of 

when the line of autos started Gardeners have four distinct ™oisture and for good plant 
back to Lake Geneva for supper problems to contend with— 8rowth. There is very little 
and the evening meeting. drainage, acidity, tilth, fertility anger of having too much or- 

or plant food. Drainage is an nic matter except that too 
History of Lake Geneva important problem as_ plants much raw manure should not be 

The evening meeting was °ennot stand wet feet, but it is applied. 
ing eeting @S a difficult one for the city gar- On a small garden the refuse 

pees ee oe M. by Pr °-  dener to solve. from the kitchen which is not 

ings ¢ a ; acidity and we are likely to from the garden, lawn clip- things seen on the tour. A fine y e ely . 
set of colored lantern slides be- Ver-emphasize this problem be- Pings, leaves of trees and other 
longing to Mrs. Edwin Frost, Cause we have heard so much forms of organic matter may be 
Williams Bay, on “California ®@bout clover and alfalfa not do- composted and then added to 

Gardens” were then shown on ing well on an acid soil. Many the garden soil. Leaves of 
the screen. garden plants, however, will do trees actually contain more ni- 

The big feature of the even- well as illustrated by the fact trogen than manure. Peat is 

ing program was an illustrated that they do well mn nature rapidly gaining favor as a 
talk by Dr. P. W. Jenkins, Wil- ae Some Hints ee | mulch or humus. 

of the ‘Lake Geneva country, Slightly acid soil and) many, "Ps Plant Food problem is the 
Dr. Jenkins has spent consider. Qthers do not object to it. jal fertilive®’ can be obtained 
able time investigating the In- Some, however, need a neutral S14) (ott te . ae ‘orti ‘ soil to do best. The soil de- and should be applied. Fertil- 
dian lore of Lake Geneva and 7a vtment of the Coll f Ag- izer is an investment and where 
the surrounding territory, and Parument of the Lollege ot Ag: wy cs hesaid ‘it has been i habit db riculture will test soil for gar- needed will give results. Where 
whites less ‘than one hundred deners. manure cannot be obtained, it 

years. 
He described the settlement 

of the Potawatomi Indians on 
the shores of Lake Geneva and 
how they finally sold the land to 5 
the United States Government ' ab ess! res rae Nee oe 
and were transported to Law- Paine Hap Ta oes baw a rag 3 Sp 
rence, Kansas. They were so aad vy rw tig PA SEG ior. imo aa ae we 
dissatisfied there that they re- Binks i ue let SE a Su DS ii ee ee 
turned in straggling groups, aii etre us 
many dying. On their return = : a 
they found the entire country ; sieve 
settled up by the white man and 15 ea itis met OT a ON EIEIO 
so were taken north and are 
now in a reservation in Forest Inspecting the perennial garden on Bartholamay Estate, Lake Geneva 

County. 
Last year Dr. Jenkins visited In Professor Moore’s opinion will sooner or later become nec- 

the tribe and found some of the soil type may also be over-em- essary. 
grandsons of the original Lake phasized. Certain plants may The next number on the pro- 
Geneva Indians among them. do best on certain soils but the gram were ten minute discus- 
He was adopted by the tribe and type can be considerably . ; 
is now a full fledged Pota- changed by the addition of or- (Continued on page 339)
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CHERRY PROSPECTS IN ful supply of local farmers plications from persons in southern 
DOOR COUNTY available so that there are saree re eee 0 ern im the 

M. B. GOFF, Sturgeon Bay plenty of pickers to harvest the Wo) ‘north. 
A crop. We are now shipping 40 The largest camp in the county is 

THE cherry crop in Door to 75 carloads daily and this on the property of the Martin Or- 
County is very good this promises to last well into chard company, which employs arte 

season although not so good as August. pickers, including the Oneida Indians. 

to disturb the market. The a Milwaukee Journal: les h b h nd th Visitors are always welcome ——— 
Sales Dave meen neavy an © so do not fail to visit the or- 
demand continues good. i STRAWBERRY REPORT The! consumption of cherries chards, local canneries and cold FROM WARRENS 

eee’ 8b lant. 
throughout the country is in- The apple crop is short of SECTION 

creasing du, to the more wide hal it was last year but the Strawberry prices, were far 
ries The demand ar fresh quality is much better. Wealthys but their yield very light due to 

fruit is declining as a result and early apples are fairly good ee ee Fe ee 
People ‘prefer to use the canned but the crop of Mackintosh is ae f° fe rilable Ke growers are ) s 4 light. not yet available. 
fruit or the frozen product. e Strawberry grades were used 

Prices to growers will ap- this year and growers were ap- 
Brosiiiatd those io: last Jeet, 8000 CHERRY PICKERS CAMPED parently better satisfied than 

7 eels IN DOOR CO. ever before. 
a frequent but = excessive. Sturgeon Bay, Wis., July 16—An We consider that the Beaver 
The temperature has not been army of 8,000 persons is camped in Was about our best shipping 
excessively warm and growers the orchards of Door county, ready berry. There was about 15% 

were able to control diseases. to. begin harvesting the’ cherry. erop, increase in the acreage for next 
The foliage and the Srowill of 15,000,000 pound. SS séear. Our raspberries are very 

er STeGS hes een exceler as Pickers have been drifting in since fine and expect good results 
season. the Fourth, despite the fact that har- from them. 

- 5 . vesting operations will not begin un- REX EBERDT, 
Cherry Pickers Plentiful til the middle of this week. Recruits Manager Warrens Fruit 

There are several large camps tor conte tiene spon ail paris Growers Association, 
of outside pickers and a plenti- while growers also have received ap- Warrens, Wisconsin. 

a > i — —- 
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Fertilizer, Pollination, Spraying and Pruning Experiments are Inspected 

[7 WAS a somewhat tired but cern in Chicago, though a great high school students. During 
nevertheless wideawake many cases are sent directly by the dinner, Mr. Rodgers, who 

group of Wisconsin fruit grow- mail to the consumer. was toastmaster, called on sev- 
ers who landed at Frankfort, Montmorency and Early eral of the leading men with the 
Michigan on the morning of Richmond cherries are the prin- tour for short talks. It devel- 
June 28 for a tour of the upper cipal sour cherry trees grown. oped that there were represent- 
Michigan fruit section. However, the Early Richmond is atives on the tour from Ne- 

The two boats on which sev- losing favor because it is less braska, Minnesota, Ohio, Michi- 
enty-five of the Wisconsin grow- productive and suffers more gan, and Wisconsin. Mr. Hop- 
ers came across the lake, left from winter injury. The or- pert formerly of the University 
the Wisconsin ports, Manitowoc chards are all cultivated and it of Wisconsin and now secretary 
and Sturgeon Bay rather late in was a pleasant sight to see the of the Nebraska Horticultural 
the evening and made the trip. soil in such fine condition—no _ society, was present and_ told 
in about five hours, so that weeds to be seen. On the about the progress of the fruit 
most of the group did not get industry in that state. He men- 
very much sleep. The Manito- F Ee tioned the exceedingly deep fer- 
woe boat arrived first and | een’ ; : tile loess soils along the river 
was met by a large delegation | ‘gg om rs banks on which they are grow- 
of Michigan growers, led by es < a ing very fine cherries. 
Gus Rodgers, well known fruit ‘ "4 here, a.) Among those who spoke at 
grower of a eng a A San ii the dinner were: Honten Ulls- 
ootman, secretary 0 e = a rg erger, M. B. Goff, Sturgeon 

Michigan Horticultural Society. e * 4 Bay. H. J. Rahmlow of Madison, 

ae as were ponilaPle a + -e to ae Mr. Hootman of the Michigan 
at all of our people were we i i cL i i . 

taken care of. Some SE gre Ag Conincr, director of the Michi. 
had taken their own ; Sy ‘ts gan Experiment Station, and 
pe across on the if . Set She . ‘2:4 several Michigan growers. 

oats. Saeco EY enna The afternoon tour was in 
The first stop was : Re ES oementennnene * the vicinity of Traverse City. 

Mr. Rodger’s farm See. Hootman holding 3 foot branch Among the outstanding features 
at Beulah. The road ‘with 220 "eherrise noted on the trip were the 
led around Crystal : ; sprayers equipped with electric 
Lake which is a very beautiful Rodgers’ place a harrow used lights so that spraying could be 
drive, the shore line being lined for spring toothing was seen done. by night. Two crews are 
with wild flowers. Crystal Lake that was ingeniously equipped jcoq and it was claimed that 
is well named as the water is with old auto tires to prevent 125 aeres Can be covered by one 
clear as crystal. injury to the trees. machine. This seems a little 

Unfortunately upon arriving 5 peek Buemntes pas bent by large. 
Mr. Rodgers’ orchard it truck to Chicago entirely aroun S53 

Pea to veoh, We were so lower Lake Michigan. The dis- One jichiaan Pat th Was 
anxious to see the cherry and tance is about 350 miles. In sibility, of a duster for wetee. 
apple trees that most of the Order to sell the sweet cherries {; y 0! disease Le : 
er - grading is done with great care, “ON against diseases and in- owd ventured out with what : sects. In his orchard he had 
umbrellas and raincoats they the best grade being composed og". Guster for a number of 
could muster. We were also of cherries one inch in diameter. ears evidentl with success ‘h M Rod SO All cracked cherries are taken YC@TS, y : ose 
taken through Mr. Rodgers’ out as they would spoil the en- . 
packing shed which was very tire case. London a Market for Cherries 

interesting. He grows a great At noon the first day we were A banquet was served the 
many sweet cherries which are entertained at the Benzonia growers at Traverse City in the 
sold much as Western fruit 18 Community Hall. The High evening, donated by the can- 
sold in fancy boxes of different School Band gave a short con- ners of Traverse City. Follow- 
sizes. Most of the crop is han- cert preceding the dinner which ing the banquet a number of in- 
dled by a large wholesale con- was done exceptionally well for teresting and instructive talks
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were given. Mr. Kinnard of consumption of parsnips or open, it was seen that the side 
Sturgeon Bay told of his trip crops of that type but a very which was well developed con- 
to England in the interest of great increase in head lettuce tained seeds while the side that 
cherry marketing. He says andspinach. Cherriesaremuch was undeveloped had no seeds. 
that “the apex of salesmanship” like the latter crops. This in- Imperfect pollination resulting 
is trying to sell a Scotchman cluded also oranges and grape- in such apples is more likely to 
cherries at a profit. London fruit of which there has been a_ be due to wind pollination than 
with thirteen million people of- great increase in consumption. to insect pollination. 
fers a very good market for our The function of the Horticul- The second day of the tour 
American cherries. They pro- tural Dept., he said, is not to was spent in the Hart section 
duce less than three per cent of encourage the increase in acre- apoyt one hundred miles south- 
what they consume, and our age but to make cherry grow- west of Traverse City. Some 
canned cherries can be shipped ing more profitable to the very fine orchards were: seen. in 
there netting practically the grower. The control of insects this section. An interesting 
same price that they bring here. and leaf spot is one of the most demonstration was seen prov- 
Sturgeon Bay cherries are be- important problems of the or- ing that the grower must be 
ing shipped to England now. chardist. continually on the alert to get 
Mr. Kinnard says that Scotland lime-sulphur spray on the trees 
is not a good market for cher- Bees Increase Set of Fruit in time. About one-half of a 
ries because the attitude of the Mr. Hootman, secretary of Jarge cherry orchard had been 

Scotch merchant was, “We the Michigan Agricultural Col- sprayed on a Saturday. No 
didn’t buy them before, why lege, spoke briefly on the ex- work was done on Sunday but a 
should we buy them now?” periment being conducted in slow rain set in on Saturday 
_Mr. Ullsperger said that the Michigan on the pollination of night and Sunday. Monday 

big problem before the producer apples and cherries by honey morning spraying was resumed 
is to get _a fair price. In his bees. There is considerable in- on the balance of the orchard. 
opinion the grower is entitled to terest throughout Michigan in This part was badly infested 
a fair profit and should organ- this experiment. Both cherry with cherry leaf spot, or shot 
ize to stabilize prices. They and apple trees have been cov- hole fungus. The portion that 
should ask for a fair price but ered with netting and were ex- was sprayed on Saturday before 
a price not too high, so that hibited to the Wisconsin grow- the rain, was free from these 
consumers would stop buying ers on the second day of the spots. Inasmuch as the cherry 
the fruit. tour showing that where insects trees usually lose their leaves 

Mr. Gardner of the Michigan and bees are not allowed to reach after a bad infestation of shot 
Agricultural College spoke on the blossoms a very poor fruit hole fungus, this emphasizes 
the future of the cherry indus- crop results. The introduction the necessity of keeping the 
try. He said that many thou- of a large number of bouquets leaves covered with lime-sulphur 
sands of young cherry trees of blossoms of other varieties spray all the time during the 
have been set out during the into a McIntosh orchard gave a_ critical period. 
past few years because of the large increase in setting of 
profit made in the cherry busi- fruit—the first time the or- Fertilizer Necessary 
ness with good prices and good chard had ever produced a real ‘The: sek: of cherties ion some 

CTOPS. This has led many Crops : of the trees was remarkable. A 
powers Fer aver produit: Michigan orchardists are pay- three-foot branch was cut from 
tion. However the cherry trees ing bee keepers two to three one tree and it contained 220 
are not long lived. Many old dollars per colony to bring their cherries. Under such a. load 

cherry , trees are now on the bees into the orchard and take Professor Gardner emphasized 
skids”. Winter killing, leaf them out as soon as the trees that good fertilization is abso- 

spots, and poor orchard care are through blooming. The lutely necessary. In one or- 
were given as reasons why trees reason this is necessary is that éhard Sn which the foliage was 
did not live Jong. The results there are very few flowers in t h the t b +t 

are that the increase in produc- the orchard after the trees are |v VyT Reavy on the trees ot tion in th t f ill ‘ the cherry crop very heavy, he 
on in bie Text rew years will through blooming and conse- yecommended that the grower 

not be as great as the increase quently it would not be possible lyabout thi dg of ui. ld indicate. : : apply about three pounds of ni 
Bee woe to keep them in this location. trate fertilizer at once. Also 

The market for cherries is Mr. Hootman also exhibited to under such heavy cropping 
also increasing because people the growers apples which were about five pounds should be ap- 
are changing their eating hab- deformed or “lop-sided’”, one plied every spring. This is uni- 
its. Prof. Gardner mentioned side being undeveloped. This eal done ‘by thé suecesstul 
as an example that there has he said was due to poor pollina- y . 
been very little increase in the tion. On cutting these apples (Continued on page 325)



Small Fruit Trials at the Experiment Station 
By PROF. J. G. MOORE 

Horticulture Department, College of Agriculture 

W “hep is the Horticultural [-———————|_ consin fruits on its own 
. Department doing along Professor Moore presents a grounds. There has not been a 

the line of testing small fruits? problem. At the “Strawberry time during the past twenty- 
This question is brought to the Day” mecune at Spar ia June 3: three years, during which the 
fore because of the resolution growers asking the “lotic, || Writer has been connected with 
passed by the small fruit grow- tural Department to carry on the Experiment Station, that 
eis auniag ae. ace onal gall trait ferilizer and va- ieee ae not been trial plots 
fruit tour”, at Sparta request- riety tests. on the Station grounds not only 

ing that small fruit tests be un- porteet aed The Gouieee De. of strawberries but other small 
ertaken by the Department of overcome the problem. “There fruits and tree fruits as well. 

Horticulture both on the Sta- is more work than both can do. At the present time there are 

tion grounds and at other loca- $$ —] sixty varieties of strawberries 
og’ ae and inst ue ce ; ; under comparative tests. Dur- 

as been asked as to why Bayfield Peninsula, it was ing the past nine years, sixty- 
the Department has not been deemed best to establish the or- eight different varieties have 
doing this sort of work which chard work of the Station in the been tested. Not all new varie- 
constitutes so large a part of the section seemingly adapted to ties coming out are planted on 
ere of Se Depeotuien ts bed commercial fruit culture. the Station grounds. Whenever 

Hesiemr atimen sitions, MT, Craneel then Seca: anew varity make ts apnea Roth the resolution and the ‘ty of the Horticultural Soci- ance, we secure all the data we 

questions asked doubtless have chy; prciested that the, Eigpari: Tees die nie mise ie set 
their rise in the failure to rec- ment Station. wes entering 2 Gage pia intoeaiabion ie uch 
ognize the limitations placed eld which had been set aside that it seems immediately evi- 
upon the Horticultural Depart- for the activities of the Society. dent that the variety possesses 

be oe En ae He maintained that the Wiscon- characteristics which preclude 

gards what is being done alone sin Horticultural Society should its ever becoming a valuable va- 
these lines occupy a larger field in horticul- riety for the Wisconsin grower. 

History is likely to be tedious tural work than did many of the Fighty-five new vanigtios, Minish bur len ae tenes Shen one societies of other states, and have been thus studied, during 

must acquaint himeett with his- Was therefore, very solicitous ple pass Tew eats, have pot 
tory to understand a given situ- oe i Experiment pie 1d. a a place in the 

: : rain from entering this field. : 
A Wee Se ae ee A conference was held at which Perhaps the fact that the De- 
cultural Department then un- it was agreed that the Experi- partment does not issue at fre- 
der the direction of Piofessor ment Station would not estab- quent intervals a pamphlet de- 
E. S. Goff, was finding it diffi- lish orchard or fruit plantations scribing all the varieties being 
cult 46 canny on variety tests for the testing of varieties ex- tested has led some to believe 
away from the Station, an un- cept in connection with Branch that there is no testing of varie- 
deratanding was reached where. Stations, it being agreed, how- ties being done by the Depart- 
by . the Horticultural Society °Ver that the _orchards estab- ment. How data resulting from 
Was to Basume “the responsibil- lished at Old Mission and Salmo _ investigation shall best find its 
ity of this line of work. As a were to be considered a part of way to the public is a matter of 
result, the Society established the Ashland Junction Branch policy _and_ opinion. Perhaps 
its trial orchards and later on Station. the policy of not. publishing long 

small fruit plantations and vine- The Experiment Station has lists of descriptions of varieties dhered rigidly to this agree- which have proved worthless is 
yards. nga meagre v A8ke* not the right policy. H About 1906 or 1907 the Ex- ment, and, therefore, is not in lin it a foul po ae hee of 

periment Station established a @ , Position to undertake such en “ t un nk ath 3 oe nd $ 
variety orchard at Old Mission trials until its agreement with [tying h me tr tive un L do 
on Madeline Island, and at the Horticultural Society is o ssible cons ee LV tity ae 

Salmo just south of Bayfield. Properly modified. plan -ado fed ‘by the Dapar nent 
This was done in connection Although the Department of of. Maki 7 pa Dn ; 5 g recommendations of 
with the establishment of a Horticulture has been operating  \arieties through bulletins on 

Branch Station at Ashland under the limitations imposed culture. such. @s “Strawberry 
° : . . . ’ as 'y 

Junction. As soil and other upon it by this agreement, it (Guyjture’, “Bush Fruits”, and 

conditions were very different has not failed to carry on _va- , . “ 

at Ashland Junction than in the riety tests of all types of Wis- (Continued on page 341)
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Potato Growers Department 
J. G. Mitwarp, Editor 

Secretary of the State Potato Growers Association SG 

POTATO TOUR ARRANGE- Those familiar with the ter- all representative interests af- 
MENTS NOW COMPLETE Pry ae pig the map  filiated with the potato industry 

soe and schedule that the Tour will has been ‘secured. Registra- 
Peeliminaty Rniyey, Over The move rapidly from one County tions received to date indicate 

our soute or Community Center to an- unusual interest on the part of 
HE 1928 Potato Tour will other, featuring successively manufacturers of machinery 

T surpass any field event of heavy producing centers of the equipment and supplies. On 
the kind ever conducted in Wis- Rural New Yorker, Triumph, my recent trip over the territory 
consin. The management bases Green Mountain, Irish Cobbler I found many interesting, prac- 
this prediction largely on a re- and Spaulding Rose varieties. tical field demonstrations, relat- 
cent survey of conditions over Obviously, in the period of ing to the application of fertil- 
the proposed Tour Route. one week only, a limited number 12€TS; disease and insect control, 

Unless some unexpected unfa- of counties can be covered, but Seed potato treatment, the use 
vorable condition should de- the schedule has been arranged Of improved machinery and 
velop prior to the start of the ona district basis and many ex- equipment. . . 
Tour at Spooner on August 18, cursions of growers have been In addition, the organized 
the out-of-state visitors will see planned within a one-hundred- work on Seed Potato improve- 
the finest outlay of fields ever mile radius of scheduled stops. ment never showed to better 
offered for inspection on a Wis- At each Annual Wisconsin @dvantage. Many comparisons 
consin Potato Tour. Potato Tour, the attendance of between various strains of seed 

, stock will be offered on the 
Tour, including certain car lots 
of seed shipped into Wisconsin 

~ el from western sources. 
a ye WISCONSIN : pi a on Me pet Po- 
— ie ato Inspection applications in- 

Y PoTATO Tour dicate an increase in acreage of 
AUGUST 13-18-1928 over 30%. In one county alone, 

we TE re the number of applications in- 
Se gy ~ creased from 25 in 1927 to ap- 

‘Spooner Bratch 32:22 5.25Gy -. Fale Rivets proximately 100 in 1928. These 
Jeg: Station: phillips apg epics Lakes s figures represent both an in- 
Spice Pun Tet eel irre Reo otal oe. crease in the atuallee or average 
DICE ORE Groin cua Mes ce ceteris - sized fields around community 
EEN ee Sema aSipahai Petes Ait {3 centers and also in several large 
WETTER Anhos ce { fy blocks ranging between 100 to 
STEERS W 250 acres. 

WEE ER Ve jon The Tour management espe- 
WERE RA EE ISAS Ga J cially calls this condition to the 
“EE SPSS f attention of representatives of 

“Ee irsaa ( various seed potato markets 
“SERED & 2 outside the state. 
vee ( ( The attendance of these out- 

Y ( of-state representatives insures 
} a most lively discussion on prob- 

i lems affecting certification 
(/ standards and Wisconsin’s in- 

\ terstate seed potato trade. 

} Mention WISCONSIN HortI- 
\ CULTURE when writing our ad- 

vertisers.
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7 oa eee. Biggest Efinainx: Tass 
gh Mees) i celts ad * 68 Plan Badger State Brand” 

hl aee ee a a k Se gan, © The Wisconsin Seed Potato 
7 ele one 4 Re ett aig Inspection Service publishes, 
‘ ae a Ate Shoe sete lunch gn the herewith, an exact reproduction 
HR a Tie: JL th farm Oxems, in size and form of the revised 

5 Er te 0D Win, Tag—authorized for use on 
| F ‘ ; pene were, ae pao i Potato Ship- 

H n Ps 5 beautiful monts, exclusively. 
) Pig, “OR Aueeas, “MKS The Horticultural Depart- 

" ‘ee < f P ment has received letters from 
i ‘s ee -< r t ys oes several Seed Potato Markets 
i a Pree BS a ays nd making inquiry as to grade 
Seay Be a tee ; regulations and tags. These 

letters have included certain 
POTATO TOUR an Entertainment, Oneida flo: recommendations on the tag 

el, a Inelander. eature g revis. © ac 

PROGRAM address program of music and ae the res aa < here 

MONDAY, AUGUST 13 SATURDAY FORENOON, ay Bata eAT . = 
“Potato Day” on the Spooner AUGUST 18 partment considered practical. 

Branch Station. , Depart Rhinelander for An- Requirements of the grade 
MONDAY EVENING, tigo and western Forest County. are published in circular form 

. AUGUST 13 . Inspection of extensive Irish by the Wisconsin Department 
Smoker and informal meeting Cobbler and Triumph acreage. of Markets, State Capitol, Madi 

with Rice Lake Potato Show Inspecion of Fertilizer Plots at DT AAT SEES: MEALS VADILOls. eal” 
Committees and Barron County Antigo. Special Field Demon- son, Wisconsin. Copies will be 

ee Ay, AUGUST 14 strations. mailed upon. application. 
JESDAY, AUGUST 14 } inue 332 

Inspection of fields in Barron (Continued on page 332) 
County. X - 

TUESDAY EVENING, : sk 

AUGUST 14 : } ; * pinner eg URT Me nace | AC WISCONSIN CERTIFIED SEED POTATOES 
direction of Phillips Business Certified by Wisconsin Experiment Station 3 

men and Price County growers. é * * aa 

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15 2 €R “i 

Inspection of fields in Price . - 

County, near Phillips and 3 GROWER’S Le SX NET WEIGHT 

Ogema. Noon program and j = NUMBER 8 " b % WHEN PACKED 

Farmers’ Picnic on Blomberg 8 : § q Z ge y . : 

and Donaldson Farm at Ogema. g 5 a @ 2 mm : 3 
Special Entertainment Features. c Sig o _ 

WEDNESDAY EVENING, 2 @ & o ee 
AUGUST 15 s . 

Inspection of Large Com- . RAW os 
mercial Fields near Tomahawk. ‘ Season 
Program on Wisconsin River bis ene 7 2 : 

Front. Music and Entertain- ; Triumph % 1928-1929 
ment Features. 
THURSDAY FORENOON, 

AUGUST 16 
Inspection of fields at Har- t : 

shaw. Farmers’ Picnic at noon at BADGER STAT 
Lake Park, located on “Oneida 1 a E BRAND 3 
Farms.” 4 
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, 3 pea sie ; 

AUGUST 16 : Cm Registered with Secy. of State by Wis. Dept. of Markets 

Inspection of Large Triumph 2. Published Under Potato Grading Regulations - Wis- 

Fields near Starks, Oneida re consin Department of Markets-Madison, Wis. 
County. Thursday evening at SEs ee #3 is 

Rhinelander. Aus 17 a ow. “This tag is authorized for use only on 
4 eemorre 

Depart Rhinelander for Clear- LN - < seed potatoes upon which a certificate has 

water Lake and Engle River for [i aapern fesues by the Wisconsin Experiment 
inspection 0 arge Commercia Paar Tk: eee 4A , ans 1 

Fields of "Triumph and Irish eee ee Stat ion. A copy of the certificate can be 

Cone Field demonstrations Orie 2 secured by writing-Horticulture ‘Dept., 

scheduled. So ORE Exp: Sta aM 
FRIDAY EVENING, \.» Wis. Experiment Station, Madison, Wis. 

AUGUST 17 ne eee ‘ Breas 
At 6:30 P. M. a joint Banquet
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responsibility. The Club must 
contain a fair proportion of Garden Club Problems conta 2 isi’ BYOP 

My general experience with 
By MARK TROXELL organizations, from permanent 

ONE of the oldest and most [= SS]. «Soups ene fa eruneles “ 

loyal members of the Madi- | Ms. teoxell is President of || ephemeral Christmastide carol. son Garden Club recently came the Madison Garden Club. This : F : 
to me and said, “We have had address was given at the Gar- ling parties, convinces me that 
some wonderful lectures this den Club meeting at Lake little is gained by persuading 
ear from learned men. But I Geneva. anyone to join a group in whose 
Tac te might get more enjoy, [== |} fundamental proposition he has 
ment and practical advice te we SoEROn and a positive an- Me ue Ge flere x Gi: 

common gardeners to discuss the Before any Club officer can den Club, I want to say that, if 
flowers and vegetables which direct inquiries to some asso- 4 man doesn’t like to grow flow- 
we ourselves grow, and tell each ciate, he must have an organiza- YS and to have flowers around 
other how to get the most flow- tion which comprises some ca- him, the chances are remote 
ers from our small gardens.” —pable people who know what du- that he will be of any value to a 

This old ber’ ti ties they are expected to per- Garden Club, or that the Club 
ig Wath voiiogne.  festend form, and who have promised Will accomplish any good for 
is worth SCNOET NT inten! to do their duty him. In rare cases the Club 
boapety is: idea fo this disease: The constitution of our Madi- ™ay be the agency to effect in 

Hon or Reardon Glob oe oars son club provides for an Ex- him a love for flowers, but 
Hon, and “+0 tell You, at Jocal ecutive Committee which in- Mainly the people who join our 
Oh nee . : a cludes the four elected officers Club are fond of gardening, 
elube:in Wisconsin, & ow °h ne and six chairmen of permanent proud of their gardens, and 
Spinone are weer A ide t committees. These six chair- eager to learn more, and also to 

ye'the Madison C rd Plu. men are fully as important and help other gardeners. Such 
of the Madison Garden Club. active as the Club officers; they folks are the salt of the earth, 

A one-man organization be- (act equal votes with the offi- and of them we must compose 
comes filled with obvious weak- cers on vital matters, and by OUP clubs. 

ReBSES SS Soon. BH WE Wark virtue of closer contacts and There are three very impor- hand becomes too large or too greater information on pro- tant standards of a Garden 
diffused for the personal atten- gram speakers, flower:show ac- ‘Club: 

won of eo te Who. a6: commodations, publicity chan- 1. Sound finances. Every 
aon The ae ae ay te ee nels, financial resources, pros- Club should make a serious ef- 

tieularl dangerous when ob pective members, and civic fort before each growing sea- 
lie tone oe styangly ite planting, they wield greater son to provide funds to meet 

ived., 163 the strength and Power than any single officer. the bills which inevitably follow 
Vo "a , sty of his oa Bante They insure a “decimal system” flower shows and expensive pro- 
then. ‘beeome. ‘de endent upon Which distributes the club’s grams. If no funds are avail- 
that one Tae MeqATntAiCS work and responsibility. able, more simple recreations 

and character and. ability. As president I take pleasure should be sought. 
. . Cl, in contemplating the success of 2. Publicity is the spice of 

Translating this principle in- our deliberate plan to diffuse life. The easiest and soundest 
to the problems of a local Gar- authority. We have, for ex- way to command the respect of 
den Club, no president or sec- ample, a capable flower-show old members and the attention 
retary or other officer should committee of five members of new ones is to have local 
seek to be “the whole works.” which selects the place and newspapers tell with careful 
There should be occasions when dates of any flower show prac- detail what your club has just 
he ought to say to an inquiring tically without suggestion from accomplished. And obviously 
reporter or city councilman or officers or members in mass. the easiest and soundest way to 
merchant, “You must see Mr. But I must point out that, if secure newspaper space is to do 
(or Mrs.) So-and-So about such that committee was composed of something which merits a news 
a question. He (or she) has unreliable people, we officers story. An attractive illustrated 
final authority in that matter.” could not trust such important program, a well-staged flower 

Happy is the Club officer who decisions to these five persons. show, a picnic to some spot of 
can say as much with full The plan will fail if competent historic or social interest— 
knowledge that Mr. So-and-So and interested men and women newspapers are glad to tell their 
will be ready with adequate in- are not secured for positions of readers about such affairs.
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83. New blood is needed in DIRECTORY OF AMERICAN If the strawberry bed is not 
Garden Clubs as much as it is FLOWER SOCIETIES too old and matted with plants 
needed in families and_busi- AMERICAN GLADIOLUS SocrETY we suggest the following treat- 
nesses and political parties. I Roscoe Huff, Sec’y., Spohn Bldg., ment to put them in shape for 
hope that every man and woman Goshen, Indiana. next year’s fruiting. Mow off 
who has been a member of any AMERICAN DAHLIA SOCIETY all the leaves as close to the 
Wisconsin garden club for one Wm. J. Rothgeber, Sec’y., 198 Nor- ground as_ possible at once. 
year can truthfully say, “I have on St., New Haven, Connecticut. Rake them off and burn, then 
secured one new member for AMertcan Horticuturat Society with a hoe chop out the oldest 
my club—a member who was cee Hictar Gumaden, Sec’y., 1629 plants so as to leave the younger 
glad to join us and whom our ©°!Umbia Road, Washington, D. C. ones to produce runners and to 
club was happy to accept.” 5 2 MERICAN ee SOCIETY. fruit next year. Of course it is 

This is more than a matter Connecticut Ys understood that weeds must be 
of getting one more member for ANERIGAN. PRON Socieey kept out and the ground well 
an organization or one more dol- ee sie . cultivated. 

lan for the treasury. ase ice Sec’y., Robbins- So 

e gardeners are in a sense 
the Gideon’s Band which stand Roba Poe Seon, rat axox MICHIGAN ORCHARDISTS 
unashamed and unafraid before Pennsylvania. , ENTERTAIN 
the millions of autoists, golfers, AMERICAN SWEET PEA Socirry (Continued from page 320) 
baseball enthusiasts, hunters, Mrs. Stephen S. Van Hoesen, a8 
and other Americans whose Se¢’y. Fanwood, New Jersey. cherry growers of Michigan. 

recreations compel them to de- Some ae nddition= barnyard 
stroy our natural beauty and MANUKe) UL ACa On: | 
material resources without sup- IDEAS FROM NORTH : Altogether, the trip was very 
plying any adequate new DAKOTA instructive, and brought about 

growth. The oily subterranean a better feeling of cooperation 
riches of California and Okla- Secretary A. F. Yeager, of between Wisconsin and Michi- 
homa, the rubber fruits of the ae me Dapoe State ame gan growers. y oe to tors 

i i i ural Society, has a number growers a number of pointers 
ie Bent Oe ted ee of interesting notations in his and a great deal of new enthusi- 

practically all pleasure-hunters atest news letter: asm. When we see the other 
except that honorable band A friend at Lidgerwood asks fellow making a_ success and 
known as gardeners. why 500 geraniums intended to making money by taking good 

The tragedy of Hamlet is be. in bloom on Decoration Day care. of his business it is an in- 
lightened, in Act V, by some failed oe oe We _ centive to do likewise. 

repartee between two laborers SU8SeSt three possible reasons. —————— 
oa 9 First, too large a pot; second, 
OE eens rave tle. 100 little light; third, too high | WANT ANY SWEET CIDER 
men but gardeners, ditchers, ‘™perature. A temperature of ‘THE Kickapoo Valley Or- 
and grave-diggers,” the first 8° degrees or less is recom- chard Company has on 
clown assures the second. His ™ended for plants grown in- hand some very good sweet 
remark was born of no desire @90"S8. Handled properly, cider. Some of our readers 
to include men of his own voca- £@%aniums are practically con- may be interested. The price 
tion in some mysterious aristoc- tinuous bloomers. a case lots ee ne gallon 
racy of labor, but to remind his OO glass jugs is $3. per case 
fellow-worker that gardening FOB Madison. Can be shipped 
is first among the three means Our Haralson apple trees bY freight. Address Dr. S. R. 
of securing good health and a_ show indications of considerable Boyce, 210 State Street, Madi- 
long life. hardiness, though we have none 5”, Wisconsin. 

Today many uh Me like the of bearing age yet. Anoka ree 
sanguine Ponce de Leon, are _ showed some killing back of the . 
hunting the fount of eternal tops this last winter. How- LAKE GENEVA FLOWER 
youth in distant places, or in ever, most of our trees are well SHOW AUG. 10-11 
new sports and radiated foods. loaded with fruit despite this One of the outstanding local 
We shall fare better if we take fact. We have ten-year old flower shows in the state is that 
the advice conveyed by the trees which have bloomed for put on by the Lake Geneva Gar- 
grave-digger’s remark and con- the eighth time this year, while den Club and Gardeners Associ- 
vert into practice that excellent Whitney crabs planted at the ation annually in Horticulture 
precept, “There are no ancient same time have not borne a_ Hall. Our members are invited 
gentlemen but gardeners.” crop. to attend.
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. . county fairs. This is fine as 
S F these tray displays acquaint the 
electing ruit For The buying public with the farmers’ 

: surplus of the more desirable 
ounty alr varieties. Exhibitors should 

; — remember that it requires about 
By CONRAD L. KUEHNER one peck of apples to fill a tray. 

MUCH enjoyment can be ob- way from the orchard to the 4 few extra apeles sliguial eb 
tained by active participa- fair grounds by rough and im- Ways be brought to — eral 

tion in showing fruit and other proper handling. Handle each grounds to take care of possible 
farm products at the local coun- fruit with the greatest of care accidents to some of the show 
ty fair. It entails a little work, from the time it is picked up to specimens. 
but after it is over you will feel 
that it was worth the effort. T —— aa 

In judging fruit at fairs a ke a en cee 
good judge keeps in mind the a ee A a ate 
following points. In the order 3 
of their importance and perfect g F 
score they are: ih ae \ 

1. Blemishes. This is the Co es ao \ 
most serious defect of show \ 
fruit. Select only specimens Co a ° 
free from all spots, punctures, 
worms, and bruises. Pick with Btiecor eae oh ee 

stems. Select several times as Racine County spray ring display at the 1927 Racine County Fair, 24 spray 

many specimens as required for ring members of the 5 spray rings in this County contributed apples for this 80 

your plate or tray, then make [02 (EMME Bhs srebera sever sen offered by the HE Gitiere Company, mes 
your final selection from these. ee;, Sal sbeny nr wilt tas were Meshes SPs uateoat a 

Ss. isconsin, 
2. Uniformity. All speci- . a .. 

mens should be as nearly alike the time it is placed on exhibi- HOW SPRAY RINGS ADVER- 
as possible, in color, size, and tion. Avoid unnecessary TISE THEIR SURPLUS 

shape; uniformity of color, and handling. APPLES 
size being most important. 25 1. Use a strong box, can, or -—————————— — 
points. / basket with stiff sides and bot- The marketing problem will 

8. Color. Select as highly tom. Place a thick layer of confront the sprayring members. 
colored specimens of red varie- crushed paper into the bottom Here is a suggestion for adver- 
ties as possible. Red color on of the box and between the fruit Hsing the high quality of sprayed 
normally green varieties like and the sides of the box. (Pa- Si, PERE AE Se 
Northwestern Greening, scores per bags and grain sacks are _ 
neither for nor against speci- bad containers for show fruit.) 
mens unless it interferes with 2. Wrap each fruit separately , ret Fe 
the uniformity of the display. jin double thickness of soft pa- "Te a how Roche pauls 

20 points. per and pack closely into the Snows Ow nacine .ounty: 
Y . I a pa § spray rings advertised their 

A. Size. Choose specimens box. surplus apple crop at the 1927 
slightly larger than the average 3. Fill the upper 2 or 8 inches Racine County Fair. Each one 
for the variety. Avoid the big- of the box with crushed paper. of the five spray rings contrib- 

gest and the smallest ones. 15 Fruit packed in this way will uted to the display showing the 
points. remain in good condition while varieties of apples of which they 

5. Shape or Form. Keep in’ on the way from the farm to had more than they needed for 
mind the characteristic shape of the fair grounds. their own home supply. After 
the variety and select accord- . the apples had been judged, 
ingly. 10 points. Tray Displays of Apples each member’s portion of the 

Total 100 points. Inside Dimensions of apple display was tagged with his 
5 at . tray. Length 18 inches; width name, address and_ telephone 
Packing of Show Fruit 1114 inches; depth 234, inches. number, so that visitors might 

Frequently, show fruit is Tray displays of standard va- know where these apples could 
properly selected but becomes rieties of apples are becoming be purchased. . 
bruised and disfigured on the popular at a number of our This form of advertising has |
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proved very effective, not only The trouble is that the trees INCREASE IN CROP 
ae Bacine County, but also in have not been taken care of and ACREAGE 
zaukee, Jefferson, Kenosha, consequently probably have ote . » Wis 

Kewaunee, Brown, Winnebago, borne too heavy the year they j, ee ee ome inenease 
Walworth and Washington were first sprayed. Insects and over last year or ‘a total of 
Counties. disease have in former years 973 000 ‘acres according to) date 

County fair associations have probably caused a heavy June est ‘estimates. “ 
realized the value of this kind drop of small fruit but when . For the United States the in- 
of exhibit and have given un- they were sprayed the crop opoease is estimated “9% A 
stinted support by allowing lib- stayed on and was a setback to large portion of it aeeuntie in 

em for the best the ree b f States producing early potatoes. 
ayes will now be necessary for . P onanni “ 

_ Outagamie and Monroe coun- sprayring members to take an ae ee of ogo after 
ties are planning their first added interest in their trees and 2 Gyon of 250 last year. 
spray ring display at their prune them during the fall and * F é fa . be 
county fairs in August. Each winter months and add some ni- _,. Wages of farm labor are 
of these two counties organized trate fertilizer in the early ‘Slightly lower than a year ago 
their first co-operative spray spring. By doing this they will according to Wisconsin report- 

rings early this spring. have the same results as suc- ©S- The ony th wage ef a 
cessful orchardists all over the pan ie en Lite. Ses wi 
country are having, namely good a * $ <9 .05 eee wear, 

APPLE CROP PROSPECT sized, well colored fruit free Without “haerd ‘S 866.75 com. 
A REPORT from Pennsylvania from disease in profitable quan- pared to $67.60 4 year ago. 

states that a rather heavy _ tities. Day labor is about the same 
drop of apples leaves the crop Take care of your trees and . loot . ear. With Board the 
prospect but little more than they will take care of you. avert ¥S $2 45 per day with- 
last year. $ > i 

A report from the New York — out board, $3.10. 

Horticuiiial Society #tutes sopruit CHLORATE is-xee- —_—— , 
Poe then Ince llent weed he “Manual of Vegetable about 259% larger than last ommended as an excellent wee The anual o egeta 

year. Baldwins comprise about killer by the Cream City Chem- and Garden” insects by Crosby 
. a prise @ ical Works of Milwaukee. In- and Leonard is a valuable book 

50% of their acreage. They ~ C be ob. 
blossomed light and set poorly. terested readers should address for the gardener. an be ob- 

i Macmillan Greenings, McIntosh, Spy, 20-07 them for more information. It tained from the 1 u 

. ee eves ORY a 06  salla: at 16 d FOB Mil- C See their ad in this 
and Pippins did not set over ca ¢ a poun r  POMpanys 
50%. Wealthy, Kings, Duchess, W@¥xee- issue. 
and a few others are a full crop. 

In New England and North =x-————————— — $$ —————— 
ern Michigan the apple crop is | 
somewhat similar to New York Member 
State. Unfavorable weather Kenosha Florists and Nurserymen’s Association 

following a spotted bloom re- |} A Memb. 

sulted in a rather light set on Illinois Nurserymen’s "Association 
the more important varieties. 

—_ The Swartz Nurseries 
SPRAYING IS ONLY THE 

BEGINNING GROWERS OF 

PETER Swartz of Waukesha Shade, Ornamental & Evergreen Trees 

says that sprayring mem- Shrubs, Vines and Roses 
bers are not going to be entirely 

satisfied vy ith results from Park, Cemetery, and Golf Ground Planting 
spraying their fruit trees. . 

A number of sprayring mem- Landscape Architects 

bers have complained that the 
second or third year they get KENOSHA, WISCONSIN 

less fruit than they formerly Phone 2F4 

had and blame this fact to the 
spraying of the trees. fo
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Wisconsin Horticulture MEET US AT LA CROSSE WISCONSIN STATE FAIR 

Published Monthly by th AUGUST 11 August 27-September 1 
U she on e 

: : es , ‘THE La Crosse program, es- THE_ seventy-eighth annual 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society pecially the tour to the Wisconsin State Fair will 

ai 2 Washington Avenie farms entered in the Farm _ open at West Allis on August 27 
Official Organ of the Society Home Grounds Contest, should and will continue until Sep- 

— attract a large number of our tember 1. 

H. J. RAHMLOW, Editor members. We have always felt that the 
Secretary W.S.H.S., Madison, Wis. The Executive Committee and exhibits in the horticulture 
Associate Editors—E. L. Champers, Board of Managers will meet building were the most beautiful 

Mrs. C. E. Strong, Huron H. Smith, on Friday at 1:30 P. M. for the and best of all the exhibits. 
Brot, 4G. Milward: Ts Rushner: business meeting. The general Mr. N. A. Rasmussen of Osh- 

eee program will start at 9:30 A.M. kosh, superintendent of the 
Entered at the postoffice at Madison, On Saturday, August 11. Dur- horticulture department, gives 

cuslanes for Malling at special rate of ing the forenoon several good the opinion that the exhibits 
postage provided for In Section, 1103. peeakerk wil giscaise small will be better than ever this 

15, 1918. . - ruits, vegeta e growing, year. 
; Advertising rates made known on flower growing and the home Fruit in northern Wisconsin 

application, Ss grounds. Dinner will be served however is rather late this year 
. : . by a Horticultural club from La and fruit growers in that sec- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Crosse County. tion of the state _do not feel 

woftanual membersnip, fee, ove @oller, The tour to the farms en- that they can exhibit as early 
zuiee eee EPs age tered in the Home Grounds 8 August 27. It is therefore, 
son, Wis. , contest will begin at 1:30. UP to our southern Wisconsin 
pkemit by Personal Check, Postal or Professor Aust oF the Horticul- fruit growers to make an un- 
may he, sent, safely ‘it wrapped or at- tural Department of the Univer- oe effort to bring their best 

. ae sity will explain the plantings ‘frult. 
Fostage:stamps; notraccepted and give ideas that will be of | The State Horticultural So- 

pce es value to everyone. ciety will have a large booth in 
vaecar tetera a the horticulture building which 
EXECUTING (COMMITTER — will be used as headquarters 

BE omelo for members. 

An Bassett. sss cbarabon PROFESSOR J. G. Moore On July 12th the Secretary 
Be D Geeener og  cerseicce eWashburn calls our attention to an accompanied Mr. Rasmussen to 
M B. Goft...........-...Sturgeon Bay agreement made between the West Allis to look over the Hor- 
James Livingstone ......Miiwaures Horticulture department of the ticulture Building and make 
Gam, woneland »--cccir tae Geneva University and the State Hor- plans for the coming fair. 
W._E. Spreiter...../////!/.La Crosse ticultural Society many years 
H.W Unlsperger 12/5 //Siutgeon nay ago Whereby the Department — Addition to Building Needed 

agreed not to establish trial or- 
————————= chards or fruit plantations, as Mr. Resnuaeen pede ar- 

the Society was taking up this "angements to have the entire 
Our cover picture is a cherry field. inlenior of ae ceed jeank 

icki i i easurements were taken for 
piling Seas nC oe Bingham There may have been good an addition to be built on the 
tesy fC’ L. Ku hner, y- “our- reason for this action at that Fear of the building to accom- 
S8Y ORNs Meme cnes time, but surely not now. The modate the overflow which must 

best results can only be obtained pe taken care of each year with 

by the two working together. a tent. There are no funds 
Traveling through the state, Results are obtained by doing available, however, for this 

notice the large number of things. Keeping the other fel- project and it will be up to the 
cherry trees losing their leaves low from trying won’t help. members of this Society to help 
at this time of year. The cause get i ape pnianen pon the 
is leaf spot, or shot hole fungus. St nex egisiature Tor 1s pur- 
Eventually the tree dies and pose. 
“winter killing’? may be given Now is the time to order Such an addition has been 
as the reason. Good fruit peonies and iris for fall plant- needed for about ten years and 
growers have learned to spray ing. In this issue are a num-_ it is about time that we get it. 
with lime sulphur to keep the ber of advertisers it will pay The display in the tent does not 
leaves on. you to patronize. make much of a showing.
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Change in the Rules ticultural Society should be con- 40¢ per year, which amount 
The exhibitors in the fruit tinued because of the benefits to could not be reduced. 

department, especially apples, be derived. Three plans were A Federation should not ob- 
should notice a change in the Mentioned: 1. Formation of a ligate the garden clubs in any 
rules governing the time of clos- "€W, and separate organization, way and should be formed only 
ing entries. All entries will 0% federation of garden clubs; to be of help to them. Meet- 
close on Aug. 24th at 6:00 P. M. 2. Continuing as we are at pres- ings such as we held at Lake Ge- 
Entries in the fifty tray exhibit, ent, without a federation, but neva, winter convention pro- 
however, will close on Wednes. 2ffiliation with the Horticultural grams, and state wide contests 
day, August the 22nd and all ‘Society; 3. Organizing a Fed- should be put on. These are 
fruit must be in the Horticul. eration and connecting it close- now impossible because of the 
ture Building not later than ly with the Horticultural Soci- lack of organized help. 
12:00 o’clock noon on Sunday ¢ty in such a way that it would A meeting will be called 
August the 26th. receive the help of a full time within the next month at some 

officer, a magazine etc. central point to which all gar- 
ee The last plan has many ad- den clubs should send a repre- 

vantages and perhaps some ob- sentative. Notice of the meet- 

PREMIUMS FOR FLOWER _ “tacles. It would mean a Fed- ing will be sent by letter. 
SHOWS eration of clubs with officers — 

and a Board of Directors to 
We have heard of several gar- work with the Secretary of the THREE MORE ORGANIZA- 

den clubs getting into financial Horticultural Society. That TIONS AFFILIATE DUR- 
difficulties by offering cash would be an advantage. These ING THE MONTH 
prizes at their flower shows. officers could plan meetings, WE ARE pleased to state 

But why offer cash premiums programs and_ exhibits. The that during the month of 
at flower shows? Most of our section of the magazine would July the Milwaukee Florists’ 
best summer shows put on by be devoted to their interests. A Club with 117 members again 
local garden clubs are very suc- more uniform system of premi- affiliated with the Society after 
cessful and do not offer any ums for shows, rules, etc., could having discontinued for six 
cash premiums whatever. Pre- be adopted, and a clearing months. 
mium ribbons are given, also house for speakers established. The Pierce County Horticul- 

liberal minded merchants may As the Horticultural Society tural Society, a newly organized 
give some merchandise prizes maintains a full-time Secretary, body, with Mrs. Alvin Hurtgen, 
or nurserymen or florists may stenographer and has a perma- Spring Valley as president and 
offer plant premiums. Also the nent office, close connection J. H. Graslie, Spring Valley, 

State Horticultural Society is with such a system should place Secretary and Treasurer also 
offering books as special premi- the new Federation on a solid affiliated. H. G. Seyforth County 
ums to affiliated clubs. foundation. Agent of Pierce County coop- 

A true flower lover will get < . erated with them in the or- 
sufficient satisfaction in win- se ke Cae a, ae ey ganization. 
ning the blue ribbon on his fa- ° ye oh mount of Gite The Dunn County Co-op 
vorite blossoms and does not re- te fieers sald devote. to it, Fruit Growers’ Ass’n. was the 
quire the cash prize. Si eared ioe Sea * third organization to join. Mr. 

ince the fees must be small no Orville Hendrickson is manager 
salaries could be paid. The ad- ¢ th © ety : § manag 

Se vantage of having a full time ° e: aSSOClation, 
SHOULD THE GARDEN worker directly connected with al 
CLUES FEDERATE? the onpanicaied can therefore In the Michigan raspberry 

“ 5 sections growers seem to be do- 
At THE Lake Geneva meeting Just how to form such an or- jng quite well. We don’t un- 

of Garden Clubs, held July ganization is the question. It derstand why this crop is not 
19-20, Mrs. Frederic Fisher of would be desirable to have the more popular in Wisconsin, es- 
Lake Bluff told of the work be- by-laws provide that the Fed- pecially in the Bayfield section. 
ing done in Illinois by the Gar- eration could sever its connec- The average yield and price in 
den Club Federation. It tion with the Horticultural So- Bayfield is far above what the 
brought up the question—shall ciety should they desire todo so. Michigan farmers get. 
we organize in Wisconsin? The question of fees must be 

Opinions at the special meet- solved as it actually costs from 
ing called to discuss the matter 60 to 80¢ per member for the Mention WISCONSIN HorrTI- 
varied. The majority held that magazine and annual report, CULTURE when writing our ad- 
affiliation with the State Hor- while the charge is now only  vertisers.
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About the Home and Garden 
Mrs. C. E. StrRoNnG, Editor 80th and George St., West Allis 

CONVENTION OF WISCON- % 7 ww} beautifying contests in every 
SIN GARDEN CLUBS a > pes A town where there is a Garden 

Te first Convention of Wis- ae es : ve) m of ae oriea as to 
consin Garden Clubs, held es medium, oF ecucawon Th owe £0 

at Lake Geneva, July 19-20, was i, plant and cultivate. T nine 
a real success. The weather are used th connec in we LAr 
man did his best to provide us \h fanee the heat plant aut ore 
with perfect weather—and the an. as at liste Sie the sp k 
Lake Geneva Garden Clubs |¥ ca : iin we jistene tot tly being 
with the help of our Secretary Ni Poa ‘e telling of things really eng 
did the rest. 9 ot ec done, we felt that the road was 

When we reached Horticul- |‘ Re Ba el base! Wise to. ihe tanden are - 
tural Hall on Thursday morn-_ |‘; et 4 pit iSconsin.; fort aah ee “h wld 
ing, we knew we were welcome, _ || °QamMIIIRey olnmneeS CarannnnnaS ering along istlessly, we shou 
for Lake Geneva Gardeners ¥ +: Sst aae | be up end doing. Avenis 

“Said it with Flowers”, with the “¢§ d We rea i ave an de ven ae 
beauty of Hydrangeas, Delphin- |6citm cc over the Illinois Garden Clubs, 
iums, Holly hocks, Salpiglossis we already have an organization 

i Pia oe _Among her Delphiniums. Mrs. C. E. to help us if we just say “How”. 
the sweetness of Lillies. Strong has some wonderful French 

The  esnaciall Hybrids in her garden. Almost were we persuaded to program was especially 7 5 dthere. But 
for the garden lover and dealt . start right then an : 
with his problems as well as his ing the lovely evergreens grow- we felt every interested person 

joys ing on the slopes and rough that could be reached should 
‘ ‘ ground. It was a real treat to have a chance to help; every 

The tour of outstanding gar- meet and talk with a man who Garden Club have a say so in 
dens was a joy to all, it cer- joved to plant trees instead of the organizing of a Wisconsin 
tainly was to the visitors and  ¢ytting them down. Federation. 
could not help but be to our May his tribe increase. So the Secretary of the State 
hosts—because of the outspoken This meeting was somewhat Horticultural Society will write 
admiration and appreciation ex- jn the nature of an experiment. the Secretary of every Garden 
pressed by all for the beauty of Would the Garden Club mem- Club he knows about, and tell 
garden and forest. bers be interested in this kind them some of these things, ask- 

At every place there was of a meeting? Long before the ing them to talk over in the Club 
something different, wonderful first half of the day was over, this idea of a union, also to pre- 
displays of trees, flowers and our genial Secretary was posi- pare to send a delegate or dele- 
fruits. Every one was busily tive we were very much inter- gates to a meeting to be held in 
engaged in taking notes, backs ested and that we had only the near future, where it is 
of programs, stray bits of paper needed the inspiration given by hoped we may work out a plan 
and the handy note book was Mrs. Fisher, President of the that will enable Wisconsin Gar- 
used to take down the names of fT]linois Federation of Garden den Clubs to do things as inter- 
new varieties of plants as well Clubs as she told us of the many _ esting and helpful as our friends 
as some of the plant combina- jnteresting and worthwhile in Illinois are doing. 
tions. things the Illinois Garden Clubs As I said before, we in Wis- 

Those of us who saw Wych- were doing since they had fed- consin have an advantage over 
wood for the first time were erated. Things they as single the Garden Clubs of most other 
filled with delight at the thought Clubs had dreamed of doing states. The Wisconsin Horti- 
of this wonderful gift to the they find they CAN do united. cultural Society has ever been 
people. We are indeed fortunate They stage a Flower Show that interested in our work, helping 
—and should do all in our power is attracting national attention, us willingly in every way pos- 
to show our appreciation. give real help in the organiza- sible. 

One might write a book on tion of Garden Clubs through- Wisconsin Horticulture has 
“What can be done in twenty- out the state by sending out been and will be of untold value 
five years’ towards making speakers, programs, etc., with- to any such organization as we 
Wisconsin beautiful, after see- out charge. They have Home contemplate.
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We need not feel that this our forests, our flowers, andthe ~~": ees 
Federation of Garden Clubs will roadside plantings. eee eee ee 
be one more Club to take up our I could go on and on telling 
time. It will be simply a get- of the things we might do, they . 
ting together of those people — still would not i done. Can White Elm 
with harmonious interests; just we not get together and work 
as the tree fruit men are banded out a plan whereby we might Nursery Co. 
together, the small fruits asso- really DO. Hartland, Wisconsin 
ciations, the florists, the market Please think about it, talk F 
gardeners, and yet they are al! about it, then everybody, every Gencral..Line Gf . 
members of the State Society. garden club, come and_ help Ornamentals and Fruits 

Instead of asking some one work. 
else who is busy and perhaps in- ———— SSS 
terested in some other phase of FLOWER SHOW PREMIUM |___________________ 

horticulture to get up a program LIST 
for us at the Annual Meetings, | . . . 
we will do this ourselves. We A Suggestive List for Clubs ee No, 24—Best display of snap- 

will help at times instead of al- o¢ haipeaeeaaiai edie prize No, 25—Best display of zin- 
ways asking for help. We will Prize No. 16—Best and most artis- pia, —_ spney 
be more interested in these _ tically arranged basket of cut flowers. Prize No. 26—Best bouquet cosmos. 

meetings because of this; we _ Prize No. 17-—Best and most artis- Prize No. 27—Best bouquet cen- 

will be trying to interest others tically arranged bouquet of cut flow-  taurea cyanus (cornflower). 

in these meetings because we Prize No. 18—Best display of an- sae No. 28—Best bouquet phlox 

know how helpful they will be. nuals, each kind in separate recep- (annua ). ak A 

We should want some of the  tacle. ; ere-auanied gu Anglay apd yee 
members of the Executive Com- Prize No. 19—Best display of as- winnings in prize numbers 19 to 28 
mittee to be interested in our *TS:_ . inclusive. 
work, we should be willing to wee Ai Ne: AO Best display of celo- Prize No, 30—Best display of vege- 

do some of it ourselves. Prize No. 21—Best display of dah- ta no Jere ee Hone of 

In union there is strength, if lia. 2 canned goods in glass jars, Tot, less 
we were united we might do wagtnee No. 22—Best display of ever- than 10 lands: (Unitormity end ap- 

even greater things than Illi- oo on es icon aR om re Ne RCE cL 

mois has done. ‘Think of the qgjf® No Best danny of ela ered eel he mate 
opportunity we have to help in 
the Boy’s and Girl’s Club move- = = 
ment, training the youth of our a GL 
State to love our forests and EPS eS Oe ees? Zo 
gardens. There is much that TH’ Woops LZ 
could be done at the State Fair, Sears we LA 
a whole week of opportunity, / Ze LE 
where young as well as older ~ FE LE LCi: SH 
folks would gladly be taught the a)’ these Soe 
right and best way of planting 9 QZE) ZZ go 
and caring for the plants. The “atts “LLEAN as, ZZ 
screen could be of untold value ANE Ay a ee ZZ 
here, supplemented with talks | si, quis a? a BEV 
by some one who knows and is fn 2 (Seale eT, te SL EAL, 
interested in the work. ~ kD LOO Bren oS NE NR en 

Because of the exhibits this bf POW caret oe Peet wreatin ona 
would be extremely interesting ; 4 45 \ = Be PEPE I 
here are the flowers and fruits Ka! 4 Jig Sy 4 ee SSMS aon 
shown on the screen; this is the ~ Gg AZ i yer 
way they are raised, planted, VY, My <A y a a 
eared for. All yenie, least and 2 4 \ 2 Vea Pe je. 
listened would be helped even BA —™ s. 
though they never had a garden. aS —_ A ee 

With a better understanding Lage ee Lge <a . 
on the part of the average per- ie Ce 
son, there would be more real 
interest in the preservation of We have an opportunity
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ber of kinds and the quality of the bon. Honorable mention, White STATE POTATO TOUR 
pro het) Ribbon. PROGRAM 

rize No, 32 — Sweepstakes — best < 
display of flowers, vegetables and Judges woo (Continued from page 323) 
canned goods. All entries under prize jiudges shall et reside ie Wrauke- 
numbers 18-30 and 31 will be consid- sha County. ames wi je an- 
ered for this award. Separate en- nounced later. PRESIDENT OF ARMOUR 
tries need not be made, but all the aps FERTILIZER CO. TO 
items entered under the above three Exhibitors: SPEAK ON TOUR 
prize numbers should be shown to- Exhibitors may exhibit in more . 
gether. than one class but in not more than Mr. H. MacDowell, _president 

three classes, and not more than of the Armour Fertilizer Com- 
once in a single class. pany will address the Wisconsin 

ilizers and 
ANA oes AND Class 1: Flower Arrangements, A iol Gs ee ee 

-OWER SHOW Color Predominating. He has travelled extensively in 
Hartland, August 10th, 2:00 P.M. gubelass: Europe and has made a close 

HE members of the Sum- A) Arrangement in any container, study of economic questions re- 
Mer-Del Garden Club of Yellow flowers predominating. lating to food requirements of 

Waukesha County will hold B) Arrangement in any container, plants. He will address the 

. lavender flowers predominating. banquet arranged at the Oneida their Annual Garden and Flow- . . : i 
C) Arrangement in any container, Hotel on Friday evening, August 

er Show August 10th, at 2:00 pink flowers predominating. 17th, by Oneida County farmin 
o’clock, on the spacious lawns D) Arrangement in any container, nd business or, Aninations & 
of the home of the President, blue flowers predominating. cs " . 
Mrs. H. G. B. Nixon, Hartland. E) Arrangement in any container, 

Gardeners from all parts of the combination of colors. . 
county are invited to compete Foliage may be used in this class . 
in this show. There will be a (0 set.off predominating colors. Num- Potato Tour Committees 
sale of cut flowers, perennial  jydgi i ii : 7 ging Points for this class: -_of- 
plants, bulbs, etc., for fall plant- Harmony of color combinations— aa visitors may wish pee 
ing, also garden accessories. 40 points. fer with local committees at 

Arrangement of blooms—40 points. stop-over points, the manage- 

RULES GOVERNING THE Perfection of blooms—10 points. ment announces, herewith, the 

EXHIBITION dete sete. flowers with recepta- following local. Potato Tour 
Eligibility : Committees cooperating: 

aie The Exhibition wil be open to Class 2: Best Arrangement of Registrations for the Tour 
lowers an egetables grown in : s _G. Milwar 

Waukesha County by amateurs in Flowers. One variety only. choad be aan Oe ee 

Classes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 93 and gubelass: Madison, Wis, ’ 
i i ison i. by proie_ionee in Class 10 only. é A) (One ‘vatiety only; In’ Bowl. adison, 

iioss ‘not grow for profit. This does B) One variety only, In Vase. Committee a Spooner—Re He Ras 
not prevent his selling his surplus C) One variety only, In Basket. mussen, John Putz. 
products, but if his income from his Number of flower stems in this Barron County Committee—C. A. 
garden is greater than his expenses class is unlimited. Beggs, Rice Lake; G. W. Vergeront, 
for it, he then becomes a_profes- Foliage may be used to set off Barron; James Hansen, Rice Lake. 
sional grower.) colors. Pri CREE TC fo A. M 

i i i é s a 2 5 rice County Committee—A. M. ie OF toe clas ee clan citaners will be judged in this Jacobson, Karl Mess, Phillips; Arvid 

Professional is a grower who sells Judging Points in this class: Blomberg, Ogema. 

his Products sor Bron only: whose Arrangement of blooms—80 points. Lincoln County Committee—Art 

than his expenses. Class B Profes- Perfection of blooms—10 points. Searl, and. Frank’ Clark, ‘Tomahawk: 
sional is a grower who employs Harmony of flowers with recepta- Oneida County Committee—L. G. 
trained gardeners to do his garden- cle—10 points. Sorden, Rhinelander; Ed_ Ferris, 
ing for him. Professionals in either Harshaw; Jay French, Starks; Wil- 

of these | cigeree may not compete Class 3: Best Arrangement of lard Wagner, Clearwater Lake. 

with amateurs.) ape : . Mixed Flowers. Vil County C ittee—J. W. 
B) All products exhibited in this was County Commiuee—l. . 

show must be from plants which Subclass: Heal, and Amos Radcliffe, Eagle 
have been the exclusive property of A) In Bowl River. 
the exhibitor for at least six (6) B . : 

A . . * ) In Vase. Langlade County Committee—John 
sucelss Immediately preceding this ex- C) In Basket. Omernik, P. W. Krier and James 

A ds: Number of stems in this class is Prosser, Antigo! 
wards: unlimited. Forest County Committee—Reed 
1st prize, Blue Ribbon. 2nd prize, Foliage may be used. Austin, Crandon; L. S. Jacobson, 

Red Ribbon. 8rd prize, Yellow Rib- Containers will be judged. Mole Lake.
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SCORE CARD FOR JUDGING is used in Illinois for judging [—-—-——.—aoOOOOOO 
BOUQUETS AND TABLE flowers. IRISES 

DECORATIONS Relation of bloom to container 20 
The followi d Individuality) 22 ..........—. 20 12 Roots for $1.00. 

le Following, score Card was Measure Balance -..-------- 20 Postpaid but not labeled. 
sent us by Mrs. Frederic Fisher Color Harmony --._-.-...._. 20 Beautiful col includi 
of Lake Bluff, Illinois, president Point of interest or emphasis 20 CAULIEUL CONOES: Inch ne 
of the Illinois Garden Club. It ‘00 six new originations 0 

our own. Money returned 
Ee at any time if not satis- 

. - . | fied. 

Wisconsin Wild Flowers | L. J. EGELBERG 

If you are interested in introducing some of our | La Crosse, Wis. 
beautiful Wisconsin Wild Flowers into your garden, | = = ——— 
send for my catalog which describes three kinds of Lady 
Slippers, the dainty Mertensia, the closed Gentian, i 
Hepatica, Hardy Cacti as well as many other possible ’ 
additions to your garden. Here also you will find 14 Hie Redats Bags Bight aul Leal eae 
kinds of hardy ferns described as well as dozens of Rooidagax walatire' porate 
Hardy Perennials that are hardy in Wisconsin. Bordeaux arsenate dust 

Calcium arsenate 

I’ll gladly send the catalog free on request. wee ase 

Derrisol, Volek 

W. A. TOOLE Write for prices 
Garry-Nee-Dule | « 

BARABOO, WISCONSIN F. R. Gifford Co. 
2201 University Ave. Madison, Wis. 

LL ae 
a ay His ae ack 5a 

Dependable— » rag: SF 
a NE 
PERU. “gaa ey Sieviar rae: 

That is a quality we constantly strive for; SN ei ga bes 
we want every customer to feel confident that Ye tg me ee 
his orders will be cared for in a dependable ne eee eh ae 
manner, and that the plants he receives will be | Peay Wi: ies 
of highest quality and absolutely true to name p> Pa elie eel er a 
and description. 

ei bel nae 

We grow a complete line of fruit and shade a sa 
trees, ornamental shrubs, perennials, climbing W. A. Sisson W. A. Lawson 

vines, berry plants, etc. consisting of the best . ‘ . 
varieties. Sisson’s Peonies 

le, Wi . 
—Catalog on Request— Rosendale, isconsin 

Specializing in 

Visitors Always Welcome Peonies—Irises and Gladiolus 

9 Let us start you in the business or send you 
RASMUSSEN S additions to your collection 

Writ head to thi 
FRUIT FARM AND NURSERIES Intersection Highways 23 and 26 

i i M ial P bed at 
Oshkosh Wisconsin Riverside Cemetery, Oshkosh
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News From Our Local Clubs | 

ROSARIANS STAGE FINE fine foliage and thorny canes hybrid tea roses in his garden, 
EXHIBIT add to its attractiveness. as well as a goodly number of 

Sloe? Third prize was given to dahlias and a variety of peren- 
Pilgrimage ne, a Outstand- | ouis R. Potter for a vase of nials. He is like the rest of us 

INg BOSe Gardens Betty Uprichard. This beauti- city lot gardeners who crowd 
“[ Milwaukee County Ro- ful rose is semi-double with our plants in every bit of avail- 

sarians held their first rose petals of brilliant orange on the able space in an effort to satisfy 
show or oe pate in bonjane outer surface and light ne our desires. 
tion with the flower show o e on the reflexes. It is the only ; she 
Milwaukee County Horticul- rose of this kind and has a spicy wine eta eae ae 

tural Society in the Trustees’ fragrance. climbing rose Hiawatha, which 
Room of the Public Museum on Prizes for the best group of literally Gavored the wholé south 
Sunday, July 8. roses were awarded as follows: cide of the garage. It was a 

Roses of every description in first, Louis R. Potter; second, vara sight, and two of the meni 
endless array, including the KE. J. Schulte; third, Mrs. Wil- bers were: seen layering canes 
ever-blooming hybrid teas and liam Hopkinson. which they hope will soon be 

pernetianas, polyanthas, hybrid On Sunday, July 15, sixteen found growing in their own gar- 
perpetuals, hardy climbers, and or eighteen members made a dens. Mr. Koch also has a pool 
rugosas were on display and pilgrimage to the gardens of jn the shape of a clover leaf, 
filled the room with their fra~ Mr. Peter, Mr. Isenring, and with a number of water lilies 
grance. Mr. Koch in Wauwatosa, and and surrounded by red gerani- 

Some of the latest novelties Mrs. Gilman and Miss Mora- ums and ageratum. The pool 
in hybrid teas, such as Mrs. wetz in Elm Grove. also seems to serve as a breed- 

A. R. Barraclough, Dame Edith What a blessing it is to live ing place for toads from the 
Helen, Roselandia, and Angele jn the country where one has large number of tadpoles we 
Pernet, vied with the older ample space, lots of sunshine, saw wiggling in it. When these 
sturdy Madame Butterfly, Los air, and good soil to grow one’s grow up they ought to help keep 
Angeles, Lady Alice Stanley, favorite flowers! And what a down the insect pests of Mr. 
Edel, Red Radiance, and Souve- disadvantage it is,to be hemmed Koch’s garden. 
nir de Claudius Pernet. in by a thirty or forty foot lot Mrs. Gilman’s garden and 

The display was convincing cluttered up with that modern grounds at Elm Grove, consist- 
evidence that amateur rose nuisance—a garage. The city ing of sixteen acres of which 
growers of Milwaukee are hav- gardener is out of luck com- ten are wooded, is one of the 
ing particular success, not only pared to the country gardener. show places of this vicinity. 

in growing the older tried “fa- Mr. Peter has an acre in the Mrs. Gilman has been an inte- 
vorite dozen” but the very late city of Wauwatosa with a num- rior decorator for twenty-five 
introductions as well. ber of rose beds, including years, and her studies and work 

First prize for the best indi- nearly one hundred tree roses, jn this field have found expres- 
vidual rose was won by Mrs. a large number of hardy climb-  sjon in her own home and its 
William Hopkinson with a gor- ers, which were still a mass of surroundings. In addition to 
geous showing of Mrs. Lovell bloom, two large beds of dahlias, many rose beds, there is a large 
Swisher, an introduction of beds of perennials and annuals, perennial border as well as beds 
1926. Its color is a deep cop- and a number of beautiful of annuals, and a bed containing 
pery salmon, passing in the ex- spruce and_ other evergreen gome two hundred and fifty 
terior of the petals to delicate trees. Mr. Peter feels that he chrysanthemums, which are 
salmon pink and flesh at the must fuss with flowers and wintered in the conservatory 
edges. It is an exquisite rose. plants all the year around, so attached to the Gilman home. 

Second prize in this class he is planning on building a The central walk through the 
went to August C. O. Peter for greenhouse on his place. garden is punctuated by a num- 
a beautiful specimen of Clio, a Mr. Isenring is a neighbor ber of arbors covered with 
hybrid perpetual; a big double and an understudy of Mr. Pe- climbing roses. The Japanese 
globular flower of pale pink with ter’s, and he has made a good iris were particularly beautiful. 
flesh tones in the center. Its start with over one hundred fine A large artificial pool with a
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bevy of wild ducks adds to the been held at the N. A. Rasmnese  —_—_—[—=aE___ 
attractiveness of the place. sen home almost every year 

Miss Morawetz is a neighbor since the Society was organized HARDY PERENNIALS 

of Mrs. Gilman, and her home over twenty years ago. «iy 
looked like a bower of roses. No formal program was held New & Standard Varieties 
She has a fine bed of hybrid but instead the visitors inspect- . 
teas, including some of the re- ed the gardens, orchard and 300 Kinds 
cent introductions. We noticed nursery asking questions at s i . 
that her second choice seemed random which were ably an- trawflowers—All Varieties 
to be sweet peas. swered by professional growers. 

Our time was entirely too Much valuable information was J F. HAUSER 

short for so many visits. gained especially by amateurs ayfield, Wisconsin 
I. J. SCHULTE. as each subject was concretely Send for Price List 

demonstrated. pe — 

Other outdoor meetings will 
x 1 be held the first Mondays i 

KENOSHA CLUB PLANS August and eapteniher with, FLOWER ARRANGEMENT 
FLOWER SHOW FOR some rural members of the So- DEMONSTRATION GIVEN 

AUGUST ciety. AT MADISON GARDEN 
ME: and Mrs. John Swartz AGNES PHILLIPSON, CLUB MEETING 

and sons of the Swartz Sec’y. “THE regular meeti 
Nurseries were hosts July 5 to a Tr Madison Geter a as 
the members of the Kenosha held at the Briggs’ summer 
Horticultural Society. SUM-MER-DEL CLUB home on Lake Mendota Thurs- 

The early part of the evening MEETING day evening, July 10. About 40 
was spent in a tour of inspec- people were in attendance and 
tion of Mr. Swartz’s beautifully : _ enjoyed their supper on the 
landscaped estate. Much inter- Tae peste om beautiful shore of Lake Men- 
est was shown in the rock gar- Waukesha County held on the dota. | 
den, a newly laid out formal opth of July at the home of President Troxell read a 
perennial garden, in the several }yfys. F. W. Menso, Delafield resolution of condolence which 
acres of evergreens and in the en : ‘se; Was unanimously adopted by 
propagating flats filled with aoe met at the presi the club on the death of Mr. 
choice seedlings. Sea ate 2 A. J. Anderson nurseryman and ' o’clock and visited the gardens fl : 

Following the tour there was of the following members: Mrs. | YT 8TOWwer of Madison. 
a short business meeting. YG, B. Nixon, Mrs. H. E. Sal- Professor J. G. Moore of the 
Plans for an August flower show sich, Mrs. E. A. Bergwall, Mrs. horticulture department of the 
were discussed. Arrangements jo. F, Chapman, Mrs. W. W. College of Agriculture gave a 
for a meeting on August 8th Parker, Mrs. Ben Schneider, SPlendid talk on the arrange- 
were made. A speaker will be yr. John Parker, Mrs. W. O. ment of flowers in the home. 
engaged for this meeting. The wills and Rev. Hartwig. They He illustrated his talk with dif- 

aim of the club is to have the then toured to Delafield and vis- ferent varieties of flowers in 
membership increased to in- jted the gardens of Misses Vases showing general mistakes 

clude many county residents Moore and Lowerre and Miss i arrangement as often prac- 
who are interested in any Amy Hahn and Mrs. F. W. tised. Crowding was given as 
branch of horticulture. Menso. one of the most common faults. 

By Mrs. F. BRapy. The club then adjourned to Some of me other updesinabte 

—_— the home and the president sandwiching 5 a Stepping, 
called the meeting to order. S@M@wiching, and crossing. 

OSHKOSH eS as The time was devoted to reports —_— 
Si of committees plans for exhibit 

: of August 10th. Mrs. Henze, CRANBERRY GROWERS Tuesday evening July 3rd 5 : MEETING 
found about 175 members, 8eneral chairman, Miss Low- : 
friends and guests of the So. ¢rre, Mrs. Bergwall, Miss Moore The Wisconsin State Cran- 
ciety happily engaged in ‘can- and Mrs. Hassal gave details of berry Growers Association 

ning’ strawberries together their departments of the exhib- meeting will be held in the Pavi- 
with rich Guernsey cream and its and the meeting informally lion near Nekoosa, on Aug. 14, 
other delectable dishes, the oc- @djourned. 1928. 
casion being the annual straw- Mrs. C. S. HASSENPLUG, Clare S. Smith, Wisconsin 
berry festival. This event has Sec’y. Rapids, is secretary.
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Do st North side Floral, Milwaukee—Cor- 
sage Bouquet. 

| Fl i D East Side Floral, Milwaukee—Cor- 
orists epartment sage bouquet, 

Christ Hansen, Two Rivers—Table 
Huron H. SMITH, Editor bouquet. 

Sparta Floral, Sparta—Colonial bou- 
quet. 

Fred Rhodes, Hartford—Vase of 

WIS.-UPPER MICHIGAN SUM- by Rudy Haasch of Milwaukee. Das Milwaukee—1 
MER CONVENTION Rudy had two machines there, “‘Sasket flowers 

ND was it hot? Not only one for cultivating and one with De Clere Floral, Green Bay—Wed- 
A the summer meeting atmos- 2 Mower attachment and mowed Teer Sh Raci Bridal 

=e 7 j 1e ows —, 

phere, but the spirits seemed to Mr. Boelter s oats for him. shower pougies SeUne. EES 
soar with the thermometer, de- | While over three hundred reg- DePere Greenhouses, West De Pere 

spite all they said to the con- istered, as usual a good many panes arrangement. _ 

trary. Ever notice how much failed to register. The regis- Pousias Flower Shop, Racine—Vase 
more peppy a baseball game is tering ‘members were bringing John Dramm, Manitowoc—Vase of 
in sizzling weather than on a in their floral pieces for the flowers. 

frosty day? The convention flower show in the morning, New London Floral—Floral Spray. 

was set for July 17th and 18th, and they were being arranged Heron & Bunkel Co eaukee— 
Tuesday and Wednesday but by by Aug. F. Kellner, of Mil- Beaver Dam Floral—Beaver Dam— 
Monday night there were a hun- waukee and Ray G. Meidam, of Floral spray. 

dred waiting around for the Appleton. The local newspa- The fi 

convention to open. Of course, per, the Post-Crescent, gave |, The first act of the conven- 
the tradesmen were on dock much space to this show and_ tion before the address of wel- 
earlier. and some of them thus assured a good local at- come was to express pleasure at 
worked all day Sunday to get tendance. The show was also the pee of Pres. and Mrs. 

ready for the big show, which much appreciated by the florists Coolidge in Wisconsin and _ to 

they well know is one of the themselves, as it is well known send greetings in a fine basket 

best in the country. The early that no one appreciates flowers Of flowers through the Superior, 
arrivals already found that like a florist. Among those ee poo. A. F. T. 
Chairman J. H. Boelter of the showing were: daved zen, 0} ih . en ‘oad 

Riverside Greenhouses, and 5 1 oi. vton, Duluth—New tabl ae f Abolet en ho i pe 
chairman of the local florists “*4¢¢ tapleton, Duluth—New table ter, 0: ppleton, who intro- 

; lecoration. ; ‘ duced Mayor Albert C. Rule. 
had been decorating the hotel pres. A. F. T. Lauritzen, Eau Claire , Mayor Rule confessed that A 
lobby. Many fine flower bas- —vValentine window display. y' bi ‘ful 18 D- 
kets, palms and foliage plants Morrow Flowers, Sheboygan—Basket Pleton was a beautiful city and 
apprised them that something arrangement. . they were glad to have the flor- 
Pp * . W. C. Zimmerman, Milwaukee—Cen- jgts look it over, being assured 

was going to be doing. terpiece. 4 i that all of the bad spots had 
is ier-} er, Bay—! = a . 

The F. T. D. meeting started a eipiel an eee ayes been hidden. The convention 
at 9 A.M. Tuesday. While this Welke’s House of Roses, Milwaukee— rose in silent tribute to past 
meeting was in progress there Table centerpiece. president Fred Rentschler, of 

was plenty to engage the atten- Bell iemer shops Milwaukee—Bas Madison, who had passed away 
tion of the non-member visitors. iatthewsou, * sheboygan — Wedding since the fall meeting. 
A traction demonstration was shower bouquet. The first talk of the after- 
in progress out at the city lim- Floral, Center—Menasha—Basket ar- noon was by Dr. H. B. Siems, of 

its on the nursery grounds of G Sengement Si Cudah Chicago, for Swift and Co. upon 
the Riverside Greenhouses: Os aRrides bauguet, OP, y “The Chemistry of Plant Feed- 
car Layman, of Port Nashing- Junction Greenhouse, Appleton— ing”. This was intensely inter- 
ton, was demonstrating the Bridesmaid’s Bouquet. esting to the florists, to learn 
Bolews Tractor for the Gilson George Valter, Marinerte—Assorted the reason for reactions. By 
Manufacturing Company, but 72. 0”¢ : aid of a complete chemical lab- ‘ , Riverside greenhouses, Appleton—All piete chemical la 
he had only a fair start when decorations, nceessatics cedar, ete. oratory, Dr. Siems showed what 
the sales-manager back in Port Mary J. Skinner, Milwaukee—Cen- effect different chemicals have 

one a eae ue ee sor Wisconsin Rapids. on each other. 
the factory to get ready for a Basket J t _ The association voted to send 
demonstration in Green Bay Mueller Flower. Shop, Milwaukee— a telegram to former secretary 
the following day. Several Corsage bouquet. Alfred Locker, who entered the 

prospects were disappointed Wanpsca Sees eu, Wis— hospital Monday for a further 
and turned their attention to the iw operation for tumor. A _ repl Gust. Rusch Co., Milwaukee—Vase of P : ply 
Red-E demonstration managed “flowers. Ss thanks and best wishes were
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received the same day by the were heard, the main speaker, cially interesting demonstra- 
convention. Greetings alsocame Mr. H. L. Bowlby, being fur- tions was the making of a casket 
from another sick man, Walter nished by the Appleton florists. blanket by Archie MacDonald, 
H. Demmler of Eau Claire, and Visitors heard briefly were: a wedding shower by Ernie 
from a former member, Fred- Wm. J. Smyth, of Chicago, Al- Stapleton and a special table 
eric Cranefield, of Madison, as bert Pochelon, of Detroit, J. H. decoration by Mr. Stapleton. 
well as a telegram of invitation Boelter of Appleton and Secre- The last telephone call finished 
from Racine for the next sum- tary H. H. Smith of Milwaukee. the shore a _ from the lo- 
mer convention. This seemed 4 : Stina ts cal bank that they were over- 
the signal for invitations, and Wadwesdeo toe pentpnainat ion drawn $750. Everyone en- 
Wisconsin Rapids, Oconomowoc surprise entitled “A Morning in joyed it, and departed in good 
and others wanted to invite. A 2 Flower Shop”. And such a humor to the Terrace Gardens, 
show of wishes demonstrated morning! There was plenty of three miles in the country for a 
that most members favored go- fun with lots of comedy and final luncheon on the banks of 
ing to the Copper Country to rough stuff. Everything in the the Fox River. 

see Jas. H. Dale next summer. category of complaints was we) :.—_—_—_—_[_==— 
Prof. Arno H. Nehrling, of aired and handled. The front 

the Hill Floral, Products Co., of the hall was made into a shop, 
Richmond, Indiana, spoke next and plenty of flowers were do- 
upon “Roses”. It is seldom nated by wholesale florists in Have 
that the association has a chance Milwaukee and Chicago. The 
to listen to such an expert upon ©, C, Pollworth Co., Gust. Rusch You 
theory and _ practice, as Prof. (Co, and Holton and Hunkel Co., 
Nehrling. Prof. Nehrling is of Milwaukee furnished flowers A 
Milwaukee born to a florist dad for make-up demonstration 
who was then Director of the while the Chicago market was Flower 
Milwaukee Public Museum. He represented by Eric Johnson, 
told how to be successful in Bassett & Washburn, Chicago Garden? 
growing roses, from the man- Flower Growers and the A. L. 
etti to the marketing of the Randall Company. Henry J. 
crop. His talk was illustrated Benz, of the Racine Flower 
by over a hundred lantern Shop was the harassed pro- Why Not More 
slides. He refuted the old idea prietor, and his chief clerk was . 
that roses can only be grown in Archie H. MacDonald, of Gim- Perennials? 
the right kind of soil with the bel Flowers, Milwaukee. Clerks 
best light. He showed that it or demonstrators were: Hilda 
was a matter of treatment, Hendrix, the telephone girl, 

whether the soil be heavy clay from Gimbel’s, Arnold Preuss, Our Northern Grown 
or the lightest sandy loam. Milwaukee, Mrs. Edna Tom- 
Prof. Nehrling recommended berg, of Beth’s Flower Shop, Plants 

separate unit types of houses, Minneapolis, J. Ernie Stapleton, 
which are best 40 to 50 feet of Duluth; Miss Krause, of the 
wide, and from 300 to 500 feet La Crosse Floral Co.; Miss Vera 
long. The reason for this was Aul and Miss Helen Voss, of Are Always Good 
that the ventilation could be the Riverside greenhouses, Ap- 
most quickly changed in such a pleton. Jimmie Dale, of Han- 
house. While benches are the cock, Mich., was the errand boy Write for Catalogue 

best for growing, he said that until he lost his job to “Billy 
ground beds were even prefer- Greenhouse” Schaefer of Reeds- 
able when light sandy soil was burg, Wis. Customers and tele- 

used, Heevidhs pie ee Sai phone calls kept the shop in an 
age was pertect. y this he roar all morning, with Ed- 
meant three courses of tile and win Matthewson, of Sheboygan, Chequamegon 

plenty of cinders and gravel in acting as chief instigator. Al- Flower Gardens 
the bottom of the bed. He rec- though not rehearsed previous- 
ommended ridge ventilation for ly, it was thoroughly enjoyed by V. E. Brubaker, Mer. 

summer roses. the audience and some worth : 
The evening banquet at the while demonstration was done Waakiaen Wie 

Hotel Conway was attended by on nearly every kind and price 
300 members and brevity was of a florists make-up work that 
the rule. Only a few speakers could be mentioned. Some spe-  }
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Overcoming Horticultural Troubles 
E. L. Chambers, State Entomologist, Editor 

CLOTHES MOTHS AND in steam heated apartments pean species at any time and 
STALK BORERS during winter. desire to prevent its getting a 

Fro our correspondence Moth balls, red cedar chests, foothold as long as possible. 
during July it appears that etc., are worthless for control- The borer most frequently re- 

two pests are creating much ling clothes moths in infested Ceived for determination and 
concern among our readers. clothing, although they may act One that has been doing most 
They are the clothes moth, and as a deterrent but will not drive Serious damage to corn, dahlias, 
the common stalk borer. away or kill larvae in the cloth. ollyhocks, beans and other gar- 

Nearly all of us, I suppose, ing. These materials, however, den crops, is the common stalk 
have had the sensation of dig- have considerable value in dis- borer, Papaipema nitela. The 

ging out our last winter’s over- couraging moths since they will Y Tah jareae are tapi to eed 
coat to get it ready for another not lay their eggs in fabrics ae pais hit oe mar = 

year’s service only to find that giving off these odors. bs t ne, th ie S th Dhes 
a perfectly good garment has a . aout one mh vues i og tere 
been made valueless by the Fumigation with Carbon ae bei ‘abst ve arene fivat 
work of a few hungry clothes Bisulfide aa bd ser gen one oh 
moths during the summer. Now There are likewise many pat- ;-0" i eraih ew edin By te 
is the time to take inventory ent compounds offered on the feede heer aap fede aa . d ide treatment to pro- 3 eeder and attacks a large num- 
and provide t Pp market for the repelling and er of field crops, garden vege- 

tect them against these pests as killing of this pest, many of table ornatierital en and 
it may mean a considerable sav- which have considerable value : : i i di » weeds. Corn growing along 
ing In money. but once infested the safest way A a ‘ , : fence rows and occasionally far. 

There are two species of to completely rid clothing of : : _ . j es ther out in the field is often se 
genuine clothes moths found at these moths is by fumigation. verely injured in June and July. 
work in this State which show This can be done by the use of : . Boos The young caterpillars also tun 
preference for woolen goods, boxes or trunks made air-tight s di > nel the stems of wheat, oats, 
furs and feathers; and like at the bottom by pasting strips 4; timothy, tomatoes, potatoes and 
most other household pests, pre- of paper over all the cracks. Qahlias. In grain they cause 
fer to feed and develop in dark Place materials for storage - ‘ 7 . ye the heads to turn white prema 
rooms, sunlight being obnox- within and evaporate an ounce turely and the kernels fail to 
ious to them. of carbon bisulfide in a flat dish i ’ : 7 develop. Infested potato and 

Before storing away winter Set in the trunk, closing the lid tomato plants and garden flow- 
woolen clothing or feathers, 28 tightly as possible for forty- ers can be detected by the pres- 
such materials should be thor- ight hours. This treatment once of wilted leaves. 
oughly brushed and hung out Kills moths or other insects in The eggs may be found in the 
in the sun for three or four ll stages and no further danger winter on leaves and stems of 
hours and then turned inside "eed be feared. weeds, particularly the giant 
out and allowed to remain the kB ragweed. These hatch during 
rest of the day, so that all parts Stal Orers the latter part of May and early 
of the clothing will be exposed. With the knowledge that the June into larvae which feed for 
As the luster of furs may be in- dreaded corn borer is spread- a short time on the foliage and 
jured by sunlight they should ing westward, we receive many then enter the nearest suitable 
be exposed for only a very short specimens of corn-borers nat- host plant and begin feeding as 
time. If the clothing is freed ural to Wisconsin which ap- a borer in the stem. During 
from eggs and larvae it can pears to be doing characteristic the latter part of July and dur- 
then be safely wrapped in two injury to the corn and other ing the early part of August 
or three thicknesses of news- thick stem plants as done by this when these worms become fully 
paper, tied up tightly and laid notorious pest, which has not developed, they become inactive, 
away for the summer without yet been reported closer than change to a pupa and later 
fear of damage. Exposed one hundred miles from our emerge as moths. The moths 
woolen clothing should be fre- State line. We welcome such begin laying their eggs upon 
quently brushed and aired dur- material to examine since we leaves and stems of ragweed 
ing summer months, and if kept may expect to pick up the Euro- and other suitable plants in
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which stage the insect spends Allis Garden club, who has auspices of the State Horticul- 
the winter. been very active in garden club tural Society, because of the as- 

Plowing under crop refuse Work emphasized the need of sistance they can obtain from 
and weeds in late autumn or Organization. She said that that organization. She stated 
early spring, coupled with the More garden clubs should be that Boys and Girls work should 
burning of weeds and grass organized throughout the state be pushed by the club and that 
along fence rows, will destroy and believes that the garden they should help those who do 
most of these over-wintering Clubs should federate into a not know much about garden- 
eggs. Incase of garden or flower State organization under the ing in getting started. 

plants the infestation can be 
checked by cutting out the in- OE - a oO 

fested parts and burning them 1 ¥ . — a 
or in case the plant is sufficiently ] HW egret orl eee Hh 
valuable to warrant it, the stems (4 | Dp ill fil Hh Uh ui a NW i i i 
may be slit open lengthwise and Hey Sl yes ole ll wl Hh i 
pe jeiee destroyed. Dusting = ep Z a >. u a 

the foliage with calcium arsen- [|| ||| || 7 Nw 
ate will destroy all of the worms | Ff (Pre iS S217 \ , 
feeding upon the foliage. c i. ml 

GARDEN CLUBS MEET AT || \lerueagaiaee Pg] Pe 
LAKE GENEVA | Wee chy (| | a 

(Continued from page 317) | A au a 
sions by representatives of lo- #3 SE L 

cal garden clubs. Mr. N. A. y <i 
Rasmussen president of the A I 
Oshkosh club was the first. He HE D QUAR’ E RS for 
stated that ate enkoet club S Pn hh 
was twenty-five years old and Ch 

had belonged to the State Horti- bray 0 U S 
cultural pone wuerie the en- 
tire time. They ave held * = 
twelve meetings a year ever Grasselli Lime Sulphur 
since they were organized. They : 
eres work putting on Grasselli Arsenate of Lead 
exhibits at the State and County * s . 
Fair. The Society has charge Grasselli Nicotine 
of the Horticulture exhibit at . : 
the Winnebago County Fair. The leading Wisconsin growers prefer Grasselli 

They hold a meeting once a Grade because they know from experience that 

month and always have a cafe- brand name means certainty of protection and 

teria style lunch served at 6:30 the largest yield of first grade fruit. 
P. M. In this way, the ladies , 
of the club do not have to get And while protecting your orchard, don’t 
supper which means that both forget your truck crops and small fruit— 

husband and wife will go to the they also need spraying at this time. 

club meeting. This accounts in 
some measure for their good at- THE GRASSELLI CHEMICAL COMPANY, 
tendance. The club is offering MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

premiums to Gasoline Stations Canal: St..and 16th 96. Viaduct: 
for plantings on their grounds. 

Mr. Mark Troxell president of 
the Madison Garden club was ele 
Ge second oe ne he RASSELLI RADE 
ad a copy of his talk, it was = A 

obtained and will be found in Cd Standard ‘Held ‘High for 8 9 Years 
another part of this issue. It ~ 
is well worth reading. 

Mrs. C. E. Strong of the West
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Mr. H. J. Rahmlow, Secre- the possibilities of organizing BEWARE POISON IN 
tary of the State Horticultural demonstration teams to garden 4 op neni ote ‘ . 
Society, then spoke briefly on club members. Our readers “"® o Museum Offteee Help ppears; 

what the State Society is doing will remember that the State “Beware of poisonous mushrooms.” 
along the lines of Boys and Horticultural Society will give That is the warning which the 
Girls Club work and the garden prizes of $10.00 and $5.00 to botany. department of the public mu 
club movement. He introduced the two best boys and girls dem-  {he'first deadly variety of mushroom 
Mr. Fay Coon of the West Allis onstration teams on a horticul- made its appearance in Milwaukee 
High School who together with tural subject in each County county. . 
Mrs. Strong had trained a dem- that makes application. Two wenn now on rtelroom pickers 
onstration team on the arrange- or more teams must compete in Shwld Fuline, cesieone tetanict ee 
ment of flowers. Mr. Coon told one County for the prizes. The warm, moist weather of the last 
of his work wae the Garden A demonstration team on few weeks hae caused both the poison- 
Clubs of West Allis and the in- flower arrangement can give US and edible mushrooms to sprout 
terest shown along that line. such, demonstrations at elub by lange quantities. “Chey: iexow’ side 

meetings. They will be found — . ‘om 5. 
Flower Arrangement very interesting and instructive. Wouldn't Take a Chance 

Demonstration of Gee det amanin was sande 
The two girls Mr. Coon Boat Ride Pleases Gardeners The woman who brought it in said 

brought with him constituting Promptly at 1:30 P. M. about she thought she wouldn’t take a 

the flower arrangement demon- seventy-five garden club mem- . Populi tests for mushrooms are 
stration team consisted of Miss pers left the Lake Geneva dock the bunk, Mr. Fuller says. Knives, 
Esther Herrick and Miss Fran- on one of the boats for a tour of silver dimes, onions and, sill. the Fest 
ces Mellonig. They gave a the lake. The boat traveled 0 e superstitious este Soule go 

splendid demonstration on the along the shore line and the eae sean heap. wre vices youn 
Japanese were of oe - guide gave the name of or = mushrooms. 
rangement. fe entire audl- tate and residence passed. 

ence was delighted with the splendid view was obtained of Pot sactlin Lae Gansew 
talk and surprised that the girls the plantings, landscaping and on the stem and another collar just 
could give such detailed infor- gardens of the residences along below the surface of the ground. 
mation on this difficult subject. the shore. ane pmenita isi yellow, and hes some- 
They told how the Japanese had At 4:00 P. M. the boat docked “The botense department wil be. open 
been studying the arrangement ,nq the members bade each daily so that persons may bring 
of flowers for several thousands other good bye and expressed mushrooms for identification. 

of years and it fills a great part the hope that a similar meeting wiht sh ea Oct L for amushrooms 
of their lives. Flowers repre- would be held next year. —Milwaukee Journal. 
sent God, the earth and man 
and in their general arrange-  ———————_ a 
ment God is always uppermost 
ope represented by the tallest . 
ower. e earth is next and 

man the smallest. P e on 1e S 
In Japan, flower arrange- 

ment fills an important part in 
the lives of the people. The FOR FALL PLANTING 

hast of 4: Japenese parce usually Any $6.00 Collection for $5.00 
arranges flowers in vases for . 
the pleasure of his guests. His Send for Our Peony List 
guests admire the flowers and 
comment upon the arrangement. 

The host then provides other IRIS ASSORTED COLORS 
flowers and asks his guests to 
also arrange some. Being a $2.00 per Dozen Postpaid 
very polite people, they usually 
arrange them so that the host’s ——— 
vase will be a little better than 
theirs. K ll 9 N 

This pleases the hosts very e o¢gs S ursery 
much and the party then is a : . 
big success. Box 77 Janesville, Wis. 

PRs demonstration presented ea __|
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SMALL FRUIT TRIALS AT 
EXPERIMENT STATION INDEX TO ADVERTISERS parents ave.a.1908 

i 5 9 Page 
(Continued from page 321) Bahr Nursery ..--------. 342 

. ete 349 
“The Home Vineyard”, and ee We sera a 
through the public press and by Bush, D. F. -.----------- 342 
correspondence with interested Chequamegon Flower Gar- 10.1 fr0.2 Fia.3 
individuals. Cc dens Jand Fruit Package B37 

. /umberlana rul ackage 
The Horticultural Depart- COs satanarcmenrareecmasene IRE Berry Boxes 

ment recognizes the fact that Egelberg, L. F. ---------~ 383 
one of its functions is to help Eitehett, Debits Gardens ay CIA, iiilel gees 
the grower of fruits as much as FR. Gifford Conon. 333 an imax Baskets 
possible and that finding out Grasselli Chemical Co. --- 339 i 
what varieties are likely to J. i Hauser __-________. 835 As You Like Them 

st satisfs ig Kellogg’s Nursery ~------ 240 Ww t v prove most, satisfactory is one Mosman Gee a an manufacture: the, Bwald 
f r way of giving assistance. The McKenzie Mfz. Co 342 wood veneer that give satisfac- 

Department operates, however, McLaughlin Gormley King terial Inthe ie D. In carina Tots 
under certain limitations, lim- Co, ~------------------ 348 our (specialty. | We constantly 
itations sometimes imposed be- Niagara Sprayer Co., Jas. |, mage up ready tomuseuaithorins 

ear : MCE cero strawberri . blueberries. N cause of an attempt to work in North Star Nurseries 0. 341 order too small_or too large for 
harmony with other organiza- Phillips Garden Co ~ 7 349 us to handle. We can ship. the 

A : s ps Garden Co, _.--.. 342 folding boxes and crates in K. D. 
tions; sometimes by physical Rasmussen's Fruit Farm & from Milwaukee, Promptness is 

wae se og . + - . S __uee_____. 838 essentla a i , exo es because ge rerie geen wre aim todo gut part well, "A 
Ge nee es Stoneerest Gardens" 32 A postal brings our price fet. 
2 S The Swartz Nurseries __._ 327 
carry on the work which the Wi we Toole: cn2newsuscna= B88 Cumberland Fruit Package 
grower would like to have done Wiseonein Sais Bait a cr Company 
and which the horticulturist White Elm Nursery - 331 Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 
would like to do. As a result peat 
it is not always possible to un- — 

ee are es fer oe he desires information, can se- 
oug: might be highly desir- cure the data by writing to the 

able—or to have immediately fxperiment Station. He may 
available the exact data which feel assured that the members | 

might be requested. of the Station Staff are always | THE 
Frequently a grower who has’ glad to furnish such informa- | | 

not seen anything published on tion whenever it is possible to NORTH STAR NURSERY 
a particular subject on which do so. | | 

COMPANY 
re re : | | PARDEEVILLE, WISCONSIN | 

1 of | 

Home Flower-Growing | — 
By Emil C. Volz, Professor of Floriculture, Iowa | Growers of 
State College. Answers the amateur garden- | 
er’s every question. (Rural Science Series, | Dependable Nursery Stock 
Edited by L. H. Bailey).._..-__-_----_-$3.50 | for Wisconsin Planters | 

Spraying, Dusting and Fumigating of Plants | — | 

By A. Freeman Mason, Department of Horticul- | Write for our illustrated cat- | 
ture, University of Maryland. A popular hand- | alogue of hardy stock 
book on crop protection______----------$5.00 | | 

(Booklet describing our many other horticultural books mailed free on | — | 
request) 

| Our Motto | 

: | Quality - Service - Satisfaction 
The Macmillan Company 

Landscape Contractors j 
2459 Prairie Avenue - Chicago Builders of Beauty |
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a 

| he Growers Market 12 fine Peony Roots, all labeled. 
8 different varieties for $5.00. 

Advertisements for this department will be accepted from members Will include 1 Sarah Bern- 
of this society who produce the articles offered for sale. Rate 2 cents per hardt. 

Willtbe necepted only trom thone listed by the state Hintomologint ay have 3 Peony Roots not labeled for 
ing been Inspected. No discounts from these prices. $1.00. 

Copy should reach us by the 20th of the month. Send cash with order. I have no plants rated under 7, 
so you can depend on getting 
good value for your money. 

SHRUBS _DELPHINIUM All plants sent postpaid as soon 

SHRUBS — ORNAMENTALS — ASPA- Belladonna, light blue and Bella- after Sept. 15 as possible. 
ragus Plants. West Park Nursery, mosum, dark blue. Fine 2 year old sarmswil 

Cc. A. Gelbke and Sons, Appleton, Wis. plants.’ Dozen 90c. Per hundred $6.00. Send for price list. 
————————— Phillips Garden Co., Phillips, Wis. 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS —— aa JOHN BERG, Ashland, Wis. 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS—BEAVERS,_© 2 —__W____ gee _ 7 
Dr. Burrill, Coopers, Champion, Pro- WANTED—Hear from owner’ good —_—_—_—_—_—_—X—X—X—e_l_ 

gressive. Blackberry’ Plants, Ancient farm for sale. Cash price, particu- . 

Betton ee a enema, are _D. F Hush, Minneapolik Minn, “Mention ‘Wisconsin Horti- 
F. W. Barilani, Genoa, Wis. WANTED—Lady or gentleman repre- CULTURE when writing our ad- 

Be sentative for nursery stock. Experi- A 
STRAWBERRIES: PROGRESSIVE $1.50 ence unnecessary. Bahr Nursery, Man-  Vertisers. 

per hundred. Reynolds Special $1.25 itowoc, Wisconsin. 
per hundred postpaid. Write for ad- eee —— 
ditional information. Mrs, C. W. Rey- | 
nolds, Tomah, Wis. | 

THE DELPHINIUM | 
SOCIETY | Yj 5 

| NTEREST in the delphinium | ot / f | A SS 
is growing tremendously. r Vy 

The American Delphinium So- 5 tel ee eT | RY, arm 
: + a Sa ae, ciety, with Charles F. Barber, i \ } va SONIA 

Trousdale, Oregon, as presi- || Sey Ny WA er N | 
dent and Newell Vanderbilt, |) at ABS | 7a x YS 
San Raphael, California, as sec- || o we SNe (| Zon al Ay 
retary has just been organized. || \A No ENS NN Zs, > 
William A. Toole of Baraboo is_ || 4 RES BX ie Fo 7 
on the executive committee for [ \ 2 ~~ Azz tj 

the North Central States. mi DS 4 i 
We understand that the so- RS | 

ciety will function mainly 
through its branch organiza- 
tions in the different states. | 
The membership fee is one dol- ‘< = Te memes eee tained | You Can Depend On The McKenzie Digger 

retary Vanderbilt. | . . 
through Secretary | Whatever you want or demand in a potato digger—great 

. | strength, freedom from clogging, simplicity of design and 
eenbton es Honm- operation and freedom from breakage—you get all these 

CULTURE when writing our ad- | features when you buy the new, improved McKenzie Potato 
vertisers. Digger. 

— — | It’s the way they are made that makes the difference. 
1 Doz. fine Iris roots for $1.00 | Exclusive McKenzie features and processes put an extra 
1 Doz. fine Peony roots for $5.00 share of endurance in these diggers. They establish new 

iris delivered in July and Au- conceptions of digger quality and create new standards of 

gust. | value. 
| 

Peonies delivered in Septem- | 
ber and October. | Manufactured by 

All fine varieties tagged, as- . = 

corted colors, sent bY expres, cKenzie Manufacturing Company 
charges collect. 

La Crosse, Wisconsin 

| rdens 
Stonecrest Ga Distributed by Oliver Chilled Plow Works, Waukesha, Wis. 

| Eau Claire, Wis. | 

pa | - = —— EEE — ——
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bee 9 s 
a Wh Here’s Your Answer! 

Fe NH) . 
a E “What can I use that will really . 

Ce 5 kill plant insects without injuring [ASK Ds 
H AV AGK EEN my flowers yet is non-poisonous, ZPD) 

1a iy harmless to humans, animals and | GK 
} Ve birds?” The answer is. A A > | 

KILLS PLANT x Ever Green NON- POISONOUS INSECTICIDE in , we 

TA “Gp seen The experience of hundreds of flower growers, horticulturists, greenhonse 
g ¢ marrocraweae I managers, florists, and others has demonstrated beyond doubt that Ever Green 

; ruven caer 6 | does kill cut-worms, Aphis (plant lice) Leaf Hoppers, Mealy Bugs, Thrips, 
Pie 2 art Leaf Rollers, Aster Beetles, Mites, Rose Chafer, Rose Slugs . . . in 

—_ fact, practically all sucking and chewing insects. | 

Non-Poisonous—Harmless to man, animals and | Pleasant to use. It smells so good you'll be sur- 
birds. No danger of poison from contact with prised how effective it is in killing insects. No ill 
flowers that have been sprayed. effects to the person spraying. 

Easy to Mix—D« ’t ha to b stantly agi- 
Non-Injurious to Plants—Won’t wither or burn tated. Won't corrode’ metal or rubber. amy a8 

the tenderest foliage or flowers even when used in | 
strong solutions. Keeps its strength indefinitely. 

z Try it on our money-back guarantee. Sold by 
Economical—A 6 oz. bottle (for $1.00 makes 10 | druggists, hardware, seed stores and florist Supply 

gallons of effective spray against Leaf Rollers. The Houses. If your dealer’s supply hasn’t arrived yet, 
same quantity will make 35 gallons of effective | send $1.00 for 6 0z. bottle, descriptive circular and 

| spray against aphis. || spray chart. 

McLaughlin Gormley King Co. 
1722 S. E. Fifth St., Minneapolis, Minn. 

| Potato Growers Everywhere Use— 

; DUSTS 

| DUSTERS 
To Kill Bugs - Prevent Blight - Control Leafhoppers 

Dusting is the modern method of crop pro- 
gu) tection. This method is now used by the 

8 leading commercial potato growers throughout 
= Yy\ the entire country because of the great sav- 
| — =v ly ing in labor, the ease of operation, the re- 
G4 \ 7 Tl ae 2\ = liability of control, and the low cost. 

ye i e Sg aT. fo " Dusting materials come already prepared 
Sook nl lati oS Pee BZ;, ok no water, no mixing, no measuring, no weigh. 

ea [re BS iad if en Zi ing, no waste, and no bother; simply fill the 
USD ee et eI SOD ME A wy hopper, set the machine, and you are ready to Pere eT NE fe ye dust th ye V ais Dv dust. . . 

ag: i Ll Send for information to 

Magara 3 a 3, 8 ee JAMES H. DANCE 
DUSTS and DUSTERS we, te ZB Wis. Representative 

“SS en nr ~ Waupaca, Wis.
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Nee ee ———— 

78th Year 1850-1928 

All Roads Lead To - - - 

Worlds Foremost Dairy, Agricultural and 

Industrial Exposition 

Featuring - -- 

Horticulture Show—Flowers and Fruits in Widest Variety. 

First Aircraft Show—Latest Model Planes and Accessories. 

Fine Art Exhibit—New State Fair Feature—200 Paintings. 

Thaviu’s Noted Band—Greatest Grandstand Entertainers. 

All-Star Hippodrome Show—Afternoon and Evening—15 Acts. 

$1,000,000 Cattle, Live Stock and Farm Crops Displays. 

Hundreds of Badger Farm Youth in 4-H Club Contests. 

Society Horse Show—Every Evening Except Saturday. 

Harness Horse Racing—Four Days—$22,000 in Purses. 

Auto Races—Tuesday and Saturday—$2,000 to Fastest Pilots. 

Frolic in Amusement Park—Scores of Riding Devices. | 

Stupendous Night Fireworks Spectacle—‘‘A Night in Bagdad.” 

eae eee eee eee 

See Towering Likenesses of Herbert Hoover and Al Smith In 

“Lindy” and His Famous “Spirit of St. Louis” FireWorks 
Le a 

More Fun More Thrills More Entertainment 

| Remember the Dates - - - 

AUGUST 27 - SEPTEMBER 1 

General Admission 50c Special Rates 

Children Free Every Day All Railroads
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About the Home and Garden, XIX, 18-50-82-114~146-178- 

210-242-274—306-370, XX, 18-50-114~-154-178- 
242-360. 

Ageratum, XIX, 331 Peal ee a Hat gies 
Alpine Flowers and Rock Gardens—Book, XIX, 875. : 
Alyssum, XIX, 331.6: .“{X astyqer 7. 
Amaryllis, XIX, 114 EO LEA @ 
American Elm, XX, 15800855 04 i 
Annuals Can RGF wit ? q 

How to Use, XIX, 302 : 
The New Annuals, XIX, 5 . 
When and How too Plant, «XIX; ~242 . , 

Apples SAIN, gia & 
Advertising of, XIX, 108: g Ff, : 
Apple Candy, XIX, 15 ges . 
Apple Cider, XIX, 37 weg 
Apple Maggot or Railroad Worm, XIX, 298, XX, 143 
Apple Scab-Control of, XIX, 236 °° . - 

Spray eee ae nee 135°" 00, 
Crop Short, ,» 86 mae! ; ‘ 
Exhibited at Milwaukee Show, XX, 76- 
Good Apples:in Winter; MIX; 47 9! 
Grades and Grading, XX, 82. ..... 
Growers Harvest Gnod Crop, XX, 75... 
CGfoving in Western Wigcon8in, XIX,.204.° 
History of Wisconsin: Apples, XX, 124-137 
Little Green Apple, XIX, 62 wel ate 
McIntosh, XIX, 1%, XX, 145 : ' 

History of, XIX, 140 we BE 
Problems Discussed at Meeting, XIX,,.355 
Pruning, XX, 239 eee Cy gh PSR, 

Pays Large Dividends, XX, 234 |. 
Success with, XIX, ae é rc : 
The Apple-Tree-Poem, Edgar A. Guest, XIX, 51 
Too Many Varieties, XX, 132 “ 
What Varieties Shall We Grow, XIX, 172 
Wormy Apples Barreds¥FYom England; XX, 74 

Apple Trees—Decreased, XX, 301 8 i “ 
Open Subsoil, XX, 298 Mech ees Pam 

Apricots, XIX, 109 * 
Aquilegia, XIX, 380 ie on aby gs 
Arbor Day, XTX, 240, XX, 840 : : 
Artichokes-Jeyusalem, XIX, 201. fe o4 
Asparagus, XIX, 40 

Transplanting, XIX, 21 Ze. odlfl atl 

B eo oe ; 

3Zaraboo-Marketing Problems, XIX, 68 ©. ‘ 
Barberry Bushes, XX, 89.05; ... 4 tt: i 
Barberry Eradication, KXBX,%376 1a RB oe ® 
Beautifiers for American Girls, xIZ; 199... 
Beautifying thé: Coiihtry, (XX, 75 a ‘ 
Beekeepers Join Marketing Associatjon, XX, 134 - 
Beloit Garden Club, XX, 120-362' » % |i. 
Berries-Big Berries Féufid in Arotic Regions, X,.75,
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Better Homes Contest, XIX, 250 a ' 
Birds, XIX, 307 Ja we ; 

Bird Killing Not Popular. XIX, 145. 
, Birds' Retreat, XIX, 34 

Bub-White Checks Fotato Beetle, XIX, 92 
Cardinge.i-New Home of, XIX, 345 
Don't Zi1], XIX, 109 
Homes For, XX, 331 Mo, 
How to Attract to Ga¥dén, XX,-231 
Plants to Attract Them, XIX, 7 
Shall We Kill Birds, Xix, 63 

Bitter Sweet--Foem, XX, 50 waa ‘ 
Black Currant, XIX, 90 . 1 
Boston Féfns, 2X,.115-152 ‘ 
Box Elder, XIX, 167 ‘ ‘ 
Brubaker-Opens New Flower Store, XX, 132 
Bulbs, XX, 50-51-361 : in 

Book on, XX, 89 © aN Gane : 
Bulbs for American Gardens,-XX, 394 
Dutch Bulbs, XIX, 141 .- ..« 
For Early Spring Flowers, XIX, 41-125 : 
For Fall Planting, XX, 42° 
Preparing Soil for, XX,;44 © . 
Winter Protection for, XIX, 141 

Bulletins for Fruit Growers, XX, 237 
Cabbage, XIX, 177-278 

cebage Crops, 89 ; ; , 
Club Root, XIX, 209-375 . 8 
Dusting of, XIX, 21 . ~ ’ 
Wisconsin brop Good, XIX, °93 . 

Cc : : me : > 

Canna Indica or Indian Shot, XIX, 156 os 
Canms~Storing of, XIX, 13 pita , ait 
Cantaloupe, XIX, 339 . : 4 
Carrots, XIX, 40 
Celery-Storing of, XIX, 109 a 
Central States Garden and Flowér Show, XX, 218 { 
Chambers Elected President Plant Board, XX, 241 i 
Cherries , : ; 

Bulktin on, XX, 298 on: : 
Case Bearer, XX, 168 
Cherry Culture-Book on, XX, 267 1 
Cherry Setting — Report on, XX, 5 
Delivered to President’Coolidge, XIX, 30: | 
Increase in Acreage, XX, 267° . , sf 
Leaf Spot-Control of, XIX,200  — 
Oil Spray for, XX, 267.950 aa7) . oe , 
Problems Discussed at Meéting-XIX, 355 ‘ i 
Root Killing, XX, 354...4 110. , : : 
Success with, XIX, 142. gas [is : . oa ’ 
Trees ‘Need. Fertilizer; XX, 318° 9°) ° . 
Yields Increased by Honey~Bees, XIX, 264
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Cherry Growers Elect Officers, XX, 173... , 
Chicago Garden ;Flower Show, XIX, 180-195, Xx,. 148- . 

: ee, |? B1S-883 
Childhood Recollections, XX, 238... . 
Chinese Elm, XX,..79-103 ot. 6 ot mg, 8 ’ 
Chrysanthemums, oullétin on, XX, 71. |. 3 : 
Cicer-Hor to Make, XX, 60 oo : bp BY es 
Cloweland Show, x4, 275 
Clus “‘Offtcets, sDuty.of, XX, 276 : 
Collége-of .Agttculture:Honots. Leaders, XX, 177 
Co-operative. Marketing, XX,;25 °° 0°. 8, 3 
.Carnflower, XIX, 5-6 Somat a ’ 
County Agents in Horticultural Work: in Wisconsin, XIX, 252 

Won 4 = BO1-313 
County Fruit Exhibit, XIX, 49 .., eo ou. :8 
Cranberries, XX, 90 Pe 

Cranberry Recipes, XX, 51 og gh & 
Crop Light, XIX, 57. =. “8 beng, 
Good for Lunch, XIX; 118 3 7% ¢ 4 : 

Crenefield, Mrs. Frederic, Opituary, XX, 113 My 
Crosus, XIX, 141 “oR a ae 
Crop Prospects Good, XIX, 62 wes mo, 
Cultivation Not Always Good, XX, 177 

D . . . . ; 

Dahliags, XX,.13-20-29-30-41-251 © ° oa 
Diseases and Insect Control, XIX, 330 “-, ~~ . 
Gtowing of, XX, 261-349 oy Se Se 
History and Culture, .XIX, 295 © 2 0°": x 
Pruning, XIX, B3l 0. 7 oe ee . 

Daisies, XIk, 19-30 78-2 2S : 
Daphne, XX, 394 . cy Ve es pe 
Delphiniums from Seed, XIX,"19, - .°  .,? « 
Des Moines Garden Club, XX; 311.. woe ct 
Diseases AT Shas 

Apple Scab-Control of, XIX; .286..° ... - 
Cherry Leaf; Spot, XIX,.200.;.. 5 «8 . 
Crowngall,; XIX, 139 .--)0 ey eS a a 
Fire Blight, XX, 230+ 00° 0 et 5 Ye oye! 
Leaf Spot, XX, 314 ‘ pA 
Root-Knot, XIX, 139 a ee a 
Rusts—Control of; XXj. 314.0 5°77 — 
White Pine Blister Rust, XIX, 58 

Door County eng RE tg i a 
Among Our Fruit Growers, XX, £99-330-353 =~ 
Cherry Festival, KIX, 268-273, XxX, 304 
Cherry Pa&k Total Almost 2 Million Dollars, XIX, 36 
Cherry Pickers Wanted, XX, 315 
Cherry Picking’ in, XX, 357 
Door County Apples, XX, 43° 2 
Fruit Growers Union, XIX, 291-334, XX, 81
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Door County (Continued) 

Million Pounds Cherries Daily Record, ‘XIX, 6 
Orchard,Program for, XX;°140 =: a 
Pickers Set New Record, XIX, 27~31 a 
Ullsperger On Board of Regents, ‘XX, 209°. 

E eo PE Bes : . 

Eau Claire Garden Club, XIX, 309#3412372-, XX, 84-215-338 
Editorials, XIX, 48-80112-144_176-208-240~275--304~336— 

ss "$368, - XX) 16-48-8G-112-144-176~208-240~ 
878~304-338-356 = a 

Elkhorn Garden Cluo, XIX, 275-311-374,: XX, 54-55-84-118-186- 
oo _ 815-B46~281-358-363 — - 

Endive, XIX, 263 . , ‘ 
Evergreens, XX, 239 wee es vos 

Bushy Evergreens, XX, 239 hf 
Keeping Foliage Green, XX, 210. . : 
Keeping Healthy, XX, 268 7. +) 0)" 
Plantin of, XIX, 212°° +) «+. : 

F ’ ‘ * + - " 

Fall Gardens, Poem, XX,°18 9° ¥ = 
Farmers Meeting at Marshfield, XX, 47 
Farm Folks Week 

Special Fruit and Potato Growers Meeting, XIX, 158 
Horticultural, Program, XIX, 209 =: : : 

Federal Farm Board Aids Cherry Growérs, XX, 140-230 
Fedcrated Clubs of Cincinnati, XX, 359: _ 
Federation of Fruit Growers’ Organized, XX, 266 
Fertilizer, XX, 267 cee @ ve, 

Autumn Leaves in Demand for Fertilizer, XX, 77° - 
Fertilizers for Garden Flowers, XX, 264 : 
For Berries, XX, 39 ate x oo : 
For Fruit, XIX, 2879 - : su 
How Much Does Orchard Need, XIX, 235. 
Leaves Used as Fertilizer,’ XIX, 115°: oo 

Fish Worms-~How to Kill“in Soil,: XIX, 265  —~ - 
Flower Garden e - i 

Planning of, XX, 229 , . . oe fe: 
When and How to Dust, XX, 295 - -  , ‘ 

Flower Patch Neighbors, XX, 171 °° : ‘ 
Flowers woo - . : 

Arrangement, XX," 239-317 4 gee . 
Books. on,. XIX, 307  ¢ 
Del yered ‘by Aeroplane, XX, 77 2 SE 

. Rarly Spring Flowers, XIX, 287°... 
'* -Plawers ‘at Chicago’World's Tair, XTX, 318 - 

Flowers at Mitchell ‘Park, XX, 156° . .). 
Flowers by Air, XX, 36, , Pe
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Flowers in Shakespearean Gatden, XX, .807 
Flowers That Bloom in the Snow, XX, 44 
How Japanese Arrange, XIX, 359 
Meeting on; XX, 15 
New Flowers, XX, 360 

Flower Show Association, XIX, 53-54 
Flower Shows, XIX, 1§-28-114, XX, 18+274- 

Charging Admission, XIX, 118 
Flower Show Question, XX, 213 
Improving, XIX, 148 
In 1872, XX, 177 
Judging Points for, XX,‘ 244 Poa 
Suggestions for Exhiditors,, XIX,. 273 
What Standards for, XIX, 846: ous a af : 

Forest Rangers, XIX, 35 m raat. ' . 
Fort Atkinson Garden Club, XX, 54-216-247~+838 | - 
Foxglove, XX, 118 , aed Boe 
Freesias as House Plants, XX, 59 : x» 
Fyost Damage, XX, 317 . 
Frozen Fruits, XX, 89 . 
Fruit hogs 

Sooks on, XIX, 207 
By Their Fruit Ye Shall Know Them, XX, 6. 
Fruit Juice, XX, 17 
New Fruits in Minnesota, XX, 35 
News Items from Fruit Growers, XIX, 67-364 
Oddities in, XX, 87 J, 
Shall We Cover $mall Fruit, XX, 38 
Standard Containers for, XX,: 26 

Fruit Growers Convention, XIX, 304 
Fruit Growers Exchange Organized, XX, 303 
Fruit Growers in 5 Counties Organize, XX, 234 
Fruit Juice Pop Must Contain Fruit Juice, XX, 333 
Fruit Shows in 1872, XX, 177 : 
Fruit Trees-Need Nitrate Fertilizer, ‘XX, 207 

Ornamental Dwarf, XX, 152 
Rabbit Injury to, XIX, 208 

G : ' 

Garcen Books, XIX, 178-179-336, XX, 180 . 
Notes From, XIX, 242 

Garden Clubs, XIX, 83-210 
Champion, XIX, 207 
Federations, XIX, 84 , 
Free Bulletins for Members, XX, 248 - 
Garden Club Movement, XIX, 214-247-275 
In Wisconsin, XIX, 215 : 
Organization of, XX, 85 
Program Suggestions, XIX, 84-182, XX, 182-213 . 
Rise of, XX, 358 é 
Starting Club, XIX, 240 
What Kind Shall We Have, XX, 214 ,
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Garden Glories, XX, 838 
Garcening—Eints on, XIX, 83 

Radio Talks on, XX, 214 
Garcens / Be cel ta 3 : 

Can the Children ‘Have one, XIX, 75 
Design in the Garden, X}, 197 . .- mo, . 
Garden Book Catalog, XX, 66 ‘ 
Gardeners! Vision, tthe} XX, 86 
Gardening Hints, XIX, 83 | 
Labor Savers, XX, 181. i Lo 
Plan For, XX, 236 ee 
Pool Construction, XX, 263. : 
The Garden of My Dreamé, Poem, XIX, .146. 
Visiting Gardens, XIX, 306 
Garden Notes, XX, 181 . 

Gays Mills-Apples at, XX, 58. . 
Apple Festival, XX, 53 .. - ‘ 3 

Gentian (The), Poem, XX, 360 
Ginseng, XX, 252 . \ ‘ , 
Gladiolus, XIX, -167, XX, 137-303 - ba, 

Best Soils and Fertilizers, XIX, 377 
Care of Blooms, XIX, 363 
Cultivating and Cutting, XX, 339 ‘ . 
Diseases and Pests, XIX, 363 
Foreign Varieties, XX, 141 : 
"Glades" Sell, XIX, 271 == | 
How Many Varieties, XIX, 115 : ' 
New Red Glad, XX, 239 ”. 
Varieties and Types, XIX,.362 

Goff, E.S.—Honorary Récognition, XIX, 106 : 
Golden-Rod, XX, 29 oe wees . : 
Golden Seal, XX, 252 : 
Grafting sini om 2 . 

Bridge Grafting for Rabbit Injury, XIX, 241 
Grafting Wax, XX; 68°. : a : Muy 
Using Paraffine for; ‘XIX, 238, XX, 46. 

Granovsky, Dr.’ A.--A., = Goes ’to Minnesota, XX, 357 
Grape Growing, XX, 248 .° . 
Greenhouses, XX, 437 - _ 

Fighting Bugs in, XIX, 381 * 
Glass Substitutes not practical, XX, 170 
Mosaic Control, XX, @1 .' 7 °° 

Green Tree Garden Club of Milwaukee, XX, 280-362 

H : Lt 

Hales Corners Garden Club, XIX, 22-52-84-117 
Hartland Garden Club, XIX, 250 oe FO 
Hawthorne ‘Garden Club, XIX, 275, XX, 523-185-309 - . 
Hay Fever Misnomer, XIX, 347 -* 3: ge “4 
Heliotrope, XX, 29430°°"- "ell yaad . ot 
Hillcrest Garden Club, XIX,. 215-216-250, XX, 83-119-182-218 
Home Beautification, XX,.240 | nd 

At Spring Valley; 'XIX; ‘278 =
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Planning Country Home, XX, 174 

Project for Club Members, XIX, 165 
Short Course in, Xk 141-204 , 

Home Grounds-Beautify, XX, 107 
Home Grounds Contest, XIX, 39 

In La Crosse County, XIX, 349 
Home Improvement-Award For, XIX, 241 
Honey Bees-Value,of, XIX, 238 
Horticulture 

Among Indians, XX, 3 
Books on, XX, 142 
Horticultural Calendar, XX, 296-332 
New Discoveries in, XIX, 309 
Teaching in Schools, XX, 108 
Our Changing Horticulture, XIX, 135 
Outstanding Contribution in 1939, XX, 133 

Hottes, Prof, Alfred C. Introduction, EX, 80 
Household Insects and Their Control, XX, 343 
House Plants, XIX, 45-71-103, Xx, 185-144 
Hyacinths, XIX, 141 

I 

Insects 
Ant s-Control of in Lawn, XX, 284 
Black Aster Beetle-New Control for, XIX, 26 
Buffalo Tree Hopper, XIX, 59 : 
Corn Borer, XIX, 58 
Mediterranean Fruit Fly, XX, 28 
Onion Maggot, Control of, XIX, 283 
Plant Lice, XIX, 333 
Root Maggots, XIX, 297 

Illinois Garden Club, XX, 313 
Inspectors-Do We need Them, XIX, 220 
Iowa, Garden Clubs, XX, 241 
Iris, XIX, 6, XX, 304-359 

Best Iris, XIX, 336 
German Iris, XX, 393 
How to Plant, XIX, 270-378 
Iris Borer, XIX, 283-382 
Irises from Bulbs, XX, 45 
Varieties and Culture, XIX, 332-293-294 

J 

Japanese Flower Arrangement, XX, 165 
Jefferson Co. Fruit Growers Assn., XX, 803-235-354 
Jefferson Garden Club, XX, 184-217-281
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K 

Kansas Gardens, XIX, 196 _..°: Pea BE 8 
Kenosha Horticultural Sogiety XIX; 24, XX, 21-54~-84-148- 

184-217-246-281-310-862); 
Kiwanians Plan Tree Nursery, XX; 313. °°. mo 

La Crosse County Societies Hold Meetings, XIX,. 973 
Lake Geneva Show, XX, 20-362 . se . 
Landscape Gardeners Elect Officers; XX, 176 - : : 
Landscaping~Book on, XX, 212 a So 

Suggestions for, XX,;91 | 2 4 = 
Landscaping An English Home, XX, JO5 0 / 
Language Gone Wrong, XX, 359: om a ‘ 
Lawnitis, Poem, XX, 27% iy on, won Ys 
Lawns, XX; 20 . . org bon Bw a . 

Treating for White Grubs, XX, 346 |. | .- , 
Learning by. Observation, XIX, 367 . “dG . 
Lettuce—Acreage,. XIX;51 .° = .;- ot , 
Lilacs-French, XIX, 384 . eT . 
Lilies, XIX, 116, XX, 59-242-243-303 ‘ 7 : 

Growing Gold Banded Lily, XIX, 107 . 
Regal Lilies, XX, 301 : 
Yellow Day, XIX, 201 . 

lime, XIX, 17% 4: toe ag oP Be ae 
Lime for:Flowers, XIX,°27l0 0 jogs sw 
Linen, From Flax to Linen,’ X1X,;28-;.; .. _ 
Little Gardens, XX, 335-336 OER yet oa 

Madison Garden Club, XIX, 52-54~1L7-185-216-217-310, 
XX, 121-150-182—246-—-280-338-359-362 i 

Flower Show, XIX, 22, . 7 6,0 ote 
Madison Rosarians, XIX, 276-31]~-343-374, XX, 215-361 
Making Satisfied Customers, XIX, 94 a | 
Mamma Cat's Strategy, XX, 87 & ged ak & 
Manitowoc County Harvest Festival, XIX, ‘113° ~ 
Maples are Worth Saving;°XIX;,122 
Marketing Requirements, XIX,°14" © oe 
Massachusetts Horticultural Seciety,. XX, 177 . 
Menasha Gardén'.Club, XXz 215-280 9.) 
“ice and Rabbits in Orchard, XIX, 69 
Mid-West Horticultural Exposition, XIX, 57-100, XX, 230-351 
Milweukee Art Institute Garden Club, XX, 215-248-280-313-362 
Milwaukee County Horticultural Soeiety, XIX; 30-53~120-149- 

218+2484276-341-375, XX, 24-30-85-117-150-216-247- 
279-338-563. aa re : . 

Milwaukee Florist Club-Bast and Present, XIX, 188 
Flower Show, XIX, 252 

Milwaukee Florists Study Problems, XX, 330 
Milwaukee Flower Show, XX, 211-250
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liilvcukee Fruit Growers Organize, Xi, 267 

Milwaukee Home Show, XX, #09 
Amateur Exhibits, Xk, 348 : 

Milweukee Rosarian Cluo, XIX, 186-249-276 
Mininture Garcen-First Prize, XX, 326. 
Miniature Garcen Models, construction of, XX, 153 
Minnesota Horticulture! Society 

Annual convention, XIX, 48, XX, 106 
vlecting in Duluth, XI¥, 16 

Minnesota Raspberry Fivid Lav, XX, 332 : . 
Model Subdivision, XX, 340- 
Moths-Thy Feed Clothes to doths, XX, 342 
“Motorist Fineé for Picking Wild Fruit, XX, 71 
Mouse Control in Orchards, XX, 109 
-ulch Paper, XIX, 21 
Mushrooms and Toadstools, 3X, 141 
iushrooms, Safe anc Poisonous, XX, 47 
wyself-poem, XIX, 178 

N : 

Narcissus Bulb Labeling Requirements, XIX, 58 
sational Chrysanthemum Show, XIX, 51 
wational Flower, XIX, 209-251 : 
National Flower Show, XIX, 60,.XX, 152-203 
National Garden Club Council Meeting, XX, 282 
National Glaciolus Show, XIX, 366 
Notional Horticultural Council, XIX, 152, XX, 212 
National F eony and Iris Growers Meet, XIX, 147 
National Peony Show, XX, 333 
National Poteto Conference, XIX, 151 
Nature Fair, XIX, 89 
Nitrogen Benefits Fruits, Xx, 177 
Jorthern Garden in Florida, ZX, 173 
Northern Nut Growers! Meeting, XX, 354 
Wursery Stock-Why Use Certified, 4X, 122 

0 

Oaks Defoliated by Worm, XX,. 341 
Oconomowoc Garden Clud, XX, 214 
Onions, AX, 76 : 
On, Wisconsin, XIX, 277, XX, 1536 
Orchards é ‘ 
Control of Mice in the Orchard, xX, 69-109 
Looor Savers, XIX, 285 © ; 
“usings of an Orchardist, XX, 67 
Orchard Ladder, XIX, 348, XX, 145 
Orchard Tour, XIX, 32 
Orcnards Gain Farmer Favor, XIX, 153 
Orcharé Spraying, XX, 265 
Pruning and Fertilizing, XX, 263 
Spring York in, XX, 237 
Oriental Poppy—Propagation of, XX, 8 
Ornamental Shrubs—Pruning of, XX, 327
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Oskosh Horticultural Society, XIX, ‘54-85-212-248.277-309- 
342, XX, 21-83-119-186-316-246-280-310-338-362 

Flower Show, XIX, 24 ne = 
Ozaukee County Fruit Growers, XX, 203 

, Pp <a co . 4 

Paint on Pruning Cuts, XIX, 112: i 
Pansies, XX, 87 . 
Paper Mulch, XIX, 285-313-338 : 

\ Paper Mulch Trials = Circular, XIX,°333 .. : 
; Paris Green Kills Mosquitoes, XIX, 109 : 
[ Parsley Jelly, XIX, 51 : 

Pasque Flower, XIX, 229. | ; ; 
: Peas—Production, XIX, 177 

Peat toss, XX, 125 “ uo 
Book on, XIX, 115 4 . re 

Peonies, XIX, 333, XX, 9-19-339-297-304 : 
Hubbard Peony Farm XX, 312 
Varieties and Prices, XIX, 110 

Perennials, XX, 40 8 
New, XX, 269 : 
New Hardy, XIX, 234 ° : 
Perennial Border, XX, 199 

Pests—-Fighting Next Seasons's, XX, 88 : 
Petunias, XIX, 6 - : ‘ 
Pewaukee Garden Club, XIX, .218, XX, 280 
Pierce County Horticultural Society,XIX, 55-85-116-176-184 

| 217-310-373- XX, 55-118-186-216-279 
_ Flower Show, XIX, 25 7 

| Pine Cones, XIX, 167 : . 
Plant Clinic, XX, 332-333 —° © 

; Plant Doctor Notes, XX, 19 
Planting-How Deep, XX, 276° | : 

I Plant Market, XX, 245 . 
Plant Name Pronunciation, XX, 86 

| Plant Registration Proposed, XIX, 106 
Plants “ 

| Gas Harms Plants, XX, 60 . , : 
Not all Killed by Gas, XIX, 89 
That Attract Birds, XIX, 7 , / 

| Watering, XIX, 333 7 8 
| Plant Quarantine, XxX, 56 : “ 
| Plant Varieties Patented, XX, 330 . 
| Plums—Seedling Plum Wins Prize, XX, 235 i , 
| Plum Trees Need Fertilizer,:.XX,_ 218 : 
i Poison—Distributing Unlawful, XIX, 102 .° - SO, 

May be Used in Orchard, XIX,. 145 , 
Poison Bait, XX, 69 ‘ . 3 = 

For ilice in the Orchard, XX, 145 | : 
| Use of Foison Bait Not Illegal, XIX, 154 ot 

| ‘ ‘ f pat. _o 
| wa §
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| Poison Ivy-Hor to Kill on Camp Groumis, XIX, 265 
Preventative for, XX, 340 
What It is, and How to Destroy it, XIX, 361- 

| Pollinetion by Bees, XIX, aie , 
Potatoes, XX, 80-81, XIX, 897 . 

Clearing House to Aid Potato Market, XIX, 333 
Crop Large, XIX, 57 . 
Grading, XX, 45 
Growers Organize, XIX, 270-309 
Growers Tour, XIX, 366 
Lesson for Growers, XIX, 333 
Outlook for '29, XIX, 314-235 
Potato Tour, XIX, 11 
Triumphs, XIX, 339 <a : 

Potato Shows . ‘ 
Langlade County Wins, XIX, 73 
Premium List, XIX, 43 
Price,County Vins, XX, .106 

_ Show for 1928, %iX, 20. 
Wisconsin Rapids, XIX, 805 

P.Q.C.A-That is It, XIX, 186 
Prune Crop, XX, 43 | 
Pruning, XIX, 311 

R . 

Racine County Fruit Growers Ass'n., XX, 203 - 
Racine Garden Club, XIX, 117-181-216-275-510, XX, 53-180~ 

215-246 
Raspberries, XIX, 145, XX, 81-201 

Bees Help Set of, XX, 74 
Beetle or Fruit Worm, XIX, 338 
Black Cap, XX, 55 
Bulletin on, XX, 243 
Cover Crop for Field, XX, 8 
Effect of Height of Pruning on Yicld, XIX, 273 
Everbearing, XIX, 63 
Fertilizer for, XX, 167 
Fertilizer Tests on, XX, 10 
Growing of Red Raspberries, XIX, 468 
Latham, XIX, 231 
Name Wanted for new Raspberry, Xi, 176 
New Raspberries, XX, 352 
New Raspberry Named, XX, 301 
Pays to Cover,XIX, 240, XX, 37 
Purple Raspberry, XX, 353 ; 
Results with Fertilizers, XIX, 899 
Spraying, XIX, 241, XX, 303 

Reforestation—-Progress in, XX, 70 . 
Refrigeration Methods for Handling Fruit, *1X, 201 
Rhododendrons, XIX, 60-83, XX, 204
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Rhuoard, AX, 142 : * ~ , . 
Roacside Sales, XIX, 60° : / s 
Rock Carc ens , , , 

Color Harmony in, XX, 316 a: : 
In September, XX, 7 — : 
Vaking of, XIX, 138-341 
Plants for, XIX, 373°" _.. 2 
Flants for. ‘Beginner, XX} 14... . . / ‘ 
Plants from Seed, XIX, 170 ‘ 

7 Rock Garcen Primer, XX, 151 : . 
The Rock Garden—Foem, XIX, 242 ' 5 2 8 

Rock of Gibraltar, XIX, 350 / . 
Roses, XIX, 109, XX, 92 ae ‘ 

Book on, XX, 144-145 Pa 
Disease Control, XIX, 332 4° 8 
Diseases ‘and Treatment.,; 3X, 312 - _ . 
Liming, XX, 362 ‘ . : . 
Polyanthus Roses, XIX, 375 5 , 
Prune Climbing Roses, XIX, 378 ca / ‘ 
Rose Test Garden of Virginia, XX, 187-249 : 
Varieties and Culture, XIX, 312 © ; / 
Wintering, XX, 104 "7 . 2 | a ” 

Russian,Elm,. XIX, 333 - Ea . / 

School Beautification Project,’-XIX, 185° 9 " © -.- . 
School CGrounds-Beautifying of, XX, 73 ‘ ‘ _ 
Seeds, XX, 178-179 . eh gy Bh eg “ 
Snacow Sox Arrangement, XX, 198 : ce ‘ “i 
Shall We-.Take Dawn the. Bars, XX, 56-57-58. a 
Shipping Regulations, XIX, 26 °° - so 
Snruos-Book of, XX, 376 we 

Need Right Climate, XIX, 371 . 
Small Fruit Meeting: |. . , 

At Bayfield, ¥Ix,. 329 ‘ : i 
At Kenomonie, XIX, 329 

Snapdragons, XIX, 380 f Lo ‘ 
Snowdrops, XIX, 141 cr 
Spray Charts, XIX-177-208, XX, 235 
Spray Hints, XX, 299 “, 7 ' 
Spraying at Night, XIX, 241 ‘ 
Spraying in 91,XX, 131 ye 
Spray Rings, XX, 110 : 7 

Operation of, XIX, 300 ‘ 
Save Kewaunee Fruit Crop, XIX, 59°, | 

Bpring's Palette, ~,Boemy XIX; 308 .:-. 7. ° 
Spruce Insects, XX, 302 : 2 Rate 
Soguash—Growing of, XIX, 203 ‘ ‘ . : 
Starling May Ruin Cherry Crop, XX, 210. . . 
State Fair, XIX, 369-371-382,'XX, 304 ©. 

Addition to Horticulture Bidg., XIX, .208. . 
Ammon Appointed Chief of Fairs, XX, 207 _ . 
Chambers Appointed Superintendent Horticulture Bldg. ,XX,176 

Horticultural Exhibits at, XIX, 3, XX, 11 
Horticulture at, XX, 35% . j
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Pointers for Fruit Exhibitors, XX, 355 

Special Fremiums for Garden Clubs, XX, 359 

State Flower Show, XIX, 240 
State Garden and Flower Show, XIX, 759-872-274—308- 

323y XX, 116-117-146-209-306-338-334 
Classes, XIX, 361 
Committees, XIX, 263, XX, 308° 
Exhibitors, XIX, 263 
Exhibite, XIX, 343 
Feature Exhibits, XX, 325 
Garden Clubs to Exhibit, XIX, 277 
Judges, XX, 307 
Patrons and Patronesses, XX, 308 
Premium List, XX, 306 
Prizes, XX, 116-117 
Projects, XX, 277-278-279 
Resolutions on Roadside Signs, XX, 11” 
Rules, XX, 212 
Will Another Show be Held, XX, 335 
Winners, XIX, 344~345 

Statc Gladiolus Show, XX, 2875-333 
Strawoerries, XIX, 177, XX, 201-202 

Acreage Looks Good, XIX, 252 
Beaver Good Shipper, XIX, 366 
Best Varieties for Wisconsin, XIX, 202 
Crop Put in Storage, XxX, 139 
Fertilizer for, XX, 138 
Fertilizer Results, XIX, 299 
Fertilizer Tests, XX, 353 
Grading, XIX, 339 
Growing at Warrens, XIX, 282, XX, 36 
Growing of, XX, 233-354 
Handling of, XX, 264 
Nitrate Top~Dressing Increases Yield, XX, 301 
Progressive, XIX, 201 
Senator Dunlap, XIX, 201 
Spring Work, XX, 234 
Strawberry Mosaic, XIX, 314, XX, 268 
Testing New Varieties, XX, 111 
Variety Test, XIX, 358 
Winter Covering for, XX, 37-39 
400 Crates per Acre, XX, 10 

Strawoerry Day, XIX, 304-305 
At Alma Center, XX, 329 
At Warrens, XIX, 3327 
For Northern Wisconsin, XIX, 273, XX, 262, 300-329-352 

Sum-Mer—Del Garden Club, XIX, 23-52-86-117-149-216-249-277— 
341-372, XX, 21-53-119-149-151-216-247-281-285-362 
Flower Show, XX, 310-337-338 

Superior Garden Club, XIX, 148-372, XX, 119-184-215~280- 
309-363 
Flower Show, XIX, 23-24 

Superlative Degree Plants, XX, 103 
Sweet Corn, XX, 239
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Varieties, SXIX, 297 
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Cover Picture, HIX, 304, XX, 79 
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